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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.

To His Excellency, JosEPH W.

FIFE~,

Governor

of ·Illinois:

Srn:I have the honor to submit herewith the Eighth Volume
of the Geological Survey of Illinois.
This volume, exclusive of the "Appendix," was prepared by the
late Professor A.H. WORTHEN, in accordance with an Act of the
Thirty-Fourth General Assembly of the State- of Illinois, approved June 27, 1885, whiCh provided "That the Curator of
the State Historical Library and Natural History Museum, who
is required to perform such duties as may pe by law req7Jired of
the State Geologist, shall during the ensuing two years, collect
and prepare for publication a· volume ...... to be entitled Volume 8
of the Geological Survey of Illinois." For certain reasons the
contract with the Sta~e Printer was not signed until late in
1888, and in this interval Professor WORTHEN had died, May
6th, 1888. My commission as his successor, bears the date of
June 9th of the same year, and it became my duty to edit this
volume.
The printing was commenced early in 1889. · Neither I, nor
any of the authors could have foreseen that more than a year
and a half would be needed for its completion. The new
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genera ·described in Part II, Section 3, bear the date of 1889,
which, as it now happened, is apparently a case of antedating.
However, as .au the new species in the volume were recorded in
Mr. S. A. MILLER'S "North American Palteozoic Fossils," which
work was published in November, 1889, this may be taken as
an excuse for omitting corrections of the above dates, in the
"Errata."
The plates illustrating Part II, were printed 'before Prof.
WoRTHEN's

dea·~h.

Mr;· CHAS. K. WORTHEN made the origi-

nal drawings for plates IX-XXVlII, the remaining 58 were drawn
by Mr. E. 0. ULRICH, who also contracted for and lithographed
all the 78 plates. The KREBS Co. did the printing-. Mr. ULRICH
informs me that a strike among the pressmen, and the consequent necessity of employing inexperienced hands in printing
plates XXXVIII-LX, was the cause of the less satisfactory appearance of these plates.
As t,his volume not only forms the final report, of the Geological Survey of Illinois, but also represents the last work of .
its venerable Director. it seems appropriate to close these eight
volumes with a biographical sketch and portrait of Prof.
WoRTHEN, and to add a general index to the entire series of
his reports.
Mr. N. W. BL1ss, Attorney .at Law, a near relative of the deceased and his most intimate friend from childhood, was requested, at the suggestion of Prof. WoRTHEN's family, to sketch
his private life, and Prof. C. A. WHITE, M. D., of the United
States Geological Survey, to likewise treat the scient,ific work of
Prof. WORTHEN, and both of them willingly responded.

Their

sketches will be found in the ''Appendix."
It is my pleasant duty hereby to render thanks officially to the
heirs-the 6 sons-of Professor WORTHEN, who defrayed all expenses for the exceJlent portrait of their lamented father, which
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adorns the "Appendix." Theoriginal pen-and-ink drawing by the
eminent artist JACQUES REICH, oi New York, which drawing is
the property of this office, was placed at their disposal for the
purpose of being reproduced.
The index of the P AL..EOCRINOIDEA in Vol. VIII, Part II, Sections 1 and 2, was revised by Mr. CHARLES WACHSMUTH, and
those of the SPONGI..E and BRYOZOA in Sections 3-6, by Mr. E.
0. ULRICH. In preparing the "General Index,'' I at first simply
consolidated the indices of the eight volumes into one. But
finding that such a consolidation would by no means answer
the purpose, I undertook to revise every item and make numer..

ous additions and re-arrangements, as well as orthographic
corrections of palaiontological names.

This extremely tedious _

and time consuming work was done last fall wh.en I had reasons
to hope that the volume would be published. before the end of
last year. The index is therefore less elaborate than I would
have made it, had I known then that I could spend m·uch more
time on it without delaying the printers.

As it is, I trust it

will still be found of value.
The Geological Map of Illinois, published in 1875, and distributed with Vol. VI, of these reports, has long been out of print,
and I have been unable to fill the frequent requisitions from
scientists, schools, libraries and private applic1mts, most of
whom have stated that they have the set of reports but not
the wap.

I have therefore added to this volume a reproduc-

tion of the old map but on a smaller scale (32 miles =1 inch
-the scale of the old map being 6 miles =1 inch) and with
t,he geological formations represented by a system of lines of
shading, instead of by colors.

Although the map is copied

with as much accuracy as was regarded practicable and desirable, I have prefixed the word "Approximate" to its title.
It is evident that even the original map was never intended to
-B
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be considered as more than an approximate representation of
the areas of geological formations in the State. An a,ccurate

geological map of the State is still a desiderat'llm.
In this connection_ I beg to. make a few su~gestions for some
of the most important work that the State ought to undertake
as a continuation of its Geological Sllrvey. In part these ·suggestions are the same as those I had the honor to make in
my report to your Excellency and the Board of Trustees
of the State Museum, in January, 1889. They were also used
as the substance of two bills introduced in the last Assembly of
' the State Legislature, but, although seemingly meeting the approval of the Legislature, were "tabled" at the third .reading.
I would suggest:
l. That a continued collection be made of logs of all borings,

shafts, etc.,

i~

the State.

Owing to the imperfect character of

the records of such undertakings, as usually made, each locality
where a boring or sinking of a

sha~

is in progress should be

visited, or, at least, arrangements should 'be made with those
in charge of the work, for the proper preservation and identification of samples of the strata.
2. That a detailed topographic, or at least hypsometric
.
. survey
of the State be made on a plan conforming to similar surveys
already made, either wholly or in part,, by New Jersey, New
York, Massachusetts, Wisconsin and Michigan, and now in progress in Pennsylvania and Minnesota.
Thus would be- furnished the necessary 'data for elucidating many problems of the greatest economical importance to such industrial pursuits as require a correct insight into
the geological structure of the State. I would therefore sug~st:
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3. That the facts thus obtained, and further supplemented,
when

m~cessary,

by focal investigations, be used as the basis of

a series of either annual or biennial reports on the Geology of
Illinois, with special reference to the underground topography
of the different c~al beds; water bearing, and other strata,
showing their distribution and depth below the surface in the
various parts of the State.
It is pretty well settled that our coal beds were not laid down
in broad sheets of even thickness over large areas, but were
formed on the low lands of the then surface, while the higher
portions were left bare.

'l.'he investigation, above suggested,

would go far to indicate the position and extent of these barren grounds.

It would also give the best guidance in deter-

mining where artesian water, oil, gas, etc., may be expectedor, at least, where they cannot reasonably be expected.
In connection with these investigations particular attention
should be given to the quaternary deposits in the State. Much
interest is being manifested in the gla,cfal geology of the United
States; our State ought to cooperate with her sisters by making
a thorough study of her moraines and other glacial deposits.
The subject is large and has hitherto received little attentfon .
Indeed, our present knowledge of these deposits in Illinois is
merely rudimentary. We know but little even about the distribution of drift clays, marls, sands, gravels, and other elements of
the "drift." That treasures of incalculable value ta our commerce and industries lie hidden therein, within easy reach, cannot be dolJbted.
Within the last few years many new facts have been brpught
to light in connection with the dynamics of the lead region.
Wisconsin has made a very thorough survey of so much of this
region as lies within her borders, and our State should supple-
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ment it by equally thorough work in the light "Of the new facts,
on this side of the line.
I would also suggest:
4. That careful laboratory tests, physical and chemical, be
made of our coals, rocks, clays, etc., to ascertain their pro. perties and adaptability to various uses. The character of the
coal from various mines and veins is continually changing;
yearly analyses with regard to their fuel value should be made
and published,

The tests of building-stones should determine

their strength and resistance to frost and heat; and their resistance to ordinary atmospheric agencies should be studied at
their natural outcrops and in buildings where they have_ been
used. The immense importation of cement from other States
and from Europe,. in face of the fact that we undoubtedly possess, within the Jimits of our own State, excellent -raw material,
as well as cheap fuel, for its production at home, in unlimited
quantities, amply warrants a careful investigation of the possibilities of building up

a cement industry in Illinois.

The State possesses many valuable deposits of fire, potter's
and paint clays and of shales, whose properties have never·
been tested. These should be analyzed and practical tests made
to ascertain their usefulness.

Such tests of the clays of Ohio

and New Jersey may be taken as models.
In order to increase. the usefulness of the work already done
by the Sur-vey, and to adapt it to the wants of the people, I
beg, finally, to suggest:
5. That the State should issue, as so"On as possible, a sys-'
tematic palreontology, which shall contain a brief description
and, where possible, an illustration of each species found within
her borders, together with its horizon or horizons and a reference to the work in which the original description may be found.
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Such a work as .well as all other reports of the State Survey,
including also all maps and diagrams, should be placed on the
market at actual cost by the State, and would, I am sure, meet
with ready sale to ·students and others interested in the subjects treated in these publications.
I cannot close these remarks without expressing my obligation to Professor CHARLES W. RoLFE, of the Geological Department of the Illinois State University, at Champaign, for his
valuable suggestions and frequent manifestation of interest in
my work.
I have the honor to be,
Sir,
Your obedient servant,
JOSUA LINDAHL.
ILLINOIS STATE MUSEUM OF NATURAL HI~TORY,
SPRINGFIELD, ILL, July 10, 1890.
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. GEOLOGY OF ILLINOIS.
By A. H. WORTHEN.

·

CHAPTER I.
DRIFT DEPOSITS OF ILLINOIS.
In the preceding volumes of my report on the Geological Survey of Illinois, no -exhaustive discussion of the character and
extent of the superficial deposits of this State was attempted,
because the necessary data were not attainable from an examination of the natural exposures of the formation alone.
Subsequently, in the development of our coal resources, many
shafts were sunk through the superficial deposits in various portions of the State, which, with other artificial excavations, have
_afforded all the necessary dat31 for a inore comprehensive treatment of the subject; and some of the most instructive sections
of the driU deposits obtained in this way we shall present in
detail in the following pages.
·
,
These deposits consist mainly of clay, sand and gravel, which
are spread unconformably over the strttti:fied rocks, covering
them to the depth of from ten to more than three hundred and
:fiUy feet. Over large areas in the central portions- of the State
they extend far below the drainage level of the streams, and
consequently only_ the upper portion of the <1;eposit can be seen
in the bluffs and _banks of the water courses.
The drift deposits are' important in an economical point of
view: .FJrst--Because they determine the character and productive capacity of the soil upon which all other industries are
largely. dependent. Soils consist mainly of pulverized rock, to
which is added such organic substances as result from the
growth and decay of animal and vegetable organisms upon the
surface, and the soils of Illinois, -being the result of disintegration of the limestones, sandstones; shales, etc., which constitute
the various palreozoic formations of the Mississippi valley, contain all the essential mineral ingredients that are tequired to
constitute a soil of surpassing fertility.
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Second-The drift deposits are also the main source of our
water supply, and of those homely but indispensable products,
sand, clay and gravel, which enter so largely into the industrial
pursuits of the. laboring classes. Every man who sinks a well,
digs a cellar or a ditch, or grades a roadway, penetrates this
formation, and hence it becomes the one with which the people
are most frequently brought in contact, and therefore the one
in which they are more directly interested than in any other of
the geological formations.
In order to arrive at a satisfactory solution of the pheRomena
presented by the drift deposits, it will be necessary to consider,
briefly, the condition that prevailed at the commeneement of
the period which they represent.
At the close of the carboniferous era, nearly the whole area
of the State of Illinois, as well as that of the 'adjacent States
on the north and east, was elevated above the ocean's level,
beneath which it has not since been submerged. During all that
vast period of time, during which the Jurassic, Cretaceous and
Tertiary formations were deposited over such portions of the
continent as were still beneat,h the ocean, nearly the entire area
of Illinois was above the ocean's level, and subject to the erosive
agencies that are always prevalent upon the land.
During the earlier portion of this period, the river valleys
were excavated, as well as others that are now filled with drift
material, the existence of which is entirely unknown and unsus:
pected until revealed by artificial excavations. The eroding
forces of this period were not confined to the excavation of the
river valleys, but they carried away a vast amount of solid
rock strata, not only from the northern portion of the state,
where the evidence of erosion is most apparent, but probablY.
over nearly the whole area of the state as well.
Prof. D. J. Whitney, in his report on the lead region, in the
first volume of the geology of Wisconsin, estimates the amount
of solid rock strata removed by erosive agencies over the region
south of the Wisconsin river, at three hundred and fifty to four
hundred feet, and it is highly probable that even this estimate,
large as it may seem, does not fully represent the extent of the
erosion that has taken place not only in northern Illinois, but
over the greater portion of its entire area.
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The Niagara limestone, that caps the mQands- in JoDaviess
county, was no doubt continuous over the whole of.that and
adjacent counties, and it is also highly probable that the Hamilton shales, which now overlie the Niagara in the vicinity of
Milwaukee, originally extended west so as to. unite with the
Devonian beds of northern Iowa, and hence the full extent of
the erosion to which the northern portion of Illinois and the
adjacent regions in Wisconsin and Iowa was subjected, may far
exceed the estimate of Prof. Whitney, as it probably embraced
all the palreozoic rocks from the fop of. the Devonian to the
middle of the Calciferous formation inclusive.
Moreover the occurrenc~ of Cretaceous fossils in the drift clays
point to the existence of deposits of this age far beyond the
known limits of this system, and it is almost certain that extensive deposits of Cretaceous strata have been swept away by
erosive agencies in the region now under consideration.
. These marine organisms may be properly termed "intrusive
fossils," and belong to an age far more remote than the beds
of clay and sand from which they were obtained, and they seem
to show con~lusively that beds of Cretaceous, and possibly of
Tertiary age as well, once extended over areas in the Mississippi valley, where they do not exist in situ, at the present time.
Whether these marine strata extended generally over a large.
SlJrface area, or were confined to the valleys of the main water
courses, is an unsettled problem.
The specimens figured on the following page embrace three or
four species of shark's teeth, .fragments of an Ammonite, a
Belemnite and an Echinoid, The last three, and the tooth of
Ptychodus, are undoubtedly of Cretaceous age, and were found in
the boulder clay far above the flood plain of the Mississippi
river.
Figures 1, 2 and 3 represent forms that may belong to a
later period and were found in the sands of the Mississippi val. ley. It seems probable that the valleys of our great rivers may
have been partially filled with Tertiary deposits before the drift
clays were laid 'down, and that the strata of this age may still
form .the lowest bed~ under the alluvial deposits of 'the Mississippi and other large rivers of the Nortnwest,
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These fossils sh"w so little of the wearing effects of transportation, as to impress one with the conviction that they were
derived from strata originally deposited a1; a locality not very
remote from the places where they were found.
The following wood cuts represent the fossils now in the
author's possession, that were obtained from the drift clays of
Illinois, Iowa and Missouri.
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Nos. 1, 2 and' 3 belong to the genus Lamna, a genus com. mon to the. Chalk and to the Eocene Tertiary. No . .S belongs,
. apparently, to the genus Oxyrhina, and closely resembles O,
crassa, Agassiz.
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No. 1 was foun~ on Skunk river, near its mouth; No. 2, in
the river sand at. Warsaw, Ill.; No. 3 is embedded in a nodule
of hard. ferruginous sandstone, and was found at the mouth of
the DesMoines river; No. 8 was obtained near St. Francisville,
Mo., from drift clays above the flood plain of the riv:er.
Nos. 4, 5 and 6 were found in the blue clays of the driU at
Golden Bluff Vineyards, about two miles south of Warsaw, and
. their Cretaceous aspect will, no doubt, be readily ,conceded. No.
4 is a Belemnite, No. 5, a fragment of an Ammonite, and No.
6 is a tooth of Ptjchodus pQlygyrus, of Agassiz, an undoubted
Cretaceous form.
No. 7, is a characteristic Cretaceous Echinoid' belonging to the
genus Ana,nchytes, and was found near Petersburg, in Menard
county.'
In addition to the Cretaceous fossils above mentioned, 1 have
seen in the collection of the Hoµ. Wm. McAdams, of Alton, a
very, large shark's tooth measuring nearly three inches in lengtli,
that wa8 found in sinking a well in the valley of the Illinois
river, a few miles above the mouth of that stream, at a depth
of more than: twenty feet below the surface; and also the vertebra of a ·shark found in sinking a cistern on a sand ridge in
the same county, at a depth of fifteen feet, taken out in Mr.
McAdams' presence. This bone has the dark brown color characteristic of the Ichthyic fossils usually found in Cretaceous and
Tertiary strata.
In further proof of the supposition that pre-existing Cretaceous strata were broken up and partially redeposited at local
points in the Mississippi valley during the drift period, we may
cite the frequent occurrence of beds of paint and potter's _clays
at the base of /the drn deposits. These clays are generally
composed of a :fine silicious sediment of various colors, that are
lithologically quite unlike the sediments ~hat would result from
the erosion of any of the palreozoic rocks occurring in the adjacent region.
'
Hence it seems highly probable, as has been suggested by Dr.
White, in the Second Geological Survey of . Iowa.,, that the Cretaceous deposits once covered a much wide.r area in the Mississippi valley than they now occupy.
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In the report above cited, Volume 2, page 212, Dr. White
s13ms up his conclusions as to the probable extent of the Cretaceous strata in Iowa. before ·they were subjected to denuding
forces, as follows :
"How far the Cretaceous strata which appear upon ~he south~
western margin of the region, extend over the .remainder of it
unseen beneath the surface now covered with the drift, is not
now known, because no exposures of them are found there. We
have, however, many reasons to believe that the last named
strata once covered nearly, if not quite, the whole region, and
a large part of them, being all -very friable, were removed by
erosion during the Tertiary age, and much more swept away
by gla{lial action during the drift or glacial epoch, and the remainder are now mostly. covered by the drift. Besides more or
less indistinct indications d the correctness of this view, gathered from observations within the region itself, we find traces
of Cretaceous strata at several points within the State of Minnesota, extending as far as, or farther to t.he eastward than the
- ea8tern border of the region under discussion. Frequent exposures of strata of Cretaceous age exist to the southwar.d of it,
and also to a point in Guthrie county as far eastward as the
eastern bord~r of this region; and, although no exposure of
these strata now appear at the surface in the intermediate
space, judging from the uniformity of the-surface, and from our
knowledge of the position that the underlying strata must
necessarily assume, it is inferred that the whole intermediate
region: originally receivc;Jd deposits of Cretaceous strata continuous with those that now' appear.
_
These Cretaceous strata everywhere, both in Minnesota and
Iowa, show evidence of extensive glacial and other denudation.
This has been accomplished with facility in consequence of the
great softness and friability of all the strata of th~ age. The
denudation of these strata have been so great that their remains now exist in some parts only as scattered outlines resting upon older rocks."
·
The facts observed in Illinois would seem to fully sustain Dr.
White's views in regard to the former extent of the Cretaceous·
formation, and it is highly probable that the local patches of
Cretaceous strata may have been dep_osited as far eastward as
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the borders of the Mississippi valley, and southward until they
united with strati:t of the same age south of the Ohio river-.
After this brief view of the conditions that probably prevailed
during the earlier portion of the _drift period, we may now proceed to note briefly the several subdivisions of the drift deposits.
Taking them up in the descending order, they are as follows:
F'irst-we have the alluvial deposits of the river valleys, or
those below the ordinary flood plain of our large rivers. These
deposits consist mainly of sand and fine silicious sediment, held
in suspension by the water during periods of inundation, and
were deposited over the flood plain as the waters receded to
· their ordinary level.
Second-We have the river terraces that~ were formed in a
similar manner to the river bottoms, but at a time when the
flood plain was from thirty to forty feet higher than at the
present time. Those terra_ces form eligible sites for many of our
river towns, among which we may mention Naples, _Meredosia
and Havana, on the Illinois river, and Oquawka and New Boston on the Mississippi. The terrace ''epoch" is probably nearly
synchron011s with that of the loess.
Third-Modified drift and loess. The term modified drift is
applied to beds of sand, gravel and clay that have been formed
from the older members of the series by the sitting process of
wave action or water currents. This deposit generally forms
the upper portion of the river bluffs, and often fills lateral valleys on the main water courses.
The bluffs at Warsaw in Hancock county, pr~sents an instructive section of modified drift and loess. These deposits are
there from. forty-five to fifty. feet in thickness, and were cut
through in grading Main street to the river landing, showing
the following section:
Ft.

In.

Ash-colored marly clay ............................................................... . 10
Brown clay .............................................................................. . 10
Brown san<(stratifted ...................................................... ,, ......... . 8
Blue sandy clay ......................................................................... . 2
Fine gravel and 'clay....................................... .' ........................... . 2
Yellow sand ................................. ; ........................................... . 2
Gravel and boulders ................ , ................................................... . 8
Bluish clay-exposed................................................................... 5

6
6

8
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On a ravine a short distance south of Main street, the bluish
clay at the base of the above section is filled with fragments
and branches of wood, and.a bone, thought by its finder to be
the femur of a human skeleton, was obtained from it,, but unfortunately was allowed to crumble to fragments from a lack
of the knowledge required to preserve such fragile specimens
from destruction.
The "loess" consists of buff and gray marly sand, and ·usually
caps the river bluffs, imparting to them the bald, knobby character so noticeable on the main water courses of the West.· Its
maximum thickness in Illinois probably' does not exceed sixty
to seventy feet, and is usually much less.
At Quincy, the loess ranges in thickness from thirty to forty
feet, and is underlaid by a foot or more of chocolate colored
clay and a few feet of chert and brown claiy, (lo.cal drift),
derived from the decomposition of the underlying Burlington
limestone. The chocolate c,olored clay contains twigs and other.
vegetable remains, indicating ·that it was originally a surface
soil, and it is probably the t:iquivalent of the "Forest-bed" of
the Ohio reports.
The loess is not restricted to the vicinity of the rivers, but is
spread over wide areas in the centri:tl and southern portions of
Illinois. In the vicinity of Springfield it consists of two beds,
one of brown silicious clay, and the other gray marly sand,
aggregating a thickness of six to eight ~eet.
In the w~stern part of the county, and the adjacent portion
of Menard, these beds; frequently attain an aggregate thickness
of ten to fifteen feet, according to the statements of professional
well-diggers, and are usually underlaid by a black, mucky soil,
varying in thickness from two to three feet.
The fossils of the IOess comprise nearly all common species or
terrestrial, and a few species of fluviatile mollusca, and in addition to these it has afforded the largest portion of the fossil
mammalia hitherto found in this State.
The Hon. Wm.
McAdams, who has given P-special attention to· the fossils of
this horizon, has obtained a fine collection of mammalian remains at Alton and Chester, embracing the bones of the Mastodon, Ma,mmoth, Mega,Jonyx, Bos primigenius, Castoroides
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ohioensis and several species of rodents, some of which belong
to extinct species. These discoveries seem to fix the age of the
loess as not later than the close of the Pliocene.
The smaller teeth are usually found attached to, or embedded
in, the calcareous nodules that abound. in the loess, which· are
known unqer the popular name of "petriffed.potatoes." -Loc~ly
these nodules assume fantastic forms, similar to the common
"clay stones". that abound in the stratified clays of the Connecticut valley, and if they were of the same color, could not
be :readily distinguished from the New England specimens.
Fourth-The fourth diyisionof the dri~ of Illinois comprises the
boulder clays. These are usually yellowish at the top and bluish
gray below, and contain numerous boulders mostly of small size,
that are partly de~ved from foreign material, and partly from
the bed-rock of the adjacfnt region. This division of the formation ranges· in thickness from twenty, to more than a hundred feet,- and the embedded boulders vary in size from a few
inches, to two feet or more. Some of° these transported masses
are angqlar, as though they were emb.edded in shore ice, and
then transported by water currents to the spot where they
were finally dropped, while most of those of foreign material
are rounded and sometimes striated, as though brought in violent contact with angular fragments of still harder material.
Trunks of large trees a.re sometimes met with in sinking wells
through the boulder clay, but no animal remains have· been
authentically reported from it, to my knowledge, in this State,
except the Cretaceous fmisils illustrated on a . preceding
page.
The boulder clay is frequently underlaid by a
black, peaty soil, varying in thickness from two to thirteen
feet, filled in mariy plac~s with twigs, branches, occasionally
whole trunks of trees, tho wood in many cases being in a good
state of preserva:t;ion.
Fifth-The fi~h division comprises the ancient soil above mentioned, and the underlying stratified clayi:i and sands, which locally includes a second soil, similar in character to that immediately below the boulder clays. This division fills the ancient
valleys formed by erosive agencies· during the earlier portion
of the drift period, and consequently is somewhat local in .its
development.

10
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The drift p.eposits, as may be seen by the sections to be found
on the following pages; attain their maximum thickness in the
central portions of the State and thin out to the southward,
all the beds, except the laess, .disappearing before reaching the
.Ohio river.
Throughout the southern counties of the State, -the loess, including the sandy marl and the brown Clay which· lies . above
it, with a few feet of local drift beneath it, the whole aggregating a thickness of ten to thirty feet, are the only remaining
, representatives of the drift deposits of -Central Illinois. The
local drift appears to be entirely derived from the country rock
on which it rests, for where the underlying rock is limestone, the
embedded fragments of the superincumbent bed will be composed of the cherty material derived therefrom. Where the underlying rock is sandsto.ne or sandy shale, sand and nodules of
S.andstone will be found to constitute the main portion of the
overlying deposit.
The sections that are to follow, extend over two~thirds of the
entire area of th~ State, including the central and northern
portions, where the greatest accumulation of foreign drift occurs.
In Carroll county, on the northwestern border of the State,
the following section of a well in Mt. Carroll, was obtained by
the Hon. James Shaw, and· is given in his report on the geology
of that county, as typical of the dri~ deposits of that region:
Feet.
Black prairie soil. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
2
. Yellow fine grained clay...... .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
IS
Common blue clay .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . • .. .. . .. .. .
2
R_eddish clay and gravel. .......................................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
15
Tough blue clay ................................................ ~ .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2
Coarse stratified gravel... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .
3
Pure yellow &and................................................................ : ............. · 11
Black mucky elay ....................... ~ . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
Ii ·
Total.. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ..

liS

If there is any representative of the boulder clay in the above
sectipn, it must be the fi~een feet of clay and gravel near the
middle of the· section.
In the counties to the eastward of Carroll, Mr. Shaw estimates the average thickness of the drift deposits in Stephenson
and Winnebago counties at about twenty-five feet, while in Ogle
county he places its maximum thickness at "more than a hun-
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dred feet," and he says, "it is largely composed of coarse gravel
and fine white sand. The gravel beds contain numerous bould-.
ers, some of foreign material, and some deri\'"ed from the limestones of the adjacent region."
In his report on Lee county, the same author gives the following section of a well in the town of Palmyra:
Feet.
Black mould and subso;1... . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . ..
6
Finely comminuted. buff yellow clay. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . 12
Blue compact laminated clay ............................. : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Blook muck full of sticks, etc. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
5
Total .............................................................. ;.....................

33

The same autqor says further: "Over the southern . portion
of the county, the drift clays are probably thicker than in the
vicinity of Rock river. Where thickest, the blue clay is much
the heaviest d~posit, and is often underlaid by the black mud
of the above section, or a bed of gravel and dirt of variable
thickness."
In his report on Whiteside county, Mr. Shaw says, in speaking of the drift deposits: "At one locality, a. well was sunk
twelve or fifteen feet through yellow unctuous clay, .then blue
clay was struck, and in about fifty feet more a great quantity
of sticks and wood, apparently cedar and pine, was found. The
water in the well had, of course, a brackish taste. This woody
deposit was about at the base of the drift." ·
.
In the survey of Kankakee and Iroquois counties, the late
Prof. Frank H. Bradley found conclusive evidence of the existence of an ancient channel which h~ supposed to have been a
western outlet for the waters of Lake Michigan, and I quote
the following description of it from his report, Geol. Survey of
Ill., Vol. IV, page 229, et seq: "The depth of this channel in
its northern part is unknown; but its western bank is seen on
the. Kankakee, ju.st above Momence, where the rock suddenly
breaks off, and probes forced to considerable depths found no
solid bottom. These facts were ascertained in 1867, by Col.
James Worrall, then of the Illinois River Survey, now of Harrisburg, Pa., who also informs me that the same 'shoulder' of
rock is found on the Calumet, nearly due north from Momence.
In this part of its course, passing through very solid rocks,. the
channel is rather narrow, rock having been found. upon its east
side antl south of the Kankakee, within seven miles of Mo-

12
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mence; the exaet location of its eastern bank is unknown.
From this point the ,course of the channel is not certain; but
it probably keeps near the State line until it nearly or quite
·reaches the valley of the Iroquois, then runs westerly to the
valley of Spring creek, having a depth of one hundred and
sixty feet near Sheldon (as reported by H. S. Wing, Esq., of
Kankakee City,) and then turns south with a depth of two
hundred and sixty-eight feet between Onarga and Gilman, of
'over four hundred feet' between Onarga and. Spring Creek Station' and of 'over three hundred feet' between Paxton and Rantoul,· aa reported by John Faulds, Esq., of Catlin, Vermilion
county.''
"AR the western bank was found at Chatsworth, Livingston
county, with its top eighty-eight feet and its bottom two hundred feet below the surface, thus giving a width of fifteen miles
or more, it is evident that the softer materials of the Devonian, Sub-carboniferous, and Coal Measure shales and sandstones
have afforded. les.s resistance to the denuding agent than the
solid Silurian limestones which confined it to less than seven ·
miles at Momence. Champaign and Urbana, in Champaign·
county, are located over this,old channel, and from one hundred and seventy-five to two hundred and twenty-five feet above
its floor, but are probaoly near its eastern border. Here and
at Chatsworth we find,· among the drift-beds, a single layer of
old mucky soil, with leaves and trunks of trees. At Bloomington, in McLean county, the channel is two hundred and fifty
feet deep, and the beds which fill it· include two beds of old soil,
which I am inclined to accept as indications that this point is
near the middle of the old valley, or at least near its principal
channel.''
Dr. Bannister, in his report on the northwestern counties. of
the State, gives no artificial sections of the d,rift, but he gives
the following as an approximate section of th~s deposit in the
bluffs of Lake Michigan, near Lake Forest:
Ft.

In.

Clay ..................................................................................... 10 to 14
Sand and clay intermingled.......................................................... 9 to 12
Clay ......................... , ........................................................... 1 to 1
Sand.....................................................................................
1
Clay............... ·.......................................................................
50
Maxim.um............................................•..... ,....................

78

6

6
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In regard to the boulders scattered through the drift clays -0f
this region, Dr. Bannister says: "Most of the large boulders in
.this vicinity are of limestone; the masses of the primary or in- ·
trusive rocks are generally of comparatively small size, or when
of c.onsiderable size are but rarely met with."
So much must suffice our present purpose to illustrate the
prevailing character of the drift in the extre!Jle northern portion 'of the State, where we might expect to encounter the most
unmistakable evidence of gla-Oial actio:p, if these superficial deposits were really due to 'the ·action of land ice.
Coming south, within the northern boundary of the coal field,
we find an increased thickness of the drift deposits, and ·the
numerous artificial excavations that penetrate entirely through
them, afford the most satisfactory evidence of their general
character and extent.
In sinking the coal sha~ at 'Wenona, .in Marshall county, the
following drift beds were encountered : '
1

Feet.
Soil and yellow clay ................................................. .'. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
Blue clay (boulder clay}................................ ··.....................................
46
Sand............................................................................................
10
He.rd-pan.. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. ... •.. ..
34
!ted clay ..................................... , ................................................... _ _s
Total ................................................. :..................................

108

The red clay at the base of· the drift at this locality was probably
derived . from- the shales of the coal -measures on which it
.
rests.
At the gas well near Clinton, in DeWitt county, the following
b~ds of drift were encountered witho1;1t q~i~e rei;i,ching the bed
·rock:
Feet.
Soil and yellow clay :........................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 15
He.rd blue clay (boulder clay) ........ :....................................................... SO
Black mould with wood . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Dry drab colored clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Drift-wood and bl.&ck mould ................................... :..............................
8
Drab colored clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16
Drift-wood, etc................................................................................
2
Drab colored cle.y. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
He.rd-pan........................................................................................
12
Drab colored clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Green coppere.s colo~ed clay . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 10
Total •....••.•....•.......•.•.....•....•.......... ·.....................•.•......•.•.•...•

188

14
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Dry sand and pebbles were thrown out upon the surface by
the pressure of the gas, indicating the presence of sand and
gravel beds beneath the green clay, the gravel beneath and the
clay above furnishing the necessary conditions for the reception
and retention of the gas, which was probably generated in the
bituminous shales of the coal measures beneath'.
The well at the railroad station at Odell, in Livingston county,
passed through the following beds, according to the record ~
reported, without reaching bed rock :
Soil and yellow clay ................................................ "....................
Blue clay (boulder clay) ............................-: ... .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. ..
Gravel 11nd sand ................................ ".........................................
Blue clay...................................................................................
Gravel and sand...........................................................................
Blue clay. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
Gravel.. ... ... .. ................... ... .. .. .. .. .... .. ...... . . .. ...... ... . .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. ..
Blue clay.. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. ..
Gravel......................................................................................
Blue clay...................................................................................
Total................................................................................

Ft. In.
9
66
5
15
2
8
4
22 8
4
2
130

4

The coal shan at Bloomington, in McLean county, was carried
down through the thickest deposit of superficial material penetrated by any coal shaft in this State. This extraordinary
thickness of drift fills the old channel, already mentioned, by
which the waters of the great lakes found an outlet into the
valley of the Illinois river, and thence, through the valley of
the Mississippi, into the Gulf of Mexico. The following is a copy
of the record of the superficial material in this shan:
Feet.
Soil and brown clay .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .
10
Blue clay.. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . . 40
Gravelly hard pan (boulder bed) .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
60
Black mucky soil..............................................................................
13
Clay hard-pan ................................................................. ~...............
89
Black soil. ................................................................ .1....................
6
Blue clay ......................................................... :-:............................
34
Quicksand......................................................................................
ll
Total....................................................................................

254

The wood found in tlie mucky soil at the depth of one hundred and ten feet proved to be in a remarkably fine state of
preservation, and belonged apparently to a species of cedar.
The quicksand at 'the bottom of the above section contained
the comminuted fragments of terrestrial and fluviatile mollusca,
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of which only one specimen was obtained in a condition to be
determined. This specimen was submitted tO the late Dr. Stimpson, of Chicago, for examination, and was by him decided to be
a Helicina, occulta.
One of the .first attempts to shaft for coal in this State was
made at Coatsburg, in Adams county, and this sha~ afforded.
the firet evidence obtained of the existence of a bed of soil
beneath the boulder clay. The following is a copy of the record
of this sh~:
Soil and yellow clay . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .
Clay with gravel and boulders ......................................... , . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . ..
Black soil.. .. ............................ ; . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . ... .. .
Stratified clay ................................... : ............................. , . . . . . . . . .. . .
Tough blue clay ............................................................. :·. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Total .............. ;.................................................................

Ft. ·1n.
6

85

2

6

6 ·

20
119

6

This sha~ was located on the high prairie that forms the
divide between the Illinois and Mississippi rivers.
At Decatur, in Macon county, two beds of soil were passed
through in sinking the coal sha~ at that point, and the following is a copy of their. record as published by the local press:
Soil and clay ............... : . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . ..
Sand, with two clay ban(ls ........... .'........................... •. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quicksand .•.........................................-................ ;......................
Tough clay ......................... ; ... ·.......................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Black soil ............................................................... :. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . ..
Sand ................................·... :....................................................
Clay................. ~'.......................................................................
Greenish sand ....................... :·....... :.............................................
Gravelly hard-pan ................ , ................ ·:.. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Black soil... . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Quicksand ......................................................................... .-........
Gravelly clay .................................................................·... . .. .. . . . . .
Quicksand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
Total................................................................................

Ft. In.
31

11
2

6

4

2
2
3
6
11
2
4
24

6

6

·6

109

6

At Pana, in Christian county, about thirty miles south of
Decatur, the two ancient soils of the above section w«;lre also
encountered in their shaft as is shown by the following record :
Soil and clay............... :...............................................................
Blue clay...................................................................................
Sand and gravel.. ................................................................ :. . . . .. . .
· Hard red clay .................................................................... :: . . . . . . .
Black soil . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blue clay . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
·Black soil ....... : . .. . . . . . .. . . •. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . • . . . . . . . . .
Blue clay, ............................................................................... :..

11
4
12
18
3
57
2
19

Total................................................................................

127

6

6
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The following average section of the driR deposits in the
western part of Sangamon and eastern portion of the. adjacent
county of Menard, was furnished by Mr. ·Joseph Mitchell, a
professional well-digger, and probably fairly; represents the general character of the "driR in Central Illinois where no unusual
amount of erosion had · taken place. This section, however1.
does not represent the full thickness of the d~; ·as the wells
were not continued quite down to the bed rock:

..

No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

JJ't. In.
1. Soll and yellowish subsoil .................................................... 5 to 16
2. Gray sandy clay (loess) ..................... ·.................................. 6 to 8
s. Mucky clay With wood, etc .. : .................................... ;...........
2 6
4. Bluish boulder clay ........................................................... 10 to 15 '
5. Soft blue clay ............................. ·...................................... 20 to 40
Maximum-........... ; .......................................... L .••. , ....... ,...
75 6

No. 3 of the foregoing section is not identical 'With either of
the old soils found at Bloomington, Decatur or Pana, but it
probaoly holds the same stratigraphical position as the "Forest ·
bed" of the Ohio reports, and the chocolate-:c.olored clay be- neath the loess at· Quincy.
At Virginia, in Cass county, however, .one of the older !'.!Oils
was found,, as shown by the following record of the shaR at
that locality :
Ft;

~~~eS:~Yb:~:~~::~~::::'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.:::::::'.".'.~:~:~::::::::::::::: 5~

Black soil ............ .' ................... ;.................................................
Hard-pan .................................................... ,,.............................
Total ........................................ ,,......................................

In.
:

·3 '
46_

116

Ail the Palmer sh~, in Christian county, the following record
was preserved of the driR beds· passed through :
·
Feet.
·Soi.I and yellowish clay .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 16
Hard l:!oulder clay........................................................... : .......... :.·..... 22
Soft brown clay.......................................................................... ;......
7
Sand............................................................................................ 1-0
Gravel ................... ,......................................................................
1
Boulder clay ..................,................................. ; .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .
.4
Total ...................................................................................._ 00

Two boulder beds are reported in the foregoing section,_ the
:first immediately below the yellow clay of the sub-soil, where
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it is usually found, and the other at the bottom of the drift, ·
and directly above the bed rock. Nothing iS' said in the record
in regard to the size or nl,lmber of the boulders contained in
either bed, but, if we may form any conclusion from the character of the fui:idamental bed of .the drift deposits at all the
o~her localities given, we should ·be led to suspect that the
lower bed here might be more accurately described · as a bed of
gravelly clay, rather than a bed containing boulders of any
considerable size. ··
The record of the coal sha~ at Sidney, in Champaign' county,
shows the following beds of dri~ occurring at that point:
Feet.
Sand and yellow clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
Boulder clay...... . . . . . ... . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
Gray hard-pan... :..............................................................................
.5
Yellow ha.rd-pan................................................................................ 15
Coarse sand and gravel.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
Ha.rd-pan ........................................ ,.............................................. S5

Total.................................................................................... 95
In a boring with the diamond drill at Tuscola, in Douglas
county, the following divisions of drift material were encountered:
Surface soil and yellow clay ...... : ................................... '. ......... :. . . . . . . . . . . .
Blue clay.......................................................................................
Hard-pan ............................................................................. ,.........
Blue clay....................................................................... ,................
Ha.rd-pan.......................................................................................
· Blue clay............. ,,........................................................................
Brown clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Yellow clay.....................................................................................
Blue clay.......................................................................................
Blue and yellow clays........................................................................
Blue clay. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Gravelly blue clay......................... ·...................................................
Blue clay ....................•............................•.............. ,......................
Sand.............................................................................................

Feet.
20
5
6
10
7
9
5
8
6
81
22
30
18
6

Total.................................................................................... 178
In sinking the coal

sh~

at Sandoval, on the O.& M. railroad, in Marion county, the following beds of drift material
were passed through according to their published record:,

-2
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Soil and yellow clay ................................................................... .
Sa.I\.dY clay .............................................................................. .
Blue clay and gravel. .................................................................•.
Blue clay ........................................................ .' ................. :-..... .
Biook soil ............................................................................... .
Blue· sandy clay ........................................................................ .
Quicksand ....... , .•... ., ................................................................. ·
Cemented gravel. .. :....... ; ........................................................ , .. .
Total ............................................................................. .

In.

11
4

6

20
78
2
6
6
1

6

129

The bed of cemented gravel at the bottom of this section may
be a bed of ferruginous conglomerate belonging to the coal
measures, as such a· bed is frequently encountered in the upper
part of that formation.
·
At Odin, four miles east of Sandoval, a similar bed of black
soil was encountered near the base of the drift, but no detailed
record of the overlying beds was preserved.
South of the 0. & M. railroad the drift deposits diminish in
thickness, and the following section, obtained from a· boring for
coal at Lementon, in St. Clair county, will afford a general
idea of their average thickness and divers'ified character in
Southern Illinois :
Feet.
Boil ....................................................... :.....................................
8
YeUow clay......................................................................................
14
Band and gravel .................... ~- ..................... ,..................................
1
Blue clay.: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 20
Blue clay (soil?)...............................................................................
1
Blue and yellow clays .......... ,.............................................................
11
Red and yellow sand.........................................................................
1
Total................................................................................. ·:..
51

The foregoing sections afford a fair exhibit of the superficial
deposits of this State, all of which may be inclu.ded in. the general term driR. They cover more than two-thirds of its entire
area, including the c~ntral and northern portions of the State,
where these deposits attain their greatest-Oevelopment.
In the southern portio~ of the State, for a distance of :ti.Ry to.
seventy-five miles north of the Ohio river, foreign material is
comparatively rar,e, and often absent altogether, and when
found the boulders are of small size, seldom exceeding a few
inches in diameter.
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Specimens of native copper have been found in this portion of
the State, but their presence tfuere may be due to human
. agencieR, as it is well known that copper was an article of commerce among the primeval races of the Mississippi valley.
The conditions under which _the drift deposits were accumulated, and the agencies employed in their deposition, are still
unsettled questions, and the complex character of the phenomena presented affords a wide field for speculatfon.
It has been generally conceded that a colder climate than that
of the present time prevailed over the northern temperate zone
when the boulder clays were deposited, and that ice was an important factor in the transportation of the foreign material
contained therein.
·Two rival theories, known respectively as the "glacial" and
the "ice berg" theories, have been advanced to explain the
origin of .the drift, both of which have found able advocates to
urge their respective claims. The latter theory attributes the
accumulation of the'· drift and the foreign materials occurring
therein to floating ice and water currents during a period of
submergence, when the entire surface over which the drift extends
was beneath the water.
The "glacial theory," on the other hand, attributes the accumulation of the boulder clays to the action of land ice, and
is based upon the assumed conditions of an arctic climate, and
a vasi; continental "glacier" or "ice cap," that was supposed
to have covered all the North American continent north of the
fortieth parallel 'of latitude.
Prof. Dana, in his Manual of Geology, 2d ed., page 544, gives
the following as the conditions ·supposed to prevail over the
northern portion of the continent during the "glacial period" :
"During a glacial epoch of the kind here supposed, the whole
northern portion of the continent down to the southern limit of
the Drift, would have been covered by a vast and almost uninterrupted glacier. This is now the case in North America with
the return of nearly every winter. But the depth, instead of.
being as now, but a few feet, and that mostly of snow, must
have been, judging from the height on the hills to which the
striffi extend, at least 4,000 to 5,000 feet, and the material, as
in all such thick accumulations, would have been ice, and above
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this there may have been other hundreds of "feet of snow.
Glaciers of so vast extent and thickness, would have moved
downward wherever the conditions would permit, like the glaciers
of the Alps; and all the more readily for their enormous weight."
A g-lacier is usually defined as ·"an immense mass of ice, or
snow and ice, moving slowly down mountain slopes or valleys,"
and it is probable that the earliest advocates of glacial theory
in this country formed their conclusi-0ns mainly from an examination of the phenomena presented in New England, and other
mountainous regions, where the conditions necessary for the
formation of typical glaciers were .prevalent, but as such conditions were not found in the broad plains of the northwest, the
"ice sheet" or "ice cap" was substituted for the glacier, to explain th~ occurrence of foreign material in the dri~ deposits of ,
the northwest.
The glacial theory requires for its support, a supposititious
elevation of the surface, to the extent of several thousand feet, ·
of all that portion of the continent over which the d~ is distributed. This was necessary in order to obtain the conditions
of an arctic climate in a temperate zone, a supposition with no ·
evidence to sustain it except· what is afforded by the so-called
glacial phenomena.
As has been clearly shown by the preceding sections of the
drili deposits of Illinois, the boulder clays invariably overlie
an old soil, which covers such a wide area as to justify the conclusion that it was originally spread over the whole surfaee of
the State, and it seems highly improbable that a vast ice sheet,
of enormous thickness, could push its way over a nearly level
surface, and leave the soil intact beneath. Moreover, whe_rever
a good section of the dri~ clays, overlying the black soil, is
well exposed, the evidences of a more or less distinct stratification is observable, a fact which does not· accord with the "glacial theory," but indicates clearly that water was an active
agent in their accumulation.
Foreign boulderfil ~re comparatively rare in the central portion
of the State, except in the vicinity of the old valleys, where they
are more abundant than elsewhere, though seldom exceeding a
diameter of two feet, and in the extreme southern portion of
the State, those exceeding a few inches in diame~r are seldom
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found. This is precisely what we might anticipate if they were
transported by floating ice, whereas if their occurrence was due
to the soutJ;iward movement of land ice, they should be equally
or more abundant at the southern extremity of the ice sheet
than elsewhere.
Dr. Drake, of Cincinnati, in an essay published in the Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, in 1825, advanced the theory "that the boulders of foreign material in
Ohio, with the clays in which they were imbedded, were brought
from the north by floating ice during a period of submergence;" ·
and Sir Charles Lyell, on his first visit to America, adopted a
similar view, and explained the drift phenomena observed by
him in Canada, as the probable result of floating ice, loaded.
with the rocks and detritus of the north.
Prof. Dawson, of McGill College, in his Acadian Geology, advocates a similar theory in explanation of the drift phenomena
observed by him in Nova Scotia. In discussing the probable
origin of 'the drift, on page 64 of the volume above cited, th~
author says: "Let us suppose then, the surface of the land,
while its projecting rocks were still uncovered by surface deposits, exposed for many successive centuries to the action of
alternate frosts and thaws, the whole of the untraveled· drift
might have been accumulated on its surface. Let it then be
submerged until its hill-tops should become islands, or reefs of
rocks, in a sea loaded in winter and spring with drift ice, floated
along by currents which, like the present Arctic current, would
set from N. E. to S. W., with various modifications, produced
by local causes. We have in these causes ai:nple means for accounting for the whole of the appearances, including the traveled blocks, and the scratched and polished surfaces."
The enormous transporting power of floating ice is well known
to be fully adequate to explain the occurrences of boulders, and
any other foreign material occurring in 'the drift d_eposits, and
the low temperature prevailing in the high northern latitudes,
from which the foreign material in the drift of the Mississippi
valley has come, furnishes the essential conditions for the breaking up of solid rocks, reducing the broken masses to the condi·tion of boulders, and transporting and distributing them as far
as the drift deposits extend.
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The scratching and polishing of the hard · rock surfaces beneath the drift, as well as the striation of some of the boulders, 1!1-ay be readi~y explained by floating ice, with embedded
angular fragments of still harder material, that would act as
gravers upon whatever solid substances with which they were
brought in contact.
The "iceberg" theory requires the assumption of no ·extraordinary conditions to explain the drift phenomena, and it is a
generally accepted principle in geological science that no resort
to extraordinary suppositions is justifiable, where phenomena
can be explained by the operation of well known causes.
The gradual change of level in the relations of land and water,
is a dynamical fact u~iver~ally admitted, and a generaf submergence of the surface after the disappearance of .the continental glacier, or ice sheet, is admitted by the advocates of the
glacial theory; and, if the date of this submergence should be
carried back to the period immediately following the formation
of the ancient surface soil, beneath the boulder drift, we obtain
the essential conditions required for the accumulation of the
succeeding deposits of the drift period.
From the facts presented in the foregoing pages, we may. assume that the drift period represents a vast epoch in geological ·time, during which a considera.ble portion of the Mesozoic
formatio~s were in process of deposition over such areas as
were still submerged beneath the ocean; and hence the term
Po.st Pliocene can only be applied to the latest formed of these
deposits, the loess, which contains the oldest fossil mammalia
hitherto found in the superficial deposits of Illinois.
The succession of even,ts transpiring in the northwestern portion of the United States during the drift epoch, we may assume
to be somewhat as follows: First, the gradual elevation of the
surface above the ocean level at the close of the carboniferous
period, followed by the extensive denudation of the palreozoic
rocks, and the excavation of extensive valleys, which seems to
have been the prevailing condition in the region now under
consideration during the Triassic and Jurassic periods.
The next occurrence in the order of succeeding events was the
partial ~illing of the valleys with clay, sand and gravel, and
the formation of the lowest bed of ancient soil beneath the
boulder clay. This was followed by a partial or entJre submer-
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gence of the surface, and the accumulation of the i:iands, clays,
etc., that· underlie the soil which occurs immediat~ly beneath
the boul~er clays.
Then the surface was elevated and the marshy swamp soil
under these clays was formed . .:.A second submergence then followed and through the agencies of water currents and ice-floes,
the boulder cla'.ys .were deposited.
.
This was followed by a partial elev~tion of the surface and
the prevalence of lacust.rine conditions, resulting in the deposit
_of the loess. while the adjacent dry land was inhabited by now
extinct forms of mammalia, associated with some of those still
existing in the same region. This was followed by the final
emergence of the whole area, and the commencement of the existing order of things.
The mammoth_ and mastodon were certainly coeval with spe~ies of mammalia still existing in the Mississippi valley. This
fact has been clearly established by the collection of fosslls made
by Mr. McAdams from the loess, and by the fossil bones found
between Illiopolis and Niantic, near the east line of Sangamon
county. At this locality beneath a black mucky surfac.e soil
only four feet in depth; the remains of a. mastodon consisting
of the jaws with the teeth intact, both tusks, and seve]'al of the
large bones were found associated with bones of the buffalo,
elk and deer, all embedded together in~ a bed of quicksand that
had probably once formed the bottom of a pool of water to
which these animals resorted, and in which they perished. The
writer was present during the disinterment of these remains,
and some of the small bones of the mastodon and all those of
the smaller animals except the antlers of the elk -are now preserved in the cases of the State Museum of Natural History.
No _well authenticated discovery of the remains of mammalia
in this State in beds older than the loess or modified dri~, has
come to th~ knowledge of the writer, and ~n every case where
such finds have been reported, investigation has shown that
they were obtained from beds more recent than the boulder
clays. Isolated bones and teeth are o~en obtained from the
alluvial banks of the streams, but more frequently they occur
in the black peaty soil ol' subsoil of the marshes, in which they
seem to be better preserved than when buried elsewhere.
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In the early part of our· investigations in Illinois and Iowa,
·the writer was inclined to accept the "glacial theory," as a probable. explanation of the cond~tions under which the boulder clays
were peposited, mainly in deference to the ability of its able
advocates, but later and more widely extended obs~rvation have
comp~lled its rejection as a reasonable or necessary explanation
of the phenomena presented, after a careful study of the superficial deposits of this State.
When the advocates of the "ice cap" theory are able to present some tangible. evidence of the former elevation of the
porthern portion of the American · continent to the height of
several thousand feet above its present level, independent of
drift phenomena, or can point to some other plausible fact
going to show the prevalence of arctic conditions at a former
period over the temperate regions of North America, that theory
may be generally accepted, but until then, it is · but fair to
assume that diverse opinions will prevail in regard to the .
agencies by which the drift ~eposits of the· Mississippi valley
were deposited.
It has seem:ed probable to the writer that many of the advocates of the "ice cap" theory became converts to the theory
before commencing field investigation, and their researches were
consequently devoted to obtaining such facts as were believed
to have a favorable bearing upon the accepted theory. If they
have gone into the investigation of the drift phenomena of the
Mississippi valley entirely free from all preconceived ideas as to
its origin_. it is_ a question whether either "glaciers" or an "ice
cap" would have been suggested as the most probable theory to
explain the phenomena of the drift, as it is distributed over the
vast plains· of. the northwest.
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COAL.

Since the publication of Vol. VII, of these reports, numerous
experiments have been made for the development of our coal
resources, the great majority -of which have proved successful.
Among the most notable failures were those made at Tuscola
in Douglas, and Sidney in Champaign counties.
Tuscola is situated some forty miles or more within the eastern border of the coal field, and also within the region supposed
to be underlaid by the upper coal measures, but, a boring made
there with the diamond drill to the depth of 792 feet, failed to
reveal the presence of coal, or any clearly defined strata belonging to the coal measures.
The drift deposits were found to be 186 feet thick at the point
where the boring was made, and if beds belonging to the coal
measures were originally deposited there, they were removed by
erosion at the commencement of the drift period, and the first
layers of bed-rock encountered by the drill appeared to be of
Lower Carboniferous age. At the depth of 645 feet a white
crystalline limestone containing Fa, vosites was encountered,
which undoubtedly belongs to the Devonian or Upper Silurian
formations.
The oblique fracture of the core taken from this boring, showed
that the limestones passed through, dip at an angle. of about
20°, which would give an exaggerated thickness to the beds as
reported, and shows that this boring is on, or very near the.
center of the great anticlinal axis, which crosses northern Illinois diagonally through the counties of Ogle and LaSalle, but

-3
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is hidden in its southeastern extension by the superincumbent
deposits of. drift material. The following is a copy of the record
of this boring:
1.
2.
3.
4.·
5.
6.
'i.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Ft. In.
Superficial deposits ................................................................. . 186
Sandy shale .......................................................................... .
7
Sandstone .................................................................... : ....... . 14
Green shale .......................................................................... .
20 7
Hard rock ............................................................................. .
4
Sandstone ............................................................................ .
46 1
Conglomerate ........................................................................ .
6 6
Sandstone with blue bands ......................................................... .
14
Shale ................ ~................................... : ............................. . 118 1
Soapstone-(clay shale) ................................. : .............................. .
15
Sandstone ............................................................................ .
20
Sandy shale .......................................................................... . 10
Clay shale .......................................... : ................................. .
42 6
Hard rock ............................................................................ .
6
Clay shale .................................................. : ......................... .
9
Slate and shale ...................................................................... . 101 6
Black shale ........................................................................... . 12 6
Limestone ................................................................... :......... 140
White sandstone......................................................................
20
Total depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

792

9

There is probably a considerable area along the line of the
above mentioned axis extending through the counties of Livingston, Ford, Champaign and Douglas, that is colored as coal
measures on the map, where no valuable deposit of coal will be
found, such deposits having been removed by erosion if they
formerly existed over this axis as seems probable, but the
boundaries and extent of this barren area, can only be determined by the drill, or artificial excavations, as there are no
natural outcrops that will help to define its extent. There are
hundreds of square miles in this portion of the state, where
there are no natural exposures of the bed rock, and consequently
no definite knowledge in regard to the character of the underlying formations can be obtained by surface explorations, the
banks of the water courses revealing nothing but the upper
portion of the drift deposits.
Sidney in Champaign county, is about fifteen miles north, and
twelve miles east of Tuscola, and is probably on the eastern
side of the axis. In the published record of the boring there,
four coal seams were reported in a total depth of 256 feet, the
lower seam six feet in thickness, and the others ten, twenty and
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twelve inches respectively. This boring was made with an ordinary drill, and on sinking a sha~ it was found that the six foot
seam of coal reported in the boring, proved to be mainly a
bituminous shale.
If the Diamond drill had been used the expense of sinking a
shaft might have been avoided. The following record of this
boring was furnished and sworn to by Mr. E. Robbins, the contractor in charge of the work:
1. Soil.....................................................................................
2. Yellow clay .................................. ;.........................................
8. Blue clay...............................................................................
4. Gray hardpan... . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . . ..
5. Yellow hardpan.......................................................................
6. Coarse sand and gravel. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
7. Hardpan ................................................. :.. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .
8. Clay shale.... .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ..
9. Coal....................... ...........................................................
10. Clay shale... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . .
11. Coal ............ :.......................................................................
12. Shale. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .
18. Coal....................................................................................
14. Limestone.............................................................................
15. Sandstone . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
16. Hard shale . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .
17. Coal ............................................................................. ,......
Tot.al depth. ....... : .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .

Ft. In.
2
15

18
5
15
5

85
17
O 10
<p

1

8

85
1

6

16
4
2

6
256

At Urbana and Champaign, borings have been made for coal
and favorable results reported, but all attemps to carry a sha~
down through the water-bearing sand and gravel beds of the
dri~, have hitherto been unsuccessful.
The following beds of drin were encountered in attempting to
sink a coal sha~ at Champaign, the details of which were published in the report of Prof. Frank H. Bradley on the geology
of this county in Vol. IV, page 272 of these reports.
Feet.
Soil, clay and quicksand.................................................................. 17
2. Red and blue clay.........................................................................
73
3. Peaty soil... .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . .
2
4. Quicksand..................................................................................
9
5. Soft yellow clay . .. . . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . ..
9
6. Sand.........................................................................................
8
7. Yellow clay.................................................................................
7
8. Quicksand and gravel .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . .
59
Total.................................................................................... 179

1.
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In discussing the character of the dri~ deposits of this county
Prof. Bradley says: "The purity of the white water-bearing
quicksand which underlies the dri~ calls to mind the character
of the St. Peters sandstone at its outcrop in LaSalle county,
in which region it supplies several large artesian wells. The
southern continuation of the anticlinal axis which brings this
rock to the surface at that point, would pass not far from
Champaign; and it is altogether probable that the aforesaid
quicksand is really a part of the disintegrated outcrop of that
bed distributed over the bottom of the ancient channel* which
must have exposed it at some point fa this region."
How far south this axis extends is a point as yet undetermined, and its effect upon the productive coal measures in the
counties lying to the southeast of Douglas can only be determined by the drill, or the more expensive method of sha~ing.
If it extends to the Wabash river it would cross ·that stream in
the· vicinity of Vincennes.
The record of the following borings in Livingston county were
furnished by D. R. Morgan, Esq., of Strawn.
Boring at the lumber yard in Strawn by H. Clarke.
No.

Ft.

In.

1. Soil.................................................................................... 3
·2. Gravel................................................................................ 1
3. Yellow clay... . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . 3
4.

Blue clay ............................................................................ 17

5. Sand and gravel with water ........................................................ 10
6.
7.

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
18.
14.

Light brown clay .................................................................... 20
Hard pan.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. 2
Coarse gravel... . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . 8
Brown clay ........................................................................... 14
Blue clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . 9
Sandstone . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 8
Clay shale ............................................................................ 13
Coal ................................................................................... 2
Fire clay .............................................................................. 3
Total depth .......................................................................... 114

6

6
6
6

Another boring near the section house west of the creek gave
the following result:
No.

Ft.
8
2. Gravel............................................................................... 2

In.

1. Soil..................................................................................

* For further remarks on this ancient channel the reader is referred to the preceding chapter, page 11, and also to page 278 of vol iv, of these reports.
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No.

Ft. In.

3. Yellow clay..........................................................................

7

Gravel with water.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Blue clay •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brown clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sand with water.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Brown clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Coarse gravel.......................................................................
Brown clay and sand .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone and clay.................................................................
Limestone (boulder) . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Hard brown clay . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Soft blue clay........................................................................
Hard blue clay shale . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandstone and shale.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
Dark clay shale.....................................................................
Coal..................................................................................
Fire clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. .
Clay shale...........................................................................

· 2

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
· 9.
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

7

6

17
3
8
2
8

6

4

0

3

12

2
25

11
8
2

9

2

3

2

----3
Total depth ................................................. _..................... 1:!9

.A boring at Cullom near the eastern line of the county made
by Mr. Bennett Reeder for the Livingston county Coal Prospecting Company gave the following result:
No.
Ft. In.
1. Soil. ................................................................................... .
1 6
2. Yellow clay .......................................................................... .
8
3. Blue clay ............................................................................. .
32 6
4. Sand .................................................................................. .
1
24
5. Blue clay ............................................................................. .
6. Solid gray silt ....................................................................... .
12
4
7. Blue hard pan ....................................................................... .
8. Sand .................................................................................. .
0 3
4 9
9. Blue hardpan ........................................................................ .
10. Brown hardpan ...................................................................... .
6
0 6
11. Sand .................................................................................. .
12. Brown hardpan ...................................................................... .
2
13. Hardpan and silt..................................................................... .
2
0 6
14. Sand .................................................................................. .
15. "Hard silt .............................................................................. .
3 6
16. Hardpan............................................................................... .
5
17. Clay ................................................................................... .
0 6
18. Hardpan .............................................................................. .
3
19. Hardpan and gravel. ................................................................ .
2
20. Brown hardpan very hard.......................................................... .
53
21. Red clay .............................................................................. .
5
22. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
19
23. Coal ................................................................................... .
3 11
24. Fire clay ............................................................................. .
4
Total depth ....................................................................... . 197 11.
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The boring at:Strawn in the south eastern part of the county
failed to find a workable seam of coal, as shown by the following copy of the record. The boring was made by Mr. Bennett
Reeder:
No.

1. Soil ................................................................................... .
2. Sand and clay ....................................................................... .
3. Gray hardpan ........................................................................ .
4. Blue hardpan ........................................................................ .
5. Sand.................................................................................. ..
6. Blue hardpan ........................................................................ .
7. Sand and 'gravel with water ....................................................... .
8. Blue hardpan .......................... , .............................................. .
9. Brown hardpan ..................................................................... ..
10. Sand and gravel ..................................................................... .
11. Brown hardpan .. : ................................................................... .
12, Sandy shale and sandstone ........................................................ .
13. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
14. Sandy shale........................................................................... .
15. Pink shale ............................................................................ .
16. Blue shale ............................................................................ .
17. Sandstone hard and soft............................................................
18. Clay shale with iron pyrites........................................................
19. Sandy shale............................................................................
20. Dark clay shale . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
21. Coal....................................................................................
22. Bluish gray clay shale . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
23. Reddish brown clay sb.8.le.... ..... .... .. .. .. . ... .... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. ... . ... ..... ..
24. Sandstone ........................................... ;.................................
25. Sandy shale........ . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
26. Bluish gray clay shale...............................................................
Total depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .

Ft. In.
2
6
2

9
0 8
17 10
7 6
17
16
1

3

23
12
6

29
10
17

8

20
44

7

1 2
7
5
23 3
12
2
802

The boring at Saunemin in 1882 opposite the hotel, was not
carried deep enough to reach the workable coal, which at that
point is 373 feet below the surface, while the boring was only
carried to the depth of 250 feet. There is probably but one
workable coal in the eastern portion of the county, which is
No. 2 of the general section. It is the equivalent of the lowest
seam in the shafts in LaSalle county, and is the one mainly
worked in Grundy county, and the southwestern portion of Will
and the northwestern township in Kankakee counties.
A boring made at Forest since the foregoing pages were
written, the details of which were furnished by Carmon Bros.,
found a coal seam, probably No. 2 of the general section, at a
depth of about 214 feet below the surface. The followi_ng details
were furnished by the parties above named:
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Ft. In.
Drifts clays, et.c... .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 110
Sandstone (boulder?)......................................................................
1
Coal........................................................................................
O 10
Shale........................................................................................
s 6
Coal ....................................................... :................................
o 10
Cla.y shale. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 98
Bituminous shale ........................................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
o 6
Coe.I ........................................................... : .......-.....................
s 2
Tota.I depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 217 10

A boring made in Livingston county by Mr. B. Reeder, at Saunemin reached a three foot six inch coal seam, probably No. 2 of
the general section, at a depth of 373 feet, 3 inches.
The following record of the Saunemin boring was furnished
by the Hon. Charles Ridgely of Springfield:
No.
Ft. In.
1. Bla.ck soil . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6
2. Yellow clay............................................................................
10 6
S. Blue clay ........................... , ............. :....................................
4
4. Sand and gravel. ....... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S
5. Blue clay ........ :.....................................................................
14
6. Sand...................................................................................
2
7. Blue clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
8. Gravelly clay.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
9. Blue clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54 6
10. Sand........................................................................ ... ........
4
11. Blue ha.rdpan... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 28 6
12. Brown hardpan.......................................................................
3
18. Blue hardpan ...................... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 26
14. Sandstone... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13 6
15. Sandy clay ................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
16. Sand and gravel with water . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
l
17. Clay shale.............................................................................
54 6
18. Alternating sandy and clay she.las . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
19. Clay shale.............................................................................
2
20. Coal slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 ·6
21. Fire clay . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
22. Clay shale.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 78 6
23. Alternations of sandy and clay shales ................................... :.........
6
24. Sandy shale... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
8_
25. Clay shale..............................................................................
2
26. Limestone.............................................................................
3
27. Sandy shale .....................~...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 6
28. Hard standstone.... .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . ..
1 3
29. Sandy shale ....................................... ,...................................
3
30. Clay shale............................................ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 13
31. Coal, No. 2 ........................................................ :...................
3 6
Total depth.......................... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 373 3

If Nos. 15 and 16 of this boring are sand, clay and gravel, as

reported, underlying sandstone, it must be located on the
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border of one of the ancient valleys which are by no means uncommon beneath the drift, and the sandstone, No. 14, formed a
projecting ledge, from beneath which the strata had been removed
by the denuding agencies of the drift period, and replaced by
drift deposits. The drift is here one hundred and sixty feet in
thickness, and forms twelve distinct beds between the surface
soil and the sandstone.
The thickness of the coal and the character of the roof, leads
to the conclusion that the coal found here is No. 2 of the general section, which is the lowest workable bed developed on the
north-eastern borders of the coal area.
Mr. T. S. Cummins of Gardner, who has been engaged in prospecting for coal in the northeastern portion of the Illinois coal
field, has very kindly furnished me with the following short
account as the result of his observations in that portion of
the coal area :
"GARDNER, lLI~., Jan. 12, 1885.
Prof. A.H. Worthen:
·'DEAR Srn:-I have read with interest your Economical Geology of the State, especially that part of it relating fo the county
in which I reside, and where it has been my privilege to do a
great deal of prospecting for coal, and boring for water, from
which I have gleaned facts which may be of use to you in determining where the seam of coal in the Wilson shaft belongs,
which I believe to be identical with that found on the lower
Au Sable in Sec. 19. The principal characteristic of this seam
is its black shale covering. It overlies the main seam, and is
separated from it by sandstone and argillaceous shales aggregating 70 to 80 feet in thic~ness, · except near the oukrop
to the north and east, where the rocks between get thinner, and
the seams of coal come closer together. I have bored through
both seams south and west of the Wilson shaft, in South Grove
township, Livingston county, on the farms of Messrs. Clover,
Eldred and Pratt. The drift in that neighborhood was about
100 feet, then four feet of black slate, then the coal about 2
feet 6 inches. The other seam is 75 feet lower and 3 feet thick.
I have traced it from this point to within a half mile of Braceville, where it is found in a well south of the old Augustine
shaft at a depth of 48 feet. I also found it on the south line of
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Braceville township, sec. 35. I found only 14 inches af coal at
this point at a depth of 65 feet. At the same point we got 3
feet 4 inches of coal at a depth of 146 feet. On sec. 19 in Essex
township, Kankakee county, north and east of the Wilson shaft,
the upper seam is found at a depth between forty and fifty feet.
This is its eastern boundary, and as the strata rise rapidly to
the eastward, both seams crop out within a short distance from
each other. The upper seam is best developed on sections 13,
24 and 25 in Greenfield township. On sec. 25, and on the farm
of Mr. Savage a little southwest of the Wilson shaft, the depth
is 106 feet; at the shaft on sec. 24, 80 feet; on 13 near the
center, 80 feet, and north about 80 rods from the east line of
the township, 69 feet, and on sec. 12 only between 40 and 50
feet. I have found it as far north as sec. 4, Felix township,
and the main seam below it, and so you will see that although
it is not a general deposit, it is distinct from the main coal and
belongs above it, as I have demonstrated.
Hoping this information may be of some use to yqu, I remain,
Respectfully yours,
T. s. CUMMINS."
The upper coal described by Mr. Cummins, is no doubt identical with that which outcrops on Waupecan creek in Grundy
county, and was referred to No. 3 of the Illinois section. Owing
to the irregularity in the development of coal seams. on the
northern and northeastern borders of the coal field, the exact
position to which this seam should be assigned is somewhat
problematical, and it may represent a higher coal than No. 3,
and the character of its roof and its distance from the lower
seam, which evidently increases away from the border of the
field, render its identity with coal No. 5 of the LaSalle section
not improbable.
The boring at Clinton, made with the diamond drill, probably
penetrated to the base of the coal measures, and passed through
352 feet of drift, showing .that Clinton is located above one of
the ancient valleys, by which the surface of the state was intersected anterior to the accumulation of drift material. Th~
following is a det~iled cop;y of the r~cord of this boring:

-4;
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No.

Ft.

1. Surface soil.... . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .
2.
S.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.

22.
23.

24.
25.
26.
27.

5

Quicksand...............................................................................
15
Sand with gravel and boulders.......................................................
17
Sand and clay mixed .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 53
Hardpan . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . 12
Gravel...................................................................................
1
Hardpan.................................................................................
4
Clay and sand..... .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .
4
Gravel and clay .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. ..
7
Hardpan.................... .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. ..
3
Clay and sand .. .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .
7
Clay and gravel.................-. ......... ; . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . 14
Clay....... ..............................................................................
4
Hardpan.. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
6
Clay and gravel . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .
8
Quicksand .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . ..
5
Sand and gravel... . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .
2
Coarse gravel . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .
2
Clay......................................................................................
6
Gravelly hardpan... .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. 25
Quil'ksanci . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .
6
Sand and clay...........................................................................
7
Gravel .......................................... ·.. . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
9
Sand...................................................................................... 11
Gravel . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .
9
Sand.....................................................................................
9
Quicksand and gravel.. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 101
Total depth of drift............................................................... 302

This is probably the same valley described in the foregoing
chapter, which was traced by Prof. Bradley into Champaign
county from whence its course was apparently west through
DeWitt, and thence northwardly through McLean county where
it was again penetrated in the Bloomington coal shafts.
The following strata of coal measure rocks were passed
through in the Clinton boring.
N~

1. Black slate:...........................................................................

2. Fire clay .. .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .
3. Limestone ..................................................-. . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .
4. Fire clay .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .
5. Gray shale . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .
6. • Red and gray shale .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .
7. Gray shale... . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . ..
8. Sandstone .... ; . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
9. Gray sha'.e.............................................................................
Dark shale.............................................................................
ltl. Gray shale . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
11. Coal....................................................................................
J2. Coal and slate . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . .

~

ft
1

3
19

1
1
10
2
36
32
6
5
2 9
o 9
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- 14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
SI.
32.
33.
34.
85.
36.
37.
38.
39.
Ml,

41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
58.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.

Fire clay ........................... ·... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .
Limestone.............................................................................
Sandi!tone ................................................ .'. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. ..
Gray clay shale.......................................................................
SandRtone.............................. ·.. ... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..
Gray shale .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .
Black slate and coal .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
Limestone.. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .
Sandstone ....................................................................... , .. .. ..
Gray shale .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .
Black slate .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .
Black slate and coal..................................................................
Gray shale... . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
Sandstone.................................... .. ...... ................................
Gray shale . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. ..
Black slate . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .
Gray shale .......................... :. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .
Sandstone .............................. ·.. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .
Gray shale... . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . ..
Black slate ........................................................... ;.................
Coal....................................................................................
Black slate and trace of coal ........ ; .. ·.... . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. . ..... .. . .. . . .. . .. ..
Gray clay shale.......................................................................
Coal.....................................................................................
Black slate and trace of coal.......................................................
Gray shale .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
Hard impure limestone... . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..
Hard sandstone.. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . .
Gray shale .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .
Black slate .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . ..
Sandstone .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. .. .. ... . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . .
Gray shale............................................................................
Black slate ........................ ' .. ; . . .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . .
Gray shale . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . . .
Sandy shale...........................................................................
Gray shale.. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . ..
Hard limestone.......................................................................
Hard sandstone......................................................................
Dark shale............................................................................
Gray shale . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . ..
Sandy shale...........................................................................
Sandstone.... .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . ..
Black slate with trace of coal.... .. .. .. .. . . . .. • . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
Gray shale.. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . .. .
Coal..................................................................... ""............
Gray shale... . .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. ..
Sandstone and shale.. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . . ..
Thickness of coal measures .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . .. . ..
Total depth of boring .. .. . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. . .. .

35
Ft. In.
7 3
22
6
11
11
8
3
7
19
10
3
4
15
50
14
2
5
23
21
3
1
2
3
1
3
16
1
3
5
8
10
3
2
8
11
9
1
2

s·
3
3
6
2
82
1
10
25
587 9
942

.Another boring made previous to the one given above, located
just north of the town, and carried to the depth of 539 feet,
encountered only 270 feet of drift, showing that this deposit
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had increased in thickness about 70 feet in a distance of about
half a mile, the increased depth being in a southerly direction.
This would indicate that Clinton is located near the northern
slope of this ancient valley.
I am inclined to regard the 2 feet 9 inches coal reported in
this boring (No. 11) as probably the equivalent of the upper
workable seam in the Bloomington shaft, and also of that in
the shafts at. Lincoln, Mt. Pulaski, and Decatur, and if so, it
is much thinner at Clinton than at the points above named.
·Nos. 33 to 37 inclusive, represent a lower seam, that may be
equivalent to Nos. 2 or 3 of the general section, and No. 57
may be regarded as No. 1.
After the publication of Vol. ·vu, the proprieto.rs of the coal
shaft at Mattoon put down a boring with the diamond drill to .
the depth of 203 feet, which probably reached the bottom of
the coal measures.
For a detailed report of this boring, I am indebted to Walton
Rutledge, Esq. Commencing below the coal in the shaft, which
has been referred to coal seam No. 2 of the general section, the
details of the boring are as follows :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

Fire clay •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..
Gray shale .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . ..
Black slate ............................................. ".. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .
Coal....................................................................................
Fire clay...............................................................................
Dark shale .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. ..
Coal....................................................................................
Fire clay ......................................................... :.....................
Light shale . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .
Hard sand rock .................................. : . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Sandy shale . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .
Dark shale ............................. :..............................................
Black slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . ..
Dark green shale..... .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . ..
Limestone..............................................................................
Total thickness ........................................................ .". .. .. .. .. ..

Ft. In.
15
70
1
1 8
3 4
4
o 4
1 8
12
4
27
45
9
6
S

203

This, added to the 800 feet of coal measures passed through
in the shaft, gives a total of about one thousand feet, and represents probably about three-fourths of the entire thickness of
the coal measures in ttiis State. Nos. 4 and 7 of the above
record represent probably coal No. 1, which is often a double
seam, and the limestone at the bottom belongs to the Lower
Carboniferous formation.
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A shaft at Smithboro, in Bond county, passed through two
of the main coal seams in a depth of 498 feet, and a boring
carried down from the bottom of the shaft reported another
seam about forty-five feet below the lower, seam in the shaft.
The following is a copy in detail oi the strata passed through
in this shaft :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
2'J.

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.

ao.

31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Ft. In.
Soil and clay ••................... , ................................................... .
15
Hardpan .............................................................................. . 60
Blue clay ............................................................................. .
10
Hardpan.............................................................................. .
10
Limestone ................................................... , ......... :.............. .
6
'!'
Light colored shale ........................... :.................................... ..
12
Sandstone ..... ·....................................................................... .
12
Dark slaty shale ..................................................................... .
23
Very hard limestone ......,...........................................................
2 6
Black slate... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
2
Coal, No. 9 ....................................................................... ,.. . .
1
Light yellow shale....................................................................
30
Dark shaJe .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .
17
Coal, No. 8 ............................................................................
1
Slate, " .. .. .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . ... .. .. . ... . . .. .. ... ... . . .. . . .. . . .. .. ... . .. .. ... .
1
Coal, " ....................................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Shale and.slate........................................................................
62
Hard sandstone with salt water ....................................... ~............ 100
Red shale. . . . . . . . .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . ..
8
Clay shaJe.............................................................................
2
Sandstone ................................................................ : . . . . . . . . . . . .
16
Shale ............. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 31
Limestone alternating with shale ................................................ , • 12
Shale, broken coal and fragments of sandstone; horizon of coal No. 7........
7
Brown fire clay. . • . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
2
Light shaJe ... .'.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
Black slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . .
4
Limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4
Hard calcareous shale ............. :..................................................
4
Band of concretionary iron stone . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
Coal, No. 6 ............................................................................
5 4
Fire clay,..............................................................................
2 6
Gray limestone........................................................................
9
Dark shaJe . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . ..
3
Fire clay .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .
4
Limestone.............................................................................
4
Coal,No.5 ........... , .................................................... :...........
4 6
Fire clay... . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2
Total depth ................................................. .- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

498 10

The band of concretionary iron stone in the roof of coal No.
6, varies in thickness from six to twelve inches, and if the
quant.ity was sufficient to justify its exploitation, it would be
valuable for the production of iron. No. 24 seems to represent
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the horizon of another coal, which had been broken up and redeposited along with the bituminous. shale and sandstone with
which it was associated, and it probably represents the horizon
of coal No. 7 of the general section. Coal No. 6 is the seam
being worked here at this time, and .it affords a product of fair
quality. A heavy :flow of salt water issues from the white sandstone No. 18, which is here a hundred feet in thickness.
A boring at Greenville, the county seat of Bond county, reported five and a half feet of coal at a depth of 488 feet from
the surface. At this point the drift was found to be 200 feet in
thickness, consisting largely of sand and gravel with so great
an amount of water percolating through it that the parties interested were deterred from attempting to sink a shaft for the
present. For the following record of this boring I am indebted
to the Hon. J. P. Slade of Greenville:

-

Ft. In.
1. Silrface clay and soil ........ : . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . ..
10
2. Sand and clay:........................................................................
20
8. Coarse sand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
4. Gravel. •......•...................................................... , ............ :. . . .
20
Ii. Conglomerate •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
90
6. Clay and sand......·. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 20
7. Sand ................................................................... ,...............
8
8. Light colored clay and sand . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
9. ·nark colored clay and sand. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 18
10. Gray limestone. . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
5
11. Hard black slate.. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
12. Light and dark shales.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . i7
18. Sandstone and sandy shale. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99
14. Clay shale • . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
15. Sandy shale , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
16. Clay shale • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27
17. Limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1
18. Clay shale ..................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . .
5
19.. Limestone .................... ·.........................................................
9
20. Clay shale and green clay........................................................... 10
21. Black fault . . . . . • . . . • . . . • •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5
22. Clay and sandy shales ..................... , .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
28. Limestone ...•............ , . : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8
24. Clay shale.............................................................................
4
25. Limestone.............................................................................
2
26. Coal. ...•. ;.............................................................................
5 6
27. Shale .............. :....................................................................
7
Total depth . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 500 6

It is probable the coal ·seam at the bottom of this boring is
No. 6, and the stratum numbered 21, which is described in the
record as a black fault, represents the horizon of coal No. 7.
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Greenville is undoubtedly located upon the line of one of the
ancient valleys that were excavated either at the commencement of the drift period, or during the elevation of the surface
above the carboniferous sea beneath which the coal measure
rocks were formed, and by comparing the· boring at Greenville
with the shaft at Smithboro, we.find the ancient valley attained
a depth of about one hundred feet more at Greenville than at
the latter point. .A not.able feature of the drift at Greenville, is
the great amount of sand and gravel which it contains, and
the small amount of clay. The 90 feet described as conglomerate by the men in charge of the boring, was probably a. bed of
gravel, cemented either with ferruginous or calcareous material
such as may be frequently observed in surface outcrops of the
drift deposits.
The coal shaft at Sorento, in Bond county, at a depth of 373
feet, penetrated a coal seam 8 feet in thickness. For the following copy of the record I am indebted to Mr. Walton Rutledge the mine inspector of that district:
No.
Ft.
1. Soil and clay... . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .... .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
17
2. Conglomerate........................................................................... . 28
3. Clay shale.. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. ..
20
4. Limeetone ............................................................................. '.
1
5. · Clay shale.. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
4
6. Light gray limestone............................................ :......................
20
7. Light limestone and chert.., ............................................·.. .. . . .. .. .. . .
8
8. Fire clay.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . ..
1
9. Black slate. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .
3
10. Clay ehale.. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. .. · 20
11. Red shale .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . .
5
12. Coal ..................... :................................................................
1
IS. Fire clay.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2
14. Brown shale . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . so
15. Light shale.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 12
16. Clay shale...............................................................................
1()
17. Magnesian limestone . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .
5 .
18. Clay shale................................................................................
20
19. Brown shale .............. , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
56
20. Light shale.. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . ..
65

NoTE.-The sections of drift reported in connection with the coal shafts and
borings given in this chapter, were mainly obtaiµed after the preceding chapter was
written, and tend to confirm the position hitherto assumed in regard to the origin of
the drift beds, and demonstrate very clearly to the mind of the writer, that they are
not the accumulations of land ice, but are largely if not wholly due to aqueous agencies.
-A.. H. W.
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F~

21. Fire clay ........................................................ ·' ...... :. . . . ...... .. . . ..
22. Light shale ................ ~.............................................................
23. Light hard limestone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
24. Fire clay and slate .................................... :................................
25. Coal......................................................................................
26. Fire c.Jay and shale (dump) ...................................................... ., . . . .
Total depth.........................................................................

8
'.!'/
9
1

8
20

401

The boring made at Sorento previous to sinking the shaft
was carried to the depth of 612 feet without :tip.ding any other
seam of coal of practical value. The following beds were passed
through by the drill below the bottom of the shaft, as published in the Greenville Sun :
Ft.

No.
1. Light shale.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

20

Clay shale .......................................................................... ; .. . .
Hard limestone ........................... ; ....................................·.........
Slate......................................................................................
Brown shale... . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
Limestone...............................................................................
Sandy shale and sandstdne... ....... .. .. .. . . .. ...... .... . ... .. ... . .. . . ... . .. .. ... . .. . .
Coal blossom? . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
Hard yellow stone ........... , ....................................................... -. .
Slate.... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Soft shale.................................................................................

30

2.

S.
4.
5.

6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

Shaft................................................................................
Total depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

4
20
18

1
52
4
4
2'I
35

211

401
612

Although Sorento attd Smithboro are but a few miles apart
there is a marked change in the character of the beds encountered in the two shafts at these points. At Smithboro three
seams of coal were found in a depth of 537~ feet while at
Sorento a single seam only was encountered in a depth of 612
feet. Such sudden changes in the character of the strata are
not of common occurrence in the Illinois coal field, though they
have been rarely encountered at other localities.
Three coal shafts were commenced without a preliminary boring in Marion county, and all have been prosecuted to a successful issue; one at Kinmundy, and the others at Odin and
Salem respectively. The shaft at Kinmundy, although the
deepest of the three, was the first completed, reaching the horizqn of coal No. 6 at the. depth of 869 feet. The seam at this
point was found to be divided by a parting of shale and limestone about seven feet in thickness, the upper division of the
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seam having a 'thickness of two feet two .inches, and the lower
of four feet two inches of go_od coal, while at Odin it is a solid
seam of nearly seven feet in thic~ess.
The record of the Kinmundy sha~ was very accurately kept
by the gentleman in charge of the work, and it is a very im-,
portant one,,as it gives more than two hundred feet of upper,
coal measure strata not found at Odin or Sandoval. This is
in part due to the greater elevation of the surface at Kinmundy,
which according to the railroad level is 96 feet above Sandoval,
and in part to the absence of the heavy deposit of drili, which
was found· both at Sandoval and Odin, and to the eaaterly dip
of the strata.
The following is a slightly condensed copy of the record of
the Kinmundy sh~.
Ft. In.
No.
1. Soil and brown clay .............................. ' ............................... '. ... 12
2. Sandstone and shale ................................................................ . 134 5
s. Pebbly limestone ............................... .'.................................... . l 4
4. Black slate .......................................................................... ..
9 7
5. Coal, No. 15 .................................................... , ..................... .
l 2
6. Fire clay ......................... ; ................................................... ..
7
7. Gray shale .......................................................................... ..
19 7
11
8. Black slate ............. >........................ ; .................................... .
1 6
9. Coal, No.14 ............................................................... , ........... .
2
10. Fire clay ...................................... ; ...................................... :.
in 10
11. Shale ............................................................................~ .... ..
12. Black slate ............................................................................ ..
5
2
13. Bituminous limestone .............................................................. ..
0 6
14. Coal. No. 13 ................................................................. " ....... .
6
15. Limestone and black shale ...... , ..................................... : . .-......... ..
16. Coal .................................................................................. ..
0 2
5 6
17. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
51
18. Gray and 'b!ook shales with bands of limestone ................................. .
1 6
19, Black slate .......................................................................... ..
l
20. Coal, No. 12 ......................................................................... ..
l 6
21. Fire clay .... ·........................................................................ ..
s
22. Limestone ............................................................................. .
15 9
23. Gray shale .......................................................................... ..
s
24. Black slate .......................................................................... ..
0 2
25. Coal, No.11 ........................................................... .'.............. ..
2 10
26. Fire clay ............................................................................ ..
66 6
27. Sb.ale and sandstone ................................................................ .
0 4
28. Coal, No.10 .......................................................................... ..
29. Fire clay .............................................................................. .
so; Limestone ........................................................................... .. s
81
31. Shale ......•..•...........•.............................................................
9 10
32. Limestone (Shoal Creek) .......................................................... ..
2
SS. Black shale with 2 inch coal No. 9 ............................................... ..
34. ·pebbly fire clay ....................................................... ; ............ ..
5

-5
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Ft. . In.
35. Sandstone and shale ......... :.......................................................
76
36. Pebbly limestone.....................................................................
1 6
37. Bituminous shale and
inch coal .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .
2 6
38. Fire clay . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. ..
5
39. Sandstone and shale.................................................................
69
40. Black shale .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. ..
o 10
41. Coal, No. 8 .............. ;.............................................................
o 7
42. Fire clay..... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
2
43. Limestone, sandstone and fire clay .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. . .
8 6
44. Blue shale ........................ :....................................................
14 2
45. Limestone. .. . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .
21 6
46. Fire clay .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .
2
47. Green shale...........................................................................
1 6
48. Pebbly lime~tone.....................................................................
6
49. Sandstone and shale. .......................................... ............ ..........
84 2
50. Coal, No. 7.. ........ ...... .. .. ...... ...... .. .... .... ... ......... .... .......... ...... ..
2
51. Fire clay... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
11
52. Sandstone and shale.................................................................
30
53. Coal....................................................................................
2 2
54. Black shale ................... :........................................................
3
55. Hard dark gray limestone .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. ..
4
56. Coal ..................... ,.. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... . .... ...... ...
4 2
Total depth .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 859 7

*

The limestone and shale parting in the coal at Kinmundy, is
a feature that I have observed nowhere else in the state. It is
probably a local development only, and may wedge out in some
direction in a short distance. In whatever direction the coal
·thickens as the work of exploitation progresses, it should be
followed, with t,he expectation that the two divisions will gradually approach each other by the thinning out of the stony
parting until they finally come together.
A boring to the depth of about 130 feet from the bottom of
the shaft, reported only one seam of coal about eighteen inches
thick about sevent,y feet below the main coal.
· An analysis of twd samples· of coal frpm the Kinmundy shaft,
by Prof. Barrett of the University of Illinois, gave the following
result:
FIRST SAMPLE.

Ash.................................. .
Moisture ............................. .
Fixed carbon ....................... .
Volatile matter ..................... .

SECOND SAMPLE.

12.54
8.40

48.04
30.26

Ash...................................
Moisture.............................
Fixed carbon........................
Volatile matter......................

99.24

Per cent. of sulphur in coal................................................................
Per cent. of sulphur In coke ... . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. ... .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..

13.13
8.32
48.66
30.03

100.04

2.85
0.97
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.The following copy of the record of t:Iie Odin shaft will be of
interest for comparisQn :
Ft. In.
1. Drift clay and gravel...... . . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. • . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . 100
2. N odulli.r shale ....................................................................... ..
1 s
3. Coal, No.12 ...................... '. ............... ; ..................................... . . 0 9
4. Shale and fire clay ........... ; ............................................ ,. ......... ..
39
3 10
Ii. Coal and black shale ................................................... " ............. .
6. Shale and fire clay.................................... ; ....... ~ .................... ..
14 6
7. Coal. No. 11 .......................................................................... .
0 7
8. Sandy shale and sandstone ........................................................ .
20
9. Blue clay and lire clay ............................................................. .
12 6
10. Cale. sandstone, fossiliferous ..................................................... ..
8
s
11. Blue shale ............................................................................ .
0 ~
'12. Coal Uoca.1) ........................................................................... .
13. Fire clay ................................................................ , ............. .
0 6
14. Sandy shale ....................... : .................................................. .
14 2
lli. Coal, No.10 ...................................... ,. .................................. ..
0 7
16. Sandy and ar2. shales ................................................................ .
6S
17. Limestone <Shoal Creek) ........................................................... .
10
18. Black slate and 2 in. coal, No. 9 ................................................. ..
3 2
19. Fire clay ............ ·............ ; ..................................................... .
Ii
20. Sandstonl) .and shale ..................................................... ; ......... ..
li6 6
21. Blue shale with limestone bands ................................................. .
11 10
22. Fire clay .............................................................................. .
5
2S. Slate and limestone ............................ : ... ; ................................ .
8
24. Clay shale.'........................................................................... .
10
25. Sandstone ........................................... , ................................ .
6S
26. Blue shale ............................................................................ .
28
27. Nodular black shale ................................................................ ..
7
28. Coal. No. s ........................................................................... .
0 10
29. Fire clay ............................................................................. ..
2 6
.30. Sandstone and shale ........................................................... : .... .. 117
31. Pebbly shale and fire clay ........................................................... .
11
32. Limestone, partly hard ............................................................. .
1<l
33. Blue shale ....................... ._ .................................................. ..
10 6
34. Coal Uoca.1) ............................................................................ .
1 4
35. Fire clay and shale ................................................................. .
10 8
36. Coal, No. 7 ...................... ., ................................................... .
s 2
37. Fire clay ............................................................................ ..
4
SS. Alternations of shale and limestone.~ ..... . 1• .......................................
26
39. Black shale .......................................................................... ..
4
40. Coal, No. 6 ........................................................................... .
7
T-0tal depth ........ , .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. 701 4

The Kinmundy .shaft is eleven miles north, and about tweive
miles east of Odin, and the subjoined condensed vertical section
. of the coal measures encountered at these two points, placed
side by side for comparison, will serve to show the uniformity
of their development in this portion of the State.
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Odin Shaft.

Kipmundy ShaR.

Ft. In.
Sha'ttl........ ..........................• f 3
• • • • • Coal No, 12.......... O 9
Shale, slate, eto . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48
• • • • • Coal No. 11... ... . . .. o 10
Shale, fire clay, etc.......... . . . . . . . . . . 58
• • • • • Coal No. 10.... ...... o 7
Shale, limestone; em.................. 72
• • • • • Coal No. 9.. ... .. . . .. o 2
Sandstone, shale, em ................. 196
• • • • • Coal No. 8..... .. . . . . O 10
Limestone, shale, em .................. 155
Coal No. 7 ......... : 3 2
Limestone, shale and slate . . . . . . . . . . 34
•••••coalNo.6 .......... 7

Ft. In.
Sandstone and shale ................. 146
• • • • • Coal No.14.......... 1 4
Shale and slate........................ 38
• • • • • Coal No. 13.... .. . . . . 1 6
Limestone, shale, em................. 62
• • • • • C o a l No. 12... ... . . .. O 8
Shale, slate, etc.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 23
•••••·coalNo.11. ......... 1
Shale, slate, etc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
• • • • • Coal No. 10 . . . . . .. . . O
Shale, limestone, em.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 88
• • • • • C o a l No. 9. .. .... .. .. o 2
Sandstone, shale, em ................. 160
• • • • • Coal No. 8......... .. o 4
Limestone, shale, etc ................. 142
• • • • • C o a l No. 7....... .... 2
Limestone, shale and slate . . . . . . . . . . 41
•••••CoalNo.6 .......... 6 4

•••II'••

At Saleni the shaft was Emnk to the depth of 886 feet, and
the following details were furnished by Mr. R. S. Dingle who
was in charge of the work.
The driR deposits were found to be 126 feet thick with the
ancient soil in place about ten feet from the bed rock.
No.
Ft. In.
1 10
1. Soil and subsoil ..................................................................... .
2. Hardpan....................................................................... , ....... .
3
9
3. Yellow clay ...................•............. , ......................................... .
4. Yellow clay and sand ............................................................... .
10
5. Blue clay and graveL................................................................ . 50
6. Brown clay with wood...................................... , ....................... . 30
7. Blue clay, sand and wood .................. ~ ....................................... .
Ill
8. Black soil ........•.......•.................... : ....................................... .
1
9. Blue mud and sand ................................................................. .
9 2
10. Sandstone.............. ·............................................................... .
0 6
11. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
8
12. Black limestone ..................................................................... .
1 10
1 2
13. Coal. ..................................................................... ··········· .. ."
14. Fire clay ............................................................................. .
1 7
15. Conglomerate of lime and sand ................................................... .
4 7
16. Blue shale and slate .................................... .\ ......................•....
26
17. Clay shale ...•..........•..............................................................
17
18. Sandy shale................................................................... : ....... . 19
19. Dark blue shale ..................................._.................................. . 11 2
20. Coal•...•.........................•.....................................................
0 5
21. Fire clay ......................... ; ...................... "'" ........................... .
0 7
22. Dark blue shale with sand partings . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................... . • 9
23. Light blue limestone ......................................... :·...................... .
7 8
24. Fire clay .............................................................................. .
s
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No.
Ft. In.
26. Sandy shale ..... ;.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
S
26. Olay shale.............................................................................
8
'ZT. Ooal...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . .. •. . . . . •. •. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .
o 4
28. Fire clay . .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .
o 10
29. Sandstone and sandy shale . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. .. . .. ..
54
SO. Blue shale ...·...........................................................................
7
SI. Gray shale . . . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .
Ii 6
32. Dark blue shale........................................................................
5 4
SS. Gray_ limestone....... : .............. :..................................................
Ii
34. Fire clay.............. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .
2 s
35. Sandstone.. . . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .
11
86. Olay shale ........................................................................ : . . . . .
14 9
37. Bituminous shale ............................................ :........................
2 6
SS.
39.
40.
41.
42;
4.'I.
44.

Ooal....................................................................................

Fire clay .......................... ; . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . .. .. ... .. . . . . .. . . .. . .
Conglomerate of lime and sandstone..............................................
Sandstone and sandy shale . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . . ..
Olay shale ................................................................ ,............
Light gray limestone ..................... _.... .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . . . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . .. .. . .
Hard massive sandstone .• .. . . . .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . ... . . . .
45. Sandy shale ................................................ ·.............................
46. Olay shale... : ............................ ·..... ·.........................................
47. Ooal ........ r ..................................................................... ~···
48. Fire clay ..• ·.................................... ; .................................... ~..
49. Conglomerate lime and sandstone.... . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . . .... .. . .
liO. Shale and slate........................................................................
51. Limestone (Shoal Creek)..... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . • . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
02.. Black slate ................................ ; . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . ..
53. Ooal...... •. .. .. .. . . . .. ..... .. . .. . .. .. .. . • . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .
54. Fire clay .............................. ; ............................................... .
05. Sandstone and sandy shale ........................... :............................ .
li6. Blue shale ............................................................................ .
li7. Conglomerate of lime and sandstone .......................... ·................... .
1i8. Black slate ........................................................................... .
li9. Gray limestone .. ; ....................................... '- ............................ .
60. Ooal.............................................................. , .................... .
61. Fire clay ..................... ·, ...................................................... ..
62. Nodular clay shale ..... , ............................................................ .
6S. Blue slate.............................................. ' ............................. ..
64. Ooal ............................... ; ................................................... .
65. Blull slate................................................ , ............................ .
66. Hard sandy shale .................................................................... ·
67. Dark blue slate ......................................................... ; ............ .
68. Conglomerate of lime and sandstone ................................. ; ........... .
69. Sandy shale 8.nd sandstone.......................................................... .
70. Shale and slate ................................................. : .................... , .
71. Brown limestone ............................ ; ....................................... .
72.. Clay shale and slate .................................................................. .
73. Limestone ............................................................................ .
74. Blue slate ......................................... ' ................................. ..
75. Ooal ••...........•...................................•............•......•.............•
76. Fire clay ................. ·......... : ....................... : ........ ·................... .
77. Nodular shale (calcareous) ......................................................... .
78. Sandstone and sandy shale ........................................................ .
79. Blue shale ............................... , ............................. , .............. .

o 9

0
S
S5
22
12
8

S
6

21

23

o 4
1 2
7
2li 4
14

S

o

2

4

6

61

6

8
. 1

6

2 2
0 6
0
4
8

1

s

1
0

4

1

8

10

4

2

8

Ii
16
81

s
s

0

2

6
1
6

4

1

4

1· 6
8
SS 9
44
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Ft. In.

No.
80.
81.
Ba
83.
84.
85.
86.
in.

Fire clay ............................ ; .................................... , ,. .......... .
Conglomerate of lime and sandstone ........................................... , ••
Fire clay ........................................................................... , .•.
Dark gray limestone ............................................................. ; ...
Clay shale ............................................. _.............................. ..
Coal .•.••.•.....•.•.•..•.•.....•.••..•••.•..•...•.••..•..••.••••••...••.•••.•••• ••••·•·•

Fire clay ..................................... ; ...................................... , ..
Limestone with clay partings ........ : ............................................. .
88. Sandy shale .......................................................................... .
89. Blue slate ............ ." ..................................................... -. . -. ...... ..
90. ·Coal ................................................................................... .
91. Fire clay .................................. _...... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. ..
92. Black slate .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. ..• . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
93. Gray limestone................................................... ., . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..
94. Black slate" ............................................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. ..
90. Coal ....................... ; .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . •.. .. . . • .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
96. Fire clay . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. •.. .. • .. .. .. •.. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. ..
Total thickness... .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . •. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. ••.. . .

1
3
7
9
19
0
3
19
33
0

5

2

2

6
6
6
6
4

o

10 ·
2 2

2
1
4
4

6
6
3

899

3

The strata reported ·above seem to be about 13 feet more in
thickness than the_ depth of. the shaft as measured after the
completion of the work.
A boring at Hillsboro, in Montgomery county, made by the
. "Chicago Diamond D1ill Company, was _carried to the depth of
769 feet, and penetrated through the lower coal measures, and
into the upper division of the Lower Carboniferous formation.
The following is a copy of this boring kindly furnished by Mr.
Geo. C. Bryce:
Ft. In.
1. Yellow clay, sand and pebbles......................................................
2. Hardpan ................ , ................................ ~ ......................... ·....

s.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.

Quicksand ................................... ; ....... .'.. •• . • •• .. .. •• •• . • •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
Hardpan ................ ' .. . • •. . • . • . • . • •• •• . • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• . • •• •• •• . • •• •• •• . • .. ••
Yellow clay............................................................................
Sand andgraV10l ......................................................................
Blue clay ............................................... : ........................ :.....
Coarse sand and gravel.... .. .. .. .. •• •• •• ..• •• •• •.. • .. . • . • .. •• •• •• •• . • •• •• •.. • •• ••... •
Limestone ................................................. ; • •• •• •• •• •• •• •. •• •• •• .. .. ••
Clay shale ........................................ .-••••••••• : •• •• •• •.. ... •• •• •• •• .. •• ••
Limestone (Shoal Creek) ............................................. , •.. . • . • •• •.. • . •
Bituminous shale .................................................. ;...................
Coal, No. 9 •• .... •• .. •• .... .... .... .• .• •• .. .• •• •• •• .. .. .• .... ...... .... •• •• •• .. •• •• •• ••
Clay shale . . • •. •. •• .. •. •• . . . . •• •. •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• .. •• •• . •.. •• •. •• •.. • •• •• •• .. . • •• •• •• ••
Sandy shale and sandstone .......... ; ................-................................
Fire clay. (Horizon of coal No. 8).... •••• •• •••••• .................. •• ..............
Sandy shale ....................... •: •• .• .. •... •• •• .• •• •. •• •• •• .. •• .. .. .• .... .• •• •• ... •
Sandy slate .......................................... ;.................................
Clay shale, upper part nodular • •• •• •• •• .. .. •• .. •• •• .. •• •• •• •• .. •• .. •• •• •• .. •• •. .. ••
Hard limestone ....................":..................................................
Clay shale..............................................................................
Limestone ......................................................................... .-. ••

14
2S
1
16
7
20
26
16
8
52
8
1

o
29
65
8
24
78
9
5
11
6

6
6

8

8
8

6
6
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No.
Ft. In.
2S. Bituminous shale ..•.•.•.•••...•.......•..•...•.••.......•......•..................•..
3
24. Limestone ............................................................................ .
5 8
20. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
7 4
26. Hard limestone ...................................................................... .
7 6
27. Bituminous shale ..................................................................... .
6
5
28. Coal, No. 6 ........................................................................... .
29. Sandy sh'lle and sandstone ................................. ; ..................... ..
8
30. Argillaceous limestone ............................................................. .
11
31. Clay shale ........................................................................... ..
9
32. Argillaceous limestone .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .
10
.ss. Slate with hard bands ............................................ ·. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
34. Sandy shale .•• •• •• •. .. .. . ... .. . • . • . • .. .. . •• . . • . • . . .. . . . . .. . . .. •. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
33
35. Coal l foot. slate 6 In., coal 1 foot-No. 5 .. .. .. .... .. .. ...... ... .. ................ ..
2 6
36. Slate •.. •.. • •.. • .. . • .. •.. • . .. .. .. • •.. .. • •. .. •• . • .. .. .. .. .. . . . .... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . . . . . .
2 6
'111, Sandstone .................................. ,. .... : ............. , . . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . .
8 6
88. Slate .................... ; .. .. .. •• . • .. .. .. . • . . . • . • . • .. . . . • .. .. . . .. .. . . . . . • .. .. . • . . • . .. . . . 33
39. Sandstone . .. •• •••• • •. .. . . .. . . •• . . •• . . . . . . •• . . •. . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . .
5
40. Limestone. •.. • •• •• •• •• . • •• . • . . •• . . . • . . . • . . •• . • •• . . . • . . •. •. •• . . •• . . .. . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
1
41. Bituminous shale and coal •• .. . .. . .. •. .. .. . • .. •. . . . . .. •. . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . • . . . . . .. . . . ..
2
42. Fire clay ...................................... ~. . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . . • . . .. . • . . . . . . . . .. .
s
43. Bituminous shale and coal ......................... : . . . . . . .• . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · 2
44. Fire clay ............................ :..................................................
5
45. Slate with clay bands ........................................... ::...................
10
46. Coal....................................................................................
1
47. Fire clay .............. , ...........................................·...•..•.............
12
48. Sandstone.............................................................................
8
49. Fire clay ..................................... ; . .. . • . . .. . . •• . . . . . . •. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .
1
oo. Bituminous shale ••.. .. •. . . . . .. .. •• . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . •. . •.. .. . . . . .. •. . . . . . . . • . • . . . . .. . . 1
61. Sandstone . .. .. •• •. . • •• •. •• . • •• . • . . •• . • . . •. •. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .• . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 131
62. Limestone....... ... .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. . • .. .. •.. • .. .. . • . . . . •. . • .. .. •. .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . • . . .. . .
10
Total depth •. •• . . •• .. •• .. .. . • .. .. . • . • . . .. . . . • .. . • . . .. .. . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .

769

The drift at Hillsboro ~as found to be 123~ feet in thickness,
and contains some very clean beds of gravel near th.e bottom,
which outcrop at the base of the hill near the railroad depot.
The stratum, numbered 35, is probably coal No. 6, which
holds about its average position here below the Shoal Creek
limestone. Coal No. 8 belongs above the fire clay No. 16 of the
section, but no bituminous matter seems to haye been brought
up from that horizon by the drill.
From an examination of the core taken from the bottom of
this boring, it was evident that it had penetrated the Chester
division of the Lower Carboniferous, the purple shale and argillaceous limestone of that formation, being readily recognized.
A portion and possibly the whole of the sandstone _No. 51 of
the record, and the underlying limestone, No. 52, belong to
that horizon.
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Since the publication of Vol. VII, an air shalt was sunk at
Decatur, the details of which were furnished for publication by
Charles Hansel, Esq., resident engineer of the middle division. of
the Wabash, St. Louis and Pacific Railway. It is published as
a correction of the boring made with a common drill- before the
coal shalt was sunk, a copy of which was published in Vol: VII,
page 17 et seq. of these reportA. The air shalt is located about
half a mile south-west of the coal shalt, near the bluffs of the
Sangamon river. The following is a copy in detail of the record
kept:
No.
Ft. In.
1. Soil and loamy clay ............................................................... '...
25
2. Sand and water (flow of 400 gallons per minute)..................................
30
3. Blue clay . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . • . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . .. . . . .
4
4. Drift wood and soil ................................................................ , .
2
5. Green sand.. . • . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . • . . . . . • . . . . . . .. .. . .. • . . •. •. . • .. . . . • . •
4
6. Gray sand ......... .' .................................. ;................................
6
7. Ha.rd blue clay.. •. . . . . .. . . . . . • .. . • .. .. . .. . .. . • .. .. . .. .. . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9
8. Sand and gravel (five strata) : ..... .'... .. .• . . . . .• . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .• . • 37
9. Hardpan. . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . • .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . .
23
10. Sandstone . .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. • .. . . .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . .• . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1 6
11. Soft shale ............................................................................ ..
6
12. Gray and J.>lµe sandy shale ......................................................... .
28
13. Clay shale ............. ·.............................................................. ..
15
17
14. Blue slate ............................................ , ............................... ..
15. Ferruginous fire clay ............................................................... ..
6
16. Conglomerate limestone ........................................................... ..
7
10
17. Brown slate ...................................... .'.................................. ..
18. Flint stone ................................ ... : .... .................................. ..
2 6
1
18. Black ·slate ................................................ ; ......................... ..
2 6
19. Flint rock ............................................................................ ..
0 10
20. Coal, No. 11 .......... '. ..................................................... .'......... ..
8
21. Fire clay ............................................................................... .
22. Blue sandy shale ................................................................... ..
10
3
23. Flint stone .... : ..................................................................... ..
5
24. Clay shale ........................................................................... ..
25. Sandy shale ......................................................................... ..
21
2 6
26. Black slate ........................................................................... .
27. Coal, No. 10 ........ ~ ................................................................. ..
6
28. Fire clay .............................................................................. .
29. Black shale and 1 inch of coal ..................................................... .
8 1
6
30. Fire clay ............................................................................... .
3
31. Black shale .......................................................................... ..
1
32. Impure limestone .................................................................. ..
8
83. Brown shale .............................. ·.......................................... ..
1
34. Sandstone ............................................................................ .
4
35. Black slate.............. : ............................................................ ..
11
36. Flint stone ........................................................................... .
37. Black slate ........................................................................... . 12
4
38. Fire clay .............................................................................. .
10
39. Limestone (Shoal Creek) .......................................................... ..
2
40. Black slate (coal No. 9) ............................................................ ..
8
41. Fire clay ............................................................................. .
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Ft. In.

No.

42. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
43. Sandstonf) ........................................................................... · .
44. Flint stone ........................................................................... .

13

Blue slate, ...... , ................................................................... ..
Clay shale ............... .,....................................................... : .... .
Blue sandstone ............... : ...................................................... .
Blll.ok slate ...................... : ................................................... ..
Coal, No. 8 .............. : ........................................................... ..
Fire clay... ,., ....... : ................................................................ ..
Sandy shale ...................... ;: ................................................. ..
Black shale .......................................................................... ..
Hard black slate ..................................................................... .
Coal Oocal)..................................................... " ............... · · .. · · ..
Fire clay............................................................................. ..
Limestone ... : ..................... ,..................... , ............................ ..
Blaek shale ......................... ; ................. ~ ............................. ..
Clay shale ........................................................................... ..
Coal <Coal No. 7l .................................................................... ..
Fire clay .................................. : ........................................ , .. .
Conglomerate stone ................................................................. ..
Gray and blue clay shale ...................................................... .-..... .
Black slate. and ~ inch of coal ................................................... ..
Fire clay ............................................................................ ..
Sandstone ......•.......•.•.........•.••.•..•.......•.......•.............. ; .......... .
Gray shale ........................................................................... .
Black slate .......................................................................... ..
Coal,........ <Coal No. 6J ......................... , .................................. .
Clay shale; < "
' "r ........................................................... ..
Coal, ........ < "
" "J ........................................................... :.
Hard gray shale ..... .-............................................................... ..
Limestone ........................................................................... ..
Bituminous shale and coal .............................. ' ...... : .................. ..
Fire clay.................................. '.'" ......................................... ..
Sandstone~ ............................................................................ .
Clay shal1;1 ................................................ ..., ......................... ..
Sp.ndstone ........................................................................... ..
Dark clay shale ..................................................................... ..
Black slate, ....................................... : .................................. ..
Coal, No. 5....................................,...................................... ..

8
39
1
3

45..

•46.
47.
48.
49.

Do.
51.
52.
53.

54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.

61.
62.
68.
64.

65.

66.
_lj{.

ti!!.

69.
70,

71.
72.
78.
74.

75.

76.
77.
78.
79.
so.

5
2

1

4

6
10
33

5
0
4
11
4
2
0

3

4

2 .
3
14

4
4
7
6
2

1

4

0 6
2 10
8

2

6

0 6
4,
17
3
13
8

1

6

4

6

Total depth •.. .. • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. •.... •• .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . • .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. _528

6

.
No. 49 of the above record is the equivalent of No. 35 in the

boring at Decatur, published in Vol. VII, page 18, and represents coal No. 8 of the general section. In the r.ecord of.. the
boring it is described as a six-foot seam of coal, but is really
a thin coal, overlaid by four or five feet of bituminous shale.
It requires a very close and careful inspection to distinguish
coal from bit_uminous shale in the pulverized material brought
to the surface in the sand pump from a boring with th() common drill, and in the majority of the borings of that kind
made in this State, the reported results have proved mislead-

-6

.
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ing when a shaft has been sunk to the horizon of the coal reported, entailing in many cases a heavy loss to the company
.undertaking the work. With the diamond drill this uncertainty
is easily avoided.
The beds described as flint rock in the air shaft recortl, are
probably hard silicious liiitestones which are not uncommon in
the Illinoi~ coal measures, while beds of true chert (miscalled
·flint) are of rare occurrence:
Two experiments for the developement of coal in Morgan
county, were und~aken shortly after the publication of Vol.
VII. Both extended to the bottom of the coal measures, and a
condensed copy of the two records is herewith given side by
side for comparison. The experiment made at Franklin was by
a shaft, and that at Waverly by boring.
Franklin.

Waverly.

No.
Ft.', In.
Ft. In.
1. _Drift clay ........... , . .. . .. .. . . . . . . 35
Drift clay .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 25
2'. Sandstone. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. 25
Sandstone and slate .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . 17 6
3. Coal................................ o 9 - Coal.............. ., .. _
..... ,............... o 5
Fire clay, shale, etc : ................. 153
4. Fire clay shale etc ............... 134
Limestone .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 6 6
5. Limestone.. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. 7
Coal .............. ;~ .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. 1 3
6. Coal................................ 4 6
Fire clay, shale, etc .................. 141
7. Fire clay, shale, etc.............. 85
Coal;................................... 3
8. Coal................................. 1 2
Fire clay, shale.. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 55
9. Fire cl!ty, shale, etc.............. 40
Coal..................................... 1 4
10. Coal................................ 2 6
Fire clay .. : ..... ,...................... 1
11. Fire clay ...................... :... 6
Limiistone........ : .................... .
12. Limestone ....................... :.

No. 6 probably the equivalent of the Springfield coal, No. 5
of the general section, while the lower seams Nos. 8 and 10
represent .coals 1 and 2, and No. 12 the upper bed of the lower
carboniferous group .
. About the same time a shaft was sunk at Mt. Pulaski in
Logan county and one about a mile northeast of Lincoln in
the same county. · Of the latter I ha.ve been unable to obtain
a record, and for that at Mt. Pulaski I am indebted to Mr.
Beard of Springfield under whose supervision the work was
done:
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No.
1. Drift clay and gravel (details not preserved) .................................... .
2. Sandy shale ......................................................................... ..
3. Limestone ........................................................................... ..
4. Fire clay .............. : ................................................. .' ........... ..
5. Gray slate ............................................................................. .
6. Sandy shale....................................... , ................................. ..
7. Limestone ............................................ : .............................. ..
8. · BJSck shale ........ : ..... : ........................................................... .
9.· CoalNo.!l ............... ~ ........... ; ................................................ .

10. Fire clay ............................................................................. ..
11. Clay shale ............................................................. ' .............. .
12. Gray shale (sandy) ................................................................. ..
13. Conglomerate limestone ........................................................ , .. ..
14. Clay shale ............................................................................ .
15. Black slate .................. ., ....................................................... .
16. Coal 6 inches, ;fl.re clay 6 inches ................................................... .
17. Black slate 10 inches, coal 4 inches .............................................. ..
18. Fire clay ............................................................................ ..
19. Reddish shale ........................................................................ ..
20. Sandstone ........................................................ , ... : .............. ..
21. Sandy clay shale.................................................................... ..
22. Black limestone.........................~ ..................................... ; ....... .
23•. Coal No. 5 .................................... : ................ , ..................... ..
24. Fire clay:............................................................................. .
Total depth ................................... :..................................

Ft. In.
92

20
1
20
411

6

2

1
6
2

4
60

15
2

1

1
0

2
8

10
30
30
8
4
4

351 lQ

The Medora sha~ is located on the west line of Macoupin
county, and reaches the bottom of the coal measures. The following strata were passed through at that point.
No.

Ft. In.
4
2. Yellow clay.. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. . ..
20
3. Blue clay... .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. ..
30
4. · Drift gravel ......................................................... , ............ , . .. . 20
5. Clay shale.................................................................. .'... .. .. .. ..
10
6. Shale...................................................................................
4
7. Blue limestone........................................................................
2
8. Black slate ................................................................ :...........
8
1. Black son ... : ............................................................. ;............

9. Coal.....................................................................................

11•. Fire clay...............................................................................
11•. Gray slate ........................... ,...................................................
12. Sandstone .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . .

13. Clay shale . . .. . . .. . .. .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. . .
14. Shale...................................................................................
15. Black slate .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. . •.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..... . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
16.' Coal....................................................................................
17. Fire clay...............................................................................
18. Red clay shale .................. , ...... '............... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . ..
19. Sandstone...... . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. ..
20, Limestone.............................................................................
21. Nodular clay ..................·.........................................................
22. Clay shale .................................. .,.........................................
28. Clod?.......................................... ........................................

o 5
4
5
5
Ii

5
3
1

4
o 8
8
2
Ii

5
1
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No.
Ft. In.
24. Limestone.............................................................................
6
25. Clay she.le.... .. . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. ..
2
26. Black slate... .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
2 6
'ifl. Clay shale.............................................................................
6
28. Light shale............................................................................
9 6
29. Blue fire clay . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. . .... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
6 4
SO. Clay shale .................................................... !........................
2 10
Si. Sulphur band........................ ,........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
o 8
32. Fire clay ............................................. , ........ ~........................
3
33. Nodular clay ......................................·......................................
4
34. Fire clay. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .
14 7
85. Sandstone ...................................... ,. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. . 12 4
36. Shale...................................................................................
60 2
lf7. Gray she.le.... .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
19 5
38. Clay shale.............................................................................
6 6
39. Gray she.le .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. ..... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .
7 6
40. Black slate: .................................. :........................................
1 4
41. Sandy she.le...........................................................................
6 4
4~ Gray ·shale... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. ..
30 7
43. Black slate .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .
2
44. Coal. ............................................. ::....................................
3
45. Fire clay .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .
.1 8
46. Hard limestone.. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . ..
6
Total depth .................................................. : ......... ~. . . .. .. .. .851 4

No. 44 is the lowest seam developed in this portion of the
State, and is probably identical with that of the Roodhouse
shatt in Greene county, and the Alton coal of Madison county.
It varies in thickness from twd to four feet, and has a good
roof of hard bituminous shale which at some points contains
beautiful fossil shells, in which the calcareous matter is replaced
with bright yellow pyrites of iron. The coal itself is also more
or less impregnated with the bi-sulphurate of iron.
A shatt at' Elkville, in Jackson
county, reports
nine feet of
.
coal at the depth of 110 feet below the surface, The following
record of this shatt was furnished by Mr. Robert Winning, mine
inspector of that district:
No,
Ft. In.
1. Drift clay and soil . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . • . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 33 10
2. ,Sandstone. .. .. . . .• .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
7
3. Clay shale.............................................................................. 15
4, Black slate .................. ;; .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. •. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . ..
1 10
5. Fire clay................................................................................
2 2
6. Limestone ................................................ , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
7
7. 'nark blue .slate .................................................................. ; .. ..
4 2

8. Coal....................................................................................

22

9. Fire clay .. ~.-........................................................................
10. Sandstone . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. ..

o 9
4
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No.
Ft. In.
11. Dark slate . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •
4
12. Fire clay. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . • .. . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 6
13. Coal....................................................................................
1 2
14. Fire clay .......... ·.............. ; . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .
8 10
15. Limestone . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .
4
16. Blue slate ............. :................................................................
2 10
17. Limestone........................................................·.... . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . .
4 4
18. Park.slate. .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. ..
1 6
19. Black limestone............ , . . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . ..
4
20. Black slate . . .. .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . ..
7
21. Clayshale.................... ............................ ............... ................
o 9
22. Coal.....................................................................................
9 2
Total depth of shaft ....... : .................................................... ~

This is probably the same coal that outcrops four miles northeast of Or~, on Rattlesnake creek, which I have referred to the
horizon of coal No. 1 of the Illinois section. The reported thickness of the seam in this shaU is greater than it has been found
elsewhere in the state, but it is usually a very irregularly
'developed seam.
One of the most important deyelopments of coal in Southern
Illinois within the past two years, is the opening up of the outcrops on Rattlesnake creek in Jackson county, referred to above,
near the center of township 7 south, 3 west. This outcrop was
mentioned in the report on Jackson COU;nty, Vol. 3, page 74 of
these reports, but no attempt to work the· seam, except in a
very limited way, was made until recently, for the want of
proper facilities for transportation. Since the construction of
what was formerly known as the St. Louis and Cairo Narrow
Gauge Railroad, now known as the Mobile and St. Lquis Railroad, a tramway has been constructed two miles north of Ora,
extending from the above named railroad to the mines, a distance of about two miles.
This was done by Messrs. J. C. Bryden & Co., who have established a 'plant on the outcrop of the seam, capable of furnishing
from three to four hundred tons of coal per day, with a mining
force of one hundred to .one hundred and twenty-five men. The
~earn varies in thickness at the severa:l ·outcrops in this township from four to seven feet, and is enclosed between two beds
of sandstone. Sometimes the upper sandstone rests directly. on
the coal, and at other points is separated from it by a t}lin bed
of argillaceous shale.
1

•
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The coal is quite froo from the bi-sulphuret of iron, yields a
white ash, and is said to leave no clinker when used for domestic purposes. On sec. 22, its position is rather above the
drainage level of some of the small streams, and consequently
has been cut out by erosive agencies in the creek valleys.
This seam appears to hold about the same stratigraphical
position as that known as the Battery Rock coal in Gallatin
county, which is the lowest workable seam in Southern Illi:rwis.
Its development in Jackson county is somewhat local, and
. appears to be restricted to the township in which the mines are
located. It has not been found in Randolph county; though the
lower portion of the coal measures are there well exposed. At
Murphysboro, twelve miles southeast of the Rattlesnake mines,
no indications of its presence has been found, though -it may be
the equivalent of the seam near Makanda, in the ~011th-east
corner of Jackson county.
·
·
The two following borings in Southern Illinois were made and
reported by Mr. Wm. McDonald. One was made three miles
' southwest·· of Harrisburg in Saline county, and the other near
New Burnside in Johnson county. The latter probably commences below the lowest stratum reached in the former, and
ends before reaching the bottom of the coal measures.
The following is a condensed copy of the record of the boring
in Saline county:
h
1.
1.
3.
4;
[5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
23.

.ftfu
Surface soil and clay .. .. . ... .. ... ... .. . ... .. . ... .. .. .. .. . . .. . ... .. .... .. . ... .... .. ..
Sandstone and shale ................................................. k..............
Limestone.............................................................................
.Black slate .............. : .... :........................................................
Coal, (Coal No. 6). ... . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . ... . . ... ... .. .. . . .. . ... .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..
Fire clay...............................................................................
Sandy shale and sandstone ................ ·;.......................................
Limestone ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
Black slate ..................................... "'· ....................... ' ........ •·..
Shale with limestone bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .. . .
Black slate ........................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. ..
Coal (coal No..5l .. ... . .. .. .. . . .. .. ... . .. .. .. .. .... .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . ... . .. .. .... .. ..

14
61
O
0
2
1
29
1
3
22
O
4

8
4
6
10

Total depth . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. • .. .. . . . . . . . .

142

3

6
9
4

7

!I

The following is a condensed copy of the record of the boring
near New Burnside:
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Ft. In.

No.
1. Surface soil .......................................................................... ..
2. Sandstone and shale ............................................. ; .................. .
3. Black shale ..................... : ..................................................... .
4.
5.
.6.
7.
8.

Coal ..... , ............................................................................. .
Soft gray shale ........ , ............................................................ ..
Coal .................................................................................. ··
Black shale ......................................................................... ..
Fire clay ............................................................................ ..
Total depth ............................................... : .................... ..

1
59 3
3 11
3
2 1

a
3
1

4

2

75

A boring at Effingham, which commences in about the highest
strata of the upper coal measures, was carried to the depth of
1,176 feet, .passing through three workable coals in that distance. For the following copy of the record of this boring I am
indebted to Walton Rutledge, Esq., Mine Inspector of that district:
No.

Ft. In.
16
Hardpan ...................... : ....................................................... .
10
White sandstone .................................................................... ..
6
Sandstone and shale.......................................................... , ...... ..
96
Blue limestone ...................................................................... ..
2
Black shale .......................................................................... ..
,3
Sandstone and shale ............................................................... .. 187
Limestone ........................................................................... ..
2
Shale .................. : ............................................................... ..
72
Bituminous shale .................................................................. ..
1
Coal .................................................... .,.............................. ..
0
Shale ............... ; ................................................................. ..
35
Coal ................................................................................... ..
1
Fire clay ............................................................................. ..
2
Sandstone and shale ........................................... , .................... .
19
Coal ......................................... : ........................................ ..
0 8
Calcareous shale ..•....... , .................................... : ..................... ..
6 4
Limestone ............................................................................ ..
7,
Blue shale .................... ,, .............. , ...................................... ..
7
Limestone .......................................................................... ·..
7
Calcareous shale .................................................... ; ............... ..
3
Shale ..................................................... , ............................ ..
44
Coal ....................... : ................................ ; .. :....................... ..
0 3
Sandy shale ......................................................................... ..
4 9
Coal .................................................................................. ..
0 8

1. Yellow clay ... ., .......................... , ....................................." ...... .

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
28.
24.
25.

:: ~::·~~~'.::::·.:·.:-.:::·.:::::::::::::::::::::·.::::: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: :: ::~: :: :: :: :: :: :: :~ ::

28.
29.
30.
31.
32.

33.
34.
35.

Shale and sandstone .................................................................. ..
Coal .... , ..................... :· ........................................................ ..
Blue shale ........................................................................... ..
Black slate ............................... , .......................................... ..
Shale, part sandy ................................................................... ..
Limestone ............................................................................ ..
Black shale .......................................................................... ..
Gray shale ........................................................................... ..

71

4

2
43

1 2
7 10
2
53
6
4
52
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No.
Ft. In.
86. Black slate .......... ·................................................................ ..
12
fr'/. Shale, part sandy...................... \ ............................................. ..
fr'/
38. Liinestone...................................... : .........-.: ...................... : .... .
'3
39. Shale ........................................................ : ........................ ..
23
40. Limestone and calcareous shale ........................... :........................
86
41. Gray shale and slate................................................................... 117
42. Black shale............................................................................
10 9
43. Coal....................................................................................
·s
44. Dark shale.. .• ..... • ..... •• .. .• .. .. ... . . .... • ... • .. .• .• .. .. .• .. ... .. . .. ... . .. •.... .. .. •
5 3
45. Limestone.............. :. .............................. , . •. .. .. •• . . .. . . . • .. . . . • .. .. . • ..
3
46. Slate ..... ; .........................................":...................................
4 4
67. Coal:.............. .'... , ............................. , ........................... :.......
4 6
68. Fire clay ..................... ,, .......,................................................
3 2
69. · Limestone .. .. .. .. .. .. • . .. . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . • .. .. .. •.. . .. .. .. .. •• .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. . • .. .. . •
10
70. Sandstone....... ,;.....................................................................
9
71. Slate ............................................................. :.......................
2
72. Coal ............................................................ ;.......................
1 2
73. Fire clay ...................................... ,........................................
o 10
74. Dark slate;................... ;.........................................................
3 4
75. Coal .................................. .,.'................................................
4 .s
76. Gray shale .............................................................. ._...............
2
77. Limestone .. .. •. .. •. . . .. •. .. .. •. .. •• . . .. •• .. . • •• . .. . •• . . .. . . •. .. •. •• .. . .. .. . • .. . • .. .. ••
19
78. Sandstone and shale ... .'..............................................................
69
79. Blahk shale ...................................................... ,.....................
10
80. Gray ,shale ......................................................... ; ................. .. _ _1_
Total depth ...................................................................... 1,176.

I regard the three coals near the bottom of this· boring as
the equivalents of coal nu~bered 5, 6 and 7 of the general sec-·
tion, No. 5 being here a divided seam, and represented by Nos.
72 to 75 inclusive of the above record. ·They are all of sufficient thickness to be advantageously mined, but the depth at
which they are found may· prove a detriment to. their immediate exploitation.
At Mount Vernon a boring with the diamond drill penetrated
a seam of coal 5~ feet thick at the depth of 546 feet. No detailed copy of the record could be obtained.
Record of a diamond drill boring at Galum creek, Perry
county, on the·w. Q. & W.R. R.
Surface soil and clay ................................ ~ ...... : ........................... ..
Black shale..................................................... ,; ........................ ..
Dark blue limestone .........................................................._.......... ..
Black shale ............................................................................... .
Coal No. 6................................................................................ ..

i!:e::;~::::::::::::::::::::::.::::::::::~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
Soft white shale ............... , ........................................................... .

Ft. In
17 6
1 10
8

8

2

6

5 10

1
1
2

6
3
3
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Ft. In.

Light gray limestone ................................................................... ..
Sandy shales ... , ......................................................................... ..
Hard white limestone ..... ~ ............................................................ ..
Hard gray shale .................... : .................................. : ................. ..
Hard blue limestone ......................................... , .......................... ..
Coal No. 5................................................................................ ..
Fireclay .................................................................................. ..
Limestone ................................................................................ ..
Shale ................................................................... .- .................. ..
Sandy shale and sandstone ............................................................. .
Blue shales with limestone nodules .................................................. ..
Fossiliferous limestone ................................................................. ..
Black shale ....................... ; ...................................................... ..
Coal .............. {CoaINo. 4) ............................... ......................... : .... ..
Gray clay shale { " " ") .............................................................. .
Coal .............. { " •• ") ............................................................. ..
Dark shales with sulphur nodules ..................................................... .
Gray shales .............................................................................. ..
Black shale with limestone nodules ................................................... ..
Shale ...................................................................................... ..
Black slate ................................................................................ ..
Coal No. 3 ................................................................................ ..
Shale ...................................................................................... ..
Limestone ................................................................................ ..
Shale and sandstone .................................................................... ..
Shales with thin bands of limeBtone ................................................... .
Shale ..................................................................................... ..
Coal ......................... (Coal No. 2) .................................................. .
Clay shale and limestone.{ " " ").................................................. .
Coal .......................... ( "
" ")................................................. ..
Fire clay ................................................................................. ..
Gray shale and sandy limestone ........................................... ·........... ..
Shales with limestone nodules ........................................................ ..
Shale....................................................................................... .
Sandstone ................................................................................ ..
Black shales .............................................................................. .
Coal No. 1. ................................................................................ .
Black slate................................................................................ .
Dark sandy shales .. : .................................................................... .
Gray shale with limestone nodules ................................................... ..
Shale ...................................................................................... .
Coal (local) ................................................................................ .
Dark shale with limestone nodules .................................................... .
Sandy gray shales ...................................................................... ..
Slate and shale with traces of coal ................................................... ..
Shales .................................................................................... ..
White sandstone with traces of coal ................................................. ..
Coarse sandstone .............................................-. ......................... ..
Pebbly conglomerate ................................................................... .
Total depth ..................................................................... .

2
7 10
6 7

2

!I

6
4 8
11 1
0 9
2
52 6
5 3
1 4
8 3
3 1
1 8
0 2
2 4
1 7
6 3
13 10
2 9
2 2
8 6
0 9
3 9
15 7
9 8
1 6
1 5
2 6
1 7
1 4
9 9
12 9
4 6
1 11
3 5
0 5
8 7
1 9
13 5
1 7
2 2
6 9
5 5
28 9
1
14 8
1

344

4

The boring of which the above is a correct record was made
on the line of the Wabash, Chester & Western R. R. in Perry
county. It shows the presence at that point of all the low~r
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coals from No. 6 to the bottom of the. measures the boring
terminating.ill the pebbly conglomerate which lies at the base
of the coal measures in southern Illinois. For a copy of this
record I am indebted to the Hon. C. B. Cole of Chester.
NATURAL GAS AND 'OIL.

Deposits of I1.atura.l gas have been found at various localities
in the . State, but they were generally in the drlft clays that .
overlie the stratified rocks. This fact ha.S led the writer to
~onclude that such deposits did not originate in the older formations of Devonian and Silurian age, from which· the main supply of this material is obtained in. Ohio and Penn~ylvania, but
had been generated in one of the old peaty soils, which are inte:rstratified with the drift clays, and are found intact over extensive areas in Illinois.
Since the publication of Yo.I. VII of these reports, several 'discoveries of this ki~d have been made, among which are two in.
the edge of DeWitt county, eight miles west, of the city of Clin. ton; which are worthy of special notice. In the summer of' 1885,
Mr. James Barnet, who resides at· the locality given above,
while boring for water, found gas at two localities oft his farm.
The first well was carried to the depth of ninety-six feet below
the surface, when a flow of gas was encountered with a· pressure
of about twelve pounds to the square inch.· Abandoning his
search for water there, he moved his tools to another locality
but a short distance away, and at the depth of 137 feet he obtained another flow of gas with a pressure of thirty pounds to
the square inch. This hole was tul]ed and pipes laid to his
dwelling, where the gas was utilized for· heating and cooking.
·purposes. When the gas prod,ucing stratum was reached, sand
and pebbles where thrown to the surface, indicating clearly the
porous character of the material in which the gas had been
confined: ·The following beds were encountered in· boring the
deepest well:
Ft.
Soll and yellow clay . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . 15
Blue clay .......................................................... ' .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . 30
Black soil with wood, &c ......·...................................................... , . . . . .. . .. 3
Drab clay ............................................................................-............ 8
Black mold and- drift wood ................................... ·-: ............ "...... . . .. .. . . .. .. 8
Drab colored clay ......................................................................... .'..... 20
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Drlft wood aog?) ..... : .................................................................... ,.....
Drab colored clay. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . ..• . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .
Hardpan .................................................................. .-..... :.................
Drab colored clay............................................ .-. . .. .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . . . ..
.Greenish clay ................ :. ................................................ ·... . . . . .. . .. .. •. .. . .
·Sand, &c ......................................; . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . ..
Total depth ................................................. ; ..........................

2
21

12
8
10
Ii

137

The sand bed at the bottom of this well served as a receptacle for the gas, which was held impriso~ed by the h~pervious
green· clay above until it was penetrated by the drill, and thus
given a free outlet to the surface.
;
Indications of the presence. of gas in the drift clays· have been
observed at several localities in northern . and central Illinois,
but whether it is generated in the deposit where it is found, or
in the stratified rocks below, is an unsolved problem, that must
be settled by future investigations. ·Its presence is purely local,
and two borings· with the diamond drill at Clinton, which
passed· entirely through the drift deposits, and extended into
the underlying coal measures failed . to reveal the presence of
gas at either .point.
In 1871, gas was foUJld. on the farm of Wm. A. Wilson,
Macon county, ten miles south:.east of Decatur, at the depth of
forty"five feet below the surface. It w.as stored in a bed of
quick s~nd below a deposit of hardpan, and was encountered at ·
several localities on the farm. The bed of qufoksand was pene7
trated to the depth. of fifteen feet without reaching the bottom.
The character of the underlying bed was not determined, but if
it was shown to be one ofthe old mucky soils frequently interstratified with .the dri~ beds, that would furnish a possible
exI
planation of the origin of the gas. Mr. Wilson utilized the flow
· ·by conveying. it to his dwelling, where it was µsed for a time for
both light and fuel.
·
A quarter of a mile east of this gas well a boring was made,
which passed through· a bed of black soil, but no gas was found-.
This might be due to the character of· the ·overlying stratum,
which may have been too porous to prevent the escape of the
gas to the surface.
Gas from the superficial deposits of dri~ clay and gravel, has
l?een fom~.d in u_umerous localities in· Illinois, but generally not
in such quantity~4as to justify any attemp.t to utilize it for domestic uses. The·t~mi'nties of Champaign, Bureau, LaSalle, Liv-
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ingston, McLean and Madison are among those in which such .
discoveries have been made.·
The only localities in this State where productive gas wells
have been obtained in the stratified rocks are Litchfield, in
Montgomery county, and i:rt a well but just completed at Beardstown, on the Illinois river. The qiscovery at Litchfield was
made in 1879, by the Litchfield Coal Co., of which Mr. H. H.
Beach is President. It was .made in a boring at the bottom of
their coal sha~, carried down to the depth of 168 feet below
the coal seam mined at that point, and the gas was encountered in a light colored sandstone, about 100 feet below coal
No. 1. No attempt was made to develop this, gas deposit for
several years after its discovery by the Litchfield Coal Co., but
eventually a company was formed for .the purpose of developing the oil and gas, deposits of Montgomery county, under
the name of "The Litchfield Oil, Gas, and Fuel Company," and
at the commencement of the current year sixteen wells had been
sunk there, three of which were productive in gas, and three in
oil.
The productive wells are all on a nearly north and south line,
and those sunk on either side of .this line, though but a short
distance from it, failed to prove productive. This fact indicates
the existence of an anticlinal, and the probable fracture of the
lower strata thus permitting the gas to rise to the sandstone
in which it is found. Hence the formation in which the gas is
generated cannot be certainly determined, and may be either of ·
Lower Carboniferous, .Devonian or Silurian age.
~he boring at Olney, the deepest one hitherto reported in
Southern Illinois, produced no gas, although carried down about
seven hundred feet below the base of the coal measures, and two
thousand feet below the surface.* It probably did not re~h
Devonian strata, and therefore affords no evidence for deter. mining whether or not the Devonian and Silurian rocks will
afford productive .gas wells in Southern Illinois.
.
The Litchfield Oil, Gas and Fuel Company have succeeded in
introducing gas as fuel in many of the dw~llings in Litchfield,
*The record of this boring may be found on page 8, of VoL VII, otthese reports.
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and at the present time (February, 1887,) they have about 400
meters in use with an average consumption of about 1,500 feet
each per day:
·
Three oil wells were in operation at the above date, affording·
an average yield of seven or eight barrels of crude oil per day,
or a little more than two barrels per day to each well.
The well recently sunk at Beardstown to the depth of 1,070
feet, obtained a flow of artesian mi.neral water amounting to
about 800 barrels per day. Both oil and gas was found here,
the latter, although not fully tested, is supposed to have a
· pressure of several hundred, pounds. to the square inch, but the
quantity of oil is only about half a gallon per day. The principal flow of gas appeared to com~ from t~e Trenton limestone.*
The following record of this well was furnished by Dr. H. ~hr
hardt, President of the company:
No.
Feet
1. Drift clay, sand and gravel .......................................... '..................
90
2. Limestone (Lower Carboniferous) . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. 145
B. Kinderhook and Hamilton shales .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 250
4. Porous Magneslan limestone (Niagara) ..................................... '..........
70
5. Shales and slate (Cincinnati 'group).................................................... 126
6. · Trenton limestone ........................................ :............................... 375
7. St. Peters sandstone, penetrated only.................................................
15
Total depth ............................................................................ 1,070

The first flow of oil and gas was said to have come from the
lower portion of No. 3, which probably represents the horizon
of the Devonian system, but the principal flow of water came
from the St. Peters sandstone. The company will probably put
down some additional wells to further test their territory.
The gas question has excited. considerable interest in the public mind for the last two or three years, in consequence of the
discoveries made in Ohio and Pennsylvania, and ·several ex:periniental wells have been sunk in search of this much desired fuel,
but with the exception of the one at Beardstown, none of them
have proved successful. Most of the borings made in central
and northern Illinois for artesian water have been carried down
*The first flow of oil and gas was found in the Devonian rooks, but was thought to
increase in quantity when the drill penetrated the ~'renton limestone.
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into the St. Peters· ~nd Potsdam sandstones, but none of them
hitherto reported, except the well at Beardstown, have produced either gas or oil ill paying quantities.
The boring at Riverton, seven miles east of Springfield, was
. carried to the depth of 2,004 feet below the horizon of coal No.
5, and about 1,380 feet below the base of the coal measures.
From the detailed record furnished by Mr. "Swan, under whose.
direction the work was done, it is impossible to define the. exact
horizon where the bore terminated, but it undoubtedly passed
entirely thrbugh both the productiv-e ga.s horizons of Ohio ,and
Pennsylvania. Neither oil, gas or artesian water was found in
this well.
The artesian well at Carthage, in Hancock county, encountered the St. Peters sandstone at the depth of 975 feet, where
a fine ti.ow of mineral water was obtained, but no indication of
the existence of any productive deposit of oil or gas was observed.
The artesian well at Monmouth reached the St. Peters sandstone at tpe depth of 1,088 feet, but no flow of water was obtained, and no indication· was found of the presence of gas or
oiL At Canton in Fulton county a well was .bored through
both the gas producing hor:lzons without obtaining either gas
or artesian water, and in northern Illinois many successful
artesian wells have been sunk, all passing through the Trenton
limestone, the lowest form&tion from which gas has as yet been
obtained, without in a single instance obtaining gas sufficient
to justify its utilization.
At Canton, a boring was IIlade to the depth of 2,333 feet by
Messrs. Atwater & Co. in search of artesian water, which proved
a failure. The St. Peters sandstone was reached at the depth
of 1,415 feet, but no flow of either water or gas was obtained
from it.
The following is a condensed copy of the record of this well.
No.
1. Drift, clay, etc ...••.•••...... \. ............... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Coal ·measure shales, etc ........................................... , .......... ,... '...
S. Lower carb. limestone ..................................... , ....... , ............... ;. .
4. Kinderhook shales .......................... ,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ii. Limestone a>evonianl... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .

Feet.
92

208
299
171
M
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6. Limestone !Up. Silurian) ...... .'........................ ... . . . . .. . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . . .. .
7. Shale, etc.• CCinciilnati group\......................... .. . . .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . . . .. ..
8. Trenton limestone ..................................................·....................
9. St. Peters sandstone ......................... : ............:..............................
10. Calciferous limestone ............................. : .......·; .................... :.......
11. Potsdam sandstone ................................................. ·..... ,.............
Total depth......................................... ..... .... .. .. . . .. .. .. .. ... . .. ..

63
Feet.
150
150
280
273
100
545
2,882

In all the artesian wells of northern Illinois, and they may be
counted by the l'jcore, not one except the well at Bear!lstown
already referred to, has yielded any notable quantity of gas,
and with such factis before me I have felt it t~ be my duty to
discourage any large expenditure of money in central or northern Illinois, in attempts to develop productive gas wells in.
those portions of t.he State.
·

ln the eastern and southern portions of the State the conditions are more favorable, but no experiments have as yet been
made that would justify the expression of a· decided opinion
upon the gas question there. The only deep well bored in
southern Illinois of which I have been able to obtain the record
is that at Olney, which is given in detail on page. 8, of Vol.
VII, of these reports. Although this boring was carried to the
depth of 2,000 feet, yet it did not reach the base of the lower .
carboniferous limestone, and therefore affords no evidenee in re- .
gard to the development of the gas producing formations· of
Ohio and Pennsylvania, which lie from 1,000 to 1,500 feet
below the lowest stratum penetrat.ed in the Olney boring.
The Devonian system is fairly well developed in southern Illinois, attaining a maximum thickness of 350 to 400 feet. The
following divisions of the system have been recognized:
Feet.
Hamilton limestone .. . . .. .. .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . .. . 60
Marcellus shale ........................................................................ :.......
20
Corniferous limestone........................................................................
25
Onondaga limestone..........................................................................
SO
Oriskany sruulstone .................................................... ,.. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. 200

All these divisions are highly fossiliferous, and some of them;
notably the corniferous limestone, possess t:11e dark color iand
fetid odor which .usually characterize the oil and gas producing rocks. These beds thin out rapidly to the northward, and
at the mouth of the Illinois river in Jersey county, the only
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representative of the entire series is about ten or twelve feet, of
Hamilton limestone, intercalated between the Niagara and the
lower carboniferous series.
'
The next outcrop in a northerly direction is in Rock Island
county, where the Hamilton limestone and shale is somewhat
thicker, attaining a thickness above lo'Y water level of the Mis-.
sissippi of fi~y to sixty feet. On the eastern border of the·
State no outcrop of this formation is known, b~t it was penetrated with the diamond drill at Tuscola in their search for
coal.
In LaSalle count.y the coal measures overlie unconformably
the Trenton limestone, both the Devonian and Upper S~lurian
systems being absent, a phenomenon probably due to erosion
anterior to the carboniferous period. The geographical extent
of this erosion we have no data for determining at the present
time, but no great thickness of Devonian strata have yet been
revealed by-the drill, either in central or northern Illinois, and,
as the lower gas horizon, the Trenton limestone, has failed to
yield it in notable quantity in any of the numerous borings
made through it, the writer has not been disposed to encourage
any considerable expenditure of capital in searching fol! natural
gas in this State.
ARTESIAN WATF,rn.

Three successful attempts to obtain artesian water have been
made in western Illinois since tli.e publication of Vol. VII, of
these reports. Two of these are in Hancock county, one at t he
Riverside Sanitarium near Hamilton, which is located at the
top of the bluff of the Mississippi river nearly opposite the city
of Keokuk, and the other at Carthage on the prairie which
forms the watershed between the Mississippi and the Illinois
rivers.
The Hamilton well obtains its flow from the Niagara limestone which was reached by the drill at the depth of 680 feet.
The flow from this well is estimated by Dr. Ringlan.d, the proprietor of the Sanitarium, at 50,000 gallons per day, which I
feel inclined to regard as an over-estimate. The water was said
to rise in a rubber tube to the height of sixty-three feet above
the surface.
0
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The record of this boring describes the' formations passed
through as follows :
, Feet.
1. Earth (soil, clay, et.cl...................................................................... 25
2. Limestone. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . .. . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 100
S. Flint. . ........................................ ; . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 25
· 4. Limestone .......................................... : ................... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 150
Ii. White soapstone.......................................................................... 125
&: Blue soapstone . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 175
7. Mostly fl.int ................................................. :..... ......... ... ............ 55
8. Lime, sand and water . . .. . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. 25
Total .depth ......................................................... , ... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 680

Nos. 2 and 3 are undoubtedly Keokuk limestone, No. 4 Burlington limestone, Nos. 5 and 6 Kinderhook shales, and Nos. 7
and 8 are Devonian and Upper Silurian' limestones.
When the stratum ·from which the Hamilton flow comes was·
penetrated in the Carthage well, the water raised to within
fifteen feet of the surface and remained there, indicating-a difference in the surface-level at the two localities of about 75 feet.
This well was continued down to the depth of 975 feet, when,
on reaching the St. Peters sandstone, a fine flow of water was
obtained, buf it failed to rise more than about five feet above
the surface. Subsequently the boring was continued down to
the Potsdam sandstone, without obtaining, however, any
decided increase in the flow of water.
Unfortunately no accurate record of this well was kept, but
the following data to the St. Peters sandstone was given me
from memory by the· foreman in ·charge of the work:
No.
Feet.
I. Drift clay, sand and gravel. ..................... ·..... : .. . . . .. . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . 214
- 2. White limestone........................................................................... 70
3. Shale..................................................................... ., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3511
4. Limestone................................................................................. 386
Ii. St. Peters sandstone ............... , .................................................... .

No. 2 is undoubtedly the Burlington limestone, No. 3 includes
the Kinderhook shales, the Devonian and Upper Silurian . and
the Cincinnati shales, and No. 4 the Trenton limestone.
The water from both these wells is so highly charged with
mineral matter as to render it unfit for culinary use.
The third well was sunk tt Beardstown on the Illinois river
and bl!t a few feet above the flood plain of that stream. Thi8-
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well was undertaken in the expectation of finding natural gas
in which ~he company were measurably successful, and the
details of the record are given on· a preceding page. The first
flow of water, gas and oil was obtained soon after· passing
through the Kinderhook shales and in strata that are probably
of Devonian age, but this was thought to be increased on passing through the Trenton limestone. , The flow of water is estimated at 800 barrels per day, but no successful attempt has.
been _made to measure the pressure of the gas. The production
of oil is only ab~ut one-half gallon per day.
A boring at Monmouth in Warren county failed to obtain a
flow of water, although carried down through the St ..Peters
sandstone, which ·at that locality was reached at the depth of
1,078 feet. The following record of this boring was furnished
by Mr; J. H: Southwell of Rock Island.
No.
,
Feet.
1: Drift clay ................ ·... .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. .. . .. . 67
2. Coal measure shale .. , ................................... , ............ :. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .
5
3. Burlington lltnestone ...... , .. . .. . . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ... .. .. .. . ..
96
4. ;Kinderhook shale ....................................... , ........................... , .. .. 124
5. Devonian shale and limestone ...... , .......................... , .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. . 109
6. Niagara limestone........................................................................
68
7. Cincinnati shale ................................. .'................. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. ..
83
· 8. Trenton limestone .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 526
9. St. Peters sandstone..................................................................... 154
Tota~ ..................

: ................................................................... 1,232

.

No indications of natural gas or oil were_ observed in this
.well.
A boring was made at Jacksonville a few years since in search ,
of coal, but as it commenced near the bottom of the coal measures, the prospect of a successful termination of the expe~iment
was far from encouraging to any one conversant with the
geology of Morgan county. This boring was. carried to the
depth of about a thousand feet, and I am indebted to. Prof. H.
E. Storrs for a copy of their record, which I have summarized
· as follows :
·
No.
Feet.
1. Drift clay, &<l ........................... :.. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . 15.'i
2. Coal measures, with one coal seam ........................... , ...... .'............... ·... 100
3, Lower <larboniferous limestone.... , ...... , .. , ................. , .. . . .. .. • .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. 433
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4. Kinderhook shale........ :................................................................ 222
5. Devonta.n shale and limestone................ .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .... .. .. . .. .. . .. .. 19
6. Niagara limestone ..........................................,. ........... ,................. 75
Total depth. ............................................................................ 1,002

.

~-

The boring now being prosecuted there in search of natural
gas, is said to be down 1,600 feet, which, if true, would carry
the drill into the san,dstones below the Trenton limestone, and
therefore quite through all known gas-producing horizons. · The
St. Peter's sandstone which was encountered at the depth of
1,055 feet at Beardstown, must be found within t:P.irteen or fourteen hundred feet of the surface at Jacksonville, and below that
sandstone neither gas or oil has been found as yet in the United States in sufficient quantity to render its exploitation a
matter of practical importance.
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SECTION I.
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ORDER ZOANTHARIA.
GENUS ZAPHRENTIS.

Ra.fi~esque.

ZAPHRENTIS DALEI. Edwards and Haime.
Za,phrentis spinulifera,.

Hall.

Pl. X, Figs. 12-128.

This coral was described in the first Iowa report,, Vol. 1, part
2, page 650. Pl. 22, figs. la, lb. Its date is 1858.
In 1851 Edwards and Hailne published a species which they
named Z, da,Jei (Mon. d. Pol. Foss. d. Ter. Pal.) from the same
locality, (Warsaw, Ill.,) which is probably the same as Z.
spirmlifem, in which case- the specific name da,Jei should have
precedence in accordance with the well established rules of
nomenclature. Hall's description is given below.
"Coral in the form of a reversed cone, curved. Calyx slightly
oblique, circular or sub-circular, the cavity deep; septa! fossette
strongly marked, situated on the inner side of the. curvature.
Radiating lamellm strongly: defined, somewhat irregularly curved,
numbering at the margin from forty-~wo to fi~y, and uniting ·
in fascicles of two, three, four or more before reaching the
center; outer walls of the calyx thin at the upper margins, becoming very thick and strong below. Externally somewhat
rugose, and often swelling abruptly at intervals ; the stages of
growth marked by somewhat regular rmys of nodes or short
spines."
,
The following is a free translation of Edwards and Haime's description of Z. da,Jei, from the same locality: "Coral in the form
of an elongated cone, moderately curved; external ridges irregular. Calyx oblique, sub-circuiar With a profound cavity. Fossette
rather deep and situated on the side of least curvature. Lamellm sixty to seventy, well developed, thin, alternately a little
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unequal, generally reaching to the eenter where they are a little
curved, especially those adjacent to the septa! fossette. Height
5 to 6 cent., diai_meter of the cup 23' to 3 cent, Locality, Warsaw,
Ill."
This description co~responds well with the form described subsequently as Z. spinulifera,, the principal difference being in the
larger number of lamellre in E. and H.'s specimen. This character, however, is a variable one, and as there is no other form
known from that locality th'at has even as many as fl.Uy
lamellre, it becqme,51 almost · certain that their specimen was
specifica1ly identical with that subsequently described as Z.
spinulifera,.
The form from the Keokuk limestone· that has usually been
called Z. da,Jei, has only ab.out 36 to 42 lamellre, and agrees
well with the form described by the above named authors under ·
the name Z. centra,Jis, to whic:µ I have no hesitation in referring
it. The specimen figured on Pl. X, figs. 12-12a, belongs to the
lower or Warsaw divisiod .of the St. Louis limestone, and was
found by the writer at Warsaw, Ill.
No. 2556 of the Illinois State -Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS CENTRALIS,

Edw. and. Haime.

PL IX, Figs. 1-la. Pl. X, Figs. lS-lSa. ·

Coral in the form of a curved cone, moderately elongated,
without prominent transverse ridges; cup deep, circular; septal
fossette large, central, and prolonged on the side of least curvature; lamellre forty to forty-two, strongly develop1:id and arranged
usually in four groups.
Heighth of a mature specimen 3 inches ; breadth of the cup
13' inches; - A smaller specimen measures 2~ inches in length, and
breadth of cup 1~ inches.
.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw and near
Plymouth, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2563 of the Illinois State Museum.
NOTE.-Edwards and Haime in their description of Z. dalei. do not mention the short
spines that may bo observed on specimens that have not been weathered, but these are
often obliterated on specimens that have been Jong exposed to atmospheric lntluences,
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Edw. and Haime.

Pl. X, Figs. tHia.

Coral turbina~e, moderately elongated: a little curved and
slightly distorted, with a few irregular external ridges; epitheca
thin and on the lower portions ornamented with little subspiniform points; cup circular, moderately profound; fossette
moderately developed, situated near the wall but in a variable
position from conforming to the curvature; lamellm about thirty,
very feebly curved near the septal fossette, with an equal number
of rudimentary lamelloo.
Height of an average size specimen, 1~ inches; breadth of cup,
about %to -'.!il inch.
Position and locality: Chester, Ill., Chester limestone.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2559 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHREN'rIS CHESTERENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. IX, Figs. 3-3a.

Corallum elongated, moderately curved, gradually and regularly tapering; calyx circular, not deep, fossette deep, and
situated on the side of shortest curvature. Lamelloo in four
divivisions, the two on either side of the fossette to the number
of seven or eight coalesce before reaching the bottom of the
calyx. On each side of the strong septum opposite the fossette,
there are twelve or thirteen lamellm .that extend singly to the
•
bottom of the cup. Surface slightly rugose, with traces of short
spines scattered irregularly over it.
This is a variety of Z. spinulosa, E. and H., but may be
readily distinguished by its more elongated and symmetrically
tapering form, and greater number of lamellm.
Height 2 11 / 1 ~; diameter of calyx, 1~ in.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Monroe and Randolph counties.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2560 of the Illinois State Museum,
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ZAPHRENTIS PELLAENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. IX, Figs. 6-6a and Pl. X, Fig. 11-lla.

Corallum turbinate, regularly curved, height of an averag·e
spedmen 1% in., diameter of calyx about %in., depth of cup %
in.; sides descending abruptly, the lamellm on each side of the
fossette to the number of four to six coalescing, while the othen;
extend singly nearly to the center of the cup. Fossette narrow
and situated obliquely to the curvature of the corallum. Whole
number of the principal lamellm 32 to 36 with about the same
number in the secondary series. Surface moderately rugose and
often marked by a few short scattering spines that are usually
restricted to the lower portion of the corallum.
This form is closely related to Z. spinulosa, E. & H. from the
Chester beds, but is usually shorter in proportion to its diameter, and coming from a different geological horizon it is entitled
to be considered as a distinct variety.
Position and locality: St. Louis shales, near Pella, Iowa.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2605 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS CALCARIFORMIS.

Hall.

Pl. X. Figs. 2-2a.

This form was described in the Thirty-fifth Annual Heport of
the New York State Museum of Natural History, page 33, as a
Devonian species, from the Falls of the Ohio. The following is
the original description.
"Corallum simple, narrowly turbinate, regularly curved; diameter of calices in individuals of the same height varying from
ten to fifteen millimeters; height twenty-five millimeters; exterior with frequent undulations and low rounded annulations;
fossette narrow, very deep, commencing at t,he center and continuing to the posterior margin; the lamellrn extend to the
margin; coalescing and forming vertical walls; number of
lamellrn fifty, alternating in size; at a distance of two millimeters from the margin the smaller lamellrn coalesce with the
others."
The specimen figured is an unusually long one, but presents
the usual characters of the species.
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Position and locality: Warsaw division of the St. Louis
limestone, Coalsburg, Ky.
Collector, E. 0. Ulrich.
No. 2558 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS CARINATUS

(sp. nov.)

Pl. X, Figs. 3-3a.

Corallum curved, strongly compressed laterally; calyx deep,
ovate; septal fossette extended on the side of least curvature.
Primary lamellre about thirty, with about the same number of
very short secondary lamellre intercalated between the primaries.
Length 1~ inches; breadth of calice on its widest diameter ~
inch; opposite diameter of the same ~ inch; depth of calice ~
inch.
Position and locality: The specimen figured was obtained at
Bentonsport, Iowa, and probably belongs to the Keokuk or
St. Louis limestone, bot,h of which outcrop in the vicinity.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2564 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS CLIFFORDANA.

Edw. and Haime.

Pl. X, Figs. 1,la, lb.

"Corallum in the form of a curved cone, external ridges not
prominent, epitheca thin, making visible the ribs series of which
are equal, plane and rather close. Calice circular and rather
deep; fossette rather large and situated on the side of least,
curvature; lamellre thirty-two to thirty-six, sub-equal, strong,
a little thickened outwardly and thinning towards the interior,
reaching generally to the center of the upper floor on which
they are a little curved, and not elevated. Their free border
appears to be cut obliquely. One distinguishing feature of the
species is the equal number of rudimentary and primary
Jamellre."
The above description applies very well to a common form of
Zapl1rnntis in the Kinderhook beds of Illinois, and the Apeeimens figured are from that horizon in Monroe county.
Collector A. H. Worthen.
No. 2570 of the IllinoiA State Museum.
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ZAPHRENTIS ULRICHI,

(sp. nov.)

Pl. X, Figs. 10-lOa.

Corallum small, pointed, compressed and slightly curved; cup
ovate, shallow; septal fossette comparatively wide, extending
from the center to the margin of the cup on the side of least
curvature.
Lamellre fi~y-two to fifty-four on the outer margin, but coalescing in pairs about one-third the distance from the margin to
the center of the cup, so that only about twenty-six reach the
central fossette. ·
Length of a medium size individual )!! inch; width of the cup
·across the greatest diameter ~ inch; in the opposite direction
6 / 16 inch.
This species is closely related to Z. caJca,riformis, Hall, from
the same horizon, (erroneously assigned by the author of the
species to the Corniferous limestone,) but differs from that in
its compressed, and more rapidly expanding form.
Position and locality: Warsaw division of the St. Louis limestone, Coalsburg, Ky.
Collector, E. 0. Ulrich.
No. 2573 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS LANCEOLATUS.

(8p.

nov.)

Pl. X, Figs. 4-4a.

Corrallum small, pointed at the lower extremity, compreRsed,
lanceolate, widening regularly from '.the pointed extremity to the
upper margin of the cup; septal fossette well developed, and
ranged in direction with the greatest diameter of the cup.
Lamellrn twenty-two to twenty-four, all reaehing to the border
of the septal fossette.
Length of an average size specimen 13/ 16 inch; breadth across
the greatest diameter of the cup, 6 / 111 inch; the broadest specimen seen measured in length 10/ 16 inch; breadth of cup across
its greatest diameter, 9 / 16 inch; in the opposite direction, 5 / 10
inch.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis group,
Spergen Hill, Indiana, and Coalsburg, Ky.
Colleetor, E. 0. Ulrich.
No. 2572 of the Illinois State Museum.
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ZAPHRENTIS ILLINOIENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. IX, Figs. 4-4a.

Corrallum very broadly turbinate, cup oblique, surface marked
by several transverse undulating ridges and numerous longitudinal strim. Septal fossette deep and situated on the side of
least. curvature; lateral fossettes narrower but distinct., separating the lamellm into three well marked divisions, the two on
either side of the septal fossette consist of ten or eleven each,
and the other of twenty-eight, making thirty-eight to forty
primary lamellrn in the entire cup.
This species was evidently sessile, and was attached near the
lower extremity to some cylindrical body, the scar of attachment being visible on nearly all the individuals seen.
Length of a large individual 2~ inches; breadth of cup 2 1/rn
inches; depth of the same about 1 inch.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, and near
Plymouth, Hancock Co., Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2562 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS SPERGENENSIS.

(8p.

nov.)

Pl. X, Figs. 8-8a.

Corallum small, turbinate, straight or slightly curved at the
lower extremity. Surface striated longitudinally, and <'haraeterized by numerous short spines irregularly distributed ovPr
the entire corallum. Cup circular and proportionally ra.thp1·
deep; septal fossette well defined, with a narrow lateral foRsette
on either side, separating the lamellm into three divisions.
Primary lamellm twenty-two, with about an equal number of
a secondary order, the latter coalescing with the otherR at
about half the distance .from the border of the cup to the center. On each side of the septal fossette, and between that and
the lateral fossettes, there are five primary and five Recondary
lamellm, that coalesce into one before reaching the center of
the cup.
Length of a medium size specimen % inch; breadth of cup, %
inch; depth of the same, 3 / 16 inch.
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Position and locality: This little coral is common in the
Warsaw beds at Spergen Hill, Indiana, and at Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2574 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS VARSOVIENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. X, Figs. !Hla.

Corallum small, turbinate, pointed below, and slightly curved;
epitheca thin, external strim distinct; height of corallum 1 inch;
breadth of cup, 7 / 16 inch; depth of the same, J4 inch.
Septal fossette nearly central, and extended on the side of
greatest curvature; primary lamellm comparat,ively strong, and
numbering about twenty-six, all reaching the thickened border
of this septal fossette.
Position and locality: This symmetrical little species is quite
common in the Keokuk limestone, at Warsaw, Hamilton, Nauvoo and Keokuk.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2557 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS CYLINDRACEUS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. IX, Figs. 5-5a.

Corallum long, cylindrical, slightly curved, tapering at t,he
lower extremity. Surface marked by numerous transverse undulations and fine longitudinal strim. Cup shallow, the center
slightly elevated as in the genus Anisophyllum. Septal fossette
situated on the side of least curvature, and not reaching to the
center of the cup. Lamellm about thirty-two to thirty-four,
which coalesce in several groups before reaching the <'entral
elevation.
Length, 2% inches; breadth of cup %inch.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, CheRter, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2561 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIB REVERBA.

(sp. nov.)

Coral very broadly turbinate, the length being hut little more
than the breadth of the cup; moderately curved, epitheca thin
and interspersed with numerous rather stout spiniforn1 points,
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irregularly distributed over the whole surface; cup nearly circular, moderately profound; fossette large and situated on the
side of greatest curvature; lamellre about forty-four, those on
either side of the fossette to the number of about ten coalescing
before reaching the center of the cup.
This species may be distinguished from the large allied forms
by the Hize and po8ition of the septal fossette.
Height, 1 9 / 16 inches; breadth of cup, 1~ inches.
Position and locality: Warsaw division of the St. Louis
group, near Columbia, Monroe Co., Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2567 of the Illinois State Museum.
ZAPHRENTIS PARASITICA. (sp. nov.)
Pl. X, Figs. 5-l;a.

Corallum small, truncated at the lower extremity, slightly
expanded and compressed; breadth of the ca1ice a little more
than the length; surface marked with strong longitudinal
strim; septal fossette comparatively large, central, extending
laterally on the side of greatest curvature; about twenty strong
lamellre extend from the border to the central fossette. Calice
deep, and irregularly ovate in form.
Length a;10 inch; greatest breadth of calice about ~ inch.
The specimen figured is parasitic on the ventral valve of Pro-

ductus P.vxidatus.
Position and locality: Kinderhook group: Clarksville, Mo.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2571 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS LOPHOPHYLLUM, Ed. & Haime.
LOPHOPHYLLUM PROFUNDUM. (sp. nov.)
Pl. X, Figs. 14-14a.

Corallum turbinate, straight or curved, tapering regularly to
a pointed base ; epitheca thin ; surface marked by a few distinct
encircling wrinkles, and numerous longitudinal strim. Calice
circular and deep, frequently occupying one-half the entire length
of the corallum; columella prominent, pointed and lanceolate;
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lamellm about :fiUy, each alternate one comparatively robust,
and extending to the bottom of the calice, while tbe others
become obsolete before reaching the bottom.
Length of an average size specimen %inch; breadth of calice
u;16 ; depth of the same 7 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: Coal meaimres. Lower division of the
LaSalle limestone, LaSalle, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2565 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ANISOPHYLLUM. Edwards & Haime.
ANISOPHYLLUM? IOVAENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. IX, Fig. 7.

Corallum rather narrowly · turbinate, slightly curved and
pointed at the extremity. Central node prominent. No clearly
defined septal fossett can be seen ..
Lamellm about thirty, three of which are elevated above the
bottom of the cup, dividing it in four unequal divisions.
Height l}i inches; width of cup ~ inch; depth of the same }i inch.
I am not aware that any examples of the above named genus
have hitherto been found in carboniferous strata, and hence
refer the above described species to Anisophyllum with some
doubt. It seems to be clearly distinct from Zaphrentis, and its
affinities seem to be with the above named genus. In some
respects it resembles the species described under the name
Zaphrentis cylindraceus, from the Chester limestone, but differs
from that in its shorter form, more elevated central node, and
in the possession of three elevated lamellm.
Position and locality. Calcareous shales of the St. I.ouis
limestone, Pella, Iowa.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2568 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS TRACHYPORA. Edw. & Haime.
TRACHYPORA AUSTINI. (n. sp.)
Pl. XI, Figs. 1-la, lb, le, Id.

Corallum dendroid, the bran9hes generally cylindrical, sometimes irregular, from 15 to 25 mm. in diameter, and infrequently divided. Corallifos conical, diverging from an imagi- .
nary axial line to open on all parts of the free surface. The
calices all oval or circular, very variable in size, ~he larger
ones about 1.1 mm. in diameter, and either ·level with the
general surface, or with an elevated margin. . Each orifice
is adorned with small tubercles or short ridges arranged in a
radiate manner around the calice margin. Openings of the
corallites separated by dense calcareous tissue, of variable thickness, but apparently always as wide as, or wider than the
diameter of the tube orifices.
Sections show that the tubes are prismatic and in contact
with each other, that their walls are greatly thickened by a
calcareous deposit on the inner side of the tubes, and that the
amount of the thickening increases toward the orifices. Mural
pores of large size are present, but apparently not numerous.
Tabulm are best developed in the axial region, where they cross
the tube cavity at intervals equalling once or twice the diameter of the tubes. Tangential sections show that, the corallite
cavities are surrounded by blunt, thick septal ridges. The
walls are now composed of ti.bro-crystalline calcite, and the
change has destroyed the finer details of structure.
In all important respects the species here described resembles
the Trachypora, ornafa, 'Rominger sp., from the Hamilton gr.
and I do not think any reasonable objection can be urged
against placing them in the same genus. Specifi.aally they are
quite distinct, the corallum of Rominger's species being much
smaller, the calices less variable in size and not so prominently
margined, nor are the interspaces so thick.
Position and locality: Coal Measures. Labette Co., Kansas.
Collector, A. C. Austin.
No. 2596 of the Illinois State Museum.
1
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GENUS AMPLEXUS. Sowerby.
AMPLEXUS GENICULATUS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. X, Figs. 7-7a.

Coral cylindrical above the geniculate portion and pointed
helm\'., and abruptly bent about half an inch above the lower
extremity so as to form nearly a right angle with the upper
part of the coral. Cup comparatively deep; lamellre twenty-four
or ruore; septal fossette not distinct on the specimens in hand ;
septa rather thicker than the intervening spaces.
Surface marked by a few undulating transverse ridges, and
numerous longitudinal strire.
Its geniculate character alone will serve to readily distinguish
this species from any other known in the carboniferous rocks.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Pope county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2566 of the Illinois State Museum.
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PAL.iEOCRINOIDEA. Wachs. and Spr.
GENUS B4-TOCRINUS, Casseday.
BATOCRINUS MONTGOMERYENSIS.

(sp. nov-:)

Pl. XII, Figs. .2-2a.
Batocrinus montgomeryensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bul'etin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 25.

Body below the arms spreading into a saucer-like form, more
than twice as wide as high, and composed of slightly convex
granulose plates. Dome inflated, nearly .twice as long as the
body below,, and composed of nearly fiat plates, each of which
has a small obtusely pointed node in the center. Ventral tube
central and apparently rather slender.
Basals short and forming a projecting rim around the columnar facet. First radial series 3X5; the first one hexagonal or
heptagonal, nearly twice as wide as long. The second is quadrangular, about the same length as the first, and two-thirds as
wide; the third wider than long, axillary, and supporting the
first of the secondary series. The anterior ray has three secondary radials in each division. In the postero-lateral rays, the
secondary radial series consists of five plates, three on one side
and two on the other, the second plate on one side being a-µ
axillary plate which supports on each side the tertiary radials.
The antero-lateral rays have two series of secondary radials,
consisting of two plates each, the upper one of which is axillary,
and supports a double series of tertiary radials.
This gives an arm formula of two arms to the anterior ray,
three each to the postero-lateral rays, and four each to the
antero-laterals.
First anal plate as wide as long, heptagonal, supporting three
plates above in the first series, five in the second, and three in
the third, the middle one of the last series projecting about onehalf its length above the others.
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First~interradial about. as large as the first anal, and supports
two smaller interradials above.
This species in its general form resembles Batocrinus biturbinar
~us_, but the body is more spreading below the arms, the dome
is more inflated, with fl.at nodose instead of convex plates. Arm
openings directed~upward.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Montgomery county,
Indiana.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.

BATOCRINUS SUBCONICUS. (sp. nov.)
PI. XIII, Figs. 4-4a.
Batocrimts subconicus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, p. 26.

There is another form occurring near the same horizon as the
preceding, which resembles it somewhat in general form, but
possesses .characters that render it clearly distinct. The calyx
is more expanded in proportion to its height than that of B.
montgomeryensis, and is composed of flat instead of convex
plates, with no projecting rim formed by the basal plates as in
that species.
The dome is obtusely conical, composed of convex plates, and
twice as long as the calyx below the arms, sloping up regularly
and symmetrically into a rather stout, central ventral tube.
The calyx below the arms is nearly four times as wide as high,
with the arm openings directed outward, and arm formula about
the same as in B. montgomeryensis,. The specimen is so highly
silici:fied that the form and number of the secondary and tertiary
r~dials cannot be clearly determined.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
BATOCRINUS UNIONENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XII, Figs. 5-0a, and PL XIII, Fig. 8. ·

Body depressed globose, width at the base of the arms a little
greater than the height to the base of the ventral tube.
Plates of the calyx strongly beveled on their borders, leaving
a deep suture between them on all sides.
Dome elevated, composed of. plates that are elevated in the
center, forming short and rather stout nodes.
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Basal plates very small and concealed in the basal cup. First
radials once and a half as wide as the second, and projectinp; so
as to form a prominent rim around the basal cavity.
Second radials quadrangular, nearly twice as wide as long.
Third radials pentagonal, axillary, and supporting on their upper
sloping sides the secondary series.
,The secondary and tertiary radial series, consist of three
plates each, the last one Of the third series giving support to
the first arm plates.
First anal plate hexagonal, and succeeded by two smaller ones
in a double series.
'
Arms composed of a d~uble series of closely interlocking
plates.
Ventral tube slender; column unknown.
Position and locality: St. Louis division of the Lower Carboniferous, U.nion county, Illinois.
No. 2581 of the Illinois State l\luseum.
BATOCRJNUS NASHVILL.iE, Troost,/ sp.
Pl. XIII, Fig. 5.

This magnificent crinoid was described and figured in the
Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, part 2, page 609, pl. XV, fig. 4, and
pl. XVI, figs. 4, a & b, under the name Actinocrimzs nashvillre
Troost; but none of the specimens known at that time had the
remarkable ventral tube belonging to this species preserved,
and an individual in which that organ is well preserved, is here
illustrated.
The following is the original description of the species: "Body
urn-shaped, rounded at base and excavated for the receptfon of
the column, contracted above, and somewhat rapidly expanding
at the brachial margin; dome moderately elevated, with a strong
central proboscis. Basal plates more than twice as wide as
long, spreading in a broad -bhickened rim, indented at the line
of suture. First radial plates large, wider than long, tuberculose transversely, and prominent above the other plates. Second
radials wider than long. Third radials supporting on the two
upper oblique sides, two hexagonal supra-radial plates, and these
support two brachial plates, from the upper sides. of which proceed the arms, giving uniformly four arms to each ray. A small
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heptagonal intersupra-radial vlate rests on the adjacent edges
of the first supraradials.
First interradial plates heptagonal or octagonal; the anterior
ones large, supporting two or three plates in the second and
third range each. First anal plate as large as the first radials,
strongly tuberculiform, supporting in the second range three
plates, and in the third range four, with some small plates intercalated between the arms. Dome large, becoming proboscidiform. Surface granulose, the granules sometimes pustuliform.
Column Jarge, consisting of strong joints separated by thinner
ones, and, farther from the body, by two, three, four or more
thinner ones."
In addition to the above description, I would add the following: Ventral tube long, gradually tapering and rising symmetrically from the center of the dome, composed of massive hexagonal plates, nearly all of which are produced into a short
spiniferous node, and occasionally into a slender spine, half an
inch or more in len~h. About half the length of the ventral
tube above the dome a single row of six plates is replaced by
stout spines ~ of an inch in length, and about 5/ 16 inch in diameter at the base. These long spiniferous plates probably surround the anal opening. Above this the plates are less massive
and diminish in size to the apex.
This fine species is only found in the Keokuk limestone, and
for the use of the specimen figured I am indebted to Mr. L. A.
Cox, of Keokuk, by whom it was kindly pres1mted to the author.
GENUS POTERIOCRINUS, Miller.
POTERIOCRINUS SPINULIFERUS. (sp. nov.)
PL XIV, Fig. 3.

Poteriocrinus spinuliferus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 't7.

Body of medium size, short, width three times as great as the
height to the top of the first radials; base depressed, underbasals small and concealed under the first columnar joint. Column obscurely pentagonal near its upper extremity, becoming
round below, slender and composed of alternate thin and thicker
joints near the base, beyoml which it is unknown.
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Basal plates forming a flat disk with slightly curving angles
above and below, so that the _body .if detached would rest on
the.central portion of these plates. First radials short, pentagonal, twice as wide as high, angular below to fill the depressions between the basals. Under a good lens they show rude
striations around their lower borders, with a slight depression
in th~ upper margin, forming a well defined suture between them
and the second radials. Second radial series on four of the rays
as long as their greatest· breadth below, angular in front, and
compressed at the sides, the apex produced into a rather prominent node, and support on the upper angles the first divisions
of the rays. The right antero-lateral ray divides again on the'
sixth plate, and again on the sixth and twelfth, while the left
antero-lateral divides the second time on the sixth plate, and
the outer division again on the seventh or eighth plate, while
the inner one continues simple beyond the second bifurcation.
The anterior ray has five radial plates, the first corresponding in form and size with those of the other rays, the second_ is
quadrangular; longer than wide, narrower above than below,
the third and fourth are quadrangular, about half as long as
wide, the fifth is about as long as wide, axillary and produced
into a strong node like the axillary plates of the other rays.
The right division of this ray divides again on the tenth plate,
while t,he left continues single as far as it is preserved.
All the axillary plates of the arms are nodose, and longer than
the others, which are slightly wedge-formed and give off strong
pinnules from their longer sides.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, near Columbia, Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2492 of the Illinois State Museum.
PoTERIOCRINUS ULRICH!. (sp: nov.)
Pl. XVII, Fig. 2.

Ca)yx below the second radial plates cup shaped, about twice
as wide as high. Base concave, and underbasals concealed by
the column. Basals on the pmiterior side pentangular slightly
projecting on their upper margins, leaving a well defined suture
between them and the second :i;adials. The second radials are
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about twice a,s long as wide, strongly constricted in the middle
and sharply angular above.
Arms two to each of the posterior rays, the only ones preserved in the specimen in hand, composed of long rounded
joints, arranged in a somewhat zigzag position, and decreasing
in length towards their extremities. Pinnules strong.
Anal plates arranged as usual in this genus, and united above
to form a slender ventral tube, only the lower portion of which
is visible.
Column round, composed' of short pieces that decrease in
diameter as the distance from the base increase~.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
No. 337 of Mr. L. A. Cox's collection.
I take pleasure in dedicating this pretty species to my friend
Mr. E. 0. Ulrich of Newport, Ky.
PoTERIOCHINUS ELSAHENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. XIV, Fig. 5.

Calyx obconical, with straight gradually expanding sides.
Base truncated, the under basals forming a shallow cup about
three times as wide as high.
Basals large, the two on the anal side heptagonal, the others
a little smaller and pentagonal or hexagonal.
First radials rather smaller than the basals, pentagonal, and
excavated on their upper borders for the reception of the secondary radials.
Anal plates three, the first nearly as large afl both the others,
and situated as is usual in this genus, the first resting between
the basals, the second resting on the summit of the le~ posterior radial, and the third on the summit of the first.
Secondary radials, arms and column unknown.
Position and locality: Kinderhook group near Elsah, Jersey
county, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2580 of the Illinois State Museum,
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Pl. XII, Figs. :Hla, and Pl. XIII, Fig. 6.

Calyx short, forming a broad shallow cup below ·the brachia!
series. Under basals visible around the column where they form
a small five-rayed star. Base depressed, basals prominen,t, and
projecting below so as to form short transverse nodes. Radials
short, twfoe as wide as long, pentagonal-, and truncated squarely
across their upper margins.
Brachials one to each ray, pentagonal, rather larger than the
radials, wider than long and supporting on their upper angles
the first arm plates.
On the left antero-lateral ray, both divisions bifurcate again,
one division on the second, and the other on the fi~h plate,
beyond which they appear to be simple to their extremiti~s.
Anal plates five visible, arranged as is usual in this genus.
Column composed of thin pieces, and pentagonal where it
joins the body.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Monroe county,
Illinois.
Collector, Henry Tolbot, Esq.
No. 2577 of the Illinois State Museum.
PoTERIOCRINUS BUFFALOENSIS.

(sp.

nov.)

Pl. XII, Fig. 1.

Calyx small, obconic below the summit of the radial plates,
or about once and a half as wide as high. Basals small,
pointed above, forming a low pentagonal cup.·
Radials two on each of the two rays visible, the first pentagonal
wider than high; the second quadrangular, and about twice as
wide as high.
Brachials pentagonal, wider than high, pointed above, and
supporting on their upper sl?ping sides the first arm plates.
Arm two to each of the rays visible, composed of rather stout
Joints that are longer than wide, and project sligMly at their
upper inner margins where they support stout pinnules.
Anal series unknown.
-11
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Column rather st out where it joins the body, composed of
slightly projecting plates that diminish gradually in size below.
Position and locality : Devonian shales, Buffalo, Iowa.
Collection of A., H. Worthen.
PoTERIOCRINUS ROWLEYI. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XIV, Fig. 9,

Calyx short, cup shaped, twice as wide as high, with a well
defined suture between tl).e radial and brachia! series.
Brachials on. the anterior ray two, a little longer than wide,
the first quadrangular, and the s~ond pentagonal, giving support on its upper angles to the first arm plates. These arms
continue single a~er their_first bifurcation.
The right antero-lateral and the le~ postero-lateral rays,
have but one brachia! each, which is 'pentagonal, length and·
breadth nearly equal, and gives support to the :first division
of the rays. These divisions bifurcate again on the fourth
plate, giving four arms to each of these rays.
Arms stout for a species of this size, 'composed of joints about
as wide as high, g-radually tapering to their extremities. Anal
side not visible.
Column round, and composed of alternately thick and thinner
pieces, the former slightly projecting.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Monroe county,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2575 of the Illinois State Museum.
Named in honor of Mr. R. R. Rowley, of Louisiana, Mo.
POTERIOCRINUS SPINULIFERUS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XVII, Figs. I-la.

Body short, saucer shaped, about three times as wide as high,
and composed of rather massive plates separated by well-defined
sutures.
Base depressed; and under-basals concealed in the basal depression. Basals proportionally stout, pentagonal, the lower
angles curving into the basal depression. Radials short and
pentagonal, truncated squarely on their upper margins for the
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·reception of the succeeding plates. BrachiaJs one each to the
posterior and atltero-lateral rays, 'while the anterior ray has
four. The first brachia! on this ray is about as long as wide,
quadrangular, and like the corresponding plate on the other
rays, is constricted, rounded on the outer surface, and succeeded
by two short plates, the upper one giving support to a nodose
axillary plate on which the first division of the ray takes place.
In this ray the outer division bifurcates again on the tenth
plate, but the inner continues single as far as it is preserved.
The right antero~l~teral ray bifurcates -the sec'ond time on the
sixth plate, and both divisions again on the sixth to the
eleventh plate above, giving eight divisions to this ray. The
"left antero-lateral ray has its first bifurcation on the sixth plate,
the inner division dividing agai:Il on the eighth plate,. the outer
one continuing single as far as it can be seen, giving but six
divisions to this ray. The postero-lateral rays bifurcate in the
same manner as' the left antero-lateral ray, giving six divisions
to each of these rays, and twenty-nine to the entire animal.
The rays are composed of rather short, wedge-shaped pieces, that
decrease very gradually in width towards their extremities.
Five anal plates are visible, the two lower ones resting apparently on one of the basals, an appearance that is probably due
to the partial displacement of the body plates by pressure.
Column round or slightly pentagonal, and composed of alternate thin and thicker joints.
This crinoid has the general form of Zea,crinus, as defined by
Wachsmuth and Springer, the only difference observable being
the mode of bifurcation of the rays.
Position and locality : Chester limestone, Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2492 of the Illinois State Museum.
POTERIOCRINUS MAMM..EFORMIS. (sp. nov.)
Body small, obconic or mamillreform below the baBe of the
arms and squarely truncated below where it is united with the
column. Under-basals long and narrow, slightly angular at their
summits, forming a little cup about on~e and a half as wide as
high. Basals scarcely as long as the under-basals, but wider,
probably hexagonal and heptagonal. Primary radials two, the
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first nearly quad:i:angular, about twice as wide as high, the
second narrower, angular above, and supporting the first division of the rays.
Whether a second bifurcation takes place above this cannot be
determined from the specimen in hand, but one arm is preserved
t.o the ninth plate without division. Anal series unknown.
Column composed of thin circular plates, with a thicker one
intercalated at intervals of six to eight plates below .its summit.
The only example of this species we have seen is too much
crushed for a complete diagnosis to be given, but its mamillate
form, and long under-basals, will serve to distinguish it from any
species known from this horizon.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis formation, Warsaw, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2578 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS CALCEOCRINUS. , Hall.
CALCEOCRINUS ROBUSTUS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XII, Fig, 7.

Calyx subquadrate with the upper lateral angles truncated
and sides constricted. Basal plate triangular, about three times
as wide as high. Lower dorsal plate triangular, of about the
same width as the basal, and beveled below to fit the basal
plate. Dorso-lateral pieces twice as wide as high, with the upper
inner angles truncated for the reception of the succeeQ.ing plate.
Upper dorsal plate triangular, about once and a half as wide as
high, and slightly rourided at the lateral angles.
Dorsal arm robust, composed of six stout first radial plates,
the upper of which is axillary, giving support to the secondary
series of which there are three, the upper one an axillary plate
supporting the arms. The outer division continues single while
the inner one divides on the third or fourth plate, giving six
arms to this ray.
Lateral rays five, four of which are nearly equal in size, the
fifth quite small, and not preserved beyond the first bifurcation.
The first radial plate in the lateral rays is twice as long as wide,
that of the first lateral resting obliquely on' the excavated outer
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angle of the dorso-lateral pieces. This is succeeded by a series
of radials so thoroughly anchylosed that the exact number cannot be determined, two of which are protuberant, including the
axillary plate. One division of the ray probably divides again,
but the other remains single to its extremity.
Column round, comparatively rather stout, and composed of
slightly projecting pieces.
·
The specimen jg silicious, and the surface markings, if any
existed, are thus obscured.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
Collection of Mr. L. A. Cox.
CALCEOCRTNUS TUNICATUS, Hall, sp.
Pl. XII, Fig. 6.

Calyx less massive than in the preceding species, basal plate
triangular, and about twice as wide as high. Lower dorsal
plate short, or about three times as wide as high. ·Dorso-lateral
plate six-sided, with a strong constriction on ther outer lateral
borders, and their inner angles truncated above for the reception of the upper dorsal plate. This plate is tr'iangular, about
twice as wide as high, and slightly protuberant. The three first
plates of the dorsal ray are shorter tha:ri. the six succeeding ones,
which are ar little wider than long, and slightly protuberant.
The ninth plate is axillary, and supports the arms, which appear to be simple to their extremities.
Lateral rays five, of which only four are well preserved. First
radial series in these rays eight, including the long narrow series
that is arranged somewhat obliquely around the lateral sides of
the calyx. One or two of these in each ray, including the iµillary plate, are protuberant. Arms single above the first division on all the rays visible.
_
We refer this form to the species described in the Thirteenth
Report to the Regents of the N. Y. University, under the name
of Cheirocrinus tunfoa,tus.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
Collection of Mr. L. A._ Cox.
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GENUS AGARICOCRlNUS. Troost.
AGARICOCRINUS NODULOSUS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XIII, Figs. 1-la.

Calyx of medium size, base deeply depressed, the basal depression including the basals, first radials, and the lower part
of the second radial plates. All the plates in the basal depression are smoother, and all above are strongly nodose. This
species has a tertiary sei::ies of radials, smaller than the secondary, giving support to the first arm plates, which are also
nodose.
Dome pyramidal, with a series of large, strongly nodose, plates
immedi"'tely abc'>ve the arm bases, the number of which is determined by the number of arms in the ray. When the ray has
four arm~, there are three of these plates, two immediately
above the' base of the arms, and the third above and partly
between those below. When the ray has three ·arms, there are
two of these plates, and over the anterior ray, which has but
two arms, there is only a single large plate. These plates are
succeeded by about three rows of smaller plates,_ that extend
up to the large apical plate which crowns the summit. Anal
opening small, and situated just below the apical plate. The
anterior ray has two arms, the right anterior and two posterior rays four each, and the left anterior three, making seventeen altogether, which is probably an abnormal number.
This species may be distinguished from A. am_eriea,nus, by its
tertiary radials, and by the strongly ~odose character q_f all
the plates of the calyx, except those included in the basal depression.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
Collector, Mr. L. A. Cox.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
AGARICOCRINUS MACADAMS!. (sp. nov.)
PL XIII, Figs. 2-2a.

Calyx large, strongly inflated above the arms, and depressed
below, the basal depression including the entire basal and radial
series.
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Basals ·and first radials smooth, second radials and succeeding arm plates slightly nodose .
. The anterior and left anterior rays have three arms each, and
the right anterior and the two posterior rays four each, maki~g
altogether eighteen arms, which is probably the normal number.
Immediately above the arm openings ·there are from three to
four rather large nodose plates, while those forming the upper
part of the dome are smooth or but sli!?,'htly elevated in the
center.
Anal area large, protuber~nt, and composed of twenty-four
or more nearly smooth plates, above which the anal opening is
situated.
· The basal and radial plates are. obscured by cherty material,
so that their relative size and form cannot be determined.
We dedicate this fine species to the Hon. Wm. McAdams, of
Alton, by whom it was found.
Posi.tion and locality: Keokuk limestone, Jersey county, Illinois.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
GENUS CENTROCRINUS. Wachsm. and Spr.
CENTROCRINUS TENNESSEENSIS. (sp.

DOV.)

Pl. XIV, Fig. 1.

Calyx broadly turbinate, breadth at the base of the arms
equal to once and a half its height.
The basal plates form a low pentagonal cup, about twice as ·
wide as high, with projecting lower borders, which form a rim
around the columnar facet.
The first radial plate is as large or larger than the second
and third combined, and has seven distinct angles.
Second radials quadrangular, about twice as wide as long;
third radials about the same size as the second, axillary, and
supporting the succeeding radial series, which in rays visible on
our specimen consists of a single axillary plate, giVing four
arms to each ray.
.
One long oval plate fiils each of the interradial spaces on the
free side of the specimen in hand.
The arms arfl not preserved beyond the fifth or sixth joint,
and the fifth plate on one arm seems to be an axillary plate,
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and possibly a second division takes place in all the arms in·
perfect individuals. Arms as far as can be seen, composed of
short quadrangular joints; about twice as wide as long.
Column round, and· composed of alternately thick and thinner
·joints, the former slightly projecting.
Position and locality: Niagara limestone-, near Clifton, Wayne
county, Tennessee.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
GENUS AM~HORACRINUS. Austin:
AMPHORACRINUS JERSEYENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XIV, Figs. 8-8a.

Cal~x

short, the radial series spreading laterally so as to form
a low sha,llow cup, more than three times as wide as the height
to the base of the arms. ').'he basal plates project slightly below,
i:;o as to form a rim around the eolumnar facet.
The specimen in hand has an. abnormal structure, the anterior
ray being obsolete. The right posterior and the left anterior
divisions of the calyx have the normal number of three radials
to each ray; while the left posterior and the right anterior
divisions have but two radials each, the· second being as large
or larger than the first and supporting the first arm plates.
An~l plates t,hree, the first hexagonal, the secon.d smaller and
quadrangular, resting upon the first, with two larger anals on
either side which rest partly on the lateral sides ,.., the first
raqials, and partly on the first anal plate. Above these four·
anals, there are six slightly protuberant plates arranged around
a small anal opening.
In the normal divisions of the calyx there is a single large interradial plate.
On the anberior side there are four plates rather larger than
the first four on the anal .side, and arranged in the same
manner.
Summit composed of numerous nodose plates, a massive one
crowning the summit, as in some species of Aga.ricocrinus,
The specimen has six-arms, one each to the posterior, and two
each to the antero-lateral rays.
Positfon and locality: Kinderhook group, Jersey county.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2582 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS ACTINOCRINUS. Miller.
AcTINOCRINUS LOBATUS. Hall.
Pl. XII. Figs. 8-Sa.

Body large, urn-shaped below the arms, and conical above, the
dome gradually diminishing into a strong ventral tube composed of strongly protuberant plates.
Basal plates nearly as large as the first radials, thickened
below so as to form a slightly projecting rim around the
~olumn.

First radials large, length and breadth nearly equal, hexagonal
and heptagonal; second radials about half as large as the first,
and hexagonal ; third radials smaller than the second, giving
.support to two brachials. These are succeeded by a second and
third series of small brachials of which there are four or more
to each ray.
First interradial hexagonal, ~bo~t the same size as the second
radial, succeeded by two smaller interradials, with a third and
fourth series of still smaller interradials of three each.
First anal plate smaller than the first radials, hexagonal with
two smaller hexagon·al plates in the second series, three in the
third series, and four in the fourth.
Surface of the plates traversed by ridges, which, joining together near the center of the plates, form short flattened nodes.
Arms composed of a double series of short interlocking· plates,
and, on one of the specimens figured, showing numerous bifurcations.
Position and locality: . Keokuk limestone, Greene county, Ill.
Collector, Henry Talbot, Esq.
No. 2583 of the Illinois State Mus_eum.
GENUS EUP ACHYCRINUS. Meek and Worthen.
EuPACHYCRINUS ORBICULARIS. Hall sp.
PI. XIV, Figs. 2-2a.

This species was described in 1860, in the Boston Journal of
Natural History as Scaphiocrinus orbicufaris. The following is
the original description:.

'-12
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"Body below the arms ve_ry broadly basin-shaped, or depressed hemispheric, with the upper margins inflected; articular
scar for the column attachment sharply impressed, extending
one-half or two-thirds the -diameter of the basal plates.
Basal plates pentagonal, obtusely angular above, forming by
their union a pentagon with scarcely concave margins. Subradial plates exceedingly large, extending from the edge of the
column to near the top of the first radial plates, three subpentagonal and two heptagonal (or hexagonal from the straightness of the lower sides), length somewhat greater than breadth.
First radial plates proportionally small, sub-triapgular; the
lateral edges of the adjacent plates slightly truncating each
other. First anal plate large and massive, p~ntagonal, resting
between the two heptagonal sub-radials, and supporting one
side of the adjoining first radial plate. The two remaining anal
plates, (all of which are seen in the specimen,) are smaller and
hexagonal.
Arms and column unknown. S_urface of plates depressed convex, sutures distinctly marked. The body plates are very
massive, the internal cavity be~ng less than half the whole
i.iameter."
Position and locality : Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
The specimen figUl'ed is in the collection of A. H. Worthen.
EUPACHYCRINUS? SANCTI-LUDOVICI.

(sp. nov.)

We have obtained from the St. Louis quarries some crushed
of a form apparently belonging to the above named
genus, none of which are quite well enough preserved to admit
of a clear and full diagnosis, but differing so much from all
other crinoidal forms known from this horizon, that the crushed
specimens may be easily recognized when the general form is
known.
Body of medium size, basin-shaped, base depressed, the underbasals concealed in the basal concavity. Basals prominent, the
lower angles curving upward into the basal depression, their
upper angles extending nearly to the summit of the first radial
plates. First radials pentagonal, their lower angles fitting into
the depression between the basals, widest at their summits where
they are squarely truncated for the support of the second
spec~mens
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radials. Brachials as long as wide at bottom, constricted in
the middle, and supporting the firAt division of the rays. These
plates are all prominent in the center or sub-nodose. the axillary plates more so than the plates below.
Some of the rays after their first division on the second radial
divide once or twice more on the fifth and sixth plate, and possibly all may do so, though t.hat cannot be determined from the
specimen at hand.
Anal plates and column unknown.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, St. L~uis, Mo.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2579 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS BARYCRINUS, Wachsmuth.
B4RYCRINUS SPURIUS. Hall. sp.
PL XIV. Fig. 4.

Calyx broad basin-shaped, composed of massive depressed
convex plates. Under-basals spreading horizontally beyond the
columnar facet form a pentagonal disc. Basals hexagonal
counting three angles on their lower margins, except the one
on the anal side which is heptagonal.
First radial plates wide, the antero-lateral ones longer than
the others; second radials very short; third radial lilomewhat
longer, and both nearly as wide as the first. The third radial
is angular above, and gives support to two stout arms, composed of massive plates about as long as the second radials.
First anal plate as large as the anterior basals, and hexagonal counting three angles on the lower margin. In. the typical specimen figured in the Geology of Iowa, Vo~. 1, part 2,
plate 18 figs. 7 and 8, there is a small quadrangular anal plate
intercalated between the large first anal and the right posterior
basal, but this seems to have been an abnormal character not
usually obser:ved in this species.
This specimen has been figured to show the character and
arrangement of the arms.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, Illinois.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
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BARYCRINUS. TUMIDUS. Hall. sp.

Pl XIV, Fig. 6.
Cyathocrinus titmidus Hall. Geology of Iowa, Vol. 1, part 2, page 624. Pl. XVIII, Figs,
1, a. b.

"Cal.yx basin form, shallow, the plates thick and tumid.
Basal plates small; their area nearly occupied by the column,
and presenting a small pentapetalous opening in the center.
Subradial plates with the bases nearly straiglft, pentagonal,
except the one on the anal side which is hexagonal; each plate
prominently convex or tumid. Radial plates somewhat unequal, very thick and broad, convex in the middle; articulating
faces nearly in a plane with the axis. First anal plate quadrangular, small.
Surface finely granulose or granulose-striate towards the margins of the plates.
The base is more prominent than the surrounding subradial
plates; in which character it differs from C. bullatus, the suhradials being less prominent, and the radials larger and more
equal in size."
The above is the original description of this species, the type
specimen consistfrig of the calyx only. In the figured specimen
on Pl. XIV, the arm formula is clearly shown. On three of the
rays, to-wit, the anterior and the posterior laterals, there are
two brachials, the first one very short and nearly as wide as
the radials, the second a little longer, obtusely angular above,
and giving support to the two divisions of these rays. On the
other rays there are no brachials, each sustaining a single arm
supported on the upper surface of the radial plates, giving eight
arms to each individual. Arms composed of massive plates,
decreasing very gradually in breadth from their base upwards.
Position and locality: Keokuk IimeRtone near Hamilton,
Hancock county, Illinois.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
GENUS DORYCRINUS. Roomer.
DoRYCRINUS MISSISSIPPIENSIS. Roemer.
Pl. XII, Fig. 4,

Body broadly urn-shaped, dome convex, with six long slender
spines, five of which are situated immedialy above the summit
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of the ri;tys, while the sixth crowns the summit of the do;me.
These spines are sometimes bifurcated as seen in the example
figured.
Basal plates massive, spreading at their lower margins and
separated by clearly defined sutures. First radial plates hexagonal, about twice as wide as long. The left antero-lateral ray
in the specimen figured has but two radials, the second of which
is an axillary plate, supporting on its upper sides two secondary
radials. In the other rays there are three radials, the second
of which is quandrangular in outline, the third pentagonal,
and gives support to two pentagonal secondary radials. These
are succeeded by four tertiary radials that support the arms,
the normal number of which is four to each ray. The plates
forming the dome are more convex than those below the arms.
Interradial plates three visible below the arms, the first large,
and heptagonal, the other t"'.O smaller and hexagonal. First
anal plate heptagonal, length and breadth nearly equal, and
supporting three smaller anals in the second series.
Column round and consisting near ·the summit. of alternating
thicker and thinner joints, the latter increasing in number as
the distance from the body. increases.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Hamilton, Illinois .
.This magnificent specimen was collected by Mr. L. A. Cox,
by whom it was• presented to the author.
Collection of A. H. Worthen.
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BRACHIOPODA.
GENUS DISCINA. Lamarck.
DISCINA VARSOVIENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XI, Fig. 7•
.Discina Mrsoviensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the· Illinois State Museum of Natur.al History, page 23.

Shell of medium size, ovate in outline, anterior and posterior
margins nearly equal in width. The larger or free valve is
crushed so that its general form cannot be clearly determined;
its surface, however, is ornamente~ around the borders with ten
to twelve or more rather strong and sharp concentric ridges,
which become less conspicuous or obsolete towards the apex.
The lower valve is nearly flat and marked around the border
by fine concentric ridges rather less conspicuous than those on
the other valve, with a long narrow slit or fora.men extending
from about the center. of the va,lve more than half way to the
posterior extremity, and surrounded by an elevated margin.
Length of an average size lower valve% inch; greatest breadth
of the same 10/ 16 inch.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2545 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS TEREBRATULA. Llwyd.
TEREBRATULA

~OWLEYI.

worthen.

PL XI, Figs. 6, 6a, 6b.
Terebratula rowleyi, Worthen, March," 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 23.

Shell below the medium size, inequivalve, conical; ventral valve
strongly convex in the middle from the beak to the basal inargin, and rapidly sloping on either side to the lateral borders.
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Beak of the ventral valve pointed, slightly recurved, and extending beyond that of the opposite valve; both valves longer
than broad and sinuate in front. Dorsal valve slightly convex
at the umbo, where a shallow depression commences and widens
downward, and at the front occupies nearly the entire width of
t1he valve. Surface smooth or showing only very fine lines of
growth.
L~ngth of ventral valye from beak to base 7 / 16 inch; greatest
breadth 6 / 16 inch; thickness of the shell with the valves united
about one-third the length from the beak to the front, )i inch.
Position and locality: From a cherty bed near the base of
the Burlington limestone, Pike county, Mo.
Collector, R. R. Rowley.
No. 2526 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ATHYRIS. McCoy.
ATHYRIS SQUAMOSA. Worthen.
Pl. XI, Fig. 2.

Athyris squamosus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 24.

Shell of medium size, broadly ovate trarn;versely, or nearly
circular in outline; valves depressed, and showing externally
five heavy imbricating or overlapping plates, that were covered
originally with short, coarse spines. Beaks depressed and closely
approximate, that of the ventral valve rather the most promi- ·
nent, and projecting beyond the other, with a perforated extremity.
Length from beak to base 10/ 16 inch; greatest width of the
valves 11 / 16 inch; thickness about 5 / 16 inch. This unique form
differs so strongly from all others in the Carboniferous formation that a comparison is unnecessary.
Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis limestone,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector A. H. Worthen.
No. 2527 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS RHYNCHONELLA. Fischer.
RHYNCHONELLA ILLINOIENSIS.

w orthen.

Pl. XI. Figs. 3-3a,3b,3c.

RhynchoneUa illinoiensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 24.

Shell of about medium size, transversely ovate to sub-circular,
wider than long, front nearly straight in the middle, beaks obtusely pointed. Ventral valve ,,-:lightly elevated near the beak,
and depressed towards the front into a broad, shallow mesial
sinus, which is occupied by about eight sub-angular plicatiom1
that interlock in front with those of the opposite valve. There
are also from eight to ten similar plications on each side of the
sinus.
Dorsal valve sharply depressed at the sides, nearly flat from
the beak to the front, which is elevated into a broad mesial
fold on which there are about eight elevated plications that interlock with those of the opposite valve, and about the same
number on each side of the mesial fold. Length of an average
size specimen 6 / 16 inch; width ~ inch; thickness in front about
equal to the length. The small individuals of this species, if
found in Upper Silurian strata, might be mistaken for R. wil-

soni.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, Mr. Gifford and W. H. Adams.
No. 2537 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS LINGULA. Bruguiere.
LING ULA VARSOVIENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XI, Fig. 8.

Linuula 'Varsoviensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, page :!4.

Shell. of medium size, longitudinally oblong, more than onethird longer than wide, with sub-parallel sides, the broadest
part being a little below the middle of the shell.
Basal margin broadly rounded, beak rather prominent, anterior margin more narrowly rounded than the basal, but not
quite perfect in the specimen in hand.
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Surface ornamented with numerOUf'! concentric strire, or fine
lines of growth that are most conspicuous on the borders of
the shell.
Length 15/ 16 inch; greatest breadth 9/16 inch.
This species resembles in its gene~al form the L. mytiloides of
the Coal Measures, but differs from that in its uniformly much
larger size and relative proportions.
Rare, and hitherto found only in the Warsaw beds of the St.
Louis group at Warsaw and near Hamilton, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2495 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS SPIRIFERA. Sowerby.
SPIRIFERA MULTIGRANOSA. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XI, Figs. 5-Sa, 5b.

Shell of medium size, ventral valve strongly convex, length a
little more than the width; hinge line about equal in length to
the greatest width of the valve. Beak strongly arched, and recurved beyond the cardinal area.
A profound sinus commences at the beak, and gradually widens
and deepens to the frontal border where it occupies about onethird of the entire width of the valve. There are two rather
obAcure costre on each side of the sinus, one of which extends
nearly to the beak, while the other becomes obsolete about half
way from the frontal margin to the beak. On each side of the
sinus there are from 8 to 10 unequal sized rounded plications
that are wider than the intervening spaces. Cardinal area
moderately wide.
Dorsal valve less convex than the ventral, beak depressed, incurved, and not projecting beyond the hinge line, area narrow.
A strong mesial fold commences at the beak with a rather broad
flat costa, having a central depression that continues to the
frontal margin. On each side of this there is an obscure costa,
that becomes obsolete before reaching the beak; The two first
plications ·on each side of the mesial fold are much stronger
than those on the lateral borders. The entire surface of the
shell is thickly set with srnallg;ranules,
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Position and locality: Coal measures, Rolls Ford, Sangamon
county.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2597 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ORTHIS. Dalman.
0RTHIS RESUPINOIDES. Cox.
Pl. XI, Figs. 4-4a,4b.

Shell transversely ovate to subquadrate in outline, hinge line
straight, and scarcely more than half as long as the greatest
breadth of the shell; cardinal angles rounded, cardinal area
narrow, and widest on the dorsal valve.
Dorsal valve depressed, convex towards the beak, and strongly
depressed at the front, giving a sinuous outline to. the frontal
margin.
Ventral valve convex, the greatest. convexity rather nearer
t,he beak than the front. Beaks depressed, incurved, and projecting slightly beyond the hinge line.
Surface of the valves marked by numerous fine thread-like
strim, and several transverse lines of growth.
This shell is so closely allied to Martin's species, 0. resupinata,
that it can hardly be regarded as "specifically distinct. The only
external differences observable, on a comparison of the American
with aut.hentic examples of the European shell are, the comparatively shorter hinge line and som_ewhat finer strim of the American shell.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Mercer county,
Illinois.
Collector, Tyler McWhorter, Esq.
No. 2600 of the Illinois State Museum.
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LAMELLIBRANCHIATA.
GENUS LE:E>TODOMUS. McCoy.
LEPTODOMUS? MAGNUS.

worthen.

Pl. XVIII, Fig. 2.

Bchizodus magnus, Worthen, March, 1884, Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State Museum of
'
Natural History, page 9.

Shell large. ovate sub-quadrangular, convex, the greatest convexity being about half-way from the beaks to the ventral margin; anterior extremity comparatively long and broadly rounded,
posterior side about once and a half the length of the anterior,
obliquely flattened behind t.he beaks with a well defined umbonal
ridge extending diagonally from· the beak to the posterior extremit;y of the· ventral margin. .Dorsal margin ·straight from
the beaks to the obliquely truncated posterior margin.
Beaks long, strongly recurved, and projecting about % of an
inch beyond the dorsal margin.
Length 7 / 16 inches; height 2 6 / 16 inches; convexity of the valve
about ~ inch.
This is from one of the upper divisions of the Chester limestone, about two miles below the mouth of Mary's river, Randolph county; Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2498 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS SCHIZODUS. King.
Scmzonus VARSOVIENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XIX, Fig. 7.

Bchizodus varsoviensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 10.

Shell of medium size, transversely ovate, moderately convex
in the anterior and umbonal regions, cuneate posteriorly; anter-
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ior side very short and regularly rounded; basal margin forming a very gentle curve that is most prominent near the anterior
margin; posterior extremity contracted and narrowly rounded;
dorsal margin nearly straight, beaks depressed, incurved and
located about one-third the length of the shell from the anterior
margin. Surface markings unknown.
Length of an internal cast in limestone 1~ inches; height of
same %inch, convexity about ~ inch.
This species may be readily distinguished from S. chesterensis,
which it approaches in size and form, by its relative proportions
and more depressed beaks.
Position and locality: The upper part of the Keokuk limestone, Warsaw. Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthfln.
No. 2500 of the Illinois State Museum.

Scmzonus

NAUVOOENSIS.

Worthen.

PI. XX, Fig. 3.
Schizodus nauvooensis, Worthen, Maich, 1884. Bullet.in No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 10.

This shell is only known from a cast of a single valve in limestone, but it differs so decidedly from all others of this genus,
that it may be readily characterized as follows:
Shell above the medium size, obliquely sub-ovate, rather
strongly convex from the beak obliquely downward for about
half the length of the valve, and thence gradually depressed to
the ventral margin , anterior extremity regularly rounded from
the dorsal to the ventral margin, posterior side oblique, the
marginal line curving in below the beak; ventral margin not
entire, beak pointed, elevated and incurved, and situated near
the anterior margin, surface markings unknown. A well-defined
ovate muscular scar is conspicuous just below the beak, and
near the anterior border of the shell.
Length from the beak to the ventral margin measuring obliquely, 2 inches; greatest breadth 1% inches.
Position and localit.y: Keokuk limestone, Nauvoo, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2499 of the Illinois State Museum.
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Scmzonus DEPREssus. Worthen.
Pl. XVIII, Figs. IH!a.

Schizodus depressus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 11.

Shell below the medium size, transversely ovate, slightly convex, beak depressed, posterior extremity cuneate, anterior extremity regularly rounded into the semi-ovate curve of the basal
region. Posterior side a little longer than the anterior, and
rather sharply rounded at the extremity; dorsal margin rapidly
sloping towards the anterior extremity; surface smooth.
Length of an average size specimen 9/ 16 inch; height from
beak to basal margin 7/16 inch; convexity of the valves about
~inch.

This species may be readily distinguished from all previously
described species by its generally depressed form.
Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Loms group,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2520 of the Illinois State Museum.
Scmzonus? cmcur,us. Worthen.
Pl. XIX, Fig. I.

8chizu1.us? ciroulus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 11.

In the collection from the oolitic beds of Monroe county, there
are three or four detached valves of a small shell, that are doubtfully referred to the genus Schizodus, and which may be characterized as follows:
Shell small, n~arly circular in outline, slightly inequilateral,
valves slightly convex, beaks depressed, and extending slightly
beyond the cardinal border. A very slight umbonal ridge is
apparent on some of the specimens that becomes obsolete before
reaching the basal margin. Surface smooth. Height from beak
to base 7/ 16 inch; length ~ inch.
This shell resembles the form figured and described by Prof.
McCoy in his "Synopsis of the Carb. Fossils of Ireland,-" Pl. XI,
fig. 13, but is much more nearly circular than his Dola,bra, orbicula,ris.

.
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Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis group,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2521 of the Illinois State Museum.
SCHIZODUS ULRICHI.
PL

xxr. Figs. 1-la. lb.

(sp. nov.)
PL

xx. Fig. 9.

Shell above a medium size, ovate, valves moderately compressed ; beaks strongly incurved forward, and situated a little
less than one-half the length of the shell from the anterior margin. Anterior border evenly rounded up from the basal margin
to the beaks. Hinge line short; basal margin rather long, and
gently curving behind to the rather narrow posterior extremity. Lunule clearly defined, but not deep. A slightly elevated
umbonal ridge extends from the beaks to the posterior extremity. Surface smooth except some faint lines of growth near
the basal margin.
Anterior adductor muscular scar nearly circular, and situated
about half way from the beak to the base of the anterior margin; posterior muscular scar not so well defined, and situated
about equi-distant from the beabi to the posterior extremity.
Length of a specimen of average size, 1 9 / 16 inches; breadth
from the beaks to the cardinal border .1~ inches; thickness with
the valves united 1 inch.
This shell has been confounded with S. wheeleri, Swallow sp.
but differs from that shell as usually figured in its larger size,
depressed umbonal slopes and ovate outline.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Fairfield, Wayne
county, Illinois.
No. 2584 of the Illinois State Museum.
Scmzonus

RANDOLPHENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. XX, Fig. 12.

Shell elongate ovate, truncated at the. anterior extremity and
narrowly rounded behind. Beak depressed, projecting beyond
the hinge line, and situated close to the anterior extremity.
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Hinge line about two-thirds as long as the valve with a wide
cardinal area nearly equaling it in length. Basal area regularly
curved from the truncated anterior margin to the posterior extremity;
Anterior muscular scar, situated close to the anterior extremity, and about midway from the beak to the basal margin.
Dorsal scar about twice as large as the anterior one, and
located midway between the beak and the posterior extremity.
Surface markings unknown.
Length

2~

inches; height about 1 3 / 16 inches.

Position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2590 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS PINNA, Linna.ms.
PINNA SANCTI-LUDOVICI. Worthen.
Pl. XIX, Fig. 6.

Pinna St. Ludot•ici Worthen, 1883. Geol. Survey of Illinoi•, .Vol. VII, page 326.

Shell comparatively short, lanceolate; length about twice as
much as the greatest widt,h. Section ovate-elliptical, valves
traversed longitudinally by about twelve to fifteen rather strong
ribs that are most prominent on the middle portion of the shell,
and become obsolete towards the ventral and dorsal margins.
Spaces between the ribs narrow, beak unknown. Angle formed
by the dorsal and ventral margins about 40°.
This rare species is only known from a single specimen preserved in chert, with both extremities wanting. It may be
readily distinguished from P. missouriensis, of the Chester limestone, and from any ot,her species known in our carboniferous
rocks, by its shorter form and greater proportional width.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Monroe county,
Illinois.
Collector, H. F. Henckler.
No. 2490 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS CONOCARDIUM. Bronn.
CoNOCARDIUM PARRISH!. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XX, Fig. 7.

Shell obliquely triangular, hinge line straight, beaks depressed
umbonal ridge elevated into a strong rounded fold with faint
traces of fine strim towards the lower extremity. Anterior side
evenly and rapidly sloping from the umbonal fold to the extremity, and traversed by radiating costm only four or five of
which extend to the hinge line, but, inr.reasing by division and
implantation so that, ten or more may be counted on the margin of the shell, the one nearest the umbonal ridge being somewhat stronger than the others.
Posterior side flattened towards the extremity, and marked
by eight or more flattened strim nearly all of which extend to
the hinge line.
Length about 5 / 16 inch.
Position and locality:. Oolitic limestone of the upper Coal
Measures near Kansas City, Mo.
Collector, W. J. Parrish, of Leavenworth, Kansas, to whom
we have dedicated the species.
No. 2605 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS AVICULOPECTEN. McCoy.
AVICULOPEC'l'EN OUESTES. Worthen.
Pl. XXII, Fig. 6.
Aviculopecten oi·estes Worthen, March, 1884, Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 18.
·

Shell below the medium size, equilateral, broadly ovate when
divested of the ears; hinge line about equal to the greatest
breadth of the shell; ears of moderate size and smooth or
showing only faint lines of growth; lateral sides diverging for
a short distance below the ears, and then broadly rounded into
the basal border.
Surface ornamented with about 18 to 20 even, stout, rounded
ribs or costre, that are about twice as wide as the intervening
spaces.
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Length from beak to base 15/ 16 inch; breadth 1 inch; length
of hinge line about % inch. This shell may be readily distinguished from others occurring in the same horizon by its broad
rounded costre.
Named in honor of my friend Prof. Orestes St. John, of Topeka,
Kansas.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, In.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2504: of the Illinois State Museum.

AVICULOPECTEN

NIOTENSIS.

w orthen.

Pl. XXII, Fig. 10.

Aviculopecten niotense Worthen, March, 1884, Bu:tetin No. 2, of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History. page 19.

Shell large, orbicular, nearly or quite equilateral, length and
breadth about E:Jqual, hinge line shorter than the greatest width
of the shell.
Left valve moderately convex, basal margin
broadly and evenly rounded, anterior ear short, triangular, and
separated from the lateral margin by a well-defined sinus. Posterior ear more than twice as long as the anterior, and pointed
at the extremity. Surface of the valve ornamented with numerous fine radiating costrn, of which about fourteen may be
counted near the basal margin in the Apace of half an inch.
These costre appear to become obsolete on the ears and on the
lateral borders of the shell.
·
Length 2% inches; breadth about the same; length of hinge
line about 2 inches.
This shell may be readily distinguished from the A. varsoviensis, described and figured in Vol. VII of these reports, by the
much finer radiating costre with which it is ornamented.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Niota, Hancock
county, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2505 of the Illinois State Museum.
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AVICULOPECTEN

MONROENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XXll, Fig. 8-8a.
Avic·ulopecten monroensis Worthen, March, 1884, Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural HiFtory, page 21.

Shell below the medium size, left valve moderately convex,
sub-ovat.e or nearly circular below the ears, the lateral borders
gradually rounding into the broadly rounded basal margin.
Ears nearly equal in size and ornamented with five or six radiating costm similar to, and continuous with those on the body
of the shell, and also with delicate concentric lines that are
plainly visible under an ordinary lens. Surface of the valve ornamented with 60 to 70 irregular sized rounded costm th1tt are
usually a little wider than the intervening spaces, and fine
transverse strim similar to those on the ears, which are only
visible under a lens. A right valve belonging apparently to
this species is nearly flat, radiating costm very fine, anterior
ear longer than the other and defined by a deep narrow sulcus,
and both ornamented with costm and concentric strim that are
a litttle less conspicuous than those on the opposite valve.
Length of left valve 11/ 16 inch; breadth about the same;
length of hinge line 11/ 16 inch.
Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis group,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2509 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPEUTEN

TALBOTI.

worthen.

Pl. XXII, Fig, 11-lla.
Aviculopecten talboti Worthen, March, 1884.
Bulletin No. 2 of the 1'.llinois State
Museum of Na1ural Hist0ry, page 21.

Associated with the A. rnonroensis, there is a smaller form
that seems to be clearly distinct, and may be characterized as
follows:
Shell small, broadly ovate in outline, left valve moderately
convex, ears short and not well defined .from the lateral borders. Surface apparently smooth, but under a good lens minute radiating and concentric- lines may be seen, which are most
conspicu·ous on the ears and lateral borders of the shell.
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Length of the largest individual seen % inch; breadth about
the Flame; leng'th of hinge line about )-:4 of an inch. This form
differs from the A. monroensis in its smaller size and nearly
smooth smiace. Named in honor of my friend Henry Talbot,
Esq., of Waterloo.
Position and locality: Same as the last.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2510 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPECTEN

ELSAHENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XXII, Fig. 3.

Aviculopecten elsahensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of'Nalural History, page 19.
·

Shell of medium sfae, left valve moderately convex, and exclusive of the earR presenting a slightly oblique sub-trigonal
outline; hinge line equaling about two-thirds the greatest width
of the valve; basal outline forming a somewhat oblique semicircular curve; posterior margin straight from the base of the
ear to the basal curve where the valve attains its greatest width.
Anterior margin regularly rounded; anterior e8!r small and obtusely angular; posterior ear large, triangular, and sharply
pointed ;it the extremity. Surface of the ears apparently without ornamentation. Surface of the shell ornamented with numerous radiating costre that increase by implantation, and are
somewhat variable in size, being usually about equal to the intervening spaces.
Length 110;16 inches; breadth 1 11 / 16 inches; length of hinge
line 1~ inches.
Position and locality: Kinderhook group? half a mile above
Elsah, Jersey county, Ill.
Collect.or, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2506 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPECTEN
Pl.

CHESTERENSIS.

Worthen.

xxr. Fig. 5-5a.

Aviculopecten chesterensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Iltmois State
Museum of Natur~l History, page 20.

Shell above the medium size, nearly equilateral, broadly ovate
or semi-circular in outline, a little wider than long; left valve
moderately convex, beak depressed and extending slightly be-
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yond the cardinal border. Anterior ear broken away, posterior
ear small and ornamented with fine lines of growths. Surface
of the valve ornamented with 36 to 40 radiating unequal-sized
costrn the alternating ones nearly twice as wide as the others,
and all traversed for more than half their length by smaller
costre which become obsolete before reaching the cardinal border. Traces of numerous transverse strire are also visible where
the surface of the shell is well preserved.
Length 23' inches; breadth 2~~ inches.
This shell is closely allied to A.. jJrovidensis, Cox, sp. from
the Coal Measures of Kentucky, but differs from that in its
smaller and more numerous costre and transverse strire.
Position and locality: Lower division of the Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, Mrs. J. C. Salter.
No. 2507 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICUJ,OPECTEN

SPINULIFERUS.

Meek and Worthen.

Pl. XXII. Fig. 1.
Aviculopecten spinuliferus, Meek and Worthen, 1870, Pro. of the Acad. of Nat. Sc., Phila.,
· and Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, page 20.

Shell of medium size, inequilateral, obliquely ovate; left valve
moderately ronvex, and ornamented with about fify angular
spinuliferous cost.re, each alternate one being about twice as large
as the others, the srµall ones coalescing with the large ones
before reaching the cardinal border. Beak moderately elevated,
and located about one-third nearer the anterior than the posterior termination of the hinge line. Anterior ear sharply triangular, about half as large as the posterior, and ornamented
with three or more spiniferous costre similar to those on the
body of the shell. Posterior ear large and not clearly defined
from the lateral border, the spiniferous costre extending without
interruption to the cardinal border. Anterior lateral border
neatly rounded from the sinus belowthe ear to the ventral border.
Length measuring obliquely from th~ beak to the basal margin 1 11 / 16 inches; breadth 1% inches; length of hinge line 1~
inches; posterior ear 15/ 16 inch; anterior ear 11 / 16 inch. Right
valve unknown.
Position and locality: Keokuk shale, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Collector, Frank H. Bradley.
No. 2508 of the Illinois State Museum.
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AVICULOPECTEN MAZONENSIS. (sp. nov.)
PI.

xxn. Fig. 9.

Shell rather below medium size, ovate, slightly inequilateral;
left valve moderately convex, the greatest convexity being about
2 / 5 the dist,ance from the hinge line to the cardinal border.
Hinge line straight, beak depressed, extending slightly beyond
the hinge line, and situated a little forward of the middle.
Ears nearly equal in size, triangular, and marked by about
eight radiating costrn, much· smaller than those on the body of
the shell. Anterior lateral border regularly rounded from the
base of the anterior ear to the cardinal border.
Cardinal border regularly rounded; posterior lateral border
nearly straight from the base of the posterior ear to the point
where it joins the rounded cardinal border.
Surface of the left valve ornamented with about thirty rounded
costrn on the cardinal border, which on the middle of t.he shell
are about as wide as the intervening spaces, but unequal in
size. A portion of the costrn becomes obsolete before reaching
the hinge line.
Length of a large individual 1 6 / 16 inches; breadth about the
same; length of hinge line 1 inch.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Mazon creek, Grundy
county, Ill.
No. 2952 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPECTEN HARDINENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXII, Figs. 5-l'ia.

Shell of medium size, obliquely ovate in form, the length exceeding by about one-tenth the lateral diameter. Basal and
lateral margins regularly rounded.
J:..eft valve moderately convex, beak obtuse, hinge line straight,
and equal in length to about four-fifths of the greatest lateral
diameter. Anterior ear rather narrow, triangular, and sharply
defined from the lateral border. Posterior ear broken away.
Test thin and ornamented with longitudinal rays of which
about four to five may be counted ·on the basal border in the
space of one-fourth of an inch. The longitudinal rays are
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crossed by rounded strioo about half the diameter of the rays,
giving a strong reticulated character to the surface where the
test is well preserved.
·
Length 2% in., greatest breadth 2)i inch., length of hinge line
about 1" inches.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Hardin county,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2951 of the Illinois State Museum.

AVICULOPECTEN MAC-WHORTERI. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXII, Fig. 4.

Shell of medium size, inequilateral; obliquely sub-circular in
outline, a little broader than long; hinge line about equal to
the greatest breadth of the shell.
Left valve moderately convex, in the urnbonal region, and
flattened towards the lateral and basal borders. Anterior ear
narrow, and clearly defined: posterior ear broader, and not
clearly defined from the postero-lateral border, and both ornamented with rounde_d strioo, similar to those on the body of the
shell.
Surface of the valve ornamented with about sixty to sixty-four
rounded strioo, each alternate one smaller than the others, and
becoming obsolete about half way from the basal margin to the
hinge line.
Length 1~ inches, greatest breadth 1 11/ 16 inches.
Position and locality: Kinderhook group, Kinderhook, Pike
county, Ill.
Dedicated to Tyler McWhorter, Esq., of Aledo, Mercer county,
Ill., in consideration of his meritorious services as an industrious
collector of western fossils.
Collector, A .. H. Worthen.
No. 2583. of the Illinois State Museum.
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worthen.

Pl. XXII, Figs. 13 and Sb.
Aviculope.cten colletti, Worthen. March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illino:s State Museum
of Natural History, page 2"J.

Shell below the medium size, inequilateral, ovate. Left valve
slightly convex, ears well defined and unequal in size. Anterior
ear small, triangular, posterior ear rather larger t,han the
anterior, ornamented with four or five longitudinal cost;;e and
fine transverse lines of growth, with a well defined notch at its
junctfon with the lateral border. Lateral borders straigl!t nearly
to the middle of the valve and thence rounding into the ventral
border.
Surface of the valve ornamented with 35 to 40 slightly convex
radiating costrn which increase in size towards the free borders
of the shell. ·
Right valve· nearly flat, ears rather more prominent t,han on
the opposite valve, and radiatfog costre less distinct. Length
from the beak to the ventral margin %inch; greatest breadth
11 / 16 inch; length of hinge line, %inch. '
Named· in honor of Prof. John Collett, the able State Geologist of Indiana.
Position and locality: From the shaly beds of the Keokuk
group, Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Collector, Frank H. Bradley.
No. 2512 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPECTEN EDWARDSJ. Worthen.
Pl. XXII, Fig. 2.
Aviculopecten edwardsi, Worf hen, March, 1884. Bulletin No, 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 22.

Hhell of medium size, obliquely ovate, right. valve very convex,
breadth a little more than the length; anterior ear rather large,
triangular, posterior ea.1· not, preserved; post,erior border oblique,
and extending in a nearly straight line from the beak to the
basal margin; anterior border moderately rounded from the ear
to t,he basal margin.
Surface of the valve ornament,ed with ten or twelve rather
sharp prominent costm, with two or three indistinct ones in the
intervening spaces on the lower portion of the shell.
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Length from beak to base 1 3 fi 6 inches; greatest breadth 15 / 16
inches; length of anterior ear 6 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: From the upper division of the Keokuk
limestone, Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2511 of the Illinois State Museum.
AVICULOPECTEN MENARD!. Worthen,
Pl. XXII. Fig. 12.

Limar menardi, Worthen, March, 1881. Bulletin No, 2, of the Illinois State· Museum of
Natural History, page 22.

Shell small, thin, obliquely ovat.e, very inequilateral; ears small,
nearly equal in size, triangular; hinge line straight, and about
half as long as the greatest width of the shell. Right valve
nearly flat; anterior side projecting forward, with a nearly
straight margin to the regular curve of the basal margin; posterior side shorter than the anterior, and rounding up from the
basal margin nearly to the ear, where it makes a slight backward curve, forming a slight sinus just below the ear.
Surface marked by numerous transverse strire, that extend
from the hinge line quite around the borders of the shell, covering apparently its entire surface. LeU valve unknown.
Length from the hinge line to the basal margin, ~ inch; greatest breadth about the same; length of the hinge line ~ inch.
The only specimen of this pretty shell in the State collection,
was obt.ained from the bituminous shale forming the roof of the
Greenview coal in Menard county.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2513 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS LIMA, Bruguiere.
LIMA CHESTERENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl.

xxn. Fig. 7.

A single valve of a shell belonging apparently to the genus
Lima, was obtained by the writer from a thin layer of ferruginous limestone intercalated in the shales which separate the
main limestones at Chester. The specimen represents the right
valve with the posterior ear broken away.
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This genus has not hitherto been recognized so far as known
to- the writer in strata below the Coal Measures in this country,
but 1 in Europe it has been found in Lower Carboniferous strata,
and two species have been described and figured by Prof. L. G.
de Koninck from the Carboniferous limestones of Belgium.
Description: Shell of medium size, ovate, umbones depressed,
valves moderately convex, the greatest convexity being somewhat nearer the hinge lille than t,he basal margin. Hinge line
straight, and ,abqut two-thirds as long as the antero-posterior
diameter of the valves. Posterior side shorter than the anterior
and gradually rounded from the hinge line to the basal margin.
Surface ornamented :with 28 to 30 rounded strim, each alternate one being smaller than the others, and extending only
about half way to the hinge line.
Height 13/ 16 inch; breadth %inch; length of hinge line 7/ 16
inch.
Position and locality: Chester shale, Chester, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2593 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS EDMONDIA, DeKoninck.
EDMONDIA VARSOVIENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XX, Figs. 11-lla.
Edmondia varsovienses, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 18.

Shell above the medium size, compressed and evenly rounded
at the extremities; length about one-third greater than the
height; basal margin broadly semi-ovate in outline, dorsal margin sloping abruptly from the beaks in front, and nearly straight
behind for about two-thirds the entire length of the shell, and
thence rounding into the posterior margin; beaks depressed and
located near the anterior extremity.
The surface of the cast shows traces of delicate closely arranged concentric str~m, and a few more distinct lines of growth.
Length of the typical specimen 2~ inches; height 1% inches.
This shell is only known from limestone casts.
-15
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Position and locality: .From the upper part of the Keokuk
limestone, Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2502 of the Illinois State Museum.
EDMONDIA ILLINOIENSIS.

w orthen.

PI. XVIII, Figs. 7-7a.
Edmondia illinoiensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, page 18.

Shell of medium size, transversely sub-oval, convex, broadly
rounded at the extremities; dorsal margin straight behind the
beak for about two-thirds its length; and thence rounding into
the post,erior border; basal margin slightly sub-ovate; beak depressed and located about one-third the entire length of the
shell from the anterior extremity. Surface of the cast marked
by distinct parallel lines of growth.
Length 1~ inches; height 1 1 / 16 inches; convexity of the valves
about 5 / 16 inch.
This is a smaller and more convex shell than the preceding
species, and shows none of the fine concentric strire that appear
on the E. varsoviensis.
Position and locality: Same as the preceding species.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2503 of the Illinois State Museum.
CLINOPISTHA RADIATA. Hall, sp.
Pl. XIX, Fig. 3, and PL XXI, Fig. 2.

Shell elongate oval, height rather less than two-thirds the en
tire length; valves moderately convex; posterior extremity
t,runcated, anterior rounded; hinge line straight and equaling
'about one-half the entire length of the shell.
Beaks depressed and incurved posteriorly. Ventral margin
slightly sinuate near the posterior extremity, and sub-paritilel
with the dorsal.
Surface ornamented with obscure lines of growth and numerous radiating strire that cross the shell diagonally from the
beaks to the anterior and ventral margins.
Length l 9fi'6 inches; height 15/ 16 inch; thickness 11;16 inch.
.
Position and locality: Coal measures, Mercer county, Ill.
Collector, Tyler McWhorter, Esq.
No. 2586 of the Illinois State Museum.

-··
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GENUS MACRODON, Lycett.
MACRODON SANGAMONENSIS. (sp. nov.)
PL XXI, Figs.

s-36.

Shell large, transversely elongated, hinge line equal to about
of the entire length of ;the shell.
Posterior margin compressed and obliquely truncated, so as
to meet the hinge line at a rather acute angle; posterior extremity quite narrow, and rounding gently downward to the
basal margin.
Anterior margin regularly rounded from the anterior extremity to the basal margin, which is slightly sinuous about the
middle.
Beak depressed, strongly incurved, and placed about one-fi~h
the length of the hinge line from the anterior extremity.
·
A gradually widening depression extends from 'the beaks to
the posterior extremity on the dorsal margin, and o:q this flattened portion six or seven strong strire may be seen, which extend from th~ beak to the posterior extremity. Strong lines of
growth extend around the basal margin, and minute transverse
strire are visible under a lens, especially on the anterior portion
oi the shell.
Length 2J,4 inches; length of hinge 1% inches; height 1 5 ; 16 inch;
convexity of valves 7/ 16 inch.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Rolls Ford, Sangamon
county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2585 of the Illinois State Museum.
4/ 5

GENUS PLEUROPHORUS, King.
PLEUROPHORUS CHESTERENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XX, Fig. 6.
Pleurophorus chesterensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 16.

Shell of medium size, nearly cylindrical when the valves are
closed, almost three times as long as high, most strongly convex on the anterior half of the shell; cardinal margin straight
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and about equaling three-fourths the entire length of the valves;
basal margin slightly sinuous near the middle; anterior extremity broadly rounded and wider than the posterior; beaks
depressed and located very near the anterior extremity. An
ill-defined radiating ridge extends from behind the beaks
obliquely to the posterior margin, between which and the cardinal margin some indistinct traces of longitudinal costm may
be seen.
The specimen is a cast in limestone of both valves slightly
displaced. Minute surface markings unknown.
Length l9/16 inches, height from beak to base ~ inch.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2501 of the Illinois State Museum.
PLEUROPHORUS MINIMUS.

w orthen.

Pl. XX, Figs. 4-4a.

Pleurophorus minimus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 17.

Shell small, about twice as long as high, moderately convex.
Outline elongate ovate.
Anterior margin slightly produced
forming an obtuse point, posterior margin obliquely truncated;
dorsal and ventral margins nearly straight and sub-parallel,
the latter rounding- up to the obtuse anterior extremity. Beaks
depressed, and placed about one-fourth the length of the valve
behind the anterior extremity.
Posterior umbonal slopes sub-angular from the beaks obliquely
backward and downward to the posterior extremity, with a
decided depression between their slopes and the cardinal margin. Surface marked by linear lines of growth, crossed by radiating costm, which are most strongly defined on the depression
of the cardinal area, and on the posterior portion of the shell.
Length 5 / 16 inch; height~ inch; convexity of the valves about
1 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis limestone,
Monroe county, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2524 of the Illinois State Museum.
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w orthen.

Pl. XVIII, Fig. 8-&l.

Worthen, Marsh, 1884. Bulletin No.
Museum of Natural History, page 17.

Pleurophorus monroensis,

2,

of the Illinois State

Shell elongate-oblong, moderately convex; umbonal ridges
forming the most convex part of the valves; length about twice
as much as the height; a well-defined ridge commencing at the
beak extends diagonally to the posterior extremity; anterior
ventral region depressed; cardinal margin straight, and rather
more than half the entire length of the shell ; basal margin
nearly straight in the middle, but rounding up in front to the
anterior extremity; beaks depressed to the hinge line, and
placed about one-fourth the length of the shell behind the anterior extremity, surface smooth.
Length ~ inch ; height ~ inch; convexity about ~ inch.
Position and localit;y:: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis group,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2523 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS MODIOLA, Lamarck.
MomoLA ILLINOIENSIS. Worthen.
Pl. XX, Fig. 2-2a.
Modio/,a illinoiensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
ot Natural History, page 16.
Shell below medium size, length from the anterior to the posterior extremitiies a little more than twice the width of the
valves, narrowing rather rapidly behind the posterior extremity
of the hinge ·line; valves strongly convex in the umbonal region,
and obliquely across the valve to the ventral margin, compressed behind; beaks depressed, hinge line equal to three-fifths
the entire length. A shallow depression extends from the beak
obliquely to the ventral margin hi front of the umbonal ridge
posterior margin narrowly rounded, anterior extremity obtusely
pointed, ventral margin slightly sinuate in the middle, hinge
line straight, surface nearly smooth but showing a few obscure
lines of growth.
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Length of an average size specimen 15/ 16 inch; breadth at the
posterior extremity of the hinge line 7/i 6 inch; convexity of the
valve about 8 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: From the oolitic beds of the St. Louis
group, Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2518 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS CARDIOMORPHA, DeKoninck.
CARDIOMORPHA? PELLENSIS. Worthen.
Pl. XIX, Figs. !Hla, 9b.
Oardiomorpha pellaensis, Worthen, Maroh, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 16.

Shell longitudinally sub-ovate, length less than once and a
half the height; dorsal and ventral borders sub-parallel, dorsal
margin nearly straight, ·ventral margin moderately clH'ved ;
valves convex, the greatest convexity being .about one-third the
distance from the beaks to the ventral margin ; beaks depressed
and placed close to the anterior extremity which is nearly straight
above, and curving below into the ventral margin; posterior
extremity cuneate.
The specimen is a cast in a calcareous shale, and shows no
surface ornamentation.
Length 11/ 16 inch; height 7 / 16 inch;· thickness 5 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: Shaly limestone of the St. Louis group,.
Pella, Iowa.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2516 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS BAKEVELLIA, King.
BAKEVELLIA ILLINOIENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XVIII, Fig. Ha. ·
Bakevellia illinoiensis, Worthen, March. 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 14.

Shell about medium size, elongate sub-rhomboidal, left valve
moderately convex from a ridge which extends from the beak
about two-thirds the distance to the cardinal border where it
becomes obsolete.
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This ridge slopes abruptly to the dorsal margin, and more
gradually to the anterior portion of the shell. Posterior wing
equal to about two-fi~hs of the entire length of the shell. Umbonal region squarely truncated at the apex, upper portion of
the anterior margin nearly straight to the point where it_joins
the ventral portion of the valve, or about one-fourth its entire
length. Surface ornamented with numerous concentric lines of
growth, which are closely arranged on the umbo, but become
more widely spaced on the lower margins of the shell. Right
valve unknown.
Length 1~ inches; greatest breadth about %inch; convexity
of left valve %: inch.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, LaSalle, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2525 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS MYALINA, DeKoninck.
MYALINA MONROENSIS. Worthen.
Pl. XX, Figs. lHOa.
Myalina monroensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 15.

Shell small, nearly equivalve, moderately convex on the umbonal slopes from the beaks two-thirds the distance to the
posterior extremity, becoming gradually depressed below. Posterior and postero-lateral regions cuneate; cardinal margin
nearly straight, and about half as long as the valves, gradually
rounding below to the basal extremity. Beaks small, slightly
oblique, and not projecting beyond the cardinal margin. Angle
of the anterior and posterior margin about 50°. Surface smooth,
or with very obscure traces of lines of growth. Length of a
medium size specimen 12/ 16 inch; greatest width of the valve 7/16
inch, convexity of valve about ~ inch.
Position and locality: Oolitic beds of the St. Louis group,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2522 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS NUCULA, Lamarck.
NucuLA 1LLINOIENs1s. Worthen.
Pl. XIX, Figs. 4-4a.

Nucula illinoiensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, ot the Illinois State Museum
of Na:ural History, page 15.

Shell small, transversely ovate, ~epressed convex, the greatest
convexity about the middle of the valves; slightly excavated in
front of the beaks; anterior end regularly rounded to the ventral
margin, dorsal outline declining moderately from the beaks to
the posterior extremity; ventral margin slightly curved ; beaks
d~pressed and situated about one-third the distance from the
anterior to the posterior extremity.
Length 6 fi 6 inch; height 4 /] 6 inch. Surface nearly smooth, but
in some of the specimens, faint lines of growth may be seen with
a good lens around the border~ of the shell.
Position and locality : Oolitic bed of the St. Louis limestone,
Monroe county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2519 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS AVICULOPINNA, Meek.
AVICULOPINNA ILLINOIENSIS.

worthen.

PL XX, Figs. 5-Sa.

Aviculopinna illinoiensis, Worthen.March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 13.

Shell rather larger than the typical species, valves moderately
and about equally convex, cardinal and ventral margins curved,
and converging gradually from the base to the apex. Surface
ornamented with numerous thread-like lines or laihellre that
curve gracefully round to the dorsal margin, and are separated
by rather broad spaces on the dorsal portion of the valve. The
apex is broken away so that its form cannot be determined.
Length 1 9 / 10 inches; greatest width% inch; .greatest thickness
~ inch. This species differs from the A. americana, in the curvature o( its margins and the greater convexity of the valves.
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Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, Mr. Gifford.
No. 2529 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS SANGUINOLITES, McCoy.
SANGUINOLITES? MULTISTRIATUS.

worthen.

PL XIX, Fig. 2.
Sanguinolites? multistriatus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the I1linois State
Museum of Natural History, page H.

The specimen from which the following description is drawn,
is a cast from the shaly sandstone of the Keokuk group, and
may be characterized as follows :
Shell below the medium size, oblong, valves moderately convex;
beaks depressed, and situated about one-third the entire length
of the shell behind the anterior extremity.
Dorsal line straight, basal border slightly rounded, extremities
obtusely pointed and apparently gaping, ·Surface marked by
numerous fine concentric strire that are most conspicuous on the
posterior portion of the valves. The specimen is somewhat distorted by pressure, so tha1:; its exact proportions cannot be determined.
Length 1 inch; height %inch.
Position and locality- Keokuk shales near Crawfordsville, Indiana.
Collector, Frank H. Bradley.
_
No. 2528 of the Illinois State Museum.
SANGUINOLITES? BURLINGTONENSIS.

w orthen.

PL XX, Figs. 8-&.

Sangwinolites? burlingtonensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 14.

Shell of medium size, longitudinally elongate-ovate, more than
twice as long as high, moderately and evenly convex anteriorly,
and regularly depressed towards ~he posterior extremity. Cardinal margin slightly depressed in the middle and elevated
behind, giving a gi:eater breadth to -the posterior than the
anterior region.

-16
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Beaks not prominent, and situated close to the anterior extremity. The specimen is a cast, and shows no surface markings.
Length 17/16 inches; greatest height 11/ 16 inch.
Position and locality : Burlington limestone, Calhoun county,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2541.of the Illinois State Museum.

SANGUINOLITES RANDOLPHENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XX, Figs. 1-la.

011pricardia? randolphensis, Worthen. 1883, GeoL Surv. of Illinois, Vol. VII, page 326.

Shell oblong, height from beak to the ventral margin about
equal to half the length, valves moderately convex on the anterior portion of the shell, and depressed towards the posterior
extremity, where the valves were apparently closely joined.
Beaks rather larg-e, depressed, and incurved beyond the dorsal
margin, and situated about two-fifths the distance from the anterior to the posterior extremities. A broad and slightly flattened depression appears on some of the specimens, extending
from the beak to the ventral margin of the shell.
Dorsal margin nearly straight, ventral margin parallel with
the dorsal for about two-thfrds of its length, cul'ving abruptly
upward on the anterior and more gently on the posterior extremity. Lunule ovate; surface markings unknown.
Length of an average size specimen 2% inches; ·height 1%
inches; thickness 15/ 16 inch.
All the specimens obtained are casts in limestone.
Position and locality. Chester limestone, upper bed at Chester,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2491 of the Illinois State Museum.
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GENUS SOLENOMYA. Lamarck.
SOLENOMYA VARSOVIENSIS. Worthen.
Pl. XIX, Fig. 8.
Solenomya Varsoviensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the
Museum of Natural History, page 12.

Illinoi~

State

Shell rather large, elongate-oval or sub-elliptical in outline,
moderately convex, and apparently closed at the extremities.
The greatest convexity of the valves is in the umbonal region,
and thence_ obliquely to the ventral margin, and, in front of
this elevated region, a slight depression may be seen which extends nearly to the anterior extremity. Beaks depressed and
recurved towards the posterior margin, and located a little less
than one-third the entire length of the valve behind the anterior extremity.
Dorsal and ventral margins nearly straight and sub-parallel,
anterior extremity rather riarrow, and the posteriol' broadly
rounded.
Surface of the cast marked by a few obscure wrinkles near
the umbo, and lines of growth towards the ventral margin.
Length about 3 inches; height from the beak to the ventral
margin .l~ inches; convexity of the valves about 7/16 inch.
Position and locality; Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2539 of the Illinois State Museum.
SOLENOMYA MONROENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XVIII, Fig. 5-5a.
Solenomya Monroensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 13.

Shell below the medium size, oblong, the length being a little
more than twice the height from the beak to the ventral margin; valves moderately convex, the greatest convexity being
obliquely along the umbonal slopes from the beaks to the ventral margin; cardinal margin straight and about three-fifths
the entire length of the valve; basal margin slightly sinuous,
from a shallow depression that extends obliquely from the beaks
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to the opposite margins, extremities round,ed; beaks qepressed,
oblique, and located about one-sixth the entire length of the
valves behind the anterior extremity.
Surface smooth or showing only a few obscure lines of growth.
Length of the largest specimen obtained 13/ 16 inch; height
from beak to base 6 /i'6 inch.
Position and locality: Obtained from the oolitic beds of the
St. Louis limestone on Fountain Creek, Monroe county,· Ill.
Collector, A. Ii. Worthen.
No. 2515 of the Illinois State Museum.
SOLENOMYA1 IQWENSIS.

worthen.

PI. XI:X:, Fig. /His.
Bolenomya? Iowensis, Worthen, March, 1884.
Bulletin No.. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 13.

Shell small, narrow, oblong, valves apparently closed at each
extremity.
Dorsal and ventral margins nearly parallel, beaks depressed
and situated close to the anterior extremity. Surface markings
unknown .
.Length of the largest specimen 7 / 10 inch; height ~ inch;
thickness 3'. inch. This fr~tle shelr is only known from a few
casts obtained from t~e shaly layers of the St. Louis limestone
near Pella; Iowa, where it was associated with Allorisma marionensis, Rhynchonella ottumwa, Spiriier littoni and Zaphrentis sp?
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2517 of the Illinois ·state Museum.
GENUS ALLORISMA, King.
ALLORISMA ILLINOIENSIS.

worthen.

PI. XVIII, Fig. Ha.
.d.llorisma illinoiensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum of Natural History, page 11.

Shell large, elongate-ovate, length a little more than 'twice the
height; valves moderately convex, extremities broadly rounded;
dorsal margin straight and nearly parallel with the base; anterior extremity short- and rather more narrowly rounded than
. the posterior, and descending obliquely from the beaks. Beaks
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compressed, extending beyond the cardinal border, and located
about one~fourth the entire length of the shell behind the anterior extremity. Surface of the cast ornamented with rather
strong parallel Jines of growth.
Length 3 9 / 16 inches; height from the beak to the basal margin 1% inches; convexity of the valves about 7/16 inch.
This species resembles A. s11bc11nea,ta, in size and form, but
lacks the concentric undulations of that species.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2540 of the Illinois State Museum.
ALLou s:MA ELONGATA.

Worthen.

Pl. XIX, Fig. 10.
Allorisma elongata, Worthen. March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum

of Natural History, page 12.

·

Shell large, very elongate, dorsal and ventral margins nearly
straight and parallel; leng"th three times as great as the height;
greatest convexity in the urnbonal region; cuneate and perhaps
a little gaping behind, with a rather narrowly rounded outline.
Beaks recurved, approximate, and located near the anterior extremity. Anterior margin evenly rounded. The surface of the
cast shows numerous concentric undulations that are much
smaller and more numerouA than in A. subcllneata, its nearest
representative form.
Length 3 15/ 16 inches; height 1 5 / 16 inches; breadth near the
umbo 1% inches.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2542 of the Illinois State Museum.
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PTEROPODA.
GENUS CONULARIA. Miller.
CoNULARIA CHESTERENSIS.

worthen.

Pl. XI, Fig. 9-9a.

Oonularia chesterensis Worthen, 1883. Geo!. Surv. of Illinois. Vol. VII, page 325.

Shell attaining a medium size, long and rather slender, gradually tapering, nearly equally four-sided, the four angles being
distinctly and rather deeply furrowed, while a slight furrow
marks the median line on each side. The sides are crossed by
numerous raised costrn, which arch slightly forward from the
angles to the median line, making an angle .with that line of
.about 14°. These costre do not cross the angular furrows, but
are alternately arranged so that those on one siqe terminate
at the intervening space between those on the opposite side.
These spaces are about twice as wiae as the costre, and are
widest at the median line.
The aperture is not well preserved in any of our specimens,
but the shell was evidently notched at the angles, and was probably contracted at the aperture.
Length of a rather large individual, 5 inches; breadth between
the angles near the aperture, 1 inch; number of costre in the
space of an inch near the aperture, 20; near the apex, 30.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, Illinois.
Collector A. H. Worthen.
No. 2489 of the Illinois Stafo Museum.
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GASTEROPODA.
GENUS PLEUROTOMARIA, Defrance.
PLEUROTOMARIA ILLINOIENSIS.

w orthen.

PL XXIII, Figs. 6-6a-6b.

Pleurotomaria illinoiensis, Worthen, March. 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Muse~m of Natural History, p. 4.

Shell discoidal, spire but slightly elevated; outier angle of the
last volution sharp, volutions about five, aperture ovate.
Suture line marked by a row of small nodes, of which about ten
may be counted on the last volution. A revolving slightly impressed band may be seen with a good lens above the outer
angle of the last volution, which probably joins the sinus in the
lip; umbilicus shallow.
·
•
This shell is most nearly related to the flat variety of P.
sphmrulat8J, described by Prof. Cox, under the :qame of P. depress8J, but differs- from that in its more flattened volutions,
the impressed band on the lower volution., and its smaller and
less conspicuous nodes. ·
Breadth .of an average size specimen 11/ 16 inch; height s;16
inllh.
Position and focality: From a black limestone over one of
the lower coal seams in Mercer county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2530 of the Illinois State Museum.
PLEUROTOMARIA GIFFORD!.

worthen.

PL XXIII, Flgs. &-Sa.

Pleurotomaria gijfordi, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 5.

Shell small, conical, volutions about seven, spire sharply elevated, the last volution forming less than half the entire length,
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and ornamented below ·the spiral band with nine or ten revolving
lines, that decrease in number on the succeeding .volutions.
Spiral band concave and located a little above the middle of
the lower volution, and defined by two strong revolving lines,
the upper one· of which is the strongest. There are also two or
three revolving lines within the spiral band, and three or four
on the upper angle of the volution, the last one of which is
much stronger than the others.
Length 6 / 16 inch, diameter of the outer volution about 4 / 16
inch; spiral angle about 43°.
This shell is nearly related to P. subconstricta,, Meek and Worthen, described and figured in Vol. II of these reports, page-351,
Pl. 28, fig. 6, but differs from that in its surface ornamentation,
and especially in its spiral angle.
Position and locality : Coal Measures, Peoria county r Ill.
Collector, Mr. Gifford.
No. 2535 of the Illinois State Museum.
PLEUROTOMARIA MONTEZUMA.
Pl. XXIV, Fig. 2.
Pleurotomaria montezuma, Worthen, 1888. Geo!. Surv.

w orthen.
of Illinois, VoL VII, page 324.

This fine shell is only known from an imperfect cast of the
last volution.
Shell attaining a large size, broadly conical in outline; whorls
three or more, diminishing ~apidly in size towards the apex.
Last whorl obliquely :flattened, showing a lateral surface about
two inches in breadth. This is :traversed by about eight rather
strong revolving strim, separate~ by shallow depressions that
are about % of an inch wide near the aperture. The under side
of this volution was also traversed by revolving strim about
half as widely separated as those on the side of the volution,
but their number cannot be accurately determined from the imperfect state of preservation of the only individual yet obtajned.
A raised line around the inner side of the volution, indicates the
presence of a rather wide and deep umbilicus.
Greatest diameter of the last volution, 4% inches ; height of
the volution 1" inches.
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Position and locality: Burlington limestone, Montezuma, Pike
county, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2487 of the Illinois State Museum.
PLEUROTOMARIA ADAMS!.

w orthen.

Pl. XXIII, Figs. IHia.
Pleurotomaria adamsi, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 5.

Shell small, trochiform, conical; length a little more than the
diameter of the lower volution. Volutions about six, the last
one flat and smooth below the spiral band, umbilical region
concave; spiral band prominent, deeply graved, and occupying
the angle on the periphery of the lower volution, becoming
shallower and less prominent on those above. The elevations
defining the upper and lower margins of the spiral band are
marked by one or two revolving lines visible with an ordinary
glass, which continue on the succeeding volutions where the
spiral band becomes obsolete.
Length 5/16 inch; diameter of the last volution 4 / 16 inch; spiral
angle about 60°.
Named in honor of Mr. W. H. Adams of Peoria county, from
whom some of the specimens were obtained.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, W. H. Adams.
No. 2536 of the Illinois State Museum.
PLEUROTOMARIA NAUVOOENSIS.

w orthen.

Pl. XXV, Fig. S.
Pleurotomaria nauvooensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 5.

This form is represented in the State collection by a single
cast in limestone from the upper part of the Keokuk limestone
at Navoo .
. Shell above the medium size, consisting of about four obliquely
flattened volutions, the lower one forming about half the entire
length. The periphery of the lower volution shows a flattened
space about a quarter of an inch in width that was probably
occupied by a spiral band. Form of aperture and surface markings unknown.
. .,r
-17
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Length of the three lower volutions 1%: inches; greatest breadth
inches.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.

1~

No. 2493 of the Illinois State Museum.
PEUROTOMARIA IOWENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXIV. Fig. 2.

Pleurotomaria Ooxana, Worthen, March, 1884.

Bulletin No, 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 6.

When this species was described in 1884, the fact that the
specific name coxana, was already occupied for a Coal Measure
form was overlooked, and therefore the name iowensis is
now substituted for the one originally proposed.
Shell large, broadly umbilicated, spire moderately extended,
its length being equal to about one-third the full length of the
shell; volutions about four, strongly and evenly convex above,
and increasing gradually in size, the last one abruptly rounded
below into the umbilicus; aperture apparently subovate. The
specimen is a cast in limestone, and the surface was probably
nearly smooth, as the fragments of the adhering test show no
external markings.
Length 2~ inches; breadth 1%: inches; diameter of the last
volution 1 6 / 16 inches.
Pos-ition and locality: Keokuk limestone, KeoK.uk, Iowa.
Collector, Mr. L. A. Cox.
No. 2547 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS PORCELLIA, Leveille.
PoRCELLIA PEORIENSIS. Worthen.
Pl. XXIII, Fig. 4-4a, 4b.

Porcellia Peoriensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State :Museum
of Natural History, page 6.

Shell small, volutions about five, closely embracing and very
gradually enlarging, the last one marked by a narrow dorsal
band, defined by a sharp elevated ridge on either side. Outer
volution ornamented also with a row of about nine small nodes
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on either side, which are situated about one-third the distance
from the inner margin to the dorsal band. Umbilical depression broad and shallow.
The surface of the shell in some of our specimens is thickly
pitted with small rounded depressions that are plainly visible
under a good lens, but they may, however, be due to some
secondary cause.
Greatest diameter of the shell ~ inch; transverse diameter of
the outer volution }4 inch.
Position and locality: This rare and beautiful little shell was
found in the lower Coal MP-asures of Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, Mr. Hifford.
No. 2531 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS LOXONEMA, Phillips.
LOXONEMA PEORIENSE.

worthen.

PL XXIII, Fig. lHOa, lOb.

Loxonema Peoriensis, Wort.hen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State Museum
of Natural History, page 7.

Shell below the medium size, elongate conical, spire very gradually tapering to a minute point. Volutions about sixteen, convex, increasing very gTadually in size; the lower ones a little
flattened above the middle. Suture moderately deep, surface
smooth. Aperture nearly round.
Length % inch; diameter of the lower volution 8/ 16 inch.
Spiral angle 16°.
This species is nearly related to L. cerithiformis of Meek and
Worthen, described and figured in Vol. II of these reports, page
379, Pl. 31, fig. 13, a, b, c, but may be readily distinguished
from that, by its more slender form and more numerous volutions.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, Mr. Gifford.
No. 2532 of the Illinois State Museum.
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LoxoNEMA QUADRI-CARINATUM. Worthen.
Pl. XXIII, Fig. 9-9a.

Loxonema quadri-oarinatus, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 7.

Shell long, cylindrical, gradually tapering; volutions eight or
more, convex, the last one sloping abruptly to the umbilical
region below, and more gradually to the suture above. Volutions ornamented with three strong revolving carinm on the
lower portion of the volutions, and a less defined one on the
upper sloping side below the suture. Transverse lines of growth
are visible under a lens on the abruptly sloping under side of
the last volution. Aperture ovate.
Length of a specimen preserving six volutions 13/ 16 inch;
diameter of the lower volution 6 / 16 inch. Spiral angle 25. 0
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collector, Mr. Gifford.
No. 2534 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS LEPETOPSIS, Whitfield.
LEPETOPSIS CHESTERENSIS.

w orthen.

Pl. XXV, Figs. 1-la,

Lepetopsis ohesterensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural Htstory, page 25.

Shell of medium size, longitudinally ovate, anterior and posterior portions regularly rounded and about equal in length, a
little broader behind than in front, apex pointed, and directed
slightly backward, height equal to about one-third the greatest
length; A shallow depression or sinus commences immediately
behind the apex and increases rapidly in width the pos,terior
margin. Surface ornamented with numerous somewhat irregular
sized concentric lines that arch upward in crossing the sinus-like
depression behind the apex.
Length 9 / 10 of an inch; greatest breadth 7 / 10 inch; height
about 3 / 10 inch.
This species is related to L. levetti, of the Warsaw beds, but
may be distinguished by its more elongate form, and the sinuslike depression behind the apex.
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Position and locality: Lower division of the Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, Mrs. J, C. Salter.
No. 2514 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS MURCHISONIA, D' Arch. and Vern.
MURCHISONIA KEOKUK. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXIII, Figs. 2-2a.

Several casts of a long spiral shell have been found in the
Keokuk limestone, which seem to belong to the genus Murchisonfa, but none of them retain any portion of the test, and
consequently nothing is known of their external character!'!.
These casts all have an elongated form that tapers very gradually to the apex. Volutions about six, the upper ones rather
more regularly rounded than the last; suture wide and deep.
Aperture apparently ovate.
Length of a cast with five volutions, nearly 4 inches; greatest breadth of the last volution 1~ inches; transverse diameter
of the same ~ inch.
Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk, Iowa.
The specimens figured were kindly loaned by Mr. L. A. Cox,
of Keokuk.
MURCIDSONIA LASALLENSIS. (sp. nov.)
PI. XXV, Figs. 7-7a.

Shell turriculate, slender, spire pointed at the summit, composed of eleven or more volutions, which are elevated in the
middle into a prominent carina, and separated by a profound
suture.
On the last volution there is a flattened band below the carina, which is bounded below by a slight elevation. Neither the
flattened band nor the elevation below extend to the other volutions.
Length of the shell ~ inch; breadth of the last volution s;16
inch; spiral angle about 22°.
This little shell is closely related to M. sub-twgulata,, of Verneuil and Keyserling*, but differs in the greater number of its
*Geology of Russia and the Ural Mountains, Vol II. page 340, Pl.·XXII, Fig. 6.
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volutions, more strongly prominent carina, and in the flattened
band on the lower volution.
Locality and position: Upper Coal Measures, LaSalle, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2603 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS STRAPAROLLUS. Montfort.
STRAPAROLLUS SUB-UMBILICATUS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXIV, Figs. 3-Sa-Sb.

Shell small, conical, whorls five, flattened above, rounded on
the periphery and sharply rounded below into the umbilicus.
Umbilicus deep and rather wider than the diameter of the
outer volution near the aperture. Surface ·without ornamentation, except some faint lines of growth.
Diameter of a medium size specimen 6 / 16 inch; height of the
same 5 / 16 inch .
.This little shell is closely related to the S. umbilicatus, Meek
and Worthen, of the Coal Measures, but differs from that species in its comparatively narrow umbilicus, and much smaller
size. Of more trhn.n twenty specimens obtained, none attain a
diameter of more than half an inch.
Position and locality: Calcareous shales of the Chester group,
near Evansville, Randolph county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2602 of the Illinois State Museum.
STRAPAROLLUS VARSOVIENSIS. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXV, Figs. 2-2a.

Shell lenticular, whorls about four, gradually increasing. in
size; spire moderately elevated above the body whorl. Volutions somewhat flattened above, and regularly rounded on the
periphery, and more gently below into the umbilicus.
The umbilicus is filled with the stony matrix, but is apparently somewhat less in width than the diameter of the outer
whorl.
The specimen is a cast in limestone, and no external markings are apparent.
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Height 7/ 16 inch; greatest breadth 13/ 16 inch; breadth of the
aperture 6 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: Upper beds of the Keokuk limestone,
Warsaw, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2599 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS MACROCHEILUS, Phillips.
MACROCHEILUS

ALTO~ENSIS.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. XXIV, Figs. 1-'a.

Shell of medium size, subfusiform, symmetrically conical
above the last volution.
volutions about six, moderately ventricose. the last one about
equal to the length of the spire above. Suture well defined.
Aperture elongate ovate; surface markings unkown.
The specimen is a cast in limestone, but clearly shows the
characteristics of the genus.
Length 1% inches; length of the last volution 1 inch; breadth
of the same %inch; length of aperture %inch; greatest breadth
of the same 3' inch.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Alton, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2598 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS BELLEROPHON, Montfort.
BELLEROPHON GIGANTEUS.

w orthen.

Pl. XXV, Figs. 5-5a.
Bellerophon giganteus Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 8.

Shell very large, sub-globose; volutions expanding rapidly,
rounded over the dorsum and sides; umbilical region deeply excavated. Aperture reniform or sublunate, mesial band not
shown on the cast. Fragments of the shell adhering show that
it was comparatively thick.
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Greatest breadth of the aperture about 4 inches; height of
the same 2~ inches; length from front to back 313/16 inches.
This shell is only known from a cast in limestone, but it may
be readily distinguished by its size and geueral form from all
known American species.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Monroe county,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2543 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS NATICOPSIS. McCoy.
NATICOPSIS MADISONENSIS. Worthen.
PL XXV, Figs. 4,6.

Naticopsis madisonensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 9.

Shell large, sub-rhomboidal or sub-rectangular in outline; volutions about three, the last one comprising more than twothirds the entire length of the shell, all rounded, and the last
quite gibbous; umbilicus deep, aperture apparently subcircular.
The specimen is a cast in limestone, and shows no external
markings except some faint lines of growth.
Length 2 1 / 16 ·inches; breath of the last volution 15/16 inches.
In form and size this shell approaches most nearly to N.
gig1wteus of the Coal Measures, but it differs from that in
having one less volution, and it also lacks the flattened depression on the outer volution which characterizes that species.
Position and locality: St. Louis limestone, Madison county,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2546 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS POLYPHEMOPSIS. Portlock.
POLYPHEMOPSIS? KEOKUK. Worthen.
PL XXIII, Fig. 3.

Polyphemopsis? Keokuk, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 9.

A cast of this shell in limestone from the lower portion of
the Keokuk limestone in the vicinity of Keokuk presents the
following characters :
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Shell about the medium size, consisting of about five moderately convex volutions, the last one constituting more than
one-half the entire length. The volutions taper gra.dually, and
present no indications of external ornamentation.
Exact form of aperture unknown. Length of the four volutions preserved, 2% inches; length of last volution, 1~ inches;
breadth of the same where it seems to be somewhat flattened
by pressure, %: inch.
Collector, Mr. L. A. Cox, of Keokuk.
No. 2494 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS DENTALIUM. Linnams.
DENTALIUM ILLINOIENSE. Worthen.
PL XXIII, Fig. 1.
Dentali:um illinoiense, Worthen, 1888. Geo!. Surv. of Illinois. Vol. VII, page 325.

Shell above a medium size, long, straight, cylindrical, slightly
tapering, scarcely inflated at the aperture. Surface apparently
smooth originally, but slightly roughened by weathering in the
specimen under examination.
Length 5% inches; width near the aperture, 7/ 16 inch.
This species differs from D. missouriense of Swallow, in its
larger size, smooth surface and straight form.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2488 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ORTHONEMA. Meek and Worthen.
ORTHONEMA CARBONARIUM.

worthen.

Pl. XXIV, Figs. 4-4a.
Urthone!fta carbonaria, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State

Museum of Natural History, page 7.

Shell very elongate, gradually tapering from t,he base to the
apex, with nine or more flattened volutions that are defined
-18
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above and below by a narrow suture, and a strong revolving
carina. Under side of the last volution obliquely flattened; umbilicus closed. Form of aperture not clearly defined, but apparently subovate. Lines of growth are clearly visible on the flat
portions of the volutions. Length of a specimen showing seven
volutions, 10; 16 inch; diameter of lower volution }4 inch. Spiral
angle about 20°.
This shell is known only from an imperfect example, and is
nearly related to 0. salteri, of Meek and Worthen, Vol. II, of
t,hese reports, page 381, Pl. 31, fig. 14, a, b, c, but differs from
that, in its surface ornamentation and its spiral angle.
Position and locality:
Collector, Mr. Gifford.

Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.

No. 2533 of the Illinois State Museum.

GENUS TRACHYDOMIA.

Meek and Worthen.

TRACHYDOMIA NODULOSA.

worthen.

Pl. XXIII, Flgs. 11-lla.
Trach11domia nodulosa. Worthen, March' 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 8.

Shell of medium size, obliquely ovate or sub-rhomboidal in
outline, volutions four, the last one comparatively large and
comprising more than two-thirds the entire length, rounded
below and slightly flattened above to the nearly perpendicular
lower border of the rather deeply impressed suture. Aperture
nearly sub-ovate with a well defined notch at its lower extremity; lip sharp, columella flattened and smooth; surface
thickly covered with prominent rounded nodes that are largest
on the upper edge of the volution, and increase in number as
they decrease in size towards the umbilical region. The nodes
become obsolete on the lower ext.remity of the last volution,
leaving a limited space around the lip that is ornamented only
with a few rather coarse lines of growth.
Length of an average size specimen
inch.

10; 16

inch; breadth

7 / 16
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This shell is about midway in form and size between T.
wheeleri and T. hollida,yi, but differs from both in the form of
its aperture, and from the latter also in its more. numerous and
differently formed nodes.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Peoria county, Ill.
Collectors, W. H. Adams and Mr. Gifford.
No. 2538 of the Illinois State Museum.
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CLASS CEPHALOPODA.
GENUS NAUTILUS. Breynius.
NAUTILUS MONTGOMERYENSIS.

worthen.

PL XXVI, Fig. 2 and XXVII, fig. 1.

Nautilus montgomeryensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2, of the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page 4.

Shell of medium size, sub-globose, volutions two or more,
rapidly expanding; outer septum regularly rounded in front and
on the sides, wider than long, with a wide and deep sinus in
the middle of its dorsal border for the reception of the broad
tongue-like projection of the next septum. The succeeding septa
are much narrower, and more broadly curved on their dorsal
sides, with a long and broad tongue-like projection in the
middle that fills the sinus of the preceding septum. Position of
the siphuncle unknown. The specimen is a cast in clay ironstone and shows no surface ornamentation.
Aperture reniform in shape, and 33/34 inches in breadth by
1% inches in height. Length of the shell from front to back 3~
inches.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Montgomery
county, Ill.
Collector unknown.
No. 2544 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ORTHOCERAS. Breynius.
0RTHOCERAS ILLINOIENSE.

worthen.

PL XXVI, Figs. 1,la, lb.

Orthoceras illinoiense, Worthen, 1883.

Geo!. Surv. of Illinois, Vol. VII, page 323.

Shell of medium size, gradually enlarging from the apex; section slightly ovate, siphuncle rather large, and placed near the
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margin of the shell. Septa moderately convex and oblique to
the axis, being arched strongly upward on the siphuncular side,
and equaling in width about one-fifth the shortest diameter of
the shell. Surface markings unknown.
Length of the largest specimen seen, about 6 inches; greatest
width at the apex~ inch; diameter of outer chamber 2~ inches.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, Chester, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2484 of the Illinois State Museum.
0RTHOCEHAS OKAWENSE.

Worthen.

Pl. XXVI, Fig. 3.
Orthoceras okawPnse, Wo1then, 1883. Geo!. Surv. of Illinois, Vol. VII, page 324.

Shell elongate, slender, very gradually tapering to the apex;
septa concave, about four of them in the space of one diameter.
Siphuncle sub-central; surface markings unknown.
This shell has a general resemblance to 0. rushense, McChesney of the Upper Coal Measures, but differs from· it in the
position of the siphuncle, which in our species 'is decidedly subcentral.
Position and locality: Chester limestone, near Red Bud, Randolph county, Ill.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2485 of the Illinois State Museum.
0RTHOCERAS LASALLENSE.

w ortben.

Pl. XXVI, Figs. 4-4a.
Orthoceras lasallense, Worthen, 1883.

Geol. Survey of Illinois, Vol. VII, page 324.

Shell small, gradually tapering. Surface ornament with transverse ridges or elevations, situated at regular distances from
each other, and with delicate thread-like strim which cover the
transverse ridges as well as the spaces between them.
The ridges and strim will serve to distinguish this species from
any hitherto described from the Coal Measures, its ornamentation resembling a Silurian form, 0. undufatum, of the Niagara
limestone, more closely than any other known American species.
The fragment preserved and figured seems to belong to the nonseptate por:tion of the shell.
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Position and locality: Roof of the middle coal seam, LaSalle,
Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2486 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS GONIATITES. DeHaan.
GoNIATITES MONROENi:;1s. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXVI, Fig. 5,

Shell of medium size, discoid, compressed, whorls about four,
contiguous, sides slightly rounded, but narrowly rounded on the
dorsum.
Lateral diameter of the whorls, slightly less than the dorsoventral at the middle of the last volution; width of the umbilicus
equal to about once and a half that of the dorso-ventral diameter. The lower margins· of the volutions are sharply rounded
into the umbilicus.
Septa composed of two rounded lobes on each side with an
obtusely pointed projection between them. Surface smooth.
Greatest diameter 1%'. inches; lateral diameter of outer whorl
~inch; dorso-ventral diameter near the aperture ~/ 16 inch.
Locality and position : This species is represented by a single
specimen only, which was obtained from a thin bed of partly
brecciated limestone that forms the upper part of the St. Louis
limestone near Waterloo, Monroe county, Ills.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2589 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS SOLENOCHEILUS, Meek and Worthen.
SoLENOCHEILUS INDIANENSE. (sp. nov).
Pl. XXVlll, Figs. 1-la.

Shell moderately large, sub-globose in form; umbilicus deep
and about two-thirds as wide as the dorso-ventral diameter;
test thin and without ornamentation.
Septa comparatively wide, two and a half equaling in width
the dorso-ventral diameter, the outer ones curving gently forward on the dorsal portion of the shell,
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The outer chamber is only partially preserved, but must have
measured from seven to eiglit inches in width when complete.
Siphuncle small and situated near the dorsum.
We have seen but a single specimen of this fine shell, which
was obtained from the upper beds of the St. Louis limestone at
Greencastle, Indiana, where it was associated with Temnocheilus
coxa,num, Solenocheilus collectum, Orthocera,s, etc.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
GENUS TEMNOCHEILUS. McCoy.
TEMNOCHEILUS SCOTTENSE.

(sp. nov.)

Pl. XXVII, Figs. 8-38..

Shell of medium size, subdiscoidal, sides of the volutions
broadly rounded, dorsum nearly fiat on the chamber of habitation; and depressed convex on the remainder of the outer volution; volutions about three and a half; umbilicus wide and
deep, showing nearly the whole of the second volution; test
thin, and apparently without external ornamentation. The
outer chamber occupies nearly one-half the outer volution.
Septa arching slightly backward on the sides, and separated
on the dorsum, by a space equal to about one-fourth the transverse diameter of the volution.
Greatest diameter of the specimen in hand, 3% inches; transverse diameter of the chamber of habitation, 1~ inches; dorsoventral diameter of the same 1 5 / 16 inches.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds of the St. Louis limestone, near Winchester, Scott county, Illinois.
No. 2587 of the Illinois State Museum.
GENUS ASCOCERAS. Barran.de.
AscOCERAS SOUTHWELL!. (sp. nov.)
Pl. XXVII, Figs. 2;-2a.

This rare species is represented by two imperfect specimens
only, the one figured being the most perfect of the two in hand.
This shows only the chamber of habitation, the form of the
septate portion 1 and the extremity of the siphuncle,
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Shell small, cylindrical at the upper extremity, and slightly
inflated below, giving it when the septate portion is preserved
a slightly ovate outline.
Dorso-ventral diameter a little more than the lateral, and
greatest about midway ·between the two ·extremities. Septa
not preserved but apparently about two. Si~huncle proportionately large, septate, and situated close to the dorsal side.
Length of the best preserved specimen, incomplete at the
upper extremity 19/16 inches; breadth of the dorso-central side
about midway of its length 7/ 16 inch; breadth of opposite side
6 / 16 inch.
Position and locality: Niagara limestone, Port Byron, Ill.
Collector, J. H. Southwell.
No. 2588 of the Illinois State Museum.
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ORDER CRUSTACEA.
GENUS COLPOCARIS.
CoLPOCARIS CHESTERENSIS.

Meek.

worthen.

Pl. XXVIII, Fig. 2.
Oolpocaris chesterensis, Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 of the Illinois State
·
Museum of Natural History, page S.

Carapace valves, large, elongate, ovate in outline, more than
twice as long as high, the widest po:r.:tion being about the
middle; broadly and evenly curved from end to end on the
dorsal margin; ventral margin nearly straight for about twothirds its length, and then gradually curving upward to the
evenly rounded anterior extremity.
The posterior extremity of our specimen is broken away so
that its form cannot be clearly determined.
Length 2% inches; greatest width, 1 ·inch.
Position and locality: From the lower division of the Chester
limestone, Chester, Illinois.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2496 of the Illinois Stabi Museum.
GENUS SOLENOCARIS.

Meek.

SoLENOCARIS SANCTI-Lunovm1. Worthen.
Pl. XXVIII, Fig. 3.

Bolenocaris St. Ludovici., Worthen, March, 1884. Bulletin No. 2 elf the Illinois State
Museum of Natural History, page.

Carapace valves narrow and elongated, the length being equal
to about three times the height, probably slightly convex
though flattened on the surface of the limestone; dorsal and
ventral margins nearly straight and parallel ; anterior end
-19
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curving regularly upward to ,the dorsal margin ; posterior end
terminating in an obtuse point, the ventral margin being more
strongly curved at both extremities than the dorsal. The surface is covered with round pits which are most numerous and
conspicuous near the margins, with traces of delicate longitudinal strire along the center of the valve when viewed under a
good lens ..
Length 14/ 16 inch; height, 4 / 16 inch.
Position and locality : · St. I~ouis limestone, South St. Louis,
Mo.
Collector, A. H. Worthen.
No. 2497 of the Illinois State Museum.

PART II.

PAL.tEONTOLOGY OF ILLINOIS.
SECTION ll.
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AND

A NEW GENUS FROM THE NIAGARA GROUP OF
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CRINOIDS AND BLASTOIDS.
Quite a number of Crinoids and Blastoids, with one or two
·exceptions represenUng. new species, have been recently discovered at Le Grand on the Chicago and Northwe."!tern Railroad,
a few miles east of Marshalltown, in Marshall county, Iowa.
The quarries at that locality have been in operation for many
years, yielding a most excellent limestone, in part oolitic.*
The exposure at Le Grand embraces about fifty feet of vertical thickness. The base of the quarries consists of a fine-grained
blue sandstone, which has been used for curbing. This is succeeded by about lS feet of hea,vy bedded, whitish grey oolitic
limestone, containing many shells and remains of fishes. Above
this is a succession of limestone beds of about 35 feet total
thickness. The lower part is subcrystalline, bedded in layers of
moderate thickness. It is succeeded by a fine-grained, brownish
or buff magnesian limestone, which at first is somewhat irregularly bedded in rather thin strata, but toward the top occurs
in massive layers· from 2 to 4 feet thick. , Below the heavy beds
there are several thin layers of so~, sandy limestone, and these
contain the remains of Crinoids in remarkably fine preservation,
as the specimens herewith illustrated abundantly show, and
they occur in large quantities.
*The oolitic layers, which ii.re easily cut and polished, have been used ex ensively
for ornamental work and heavy masonry. The stone has proved to be a good building
material, and its durability is said to be well established by tests of many years. It has
outlived the prejudice which arose against it when first brought into use, based upon
the tendency of oolite in some other localities to crumble, a fault from which the Le
Grand rock appears to be free.
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A few Crinoids have been· discovered in irregular deposits both
above and below this bed, and they are for the most' part of
distinct species.
Next in order are some thin beds .of impure limestone, interspersed with bands of chert, and a, thin bed of oolite half way
up. They contain fish remains, including some large teeth and
fragments of spines of l'.normous size, and from this portion of
the quarry we obtained a Crinoid apparently belonging to the
Lower Bµrlington fauna.
The rocks at Le Grand have l&.g been understood to belong
to the Kinderhook epoch, and among other characteristic fossils
a few Crinoids had been collected; but it was not until recently that the rich crinoidal bed to which we have alluded was
discovered.
Within the last two years fine collections have. been made by
Hon. Delos Arnold, Dr. N. S. McBride, Dr. N. B. Waters, of
Marshalltown, and by one of the authors. The quarries. are
worked by a company, of which Mr. G. F. Kirby is President,
Mr. H. J. Howe, Secretary and. Treasurer~ and Mr. Gregg, Superintendent. The above named gentlemen have formed a scientific
association, which has exclusive control of the collection and
disposition of the specimens. It is to their courtesy that one
of us is indebted for the opportunity to examine the fossiliferous
deposits in situ, to study the specimens, and to make some
interesting collections for himself. He avails himself of this opportunity to tender to Messrs. Arnold, McBride and Waters his
grateful acknowledgments for the. invitation to make the excursion with them, to Mr. Ki!bY . for unusual . facilities most
generously plaeed at our disposal, and to all these gentlemen
for their many acts of personal kindness and hospitality.
The geology of this locality has been very .clearly described
by Dr. C. A. White, in his Report on the Geology of Iowa, 1870,
Vol. I, pp. 196-7, where he points out the relation between ~he
rocks in the neighborhood of Le Grand and Indiantown, and
the Kinderhook beds at Burlington. He concludes that the
heavy oolitic bed represents No. 6, and the,, superincumbent
strata No. 7, of his Burlington section. We see no reason
to differ with t,he. distinguished author in'This reference, further
1
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than to observe that the upper part of No. 3 of the Le Grand
and Indiantown section is. in our opinion, very probably the
representative in pl).\rt of the Lower Burlington limestone.
Dr. White, indeed, notes this resemblance in his explanation of
the Indiantown ·section, on p. 196. In the upper layers we found
a specimen of Actinocrinus proboscidaJis which is one of the
most characteristic species of the Lower Burlington.
By reference to Dr. White's admirable description of the beds
at Burlington, in the Boston Journal .of Natural History, Vol.
VII, No. II, p. 215, et s~q, published in 1860, it will be seen
that his bed No. 7 is divided into three portions, without, however, any definite line of separation. The lower portion is irregular in character, being partly magnesian 'limestone, in some
,places somewhat silicious, in others tolerably pure limestone.
The middle portion is a rather pure limestone composed to a
great extent of the remains of Crinoids more or less solidly
cemented together. The upper portion consists of impure cherty
limestones· and silicious shales. The division between the lower
and middle portions of this bed was taken as an imaginary line
between the true Devonian (as these Kinderhook beds were then
considered,) and the Carboniferous strata, indicating approxi' mately the U.mits of the two systems. The middle portion is
, what has since been known as the Lower Burlington limestone,
and the upper portion as the beds of passage into tlte Upper
Burlington. In other words, in practic~, all beds below Dr.
White's imaginary line are Kinderhook, and all above it Burlington.
Comparing these features with what we have observed at Le
Grand, 'we are inclined to think that the strata from the oolitic
.
'
bed up to the top of the brown and buff m:agnesian limestone,
represent the lower portion of White'fl No. 7, and that the thinbedded cherty limestone above is equivalent to the upper part
of that bed; the middle or crinuidal Lower Burlington being
feebly developed. This, if correct, would make the Le Grand
exposure Kinderhook; ail'! far up as the top of the magnesian
limestone only.
Very few Echinoderms haYe been found in the Kinderhook
elsewhere. In the paper above referred to, Dr. White gives a
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list of the genera discov:ered at Burlington, in which he notes
5 genera of Crinoids, and one of Blastoids as occurring in the
lower portfon of bed No. 7, and 3 genera in No. 6. Our observations are to the effect that Kinderhook Crinoids in this
region are extremely rare, and that the. authenticity of some of
the few that have been reported from that horizon since the
appearance of Dr. White's paper, is very doubtfuL
The Waverly beds in Ohio, which are probably the equivalent
of some member of the western Kinderhook, have yielded a very
interesting crinoidal fauna, to which in general features the Le
Grand crinoids bear a eertain resemblance, though no identical
species have been observed. Still closer, however, ,is the resemblance between the Le Grand and Lower Burlington species; but
even among them we have not been able to positively recognize
more than one or two species characteristic of both beds,
besides the specimen from the upper layers to which we have
alluded. However, there are several other species which are
closely allied, and the same genera occur in both beds; but, as
a rule, those from Le Grand indicate in one way or another a
somewhat lower state of development. This is most readily observed among the species of· Ba,tocrinu{3 and Dorycrinus, in
which some of the generic characteristics are, as yet, partly
undeveloped, although the tendency toward them is manifested.
It is also Ahown in Megistocrinus, of which both Le Grand
species have a subcentral anal opening like the Devonian species
of this genus, instead of a lateral one placed within the brachia!
zone, as in the Burlington species.
It appears that the LeGrand Crinoids wer~ deposited in very
quiet. waters, and in many cases were imbedded just as they died.
They occur in nests or colonies, and the genera and species are
commingled indiscriminately. It is therefore a curious fact, that
while the specimens of some species are of a pure calcareous composition and of a very light calor, those of. others, under precisely similar cond_itions, lying side by side with them, sometimes even with stems and arms intertwined, are. harder and of
a very dark, brownish grey color. The contrast between some
of them, indeed, is very marked, and so far as observed, con-
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stant for the species, so as to be quite a reliable character for
identification. There are of course intermediate shades of color
between the lightest and darkest, but, as a general thing, specimens of the same species have a uniform shade.
The conditions of preservation of the LeGrand Crinoids are
such as to give unusual opportunities for examining the stems.
We found there a number of specimens having the stems intact
almost to the extremities of the roots and cirrhi. The stem in
all of them is short-shorter than has generally been supposed
to be the case among Palrnocrinoidea of this period.
In all species of the Camerata which have come to our notice,
the lower portion of the stem is provided with small irregular
cirrhi, given off at intervals singly from different sides. In a
spticies of Gra;phiocrinus, however, we found the cirrhi thickly
distributed all along the stem from the basals dqwn; and a
similar structure we observed in certain species of Scaphiocrinus
lately found by us in Kentucky. It is also worthy of note that
hi all our perfect specimens froln LeGrand, as in those from
Burlington and Crawfordsville, the stem tapers to a fine point,
giving off rootlets in all directions, and that there is in no instance any indication of an attachment by the column to a
solid substance. Similar observations have been made by us
upon detached stems and roots, which at Burlington are found
in ·countless numbers, but among all the specimens which we
have examined there were only a few-not, a half dozen in allshowing a place of attachment, and in these exceptfonal cases
the stem terminated not in form of a plate, such as we find in
the Pentacrinoid larva of Antedon, but in a mass of flattened
roots. This seems to us of considerabfo importance as bearing
upon the question whether t,he Palrnocrinoids generally were
attached permanently, or perhaps in their adult state led a
kind of semi-free life, somewhat similar to recent species of
Pentacrinus (Challenger Report on the Stalked Crinoids, pp. 18
and. 19, Pl. 19, Fig. 1.) Taking everything into consideration, it seems to us the numerous small rootlets, spreading in
all directions lead to the conclusion that those Crinoids,
with but few exceptions, either lived upon a soft oozy bottom 1
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in which they were rooted like plants, or that the · rootlets
served as an anchor, by which the animal attached itself to
foreign bodies.
Since the above was written we have discovered in the main
bed at LeGrand another well marked species of Dichocrinus
and a small species of Scaphiocrinus, both new, which remain
undescribed.
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CLASS PELMATOZOA.
ORDER CRINOIDEA.
SUBORDER CAMERATA.
FAMILY ACTINOCRINID..E.
GENUS ACTINOCRINUS.
AcTINOCRINUS ORNATISSIMUS (nov. sp.)
Pl. XVI, Fig. 9.

w.

& Sp.

A specimen with arms, showing the posterior side.

Pl. XVII, Fig. 3. A specimen without arms; anterior view.

This beautiful species has close affinities with Actinocrinus
tenuisculptus McChesney, from the Lower Burlington limestone,
which Hall redescribed in 1860, under the name of A. cl1loris. It
has a similar style of ornamentation, and the same number of
arms.
In A. tenuisculptus, however, the arms are arranged in clusters, the interradial spaces are wide and deeply depressed, and
this depression, which extends ventrally to the proximal plates,
gives to the calyx a decidedly lobed appearance not observable
in our species, neither dorsally nor ventrally, It also resembles
Actinocrinus daphne from the Waverly group of Ohio; but A.
ornatissimus has tooth-like processes on the back of the arms,
which are wanting both in the Burlington and Waverly species.
The specimens are always light colored.
Dorsal side of the calyx somewhat depressed, sides convex as
far af" the top of the secondary radials, whence they spread
more rapidly to the arm bases. Basals short; scarcely notched
along the sutures, extending outward and forming a rim.
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Primary. radials decreasing in size in ascending order, all
three wider than high. First radials hexagonal and heptagonal;
the second quadrangular with convex sides; the third axillary.
Secondary radials lxlO; axillary; supporting the two main
divisions of the ray. Each of these plates is succeeded by two
pieces, of which only the inner one of each ray bifurcates again,
giving off two simple arms; while the outer ones, which are
truncate above, support a row of fixed cuneiform brachials.
The latter are alternately arranged, and interlock on becoming
free. There are six arms to the ray, or thirty in all. Exceptions to this rule are not unfrequent, some of the rays having
occasionally five, otl).ers seven arms.
Arms long; moderately stout, rounded along the back; their
tips curved and folded inwards. They are composed of two
series of joints, alternately arranged.
About every second to
fourth joint of each series is longer and bears a conspicuous
tooth-like node, giving two alternating rows of nodes on the
back of each arm. The intervening joints are very short and
connected vertically by waving sutures. Pinnules closely packed
together, contiguous. They are composed of short joints, each
one provided lateraJly with a short, tooth-like projection.
Interradials variable in size; the first comparatively large;
occupying fully one-half or more of the interradial space in the
dorsal cup, and extending up to the middle of the third radials.
The first supports two very small pieces in the second range,
succeeded by two still smaller ones, and others which constitute
a part of the ventral covering. The ventral side consists of
small, irregular pieces, interspersed with larger ones which are
tuberculous. The first anal plate is as large as the first radials
or larger, and generally higher. It supports two plates which
are smaller than the first interradial of the four regular sides.
'rhe next row consists of three much smaller pieces, two of
them interradials, which enclose a second anal plate, with two
small plates above. All. sueceeding pieces are ventral in position
and form part of the anal tube. The regions above the armbases are hemispherical, not turbinate as in the allied Burlington species, and the anal tube, at its base, is comparatively
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small, and apparently short. There are generally also two or
three interaxillaries, and frequently a small interbrachial between
the arm bases.
Summit plates larger than their surrounding pieces and nodose,
but smaller than in allied forms. The central plate and proximals, although distributed with the usual regularity, are comparatively small.
The ornamentation gives to this species a beauty which is
not surpassed by any other Actinocrinus. The plates of the
calyx are comparatively thin, and the suture lines difficult to
distinguish; they are not convex, but their surface is marked
by a system of sharply elevated, very prominent ridges, passing from plate to plate, meeting in large stellate clusters on
the interradial spaces. The ddges follow the middle of the radial
series, they are very conspicuous, and pass without interruption;
from the basi-radial suture into the arms, increasing a little in
width toward the arm bases. There are also bead-like elevations,
definitely arranged over the plates, and sometimes surmounting
the ridges. The sculpturing formed by this combination of
ridges and beads is very remarkable and constitutes a most
interesting feature of the species.
Column round, composed of joints alternating in size; edges
of the internodal joints sharp, the intermediate ones rounded
and crenulated. A similar crenulate structure is found around
the projecting rim of the basals, giving it a resemblance to a
stem joint.
Geological position, etc.: Kinderhook beds of the Lower Carboniferous, LeGrand, Marahall County, Iowa.
Our own collection.
ACTINOCRINUS NODOBRACHIATUS (nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XV, Fig. 5. Specimen with arms, from the anterior side.
Pl. XVI, Fig. 10. Specimen without arms, from the posterior side.

Of tlte type of Actinocrinus proboscidalis Hall, but with a
larger number of arms, which are less robust, and ornamented
on the back with conspicuous nodes, of which no trace is found
in the Burlington species. It also resembles our A. ornatissimus, especially in the arm structure, but the nodes are dis-
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tributed at greater intervals and are longer. The two species
also differ in their 'Style of ornamentation. The calyx plates of
A. nodobrachiatus, are strongly convex, the suture lines deeply
excavated, and the radiating ridges which cover the plates are
not continuous. The ridges, though generally well de:6.ned along
the edges of the plates, either disappear entirely in the central
portion, or become indistinct even in the best specimens, and
appear as if they had been worn off by attrition. The specimens
are light colored with a slight brownish tint.
Dorsal side of the calyx bell-shaped, sides moderately convex,
spreading on approaching the arm bases. Basals short, expanding into a conspicuous rim with a sharp edge, which projects beyond the limits of the column. Interbasal sutures
deeply notched, making the basal disk distinctly tripartite.
Primary radials decreasing in size upward; the first plate as
high or higher than wide; the second wider than high, hexangular, exceptionally pentangular, or even quadrangular when not
in contact with the interradials of the second range; the third
twice as high as wide. Secondary radials 1X2X5, almost as
large as the preceding axillaries. There are 1X2Xl0 tertiary
radials; the inner ones axillary, giving off two arms, one from
each side; the outer ones truncate; supporting a single arm;
thus giving six arms to every ray or thirty to the species, with occasional exceptions. The higher radials retain the embryonic
character of arm plates; they are cuneiform, and immediately
on becoming free change into two series of transverse pieces.
Arms equidistant, crowded at their bases, and taking an outward direction; they are very long, rounded on the back, tapering upward, the tips deeply infolded, sometimes reaching down
to the calyx. They are biserial, the plates of each series united
longitudinally by straight sutures. Upon the back of the arms
there is a series of large tooth-like nodes, whose sharp points
are directed upwards. They are larger, but not so regularly
arranged as those of the preceding species, and are farther
apart, occurring usually either on the sixth, eighth or tenth
joint. These nodes are not confined to one plate only, but
generally extend over two or more, sometimes covering even a
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portion of the vertical suture which unites the two series of the
arm. Pinnules long, constructed and aITanged as in A. orna-

tissimus.
Interradials five to seven up to the arm bases. The first is
hexagonal,. in size equal to the second radials. The second and
third ranges consist of two pieces, which are comparatively
large. First anal plate about the size of the first radials, but
angular above instead of truncated. It supports two interradials, succeeded by ranges respectively of three, two and two
plates. There is one interaxillar~r, but no interbrachial piece.
The ventral side is hemispherical, composed of a large number
of very small, smooth plates, interspersed with prominent
spiniferous ones representing the summit plates. The various
summit plates are separated from one another by the smaller
pieces, as in Megistocrinus, and so are also the different orders
of radials, which are represented likewise by spiniferous plates.
The central plate forms the base· of the ventral tube; the latter
is located almost centrally, and does not extend to the tips of
the arms.
The surface of the plates on the dorsal side is marked by
numerous broad, indistinct ridges, passing singly or in pairs
from the middle portions of the plates to adjoining pieces.
Those connecting the radials and ascending to the arm bases,
are not stronger than any of the others, a character by which
this species is readily distinguished from A. ornatissimus.
Column round, moderately strong, and composed of alternately large and small joints, rounded at their edges. In a
specimen in our collection, apparently of full growth, in which the
column is preserved to its termination, it is about fifteen inches
long. The upper half of the stem is stouter than the lower half,
which ultimately terminates in a sharply pointed root. At the
upper end, the n0<;lal joints project largely over the intermediate
ones, which are also shorter, but the latter grow gradually in
length and width, until at the middle of the stem they equal in
size the nodal ones, which appear to be correspondingly somewhat
diminished. This change goes on more rapidly toward the end of
the stem, where the joints lose that convexity which is so marked
in the proximal region, and become uniform. The lower portions of the stem are provided with a few thread-like lateral
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cirrhi ; there are no regular branches such as we find in most
of the Burlington species, and we doubt if this specimen, and
several others of other groups, occurring in the same locality,
were firmly attached when they died.

Geological position, etc.: The same as that of the preceding
species.
Our own collection.

AcTINOCRINUS ARNOLDI (nov. sp.) W. & Sp.
Pl. XVII, Fig. 10. A somewhat flattened specimen with arms and column.

Of large size, with long, slender, spreading arms, and fan-like
fringes of pinnules. Form of calyx subovoid, gibbous below,
somewhat spreading at the arm bases.

Basal disk low, discoid, convex toward the margins, with
slightly retreating angles to meet the radials; flattened for the
attachment. of the column, but without projecting rim.
First primary radials large, heptagonal; second hexagonal,
not more than one-half the size of the former; the third still
smaller. Secondary radials apparently small.
Arms six to the ray on the anterior side; long, tapering
abruptly toward the top and growing very thin. They are
composed of a double series of very short interlocking pieces,
with waving suture lines. In the lower and middle portion of
the arms, every third to fi~h arm piece bears on the back,
close to the longitudinal suture, a small, sharp, hook-like spine,
pointing upward. Toward the upper part, the arms have more
or less serrate edges, and the plates overlap each other, forming at the back small, pointed hooks.
Pinnules very numerous, long, slender, and in close contact as
if forming a reticulate fringe; each joint bearing a prominent

sharp hook, pointing at right angles to the pinnules. These
hooks, which run in 8 or 10 regular rows, parallel to the arms,
give to the mass of the pinnules, as they lie spread out, a
marked reticulate appearance.
Interradials five or more, comparatively large. The first
equal in size to the second radials, the two in the second range
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to the third radials; the succeeding ones comparatively smaller.
Azygous interradius unknown and likewise the ventral covering.
The surface ornamentation of this species is different from
that of any other with which we are acquainted. The surface
of the plates is indented with numerous shallow polygonal pits
and short grooves, whose rims, which are somewhat rounded
off, connect with one another from plate to plate, and on the
same plate, in intersecting wrinkles. There is no very definite
arrangement of either pits or wrinkles, but the whole surface
has a somewhat irregular cancellate sculpturing, not unlike the
appearance of the parasitic Chmtetes.
Column round, composed of very short joints of nearly uniform diameter so far as we have observed them, and alternating in thickness.

Geological position, etc.: Same as last.
Co11ection of Hon. Delos Arnold.

GENUS MEGISTOCRINUS Owen & Shum.
MEGISTOCRINUS NOBILIS (nov. sp.)
Pl. XVI, Fig. 6.
P'. XVI, Fig. 7.

w.

& Sp.

A large specimen with arms.
Another specimen. Ventral view.

Calyx large, broadly urnshaped, truncate at the bottom, with
deep constrictions or depressed areas at the brachia! zone
between the rays and their divisions. Vault usually but little
convex, forming almost a plane, except along the azygous side,
which is more or less depressed, while the plates surrounding
the anal aperture are slightly elevated. The specimens are of a
light grey, intermediate between the lightest and darkest fossils
of this locality.
Basals comparatively small, resting within a shallow cavity,
produced by the bending in of the lower portions of the first
radials. They form a very regularly hexagonal disk, with a
conspicuous rim enclosing the upper stem joint. The plates are
closely anchylosed, and the interbasal suture but indistinctly
visible, while the basi-radial sutures are deeply beveled,
-21
-
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Primary radials large; the first and second hexagonal ; the
third or axillary one pentagonal. The lower portion of the
first radial and the interposed first anal plate somewhat
abruptly bent inward to form the'basal concavity, while the upper
portions are slightly bent upward in such a manner that the
calyx rests upon the median portions of the plates. Second
radials somewhat smaller than the first, but much larger t,han
the third. Secondary radials 2x2x5, about as large as the preceding axillary. They support upon their nearly truncate upper
sides two rows of tertiary radials,· of which, however, only the
lower ones take the form of radials, the others resemble closely
free arm plates.
Arms short, the tips bending inwards; bifurcating soon after
they become free, and two or three times above. At their
bases in the calyx the arms are very robust, but they diminish in
size rapidly from each bifurcation upwards. They are composed
of a double series of low transverse pieces, longitudinally
arranged, and alternatfag. The pinnules are closely packed together and composed of short joints.
Interradials 12 to 15 or more up to the arm bases, the lower
one as large or larger than the second radials, hexagonal, supporting on its sloping upper sides two plat.es of the size of the
third radials ; hexagonal or heptagonal according to whether
there are two or three pieces in the third range. The plates of
the third range resemble in size the secondary radials against
which they rest. They are of large size compared with
the plates of the upper ranges, especially those of the equatorial zone, which comprise the fl.Rh and sixth ranges. Axygous
interradius much larger than the four regular ones. First
anal plate a little higher than the first radials, and narrower.
It supports three large plates, and above several other ranges
of considerably smaller pieces. There are six or more interaxillaries, the lower one as large as the interradials of the third
range, the upper ones like the succeeding interradials .
. Vault composed of slightly convex plates, almost of uniform
size. Summit plates a little larger; continuous in mature specimens; never separated by the intercalation of small plates.
They consist of a central piece and six proximals, of which four
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are placed over the four regular sides, and two over the azygous
one, with a radial dome plate interposed above each of the posterolateral rays. The arrangement of these plates is not correctly
represented in the figure. In two of our specimens, the ventral
covering of the arms is beautifully shown for quite a distance.
It consists of two rows of rather robust covering-pieces, forming a well defined ridge, and there is at each side of them a some
what smaller row of side pieces. These four rows commence at the
edg·e of the vault, being continuous with it, and extend apparently to the full length of the arms. It is the first instance,
to our knowledge, that side pieces have been observed in the
Camerata.
Column large, round, composed of alternate thicker and thinner
joints, with a large pentalobate axial canal, in which the lobes,
instead of being rounded, are angular.

Geological position, etc.: The same as in the last species.
Collection of Hon. D. Arnold, and our own.
MEGISTOCRINUS PARVUS

(nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XV. Fig. 7. A fine specimen with arms and column. (One of the rays has exceptionally but two primary radials.)

A comparatively small species. Calyx bowl-shaped, with convex sides, swelling regularly froni the basals up. Arms long.
This species differs from the preceding one in the form of its
calyx, which is not impressed at the bottom, and in having
longer arms and a smaller column. Calyx plates convex, without
ornamentation; the suture lines well marked. The only two
specimens known to us are light in color.
Basals closely anchylosed, forming a low, almost flat disk.
Primary radials large, decreasing in size upwards. Secondary
radials 2x2x5, supporting ten primary arms. Arms biserial from
their base up, constructed of comparatively long pieces, longitudinally arranged, the plates alternating. The arms are long,
heavy, but decrease in size after each bifurcation. The two
proximal arm-plates, although regularly interlocking, form
generally a part of the calyx. Pinnules rather strong, composed
of joints twice as 'long as wide.
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Interradials ten to twelve to each area; the first one as large
as the third radials, or larger, the upper ones, which form a
shallow impression along the calyx, much smaller. There are
two plates in the second range, three in the third, and generally
two or three smaller pieces above. Interaxillaries three, small.
Azygous interradius much wider, consisting of three large plates
in the second range, three or four in the third, with several rows
above. The exact position of the anus is not known, but it evidently was not placed laterally, as it cannot be seen between the
arm bases. Nothing is known of the construction of the vault.
Column and axial canal small for this genus. The joints near
the basals are all large, while further down long and short joints
alternate.
Geological position, etc; Same as the last species.
Our own collection.
GENUS

BATOCRINUS Casseday.

BATOCRINUS MAC-BRIDEI

(nov. sp.)

w. &

Sp.

Pl. XV, Fig. 4. Specimen with arms, column and cirrhi.
PL XVII, Fig. 12. Anterior side of

ano~er

epecimen.

Pl. XVII, Fig. 11. A side view of the calyx, from its anterior side.

This is the earliest and smallest known species of Batocrinus,
but it possesses all the characteristics of the genus. Height of
ca,lyx and ~rms rarely more than an inch. The plates are but
slightly convex, and without ornamentation. Dorsal cup subturbinate, broadly truncate at the base, with straight sides to
the arm bases.
The vault is somewhat lobed, with a conspicuous depression toward the arm bases. The specimens have
a brownish color, much lighter, however, than those of Dichocrinus inornatus and Rhodocrinus kirbyi.
Basals forming a shallow cup, truncated at the lower end, and
excavated for the reception of the column. The plates are
rounded upon the surface; deeply beveled at theinterbasal sutures,
forming notches, two of which are occupied by radials, the third
by the first anal plate. The upper margins are excavated to receive the lower convex sides of the three other radials.
First primary radials one and a half times as wide as high, the
second short, quadrangular, more than twice as wide as high; the
third pentangular, not higher than the second but wider. Sec-
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ondary radials 2x2x5, the upper ones axillary; succeeded by two
cuneate fixed brachials, each supporting an arm, giving normally
four armA to the ray, or twenty in all. Arms biserial, moderately
strong, rounded, thetipsslightlyincurvedandsomewhat flattened ..
Interradials rarely more than three, sometimes but two. The
first one very large, extending to the full length of first secondary
radials; those of the second range small. None of these plates
connect with the interradials of t.he vault, except those of the
azygous side, and therefore the plates forming the bases of the
arms are united laterally. The first anal plate has the form of
the first radials, and supports upon its truncate upper side
another anal pieee, which rests between two large interradials.
All three plates are nearly of equal size, and as high, if not quite
as wide, as the corresponding single plate of the four regular
sides. There are two or three small plates above, and a single
piece between the arm bases. The interradials of the ventral side
are numerous, small, slightly convex. Ventral tube subcentral,
long, slender, extending beyond the tips of the arms. Ventral
side broadly convex, somewhat lobed; composed of numerous
small convex plates, among which the summit plates are well defined, the central one forming the base of the tube.
Column short, the nodal joints in the upper part large, rounded
on the edges; the intermediate joints comparatively small and
short, contrasting strongly with ·the others. At the lower
end the joints are 'more uniform. The column has been observed by us to its full length in several specimens," and in all of
them it is short, not to exceed six inches. It tapers all the way
gradually to its distal end, where it terminates in a sharp point.
The lower part, to about one~third of its whole length, bears
short lateral cirrhi, which are arranged singly, not in whorls, there
being but one to a joint.
Geologica,J position, etc. The same as the preceding species.
Our own collection.

GENUS

DORYCRINUS Roemer.

'rhe three species of Dorycrinus herein described are very interesting as illustrating the close affinities which exist between
Ba,tocrinus, Eretmocrinus a,nd Dorycri.nus, for which we pro-
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posed (Rev. of the Palae~r., Pt. II, p. 96,) the group Batocrinites. If it was not for the fact that ·Dorycrinus immaturus
has but two arms in the anterior ray,* and Batocrinus mac-bridei
four, the two species could not be easily separated without seeing the posterior side of the calyx and the ventral covering.
The azygous interradius is much wider, apd in the arm regions
forms a large gap between adjoining rays. At the four regular
sides, also, the interradials of the dorsal cup are continuous
with those in the vault, but the gap between those arms is much
smaller. Another !'!mall gap is found between the main divisions
of the rays; while the two arms comprising each di-vision are
laterally connected with one another for quite a distance. 'Dhe
pairs of arms are given off from a small bifurcating radial, each
arm having a separate ambulacral opening, but the openings
placed closely. tog·ether. We allude to all these details to show
that Dorycrinus immaturus, and the two succeeding· species from
the same horizon, have single arms, contrary to all later species
of Dorycrinus, in which, as a rule, t,wo arms proceed from one
arm opening. The double-arm structur~two arms from one ·
opening-which we have observed only in the Batocrinites, was
introduced in the course of time from the single-arm structure,
as shown (Rev. of the Palaeocr., Pt. II, pp. 47-50,) in Batocrinus and Eretmocrinus, in which both forms are found frequently side by side, and accompanied by most remarkable
transition forms.
A comparison of the Le Grand species with those in the Burlington and Keokuk limestones, reveals the fact, that the former
have but half as many arms as the latter. Among the speries
of the two beds the arms are distributed fundamentally on the
same principle, those 1 however, of the lower horizon have single
arms, while the others have two arms from_ each arm opening.
Another differentiation between the species of the different horizons is shown by the fact that in species of the Burlington and
Keokuk the arm joints are extended into lateral spines; while
in the Le Grand species the tips of the arms .are merely compressed and flattened.
* Since the above was written, we have found in a layer nine feet above the
main crinoidal bed a number of specimens of a variety of this species having uniformly
four arms to the anterior ray, but otherwise undistinguishable from it.
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DORYCRINUS IMMATURUS

(nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XVII, Fig. 17. Posterior sides of a specimen with arms.

Pl. XVII. Fig. 6. Another specimen, showing anterior side.
Pl. XVI, Fig. 5. The calyx, showing the position of the anal opening.

The specimens are below medium size, measuring from an inch

to an inch and a half to the tips of the arms. Dorsal sid:; of
t,he calyx subturbinate with slightly convex sides; the r;lates
convex and without ornamentation. The vault is conical, somewhat :flattened posteriorly. Color of the specimens rat,her dark.
Basals short, truncated, extending laterally beyond the limits
of. the column; suture lines distinctly defined. First radials
comparatively large, almost as wide as high; the lower margins
convex, the upper concave; upper corners truncated. Second
and third radials very short, not more than half the width of
the first, but twice as wide as high; the second quadrangular;
the third pentangular. Secondary radials 2x2x5; resembling in
form the two upper primary radials, but somewhat smaller.
The upper plates are axillary in the four lateral rays, where they
support 2x2 tertiary radials with two arms each; in the anterior
ray quadrangular, with only one arm to each side, thus giving
18 ~rms to the species.
Arms biserial, arranged in groups around the calyx, and separated interradially by small plates. There are no inter-axillary
plates although the main divisions of the rays are readily
identified. The two arms which constitute these divisions are
in four of the rays arranged in pairs, being connected laterally
by the proximal arm plates.
Interradials three in the dorsal cup, two of them at the
brachia! .zone, and others above. First interradial very large,
extending beyond the limits of the third primary radials; twelvesided, and nearly as wide as high. The two plates above are
elongated, small, but larger than those succeeding them in the
vault. First anal much the largest plate in the· calyx; supporting three plates in the second range, which are nearly as
large as the first regular interradials; the middle one, or second
anal plate, smaller than the other two. These again are succAeded by several smaller plates forming a protruding subcentral
anus which is lateral, but placed above the arm bases.
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Vault subconical, pentalobate; summit plates prominent, the
central one sharply tuberculous, showing a tendency to become
spiniferous.
Column round, composed of long joints with rounded eqges,
which alternate near the calyx with very short and nar~ow
pieces.
Geologica,J position, etc.: The same as the preceding species;
Our own collection.
Remarks: It is possible that this Kinderhook form is specifically identical with Dorycrinus (Actinocz-inus) helice Hall from
the Waverly group of Ohio.
DoRYCRINUs RADIATUS (nov. sp.) W. & Sp.
PI. XVII, Fig. 5. A specimen with arms from the posterior side.
Pl. XVII, Fig. 5a. The same from the anterior side.

Dorycrinus ra,diatus somewhat resembles D. immaturus, but
differs from that species in the arm formula, and in being the
only species of this genus which has radiating ridges along the
plates. From every first radial two low, rounded ridges pass
to the basals, two to the adjoining radials and anal plate, and
one to each first interradfal. The interradials have nine ridges
two connecting with the first radials ; two with the second, and
two with_. the third radials, while the remaining three which are
smaller pass into the three interradials of the second range.
The ridg·es are well defined next to the margins of the plates,
but become indistinct, or disappear entirely, in the middle.
Color rather lighter than in the last species.
Dorsal side of the calyx suhconical, wider than high, truncate
at the base, a little convex along the sides. Basal cup short,
broad, with projecting lips, extending in width considerably beyond the limits of the column, and slightly beyond the lateral
walls of the calyx.
First radials somewhat lower than those of the preceding
species, the second and third radials proportionately a little
higher. The secondary radials vary among the rays, consisting·
in the anterior ray, which has but two arms, of two comparatively large, transverse pieces, which are succeeded by
free, cuneiform plates, interlocking, and gradually turning into
two series of transversely arranged arm pieces. The other four
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rays have three arms each, with, exceptionally, four in one posterior ray. In these rays the upper secondary radial toward
the posterior side is an axillary, and supports two arms, that
direc'!ied toward the anterior side, quadrangular, with one arm
only·. The arms are scarcely as long as, those of _the preceding
species; they are round and composed of medium sized pieces,
with straight transverse sutures.
·
The interradials dorsally c9nsist of six to eight plates in three
ranges. The first plate ia large, and extends to the top of the
third radials. T4ere are three much smaller plates in the second
range, and two· in the third, the latter resting between the arm
bases. At the azygous side, the plates are arranged as in Dorycrinus immaturus. The first anal plate is as large as the first
radials, and the three succeeding plates fully equal in size to
the single plate at the four regular sides. The second anal
plate extends in height slightly beyond the level of the interradials adjoining it, and is generally a little larger throughout.
This row is followed by several rows of smaller plates, which
lead to - a subcentral anal opening. The . arrangement of the
plates forming the .vault is not known.
Geological position, etc.: The same as the preceding species.
Our own collection.

DoRYC~INUS PA.RVIBA_SIS (nov.

sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XVII, Fig. 7. Specimen with arms from the anterior side.
PL XVII, Fig. 9; Lateral aspect of the calyx.
,

I

Pl. XVII, Fig. 9e. The sp.me specimen, showing the ventral surface.

This species. differs from the two preeeding in the form and
proportionate size of the basals, and in the form of the calyx.
It is of the type of Dor.vcrinus concavus from the Lower Burlington limestone, for which Meek and Worthen in Vol. II, of_
this Report, p. 214, proposed the genus Cwlocrinus. This spe.cies was supposed to have no secondary radials, and upon this
character principally, and a slight variation in .the arrangement
of its interradial and anal plates, the new genus .was founded.
With regard to the absence ··of secondary radials, Meek and
Worthen were evidently misled. On page 214, they say: "therf}
-22
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lieing but a single brachial pieee to each division of the ray,
soldered into the walls of the body, and these rest directly
upon the third radials." What else could these plates be but
secondary radials?
General form, without the arms, oblate-spheroidal, truncate
below. Dorsal cup in form of a basin which rests upon the basals
and portions of the first radials ; wider than high, and spreading but little·at the sides. Plates moderately convex, without
ornamentation, suture lines well defined, with a small pit at
each angle of the plat.es. In color :not distinguishable from D.
imma,turus.
Basals forming a very small disk, resting in a shallow concavity, not visible in a side view. First radials large, heptagonal, narrow below and wide above, so as to present an obtusely triangular aspect ; the upper corners truncate; upper
margins concave to receive the second radials. Second and third
radials small, of about equal size. Secondary radials lx2x5,
succeeded in the three anterior rays by fixed brachials. In the
posterior raytoward the anal side the secondaryradialisaxillary,
supporting two rows of arm platelil, thus giving twelve arms to
the species.
Arms biserial, with one or two cuneate joints succeeding the
radials, of whic~ those of the same ray are laterally united.
The arms are proportionally more robust than in the two preceding· species, and resemble those of Aga,ricocrinus.
Interradials in three ranges ; the first very large, reaching to
the top of third radials. It supports two long, narrow plates,
which extend to near the arm-bases, and by still smaller plates
in the vault. First anal plate larger than the first radials,
hexagonal, higher than wide; the second anal, and the two interradials on either side of it, about equal in size to the first
regular interradial. They are followed by about four ranges of
small plates, which lead to a circlet of very minute pieces, surrounding a subcentral protuberance with a small lateral opening.
Ventral side depressed, convex, summit plates nodose and
prominent; the central one large and projecting, in form of a
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si;nall spine; the four regular proximals much larger than the
two at the anal side, which are separated from the former at
each sid~ by a radial-dome-plate.
Column round, slender; composed near the calyx of alternating joints, the larger ones with rounded edges.
Geologica,J position, etc.: Same as preceding species.
Our own collection.
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FAMILY :RHODOCRINIDA:.
GENUS RHODOCRINUS.
RHO:OOCRINUS

KIRBYI

(nov. sp.) W. & Sp.

Pl. XV, FJg. 10. A speciJtien with lnfolded arms. and colu,mn.
PL XVI, Fig. 3. Another specimen with spreading arms, showirig the pinnules.

This species is characterized by its barrel-shaped calyx, robust
arms for the genus, short arm joints, and rapid widening of the
arm bases up· to the first bifurcation. The color of the specimens is very dark.
·
Calyx elongate, truncate below; the sides nearly straight,
swelling but little from the lower edge of the basals on which it
rests to the top of the third radials, above which it contracts
rapidly, producing tlte form of .a barreL Some specimens are
almost cylindrical, about equal in diameter at top and bottom. Viewed from above or below, the outline is obscurely pentagonal.
Base sharply impressed. Underbasals small, resting in a shallow
concavity concealed by the column. Basals very large, their
lower margins sharply bent inward, forming the edge of a rim
on which the cup rests. Sutures distmct.
First primary radiahi m:uch smaller than the basals; the
second and third about half as large as the first, and equal to each
other.. Secondary radials 2x2x5, quadrangular, narrow, rising ·
above the surface in prominent ridges, which increase in width
upward. They are succeeded by three-very short, transversely
arrange(! brachials, whfoh also successively widen upward. The
upper one is axillary, giving off two branches. The inner branch
of the rays bifurcates again, generally on the third plate, thus
giving three arms alternately arranged to each main division
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of the ray, thirty in all, with occasionally an additional one in
one or both , posterior rays. The arms are proportionately
heavier than in other species of the genus, but taper rapidly at
their tips. They are composed of a double series of very short
interlocking pieces, with deeply indented suture lines so as to
give to the back of the arms a file-like appearance. Pinnules
strong, continuous, composed of elongate joints.
· Interradials 7 to 9 in four or five ranges; the first . plate
smaller than the first rl!dials. This is succeeded by two, rarely
three, plates of nearly the same size, and two or three ranges
of smaller plates. .Azygous interradius wider and easily distin~
guished. It has always three plate8 in the second range, of
which the middle one is an anal, higher than the first radials
and fully as wide. There is a second anal plate in the third
range, which is but little more .than. half the size of the first.
Succeeding plates small' and more or less irregular. Anal aperture placed at the end of a very short, wart-like, somewhat
tubular and almost cent~al protubera~ce, which is directed upwards, and surrounded by small spiniferous plates. The plates
at the azygous side are similf!Jr in proportion but greater in
number than at the other sides. Vault slightly elevated and
rounded, with small depressions toward the interradial spaces.
It is composed of numerous, very small tumid pieces, among
which the summit plates are with difficulty distinguishable.
Surface of plates co,nvex or slightly angular, covered with
ridges passing from plate to plate. The ridges following the
ra~ials pass into the arms, growing sharper and higher .on
approaching the arm bases.
Column large, round, joints ·short, of uniform diameter; central opening small, round or obscurely pentagonal.
This is one of the most characteristic species of the Le Grand
beds, and-we take pleasure in naming it in honor of G. F.
Kirby, Esq., of Marshalltown, Iowa, the President of the Le
Grand Quarry Co.
Geologica,J position, etc.: Same ,as the_ last species.
Our own collection.,
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RHODOCRINUS NANUS
Pl,

xyr, Fig. 4.

Meek and

worthen.

Specimen with arms from the anterior side..

Pl. XVII, Fig. 15. Another· speeimen from another side.

1866, Meek and Worthen, Proo. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p. 254.
1868, GeoL Surv, IIL, Vol ill,

p, 476,

Pl. 18, Figs. 2 a, b.

This species was described by Meek and Worthen in Vol. III,
of these Reports, p. 476, Pl. 18, Fig. 2 a, b, from a single specimen without arms. It was found by one of .us in the Kinderhook beds near Burlington, just above the oolitic layer, but by
mistake it was stated. in the description to be. from the Lower ·
Burlington. It remained unique until the Le Grand discoveries
brought to light a number of specimens, which apparently belong to the same species, and as they present tile· characters of
the species more fully, we have thought it best to redescribe it
briefly.
Rhodocrinus na,nus is nearest allied to A. ki;rbyi, from
which it is distinguished by its more globose form, more slender
arms, and these composed of longer and :more uniform pieces,
as well as by the ridge-like series of anal plates. In the Le
Grand beds this species is readily identified by its cqlor, which
is invariably light.
Calyx subglobose, sides regularly' convex, except in specimens
with protuberant basals, in which the sides are nearly vertical.
Base truncate, slightly impressed.
Underbasals small, projecting but little beyond the column.
Basals large, sometimes protuberant, the cup resting on their
lower edges, which are· rounded and form a low rim around the
shallow basal depression.
First primary ri;tdials nearly as large as the basals; second
and third about equal, and one-third the size of t,he first radials.
Secondary radials lx2x5, followed by about five rounded quadrangular brachials of uniform size.
Arms bifurcating on the fifth joint, and the inner branches of
the ray once again on the third joint, with an occasional bifur-
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cation of the outer branch in a posterior ray, giving normally
6 ultimate arms to the ray, or 30 in aJL The free arms. are
biserial, slender, tapering very gradually; the arm pieces proportionately longer and narrower than in R. kirbyi, and the
back of the arms more rounded and smoother. Pinnules strong,
not so closely packed as in the last n~1.med species:
Interradials 8 to 10; the first one half as large as the first
radials, and the two in the s~ond range almost equaling it irr
size. There are several more ranges of plates above, which are
irregularly arranged and decrease in size upwards. 'rhe anal
interradius is wider. It contains a row of anal plates, longitudinally arranged, which rest upon the truncate upper face' of the
first interradial, and extend up to near the anal aperture,
forming a kind of' ridge, which is readily distinguished from the
surrounding slightly depressed interradial plates. The first anal
plate is as large as the first radials, the interradials on either
side of it smaller than the corresponding plates at, the four
other sides. Anus excentric, protuberant, tube-like, composed
of rather large plates ; opening directed upwards.
Ventral side.rising somewhat above the dorsal cup, depressed
in the interradial spaces, and composed of smalJ, irreg-ular convex
pieces.· Summit plates very indistinct, if represented at all.
The surface of the calyx is marked by rounded radiating
ridges, which are continuous along the radial series, and extend
into the arms. The ridges yary somewhat in prominence among
specimens, and in some are almost entirely confined to the
radial series, giving to the calyx a penfugonp1 outline; while in
others they also pass to the basals, interradials and anals.
The plates as a rule are convex, and the suture lines well defined.
Column small, round, composed of alternate joints; perforation small, apparently round.

Geologi.caJ position,, etc.: Kinderhook beds of the Lower Carboniferous, Le Grand; also, Burlington, Iowa.
Our own collection;
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RHODOCRINUS WATERSIANUS

(sp. nov.) W. & Sp.

J>l. XVII, Fig. 16. Sp<'cimen with arms. Anterior view.

This speries is of the type of R. wortheni Hall, ( Geol. of Iowa,
1859, Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 556), which is its nearest congener. It differs
from that species in its more concave base, the proportionally
smaller size of basals and first radials, and in its globose form.
All specimens known to us are light colored.
Calyx globose, truncate below, and slightly concave. Plates
decreasing in size from the basals up. The underbasals are small
and concealed by the column. The basals moderately large; their
lower end abruptly deflected inward, forming the rim of the basal
cavity on which the cup rests.
First primary radials slightly smaller than the basals. Second
and third plates still smaller, decreasing gradually upward.
Secondary radials lx2x5, not more than half the size of the third.
They support a series -of slightly cuneate arm joints, the fift,h of
which is axillary. In the type specimen, and the most of thmie
observed, there is but one bifurcation, giving four ultimate arms
to the ray, or 20 in all, but we have observed specimens, probably
more mature, but otherwise not distinguishable, which have five
arms in place of four.
Arms rounded, slender, tapering gradually, the joints proportionally longer and narrower than in R. kirbyi, and the pinnules stouter. The interradial areas are not depressed, but form
an even surface with the other calyx plates. They are composed of
about six plates, of which the first is a little more than half the
~ize of the first radials, the succeeding plates decreasing in proportion to their rank. Azygous interradius occupied by a median
series of three or more comparatively large anal plates, which are
hexagonal, and bordered by interradials of about the same size
as the corresponding ones in the other areas. They are succeeded
by smaller plates extending up to the anal opening, which is small,
subcentral, protuberant, and directed upward.
Ventral side convex, abruptly constricted above the arm bases,
with no marked depressions in the interradial spaces, It is com"
posed of numerous small, smooth plates.
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Surface of the plates granular, but otherwise devoid of ornamentation; suture lines indistinct.
Column small, rounded, with a small axial canal. The specific
name is in honor of Dr. W. B. Waters, of Marshalltown, Iowa.
Geologic8Jl position, etc.: Kinderhook beds of the lower carboniferous, LeGrand, iowa.
Our own collection.
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FAMILY

PLATYCRINID~.

GE:Nus PLATYCRINUS.
PLATYCRINUS SYMMETRICUS (nov. sp.)

w. & Sp.

PL XV, Fig. 8. Specimen with arms, column and root.

This species is of the type of P. burlingtonensis 0. & Sh. (Geol.
Surv. Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, 1852, p. 589,) and may
possibly be identical with some one of the various smooth species
that have been described from the Burlington limestone. Several
of these species were based upon specimens in which neither the
vault nor the arms were preserved, and from the meagre information we obtain from mere descriptions of the basal and first radial
plates, it is not easy to identify them satisfactorily. Our species
qiffers from the P. burlingtonensis, as described by Owen and
Shumard, in having a proportiionally smaller basal disk, longer
and narrower first radials; and from specimens identified by the
Burlington palreontologists as representing that species, it differs
in the form and structure of the ventral side, which in all Burlington specimens is considerably elevated above the arm bases, and
occupied chiefly by the extremely large summit plates and the
base of a large anal tu be. In P. symmetricus the ventral covering
is low, to a large extent formed by rows of ·rather prominent covering plates, and the anus is represented by a simple subcentral
opening. It agrees with P. burlingtonensis, however, in having
thirty arms. From P. pileiformis Hall, it differs in the vault
structure, in its truncate base, and, besides, that species, as shown
in our collection, has but twenty, and much heavier arms. The
new species bears a strong resemblance to an undes~ribed species
from the Lower Burlingt.on limestone of New Mexico, not only
in the shape of the radials, but -also in the proportionate size of
the basal disk, and the outline of the calyx generally. It agrees
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in a marked degree with P. trunca,tulus Hall, from the Lower
Burlington, described in the Report on the Geology of Iowa, 1858,
Vol. I, Pt. 2, p. 538, and we should regard the two as identical, if
it were not for the fact that Hall's species has three primary
radials instead of two, as all other known species of the genus
with the exception of one from the Devonian, of New York. This
feature was indicated by Hall-Iowa Report, supm-who described
the second radial as of "quadrangular form, with a single groove
on the inside, showing that there was no bifurcation from this
plate." This was so great a departure from the normal type of
the genus, that we regarded it as an aberrant individual until recently, when we obtained two specimens of that species with parts
of the arms preserved, which have a quadrangular second and
pentagonal third primary radial in every ray. This 'character
being thus apparently constant for the species, the LeGrand form
cannot be referred to it, and must be regarded as distinct.
The color of the specimens is very light, in marked contrast
with RhodocPinus kirbyi and Dichocrirms inorna,tus.
The species is of rather small size, its general form more
elongate than discoid; the ra.ys rising vertically in symmetrical clusters, by equal divisions, from the upper portions of the
first radials.
Calyx cup-shaped or subturbinate, spreading uniformly to the
top of the cup; truncate below, with a slight elevated rim for
the attachment of the column; plates convex; interradial and
basi-radial sutures beveled and indented. Basal disk small, convex, margins slightly concave, the plates so closely anchylosed,
that no traces of sutures can be discovered.
First radials - a little higher than wide, increasing in width
upward; articular facets facing upward, and occupying a little
more than one-third t,he width of the· plate. Second radials
triangular, sometimes pentangular, completely filling the facet.
Arms given off from the second plate above the second radial,
and on the inner branches again from the second plate above,
making six arms to the ray in equal divisions, or 30 in all.
Two or three joints above the last bifurcation are usually
cuneate, in single series, and above these the arms are biserial,
rounded, slender, tapering gradually -to the tips. Pinnules
strong, not in very close contact.
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Interradial plates of moderate size, resting on the corners of
the first radials. Anus in form of a simple subcentral opening
in the vault. The opening is very small, surrounded by a num~
ber of minute plates.
Vault depressed-Convex, composed of small, smooth plates.
It is conspicuously marked by five strongly elevated ridges,
radiating from the center to the armbases. They are composed
of small covering plates, which in the two posterior rays extend to th~ central plate, but ·in the others rest between the
proximals. There are t~o proximals at the anal side, but apparently no special anal plate, or, if present, it· is not distinguishable from the other small plates bordering the anal open- ·
ing. Nearly the same structure is found in a specimen of P.
trunca,tulus, in which two of the rows of covering pieces, at
least, extend to the central plate.
Colum~ short, large, rapidly twisted, composed of transverse
elljptic joints, as usually in the genus. It tapers to a point, and
near the end is provided with numerous short rootlets; which
taper in a similar manner. Perforation minute.
Surface of plates and arms smooth, without any ornamentation.
Geologica,J position, etc.: Kinderhook beds of the Lower Carboniferous, LeGrand, IOwa.
Collection of Wachsmuth and Springer.

PLATYCRINUS PLANUS Owen and Shumard (?).
PL XVI Fig. 8.

A specimen with arms.

1850, Journ. Acad. Nat. Sci. Ph!la. (Ser. II.), Vol. II, p. 573.
1852, U. S. GeoL Surv. Wisc., Iowa and Minn., p. 5!17, PI. 5a, Fig. 4.
1858, Hall. Geo!. Surv. Iowa, Vol. II, Pt. II, p. 533.
1868, Meek & Worthen, Geo!. Surv. IIL, VoL ID, p. 467.
1873, Meek & Worthen, Ibid, Vol. V, PI. III, Fig. 5.

The specimen figured under the above name belongs to a type
not uncommon in the LeGrand beds. It is larger and more
elongate than the preceding species, and characterized by a
rather low, gently swelling subturbinate basal disk, above which
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the calyx is nearly cylindrical, expanding a little at the arm
bases. The first radials are a third longer than wide, and their
upper margins generally of equal height, forming a straight
transverse line all around, without any truncation of the corners for the interradial plates. The articular facet is small,
rather shallow, facing upward, without any prominent rim.
Arms usually six to the ray, with some exceptions; long,
comparatively strong and with closely packed -pinnules. The
plates are smooth and thin, suturee not indented. The basal
disk has a sharp prominent circular lip for the attachment of
the column, forming a part of the basal cup, although having
the appearance of an anchylosed upper stem joint. The basal
cup appears as a single plate, no traces of sutures being visible.
Vault unkown. Specimens all light co.lored.
The specimen figured is of about medium size, some being
considerably larger, others smaJler. It has only 5 arms in three
of the rayi,i, and the upper margins of the radials are not so
uniformly rectilinear as in most of the others, but otherwise it
. fairly representi,i the form herein described.
Whether this is really P. pla,nus is uncertain. The difficulty
arises from the confusion in which the literature of tliat species
is involved. ·Owen and Shumard described it in the report on
the Geology of Wisconsin, Iowa and Minnesota, p. 587, from
the Lower beds at Burlington as a thin plated, elongate species, wit~ subturbinate base, long ra~ials with small and deep
articular facets, and the point of attachment for the column
slightly excavated. They figure on Pl. 5a, Fig. 4, two specimens; one of moderate size answering the description fairly well
except that there is no excavation for the column; the other of
a very much larger form, whiC'h has been described by Prof.
Worthen as P. pra,tteni. They~ als'b speak of specimens having
been seen nearly two inches in diameter, which would be an extraordinary size for any Lower Burlington Pla,tycrinus. Hall,
in the Report on the Geology of Iowa, 1858, Vol. II, Pt. 2, p. ·
533, Pl. 8, Fig. ·6, figured and described the species with some
doubt as to the specific identity of his specimen. His figure
shows very plainly that he was describing a specimen of P.
, ha,Jli Shumard, from the Upper Burlington, a very different
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form, with heavy. plates and somewhat indistinct surface markings. Meek and Worthen, in Vol. III of this Report, p. 469,
Pl. XVI, Fig. 6, described and figured as P. pfanus a well preserved specimen with large, elongate calyx, of the form of P.
pra,tteni, having similar. slender arms ; and - again in Vol. V,
Pl. III, Fig. 5, they figured under the name of P. pfanus, but
without description, a good specimen having many characters
in c~m~on witli the form under consideration. The truth is,
there are prebably several species of these elongate smooth
for]lls of PfatyCI"inus. The plates of those in the Lower Burlington are very thin and fragile, ·so that specimens in good
preservation are rare, and the vault if! for the most part unknown. More abundant collections _will no doubt t.hrow new
light upon their affinities, but for the present we are inclined
to think the form herein illustrated comes as near to the original description of Owen and Shumard as any that have since
been referred to it.
Geologica,J position, etc.: Same as the last species. Our own
collection. P. pfanus, as recognized by the Burlington Geologists, is a leading fossil of the Lower Burlington limestone, and
has been found at the various localities where that formation
is exposed. It has been collected by us in New Mexico, and we
have seen specimens from different places in Missouri.
GENUS DICHOCRINUS.
DICHOCRINUS

INORNAT~S

(sp. nov.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XVI, Fig. 1. A specimen with arms, showing the posterior side.
Pl, XVI, Fig. 2. The same from the anterior side.

This is the earliest Dichocrinus known to us from America,
and perhaps precedes any kno~Ii from Europe, but nevertheless
it has all the characteristics of the genus. Dichocrinus inorna,..
tus probably has its closest affinities with D. ova,tus 0. &
Shum., whiCh, however, is beautifully ornamented, the c~lyx,
and especially the radials, are more elongate, and the large anal
plate less constricted between the arm bases. It also resembles
D. simplex Shum., but the proportions of the plates in the two
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species are very different, the basal cup in our species occupying one-third the height of the calyx, besides being deeply excavated for the reception of the column. D. inora,tus is a very
characteristic fossil of the locality, and is found in excellent
preservation. The color of the specimens is very dark.
Height of specimens, without the stem, ranging from an inch
and a quarter to two inches and a half in the larger ones.
Calyx subglobose, truncated at the arm regions; the sides curving very uniformly from the column to the arm bases. Larger
specimens compar~tively more elongate than smaller ones.
Surface of plates devoid of ornamentation or any kind of markings, except the first radials have a small angularity following
the middle portion of each plate in a vertica~ direction, which
extends frequently into the basals. Sutures, although quite
distinct between the radials, not inarked by indented ·lines.
The basals occupy fully one-third of the height of the calyx;
they form a rounded cup or basin, which, seen from above, has
a strictly hexagonal outline. lnterbasal suture passing from
the posterior to the anterior side; frequently obscure.
First radials one-quarter to one-half higher than wide. Sides
slightly contracted at both ends, somewhat bulging at their
middle. portions, and abruptly inflected toward the vault, which,
including the first ipterradials, lies in a plane at right angles
to the sides of the calyx. Facets for the attachment of the
higher radials above one-third the width of the plates. Second
radials small; twice as wide as high or even wider; upper and
lower sides convex; rounded like arm plates. Third radials a
little larger; triangular, bifurcating; upper angle very sharply
pointed, and the upper part bent inward so alt to separate the
two divisions; the sloping sides of the plates .concave. The third
radials support from each side a short quadrangular piece,
which, tog@ther with the preceding pltttes, form a part of the
calyx, being connecfod with their fellows by the intercalation
of interradial plates. They are suc~eeded by a cuneate free
plate, and again by two rows of interlocking arm pieces. First
anal plate about the size of the first radials, but more strongly
inflected towards the vault.
Arms biserial, two to each ray; about twice as long as the
height of the calyx or a little more; comparatively stout; gradually tapering to their tips. The arm plates have parallel
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upper and lower sid~s, and are of mediuln height. Pinnules extremely long, rather stout, closely packed together. They are
composed of from 10 to 15 cylindrieal joints, about three times
as long as wide.
Interradials apparently five to each side, all forming a part
of the ventral surface, whi~h is flat and placed on a level with
the inflected -upper edges of the first radials. The first range
of inter:r;adials consists of three plates, tw.o of them facing the
adjoining .radial; the third placed between the two others.
There seem to be two, perhaps more, small interradiaJ_s above,
meeting with the summit plates. The azygous side apparently
has 5 plates in the lower range, the middle one being an anal
plate. The summit plates-their exact arrangement could not
be ascertained-are scarcely convex, they form together a conspicuous elevation, from which six well defined ridges pass out
to the sides; fi:ve of them divide again and follow the arms, the
sixth one leads to the anal aperture, which is directed upwards
and excentric in position. The ambulacral ridges, those leading to the arms, are formed of irregular covering. pieces, the
anal ridge by numerous convex or wrinkled plates. Between
the ridges are six depressions, four of them located above the
regular interradii, the two smaller ones above the azygous side ..
The column of this species is not very long. From our observation in two specimens it varies from 9 to 10 inches. The
joints increase at first a little in width, but soon taper again,
until at the distal end the column runs to a fine point, giving
off at intervals a small, short cirrhus from one side only. The
joints throughout are very even, and the -nodal joints can be
distinguished only along the upper part of the stem. Axial
canal minute.
Geological position, etc.: The same as in the last species,
Our own collection.
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SUBORDER INADUNATA.
BR.A.NCH FISTULATA.
FAMILY POTERIOCRINID.£.
GENUS GRAPHIOCRINUS.
GRAPHIOCRINUS LONGICIRRIFER (nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XV, Fig. 12. Speeimen with arms, from the anterior side.
Pl. XVII, Fig. 14. The same from the posterior side.

This species is of the type of Gmphiocrinus (Scaphiocrinus)
wachsmuthi (M. & W.), and Graphiocrinus (Scaphiocriuus) spinobrachiatus (Hall), but differs· from both in having cirrhi along
the upper portions of the stem. Besides, the former has a decidedly bell-shaped calyx-the upper part of the radials flanging
outward; also the brachials are much less constricted, the succeeding arm plates considerably higher, and the outlines of the
arms less waving. G. spinobrachiatus has a more depressed
dorsal cup, the und~rbasals are covered by the column, it has
stouter arms, and these are covered with small spines. The
specimens are always of a light color.
Calyx short, depressed, saucershaped, with slightly convex
sides; scar for the attachment of the column but slightly impressed. Underbasals, although small as in almost every other
species of Graphiocrinus, extending slightly beyond the limits
of the column. Basals large; four of them hexagonal, about as
wide as high; that of the azygous side considerably larger and
heptagonal, supporting upon its truncate upper face a large
anal plate, which extends far beyond the top of the radials,
and actually forms a part of the ventral tube. There is no
azygous plate.!
-24
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Radials once and a half as wide as high, and about of equal
size, but differing somewhat in form although all are pentagonal; the two facing the anal piece, owing to the greater
length of the posterior basal, irregular. The upper face of the
radials, throughout the full width of the plates, truncated and
slightly concave. Brachials one, of the same height as the radials;
pentangular, but subtrigonal in outline, upper angles sharply
pointed; line of articulation toward radials and also first arm
plates widely gaping.
Arms ten, long, moderately stout, gradually tapering. They
are composed of rather short, sharply cuneate pieces, which at
the upper margins form a thickened rim, which projects beyond
the lower e~d of the succeeding joint. The rim increases gradually in prominence in the upper parts of the arms, especially
at the pinnule-bearing side of the plates where it bulges out
considerably; giving to the arms their characteristic zigzag appearance. The proximal arm plates, next to the brachials, are
longer than the succeeding ones, at their lower face as wide as
these, and somewhat constricted along their middle portions;
the others are at their longest side about equal to their width.
Pinnules long, and close to the arms very strong. They consist of about ten joints, of which the proximal ones are short,
the others from twice to three times their width.
The form and size of the ventral tube is not known, near its
base it is composed of longitudinal rows of very regularly
arranged hexagonal pieces.
Column small, indistinctly pentangular; nodal joints considerably higher, especially the lower ones, and projecting laterally.
Each nodal joint, from the calyx down, gives off radially several cirrhi, which are long, slender and directed upward. Near
the calyx where the nodal joints come very close together, the
cirrhi are so tightly packed that they frequently hide the
column, and extend beyond the calyx to the arms. Farther
down the column they are wider apart, and reach a length of
an inch and a half or more, while their length above is not
more than an inch. They are composed of numerous short
joints, and end in a sharp point.
Geologi.cal position, etc.: The same as the last.
Our own collection.
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GENUS SCAPHIOCRINUS Hall (emend. W. & Sp.)
ScAPHIOCRINUS ELEGANTULUS (nov. sp.)
Pl. XVII, Fig. 13.

w.

& Sp.

A beautiful specimen with arms and portions of the stem.

This small and elegant Crinoid resembles very closely Scaphiocrinus na,nus M. & W. from the Lower Burlington limestone,
and perhaps should only be considered a variety of° that species.
The Burlington form, however, differs in having a more depressed calyx, larger underbasals and higher brachials.
The LeGrand specimens are always light in color.
Calyx turbinate, the sides very slightly convex; a little wider
than high; without ornamentation. Underbasals projecting beyond the column; the upper angles turned upward to meet the
basals. Four of the basals are hexagonal, about as wide as
high, the fifth one heptagonal, and larger throughout. Radials
but littie larger than the basals, and almost as high as wide;
the upper face truncated t.hroughout the width of the plates.
Brachials one to the ray; axillary; nearly twice as high as the
radials; obtusely angular for the reception of the first armjoints; not constricted in the middle, and, when the arms are
closed, their lateral faces almost meeting with those of their fellows from adjoining rays.
Arms dividing once from the brachials up, the division taking
place generally from the sixth plate. The arms are comparatively strong, waving in outline, and composed of cuneate,
slightly convex and rounded pieces, about as high as wide or
nearly so. Pinnules very conspicuous, long, unusally stout,
and composed of cylindrical joints twice as long as wide. Azygous side exceptionally wide. The posterior basal extends to
one-half the height of the radials, and supports upon its truncate upper side the anal plate, which to a large extent forms a
part of the ventral tube. The azygous plate, to the right of
the anal plate, is also unusually large, pentagonal, and extends
very nearly to the top of the right postero-lateral radial,
although that plate, as in most of the Poteriocrinidoo, occupies
a higher level than the radials of the other rays.
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The column, as observed in two specimens, is from 4 to 5
inches long. It tapers gradually from the calyx down, and terminates in a fine needle point. It is round, and composed of
rather long segments, the nodal joints more prominent. Only
the lower portions of the stem, for about two-thirds of its
length, are cirrhus-bearing. The joints which bear the cirrhi are
higher than the intermediate ones, and while increasing in length
they decrease in width downward; the cirrhi are given off singly,
and are directed upwards, contrary to those of the· preceding
species which hang downward; they are long, threadlike and
taper at their ends.
Geologica,J position, etc.: The same as that of the last sI>ecies.
Our own collection.
ScAPHIOCRINUS GLOBOSUS

(nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XVII, Fig. 8. A specimen of unusually large size.

A small specie.s. Calyx semi-globose; the plates without ornamentation or convexity.
Underbasals minute, resting within a concavity formed by the
basals; rounded at their lower end; covered completely by the
column. The basals are comparatively large; four of them
regularly pentagonal, the fifth somewhat larger and hexagonal,
supporting upon its truncate upper face the anal plate.
Radials short, twice as wide as high. Brachials triangular,
meeting their fellows of adjoining rays; the two sloping upper
sides forming an acute angle; each side supporting from four
to six arm-plates of a second order, the upper one axillary.
There are two more branches above, making four arms to each
ray, the anterior one being not distinct. They are composed of
strongly wedge-shaped. pieces, slightly swelling toward their
larger end;· the axillaries more prominent. Pinnules strong;
tubular.
Anal plate larger than the azygous piece; ventral sac unknown.
Column unusually small, round, its diameter less than that of
the arms near their tips.
Geologica,J position, etc.: The same as the last.
Our own collection.
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SUBORDER ARTICULATA.
FAMILY

ICHTHYOCRINIHiE.

GENUS

T AXOORINUS

TAXOCRINUS.
FLETCHER!

worthen.

Pl. XV, Fig. 6. A specimen with arms and stem.
Pl. XV, Fig. 9. Another specimen from the posterior side.
1883, Worthen. Geo]. Rep. Illinois, Vol. VII p. 308, Pl. XXX, fig. 2.

Of about medium size; rather short for its width; arms stout,
short, closely folded together. The nature of the arms, and
still more the unusual size of the stem, gives to this species
that solid and robust aspect by which it is characterized, and
readily distinguished from all other species of this genus. The
specimens which we examined are all light in color.
Underbasals entirely covered by the column, and also portions of the basals. The exposed parts of the latter are pentagonal, twice as wide as high, obtusely angular above, except
the posterior plate which is slightly truncated. The basals,
together with the first and second primary radials, form a
conical cup with broadly truncate base.
Primary radials three, transversely arranged, increasing in
width upward; their lines of articulation, like those of the
succeeding orders of radials and all arm-plates, strongly undulate, with short but wide patelloid pieces* interposed between
them. The first and second plates are about twice, and the
third three times as wide as high. The third radials, which
*The patelloid pieces, although well deJlned In the specimens, were omitted in the
figures.
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are axillary, are sharply angular at their upper faces, and provided with two articular facets and two impressions for the
reception of patelloid plates. Secondary radials three; by onehalf narrower than the preceding ones, and somewhat shorter,
but not in proportion to the decrease in width, except the
axillary one, which is comparatively shorter and also wider.
The next order of plates consists variously of from 3 to 5 or
6. pieces, with another bifurcation above. These plates are all
arranged on the plan of the primary radials, like them they are
flat at their outer sides, and united in a similar manner as
those, which makes it difficult to ascertain the actual commencement of the arms. This difficulty is increased by the
fact that the rays are free from the top of the primary
radials, while their main divisions remain united all along the
secondary radials by means of interaxillary plates. Perhaps
these rays formed a kind of free appendage like those of the
Platycrinidoo and Hexacrinidoo, a question, however, which cannot be solved unless we find the ventral. covering intact.
Interradials three; elongate; the two upper ones much smaller,
extending to the top of the primary radials. There .are generally three somewhat smaller interaxillaries, arranged longitudinally, which unite the secondary radials. Smaller specimens
have but one or two. The azygous side is composed of a row
of from 3 to 4 or more tube-like anal plates, longitudinally arranged, which rest upon the truncate upper face of the posterior basal. There are no traces of interradials to connect these
plates with the radials.
Column extremely stout, almost large enough to support a
species of twice the size of this. It is inflated near the calyx,
and, along the upper part for about an inch, is composed of
rather short, very uniform joints, when suddenly the aspect of
the column changes entirely, the joints, at their margins,
become more convex, and larger and smaller joints alternate
with one another, the larger ones extending conspicuously beyond the smaller ones.
Geological position, etc.: The same as that of the last species.
Our own collection.
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TAXOCRINUS INTERMEDIUS

(nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XV, Fig. 11. A fine specimen with arms and stem.

A transition form between Onychocrinus and T8Jxocrinus, but
apparently nearer the latter; larger than the preceding species;
in its usual condition, with the arms bent inward, wider than
high. The rays widely divergent; the arms so long that their
incurved tips hang down to the top of th6l primary radials. ·
Color of specimens comparatively light; the plates devoid of
ornamentation.
Underbasals three, unequal; the smaller one placed in a vertical line with the right postero-lateral radial; almost completely
covered by the column, there being only a small rim exposed
laterally.
Basals large, subequal in size; regularly pentagonal; forming
a shallow cup, with five salient and five reentering angles.
Radials four in four of the rays, five in the right posterolateral one (constant in both specinu;ins); wide but comparatively short for the genus, about three times as wide as
high, the upper and lower plates somewhat wider and proportionately higher; the axillary one with obtuse upper angles.
Secondary radials three, a little m')re than half the width of
the preceding plates; the lower ones laterally connected in the
same ray, but not with their fellows of adjoining rays; the
second separated by three interaxillaries; the third free, widely
apart. Third order of radials variously composed of from 3 to
5 plates, of similar proportions to those of the preceding
orders, with one or three small interbrachials between the second
plates; the succeeding radials free. There are apparently three
more divisions above, the proximal plates above each bifurcation connected laterally, the upper ones free.
All articular lines between the radials of the first and second
orders undulating, owing to the presence of short but wide
patelloid pieces; the lines between the succeeding plates straight,
the patelloid pieces either being absent or very minute.
The interradial plates can be traced in both specimens to the
ventral side; they are very interesting as throwing light upon
the ventral covering of the lchthyocrinidoo generally. In four of
the interradii, interposed between the primary radials, there are
five to seven comparatively large, slightly convex plates vari-
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ously arranged; the lower one which is larger generally
deeply wedged in between the first radials, so as to almost
touch the upper angles of the basals. There are two, three or
four plates in the second range, which abut laterally against
the adjoining second and third radials, and these are succeeded
by 4 or 5 plates of a third row, which are abruptly bent inward
at their upper ends almost at right angles, so as to form a
sharply defined edge, against which the plates of the ventral
covering rest. The latter plates are very minute and irregular
in their arrangement, they form a pliable integument, which probably extends over the whole surface and along the rays. The
free rays at their ventral side are provided with large pouches
which apparently contain the ambulacra. At the azygous side
the arrangement of plates is very different; the posterior basal
is shorter, truncated instead of angular, and excavated at the
upper end for the reception of three or more anal pieces, which
are longitudinally arranged and connected with the radials at
each side by small plates.
Column stout; slighely tapering; its upper end composed of
very short and even joints, all of equal size and prominence.
Geological position, etc.: The same as the last.
This is probably the rarest species at LeGrand, only two specimens having b.een found; that figured is from the collection
of Hon. Delos Arnold, the other in our possession, being
kindly presented to one of us by Mr. George Cull, the station
agent at LeGrand.
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CLASS PELMATOZOA.
ORDER BLASTOIDEA.
FAMILY
GENUS

CODASTERIDJE.
OROPHOCRINUS.

1864. Orophocrinus, Von Seebooh, Naehr. k. Gesellseh. zu Gottingen, p. 100.
1879. Orophoorinus, Zittel, Handb. d. Palaiont. I, p. 434.
1882. Orophocrinus, Ether. and Carp., Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. CApr., 1882), p. 249.
1883. Orophocrinus, Ether. and Carp., Ibid. (Apr., 1883), p. 200.
1885. Orophocrinus, Woohsmuth, GeoL Rep. Illinois, Vol. VII, p. 317.
1886. Orophocrinus, Ether. and Carp., Blast. Catalogue, p. 283.
Syn. Pentremites, (in part) Miinster, 1839, Beitrii,ge z. Petrefaetenk, p.1; also DeKoninek
and Lebon, 1853, Recherch. sur !es Crin. du Terrain Carb. de la Belgique, p. 189; also Owen
and Shumard, 1852, GeoL Rep. of Wise., Iowa and Minn., p. 393.

When Meek and Worthen, in 1869, proposed the name Codonites for Owen and Shumard's Pentremites stelliformis and their
new species C. gracilis, they were not aware that Von Seebach
had previously proposed for the former the genus Orophocrinus,
which, having priority, must be accepted. Since then Etheridge
and Carpenter have placed under Orophocrinus several European species, which had likewise heretofore been referred to
Pentremites.
0ROPHOCRINUS CONICUS

(nov. sp.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl. XV, Fig. 1. Specimen with the pinnules and part of column preserved.
Pl. XV, Fig. 2. Another specimen, proftle view. En!argeu two diameters.
Pl. XV, Fig. 3. The same specimen from the ventral side. Enlarged as above.

This and the succeeding species are readily distinguished from
all other known species of this genus by their more slender
-25
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resembling therein Troostocrinus and Metabfastus.
0. conicus differs from 0. fusiformis in the form of its ventral

form,

side, which is hemispherical, in the latter conical. Besides it
has shorter ambulacra, and a less number of pinnules.
0. conicus has the form of an elongate inverted cone with
nearly straight sides; ventral side depressed, hemispherical.
Surface of the plates smooth, or in well preserved specimens
marked by indistinct concentric lines around the plates. Basal
portions occupying more than two-fifths of the general height
of the calyx, or fully one-half the length up to the radial lips.
Neither the interbasal nor basi-radial sutures are marked
by any Aort of identation, and both are therefore rarely observed;
The interradial sutures, however, are slightly depressed, especially along their upper portions, where they form an obtuse retreating angle, thus giving to the section across the lips an
obscurely stellate outline.
Radials or forked plates almost twice as wide as high; their
lateral faces nearly parallel; the lower sides in the three plates
facing the interbasal sutures angular, in the two others rounded.
The limbs of the radials extend to about one-half the length of
the ambulacra; they bend inward, and leave a co:rilparatively
wide radial sinus.
The interradials or deltoids are partly visible in a side view ;
they are double-diamond shaped, constricted along the middle,
so as to appear almost like. two separate plates. The plate at
the azygous side is slightly bulging,,pierced by a large elliptic
anal aperture, which in three of our specimens is completely
closed by a disk, composed of a large numper of very minute
irregular pieces, which rest somewhat. deeper than the surrounding plates, leaving no trace of an opening. The oral opening is
sharply pentangular and moderately large-much larger than
in 0. stelliformis. It is covered in perfect specimens by comparatively large, very regularly arranged summit plates, consisting of a central piece, and four large and two smaller proximals, from which irregular rows of covering pieces extend to
the ambulacra, arching over the food groves.
Apibulacra short, more or less petaloid, only partly .visible in
a side view. They extend laterally to the slit-like openings or
clefts, and present an even surface with the surrounding calyx
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plates; being neither elevated nor depressed. The lancet piece
extends to the sides of the radial sinus; it is rounded along its
outer face, forming a longitudinal groove at each side, at the
bottom of which the clefts are placed. The lancet piece is
completely covered by the side pieces, which embrace the food
grooves, except near the oral center, where the grooves grow
deeper and are placed between the edges of two adjoining deltoids. There are about fifbeen side pieces to each side of the
ambulacrum, and an equal number of pinnules, but no pores
exist along- the sides. The clefts are formed between the ambulacra and the constricted portions of the deltoids, and hence do
not extend to the full length of the ambulacra. The cle~s are
wider at their proximal end, and slightly curved, which gives to
the ambulacra their petaloid form, The pinnules are longer
than those of any previously described Bla'stoid, their length
being twice that of the calyx. They are of uniform thickness
throughout, and composed of two rows of pieces, alternately
arranged. Their ventral furrow is wide and apparently covered
by small plates.
The column has been observed by us to a length of seven
inches, and was apparently much longer. It is stout close to
the calyx, wht:ince it tapers rapidly; a~erwards it remains nearly
uniform, with a few scattering cirrhi toward the end. The stem
joints at the upper end are extremely short, with a very sharp
edge, but they gradually grow longer and cylindrical.
Geologica,l position, etc.: The same as the last.
From our collection.
0ROPHOCRINUS FUSIFORMIS

(sp. nov.)

w.

& Sp.

Pl XVII, Fig. 4. A fine specimen having its pinnules preserved, and portions
of the stem.

Calyx elongate, biturbinate. Dorsal side up to the radial
lips, longer than wide; angular radially; the sides undulating;
the lips projecting. Ventral side, from the radial lips upward,
nearly as long as the dorsal, but the sides convex, curving
gently. Cross section through the racdial lips decagonal, with
five salient and five retreating angles, and this is the case, to a
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less extent, from the deltoids down to about half the height of
the basals, giving to the species an angular outline, by which
it is readily distinguished from 0. conicus.
The surface ornamented with delicate concentric lines, finer
than those of the preceding species. The specimens are light in
color.
Basals nearly as high as the radials to their lips ; forming
jointly a subconical cup with slightly convex sides; angular
above for the reception of the radials; two of the upper faces
moderately concave, the other three angular.
Forked plates or radials elongate; the prongs or limbs nearly
as long as the handle or body; width across the lips almost
twice as great as at the two ends; the lateral faces as well as
their outer faee gently and uniformly curving upwards and
downwards; the median line toward the sinus somewhat angular; the lips projecting, flanging outward so as to give to the
calyx up to the lips a reversed bell-shaped form. The sinus is
longer than in the preceding species, increasing in width upward; its edge distinctly beveled. Interradial and basi-radial
sutures well defined.
Deltoids long, about as high as the basals, the upper sides
deeply constricted near their upper end for the admission of a
large spiracle; the lower sides less than half the length of the
upper.
Ambulacra long, somewhat wider than usual in this genus;
their sides almost parallel except at the distal end. They occupy
fully one-half the length of the calyx, and rest deeply within
the radial sinuses, which have steep sides, Lancet pieces visible
throughout their full length; the exposed part at the proximal
end equal to one-thfrd the width of the plate. Food grooves
deep, especially near the mouth, however, when closed by covering
pieces these form conspicuous ridges, which extend inward as
far as the summit plates. Side pieces with a well marked
tubercle in the direction of the lancet piece, and superficial
grooves toward the pinnules, which rest wit,hin shallow pits.
The pinnules are composed of single joints, rather flat, scalelike, upper and lower faces undulating. There are ten groups
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of hydrospires, eight to each group. The spiracles are reduced
to an elongate slit-like opening, wider above than below, not
visible when the pinnules are in situ, but quite conspicuous when
these are wanting, large enough that we could observe at the
bottom of two of them the cle~s of four and six hydrospires
respectively. Anal opening very narrow, decidedly slit-shaped,
and strictly lateral.
Geologica,J position, etc.: The same as the last.
The figured specimen is in our own collection; the description
of the ambulacra and hydrospires was made from a beautiful
specimen kindly presented to us by Prof. W. H. Barris, which
we received too late for illustration.
March, 1887.
P. S. This paper was placed in the hands of Prof. Worthen
early in the spring of 1887, before we had made the discovery
that the so called "central plate" and the four "proximals" at
the summit of Blastoids and Crinoids represent the ora,Js, and
this accounts for the fact that the old terms are used in the
descriptions.
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A NEW GENUS FROM THE NIAGARA GROUP OF
WESTERN TENNESSEE.

ALLOCRINUS. (nov. gen.)
"A A. A. o s another;

w.

& Spr.

" p l r o r a lily.

Allocrinus belongs to a group of Crinoids which is sparsely
represented in America, but of which several genera and a number of species are known to have existed during the Upper
Silurian period in Sweden. It belongs to the Camerata, family
Melocrinidre, .division Stelidfocrinites. Its closest affinities are
with Pa,telliocrinus and Dola,tocrinus. It differs, however, from
both of them in the form and size of the various calyx plates,
in the arm structure, and in the column. The genus is most
remarkable for its regularly pentamerous symmetry and
uniserial arms.
Generic diagnosis. Calyx small; the arms very stout. Symmetry of the dorsal side strictly equilateral. Basals probably
three; small; almost completely covered by the column. Primary
radials 3x5; the first very large; the other two much smaller,
rounded along their outer face so as to appear like arm plates.
Secondary radials two or three; rounded; quadrangular. Arms
strong; uniserial; composed of large transverse plates. Interradials two or more, large, deeply impressed between the
radials. Column small, round, with a. rather small pentangular
central canal.
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ALLOCRINUS TYPUS

(nov. sp.)

w.
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& Sp.

Pl. XIV, Fig, 7. A specimen with arms.
Pl. XIV, Fig. 7 a, b. Calices of the same.

Below medium size. Calyx depressed, very small, without ornamentation; the arms massive, comparatively stouter than
those of any other Crinoid known to us. Basals small, almost
covered by t,he column; disk-like, bending neither inward nor
outward; suture lines indistinctly marked. First. primary
radials .large, abruptly curved, the lower portions forming an
inverted shallow basin, of which the basal disk forms the
bottom part. The upper half of the plates is bent upward, and
forms, together with the other plates of the calyx, a shallow,
somewhat spreading cup with straight sides, resting on the projecting median portions of the plates. The second and third
primary radials have almost the form of brachials, but are connected laterally by interradials. They are very short and rest
upon the first radials in a similar manner as the brachfals of
the Cyathocrinidre upon their radials, and, owing to the deeply
depressed inforradial spaces and the peculiar form of these
radials, it looks as if they were free plates.
Arms ten, uniserial; composed of transverse pieces of a similar
form but larger than the preceding radials, and like them with
parallel upper and lower faces. The arms are much wider midway, than at the two ends, tapering considerably, and uniformly toward the tips, and in the same proportions toward the
first radials, where the arms actually commence.
The interradial spaces are deeply depressed; they are composed of two large plates, vertically arranged, of which the first
piece is smaller and nodose, and extends to the top of the primary radials, while the other rests between the secondary
radials and forms, to some extent, a part of the ventral sur-
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face. There is no anal plate, and nothing is known of the anal
aperture nor of the summit structure.
Column small, round; axial canal pentangular, the angles
directed interradially.
Geological position, etc. From the age of the Niagara group
of Eastern Tennessee. The original is from the collection of
Prof. A. H. Worthen, and was found by him at Clifton, Wayne
Co., Tenn.
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AMERICAN PAL~OZOIC SPONGES.

Although the spongire attained the height of their development in Mesozoic and subsequent eras, they were also very numerously represented in palreozoic times; in fact, much more so
than is generally known or suspected. As a rule they cannot
be considered common fossils, and, generally, belong to the
rarities. The.re are, however, several notable exceptions, such
as the Dictyophyton layers of the Chemung in New York, the
Astylospongfa beds in the Niagara of Tennessee, and the more
recently discovered sponge layer near the base of the Trenton
in northern Illinois, which has delivered up to the untiring
efforts of Dr. Oliver Everett, of Dixon, Ill, the most varied and
interesting collection of sponges so far discovered in America.
The author, too, has during the last ten years, diligently
searched the lower rocks for remains of these long neglected
fossils. The material found was carefully preserved, and, since
the publication of Prof. Zittel's system of classification, much
time has been spent in the attempt to work out the microscopic
structure. Owing to the poor. state of preservation, the attempt often proved quitfl unsuccessful, yet on the whole the results were satisfactory. They seem to establish, that the ma~
terial at hand from horizons below the Devonian represents no
less than thirty~four genera.* Of these, twenty-two have' been
described: Protospongia, by Salter; Archmocyathus, Calathium,
Eospongia, Trachyum, Trichospongfa and Aulocopina, by
Billings; Aulocopium by Oswald; Brachiospongia by Marsh;
*Including Archceocyathus and Ethmophyllum, two genera that may not be true
sponges, certain features of their !ltructure, lately pointed out, seemine to indicate a
closer relationship with the corals.
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Ethmophyllum by Meek; Astylospongfa, Pa,Jmoma,non and Astrreospongfa by Roemer; Hindia, by Duncan; Pattersonia, and
Dystactospongia by S. A. Miller; Leptomitus and Cya,thophycus
by Walcott, Astroconia, by Sollas; Cyathospongia, by Hall;
Lepidolites, by Ulrich; and Clima,cospongfa, by Hinde. The
twelve generic groups remaining, appear to be new to science.
No doubt it would have enhanced the value of this report had
it been possible to define all of them at this time, but a lack
of space, but more especially, the unwillingness to describe them
without proper illustration, necessitated a restriction to material occurring within the limits of the State, or contained in
the State collection. In consequence, only six of the twelve new
Cambrian or Lower Silurian genera are defined in the following
pages.*
The Devonian and Carboniferous deposits have been much
less carefully searched, but the diversity of the fragments obtained, indicate that these organisms were not less prolific in
those ages than in Silurian, Cambrian and Taconic times.
A few introductory remark8 upon the preservation, geological
distribution, and classification of palreozoic sponges, may prove
of interest to students, and it is hoped that our humble efforts
to bring this neglected branch of our palreozoic fauna before the
scientific world will stimulate other collectors to an appreciation of their value.
PRESERVATION.

The structure of the sponges of the Palreozoic rocks, the same
as of those from Jurassic and Cretaceous horizons, was often
so much altered during the process of fossilization, that it is
sometimes extremely difficult to determine its original nature.
The mineral constituents of the spicules are apparently never
the same as in the recent state, though the extent of the
changes varies greatly. The least alteration is where the originally amorphous silica, or calcite, has been changed into the
crystalline form of these minerals. The change most frequently
met with consits in the substitution of crystalline calcite for
* Since writing the above, the author has published descriptions of the other new
genera in the April, 1889. number of the "American Geologist." The names applied to
them are Raujfe!la, Leptopoterion, Heterospongia, Saccospong·ia, and ()ylindrocwlia.
•
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the silica. At other times the silica is replaced by the peroxide
of iron, or, more rarely, by iron pyrites. On the other hand, a
few instances have been noticed where the original calcite has
been completely, or only partially replaced by siliceous material.
Another condition, in which the mineral substance of the
sponge has been entirely dissolved and removed, leaving the
empty moulds of the spicular mesh in the matrix, is not uncommon, but more frequent in specimens from Upper Silurian
than other deposits.
As stated, the most common change in the mineral substance
of the sponge skeleton is the replacement of silica by calcite.
Examples of this replacement occur in all the great geological
divisions, but seem to be confined to calcareous and shaly deposits. The calcite which has taken the place of the silica is
crystalline, and probably infiltrated the moulds after the siliceous skeleton was dissolved and removed. When the spicules
were large or the spicular mesh not too closely interwoven, the
change has been effected without effacing the character of the
structure; but where the sponge skeleton was composed of
small and closely united spicules, not only the finer details of
the skeleton have been destroyed but in many instances the
entire internal structure is, if not obliterated, at any rate too
undefined to be satisfactorily determined. In no palreozoic
sponge have I been able to distinguish the canals of the spicules, and in but few instances their method of union, but
usually have had to rely upon a general idea of the spicules
and what the specimen preserved of the canal system.
The undoubted siliceous sponges from the Lower SilllI'ian
strata of northern Illinois are good examples of the replacement by calcite. In these the spicular mesh retains sufficient of its
original structure to give us a fair idea of its details, while the
canal systems, though often very complicated, are clearly defined and readily determinable. A number of the same species
occur at Beloit, Wisconsin, but here the specimens are so poorly
preserved that nothing whatever can be made out of their internal structure. I have also obtained several closely related
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species from Safford's Central Limestone, in Tennessee.* There, in
common with the associated fossils, the specimens are siliceous,
but the silica has undergone so much alteration that the internal characters are no longer distinguishable. The silica in these
specimens has been much more changed than in the similarly
preserved sponges from the Astylospongia, beds of western Tennessee. Here, the entire sponge consists, usually, of a flinty
mass in which the spicules and canals can o~en be traced out
with comparative ease.
Sponges from which the siliceous skeleton has been dissolved,
leaving perfect moulds, is another very common condition of
preservation, especially among those of the Niagara group. In
these specimens the siliceous spicular net.work has been entirely
removed so that, instead of the solid spicule rays and nodes,
we have only empty cavities that conform, however, most perfectly to the structures which formerly filled them. These moulds
generally occur in a matrix of chert or fl.int which is eminently
suitable for retaining the form of the sponge skeleton. In fact,
I regard this method of preservation as being more favorable
than any other met with in palreozoic rocks since, by pressing
heated gutta-percha into the empty moulds, very perfect casts of
the spicules are obtained. By this means I have been enabled
to work out the structure of Hindfa, Aulocopium, Astylospongfa,
Palmomanon, and other genera. In several instances the artificial casts of Astylospongia are so perfect, that they show
clearly the branching of the spicule rays. Numerous examples
are found in the Niagara strata of Tennessee, Kentucky and
Indiana, while at Spring Valley, Minnesota, in beds of the same
age, "it appears that all the sponges are preserved in this condition. In the Burlington limestone of Illinois and Iowa, the
Monaetinellid sponge described in this report is often preserved
in a similar manner.
The changes produced by fossilization in the structure of the
calcareous sponges is generally more serious in its effects than
*The beds from which thef\e specimens were collected are regarded by Satrord as
forming part of his Central limestone. Recent investigations make me doubt that this
is their true pa&ition. So far as the evidence at hand permits me to judge I should say
that they constitute a distinct horizon between his Glade and Carters Creek limestones.
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in the siliceous forms, though but little change may have occurred in the mineral substance. As a rule the calcareous spicules were minute and intimately united in the j!ponge fibre, so
that it required but a slight amount of alteration to obliterate
their form in the resulting fibro-crystalline mass of calcite. So
far as observed, the spicules are never recognizable in the palreozoic calcareous sponges, excepting where they are isolated or
project from the walls into the canal cayities. Some instances
have also been met with in which the calcareous skeleton has
been more or less completely replaced by silica. Several
species of Heterospongia, a new genus with affinities to Dystactospongia, and Strotospongia, and a general resemblance to
Jurassic species of Cor;ynella, present examples of this condition.
These, as they occur at Cincinnati, Ohio, are always calcareous
but at several localities in central Kentucky, where most of the
fossils are also silicified, the same species are found having
their skeletons strongly charged with siliceous material. The
sponge fibre of such specimens is rough and preserves scarcely
a trace of the spicular structure though in some the course of
the canals and twisted walls can be distinguished with approximate certainty. Generally, however, this style of preservation
is anything but favorable.
GEOLOGICAL DISTRIBUTION.

As may be expected, sponges make their appearance in the
earliest fossiliferous rocks, and they are more or less numerously. represented in all the succeeding great divisions of the
geological scale to the present time. They attain the height of
their development in the Jurassic and Cretaceous periods, in
which rocks they form an important feature of the fauna. Their
importance is less marked in Palreozoic and early Mesozoic
groups, though they played a less subordinate part in Palmozoic
times than is generally supposed. The fact is, they have been
too much neglected by palreontologists, perhaps, because the
specimens are rarely showy and in most cases appear as unsatisfactory, shapeless masses, little calculated to enthuse the collector. But the true naturalist should see beauty in all of
Nature's handiwork, and I feel convinced, when once an interest
is aroused in the study of these obscure fossil remains, their im-
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portance as factors of the palreozoic fauna will soon manifest
itself. Thousands of specimens are now relegated to the "trash
boxes" of ·collectors, nearly all of whom have something among
their undetermined fossils, that would add to the list. Again, I
suspect very much, that many of the so-called "Fucoids" really
represent the remains of sponges, as has already been shown of
Dictyophyton Hall, (Hydnoceras Conrad,) Uphantrenfa Vanuxem, and Cyathophycus Walcott.
THE TACONIC SYSTEM, according to Walcott*, already represents a sponge fauna comprising six genera and thirteen species.
The figures of Leptomitus zitteli Walcott, (Joe. cit.) suggest
Monactinellid affinities, or, what is perhaps more likely, they
represent basalia of some Hexactinellid sponge. The spicules of
Protospongfa have all the essential characters of the Hexactinellidre.
J_'he peculiar genera, Archreocyathlls Billings. and
Ethmopl1yllum, Meek, are referred to the class with much doubt.
In cert,ain respects they suggest a line of evolution through
Beatrice& into the Skomatoporoids, while other peculiarities
remind us of the Zoantharia Rugosa.
CAMBRIAN SYSTEM.t-Sponges are somewhat disproportionately
distributed in Cambrian strata, but this is in part due to the
unequal care exercised by collectors in searching for them. Thus
the Trenton and Cincinnati groups have for many years been
subjected to the most energetic searchings, and from these strata
we have a correspondingly large number of sponges. None are
as yet known from the Potsdam, but from the Calciferous group
five species are described by Billings, belonging to the genera
Cafathium ?, Ethmophyllum, Rhabdarfa and Trichospongfa.
Billings also describes from the uncertain Quebec group, five
other species of CaJathium, and the genus Trachyum, with two
species.
• C. D. Walcott, 2d Contr. to the Cambrian Faunas of N. A. Bull. U. S. Geo!. Surv.,
No. 30.

t The term Cambrian as here used is eqmyalent to the Lower Silurian of :Murchison and of the majority of American geologists; of the Ordovician of Lapworth, and
of the Cambro-Silurian of the Canadian geologists. This arrangement seems to me to be
the only just and practical settlement of the Taconic-Cambrian controversy which is receiving so much attention from geologists at present.
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The Trenton period, including the rocks between the top of
the Calciferous and the base of the Silurian, introduces a largely
increased and much better preserved sponge faun.a. The HEXACTINELLIDA are represented here by Cvathophycus, Rauffella, Brachiospongia, Hyalostelia, Calathium (pars), Leptopoterion, Receptaculites, Lepidolites and isolated spicules of a genus probably identical with Astrwospongia; the LITHISTIDA by Hindia, Astylospongia( ?) , Anthaspidella, Zittelella, Edriospongia, Streptosolen
and Aulocopium, the last by an undescribed species from the
upper beds of the Trenton limestone in central Kentucky; and
the CALCISPONGLE, probably, by Strotospongia, Saccosponp,ia,
Dystactospongia, Cylindrocwlia and Camarocladia in the Trenton limestones of Illinois and Kentucky; and by Dystactospongia,
Heterospongia, Streptospongia, and Cylindrocwliain the Cincinnati
rocks of Ohio and Kentucky. The systematic position of Pattersonia S. A. Miller, which seems identical with the lately
proposed Strobilospongia of Beecher*; and of Eospongia, Billings, has not yet been determined.
SILURIAN SYSTEM.-Among Silurian deposits the Niagara group
offers a number of localities where fossil sponges abound. They
are most prolific in Western Tennessee, (Perry and Decatur
counties) where the surface of the ground is sometimes thickly
strewn with good specimens of Astylospongia, Palwomanon,
Astrwospongia, and Hindia, while the genera Aulocopium,
Climacospongia, and at least one other genus, occur more
rarely. None of the strata of this system below the Niagara
have, so far as I am aware, furnished remains of sponges. It
is, however, not at all unlikely that some at any rate of the
numerous "fucoids" of the Clinton will prove eventually to be,
sponges and not plants. From above the Niagara, the Lower
Helderberg contains sponges at certain localities. Hindia
sphwroidalis Duncan (Astylospongia inornata Hall) is the
principal form. This species seems to be identical with the
common Niagara form of the genus.
*Memoirs of the Peabody Museum of Yale University, vol. II, pt. I, p. 14, 1889. In
this excellent contribution Mr' Beecher establishes the position of Brachiosponuia. He
shows the genus to belong to the Hexactinellidre and proposes a new family, Brachiospongidre, including, besides the type genus, also the new Strobilosponuia.
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DEVONIAN SYSTEM.-Except in one formation, sponges are very
rare in the rocks of this age. The Hexactinellid genus Dictyophyton is common at several localities in the Chemung
group of New York, while Astrmospongia is occasionally found
in the Hamilton group of Illinois and Iowa. The new genus
Syringophyllum, from Hamilton strata of Northen Michigan,
recalls the Silurian Anthaspidellidre. A few specimens, not
nearer determined, have been found among the silicified fossils
at the Falls of the Ohio. The Devonian rocks of Europe are
also very poor in sponge remains. Hinde describes Lasiocfadia,,
a Monactinellid sponge from Belgium, while the Calcareous
sponges are represented, according to Zittel, by a species of
Peronella. The Lithistidre are not represented unless the cast
of a sponge from the Lower Devonian of Germany, named by
Kayser Loda,nella mira, belongs here.
CARBONIFEROUS SYSTEM.-European, and more especially the
English authors, have paid considerable attention to the sponges
of this system. Carter describes from the Carboniferous limestone of Scotland, the three Monactinellid genera Pulvillus,
Raphidistia and Reniera, also Holasterella, belonging to the
HEXACTINELLIDA; and Steinman furnishes the three genera Sollacia,
Amblysiphonella and Sebargasia, which he regards as Calcispongim.
In American strata the. MoNACTINELLIDA are represented by
Belemnospongia in the Burlington limestone of Illinois, and two
species in the shales of the Keokuk group, one of which is provisionally referred ·to Lasiocladia. The new Hystriospongia
carbonaria, from the Lower Coal Measures of Illinois, seems to
be a Tetractinellid sponge in which the number of four-rayed
spicules is exceedingly limited, while the general character of the
skeleton of Batospongia, from the same horizon, strongly suggests the CALCISPONGLE. The HEXACTINELLIDA are represented by
!!lpecies of Dictyophyton in the Waverly group of Ohio, and the
Keokuk group of Indiana and Illinois, as well as the fragments
belonging to several related genera obtained from Lower Carboniferous localities in Illinois and Kentucky. Uphantmnia
dawsoni is described by Whitfield from the Keokuk group of
Indiana.
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CLASSIFICATION.

While the methods of investigation demanded by the advanced
state of the study of natural science, make a natural classification possible, they add also very largely to the labors of the
investigator. This is especially true of the student of palreozoic
sponges, not only because the fossils of this class preserve so
little of their structural details, but also because these early
forms are ancestral types in which the characters, that in
Mesozoic and more recent times have been separately developed
into permanent structural characteristics, are as yet illy defined
and generally blended together. The commingling of subsequently differentiated characters, even with the best preservation, imparts a degree of uncertainty to many of our determinations, but as we have in every instance sought to work out
the minute structure as fully as the state of preservation of the
fossils would admit, we hope the authorities on the subject will
not take our views too much to task when they find it necessary to differ with us.
It is not, deemed essential to refer to the classifications of D'Orbigny, Fromentel, and others, beyond stating that all have
proven utterly inadequate because of their artificial character.
This is clearly shown by the heterogeneous composition of the
groups proposed in their systems. To Prof. Zittel belongs the
honor of discovering the principle of a natural classification for
fossil sponges. He accepts as the fundamental basis of his system the characters of the minute spicular bodies of which the
sponge skeleton is composed. The validity of the system has
already demonstrated itself by the excellent results of its application, since, where we formerly had a chaotic intermingling of
distinct types, we now find the most harmonious arrangement.
According to the classification proposed by Prof. Zittel*, and
adopted by Dr. Hindet, and others, the Class SPONGI.E is
divided into the following Orders:
* "Studien iiber fosslle Spongien" I, II, III, Abh. d. Bay. Akad. d. Wiss. Bd. 13, 187778, and "Handbuch der Palrecintologie."
t Cataloaiue Foss. Sponaies, British Museum, 1883,
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1. Myxospongim Haeckel. Sponges unp;rovided with a solid
skeleton.
2. Ceraospongim Bronn. ~keleton consisting solely of horny
fibres.
3. Monactinellidm Zittel. Skeleton consisting entirely of uniaxial siliceous spicules, or of horny fibres enclosing an uniaxial
siliceous core.
4. Tetractinellidm Marshall. Skeleton consisting principally
of four-rayed siliceous spicules, one usually elongated to form a·
sha~. Uniaxial and stellate spicules are also present.
5. Lithistidm Schmidt. Skeleton composed of four-rayed or
irregular siliceous spicules, which are often branchy and always
closely interwoven so as to form a continuous mesh.
6. Hexactinellidm Schmidt. Skeleton composed of isolated,
or united and interwoven six-rayed siliceous spicules.
7. Calcispongim Blainville. Skeleton composed of calcareous
spicules, either uniaxial, three or four-rayed.
Of these divisions five are known to be represented in the
palreozoic rocks of America.
Zittel's system, as it is based mainly upon mesozoic and recent
forms, fails, like Busk's and other classifications of the Bryozoa,
to make full provisions for the palreozoic species, and many of
them require some pressure to fit them into the accurately drawn
divisions. However until something approaching a complete
series of palreozoic sponges can be studied, it would be worse
than useless to propose any serious changes from the arrangement adopted by Prof. Zittel in his "Handbuch der Palreontologie," excepting in such cases where the system has been improved upon by himself and other authorities on the subject.
Under this heading we desire to introduce a list of American
palreozoic sponges, as nearly arranged acco.rding to the classification adopted as the present state of our knowledge would
admit. As several changes and innovations are proposed, some
remarks upon them are necessary to establish our claims. In
order that the Ii.st may be as available for reference as possible,
we prefer to give them here, rather than in the body of the
catalogue.
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Th~ genera Anthaspidella, Zittelella, etc., described further on,
have certain peculiarities which forbid classing them with any
family of sponges known to me. A new family is therefore proposed for their reception, and defined as follows:
ANTHASPIDELLID£,

n. fam.

Sponges attached, simple or compound, saucer to funnelshaped, o~en turbinate, more rarely sub-cylindrical, frondescent
or sub-globose. Canal system often complicated, usually consisting of two sets, cros1:1ing- each other at right angles. Skeleton composed of four-rayed spicules, consisting of a rod-like
central portion and rapidly diverging bifurcations at each end,
the form resulting being nearly ~-{ shaped. The central portion is placed horizontally, with the bifurcations directed parallel
with each other and at nearly right angles with the connecting
bar. The bifurcations uniting to form radial columns and the
connecting of the latter by the horizontal rods, results in forming what might be called a minutely tubular skeleton.
The family above characterized is proposed for the reception
of a number of genera, mainly from Silurian strata, which in
their various characters suggest affinities with very diverse
types. Generally, the form of the sponge recalls the most typical Lithistidm.
The species of Zittelella, for instance, in their macroscopic
features resemble Jurassic Cnemidiastrum species so closely, that
the microscope is required to prove their generic distinctness.
On comparing the spicules of their internal skeletons, it becomes
evident that they do not only belong to distinct genera, but
that they really represent two very different families. On the other
hand the arrangement of the spicules in columnar series, vividly
recalls some of the Stromatoporoids. On plate VII we have
illustrated for comparison the microscopic structure of two species of Acti110stroma,, Nicholson.* Recognizing the high authority
of the men who advocate placing the Stromatoporoids with
the Hydroida, it would be presumptuous on our part to deny
* In his several papers on the Stromapotoroidea, Dr. Nicholson has figured a number of species that would have served the purpose better.
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their conclusion, yet we may be allowed to express our views to
the effect, that the extraordinary resemblance between the columnar arrangement of the spicules in the Anthaspidellidm and
"radial pillars" of Actinostroma, etc., is due to homological
affinities rather than the result of mere accident.
With two exceptions all the genera which it is proposed to
include in the family are here described as new. Anthaspidella,
Zittelella, Streptosolen and Edriospongia are from Cambrian
strata, Aulocopium Oswald, and the very closely related Climacospongia Hinde, from Silurian, and Syringophyllum from
Devonian beds. Besides these, several species now referred to
Calathium Billing·s belong here. That genus contains, we think,
at least two structurally distinct types. The first species described C. formosum Billings resembles Cr-aticularia and may be,
as has been suggested by Dr. Zittel, an early representative of
the Euretidm. C. canadense Billings or at any rate specimens
from the Trenton limestone of Tennessee which we have identified with that species, have the characteristic spicular structure
of the Anthaspidellidm. The specimens are silicified and show a
few spicules in a fairly satisfactory manner.
With the exception of Climacospongia, all the genera are
characterized by more or less well marked canal systems. Two
sets, radial and vertical, prevail r in Anthaspidella, Zittelella,
Aulocopium and Edriospongia. In Streptosolen the canals intertwine to such a degree, that it is difficult to separate the two
sets, while in Syringophyllum, the radial system is represented
by superficial channels only. In Climacospongia, the larger
canals are wanting, but, instead, the spicules are larger, the
horizontal bar longer, and, in consequence, the tubular mesh of
more ample const1·uction. This genus was described by Dr.
Hinde* as a Monactinellid sponge. Specimens obtained from the
typical locality clearly demonstrate that he misinterpreted
the character of the interior skeleton, and that instead of vertically and horizontally arranged simple bi-acerate spicules, they
are in reality four-rayed, and arranged in columnar series.
These are formed by the intertwining of the vertically, or rather,
*Cat. of the Foss. Sponges in the Brit. Museum, p. 18, 1883.
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radially directed end divisions of neighboring spicules. The
spaces intervening between. the "columns" are traversed by the
horizontal bars imparting an irregular scalariform appearance
to the spicular network in vertical sections. In transverse sections an irregular radial arrangement is obvious. In short the
structure of the interior skeleton agrees very closely with that
of Aulocopium, and, in all essential. respects, with that of the
remaining Anthaspidellids.
Figures 1 to 4 of the accompanying plate of cuts, illustrate
the structure of Climacospongia as it appears in gutta-percha
casts prepared by firmly pressing this pliable material into the
empty moulds. The casts are not perfect representations of the
original spicules, because the moulds of the "columns" are not
entirely empty; but contain patches or particles of the peroxide
of iron beside thin plates or threads of the siliceous matrix
representing minute interstices between the spicule rays, which
by their union form the columns.* .Enough is shown, however, that we are not dealing with a Monactinellid sponge, but
one that is, if not a. true member of the Lithistida, at any rate
very much like them.
In transverse sections the radial arrangement of the skeleton
somewhat resembles the appearance of the spicular network of
Astylospongia and Palreomarion, but, as has been shown by
Martin and other observers, the spicules of those genera have
from six to nine rays with minutely branched terminations.
Their structure, therefore, · conforms to that of the sponges included in the Lithistid family, Anomocladina. The spicule elements of the Anthaspidellidre, however, are very different, being
more like those which characterize the Megamorina and Tetracladina and, perhaps above all, are to be considered as altogether
peculiar.
*Fig. 1 shows a feature that is likely to prove mi8leading. I refer to the perforations at the ends of the horizontal portion of the spicules. Similar impressions or perforations were notmed in sections of the Trenton genera (pl. 5, fig. 3aJ. The appearance
presented is sometimes rather suggestive of the "node perforations" of Becks·ia and
other hexactinellid genera. These perforations are, however, too irregular to be of
such a nature. Besides, the whole arrangement and character of the spicule elements
of the new family as described above would in that case have to be abandoned, a course
not to be entertained for a moment, since they are readily explained by assuming them
to represent nothing ·further than mere interstices left between the diverging ravs of th l
spicules. That the latter are fundamentally of the four-rayed type (in the same sense as
are the skeleton elements of the Rhizomorina and Megamorina families) seems also
scarcely within the ran2e of doubt.
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Fig. 1.-Two columns of spicules of Olimacosponoia radiata Hinde, magnttled 25 times.
Drawn from a gutta-percha cast taken from a natural mould. The specimen
is from the Niagara group of Perry county, Tenn. The finer details of structure are not preserved.
Fig. 2.-End view of several columns of same, showing t~eir arrangement and the connecting bars.
Fig. 3.-Spicules of Astylosponoia praimorsa Roemer, mag. 25 times, as shown in
gutta-percha casts. Niagara group, Perry county, Tenn.
Fig. 4.-Taken from another gutta-percha cast of Climacospono,ia radiata Hinde; x 25.
In this cast the structure of the columns is shown in a very satisfactury manner. Position and locality same as for fig. 1.
Fig. 5.-End view of a single column of preceding; x 25.
Fig. 6.-Diagrammatfo view of a spicule of Climacosponoia and of the Anthaspidellidai
generally.
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Fig. 7.-Spicule of Aulooopium sp., x 55. Silurian of GotJand.
Fig. 8.-Spicule of Rhizomorine sponge (8el1.soothon mantelli Goldf., Cretaceous of Germany), showing axial canal and its division at each end; x 55. Introduced for
comparison with the Anthaspide!lidre.
Fig. 9.-Small portion of surface of Hindia sphreroidalis Duncan, x 55, showing mouth
of one of the radiating canals and three spicules. Niagara group, Spring
Valley, Minn.
Fig.10.-Portion of a gutta-percha cast ta.ken from a vertically fractured example of
the same; x 55.

So far as known, Aulocopium agrees in one character more
nearly with the Tetracladine and Rhizomorine sponges than do
the other genera here referred to the new family, the ends of its
spicule rays, namely, being branched. In that respect, as well
as in being considerably smaller, the spicules of Aulocopium
differ from those of Climacospongia, the rays in the latter being,
apparently always, simple and smooth. In none of the Trenton
genera could the construction of the columns be determined, all
the finer details having been destroyed during the process of
calcification.
As regards the systematic position of the proposed family
every character strongly favors a reference to the Lithistidre.
But when it comes to saying to which of the four already
established families of the order the new division is the nearest related, we cannot speak with the same confidence. In
the first place the comparatively regular form and grouping
of the spicules suggests the Tetracladina, but the fact that
these bodies are built upon a totally different plan, at once
negatives the idea that any very intimate relationship exists
here. In the Tetracladina the four arms of the spicules diverge
from a center at angles of 120°. In the Anthaspidellidre, on
the other hand, the four rays are thrown off in pairs from the
ends of what might be called a profoundly elongated node
(the horizontal central bar).
The swollen central node and the general irregularity of the
skeleton elements distinguish the Anomocladina.
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In the Rhizomorina the branchy or nodulose and irregularly
divided character of the spicules imparts a very distinctive appearance to them, yet when closely examined they are o~en
found to be comparable with those of the Anthaspidellidoo.
Thus, in Jerieca, Zittel, a central rod and two principal divisions at each end are frequently determinable. Lastly, in the
Megamorina, the large spicules from which the family takes
its name, occasionally also present points for comparison.
In the canal system and outer form of the spongarium the
Anthaspidellidoo agree best with the Rhizomorine sponges. Since
the skeleton elements also appear to resemble those of that
family more than they do those of the Tetracladina, Mega.morina and Anomocladina, it seems advisable to regard the new
family as the initial one of the Lithistidoo, and as the best represented section of the order in the palooozoic rocks.
HINDIA Duncan.
Microspongia Miller and Dyer, Jour. Oin. Soc. Nat..Hist. voL I, p. 37, 1878.

The genus Hindia was originally described in 1879, by Duncan
as a calcareous sponge.* This view of the nature of the sponge
was in my estimation successfully combated by both Hindet
and Rau:ff:!:. These two observers, however, differ in the position
assigned by them to the genus, the former being inclined to regard the genus as belonging to the Lithistid family Anomalocladina, while ~he latter refers it without question to the Tetracladina. My own investigations lead me to accept Dr. Rauff's
conclusions as the most probable. In the main, my conclusions
respecting the minute structure of the sponge agree very closely
with those of both Rauff and Hinde, causing a detailed discussion of the genus to be almost superfluous. Still, as the
points on which we differ will be brought out to better advantage, and, particularly since no account of this important fossil
•Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist., ser. 5, vol. 4, p. 84.
t CataL Jl'oss. Sponges, Brit. Mus., p. 57, 1883; and Ann. Mag. Nat. Hist. for Jan. 1887.

i "Ueber die Gattung Hindia Duncan;" Sitzungsb. der Niederrh. Gesell.
Sitzung VOlll 10 Mar. 1886.
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sponge has yet appeared in any American publication, I need
not apologize for the following brief statement of facts relating
to the genus and the several species known to me.
The type of Hindia, is the H. sphmroidalis described by Duncan
from Lower Helderberg specimens collected by Dr. G. J. Hinde,
in New Brunswick. The same were previom1ly described by Dr.
Hinde as a tabulate coral and named Sphmrolites nicholsoni.
Of this paper nothing further than an abstract has ever been
publishedt. The same species had been described and figured
fifteen years before by Roomer from the Niagara of western Tennessee, and identified by him with Goldfuss' Ca,Ja,mopora flbrosa*.
Again, it appears that Hall's description of his Astylospongia
inorntita (16th Reg't Rep't, 1863) is founded upon specimens of
the same species from Lower Helderberg localities in New York.
We have here then a fossil which has received no less than
four distinct specific names, and it is really a very difficult matter to decide which of them should be retained. Hinde and
Rauff use flbrosa, but as Roomer clearly regarded the Tennessee
specimens as specifically identical with Golfuss' Calamopora,
flbrosa, I cannot see why he should be credited with a name of
which he is not the author.
That he gave a sufficiently clear description of the Tennessee
specimens cannot be denied, but that point has no bearing
upon the real question, and it is of no consequence in the issue
whether we decide his figures and description to be inadequate,
or complete and sufficient for the identification of the species.
The course almost universally adopted in cases of this kind (to
my mind also the only rational and just one) is to give a new
name to the species which upon subsequent investigation proves
to have been erroneously identified with another. When they
belongto the same genus thegiving of a new name is, of course imperative. Why should the proceedings be any different when it
happens, as in this case, that two species so confounded belong
to different genera?
t Abstract of the Proc. Geol, Soc., No. 805, 1875.

* F. Roemer, "Silur. Fauna des

Westl. Tenn. p. 20, pl. 2, fig. 2, 1860.
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Hall's name inornata has a better claim to be retained, since·
not only did its author recognize the fossil as a sponge, but he
also proposed a new name for it. The only objection to the
adoption of Hall's name is that his description (no figures
accompanying it) is not sufficient for the recognition of the
species. The form is described well enough by the terms "globose
or subglobose," but the statement that "from the point which
appears to be the base, there are, in well preserved specimens,
a few indistinct radiating lines," is misleading. Of the interior
Hall says only that "a transverse section exhibits the characteristics of other species of the genus" (i.e. Astylospongfa); now
this statement not only does not aid in distinguishing the species, but is opposed to the facts, since the Helderberg specimens
really belong to Hindfa, and t,he interiors of that genus and of
Astylospongia are in no respect alike.
Hinde's name, Sphmrolites nicholsoni, would have been acceptable and appropriate enough had it been established, but asnothing more than only a short abstract of his paper on the
fossil was published, neither the specific nor generic name is
available.
Up to this time only Duncan's work on the species fulfilled all
the requirements of proper publication, and, ati he was the first
to recognize the essential characters of the fossil, and to give
us an adequate diagnosis of it, his name Hindfa sphmroidalis
is ,iustly entitled to be retained for the species.
From the above we see that the species under consideration
was first referred to 08'famopom, then to Astylospongfa, and
subsequently formed the foundation of two new genera.
Of the latter, Spl1mrolites, as has already been stated, has no
claim to recognition, the author of the name having failed to
publish his paper, and thus failed to establish his genus.
There is, however, another generic name that may dispute the
title with Hindfa. I refer to Microspongia, a genus proposed in
1878 by Miller and Dyer. Their description on page 37, vol. I,
Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., reads as follows:
"A free calcareous sponge, destitute of an epitheca. The texture is finely porous, without large canals or openings on the
surface. Spicules (?) very minute and needle-shaped."
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This description would scarcely lead anyone to suspect that
the genus was founded upon a species which there is reason to
believe, is congeneric with Hindfa sphmroidaJis. This belief is
based upon the fact that only one globular sponge is known to
me from the Cincinnati group, and that is unquestionably a
Hindfa. I have also seen specimens of this species which had
been identified by Mr. Miller with his Microspongfa gregarfa.
If the originals of Microspongfa are indeed the same as Hindfa

then we must decide whether the former name, which was proposed a year or more before the latter, is or is not entitled to
recognition. If it is essential that a species or genus to be established must be described so that it can be recognized, then
Microspongfa cannot Rtand. There is nothing in the above
quoted description, save the assertions that it is a calcareous
sponge with (?) very minute needle shaped spicules, which would
not apply equally well to Astylospongfa, Aulocopium and one
or two other palrnozoic subspherical free sponges; and, taking
for granted that the two names are really founded upon congeneric species, the description is false in the very points excepted, since Hindfa is an undoubted siliceous Lithistid sponge
with spicules of the Tetracladine type. Besides, the most important distinguishing features are not mentioned at all. Thus,
while there are many reasons for abandoning the name Microspongfa (always granting, of course, that the two names relate
to one and the same genus) I see none of sufficient importance
to justify its adoption at the expense of Hindfa.
Hindfa is represented in Cambrian and Silurian strata by at
least three distinguishable varieties or species. The earliest, so
far as known, is from near the base of the Trenton g·roup
(?Birdseye limestone) of northern Illinois. This is described in
this volume by Dr. Everett and the author as Hindfa inmqualis
its main distinctive character being an unusual inequality in
the size of the radial tubes. A nearly related smaller species
(H. parva Ulrich) occurs at numerous localities in the upper
or Galena division of the Trenton limestone, while a supposed
variety of the same is occasionally found in the upper beds of
the Cincinnati group at several localities in Illinois and Ohio.
The third species is the H. sphmroidalis. This species, which
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must be regarded as the type of the genus, has a wide geographical distribution, and is common at many localities. It is known
from the Silurian of Russia, Gotland, Germany, New Brunswick,
:New York, Indiana, Kentucky, western Tennessee and Minnesota. Of the specimens from American localities, those coming
from the western states are in most cases silicifl.ed. In a large
proportion of these again the skeleton has been more or less
completely dissolved away, leaving only the empty moulds. In
all of these, however, the superficial layers of spicules are preserved, but it is only in rare instances that the spicules were
not distorted during the changes in mineral composition which
nearly all fossil sponges have u:µdergone during the process of
fossilization.
In the calcareous examples of the genus, like those from the
Cincinnati and Lower Helderberg groups, and part of those
from Trenton and Niagara deposits, the minute details of structure are not clearly recognizable, but they serve very well in
giving an idea of the general plan of construction. They show,
for instance, that the skeleton is tubular and that the tubes,
which in the same species (H. inwqua,Jis) may vary in diameter
from 0.2 to 0.7 mm., radiate in all directions from a central
point. These tubes or canals enlarge very slightly toward the
outer surface, and new canals are continually interpolated. In
cross section they are obscurely hexagonal or subcircular, with
their walls thin and perforated by six rows of minute round
pores. Occasionally, also, sections of these calcareous examples
may afford obscure evidences of the individual spicules, but they
are never so conclusive as in the siliceous specimens and natural
moulds.
The most perfect moulds seen by me come from the Niagara
beds at Spring Valley in southern Minnesota. From these I
have prepared a number of gutta-percha casts that for sharpness and beauty leave little to wish for.
Fig. 10, of the plate of cuts on page 224, represents an accurate camera lucida drawing of a small portion of one of these
casts magnified 55 diameters. The specimen from which this
cast was prepared is fractur.ed vertically through the center and
consequently exhibits the appearance of the skeleton on the
inner side of the broken tubes. To understand this illustration
it is necessary to study it in conjunction with fig. 9, which
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represents a small portion of the actual skeleton as it appears
at the surface of one of the specimens from the same locality.
These figures, I believe, show in a reasonably clear manner
that we are dealing wit.h a Lithistid sponge of the Tetradadina
type. The spicules are distinctly four-rayed, though the fourth
ray is much less developed than the others and rarely is more
than a mere stump.
In the typical Tetracladina the rays of the spicules diverge
from a center at angles of about 120°. In Hindfa the rays are
similarly disposed, but the regular arrangement of the spicules
into superimposed radial series so as to form tubes, appears
not yet to have been noticed in any other genus of the family.
It is a feature in which the genus may be said to simulate the
Anthaspidellidre.
The individual spicules have, as has been stated, four rays or
arms extending from an inflated center. ,Three of the rays are
nearly straight, of nearly equal length, with their extremit.ies
expanded mostly in a vertical direction. By their union a tripodshaped body is formed from the upper surface of which the short
fourth ray projects.
The connected structure of the skeleton is easily understood
after we have once determined the true form of the individual
spicules. In the first place the spicules form rather regular concentric layers, in which the individuals are arranged alternately
so that any portion of each spicule is placed directly over or
beneath the corresponding portion of the spicules of the third,
fifth, seventh and ninth layers. The stumpy fourth ray is
always directed toward the exterior, while the three tripodal
rays extend toward the central nodes of three adjacent spicules
of the layer immediately beneath. The upper portions of the
expanded terminations in each case clasps about one-third of
the fourth ray of the latter, while the lower portion extends
downward in a recurving manner to the node or fourth ray of
the spicule directly beneath itt. This process is carried on indefinitely, so that while each spicule is connected by three rays
t According to Dr. Rauff, the terminations are toothed and the junction of the spicules
effected by the interlocking of the denta.te portions. Although my material does not
permit me to corroborate his observations on this point, I am not by any means ready
to 1WJsert that he has misinterpreted the appearance of his specimens.
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with three spicules of the layer next below it, it in like manner
supports, on the upper side of its node and arms three rays of
different spicules belonging to the series or layer next above.
The Minnesota specimens, which are in a better state of preservation than any others seen by me, exhibit at the surface great
numbers of exceedingly minute, apparently acerate spicules,
besides a small number of large Hexactinellids that are treated
of in the next paragraph. The minute forms may represent a
dermal layer, or so-called "flesh spicules;" or they may belong
to an altogether different sponge, in which case their association with Hindfa sphmroidalis would be purely aecidental.
On plate II, fig. 4c represents a magnified view of a large
Hexactinellid spicule, which is generally found with Hindfa
sphmroidalis, and not infrequently adheres to the surface of that
sponge. At one time I supposed, because of their association,
that they might belong to the surface layer of that species, but
since the totally different character of the spicules of Hindfa
was ascertained, I have concluded that I was in error, and that
the isolated spicules belong to a very different sponge. They
resemble the regular six-rayed spicules of Hya,Jostelfa, but as
yet, I have not found with them any of the rod-like, stellate,
nor anchor shaped spicules, which likewise occur (with the
simple Hexactinellid forms) in H. smithi Y. & Y., the type of
the genus. Provisionally, the spicules may be named Hya,Jostelia,
soliva,ga,. In searching a slab of Lower Silurian limestone from
near Cape Girardeau, Mo., for Bryozoa, I found smaller, but
otherwise very similar spicules. Such spicules are also occasionally found associated with H. pRrva, .Ulrich, in the upper beds
of the Trenton in Kentucky.
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TABULAR LIST AND CLASSIFICATION OF
AMERICAN PALJEOZOIC SPONGES.
The arrangement in families and orders is provisional, as
future investigations will no doubt necessitate changes. Species
marked with an asterisk to the left, are described or discussed
in this volume.
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Order MONACTINELLIDA Zz"ttel.
Walcott, 1886 .........................
L. zitteli Walcott. (This genus is perhaps
founded upon the basalia of some Hexactinellid sponge) ..........................................
LEPTOMITUS

*

.... .... .... ..... ....

*

.... .... .... .... ....

Ulrich, 1889 ..................... .... .... .... ....
fascicularis Ulrich ......................................... .... .... .... ....

BELEMN08PONGIA
*B.

*

....

*

....
~

Hinde, 1884 ............................. .... .... .... ....
hindei Ulrich ................................................. .... .... .... ....

LASIOCLADIA
*L.

*
*

Ill

Order TETRACTINELLIDA Marshall.

.... .... .... .... ....
Ulrich ........................................ ....

H YSTRIOSPONGIA Ulrich, 1880 ......................
*H.

carbon aria
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Order LITHISTIDA 0. Schmidt.
Family ANOM:OCLADINA Zittel.

Roemer, 1860....... .. .. .... .. .. .. .. .. * * .......... ..
A. christiana Meek and Worthen .............................. * .......... ..
A. imbricato-articulata Roemer................................. * .......... ..
A. inciso-lobata Roemer............................................. * .......... ..
A.? parvula Billings ................ ·................................ * .............. ..
A.? perryi Billings ..............................................
* .............. ..
*A. prmmorsa Goldfuss...................................... .... .... * .......... ..
A. proomorsa var. nux-moschata Ha11.... ...... ..... .... .... * .......... ..
A. rmmeri Hinde................................................. .... .... * .......... ..
A. stellatim-sulcata Roemer....................................... * .......... ..
AsTYLOSPONGIA

+. .

P ALAWMANON Roemer, 1860........................ .. .. .. .. *

P. crater a Roemer.............................................. ... . .. .. *
P. bursa Hall. ............................................................ *
Billings, 1861......... ............ ...... .. ... . *
E. rmmeri Billings .............................................. .... *
E. varians Billings............................................. ... . *
EosPONGIA

Hall, 188 ?. ........ .......................... *
C. excrescens Hall............................................... .. .. .. .. *
CYATHOSPONGIA

Family TETRACLADINA Zittel.

Duncan, 1879 ..................................... .. * *
*H. inooqualis Wrich and Everett...................... .... *
*H. parva Wrich .................................................... * .............. ..
*H. sphmroidalis Dzmc:ni ......................... ................... *
HINDIA

Family AN'l'HASPIDELLID"E Ulrich.
AwrHASPIDELLA

*A.
*A.
'*A.
*A.

U. & B., 1889 ........................ * .............. ..

florifera U. & b'............ :................................... : ·.·.·.·. ·.·..... ·.·.·.·.1·.·.·.·.
firm a [J. & E .................................................. ..
fenestrata U. & E . .......................................... I * ....
grandis U. & E ................................................ * .............. ..

!........,... .
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*A.? magnifica ll. & E ...... ....................................
*A. mamillata U. & E........................................ .. ..
*A. parvistellata U. & E .... ....... ..... .. .... .. .. .. ...... .. ..
*A. obliqua U. & E ............................................. ....
*A. scut.ula U. & E ............................................. ....
ZITTELELLA

*Z.
*Z.
*Z.
*Z.
*Z.
*Z.
*Z.

*
*

*
*

*

U. & E., 1889 .............................. *

inosculata U. & E . ...........................................
lobata U. & E.... ...... ... ... .. ...... .... .. .... .. .... ...... .. ..
trentonensis Worthen, sp ............................. ....
typicalis U. & E . ..............................................
typicalis var. pistilliformis U. & E.............. .. ..
typicalis var. subrotunda U. & E ... ...... .... .. .. ..
typicalis var. turbinata U. & E ....... ...... ... .. ....
EDRIOSPONGIA

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

U. & E., 1889 ............................ *

*E. basalis U. & E......... ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. *
S'rREPTOSOLEN

U. & E., 1889 .......................... *

*S. obconicus U. & E .. ........................................... *

Ulrich, 1889 ................................. *
* S. wortheni Ulrich.......................................... .... .... .... *
SYRINGOPHYLLUM

Hinde, 1883 ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. *
* C. radialis Hinde............................................. ... . ... . *
CLIMACOSPONGIA

Billings, 1865t ...............................
C. affine Billings .. .... .. .. .. ... .. .. . .... ... ..... .. .. ... .. .. . .. .. . .. .
C. anstedi Billings .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .. .. . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . ... .
C. ? canadense Billings .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .
C. fittoni Billings................................................ ....
C. formosum Billings.......................................... . .. .
C. pannosum Billings . .... ... .. . .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. ..
C. paradoxicum Billings ........................................
*C. ??infelix U. & E ...............................................
CALATHIUM

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

.............. ..
............· .. ..
.............. ..
.............. ..
.............. ..
.............. ..
.... 1. . . . . . . . . . ..
............... .

t Only the doubtful species of this genus belong to this family. The typical species
probably belong with the Hexactinellida.
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Order HEXACTINELLIDA 0. Schmidt.
Suborder L YSSACINA Zittel.
Family DICTYOSPONGID.iE Ha1lt.

Hall, 1884............... .... .... .... ...... .. .. .. .. .... .. .. *
C. gloriosa Hall .................................................
*
C. '? mohri Hall ................................................... ............... - *
CLEODIC'l'YA

RAUFFE.LLA

J... .......... ..

Ulrich, 1889 ........................ .......... *

R. :filosa Ulrich ...................................................
B. palmipes Ulrich .............................................. .... .:....

.:-

Walcott, 1879 .........................
C. reticulatum Walcott ...................................... ....
C. subsphericum Walcott ........................................
C. quebecense Dawson ............................................

.:-

1

CYATHOPHYGUS

.:-

*
*

Hall, 1863 .................................... '?* * *
abacus Hall ................................................................... *
annulatum Hall ......................................................... *
baculum Hall .. ............... ... ..... ........... .... .. ...... .... .... .... *
cinctum Hall .............................................................. *
conradi Hall.................................................. .. .. .. .. .. .. *
cylindricum Whitfield .................................................... .:- ... .
fenestratum Hall ....................................................... .::filitextile Hall.......................
..... ............. .. .. ... . .... .:hamiltonense Hall.. ........................................
irregulare Hall ................................... ............
nodosu1n Hall................................................ .... .... .... ~- ...... ..
parallelum Hall ......................................................... .:- ...... ..
patulum Hall ................................................
~·
prismaticum Hall ...................................................... .:- ...... ..
'? red:fieldi Hall ................................................
D1cTYoPHYTON

D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.
D.

I .... ........

.:-

. . . . . . ..

............

.:-

...... ..

1

1 ....

........

1 ....

............

....... .

.:-

.. ..

t In the 35th Regt. Rept., Prof. Hall defineR the family and a number of genera which
he propose~ to place in it. At this time I am not prepared to offer an opinion a" to the
validity of the proposed genera, nor of the numerous species which accompany them.
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D.
D.
D.
D.
D.

rude Ha,/1 .......................................................
1.... *
sacculus Hall................................................. .... .... .... *
telum Hall ................................................................. * ....... .
tenue Hall...................................................... ... . .... .... .... * ... .
tuberosum Conrad .................................................... * ....... .

E.
E.
E.
E.

Hall, 1884 ............................................
burlingtonensis Hall ...... ... ... ...... ... .... .. .... .. ... . .... .... .. .. ... .
eccentrica Hall ....... .. ......... ...... .. .... ............ . .. . .... .. .. .... ....
expansa Hall................................................. .. .. .... .... ... .
implexa Hall ..................................................................

1.... ....

EcTENODICTYA

*
*
*
*
*

Hall, 1884 ............................................... *
L. romingeri Hall .. ........... .......... .... ...... ............. .... .... ... . .. .. *
LYRODICTYA

Hall, 1884 .........................................
P. catflliformis Whitfield.................................... .. .. .. .. ... . ... .
P. lineata Hall ...................................................................
P. patelliformis Hall.......................................... .. .. .. .. ... . ....

*
*
*
*

Hall, 1884. .. .. .. .. ... ... ... ... .... .. . . .. . . .. . .. .. .. . .
P. alternata Hall. .................................................. ............
P. colletti Hall................................................... . .. . .. .. .... ... .
P. dawsoni VVhitfield sp ................................................ ; ....

*

PHRAGMODICTYA

PHYSOSPONGIA

*

*
*

Hall, 1884 ........................... .... .... .... .... *
T. newberryi Hall .................... :.................................. ........ *
THAMNODICTYA

Vanuxem, 1843 ................................... *
U. chemungensis Vanuxem ................................. ............ *
UPHANT.iENIA

Protospongia Salter, 1864.. .... .. .. .. ... .. . .. .... .. . * *
P.
P.
P.
P,

fenestrata Salter.. ......................................... *
? minor Matthew........................................... *
? minor var. distans Matthew ...................... * ................... .
tetranema Dawson ....................................... .!. ... *
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FAMILY MONAKIDM Marshall.
AsTR.LEOSPONGIA Roemer, 1860,.................... ... . ... . * * ....... .
A. hamiltonensis Meek and Worthen................ .... ... . ... . * ....... .
A. meniscus Roemer.......................... ·.................
* ........... .

FAMILY POLLAKIDM Marshall.
HYALOSTELIA Zittel, 1878 ............................... . *
* H. delicatula Ulrich......................................... ... . ....
H. metissica Dawson ........................................... *
* H. solivaga Ulrich ........................................... .... ?*

*
*
.... .... .... *

.............. ..
* ........... .

AsTROCONIA Sallas, 1881............................ .. ... . .. .. *
A. granti Sallas................................................. . .. . ... . *

PAMILY BRACHIOSPONGIDM Beecher.
BRACHIOSPONGIA Marsh, 1867 .......................... *
A digitata Owen, sp. ........... ........................ ...... .... *

FAMILY RECEPTACULITIDM Hinde.
RECEPTACULITES DeFnwce ........................... ... . * * *
Mr. S. A. Miller gives a list of 24 species of
this genus in his" American Palooozoic Fossils"
(edition of 1883). How many of these will
prove to be valid species, and what forms, if
any, are referable to Ischadites Murchison,
and Acanthoconia Hinde, I am unable to say.
I am, however, aware that Dr. Hinde has reviewed nearly all the American species in his
valuable memoir on the Receptaculitidm, but
as this work is, unfortunately, not. within
my reach at present, I must be content with
simply referring the reader to it.
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Ulrich, 1879 .......................... 1.... 1 * 1............ 1.. ..
L. dickhauti Ulrich .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... ... .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ... . .. .. * .............. ..
L. elongatus [TJrich.................................. .... .. .... .. .. * .............. ..
LEPIDOLITES

LEPTOPOTERION

Ulrich, 1889 ........................... *

L. mammiferum Ulrich ........................................... *

Order CALCISPONGIJE Blaineville.
Family PHARETRONE8 Zittel.
BATOSPONGIA

Ulrich, 1889 ............................................... *

* B. spicata Ulrich............................................. .... .... .... .... .... *
U. & E., 1889............ ......... ... . *

CAMAROCLADIA

* C. dichotoma, U. & E..................... .... .. ... .. .. .. .. .. *
* D.
D.

* D.
* D.

s.

A. Miller, 1882 ..............
insolens S. A. Miller.................................. ....
minima Ulrich............................................. ....
minor U. & Ji)............................................. ....
rudis U. & E ...................................................

DYSTACTOSPONGIA

HETEROSPONGIA

*
*
*

*
*

Ulrich, ] 889 ........................ 1.... *

H. subramosa Ulrich ..........................................
*
H. kno1,ti Ulrich ...................................................... *
H. aspera Ulrich................................................. .. .. *
! ....

SACCOSPONGIA

.... ········· ....

Ulrich, 1889 ............................... *

S. rudis Ulrich .....................................................
*
S. danvillensis Ulrich .......................................... .... *
1. . . .

............... .
*
* S. maculosa U. & E ............. ........................... ,.. .. * ,............... ..
STRO'l'OSPONGIA

U. & E., 1889 ........................ .

II
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STREPTOSPONGIA

Ulrich, 1889 .......................... * ............

1 .. ..

I

S. labyrinthica Ulrich ............................................. * .... i ........ [.. ..
CYLINDROCCELIA

C.
C.
C.
C.

Ulrich, 1889 ............................ * ............

endoceroidea Ulrich ............................................
covingtonensis Ulrich .........................................
minnesotensis Ulrich ...................................... ....
minor Ulrich ................................................... ....

* ...........

1 .. ..

1. . . .

* ......... ..[- .. .

* .. .. .....
* ........... '.. ..
1

.. ..

INCERTJE SEDIS.
AncH1EOCYATHUS

Billings, 1862 ....................

!....

*

'"l"' ....
'

A. atlanticus Billings .............................................. *
A. billingsi Walcott............................................. .. .. *
A? pavonoides Matthew..................................... .... *
AULOCOPINA

Billings, 1875 ................................... *

A. granti Billings............................................... .. .. .. .. *

Matthew...................................... *
E. gemina Matthew............................................ *
EocouYNE

J.11eek, 1868 ........................ * *
..
·
B·11·
,
.
i
*
I ..
rn1nganense 1 1ng1:5, sp ................................. ,....
.. . .. .......
profundum Billings, sp ................................. * .. ..1.
.. .1. ... 1... .
rarum Ford, sp ..... ., ..................................... * 1.... 1...
r?hr~stselm.ri~;imkFord, sp .................................. : [..
' ' i ·ney1 luee .. .. .. .. ... .. .. .. .. .. ... .. .. ..... .. . .... ... .. .. .
......... ..
ETHMOPHYLLUM

E' .
E.

K
E.
E
.

·r .... .

1

,1

. . . .

1. . . . .

+......·+·..!. . .
...... ..

1

PATTERSO~IA S. A. Miller, 1882 ......................

*
P. difficilis S. A. J'yfiller....................................... . ... *
RHABDARIA

1

Bjllings, 1865............ ... .. .. ... .. .... .. .. *

R fragilis Billings ............................................... .... *
R. furcata Billing;<; .............................................. .... *

I

••..... i .... •••·1..... ·..·

.... l...

f ..

. . . . 1 . . . . 1. . . .
1 •.

.... 1.... 1... .
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Sharpe, 1853 ...................................... ! * ........ 1....... .
R.? calcifera Billings ............................................... * ............... .
R.'? longiuscula Billings ........................ :............. .... * ............... .
RIBEIRIA

Billings, 1865...... ...... ...... ............ .... *
T. cyathiforme Billings ........................................... *
T. rugosum Billings ............................................... *
TRACHYUM

Billings, 1865 ........................ .. *
T. sericea Billings .................................................. . *
TRICHOSPONGIA

-30
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HYSTRIOSPONGIA CARBONARIA

n. gen. et sp.

PL VI, Fig. S.

The specimens which we propose to designate as above, are
associated with species of the bryozoan genera Fenestella,, Polypora, and Prismopora,, on a small slab of bituminous limestone.
Their original form seems to have been sub-globular or ovoid,
and less than 12 mm. in diameter, with the spicules arranged
in a radiate manner from t.he base, sometimes parallel but at
other times more irregular than those figured. The bulk of the
sponge skeleton is composed of small biacerate spicules, about
1 m.m. in length, and 0.03 mm. in thickness. They are straight
and taper each way to the pointed ends. Among them may be
noticed a small number of similar spicules having one end trifid.
A few four-rayed spicules of larger dimensions were also observed. In these the sha~ is about 2 mm. long and 0.07 mm.
thick, while the head rays are short and form the outline of an
inverted three-sided pyramid. Acerate spicules 2 or 3 mm. long
also occur among the smaller ones.
This sponge, as defined above, differs from Tethyopsis Zittel,
and more especially from Pa,cha,strella, Schmidt, in the very
limited number of the trifid spicules, and the small size of the
acerate spicules. In Ophiorha,phidites Carter, the four-rayed_
spicules are also few, but the uniaxial forms are much longer
and wavy.
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In the residue left after freeing one of the specimens from the
matrix by means of acid, I found, beside the spicules above described, a number of others, which could scarcely have belonged
to this sponge. Some belong to the genus Batospongia, founded
upon specimens from the same locality and supposed to be a
calcareous sponge.
I,
Another kind, represented in
the accompanying wood-cut.
is of regular Hexactinellid
form, and probably belonged
to a delicate sponge of the
3.
type of Hyalostelia, Zittel.
··-"""~- This supposition is stI·engthened by the fact that they
are associated with numerous
fragments of linear spicules or
Fig. 1. A trifid spicule of Hystriospongla car- rods, from 0.07 to 0.12 mm.
bonaria, x 25.
Fig. 2. Small six-rayed spicule of Hyalostelia thick. The longest fragment
deticatula, x 25.
Fig. 3. One of medium size, x25.
observed hasalengthof 5 mm.
These spicules, being more slender and in all respects more
delicate than those of the several species of that genus known,
I propose to designate, provisionally, with the name Hyalostelfa delicatula.
Position and locality: Near the base of the coal measures at
Seville, Ill.

BATOSPONGIA SPICATA

n. gen. et sp.

Pl. VI, Figs. Z...2a,2b.

Sponge sub-hemispherical or sub-globose, consisting of small
inosculatingsub-cylindrical or flattened branches, 0.5 mm. to 1.5
mm. in diameter, which arise from a reticulated basal portion,
and give the sponge a brushy appearance. In the perfect state
the base is covered with a dense dermal layer, which, when
separated, exhibits on its inner side a net,work of substellate or
irregularly branched spicule fi~re. The meshes of the reticulated
basal portion of the sponge, (Pl. VI, fig. 2,) vary in size from
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0.5 mm, to nearly 2 mm., and are arranged in an obscurely
radiate manner. The branches are composed of small irregularly
branched spicules (fibre?) which are compactly interwoven in
the central region of the branches, but more loosely near the
surface, where their form is approximately determinable. The
branch:ets of the spicules are slender and pointed, and project
in all directions, so that the branches,. when magnified, have a
very spiny appearance. Extremely minute acerate spicules,
scarcely 0.5 m.m. long, occur between the branched spicules, and
in the matrix filling the space between the sponge branches.
So far as they can be made out the spicules of this species,
agree, in a general way, with those belonging to the Lithistid
family Rhizomorina. On the other hand the magnified branches
are not unlike the spiny fibres of some of the Calcispongire
(e. g. Peronella), and I do not consider it at all improbable,
that better preserved examples will show that, instead of irregular four-rayed spicules with bifurcated rays, the spicules are
really three-rayed. Their association with numerous minute
acerate spicules, is more indicative of the Calcispongire than the
Lithistida. Another circumstance suggesting an originally calcareous skeleton, was observed in freeing fragments of the sponge
from the rock by treating with acid. One specimen proved to
be siliceous, a fragment of another was so only in part, while
the third (the specimen represented by fig. 2) proved, unfortunately, to be entirely calcareous, as it was nearly destroyed
before its character was noticed. The residue of a part of the
last specimen contained, beside numerous spicules of H.vstrfo ..
spongia, also several small partially silicified fragments of
bryozoa.
None of the Calcareous or Lithistid genera of sponges. with
which I am acquainted, sufficiently resemble Batospongia to
necessitate detailed comparisons.
Position and locality: The specimens are contained in a slab
of bituminous limestone obtained from a layer near the base of
the Coal measures, at Seville, Ill., \Vhere they are associated with
1Iystriospongia carbonaria, Hyalostelia delicatula, and numerous bryozoa.
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BELEMNOSPONGIA

nov. gen.

Sponges free (?), composed of elongate acera~ spicules, which
radiate upward and outward from a pointed base. The spicules
are large, sub-equal and joined to each other by short processes,
while they tend to arrange themselves into fascicles.
I am not acquainted with any genus of this order of the
sponges from which Belemnospongfa is not distinguished by the
large size of the spicules, coupled with their tendency to become
fasciculate, and in being united to each other by short lateral
processes.
In a letter to the author, Dr. Hinde suggests that this genus
might be compared with his Climacospongfa. During the past
summer (1886), I made extensive collections of th<! sponges
from the Niagara group of Tennessee, and among t,hem I found
no difficulty in detecting several specimens of C. radfata. Upon
careful examination I find that instead of belonging to the
Monactinellida, as asserted by Dr. Hinde, Climacospongia is a
real' Lithistid, comparing favorably in the arrangement of the
spicular mesh with the Anthaspidellidrn, to which family I propose to refer the genus.
BELEMNOSPONGIA FASCICULARIS

n. sp.

PL III, fig. 2, 2a, 2b.

Sponges consisting of rather large acerate spicules, that radiate upward and outward to form a loose sub-hemispheric or
discoid mass, with the base pointed, and the centre of the upper
surface depressed. The spicules are straight, cylindrical, tapering gently to both extremities, 4 mm. to 8 mm. in length, 0.18
mm. in diameter, and united to each other by a small number
of lateral processes, exhibiting at the same time, a more or less
marked tendency to arrange themselves into bundles of three
or more. At the surface of the best example the spicules are
as a rule, smaller than those in the inner portions of the skeleton.
The specimens are preserved in chert nodules, and in all, save
the one figured, the spicules have been dissolved and removed,
leaving only the empty moulds. As is shown by a fracture,
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they are likewise gone in the interior of the mass of the illustrated
example (Pl. III, fig. 2a). At the surface, however, the spicules
themselves are preserved.

Position and loca,lity: Rare in the cherty layers of the Burlington limestone, at Burlington, Iowa, and Montezuma, Pike
county, Illinois.
From the shales of the Keokuk group I have collected specimens of two additional Monactinellid or possible Hexactinellid
sponges, which, however, are generically distinct from Belemnospongfa fascicularis. One is composed of extremely fine parallel
fibreR, or spicules, the length of whirh could not be determined.
The other, as it is not uncommon, and easily recognized, I propose to name Lasiocladia, hindei. A brief description is as
follows:
LASIOOLADIA HINDEI,

n. sp.

Sponge skeleton composed of elongate, slender, straight,
acerate spicules, pointed at both ends, and closely arranged
in sub-parallel series; their size is generally quite uniform, and
varies little from 6 or 7 mm. in length, by 0.12 mm. in diameter.
The broken spicules of this species, are frequently seen scattered over the surface of slabs between the fronds of Fenestella
and other bryozoa. A small slab, about two and one-half inches
square and more than one-half inch thick, from Nauvoo, Illinois, is almost entirely composed of them. In this condition
they present no recognizable arrangement, and only one specimen has been observed in which their normal arrangement is
preserved. This is a very thin elongate fragment about 35
mm. long, by 7 or 8 mm. in width, which, under the ordinary
pocket lens, presents the appearance of being composed of longitudinal fibres.
The type of the genus (L. compressa, Hinde, from the -Lower
Devonian of Belgium) differs from L. hindei, in having stouter
and shorter spicules. They are also differently arranged, in
being directed upward and outward, instead of in longitudinal
series.
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Positiop a,nd locality: In the shales of the Keokuk group at
Nauvoo, Illinois; Keokuk, Iowa; and Kings Mt. tunnel, on the
C. S. R, R., Lincoln county, Kentucky.
SYRINGOPHYLLUM nov. gen.
Sponges frondescent, with both sides deeply channeled. Channels parallel, increasing in number by ~nterpolation. Vertical
canals, arranged in linear series, pass through the expansion
from side to side, opening into the bottom of the channels. Interspaces minutely tubular, the small canals originating in the
central region of the expansion, and proceeding to each surface in
a curved direction. Spicules and minute characters of skeleton
apparently indistinguishable from Anthaspidella.
This genus, though clearly a member of the Anthaspidellidre,
differs greatly from the typical genera of the family, in the form
of the sponge, arrangement of the canals, and the absence of
distinct oscula.
Several sponges now referred to Cafathium (e. g,. C. ctwadense
Billings and 0. infelix U. & E.) are, perhaps, the nearest relatives known. From these Syringophyllum is distinguished by
the frondescent form of the sponge.

SYRINGOPHYLLUM WORTHEN! n. sp.
Pl. VII, figs. 4, 4a, 4b, 4c, 4d, 4e.

Sponge frondescent, consisting of an expansion several inches
in diameter and 5 mm. thick. Both sides are deeply channeled
in a like manner. The channels are parallel, radiately arranged
from the base, five or six in 10 mm., increasing in number by
interpolation.
The mouths of vertical canals, passing through the frond from
side to side, are arranged in linear series, five to seven in 10 mm.,
along the bottom of the channels. The ridges between the rows
of canals which, when worn, ttppear to be striated, are composed of a finely tubular spicular mesh, the spicules being
arranged so as to form columnar series, extending from the
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centre of the expansion in a gently curved direction to each
surface. In sections the spicular mesh is somewhat irregular,
but the true Anthaspidellid type is o~en observable. (Pl. VII,
fig. 4b.) The spicules in the spaces between the vertical canals
are smaller and much more irregular, than those in the radiating ridges.
The specific name is given in honor of our distinguished chief,
Prof. A. H. Worthen, who collected the unique example figured.
Position and locality: In shales of the Hamilton group, associated with numerous corals and bryozoa, at Thunder Bay
Island, Michigan.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF LOWER SILURIAN SPONGES.
The collection described on the following pages, comprises,
without doubt, the most interesting and important addition to
our knowledge of Palreozoic sponges ever made. The collection
is so varied, and the preservation of the numerous specimens
in general so favorable, that we have been able to make out
with reasonable c~rtainty, representatives of no less than three
orders and ten genera. The Lithistida include by far the greatest number of the species, and the genera Hindia, Anthaspidella,
Zittelella, Edriospongia, and Streptospongia, as well as a section
of Cafathium. The minute structure of these genera, though
mostly of a type not well recognized before, always contains
the essential charact.ers of the order. 'rhe remaining genera
Strotospongia, Dy."ltactospongia and ()amerocladia, apparently
belong to the Calcispongire.
All the specimens were collected by Dr. Everett at a quarry
situated three miles northwest of his home in Dixon, Ill. They
are found only in a shaly layer of Trenton limestone, from
one to four or five inches thick, lying between heavy layers of
sub-crystalline limestone, about twenty-five feet above the top
of the St. Peter's sandstone. It is called the mud layer by the
quarry men, but on examination it is found to be largely made
up of organic remains. The shale is crowded with the stems of
Palreophycus and Buthotrephis, while the enclosed thin slabs of
limestone contain many of the characteristic fossils of the
Trenton group. The sponges may be scattered all through the
layer, or confined to particular spots in which they are especially abundant. Some of the slabs from these favored spots
are literally covered with fragmentary and complete specimens.
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The following list of characteristic Lower Trenton fossils have
been recognized in the sponge layer:
Buthotrephis succulens Hall.
Palmophycus simplex Hall.
Monotrypa undulata Nicholson.
Homotrypa arbuscula Ulrich.
Poteriocrinus gracilis Hall.
Strophomena camerata lonrad.
Strophomena deltoidea Conrad.
Streptorhynchus filitextus Hall.
Orthis bellarugosa Conrad.
Orthis pervetus Conrad.
0. (Platystrophia) lynx Eichwald (small var.).
Raphistoma lenticulare Emmons.
Pleurotomaria rotuloides Ha.JI.
Pleurotomaria suhconica Hall.
Fusispira vittata Ha11.
Fusispira subfusiformis? Hnll.
Subulites elongatus Conr:ul.
Murchisonia gracilis Hn11.
Maclurea bigsbyi Hall.
Orrnoceras tenuifilum FfaJJ.
Lituites undatus Emmons.
Cyrtoceras subannulatum D'Orbigny.
Illmnus ovatus Conrnd.
;\wrHASPIDEJ_,LA

nov. gen.

Sponges compound, saucer or funnel-shaped, supported by a
short sub-cylindrical stem. Both surfaces of sponge wall with
numerous inosculating radiating channelR. As growth proceeds
those of the upper surface are arched over by the spicular skeleton and form radial canals, which, by bending downward at
their outer extremities, pass through the sponge wall, and open
into the channels of the lower surface. These radiating canals
are closely arranged in vertical series, each series being separated from the others by vertical sheets composed of spicular
structure. The canals of each series communicate with each
other sparingly, but more freely with those of the next series.
Upper surface presenting a greater or less number of oscula,
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each provided with its individual system of radiating channels,
which, however, gTadually merge into the prevailing radiate arrangement. The depressed central portion of each osculum is
occupied by the apertures of a limited number of rather large
thin-walled vertical tubes, which traverse the sponge wall to
half or less than half its thickness. Those in the central osculum extend throughout t,he stem.
Interior skeleton composed of ~-~ shaped spicules, arranged in
linear series so as to leave minute canals of triangular, quadrate, or polygonal form. Just below the centre of a vertical
section of the sponge wall, these capillary canals run nearly
paraUel with the lower margin. From this region they proceed
in a gradually diverging and curved direction to each surface.*
Both surfaces sometimes covered with a dense dermal layer.
Types, A. florifera, and A. mamrnula,ta,.
The minute internal Rtructure of the species referred to this
genus and described on the following pages, is practically identical in all. This we believe to be largely due to the destruction of the finer details of structure, consequent to the replacement of the original siliceous material by crystalline calcite.
The same may be said of the spicular mesh of Zittelella, Edriospongia, and Streptosolen when compared with that of Anthaspidella,. We were, therefore, obliged to depend entirely upon
external features and variations in the systems in distinguishing the genera and the species referred to each. As these characters are often unreliable among the sponges, we will not be
surprised if future investigations prove that we have made
more species and, perhaps, even genera than was necessary.
The field being comparatively new and exceedingly difficult, we
expect our work to prove faulty in some respects; yet, whatever errors we may have faUen into, we will find consolation in
the conviction that we have done the best we could under the
circumstances. t
*For further information respecting the interior see discussion on the Anthr1spidelJidre, on pages 221 to 22§,

t Since the above wa'< written Mr. Ulrich visited Dixon and succeeded in collecting
a considerable number of these sponges. Their study proved very gratifying to us,
since we found no difficulty whatever in :placini;r every s:pecimon s~ve ~ few, belon~ini:;
to as yet undeecribed species,
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ANTHASPIDELLA MAMMULATA

U. & E.

Pl. I, Fig. 1, la, lb, le, ld.

Sponge having the shape of a widely expanded funnel, with
the margin abruptly rounded. Upper surface deeply concave.
Oscula numerous, occurring at intervals varying from 5 to
20 mm. They occupy the summits of more or less elevated
monticules, and when the compact dermal layer is preserved,
their abruptly depressed apertures, having a diameter of 2.5 mm.
or less, are rounded and sharply margined. When the outer
layer is wanting, they are surrounded by from six to ten radiating canals. As usual, the oscula are most numerous in the
central portion. The furrows of the radiating canals inosculate
rather freely. Under surface comparatively even, with the sides
nearly straight or faintly convex, and marked by radiating
furrows, of which seven to nine occur in 0.5 of an inch. 'l'he
margins of these furrows may be entire, more often serrated, and,
less. commonly, connected with those adjoining by transverse
canals.
The canal system, as brought out by sections, consists principally of the radiating canals, which, penetrating the sponge
wall in a curved direction and Ht right angles to the minute
canals formed by the spicular mesh, are arranged in vertically
superimposed series. Those of adjoining series are connected
with each other at more or less frequent interval8 by short
canals, arranged in such a manner that they might be mistaken
for another series of canals running parallel with the capillary
canals. This, however, is not their true nature, as the section
clearly shows that each of the supposed canals is formed by a
series of closely approximated connecting canals. (See PI. I.
fig. lb.)
Diameter of an ordinary sized example, 100 mm.; entire height
about 38 mm.; depth of cup, 25 mm.; thickness of wall from 7
to 10 mm.
The greater concavity or depth of the upper surface and
general form of the sponge, separate A. mammulata from such
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species as A. florifera,, A. scutula, and A. parvistelfata, while
the pustulate form of the oscula furnishes the most characteristic
feature of the species.
Position a,nd loca,lity: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Ill.
ANTHASPIDELLA FLORIFERA

U. & E.

PI. I, Fig. 2, and Pl. IV, Fig. 2.

Sponge saucer-shaped, usually very shallow and abruptly expanded above the short stem. Margin sharp or narrowly
rounded. Under surface comparatively even, sometimes with a
few irregular shallow radiating and concentric depressions. The
channels on the under surface are united at frequent but irregular
intervals by cross furrows. Thefr width usually equals about
one-half that of the intervening wall-substance. Upper surface
gently concave, with a central osculum, surrounding which, at
a radius of from 18 to 25 mm., is an irregular circle of similar,
but slightly smaller oscula. In very large specimens a second
series is developed at about the same distance from the first
circle. In the first circle the oscula number from six to eight
and are separated from each other by 12 mm. or more. The
center of each is slightly, but rather abruptly depressed, and
occupied by the apertures of a group of six or more vertical,
very thin-walled canals, about 0.7 mm. in diameter.
Radiating in all directions from the oscula, the surface presents a series of canals which sometimes anastomose rather
freely with each other, but, more commonly, are connected at
more or less remote intervals by transverse furrows or canals.
The width of these channels sometimes nearly equals that of the
intervening sponge tissue, but generally is not more than half
as wide. In the central portion of the sponge seven or eight of
the radiating canals may be counted in the space of 10 mm.,
while near the outer margin five or six suffice to fill the same
space. A section, dividing the sponge vertically through the
centre, shows that the tubes occupying the central osculum are
continuous from the base of the stem to the upper surface,
while those occupying the other oscula do not penetrate the
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walls of the sponge more than half its thickness. On each side
of the central tubes the section shows a number of radiating
cana.11!1 at distances apart of 1.2 mm. or more, which run
parallel with the upper surface, and therefore curve downwards
at their outer ends, and open into the radiating furrows observed on the lower surface. They are occasionally united with
each other by vertical, but, more frequently, by transverse
canals. A distinct series of capillary canals is formed by the
regular arrangement of the spicular tissue. These proceed to
each surface in gradually diverging curved directions from a
line parallel with, and much nearer the lower than the upper
surface .
. Entire height of an ordinary specimen 37 mm.; height of
stem 12 mm.; diameter of cup 88 mm.; depth of cup 10 mm.;
thickness of wall about 12 mm.
More specimens of this beautiful species were obtained than
of any of the others here described. They are easily recognized
by the comparatively few oscula, and regularity of the radiating
canals around the large central one, which is also more defined
than in any o'f the other species.
Position and loca,lity: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone near Dixon, Ill.

ANTHASPIDELLA PARVISTELLATA

U. & E.

PI. I, fig. 3.

Sponge patelliform, very shallow and abruptly expanded
above the short stem. Walls thin, with a few irregular concentric and radiating depressions on the lower side. Margin subacute. - Upper surface gently concave in the central portion, and
slightly convex towards the margin. Oscula comparatively
small, numerous, numbering at least seventy. Nearly all of
these occur in the inner two-thirds of the diameter, they being
but sparingly or not at all developed in the outer third. Where
they are most numerous, more than twenty may be counted in
one inch square. Each is surrounded by from five to nine radiating furrows, giving them a decidedly stellate appearance. Be-
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tween and beyond the oscula the surface is radiately furrowed.
The furrows are usually half the width of the intervening
sponge substance. They bend down toward the lower surface
more abruptly than usual. It is due to the last fact that when
but slightly worn, the sponge presents the appearance of being
traversed by vertical canals, the rounded apertures of which
are closely arranged in radiating series (see Pl. I, fig. 3.) The
canals on the lower side of the sponge wall are usually irregularly serrated at their sides, or they may inosculate with each
other without losing their distinctly radial character. From
six to eight occur in a space 10 mm. wide.
The internal structure conforms with that given for the genus.
Diameter of a specimen 88 mm.; thickness of wall from 5 to
8 mm.; height of expanded portion of sponge 13 mm.; height
of stern unknown, apparently not more than 15 mm.
The small size and great number of the oscula characterize
this species, and serve to distinguish it from A. scutula and
.1. florifera,, both of which have a somewhat similar form.

Position a,nd loca,Jity: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

AN'.rHASPIDELLA SCUTULA

U. & E.

Pl. III, fig. l, la.

Sponge large, saucer shaped, rather shallow, and abruptly expanded above the short sub-cylindrical stern. Margin sharp.
Under surface very uneven, with rough, irregular prominences
and depressions, which are often arranged in a somewhat concentric manner. On account of the irregularity -0f the under
surface, the radial character of the furrows is less distinct than
usual. Upper surface concave throughout, excepting just at the
inside of the outer margin where it is convex. Oscula of moderate size, numerous, from 5 to 12 mm. apart, and surrounded
by from eight to fifteen radial canals. On account of the great
number of the oscula, the radiating furrows or canals inosculate freely with each other. This is especially the case over the
central region of the surface ; nearer the margin their arrangement in series radiating from the centre of the sponge becomes
more apparent.
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Canal system and interior skeleton like that of A. mammulata.
Diameter of a large specimen 168 mm.; entire height about
50 mm.; hight of expanded portion 37 mm.; depth of cup 28
mm.; thickness of wall from 10 to 18 mm.
This species is readily distinguished from all others here desscribed, by its extremely roughened under surface.

Position and locn,Jity: Twenty-five feet above the ba"e of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

ANTHASPIDELLA GRANDIS

U. & E.

Pl. II, fig, 2, 2a.

Sponge very large, consisting of a discoidal expansion, the
upper surface of which is flat, or very slightly concave. Outer
margin sub-acute or rounded. The entire upper surface is
marked by frequently connected radiating furrows, the regularity of which is more or less disturbed at very unequal intervals by the development of an osculum. Oscula rather inconspicuous and unequal, from 12 to 50 mm. apart. Lower surface somewhat roughened, and traversed by frequently connected or only serrated radiating furrows. Over limited portions
of the surface they are sometimes almost labyrinthically intertwined, when their radial character may be entirely obliterated
or, at least, much obscured.
No complete specimen of this species has as yet been found,
but judging from the fragments before us the sponge attained a
diameter of no less than 500 mm., while its entfre height does
not appear to have been more than perhaps two or three
inches. The fragments show further, that, though the sponge
was extremely expanded, the thickness of the wall never exceeded
~O mm., while it is usually not more than 12 or 15 mm.
The shape and large size of the sponge, as well as the irregular
disposition of the oscula, serve readily to distinguish this species from any of the associated forms.

Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.
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ANTHASPIDELLA FIRMA

U. & E.

PL II, fig. 3, Sa.

Of this sponge the specimen figu~ed is the only one observed.*
Its shape is obliquely depressed-obconical, the cup shallow, and
its margin acute, the stem strong, and apparently very short.
The under surface shows two faint constrictions, besides several
nodular protuberances. The furrows are strong-, four to six in
10 mm., and more or less irregularly interrupted, being especially so upon the shorter side. The comparatively large, oval
or circular mouths of the radiating channels, are visible in the
bottom of the furrows. About seven occur in 10 mm.
The oscula of the upper surface are deeply impressed, irreg-ularly stellate, of moderate size, and the twenty-seven that can
be determined are confined to the inner two-thirds of the cup;
the canals which radiate from them, are strong and usually
proceed but a short distance when their diameter is diminished,
and their identity lost in the confused canal-network prevailing
.over the central portion of the surface. It is only toward the
margin of the cup that the channels assume a common radiate
arrangement; yet, even here, they inosculate rather freely.
The canal system, as shown by cutting the specimen vertically
through the centre, proves to be in all important particulars
considerably like that of A. florifera. The canals, however, are
larger and the radiating canals less curved downward at their
outer ends, appearing also, much less continuous in the section.
Height of sponge about 50 mm.; greatest diameter of cup,
92 mm.; depth of same 13 mm.; diameter of stem, where broken
about 25 mm.
The canals of this species are larger and more widely separated than in any other of the species here described, and as
the type specimen differs more or less obviously in other respects from them, it is difficult to decide to which A. firma, is
the most closely related. These peculiarities, however, are only
of specific importance, and the species is clearly congeneric with
A. ma,mmula,ta,.

* Another specimen of this

species was collected lately by Mr. Ulrich.
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Position twd locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois .

.A.NTHASPIDELLA FENESTRATA

U. & E.

Pl. II, fig. 1.

Sponge infundibuliform or campanulate, with the cup rather
deep. Above the comparatively large and irregularly sub-cylindrical stem, the sides diverge with a gentle outward curve to
the ti.cutely rounded and slightly oblique margin of the cup.
Wall about 10 mm. in thickness. Outer or under surface, where
unworn, with distinct vertical furrows, seven or eight in 10
mm., into which the radiating canals open. On the stem the
furrows are irregularly disposed and united at frequent inter~
vals by short transverse channels.
Upper surface deeply concave, with a large central osculum,
from which ten or twelve strong channels radiate. Over fi~y,
similar, but smaller oscula are unequally distributed over the
remaining surface of the cup; each is surrounded by from five
to ten radiating channels, which proceed but a short distance
before they merge into the principal furrows; these, despite the
numerous interruptions, always maintain a general outward
direction from the centre of the cup.
Entire height of a good example about 90 mm.; greatest
diameter at margin of cup 80 mm.; diameter of stem 20
mm. or a little less; depth of cup about 23 mm.
In external form this species somewhat resembles both A.
obliqua and A. magnifica. From the first of these it differs in
its larger size, less expanded cup, and much more numerous
oscula, while the radiating furrows communicate by means of
transverse channels rather than by anastomosis. From A. ma,gnifica it is distinguished by its l'lmaller size, furrowed outer surface, and generally larger canals and oscula.

Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, ne~r Di4on 1 IUinois,
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ANTHASPIDELLA OBLIQUA

U. & E.

Pl. IV, fig. 1,la.

Sponge funnel-shaped, gradually expanding above the subcylindrical stem. Margin of cup narrowly rounded and somewhat oblique. Upper surface depressed, and sloping gradually
towards the centre, where the best specimen shows a group of
three oscula, each surrounded by from twelve to sixteen radiating canals, which inosculate with each other and bifurcate
rather freely toward the outer margin of the sponge. The
sponge tissue between the canals is thinner than usual, being
generally of less width than the diameter of the canals. Outer
and under surface apparently smooth or. even, with the sides
concave and traversed by vertical furrows in which the closely
arranged apertures of the radiating canals, which have penetrated the walls of the sponge from the upper surface, are
plainly to be seen. On portions of the stem the canals are very
irregular.
Only two imperfect specimens of this species have been observed
but as they show decided. peculiarities, it has been thought
desirable to describe them. Judging from the form of the specimens, the affinities of the · species lie with A.. fenestrata,, from
which, however, it is easily distinguished by the smaller size,
more expanded cup, and different arrangement of the canals
and oscula on the upper surface.
Diameter of cup of best specimen 40 mm.; entire height 53
mm.; diameter of stem about 15 mm.; depth of cup 9 mm.
Position a,nd locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.
ANTHASPIDELLA? MAGNIFICA

U. & E.

PL VIII, fig. 2, 2>t, 2b, 2c.

Of this fine species the collection affords but a single example,
which is figured, partly in outline, on plate VIII. By sawing it
vertically through the centre we were enabled to free the deep
cup of the enclosed rock, and to trace out the canal systems
which are well shown in the wall sections. The entire specimen

-33
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is funnel or goblet-shaped, the stem strong, sub-cylindrical,
irregularly expanded below, and marked by the more or less
confluent and irregularly distributed apertures of small canals,
rarely more than 0.5 mm. in diameter. Above the stem on the
outer side of the cup, the same irregularity' pertains to the distribution of the canal openings and continues to within one
inch of the cup margin, where they arrange themselves into
vertical series. The outer surface of the cup, especially just
above the stem, is faintly mammulated, the broad eminences
low and with an obscure vertical arrangement. The cup is deep,
and on its sloping sides presents a large number of small
slightly raised stellate oscula, 1.5 to 2 mm. in diameter; ten
or more may be counted in a space one inch square. Below the
dense cortical substance which covers the intermediate spaces
in the perfect state, the canal furrows inosculate freely, but a
tendency to follow lines radiating from the centre of the cup to
the margin is always maintained. A Yertical section of the
specimen shows that the central portion of the stem is traversed
by vertical canals opening into the base of the cup. The same
series of canals continues on into the walls of the cup. Here
they originate along an imaginary line dividing the sponge wall
into two layers, an inner one that nearly maintains its thickness throughout the cup-wall, and a thinner outer layer that
gradually diminishes in thickness from the base of the stem to
the margin where it is wanting. The canals in question pass
through the inner layer in a curved direction and open at right
angles with the surface into the cup cavity. The outer layer is
traversed in an opposite direction by similar, but shorter and
more numerous canals. A third series is shown in the upper
portion of the section figured (Pl. VIII, fig. 2c). These proceed
apparently from the oscula, and passing through the inner
layer in an opposite direction from those already described, terminate, at the line marking the beginning of the outer layer.
The spicular structure does not differ, so far as observed, from
that of A. florifera, and the other species.
Height of specimen 150 mm.; diameter of stem 35 mm.; approximate diameter at cup margin 140 mm.; depth of cup 70
mm.; average thickness of cup wall 17 mm.; thickneAs of inner
layer about 10 mm.
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This species differs considerably in its canal system from A.
In those species the vertical
canals are almost entirely restricted to the oscula, while the
radiating canals are much the more numerously met with in
sections. The opposite is the case with A. ma,gnili.ca,, since the
radiating canals are but rarely seen in the sections, while the
vertical ones are numerous. None of the other species seem to
have been provided with an outer layer like that described
above, as in all, (so far as their preservation will admit of determining this point) the radiating canals open on the outer
surface into the vertical grooves. Except at or near the margin
of the cup, this is not the case in A. ma,gnifi.ca,, since in this
species they do not pass through the outer layer. The functions of the latter was probably the same as that of the ordinary dermal layer of the sponges. The differences may indicate
another genus of this peculiar family of sponges, but till they
are proven to be of generic importance by finding them in other
forms, we prefer to place the species, at least provisionally, with
Dorifera, and A. ma,mmufata.

Anthaspidelfa.
Position a,nd locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the

Trenton Jimestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

ZITTELELLA

nov. gen.

Sponges simple, pedunculate and attached, varying in shape
from depressed obconical, turbinate or sub-spherical, to subcylindrical; rarely lobate. Upper surface with a shallow central
depression into which a variable number of thin-walled vertical
tubes, extending through to the base of the sponge, open.
Canal system consisting principally of a series of radiating
canals, which may inosculate freely with each other, or only to
a limited degree in their passage through the walls of the sponge
from the outer surface to the vertical central tubes. 'l'he radiating canals are closely arranged in vertical series, separated
by spicular tissue from one to three times as wide as the canals.
This arrangement of the canals gives the sponge the appearance of being divided by vertical fissures. Interior skeleton as
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in Anthaspidella, excepting that the capillary canals run parallel
with the sides of the sponge wall, and open only at the upper
surface.
Under surface sometimes covered with a dense dermal layer.
Type Z. typicalis.*
ZITTELELLA TYPICALIS

U. & E.

Pl. V, fig. 5, 5a.

Sponge vase or funnel-shaped, with a comparatively long sub-.
cylindrical stem. Upper surface slightly depressed, and marked
by somewhat regular radiating canals uniting more or less freely
with each other by means of lateral divisions, or by inosculation. The width of the channels is about 0.6 mm., while from
eight to ten occur in 10 mm. The depressed ce~tre of the cup
surface exhibits the apertures of nearly fifty vertical tubes, each
about 0.8 mm. in diameter, having very thin walls. The sides
of the sponge spread rapidly above the stem, and usually exhibit a number of shallow vertical depressions, as well as the
vertical channels. About five of the latter occur in a space 10
mm. wide. The vertically arranged mouths of the radiating
canals are shown in the place of the channels when the specimens are worn; six or seven in a series 10 mm. long. On the
stem the channels are short, numerous, and irregularly arranged.
From the fact that the radiating channels of the upper surface
are more numerous than those on the sides, it appears that
many of the radiating canals are blind, (i. e. terminate before
reaching the outer surface) or, that all of the radiating channels
are not converted into internal canals.
The best specimen (a small one) is 44 mm. in height, and 60
mm. in diameter; the stem about 18 mm. long, and 20 mm. in
diameter.
The above describes the typical form of the species, but the
collection contains a number of sponges from the same locality,
which, while they do not appear to be distinguishable by specific

* The

absence of radiate oscula distinguishes this genus from Anthaspidella.

Aulocopium and Olimacospongia, have ditrerent canal systems.
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characters, can, nevertheless, be recognized by peculiarities of
form and other features of minor importance. For these we
propose the varietal names pistilliformis, turbina,ta, and subrotunda,.
var.

u.

PISTILLIFORMIS

& E.

Pl. V, fig. 4.

This variety is distinguished from the typical form of the
species by having a more distinct stem, the radiating channels
less regular, and oftener united by inosculation, the vertical
cloaca! tubes somewhat larger and much less numerous, and
the upper surface convex instead of flat. The three specimens
referred to the variety are also smaller, the largest being only
36 mm. high, while the greatest diameter is 35 mm.
var.

TURBINATA

u.

& E.

Pl. V, Fig. S, Sa, 3b, Sc, 7, 7a.

The turbinate form of the sponge is the distinguishing character of this variety'. In all other respects a close resemblance to
the typical form prevails. Six specimens are referred to the
variety. The two examples, illustrated on plate V, are of
medium size.
var.

SUBROTUNDA

u.

& E.

Pl V, Fig. 2, 2a.

This form is related to var. turbina,ta, but differs from it, and
to a greater degree from var. pistilliformis, and the typical
form of the species, in the subglobose body of the sponge. The
central or cloaca! depression is deeper than usual, and it does
not appear that the sponge was prolonged below into a stem.
We have seen only two specimens which could be referred to
this variety, and both are much worn and imperfect. In their
present condition they present very little resemblance to Z.
typicalis, but fearing the differences might in part be due to the
poor state of preservation, and as the var. turbina,ta, is an intermediate form, we preferred to class them as above.
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This species and varieties is, perhaps, more closely related to
l. trentonensis Worthen sp.*, than to any other of the species
found at Dixon, Ill. They are easily distinguished by the depressed obconical form of that species, and the very short or
rudimentary stem. The channels are also separated by wider
interspaces than in the present species.
Position and locality: Twenty,five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Ill.

ZITTELELLA LOBATA

U. & E.

Pl. IV, Figs. 3, Sa, Sb, Sc.

Sponge of an irregular obconical form, with the upper surface
flattened, the sides or lower surface deeply sulcate or irregularly
lobate, and abruptly expanded above the stem. The radiating
channels of the upper surface are moderately regular, with an
average of seven in 10 mm. The cloacal tubes are 1 mm. in
diameter, and ten or more in number. The outer portion of
the upper surface also exhibits a number of shallow impressions,
arranged in aii irregularly radiate manner around the centre.
On account of·the irregular lobate character of the under surface the channels here are also irregular. In the perfect state
they are covered by a dermal layer, the characters of which have
not been ascertained.
A large specimen has a height above the stem of 30 mm.; the
greatest diameter of the upper surface is 90 mm. The stem is
compressed and of unknown length. The longest and shortest
diameters are, respectively, 22 mm., and 13 mm.
This well marked species is readily distinguished from all
associated forms by the irregularly lo bate character of the under
surface.
Position and locality,· Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone near Dixon, Ill.
* Onemidium'P

trentonensis, Worthen, Ill. Geo!. Snr. Rep'ts, Vol. VI, p. 49L 1875.
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ZITTELELLA INOBCULATA

U. & E.

PL V, Figs. &-Ga.

Sponge pestle-shaped, the stem large, subcylindrical, the upper
portion expanded, with the margin narrowly rounded into the
convex upper surface. The vertical channels on the sides of the
sponges are very irregular and frequently united. The interspaces vary in width from one to three mm., and the number
of channels in a space 10 mm. wide, from four to seven, while
the average number is about five. The central portion of the
upper surface is abruptly depressed, the depression stellate, and
exhibiting at the bottom the mouths of from four to eight
cloacal tubes. The radiating furrows are wavy, bifurcate and
inosculate freely with each other, and from 0.5 mm. to 0.8 mm.
in width. The interspaces which are narrow wedge-shaped in
the region about the cloacal depression, vary in width from 0.2
mm. to 2 mm., being widest at the margin.
Height of a medium sized specimen, 33 mm.; diameter of stem
varying from 14 to 18 mm.; height of same 21 mm.; diameter
of upper portion, about 27 mm. Another example is about 25
mm, in diameter; height of expanded upper portion 10 mm.;
diameter of stem where it is broken from the body of the sponge,
about 11 mm. The form of this specimen appears to have boon
very much like that of Z. typicaJis var. pistilliformis, figured on
the same plate with this species (PL V, fig. 4,).
The distinguishing characters of the species are found in the
wavy and inosculating surface channels, and the generally wider
interspaces. The form of the sponge approximates to that of
Z. typica,Jis var. pistilliformis, but none of the four specimens
,are so much expanded above. A comparison of their respective
surface channelings will readily distinguish them.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone near Dixon, Ill.

EDRIOSPONGIA

nov. gen.

Sponge massive, lobate, attached by a broad base, with the
sides irregularly indented. Canal system irregular, consisting
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of closely arranged radiating canals, connected by tortuous
vertical canals passing 'through them. Minute canals, formed
by the arrangement of the spicules in linear series, traverse the
sponge in a direction parallel with the radiating canals. When
perfect the sides of the sponge are covered with a minutely
porous dermal layer. When this is removed the irregularly
arrayed apertures of the radiating canals are exposed. Spicular structure .between the canals, of unequal thickness, usually
narrow.
The distinguishing characters of this genus may be summed up
as follows: (1) The massive form, (2) b1·oad base, (3) absence
of stellate oscula and vertical cloacal tubes, and (4) the irregular
arrangement of the canals, when compared with those of AnthaspideJJa, and Zittelella.. From Streptosolen the genus is
separated by the three peculiarities first noted, as well as by
the smaller and less tortuous radiating canals.

EDRIOSPONGIA BASALIS

U. & R.

PL VI, fig. 1, la, lb, le.

Sponge massive, irregular in out.line, and attached to foreign
bodies by a broad base; the sides are irregularly and often
deeply indented, so as to impart to the mass a rudely pillared
aspect. Upper surface with irregular depressions, but without
oscula save those of the radially arranged vertical canals.
These usually alternate with the radiating canal furrows, and
form close series between two of the latter. Five or six mouths
occur in the length of 5 mm., while the diameter of each is
about 0.6 mm.
Upon grinding the surface it will· be noticed that the radiate
furrows are replaced by rows of vertical canal apertures, and
the series of the latter by radiating canals. This changing
from one to the other repeats itself if the grinding is continued,
and proves that the two sets of canals pass through each other,
and are alternately developed at the surface. The sides of the
sponge, when the dermal layer is removed, often show the subcircular mouths of the radiating canais arranged in irregular
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vertical series. Portions of the more or less tortuous vertical
canals also may be presented to view. Generally, however, the
sides present a very irregular network of canals.
Height of largest example varying between 18 and 40 mm.;
greatest width about 90 mm.
The three specimens of this species contained in the collection
before us, are in too poor a state of preservation to admit of
satisfactorily determining all the details. One of them is very
deceptive, as it is attached to the lower surface .of a species of
Anthaspidellt;i and has adapted itself so neatly to it that the
osculiferous face was supposed to belong to the Edriospongfa.
This mistake was not discovered till some time after the specimen had been lithogTaphed (Pl. VI; fig. 1, la) and the plate
rrinted, It then occurred ~o us to saw the perplexing specimen
vertically through the centre. When this was accomplished the
duplex character was made manifest, as the section clearly
shows a divisional line between the two sponges. Another difficulty, now presented, was to determine whether the Edriospongia
had gTown upon the Anthaspidella,, or the former been accidentally
deposited upon the upper surface of the latter. All the facts
seem to point to the second explanation as the true one. Every
character of the lower s:urface of the specimen as it is represented by fig. la, brings evidence against the conclusion that
we are dealing with the upper surface of the sponge, but on
the contrary, agrees in every respect with our idea of the base
of a parasitic sponge. It therefore appears that during the
lifetime of the Edriospongfa the Anthaspidella was deposited
upon its upper surface, without seriously interfering with the
functions till the gradual increase of the Rponge mass had
stopped the water circulation by closing the canal outlets.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

STREPTOSOLEN

DOV.

gen.

Sponges simple or compound, obconical, pedunculate. Central
oscula showing· the mouths of five or six thin walled tubes,
which extend through the sponge to the base. The oscula are
-34
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surrounded by an irregularly radiating series of large canals;
between these are also a few apertures of vertical canals. Sides
of sponge with very irregular branching canal furrows. Minute
structure of skeleton like that of Zittelella, and Anthaspidella.
The character principally relied upon in distinguishing this
genus from Anthaspidella,, is found in the very irregular disposition of the canals. The radiating canals are not,, as in that
genus and Zittelella,, arrayed in vertical series, but pass through
the sponge mass in every direction, and the vertical furrows, so
characteristic of those genera, are therefore wanting.
STREPTOSOLEN OBCONICUS

U. & E.

Pl. IV, fig. 4, 4a, 4b.

Sponge obconical, gradually widening above the strong and
slightly expanded base. Upper surface flat or slightly depressed
with the margin ro.unded. The collection contains two specimens of which the smaller one was figured. This has but one
osculum, sub-centrically situated, and around it a number of tortuous interrupted and branching radiating canals. The larger
specimen has three oscula, each of which is surrounded by its
own irregular system of radiating canals. The average width
of the canals is about 1.2 mm. 'l'he sides of both specimens
present a very irregular system of tortuous branching canal
furrows.
Near the base of the larger specimen there are evidences of a, dense dermal layer. The dimensions of this example
are as follows: height 75 mm.; greatest width about 60 mm.;
diameter of stem 17 mm. by 24 mm.
None of the associated sponges resemble this species sufficiently to necessitate detailed comparisons. The irregular intertwining of the canals will distinguish it at a glance.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.
CALATHIUM?? ('?ZITTELELLA) INFELIX

U. & E.

Pl. V, fig. 1, la.

Of this species only two imperfect examples have been observed,
but as they seem to be quite different from any of the associ-
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ated sponges, it was deemed advisable to name and illustr.11te
them. The form is obliquely conical, about as wide as high;
the cup very deep, with the margins rounded. Sides of cup presenting the apertures of large radiating canals, arranged serially in the bottom of vertical channels, four or five in 10 mm.
The outer surface of the sponge wall is much weathered, but
preserves enough to show that though the radiating canals
pass through the wall they are less regularly arranged here
than on the inner surface. The spaces between the cana~s are
poriferous, but the form of the spicules could not be determined.
with certainty. A transparent section seems to show, however,
that they are not unlike those of the ANTHASPIDELLID.E. Sponge
wall gradually increasing in thickness from below upwards.
The greatest thickness, 10 mm., is in the upper one-third of the
height.
This sponge is placed provisionally in the genus Ca1athium of
Billings, because it is most probably congeneric with his C.
canadense, from the Chazy. Question signs are added because
we believe C. formosum, the type of the genus, is generically
distinct from these forms, but till the spicular structure of the
various species has been determined, it will be impracticable to
separate the groups. Perhaps the genus ZitteleJJa, should be
extended so that it would include species of this type.
Position a,nd locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

HINDIA IN.EQUALIS

u.

& E.

Pl. II, fig. 4, 4a, 4b.

Sponge free, of spherical form, with the surface evenly rounded.
The diameter of the largest specimen is 13 mm. Other examples
apparently belonging to the same species, vary from 7 to 10
mm.
The centre of the sponge is occupied by loose tissue, from
which extend small straight canals to all parts of the surface.
The radiate canals increase in number, and very slightly in size,
as the sponge grows larger, are sub-circular in section, and vary
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in width from 0.2 to 0.7 mm.; their walls are thin and consist of
cemented spicules. The skeleton, being calcified, gives but a
faint idea of the individual spicules.
The internal character of the species, as they appear in thin
sections, are well shown in figs. 4a and 4b. In transverse sections, the angles of junction between the canals, are alternately
composed of: ( 1) clear crystalline calcite, representing the nodes
of the spicules, and (2) the matrix which passes through the
connecting pores. In fig. 4a the latter are represented by a
darker shade. It would, perhaps, have been better to have
left them out of the drawing altogether, as the irregular shading by which we intended to imitate the limestone matrix,
might be interpreted to represent details of skeleton structure
not intended.
The distinguishing feature of this species is found in the unequal size of the radiating canals. The larger ones are generally surrounded by one or two series of the smaller canals, but
their arrangement with relation to each other is quite as variable as their width.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.

STROTOSPONGIA

nov. gen.

Sponges compound, funnel-shaped, composed of thin, intricately intertwined vertical leaves. The upper surface with more
than one osculum, around which the undulating vertical leaves
are arranged in a radiate manner. Cloacal depressions of variable depth; the apertures of several vertical tubes occupy the
bottom of each. Lower or outer surface with large sub-circular
and closely arranged canal apertures, arranged in somewhat
regular longitudinal series, while the interstices between them
are occupied by smaller canal apertures of variable size and
form.
Vertical sections show that the sponge wall is travered by
labyrinthically intertwined canals, having irregularly perforated
thin walls.
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Owing to changes produced during the process of fossilization
the minute structure of the canal walls cannot be determined
satisfactorily. Where the walls are thinnest, traces of the spicules are preserved. They appear to have been very minute,
and mainly three-rayed. Also a few extremely small uniaxial
spicules seem to belong here.
In the form and general aspect of the sponge, Strotospongia,
resembles species of Antha.spidella, so closely, that the utter
disagre.ement in their respective internal structures (so far as it
has been determined) is very surprising. On the other hand,
we are again surprised to find that the internal structure of Strotospongia corresponds very closely with that of the massive
sponges for which Mr. S. A. Miller proposed the genus Dysta,ctospongia. Both of theAe genera, we believe, belong to the CALCISPONGLE, which they resemble more than any other group of
sponges. At any rate, none of the characters so far determined
present any serious obje~tions to our view, but on the contrary
all seem to justify a provisional classification with the calcareous sponges.

STROTOSPONGIA MACULOSA

U. & E.

Pl. VIII, fig. 1, la, lb, le, Id,

Sponge depressed funnel-shaped, expanding rapidly above the
sub-cylindrical stem, which is of unknown length. Upper sur. face concave, with the margin acutely rounded. Near the centre
there is a deep cloacal cavity or osculum, while six others, of
smaller size, and less deep are situated at varying distances
from the central osculum. Around each there is a series of
thin-walled canals, arranged in a radiate manner, from 1 to 1.5
mm. wide. The radiating canals extend but a short distance
from the oscula when they bend downward and are lost in the
confused plexus which prevails throughout the interior of the
sponge. Beyond them the thin sponge substance forms a very
irregular network, with large angular meshes.
The under surface exhibits the apertures of numerous canals,
0.7 to 1.2 mm. in width, which are arranged in subregular longitudinal series on the expanded portion of the sponge. On the
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surface of the stem their arrangement is much less regular,
while they are also somewhat larger and more angular than those
occupying the space for some distance above the stem. Here
their mouths are sub-circular, and separated by sponge tissue
less than half their diameter in width. Near the margin of the
upper surface the canal apertures again become more angular,
and the sponge substance thinner. Numerous smaller canal
apertures occupy the spaces between the larger canals.
A. vertical section shows that the sponge walls are traversed
by labyrintbically intertwined canals. The separating sponge
substance, which is generally not more than 0.1 mm. thick, bas
been replaced by crystalline calcite, and the proc_ess has effectually destroyed nearly all the finer details of structure. Where
the walls are thinnest, or less compa;ct than usual, obscure
traces of the spicules and sponge fibre are preserved. So far as
the unsatisfactory conditions will admit of determining their
characters, it seems that the fibres contained both three-rayed
and uniaxial spicules.
The above describes the characters of the specimen we have
illustraited. The collection contains, besides, two other examples
which differ considerably in the size and arrangement of the
canals, and may belong to another species of the genus.
Although we were tempted to add another species to this peculiar genus, we have concluded to await the discovery of other
specimens, before deciding them to be distinct.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Illinois.
DYSTACTOSPONGIA MiNOR.

U. & E.

PL VIII, Fig. 3, 3a, Sb.

Sponge lobate massive, composed of irregular vertical leaves,
which combine to form a tubular mass. The tubes or canals
radiate from the base to the upper surface of the specimen,
where their walls, which have a thickness varying from 0.1 to
0;4 mm., present the appearance of short, beaded lines of calcite, forming an incomplete net work, with small and irregular
meshes, not exceeding, apparently, 1 mm. in width.
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ln vertical sections the canal walls decrease slightly in thickness from below upwards. They are pierced at frequent but
unequal intervals by large irregular openings. The C(tnal cavities are traversed by fine branching or simple fibres of calcite,
which we suppose to represent spicules. In transverse sections
the sponge substance is represented by small irregular masses
of crystalline calcite.
Of this species we have seen only the small lobate example,
illustrated on plate VIII.* The figure gives an oblique view of
the specimen and shows, on the le~ side, vertical canals running
from the base to the rounded upper surface. The vermiculate
lines on the half to the right, represent their incomplete walls.
On account of the great irregularity of the internal structure, it
is difficult to draw up satisfactorily descriptions of the species of
this genus. The same difficulty is experienced in describing the
internal construction of Strotospongia. The structure of these
sponges might, perhaps, have been better defined by saying,
that the sponges are composed of irregular reticulate fibres so
arranged that they form labyrinthically intertwined canals, or,
more or less irregular, vertical tubes.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone near Dixon, Ill.
DYSTACTOSPONGIA RUDIS

PL

vm.

Figs.

U. & E.

~

Of this species also, the collection contains but one example.
This is massive, of oval shape, three and one-half inches long,
two and one-half inches wide, and one and five-eighths inches
high. It is composed of reticulate sponge fibre arranged in
such a manner that it forms very thin, cribrose leaves, .1 mm.
or more in thickness, which combine with each other at unequal
intervals, so as to produce an irregularly tubular mass. The
cana.ls so formed vary in width from 1.5 'mm. to 4 mm., and
traverse the mass in an irregular radiate manner from the
base.
•Since this was written Mr. E. O. Ulrich visited Dixon n.nd succeeded In collecting
several other specimens of this and the following species. These agree in all respects
with the ones described.
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In sections the cribrose character of the intertwining sponge
leaves is quite obvious, but the component parts of t,he fibres
have been so much obscured during fossilization, that they cannot now be determined. But in the matrix which fills the canal
cavities, a large number of minute needle-shaped bodies, as well
as a few three-rayed forms, were observed.
This distinct species is separated from JJ. minor by the thinner
leaves, and much larger canals. From D. insolens Miller, the
type of the genus, it is distinguished by the same characters.
That species also presents a limited number of large radiate
oscula on the upper surface, which are not observable on the
species here described.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Ill.
CAMAROCLADIA

nov. gen.

Sponges consisting of small subcylindrical branching stems.
Interior with comparatively large, but short sub-cylindrical
canals, or cavities, which wind about in an irregular manner
before opening at the surface of the b.ranches. The canals are
separated by thin cribrose walls.
The walls are now composed of crystalline calcite, and preserve
only very faint traces of the spicular fibre. In the canal cavities a number of minute, mainly isolated three-rayed forms were
observed.
This genus is proposed to include small branching fossils that
are quite numerous in the Dixon sponge layer. In their general
appearance they resemble species of Buthotrephis, a genus of the
so-called "Fucoids." Whether any of these supposed plants are
really fossil Algrn remains to be seen. That many are not, will
be shown, we think, when their obscure remains are examined
and studied as they should be.
Some will probably turn out to be inorganic, others may be
trails and burrows, while not a few will prove to be sponges, as
has already been shown of Dictyophyton and Cyathophycus.
The systematic position of Camarocladia, while not positively
determined, is nevert.heless, sufficiently indicated by the known
characters, to induce us to classify the genus with the calcareous
sponges, in t,he neighborhood of Peronella, and Verticillites.
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CAMAROCLADIA DICHOTOMA

U. & E.

Pl. VII, Figs. 1, la, lb.

Sponge ramose, branching dichotomously at intervals of 10
mm. (more or less). Branches sub-cylindrical, 2 mm. or a little
more in diameter, with the surface smooth or minutely roughened, and irregularly porous. Among the minute pores, which
we regard as interstices between the reticulate skeleton fibre,
a small number of larger ones may be detected.
Sections show that the interior of the branches is mainly
occupied by more or less confluent short sub-cylindrical cavities,
with the separating partitions very thin. The cavities seem to
wind about in an irregular manner before they open at the
surface. Their width varies but little from 0.4 mm.
'fhe cluster of branches shown on plate VII, illustrates the
· usual appearance of t.his peculiar sponge. The branches are
generally matted together and much broken in the rock or on
the surface of Anthaspidella, species. In this condition the specimens rarely show any recognizable structure.
There are, probably, two or three other species of this genus
in the Trenton rocks of the western states. Though very
abundant in certain layers, the conditions of preservation were
in every case so unfavorable that none of the specimens preserve more than the merest traces of the sponge skeleton. Two
of them are more robust than C. dichotoma, while the third is
a smaller form and its branches divide more frequently.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Ill.
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STOMATOPOROIDS.
'

ACTINOSTROMA? TRENTONENSE U. & E.
PL Vil, Fig. 3, 3a, 3b.

The specimen which we ~propose to designate as above, is a
rounded sub-hemispheric mass, 4 7 mm. in diameter, by 23 mm.
in height. It consists of superimposed layers, from 1 to 3 mm.
thick.
Sections are somewhat obscure, but show that the mass is
composed of minute irregular vertical rods, of stellate form in
cross section. At varying intervals the rods throw out from
four to six slender rays which may or may not unite with the
rays of the surrounding rods.
In its minute structure this fossil resembles the ANTHASPIDELLID..E,
but the fact that the hemispheric mass is made up of superimposed fayers, seems to indicate a more decided affinity with the
Stromatoporoid section Actinostroma, proposed by Dr. Nicholson. The typical species of Actinostroma, one of which is illustrated on plate VII, differ from our species in having the rays
of the "radial pillars" placed at corresponding levels. Up to
the present time the genus was not known fo have representatives in older rocks than those of the Wenlock limestone of
Britain. From that horizon two spe~ies are mentioned by Dr.
Nicholson. In Devonian deposits the species are more numerous.
Position and locality: Twenty-five feet above the base of the
Trenton limestone, near Dixon, Ill.
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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL.
To Prof. A. H. Worthen, State Geologist:
DEAR Sm: When I undertook this work it was with the intention of preparing a complete monograph of the Bryozoa
found in the Palreozoic rocks of the State. It soon became
apparent, however, that this could not be carried out, since the
class proved to be so numerously represented that neither space
nor the appropriation would suffice for the purpose. In view of
this I decided to select only the typical and most important
species and upon these to base a systein of classification enabling
the student without much trouble to arrange his long neglected
material. To facilitate the study I found it necessary to write
a comprehensive introduction, containing a short bibliographic
sketch of the subject to date, an account of the general and
comparative structure of Palreozoic Bryozoa, and a chapter on
their classification with notes upon recent methods of investigations. My classification is based almost entirely upon the
microscopic and really fundamental characters and I need not
therefore apologize if my system differs widely from those hitherto
employed. The time has arrived when some convenient and
natural arrangement for this large branch of the Palreozoic
fauna is not only desirable but a pressing necessity if we would
use them to further the progress of stratigraphical geology.
There is no claslil of fossils better entitled to that distinction
than the Bryozoa, as they are more than usually persistent in
their characters. Those of the suborder TREPOSTOMATA are even
servicable where other fossils are too imperfect, since in most
cases they can be identified by means of thin sections.
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The material upon which the preeent report is based is mostly
contained in the State Museum at Springfield. A few illustrative species not in the museum were loaned for description from
private collections. Of these, whenever possible, I have placed
typical examples into. the State collection, so that it may be
claimed with truth, that as a collection of Upper Palooozoic
Bryzoa at any rate, it stands unsurpassed. The numerous thin
sections required for the work, were all personally prepared by
me. The illustrations, too, have all been drawn, and many of
them transferred to stone, by myself. On the remainder the
lithographic work was done, under my personal supervision, by
Mr. Charles Schuchert, to whom I am much indebted for the fidelity
and skill he has shown in the performance of his difficult task.
To Mr. J. M. Nir.kles of Sparta, Illinois, who has not only
amassed a large collection of Palooozoic Bryozoa but also is
conversant with their structure, I am especially indebted for
much valuable assistance both by way of advice and specimens.
And to you, my dear sir, I cannot sufficiently express my
gratitude for the encouragement and many kindnesses that I
have received at your hands, nor can I forget the marked
patience and sympathy that you have shown me throughout
the progress of my work.
Very respectfully yours,
E. 0. ULRICH.
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PREFACE.
For reasons pointed out in my letter of transmittal, the present work fa.lls considerably short of being a "Monograph" of
the Palreozoic Bryozoa of Illinois, and much unwrought material
still remains in the State Museum. Many new and important
forms are also contained in private collections, while in my
own there are o-ver two hundred Palreozoic species (many of
them from Illinois) that must await opportunities for publication. This, however, was not so much a cause forregret as the
loss of much time that was consumed in selecting just such
forms as would show the characters and limits of the genera in
the best manner. My desire to establish the generic divisions
in such a manner that they would readily appeal to the mind
of the student I sought to fulfill by incorporating into the report as many diagnostic species as possible. On this account
the plates, especially the latter ones, are more crowded, and
some of the species less fully illustrated, than I had originally
intended. The crowded condition of the plates, on the other
hand, bears witness to the fact that I have done what I could
in the way of illustration, and in most cases, I have no doubt,
it will be found to suffice for present needs, or until a "Monograph" of the Palreozoic representatives of the class can be
prepared.
Palreontologists have now universally conceded that in the
determination of such difficult groups of organisms as the fossil
Bryozoa the microscopic structure is the most essential element. The superficial characters may vary greatly in differently
preserved specimens, or they may not be recognizable, while
the mere external form or habit of growth is too treacherous a
guide to be relied upon. The . older palreontologists, without
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exception, relied upon these delusive external characters in distinguishing their species, and the result is that it is now almost
impossible to identify a large number of forms which they have
described and named. Their names have become current, but
we have no assurance that we are really dealing with the forms
to which t.he names were originally applied. Frequently, too,
the names have been applied by subsequent observers to totally
different organisms, so that no little amount of confusion has
resulted. The ill effects of this state of things upon stratigraphical geology, can scarcely be exaggerated, since it is often quite
impossible to be sure of the identification by various authors
of the characteristic fossils of particular horizons. Thus, one
often finds Chmtetp,s lycoperdon Say, Stenopora fibrosa, Goldfuss, S. columnaris Geinitz, and Monticulipora, or Chmtetes petr.opolita.nus Pander, quoted in lists as typical fossils oi certain
stratigraphical horizons; but it is safe to say, that in almost
every instance there is no surety that the indentification of the
species rests upon anything beyond the worthless characters of
external form and general composition.
This confusion will continue so long as such illy characterized
and unidentifiable species are recognized by palreontologists.
Some indulgences might be extended to early authors but I
hold that there is ahsolutely no excuse whatever for such work
at the present time when our facilities for giving our work
a permanent value, by doing it well, are so much better than
they were in former years. Of greater value, at present, than
the mere addition of new species to our lists, is the proper elucidation of those already named.
Until within the last ten years the Palreozoic Bryozoa did not
receive the attention from palreontologists that they deserve,
and previous to 1875, Dr. Hiram A. Prout was the only American author who aimed to introduce some system into their
classification. Unfortunately, his labors were almost exclusively
confined to the Bryozoa of the Carboniferous rocks, and consist
mainly of careful delineation of species and genera. On account
of his limited acquaintance with the Silurian, Devonian and
Mesozoic forms, his conclusione were .often faulty. However,
when we consider the time and the primitive methods of investigation then employed, we are forced to credit him with fine
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powers of discrimination and observation. To Dr. H. A. Nicholson the student of Palreozoic TREPOSTOMATA is more indebted
than to any other naturalist, since to him belongs the credit of
being the first to recognize the absolute necessity of thin sections. His works mark a new departure, an epoch in the study
of these intricate fossils, and it is upon the outlined basis first
drawn by this brilliant naturalist, that my own work has been
built. We agree admirably upon fundamental principles and
the facts involved, and if we differ more or less in our conclusions, I think it is mainly because Dr. Nicholson has not gone.
into t.he comparat.ive anatomy of the subject as deeply as I
have found it necessary to do. Nor can he have had any adequate idea of the vast variety and number of the forms under
consideration.
To enhance the value of my work '[ have extended my investigations so as to em brace not only Palreozoic, but also all
available Secondary, Tertiary, and recent material. The exhaustive works of D'Orbigny, Busk, Reuss, Manzoni, Hagenow,
Hincks and other authorities on the subject, were carefully
studied and searched for information which might throw some
light upon the early representatives of the class here treated.
Much success has attended my endeavors in this direction and
the classification now offered, though essentially the same as
the scheme published in my "American Palreozoic Bryozoa,'' is
nevertheless much improved and more natural, as the whole is
based upon the microscopic and reallv fundamental characters
of the organisms. Nearly four thousand thin sections were
prepared, illustrating the internal characters of between six
and seven hundred species.
It is not claimed that the system adopted applies correctly in
all cases, but I am convinced that the outlines as herein drawn
will recommend themselves to all who will undertake the study
of the Palreozoic Bryozoa with an unprejudiced mind and a firm
determination to master them. Such a student will quickly
learn t.hat, as soon as he has accustomed himself to taking
note of every variation, and grasped the fundamental principles
of the system, the subject is less difficult than it at first seemed,
as he will find that his specimens usually drop naturally enough
-36
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into their proper divisions. In the chapters on general structure and classification some notes on methods of investigation
may prove of interest and, perhapsi of value.
An abridged bibliographical sketch, as well as a chapter on
comparisons between Palreozoic and more recent Bryozoa, has
been prepared, but on account of a lack of space they could not
be printed in this volume.

TERMINOLOGY.
ZoARIUM ( polyzoarium and camwcium auctt.) :-The composite structure formed by repeated gemmation.
Zo<ECIUM (= cell auctt.):-The true cell or chamber in which
the polypide is lodged.
MESOPORES (=interstitial cells auctt.):-The angular or irregular cells which occupy the spaces between the zomcia in many
of the TREPOSTOMATA and some of the CRYPTOSTOMATA.
VESICULAR TISSUE:-The vesicles which occupy the space between
the zomcia in the FrsTULIPORID.<E and other Palreozoic Bryozoa.
AcANTHOPORES (= spiniform corallites Nicholson, spinifoz·m
tubuli Ulrich, Wa,ndrohrchen Dybowski):-The tubular spines
which are found in so many Palreozoic Bryozoa, notably Dekayia, Leioclema and Rlwmbopora.
·
MEDIAN TUBULI (= Wa,ndstriinge Dybowski):-Very slender
tubes which are present between the zomcial walls and the
median laininre of certain double leaved forms (e. g. STICToPoRID.<E). Their apertures at the surface are slightly elevated and
present the appearance of series of minute granules. The small
granules in Rhombopora, Stenopora, and other genera, are supposed to be of the same character.
COMMUNICATION PORES:-Small pores which pass through the
walls of the zooocia and establish communication between adjacent cells.
O<ECIUM (= ovicell, gonocyst, gonwcium auctt.):-A modified
zooocium set apart for reproductive functions, the inflation of
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the surface of the zoarium in which the embryoes are developed,
or a special receptacle which is attached to the zooocium and
serves the same purpose.
DIAPHRAGMS (=tabulm and septa auctt.): The straight plates
which cross the tubular zooocia and mesopores in the TREPoSTOMATA.
CYS'rIPHRAGMS:-The convex plates which line the walls of the
zooocia in some of the TREPOSTOMATA.
OPERCULA or PERFORATED DIAPHRAGMS :-Horizontal plates,
perforated subcentrally, closing the mouths of the zooocia. As
growth proceeds in the colony these are left behind in the tubes
and mark the successive stages.
SUPERIOR HEMI-SEPTUM :-A plate or laminar projection which
forms the posterior border of the primitive zooocial aperture,
in the typical CRYPTOSTOMATA.
INFERIOR HEMI-SEPTUM:-A small plate often present in the
CRYPTOSTOMATA, springing from the anterior wall or the medium
laminre of double leaved forms, at a point a short distance
below the "Superior hemi-septum".
LuNARIUM:-A more or less thickened portion of the posterior
wall in many Bryozoa which is curved to a shorter radius and
usually projects above the plane of the zorecium aperture. It is
of crescentic form, and represents the "notch" which is such a
characteristic feature of the aperture of some of the recent
CHEILOSTOMATA. In the Palreozoic Bryozoa it is variously modified and drawn out trough-like.
PRIMARY APERTURE:-''The original orifice" of the zooocium in
the CRYPTOSTOMATA.
SECONDARY or SUPERFICIAL APERTURE:-The superficial orifice
of the tubular prolongation of the original aperture.
OBVERSE and REVERSE:-Two terms employed to designate,
respectively, the celluliferous and non-celluliferous faces of the
zoaria of the FENESTELLID£, AcANTHOCLADIID..E, and PHYLLOPORINID.E.
D1ssEPIMENTS:-Short non-celluliferous bars connecting the cellbearing branches in the FENESTELLID..E, and developed at regular intervals. The rounded, hexagonal or quadrate meshes of
the net work thus· formed are known as the "fenestrules".
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CHAPTER I.
GENERAL AND COMPARATIVE STRUCTURE OF PAL.iEOZOIC BRYOZOA.

To get a correct idea of the structure of Palreozoic Bryozoa,
it is absolutely necessary that they be studied with the aid of
thin sections.
The following is a simple method for preparing sections:
The materials required are, (1) a piece of sandstone (not too
gritty) eight or ten inches wide, eighteen or twenty inches long,
and of sufficient thickness to insure solidity; (2) a piece of water
hone one inch thick, a little wider, and four or five inches long;
(3) a block of wood (walnut is the best) one inch thick, two
inches wide and four and one-half inches long. The edges of the
upper side is rounded to fit the hand, while in the lower side a
shallow excavation one and one-sixteenth inches by three and
one-eighth is made to fit the ordinary glass slip. The excavation must be made so that the central portion of the glass slip
will bear upon the block, while the ends may have a little play.
With a strong pair of "wire nippers" a fragment is pinched
from the specimen of which sections are desired. This is taken
into the fingers, rubbed upon the sandstone until the surface is
perfectly flat. This is the most important part of the process,
and the greatest care must be exercised to retain (or obtain, as
the case may be,) the desired angle. This surface is now rubbed
smooth upon the hone, when the fragment is ready for mounting. A drop of Canada balsam is placed upon the glass slip
and the ground face of the fragment into it. The slip is now
heated (on a heating stage or over a lamp) and the Canada
balsam allowed to boil five or six seconds, when the slip is laid
upon a horizontal piece of wood to cool. After it is cold the
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balsam should be tested, and, if it is not hard and brittle, must
be reheated. If of the proper hardness, the block is moistened,
the slip placed into the excavation, and the superfluous material
rubbed away upon the sandstone. When nearly thin enough it
is taken out of the block and finished upon the hone. After
thoroughly cleaning and drying the section may be covered
with a thin sheet of glass, or only a film of balsam, when it is
again heated and the air bubbles, if any are present, expelled
by faint pressure upon the section with some pointed instrument.
Of course it requires a certain amount of experience and time
to make good sections, yet even the beginner ought soon to be
able to make from twenty to thirty sections daily, while an
expert may increase the number to forty and even fifty.
For reasons which will become apparent to the reader further
along, these sections must be prepared with a knowledge of
certain peculiarities which are common to the Bryozoa, otherwise the sections will be misleading. Take for example any
ramose or palmate form, and the student will find that the
zoarium of such Bryozoa is composed primarily of two distinct
zones, an inner or axial region where the zocecia are tubular,
with very thin walls, and more or less nearly vertical, and an
outer or peripheral region composed of the same tubes bent
outwards at varying angles" in order to reach the surface. In
this outer region the zocecia are supposed to have entered the
mature condition, and it is here only that such accessory
features as the acanthopores and mesopores are developed. The
necessity of two sections, a vertical and a transverse, is at once
obvious, but as neither of these sections will give us a cross
section of the zocecia in their peripheral region, where the adult
and consequently the most important characters are to be
found, it is evident that a third section must be prepared,
which will enable us to investigate these characters. This section, which is called "tangential," must divide the zoarium along
a plane paralled with the surface, and only a little below U. Of
bifoliate forms two tangential sections ought to be made, one
passing through the zoarium just below the surface, and the
other just above the median lamina. In thin examples of this
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style of growth one large section can be made to show the
characters of the zomcia from their origin to the aperture.
For massive, parasitic, or discoid zoaria, two sections (vertical and transverse) will ordinarily suffice to bring out the
principal characters, but it is advised that two or more transverse sections be prepared, dividing the zoarium at different
heights.
I. Mode of growth.-In considering the general structure of
fossil Bryozoa, the mode of growth and the form ultimately assumed bythezoarium, though generally of but sub-ordinate classificatory value, may very appropriately be mentioned first. The
outwardformof thezoarium, thoughex:tremely variable, when the
whole class is taken into consideration, is tolerably constant for
each species, and not infrequently all or most of the species belonging to one genus may adhere more or less strictly to some particular method of growth. The importance of variation in outer
form as a factor in classification is very much diminished by
the fact that many species may vary considerably in shape, and
but very slightly in their minute structural characters, while on
the other hand structurally diverse species may assume the
same outward form. We must admit, however, that in many
Bryozoa the ultimate.form of the zoarium is largely determined
by the shape and reproduction of the zomcia, and in these the
external form is of the first importance, since it is indicative of
variations in structural characters.
The zoaria of Palmozoic Bryozoa usually exhibit one or the
other of the following conditions:
1. The incmsting or pa,rasitic zoarium, in which the colony
is parasitically attached by the whole of the lower surface to
foreign bodies, such as shells corals other Bryozoa or stones.
The zomcia are short, usually tubular, and by the formation of
successive layers the zoaria may form large masses. Examples
are several species of Leptotrypa,, Spa,tiopora,, Palmscha,ra,
Ata,ctopora,, Cera,moporella,, Eridopora,, Stomatopora,, etc.
2. The faminar zoarium, differs from the encrusting only in
being kee and in having the lower surface covered with a
wrinkled or striated epithecal membrane. The colony usually
commences its growth upon some small object. This type of
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growth is represented by many species of Fistulipora, Monticulipora, cincinna,tiensis Nicholson, and several species of Stenopora,.
3. The massive zoarium, which may be free, attached only at
the base, or growing around some foreign body. The zooocia
form long tubes, divided at more or less frequent intervals by
diaphragms. The massive zoarium is seen in Monticulipora,
ma,mmula,ta, D'Orbigny, some species of Leptotrypa,, Monotrypa,, Fistulipora, and Crepipora,.
4. The discoid zoarium has the form of a plano-convex or
concavo-convex disc. Generally the convex surface is celluliferous and the flat or concave surface covered with a striated and
wrinkled epitheca. Monotrypa,? petasiformis Nicholson, Leptotrypa, discoidea, Nich., Diplotrypa, petropolita,na, Pander, and
Prasopora, ~ycoperdon are examples. More rarely the upper or
celluliferous surface is concave or flat, and the lower side convex. Of this condition Scenellopom radiata, and Proutella discoidea, (Prout sp.) examples. The same type of zoarium pertains to species of Aspidopora,, Discotrypa, and Cyclopora, but
in these the height when compared with the width is proportionately much less than in the examples first cited. In all,
the adult form was essentially free, but that the majority were
originally attached to some small foreign body usually admits
of demonstration.
5. The bifolfate zoarium, in which the zooocia diverge from a
double median lamina or basal plate, and open upon the two
surfaces of a foliate expansion, or of flattened branches. This
type of growth is very common, being characteristic of the
PTILODICTYONID..E and STICTOPORID..E. Among the CYsToDICTYoNID..E, Prismopora, Glyptopora, and Evactinopora, offer peculiar
modifications of this type of growth.
6. The dendroid or ra,mose zoarium, in which the entire free
surface is covered by the apertures of zooocial tubes, is very
common among the TREPOSTOMATA. The tubes radiate in all
directions from an imaginary axis, or from an axial tube. A
ramose zoarium is seen in Rhombopora,, Batostomelfa, Amplexopora, Monotrypelfa, Diamesopora, Nematopora, etc., etc.
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7. The frondescent or pa,Jma,te zoarium is intimately connected with the ramose, the arrangement of the zooocia being
the same. It usually consists of leaf-like e:x;pansions with the
edges rounded and celluliferous. Good examples are Heterotrypa
frondosa D'Orbigny, sp., and Homotrypa, da,wsoni Nicholson.
8. The segmented zoarium is characteristic of a number of
Palreozoic Bryozoa. In these the complete zoarium is composed of more or less numerous; simple Rr branched segments,
with each end slightly bulbous and subsolid. This type of
growth is seen in Arthrostylus, Arthropora,, Arthroclema,, Dicranopora and Helopora, all Silurian genera. It has also been
observed in a new form from the Hamilton group of New York.
The species of Ptilodictya may also be included with the segmented Bryozoa, since the basal extremity of the zoarium in
this genus is pointed and was inserted in the socket-like depression of an attached basal expansion.
9. The fenestmted zoarium, in which the colony is composed
of slender branches, celluliferous on one side, which anastomose
with each other as in Phyllopora, and Phylloporina, or are
united at regular intervals by non-poriferous processes (dissepiments) the whole forming a flabellate, spiral or infundibular
expansion. Fenestella., Polypora and Semicoscinium are examples.

Archimedes and Lyropora are modificatfons of this type of
growth. In the first there is a solid spiral axis; in the second
two strong diverging supports, between which the reticulate expansion is spread.
10. The pinnate zoarium differs from the preceding in being
composed of a straight central branch and more slender lateral
branches, which spring from the sides of the main stem. AcanthocJa,dia, and Pinna,topora.
II. Surface characters.-.A.side from the superficial characters
of the zooocia, which will be treated in another place, the surface of a large number of Palreozoic Bryozoa presents certain
peculiarities, which, on account of their conspicuousness, demand
special consideration. Foremost among these are the structures
commonly known as "monticules" and "maculre" which, though
properly enough applied to designate distinct conditions, are
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morphologically the same. In a strict sense the "monticules"
are circumscribed areas on the surface of the zoarium which are
elevated to a variable degree above the general level and constitute a more or less regularly distributed series of conical
rounded or elongated eminences. Usually the "monticules"
are occupied by zocecia more or less decidedly larger than those
of the average size in the intervening spaces, though in some
cases the difference in this respect is quite inappreciable. Apparently always, however, the cells on the monticules are distinguished by some peculiarity, so that if they are not larger
they may be recognized by their thicker walls, or by the greater
width of the spaces between them. Monticules having the structure here described are present in Monticulipora, ma,mmula,ta,
D'Orb., M. cincinnatiensis Nicholson, (_}a,Jlopora, ra,mosa, D'Orb.,
Monotrypa,? filiosa, D'Orb., Discotr;ypa, elega,ns, Spa,tiopora,
montifera, and Homotrypa, da,wsoni Nicholson.
The "maculre" like the "monticules" are circumscribed spaces
on the surface of the zoarium, but differ from them in being
composed of aggregations of mesopores or vesicular tissue, instead of groups of large zocecia. It is a fact, however, that
the zocecia which surround the "maculre" are almost invariably appreciably larger than those farther removed from the
centre of a "macula."
The surface of the maculre may
be finely porous (e. g. Heterotrypa, subpulchella, Nicholson,
Crepipora, impressa,), with the mesopores visible but closed
(e. g. Deka,yella, obscura, and Peronopora, decipiens Rominger), apparently solid and elevated above the general
level of the surface (e. g. Atactopora, ma,cufata, · Crepipora,
solida), or smooth and depressed. The last condition is the
most typical and common, and is represented in a more or less
marked manner by all of the F1sTULIPORID1E, and many of the
CYSTODICTYONID1E. In these families the interspaces between the
zocecia are occupied by lenticular vescicles which, at any rate
in the perfect adult state, are not visible at the surface. The
"maculre" are depressed, often stellate and quite regularly
arranged, when they impart a very characteristic and ornamental appearance to the zoarium. Though of rare occurrence,
"maculrn" are also occasionally present among the 8TICTOPORID1E (e. g. Pachydict;ya, and Phyllodictya), but the non-porifer-37
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ous margin, which is so characteristic a feature of the zoarium
of that family as well as of the PTILODICTYONID..E and CYSTODICTYONID..E, is essentially the same thing, since its minute structure
is precisely similar to that of the maculm. The non-poriferous
margin further agrees with the "maculm" in the fact that the
zooocia which are nearest to the margin are almost invariably
larger than those occupying the central region of the stipe. In
Prismopora, serra,ta, Meek, and P. trifolfa RomingP-r, the morphological identity of the non-poriferous margin and the "maculm" is clearly shown, the two being confluent.
As regards the uses of the "monticules" and "maculm," the
only suggestion that seems at all applicable, is that they had
something to do with the reproductive functions. The large
cells which occupy the monticules or surround the maculm must
in that case have been the receptacles in which the embryo were
developed into the larval stage. This explanation is made very
plausible by a comparison with the goncecium of Crisfa, which
is nothing more than a slightly modified zooocium set apart
for reproductive functions. The ooocium of many other Cyclostomatous Bryozoa is simply an inflated Zooocium, which also
may be slightly modified in other respects. In Strotopom, a
new genus of the FISTULIPORID..E, the surface exhibits more or
less numerous cells which are curiously modified in having the
apertures abruptly expanded to two or three times the normal
width. In the perfect state the aperture is arched over and
presents the appearance of a small vesicle. That these structures represent ooocia will scarcely admit of doubt.
III. Mesopores and vesicula,r tissue.-The term "Mesopores"
was proposed by Nicholson and Foord for the cells which occupy the spaces between the true Zooocia previously known as
interstitial cells and cancelli.* They applied the term equally
to the interstitial tubes of Ca,llopora,, Pra,sopom, Diplotrypa,,
Heterotrypa,, etc., and to the vesicular cells of Fistulipora,. These
structures are, however, very distinct and ought to be known
by different names. I propose, therefore, that the use of the
term ''mesopores" be restricted to the tubular interstitial cells,
* Prof. Busk and other authors applied the name "cancelli" to the interstitial tubes
of Heteropora and other Bryozoa of that type. Mesopores is supposed to be a more
appropriate term, and is used by me in its stead.
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and that the lenticular vesicles provisionally retain the more
appropriate designation "vesicular tissue."
In this restricted sense the mesopores are tubular cells occupying the interspaces between the true zooocia. Their number
.and size varies greatly in different species, being quite variable
even in species of the same genus. In some they are very small
and occur only at the angles of junction between the zooocia,
while in other forms the latter are completely separated from
each other by one or more series. When closely examined they
are found to be, perhaps in all cases, more or less decidedly
angular and of irregular shape, though it is not infrequently
found that the angles are blunted and the cavity rounded by
an internal deposit of sclerenchyma. This is the case in all
those forms in which the cell walls are thick. Numerous examples might be cited, but Stictoporella, and Batostomella, will
suffice. In longitudinal sections the tubes of the mesopores are
generally distinguished from the true zocecia by their comparatively more numerous diaphragms, which are always horizontal
and "complete." From a morphological point of view the most
important character of the mesopores is found in the fact that
they do not occur in the axial region of the zoarium, but first
make their appearance in the cortical portion after the original
zocecia have commenced to bend outward (or upward as the
case may be) in their course to the surface.
The structure known as "vesicular tissue" is composed of
lenticular cells, which fill the interspaces between the zooocia in
the FISTULLIPORID..E and CYSTODICTYONID..E. Unlike the mesopores
they originate already in the axial region, being, however, more
numerous as well as smaller in the superficial portion of the
zoarium. They are never arranged so as to form tabulated
tubes like the mesopores, but occur in horizontal layers, the
constituent cells of which are quite independent of those of the
preceding layer. Near the surface of an adult zoarium they are
largely filled with sclerenchyma. which more or less completely
obliterates their individuality.
This deposit, however, is
traversed by minute vertical tubuli, that seem to serve the purpose of maintaining communication between the open cells and
the surface to which their prominent terminations impart a
minutely granular aspect. Vesicular tissue is also developed in
the older regions of species of Semicoscinium between the "ca-
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rinre,'' and especially in the footstalk. The discovery of that
structure in such unequivocal Bryozoa as the FENESTELLID.<E is
of the greatest importance in its bearing upon the question of
the zoological position of the F1sTULIPORID.<E. In the proper
place we will consider it in greater detail.
IV. Aca,nthopores.-A large number of Palreozoic Bryozoa,
especially among the TREPOSTOMATA, present, when in a good
state of preservation, a greater or less number of blunt spinelike structures, which, are placed around the zomcia apertures,
usually at the angles of junction between adjoining cells.. Sometimes they also occur at some point between the angles, while
in other forms, notably such as Leioclema, species, in which the
mesopores are very numerous, they are apparently included
within the substance of the walls of the zomcia. These peculiar
appendages present themselves at the surface as so many blunt
projections, varying considerably in prominence and size in
different species, In the genus Dpka,yfa, they attain a greater
size than in any other, being in some species almost or quite
as large as an average zocecium. Ordinarily they are much
smaller than this, while in some forms they are so much reduced in size that it is difficult to distinguish them from the
elevated surface terminations of the "median tubuli" (e. g.
Rhombopora, species, and Leioclema,? a,ra,neum). Thin secti.ons
show conclusively that they were all originally hollow; and the
apical aperture of the spines may in rare instance be detected.
Generally, however, the summit of the spines appears to be solid,
but this fact may be easily accounted for by the readiness with
which the excessively minute apertures would be filled up by the
matrix or by infiltrated calcite. As stated, sections prove beyond·
a doubt that we are not dealing with mere superficial ornaments,
but that they extend into the substance of the peripheral region
of the zoarium, in which they can be traced to a depth equal
to that reached by the "mesopores". As seen in tangential
sections they appear as circular spots of somewhat darker or
lighter shade than the wall substance immediately surrounding
them.
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Fig. 1. Leioclema foliatum, Ul. Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill.-a, Vertical section x28,
showing entire thickness of zoarium, tabulation of zomcia and mesopores, and structure of the acanthopores; b, tangential section x28, showing distribution of acanthopores,
mesopores and zoaicia; c, small portion of wall x50; d, acanthopore x50, showing its
structurll.

Further examination shows that they are composed of ·laminated sclerenchyma, disposed in a concentric manner around a
circular clear or dark central space. In vertical sections the
minute central canal is often clearly seen, as well as the structure of the thick walls. The concentrically laminated structure
noticed in tangential sections proves to be produced by a succession of overlapping conical layers of sclerenchyma. This arrangement of the laminm proves conclusively that the aperture of the
spines was at all times approximately of the same diameter,
and completely overthrows the supposition advanced by Dr.
Nicholson ("The Genus Monticulipora", p. 47), that these
spines were a peculiar form of corallites, the mouths of which
became closed by secondary deposit as the corallum assumed its
final characters. On the same page he also says: "It is not, of
·course, essential that we should suppose these singular structures to be occupied by polyps; but I think them to be modified
zooids in the same sense as is true of the 'avicularia' of the
Polyzoa". I am perfectly willing to accept Dr. Nicholson's
view as it is expressed in the above quotation, since I am fully
convinced that in the "acanthopores" we are dealing with
structures that supported appendages most likely of identical
nature and functions with the avicularia or vibracula found on
recent Bryozoa. This explanation possibly applies only to the
large acanthopores as they are seen in Dek&yia, species of
Leioclema, and other forms. The smaller and closely arranged
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ones, characterizing the genera Batostomella, Amplexopora,
Atactopora and Rhombopora, were most probably occupied by
somewhat different yet homologous appendages. These may
find an explanation in the stout, chitinous or calcareous bristles
which are found upon the walls of the zorecia in many CHEILo8TOMATA. After the death of the zooid these bristles fall off,
leaving minute pits in the summits of small blunt spines.
True acanthopores are also present in a large proportion of
the FENESTELLID.E and AcANTHOCLADIID.E. In Fenestella, Ptylopora, and Septopora, the mesial carina very often bears strong
spines, which sections prove to have been hollow and constructed upon the same general plan as the "acanthopores" of
the TREPOSTOMATA.
In Polypora, and other genera having more than two rows of
zorecia they are distributed among the cells 1with greater or
less regularity.
The apical apertures are not often preserved, but they are
shown in a beautiful manner in specimens of several species described in this volume (Ji'enestella, wortheni, PI. 52, fig. 5, 5a,
and Ptylopora cylindracea, PI. 66, fig. 2). While I regard these
''acanthopores" as probably having been occupied by vibracular
structures, some other explanation seems necessary to account
for the peculiar "dimorphic pores" occurring so abundantly upon
the non-poriferous side of the branches in Septopora, Acanthocladia fruticosa, and Semicoscinium infraporosum. These pores
are also present on the celluliferous side of several species, where
they are scattered among the zorecia. In the species last mentioned, we find them on each side of the prominent mesial keel.
These cannot have contained the same kind of modified zooid
as the acanthopores, since they are generally much larger than
the latter, and because in most cases (notably Septopora,
biserialis Swallow) both kinds of pores occur in the same
species. If in the "acanthopores" we see the supports of vibracular structures, would it be unreasonable to suppose that the
"dimorphic pores" were the receptacles of "avicularia"'! I see
nothing in their structure to negative the supposition, nor
would these be the only instances in which both avicularia and
vibracula occur together, as, according to Hincks, both kinds
of appendanges are present in two genera of the CHEI!-OSTOMATA.
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We now pass on to the consideration of other sets of minute
tubuli, which, though often strongly resembling the "acanthopores", must have had very different functions. Until they are
better understood I propose to designate them by the term
"median tubuli", the name having reference to their position in
the zoarium.
V. Medfan tubuli.-In its strictest sense the term applies to
certain exceedingly slender longitudinal tubes which are present
between the two median laminoo in many of the STICTOPORID..E.
In Stictopora, and Pa,chydictya, they are of sufficient size to be
recognized with ease in transverse sections. So far as observed
here, they do not seem to be provided with distinct walls, but
appear to have been produced by an equal longitudinal grooving
of the laminoo, so that half of the tube is on each side of the
divisional line between the larriinoo. Another set, which I consider as essentially of the same nature as those just described,
traverses the walls of the zooocia (or the interspaces between
them) in a vertical direction. These are arranged in crowded
series and very much resemble small "acanthopores". In Stictopora, and some species of Pa,chydictya, they are usually arranged
in a single series along the middle of the walls between the
zooocia. In certain species of Stenopora,, Rhombopora, and
Anisotrypa, they are also arranged in a single series, but in
these they are confined to a distinct linear space which separated the walls of adjoining zooocia. Structures of probably the
same type, but slightly modified, occur in the walls of Idiotrypa,
pa,ra,sitica, and Nicholsonella, ponderosa,.
The spine-like structures of Fistulipora, utricula, Rominger, F.
spinulifera, Rominger, and other species of the genus, which
Nicholson and Foord identified with the "acanthopores" of
Deka,yfa, are, most probably, of. a very different nature. That
in tangential sections they resemble small acanthopores is true,
yet certain peculiarities, which they often show in an unmistakable manner, indicate functions decidedly different from those
here attributed to the true acanthopores. On plates 46 and 48
I have figured sections of various species of Fistulipora,, some
of which are provided with the structures in question. Upon
close examination we find that the cover of the interstitial vesicles is perforated by one or more minute openings that look
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Fig. 2.-a, Transverse section x 50 of Ptilodictya varialiilis, * showing the basal portion
of the two layers of zorecia, and the duplex character of the median lamina; between
the plates there is no series of median tubuli.-b, small portion of a tangential section
of Toiniodictya cinoulata, x 50, showing a transverse lining of the central region of the
walls, a character often present among the PTILODICTYONID.llll.-c, deep tangential section
of Stictopora mutabilis, Ul., x 50, showing the primitive portion of the zorecia and the
median t.ubuli in their walls.-d, tangential·section of same showing characters of zorecia
just beneath the superficial aperture.-e, transverse section of a young example of same,
x 50, showing median tubuli.-f. transverse, section of old example of same, x 50.-g, Vertical section through one zorecium of an old example of same, x 50.-h, vertical s~tion
section of a young specimen of same, x 50.

*This name is proposed instead of Ptilodictya nodosa for the form figured in my
Pal. Bryozoa," under that name, Hall's Escharopora nodosa (Pal. N. Y. vol. 1,
1847,) having proved to belong to Ptilodictya.
~Amer.
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just like the supposed acanthopores; and, · when the section
passes. through the zoarium just beneath the surface of a fully
matured example, where the vesicles are filled with a dense
deposit of sclerenchyma, they cannot be distinguished from each
other. Precisely the same conditions prevail in Coscinium,
Evactinopora, Phyllodictya, Pa,chydictya, Idiotrypa,, Nichol. sonella and Constelfarfa, and, with the addition of true acanthopores, in species of Trema,topora,. On account of their excessive
minuteness and consequent liability to obliteration, I have found
it extremely difficult, if not impossible, to determine whether these
structures are ever actually tubular (i.e., like the acanthopores,
passing in a continuous line through successive stages of the
zoarium). The evidence afforded by vertical sections is generally
opposed to this view, excepting in some sections of Cystodictya,
and other genera, in 'which. the secondary deposit that filled the
interstitial vesicles exhibits a finely lined appearance, making it
not unlikely that calcification was arrested by the pores and
only extended around them, so that with the continuation of
the deposit, they gradually formed tubular sha~s*. Taking all
the evidence at hand into consideration, the only plausible explanation would seem to be that we are dealing with small perforations in the calcareous covers of the mesopores and interstitial vesicles. Whether these were closed at the termination
of each stage, or remained open so as to maintain communication throughout the zoarium, is a problem we may never be
able to solve.
In species of Ptilodictyu of the type of P. pa,vonfa D'Orb.,
and P. falciformis Nicholson, and Tmniodictya, (n. gen.) and
Cyclopora fu.ngfa Prout, the intra-mural space is crossed by
numerous dark lines, which tangential sections, taken from exceptionally preserved specimens, show to be composed of closely
arranged spots. Whether these spots represent extremely minute vertical tubes or moniliform tubuli, which traversed the
*In the Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 5 ser. vol. 13, p. 213, Rev. T. Hincks, the eminent
authority on recent Bryozoa, describes a very similar condition in the development of
his Mu.cronella spinosissima var. major. After stating that in the young state there are
two or three rows of pores around the margin of the zoaicia, he says, "As calcifteation
proceeds it is arrested by the pores and only extends around them and not over them;
so that they continue open and form at last tubular shafts piercing the stony crufi
which has been piled up about them,"
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walls in a transverse direction, is a point not yet determined.
The evidence at hand favors the last possibility more than the
first,
Sections ofRhomboporalep1dodendroides, R. crassa, Bactropora,
simplex, Stenopora? signata, and several other species, exhibit a
most peculiar character, which is perhaps best shown in the
species last mentioned. In tangential sections of these forms,
the portion af the wall immediately surrounding the zomcial
cavity displays one or two series of minute spots with a dark
or lucid central space, while each '·acanthopore" is likewise encircled by a row of the same spots, which again in the central
region of the walls are arranged is closely approximating clusters of six or more. As viewerl in vertical sections, they still
present, only the appearance of minute spots, and I have not
observed anything showing that they communicated either with
each other or the zorncia, nor can I offer any explanation of
the singular structuresIn a large proportion (perhaps all) of the FENESTELLID..E the
non-poriferous side of the branches as well as the spaces between
the zomcia apertures are pierced (?) by very minute vertical
tubes, which compare with the surface pores of both the CYCLOSTOMATA and CHEILOSTOMATA.
VI. Structure of the walls of the zorecfa.-From a zoological
point of view the minute structure of the cell walls is of the
first importance. Unfortunately, however, the process of fossilization has so often obliterateC: the finer details, that great
caution and careful examination a~·~ necessary if we would
obtain a correct idea of their structure. Still, with the aid of
good sections the' differentiations are determinable and may be
utilized with great advantage in the framing of our classification. Before we proceed to discuss the more common modifications in the minute structure of the zorncial walls, it is necessary
to notice a very ·important feature of zoarial anatomy.
a. "Mature" and "immature" regions. In the TREPOSTOMATA and CRYPTOSTOMATA, namely, the tubular zomcia which
make up the zoarium become more or less modified in their
structure as they approach the surface and pass into their final
stage of growth. In all cases, whatever their structure may be
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in the final and most developed condition, they commence with
thin and apparently indivisible walls. This I have called the
"immature" portion of the tubes; in the ramose, frondescent,
and bifoliate forms, it occupies the axial and deeper regions of
the zoarium. The peripheral or what I have termed the "mature" region commences near the point at which the tubes bend
outward and from there extends to the surface. Generally, the
two regions differ widely from each other. Thus in the "immature" region the tube walls are exceedingly thin and the diaphragms, if not entirely absent, are always separated by longer
intervals than in the "mature" region, while none of the accessory
elements, such as the mesopores and acanthopores, are developed
until the zomcia have passed out of this region. On the other·
hand, in the "mature" region the walls of the zomcia become
more or less extensively thickened, and if at all present, such
structures as the cystiphragms and perforated diaphragms, mesopores and acanthopores are developed. As already mentioned, the
diaphragms are also comparatively more numerous and, as I
will endeavor to show in the section on diaphragms and opercular structures, in some formA at any rate appear to be of a
different nature from those which cross the tubes in the "immature" region. The thickening of the walls of the tubes by a
secondary deposit and a general increase in the deposition of
calcareous material is one of the most conspicuous features of
the "mature" region.
The thin walled basal or prostrate portion of the zomcia of
the bifoliate, encrusting and fenestrate species, is equivalent to
the "immature" region of the dendroid forms, while the erect portion represents the "m~ture" region. Among massive forms the
two regions are often readily distinguished. This is especially so
when thezoarium is composed of numerous layers as in Stenopora,
polymorpha, Prout. In cases of this kind each layer is divisible
into a prostrate or immature and an erect or mature region.
Less easy is the task with species like Monotrypa,? filiosa, D'Orb.,
and Monticulipora mammula,ta, D'Orb., in which the layers are
so intimately connected that the tubes form continuous lihes
through the mass. Yet even in these, the two zones are distinguishable, the walls being slightly thicker and the diaphragms
more closely arranged in the ''mature" region than in the im-
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mature. I have seen specimens of these species in which it was
possible to distinguish more than twenty successive zones, with
out a break in the continuity of the tubes. A separation of
the zoarium into different zones is apparently not possible with
the true species of Monotrypa, (e. g. M. undulata, Nich., M. rectimuralis). In these extremely simple forms the walls of the
tubes remain excessively thin throughout their length, the diaphragms are separated by wide and unequal intervals, and
neither mesopores nor acanthopores are present.
b. Independence of the Zocecia wa,Jls.-Theoretically it may
be said that the zorncia of all the Palooozoic Bryozoa had perfectly independent and complete walls. In many cases this independence of the wall of each individual cell or tube is clearly
preserved throughout the entire growth of the zoarium and in

Fig. s. Tangential sections of Palmozoic Bryozoa showing variations in wall structure, x50. a. Monotrypa rectimuralis Ul., showing the extreme simplicity that marks
that genus. b. Monotrypella mqualis Ul., showing structure of walls just beneath the surface. c, a similar section of Amplexopora cinuulata Ul., showing slightly more complex
structure. d, similar section of Oallopora subnodosa Ul., showing apparent amalgamation of walls. e, Arthropora shajferi Meek, f, Heliotrypa bifolia Ul., showing the most
complicated structure yet seen.
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thin sections of such forms, of which Monotrypella, pulchella, Ed.
& H .. Amplexopora, cingufata, Anisotrypa, symmetrica, Stenopora carbonaria Worthen, Ptilodictya pa vonia D'Orb., Nematopoi:a lineata Billings, Pachydictya everetti, Batostoma, variabile and many others are examples, the visceral chambers of
each zomcium is seen to be surrounded by its own calcareous
investment, and to be separated from its immediate neighbors
by a more or 1ess clearly marked dark or light line. The
actual thickness of the walls inside of .the divisional line varies
with the species, but in a comparatively small number (')f forms,
represented by the species like Monotrypa, rectimuralis, Diplotrypa, petropolitana Pander, and D. patella, they are so thin
that their duplex character cannot be made out in thin sections,
appearing in them merely as delicate dark lines. However, as
Nicholson truly says, "rough fractures will demonstrate what
thin sections fail to show." In rough fractures of the zoaria of
these species the tubes always separate clearly from one another,
each carrying with it its own wall, a phenomenon which could
not be possible if the primitively duplex condition of the walls
of adjoining tubes had in re.ality been destroyed.

In another group of forms comprising mainly thick walled
species, and, with others, the species of Batostomella, Leioclema,
Atactopo1·a, many of Rhombopora and several of Stenopora,
there is no distinct divisional line in the centre of the partition
between contiguous tubes and the walls appear to be actually

"o;

Fig. 4. Vertical sections x50, showing variations in wall structure. a, Monotrypella
requalis Ul.; b, Stenopora americana Ul.: c, Amplexopora cinoulata Ul.; d, Monotrypa
rectimuralis Ul.
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amalgamated. That there is no real fusion of the walls in
these cases is shown by abundant and conclusive evidence, furnished, however, only by exceptionally preserved material. Ordinarily the visceral cavity is surrounded by concentrically
laminated sclerenchyma, while the central portion of the partition seems absolutely structureless. After a careful examination
of numerous sections, I find that this condition of parts is
mainly due to two causes, (1) imperfect preservation, (2) to
slight irregularities in the deposition of the internal laminm of
the sclerenchyma. The first cause needs no explanation, as
better specimens will show the median line in the wall which we
know to be double. The second occurs only in forms having
the partition rounded at the surface (e. g. Stenopom carbonarfa, Worthen) and never in those in which they are carinate
(e.g. Anisotrypa symmetrica). When observed in longitudinal
sections, the partitions between the zooecia are seen to be composed of a succession of superimposed conical layers, which are
deposited one upon the other as the growing margin of the
wall is carried upwards. When the centre of the partition is
carinate at the surface, then a more or less distinct straight
line passes through the apices of the conical laminre, but in
those forms that have the superficial termination of the partitions rounded, the separating line or primitive wall is often
made slightly zigzag by the alternate overlapping of the deposit on each side. This peculiarity sufficiently explains the
fact that while the divisional line may be quite distinct at one
point of a tangential section, it is scarcely or not at all perceptible in other portions of the section. In considering the
wall structure of Bryozoa with numerous "mesopores," like
Callopora, Trematopora, Constellaria and Leioclema, we find
no difficulty in demonstrating the independence of the walls of
each zooecium, since, even when in contact with each other, a
divisional line is generally traceable. To show the duplex
character of the partitions between the mesopores, is a far
more difficult task, yet, that they are really double, will scarcely
admit of question. Like the thin-walled tubes of Monotrypa
and Diplotrypa, as well as the extremely thin partitions of the
tubes in the axial or immature region of nearly all the Palmozoic Bryozoa, the double condition of the mesopore walls is
conclusively shown hy the fact that fractured surfaces almost
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invariably exhibit the exterior of the tubes. On the contrary,
rough fractures of Bryozoa with interstitial vesicles like Fistulipora,, Cystodictya,, etc., expose the interior of the cells. I am,
therefore, not. inclined to regard these as each having its own
complete investment. The only portion of the confining investment which can be said to be strictly its own, is the convex
plate which forms its upper boundary.
If actual fusion of the walls of contiguous zomcia ever occurs among Palmozoic Bryozoa, it is to be looked for in the
CERAMOPORID.£. This family is distinguished by a wall structure differing obviously from that observed in such Bryozoa as
Leptotrypa,, Stenopom, Rhombopom, Amplexopom or Ba,tostomella,. In the CERAMOPORID£, namely, the walls of adjoining
zomcia and mesopores seem to be perfectly amalgamated, and,
so far as observed, rough fractures always exhibit the interior
of the tubes. In species with thick walls (Dfamesopom communis) the central portion of the partitions, as seen in tangential_ sections, is sometimes apparently structureless, but generally a more careful examination will reveal a peculiar granular or intermittent appearance, while in species with thin walls
(e. g. Crepipom simufans and C. hemisphmrica,,) the whole wall
is of this composition. Very nearly the same granular wallstructure is observed in species of Monticulipora,, but in these
the duplex character of the partitions is demonstrated by rough
fractures. In all these cases the appearance here described as
granular or intermittent, is most probably due to the imperfect
preservation of excessively minute pores in the walls of the
tubes. Being a feature of some importance, it will be referred
to again.
The most obvious peculiarity of the Ceramoporoid wall is
found in the irregularly laminated deposit immediately surrounding the tube cavity. The lines which separate the concentric laminm rarely extend around the wall, and in mo~:; instances are not parallel. Sometimes they even appear to intertwine. When examined in vertical sections the walls present
the appearance of being composed of narrow, super-imposed,
alternately light and darker bands of sclerenchyma, which slope
backward and downward. A narrow structurless and often
nearly colorless band which lines the inner side of the posterior
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wall, represents the lunarium, which (among the CERAMOPORID..E) .
is usually distinguished from the rest of the zooecial investment
by its lighter color.
The primitive duplex character of the zorecia walls of the
FENESTELLID..E and AcANTHOCLADIID..E is generally shown in deep
tangential sections, but, a~er they have passed into the erect
stage, the divisional lines are rapidly obliterated by the deposit
of layers of calcareous material in the spaces between the apertures. As is seen in transverse and vertical sections, these
layers are deposited equally over all portions of the original
zorecia, appearing as parallel bands, conforming with the shape
of the primitive zoarium. Among the bifoliate genera of the
CRYPTOSTOMATA, Stictotrypa, is built up upon very nearly the
same plan. Here, also, the originally thin cover of the zorecium
is thickened by the deposition of successive horizontal or concave layers of sclerenchyma. Vertical sections of this genus,
therefore, are very different from those of Stictopora, and Ptilodictya, in which the walls are constructed upon the same plan
as in Rhombopora, etc.
Lastly, the walls of the CYCLOSTOMATA genera Stomatopora,
Protocrisina,, Mitoclema, etc., have that finely granular appearance in thin sections, which I consider as indicative of an
originally porous condition of the wall. That the walls were
really pierced by fine pores is clearly shown by numerous specimens from Cincinnati, 0., and elsewhere. So far as the independence of the walls of contiguous zorecia is concerned, the
sections studied offer no positive evidence.
c. Connecting foramina, or communication pores.-While evidence showing that the woids of a colony communicated freely
with each other is abundant, it is nevertheless true that it is
rarely or never so conclusive with Palrnzoic Bryozoa as to determine this point beyond dispute. Only now and then a specimen is found furnishing any evidence whatever to bear upon
the question, and in the great majority of cases the observer
is le~ in total ignorance upon this important point of bryozoan
anatomy. Of the most typical CYCLOSTOMATA, some of which
were represented in Palrnzoic times, we know that the partitions between adjoining zorecia are perforated by numerous
minute pores, and it is of these forms that, we may regard the
evidence bearing upon the point in question (presented by thin
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sections), as reasonably conclusive. But if the peculiar granular structure of the walls of these Bryozoa is admitted to be
conclusive evidence of their originally porous condition, we must
also admit that the walls of Monticulipora, (restricted) and the
CERAMOPORID.E were porous as well, since thin sections of those
forms exhibit precisely the same granular wall structure. The
same also applies to many FISTULIPORID.E.
Nicholson and Ethridge jun. claim to have discovered "mural
pores" in species of Stenopora,*. Unfortunately for the discovery
the very illustrations which these observers give to show these
structures, also show in on unmistable manner that the discovery is founded upon faulty observation. Their new species
S. ja,ckii is said to exhibit the "mural pores" in a more satisfactory manner than any of the others studied by them. Three
figures are given, two of them (b, c) enlargements of a,, representing a vertically split branch. The explanations to the
figures set forth that b and c show the annulations of the tubes
in their outer portions and the mural pores. A knowledge of
the minute structure of Stenopora,, such as we must believe these
authors possessed, should immediately have explained certain
peculiarities which are presented by the specimen figured. The
authors ought furthermore to have seen that the form of the
tubes ascribed by them to S. ja,ckii is totally different from
that of S. ovafa, Lonsdale, in being brought into contact with
each other only at subregular intervals by periodic ring-like
swellings, instead of being in contact throughout their length.
On the other hand, a little more careful examination would,
perhaps, have revealed the fact that the interspaces between the
supposed tubes correspond exactly with the walls of a Stenoporoid as they appear in vertical sections. The fact of the
matter is that these usually so cautious observers were mislead
by a peculiar, yet not uncommon state of preservation, consisting, namely, of the dissolving or wearing away of the actual
walls of the zoarium, whereby the siliceous or semi-siliceous
casts of the interior of the tubes is exposed to view. Specimens
of S. carbonarfa Worthen, from the Coal Measures of Illinois,
*Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist, 1879, VoL IV, p. 275.
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exhibit the same condition precisely when they have undergone
some weathering. With this new light upon the subject, Stenopora once again reverts to the imperforate forms, since we have
no conclusive evidence showing that any true species of the genus
possessed perforate walls.
That some at least of the structures ment,ioned in the section
devoted to "median tubuli" aided in the inter-communicatfon
of the zomcia, I cannot doubt, but nothing comparable to the
communication plates of the CHEILOSTOMATA has yet been recognized in their Palooozoic ancestors. As only the "immature" or
prostrate region of the zomcia of Ptilodictya, and other genera
of that type, is equivalent to the ordinary Cheilostomatous
cell, the communication plates, if they existed at, all, ought to
be found in the thin walls that separate the zomcia in that
reg10n.
VII. Opercular structures, diaphragms and cystiphragms.Opercular structures seem to have been present in most Bryozoa, yet among fossil forms they are of extremely rare occurrence. Among the CHEILOSTOMATA their absence is readily accounted for by the fact that the operculum in these is incapable of preservation, since it is composed of horny substance. In
the CRYPTOSTOMATA, which are Palooozoic representatives of the
CHEILOSTOMATA, the operculurn was most probably also horny.
In many cases, however, notably the FENESTELLIDM, the secondary or superficial aperture was closed by a thin centrally perforated plate, which, most probably was not developed till at
the final period of growth. This seems to be shown by the
absence of diaphragms in the tubular orifice beneath it, and the
fact that the plate has been observed in fully matured examples
only. This plate has also been detected in tangential sections
of very old examples in which the zomcial orifices are covered
with a dense layer of sclerenchyma having the same structure
as the dense substance of the non-poriferous side of the branches.
In these sections the central perforation in the operculear plate
is surrounded by numerous minute dark spots, which probably
represent former pores. Among the CYCLOSTOMATA the zomcial
tube is similarly closed by a perforated frail calcareous plate
situated usually a short distance from the aperture. This plate
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I have detected in the tubes of several Palrnozoic CYcLos·roMATA,
but unless it is terminal (see pl. XXIV, fig. 2,) the closest
search may fail to reveal it.

Fig. 5.-Six illustrations showing various forms of opercular covers, x 50. a, perfect
aperture of Pinnatopora stellipora Y. & Y. b, perfect aperture of Oallopora ramosa
d'Orb. c, aperture of Stenopora tuberculata Prout. d, aperture of Pol11pora biseriata,
having the central perforation of the cover closed. e, Meekopora clausa Ul.; /, Fistulipora foordi Ul.

In typical 0YSTODICTYONID.E and some F1sTULIPORID.E (e.g. F.
foordi, PI. XLVIII, fig. 7,) the larger portion of the aperture is
often found closed by a plate. The remaining open portion is
of circular outline and occurs immediately within the lunarium.
In Meekopora, cla,usa (pl. LXXVII, fig. 7,) and other FISTULIPoRID.E, the perforation in the opercular plate is sub-central.
When in a good state of preservation the zooocial tubes of
Ca,llopora,, Stenopora, and several species of Batostomella, are
closed by a centrally perforated opercular structure. Ordinarily
the perforation is surrounded by a slight rim and the whole
plate may be either slightly concave or convex and smooth. In
Callopora, elega,ntula Hall, C. ra,mosa, d'Orb, and other species
of the genus, six to ten small ridges radiate from the perforated
centre to the margin, giving the false appearance of a septate
aperture. These structures, as they occur in the TREPOSTOMATA,
are most certainly not developed only at the final period of
growth, as some authors have thought, but we have abundant
evidence to show that what at one time served the purpose of
a cover to the zooocium, next formed the floor of the succeeding 'cell; in other words, became a "diaphragm." Furthermore,
there appears to be no reason to doubt that this process was
carried on throughout the extent of the "mature region" since
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in tangential sections of these forms the opercula of previous
cell-layers are o~en recognizable. Their recognition· is especially
easy in Stenopora,, since in species of that genus the central perforation generally remains open. Occasionally an exceedingly
thin mem bran~ is stretched across. In Ca,llopora, the perforation is closed by a secondary deposit and cannot be detected
excepting when it differs in color from the rest of the plate.
The calcareous plates which cross the tubes in the immature
region of the zoarium in the Bryozoa under consideration, seem
to have been without perforations of any kind, but so far as we
can determine, they are precisely like the true "diaphragms."
The latter are probably the most characteristic feature of the
TREPOSTOMATA, occurring, perhaps without any exception, in
all the members of this suborder. They consist of simple calcareous plates, flat, or convex, which cross the zorncial tube at
near a right angle. In all cases they occur at shorter intervals
in the mature region than in the immature, while in the mesopores the diaphragms are also coniparat,ively more numerous
than in the zorncia. Idiotrypa parasitica, is an exception to the
last rule, since in that species the diaphragms occur upon the
same level in all the tubes. In Dekayia and Deka,yella, at
certain periods in the growth of the zoarium, a thin pellicle is
drawn over greater or smaller patches of the surface: while
other portions have the cell-apertures open. This membranaceous covering was doubtlessly developed at the final period in
the existence of the zooids of each layer of cells, and after forming the floor of the succeeding layer, ultimately became a
diaphragm.
True diaphragms are of very rare occurrence among the
Cryptostomata, but in species of Ptilodictya Lonsdale (Heterodictya Nich.), the larger specimens are composed of more than
one layer of cells. Each layer is marked by an inferior and
superibr hemiseptum (just the same as the original cell) which
in vertical sections might be mistaken for diaphragms.
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.Fig. 6. a, vertical section of Pt·ilodictya variabilis Ul., x 85, showing several hemisepta; b, half of a slightly oblique vertical section of Ptilodictya maculata Ul., showing
peculiar holiow spine-like processes projecting into the zocacial cavity.

Upon careful examination it will be noticed that the supposed
diaphragms spring alternately from the two walls, and that
they do not exteml to the opposite wall but terminate at some
point between them.
The peculiar structures which I have called cystiphragms are
very characteristic of some of the most typical TREPOSTOMATA.
They are best shown by and almost restricted to the MoNTICULIPORID..E, comprising the genera Monticulipora,, Peronopora,
Prasopora, Homotrypa, Homotrypella, and A.ta,ctoporelfa.
When examined in vertical sections of these genera, the cystiphragms are seen to form a series of lenticular vesicles on one
(rarely both) sides of the zooocial chamber. They are usually
joined to each other in such a way that they present the appearance of overlapping curved lines. In tangential sections the
vesicles are seen to extend around about two-thirds of the circumference of the cell chamber (or sometimes to encircle it)
their cut edges giving the appearance of an enclosed eccentric
tube within the zooecial cavity. The space between the inner
margin of the cystoid series and the opposite wall is intersected by horizontal plates or ordinary diaphragms, which may
be as numerous as the cystiphragms. In species of Prasopora
(e. g. P. ocufata, and a,Hi.nis Foord, and P. selwyni Nich.,) the
cystoid diaphragms are often isolated so that they do not touch
each other at all. In this condition the structures compare very
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favorably with certain interzorecial vesicles which I have observed in Cerioca va ramosa d'Orb., from the Cretaceous of
France.

Fig. 7. a and b, transverse and vertical sections of Prasopora lycoperdon Vanuxem,
showing the usual type of cystiphragms. c, vertical section of Prasopora affi;nis Foord,
showing the isolated cystiphragms. d, small portion of a zorncial tube of .Amplezopora
robusta Ul., showing a funnel-shaped diaphragm supposed to be a modified cystiphragm.
e and /, transverse and vertical section11 of Oeriocava ramosa, d'Orb., showing, beside
the spinelets and peculiar wall-structure, two vesicles that are supposed to be homologous
with the cystiphragms.

In the accompanying cut I have figured sections of this species
for comparison with sections of Silurian forms having cystiphragms. In the Cretaceous form the vesicles are sub-spherical
and may be attached to the zooocial wall, or suspended from
the radiating spinelets so as to hang apparently free in the
zooocial chamber. In the first instance they resemble the
isolated cystiphragms of Prasopora affi.nis Foord, in a marked
manner, and I do not think there can be any question that we
are dealing wish structures in every way homologous with
true cystiphragms*.
* Since the above was written I have detected very similar structures in an undetermined species of Fistulipora from the Hamilton group of New York.
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Lastly in Amplexopoza cingula,ta,, A. robusta, and other
forms, we have certain structures which may be peculiar modifications of the ordinary cystiphragms. These occur in the tubes
near the surface of the zoarium. In vertical sections of these
species (fig. 7d) the first or innermost appears as two convex
lines which spring out from each wall and extend about onethird of the diameter of the zooocium into its cavity. Above
these another pair of convex lines run parallel with the outer
half of the first pair, and after approaching each other quite
closely form a tubular prolongation, which extends some distance down into the space between the first pair. In tangential
sections they appear in the zooocial cavity as too circular lines,
of which the larger one encloses the smaller. From these appearances, it is clear that the first was of hour-glass shape, and
the second funnel-shaped.
At the present time I am not prepared to offer a satisfactory
explanation of the cystiphragms. I may be permitted, however,
to suggest that they were in some way connected with the reproductive functions.
VIII. Lunarium.-This ii;nportant character, with slight
modifications, is found in the CERAMOPORID..E, CYSTODICTYONID..E
and most of the FisTULIPORID..E. In its typical and most common form it is a more or less nearly semicircular portion of
the postierior half of the zooocial walls. The ends of the semicircle or crescent project into the zooocial chamber to a variable
degree, depending upon the comparative .length of the radii,
being greatest when the radius of the semicircle is shortest.
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Fig. 8. Six illustrations showing modifications of the lunarium. a. Fistulipora
astrica Ul.; b, Orepipora simulans Ul.; c, Anoloteichia ponderosa UI.; d, Oystodictya
occellata Ul., one of the zorncia divided horizontally just above the primitive orifice;
e, vestibule of a corncium of Oystodictya gilberti Meek, cut transversely just beneath
the external aperture; /, zorncium aperture of Buskopora.

In the above eut, a,, representing a tangential section of a
zocecium of Fistulipora, astrica, UL, shows the lunarium in its
normal form; b, shows the true "crescent" as it appears in
Crepipora, and other Ceramoporids. Here the outer or convex
line of the crescent is sharply defined, the inner much fainter,
and the intermediate space filled with nearly transparent structureless substance; c, is apparently intermittent, or traversed
in a longitudinal direction by minute tubuli, which vertical
sections (pl. XLI, fig. 3c,) show to have been intersected by
numerous diaphragms - d, represents a zocecium of Cystodictya
just about to pass in the mature stage; e, the cell just beneath
the external orifice. These show that the lunarium is not developed excepting in the vestibular portion of the zocecium. In
Buskopora (fig. t:) we see a decided modification. In this remarkable genus the lunarium is formed by the channeling of an
internal ridge which projects far into the zocecial chamber. In
Cystodictya, gilberti Meek, and Coscinium cribriformi Prout, (Pl.
XLIII, fig. 7, 8) the crescent is also very prominent (especially
near the edge of the zoarium) but it is a much less separate
structure.
IX. Wa,11 in.flections.-Nothing that will compare with the
"septa" of a coral, nor even the imperfect spiniform septa of
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so many of the F .A.vosITID..E has yet been detected in any bryozoan. In a number of forms, however, there are indentations
of the wall which a superficial observer might mistake for such
structures. In most cases these inflections are produced by the
developement of "acanthopores" in the walls of the zooocia.
They are well shown in A.ta,ctopora,, A.ta,ctoporella,, A.mplexopora,
septosa,, Ba,tostoma implica,tum Nich., and Heterotrypa, infiecta,.
"'" Rominger
In a few other cases of which A.ctinotrypa, peculia,ris
(PL LXXVII, fig. 3, 3a, 3b) and Glyptopora, keyserlingi Prout,
may be mentioned, there are vertical ridges on the inner side
of the walls, which are not produced by acanthopores. In A..
peculfaris these ridges terminate at the surface as spine-like
projections on the peristome of the cell. Their number, though
varying from six to ten, is usually eight or nine. When examined in tangential sections they are found to be best developed
near the surface, and that, as the section cuts the zoarium at
a deeper level, they gradually become more and more obtuse
till they are no longer recognizable, the cell aperture having at
the same time been traced to its primitive circular form. In
Glyptopora, keyserlingi the inflect.ions are both less numerous
a:qd less defined, as well as much more irregular. Ordinarily
two of them occupy positions in the wall opposite to the
lunarium.
In the species of Ptilodictya, (especially the section of the
genus typified by P. pa,vonia, D'Orb., and P. ma,cula,ta,) I have
often observed certain tooth-like processes which project from
the walls into the interior of the visceral chamber. In large examples of P. ma,cula,ta and P. hili, they are often very numerous, several tangential sections of the first species now before
me exhibiting from two to four in each cell. I have also recognized them in vertical sections of this species, (see fig.
6b) but here they sometimes look so much like perforations in
the wall that I originally described them as such.* Perhaps it
is not now possible to give a satisfactory explanatiQn of these
singular projections, still a comparison with several recent Bryozoa may give us a clue to their nature. In the first place we
find that the spine-like projections are developed at correspond* .A.m. Pal. Bry. Jour.
-40
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ing levels in contiguous tubes. This brings us to a point which
ought never to be lost sight of in the. study of Palooozoic Bryozoa. Namely, that in the TREPOSTOMATA and many CRYPTOSTOMATA, the tubular zooocium really represents a series of superimposed cells. This fact is very well shown in fig. 6a representing a vertical section of P. varfabilis. Upon examination, it
is clear that each tube in this section contained two successive
zooocial chambers, each of which was provided with its own
superior and inferior hemiseptum. In P.pavonia and P. maculata
the last structures are repeated at much shorter intervals, but
on account of their extreme delicacy are rarely preserved. Returning to the consideration of the spine-like projections, I find
that they resemble the radiating spines which occur in the
tubes of several species of Heteropora, and Cerioca, va, ramulosa,
D'Orb. In these also the spines are developed at corresponding levels in contiguous tubes. Next I would suggest a comparison with the spines which project from the walls and over
the cells in a number of recent species of Membra,nipora, (e. g.
M. spinifera Johnston, M. lineata Linn. (Hincks.)
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CHAPTER II.
CLASSIFICATION AND INTERRELATIONS OF FAMILIES
AND GENERA.
As this work deals solely with Palooozoic Bryozoa it is quite
unnecessary to enter into the various systems of classification
that have been proposed for the arrangement of Secondary,
Tertiary, and recent representatives of the class, excepting in a
general way, and more in detail when these classifications included some of the Palooozoic types.
D'Orbigny's elaborate classification shows a knowledge of
bryozoan form that stands unrivaled even to-day. His lucid
descriptions and excellent plates reveal a wonderful variety of
structure and an almost endless array of beautiful forms. How
very unfortunate then that a work so laudible should be accompanied by an extremely artificial classification, and a
nomenclature so complex that it is bewildering.
D'Orbigny's first attempt at a systematic arrangement is found
in his "Cours elementaire de Palooontologie,'' which was shortly
followed by a more comprehensive synopsis of the fossil forms
in the "Prodrome de Palooontologie." Lastly in the "Palooontologie Francaise, vol. V" he publishes his completed classification, embracing all the forms known up to 1852, making in all
two hundred and nineteen genera and one thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine species. Upon this vast array of bryozoan
diversity he based a wonderfully artificial system, which has
been abandoned, perhaps without an exception, by all subsequent authors who have made a special study of Bryozoa. His
two grand divisions, the BRYOZOAIRES CELLULINES and BRYOZOAIRES
CENTRIFUGINES correspond verynearlywith Busks CHEILOSTOMATA
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and CYCLOSTOMATA, and to him, therefore, belongs the credit of
being the first to delineate the two principal divisions of the
GYMNOL..EMATA. His family and ge,neric groups, on the other
hand, have little to recommend them, as they are largely based
upon the most trivial characters, such as the presence or
absence, position and number of the "special pores," complete
and incomplete calcification of the anterior wall, while even individual peculiarities or conditions due to age are credited with
generic importance. As, however, d'Orbigny is the only author
who has sought to account for the entire field of fossil and recent Bryozoa, the 'palreontologist has been obliged, in the
absence of a more natural system, to accept that of this emminent French naturalist as an indispensible basis.
With a single exception (Hippothoa infi.ata Hall,) all the
Palreozoic species known to d'Orbigny, were placed by him in
his order CENTRIFUGINES (CYCLOSTOMATA Busk). None of them,
however, really belong there, though true Cyclostomatous Bryozoa were not uncommon in some of the Palreozoic rocks. As
instances of the unnatural collocations often found in his system I may mention Omniretepora (generally supposed to be a
synonom for Fenestrella) Archimedipora (Archimedes Leseur),
the Fenestellid genera Fenestrella, ·Fenestrellina, Reteporina and
Polypora McCoy, and the AcANTHOCLADIID..E Keratophytes
Schlotheim (Acanthocladia King), Penniretepora, Ptylopora
McCoy, and Ichtbyorachis McCoy. The first is found among
the CRESCISID..E with Heteropora and genera of that type, the
second with the TUBIGERID..E, and all the rest among the SPARsrn..E where they are total strangers.
Busk's skillfully devised system* has rendered most important
service in promoting the study of fossil and recent Bryozoa.
For D'Orbigny's CELLULINES he proposed the appropriate name
CHEILOSTOMATA, and this division especially, he sought fo divide
into natural families and genera, taking the zoarial characters,
or in other words, the result of the mode of combination of the
zooocia, as of the first importance. With such characters as a
basis he succeeds in dividing the class into convenient and
readily recognized groups, which are particularly adapted for
* "British Museum Catalogue, 3 pts.,"

"Crag Polyzoa," Palaiontographical Soc. Pub."
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the easy identification of species. In this respect the system is
not surpassed by any other, but being very largely an artificial
arrangement, it too often gives the student no clue to the natural relations of his species, which after all must be the first
aim of classification. For this reason, therefore, however well·
adapted to the wants of the. collector, the system can hold only
a provisional place. ·In his last workst Mr. Busk has modified
his system to a considerable extent, so that it now seems much
more in accordance with nature than formerly. Still, while I
am not. ready to admit that zooocial characters alone, should
be consnlted in the framing of a system of classification, I am,
nevertheless, convinced that even now Mr. Busk credits zoarial
variations with more importance than they deserve. Palooozok
Bryozoa have received very little attention from this eminent
authority, and beyond placing some of the well known genera
into his suborder CYCLOSTOMATA, he does not account for them.
Hincks, whose work applies almost exclusively to recent representatives of the class, follows and greatly enlarges the
system first proposed by 1;;he .Swedish naturalist, Prof. F. A.
Smitt. The latter aims at a genealogical classification, starting with the supposition that the variations of species follow
the line of their development, and may be in a great measure
explained by it. In accordance with this theory he would arrange the Bryozoa in series according to the law of their evolution. This doubtlessly opens a most interesting and important field for inquiry, one that I believe deserves ·more attention than it has yet received. Still in the present stage of
our knowledge, the morphology of the class will be better advanced by recognizing and· clearly discriminating between the
more constant variations than by uniting them upon grounds,
which only in rare instances can be unquestionable, into comprehensive specific groups under a single name. If a genealogical arrangement in detail is ever possible, it will only be after
we have taken into account every departure from the simple
and more permanent types. Hillcks himself thinks that Smitt's
arrangement of the Bryozoa in genealogical groups is premature, and his reduction of species excessive, as well as often
confusing, because unwarranted.
t Challenger Reports.
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After the feature of Prof. Smitt's work just noted, the next
important is the value he assigns to the zomcium in the formation of families and genera, the zoarial characters being on the
other hand treated as perfectly subordinate. His claim is that
the cells themselves, and not the mode in which they combine,
furnish the true test of relationship, and the essential basis of
a natural classification.
As Busk's three orders of the GYMNOL£MATA are founded upon
structural peculiarities of the cell, they are accepted by both
Smitt and Hinck's. When however it comes to the farther divisions of the order into families and genera, we find that the
new system departs very widely from the classifications of Busk
and d'Orbigny. As none of their families are represented in
Palooozoic Rocks, it is not necessary, at this time, to follow the
system in greater detail.
Unfortunately, none of the supporters of the new classification have in any way sought to account for the Palooozoic
types, so here we find a perfectly free and unoccupied field.
With respect to these the first question that arises is, which
system or classification gives the best results, that in which
the zoarial characters are assigned a high degree of importance, or the other in which the zomcium alone furnishes the
test of relationship. If it was necessary to make an absolute
choice between the two systems, I would not hesitate very long
before accepting the second, for it can not be questioned that
differentiations in the cell or actual home of the polypide are
more trustworthy structural variations than the form of the
zoarium. Still, since the latter in a large measure must be due
to deviations in cell structure, it follows that zoarial as well as
zomcial peculiarities should be taken into account in the framing of a classification, and while it also follows that in their
relative values, the former must necessarily be subordinate to
the latter, we should not overlook the individuality of the
zoarium as a continuous whole or entity, since we do not fully
understand the comparative significance of zoarial and zomcial
characters.
An extended study of Palooozoic Bryozoa shows me that in
classifying these early types much caution must be exercised,
and that no character or set of characters has the same classificatory value throughout when applied to a large number of
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forms. The value of a character must be determined by its
constancy and degree of prevalence, and experience will show
that the value is not by any means the same when observed
in different groups of species. Thus a character may be sufficiently constant in one set of forms to be considered of generic
importance, while in other species the same peculiarity may be
found so variable that its value is almost over estimated, when
we call it specific. As an instance of this variability in the
significance of a character I may mention the two "mesopores"
which are constantly present between the ends of the cells of
Phmnopora, Hall. In other respects this genus is almost identical with Ptilodictya, Lonsdale. In this case, therefore, the
position and number of the "mesopores" is a generic character.
In Stictoporella, and Intrapora Hall, precisely the same kind of
"mesopores" are constantly present, but as they vary in number and position (even in the same species) their arrangement
in these cases is only of specific value.
This naturally suggests the question, when are we justified in
considering a variation as having generic, specific or only
varietal importance? In the first place, the answer depends
very much upon the views held by the individual who is to
make the divisions. Some authors make genera and species
upon a very small margin, while others give their divisions undue latitude. My own plan is simple enough, and so far as I
can see, fills all the requirements of classification, as the result
is a system that is convenient as well as natural. Convenience
is a necessity, and, in the framing of a classification, must be
taken into consideration just as much as the natural relatfons
of the organisms we seek to arrange. These two necessary features of a permanent classification I have sought to furnish in
the system here proposed. With what success will be determined
by future research. That it will be lacking in many points of
minor detail I do not doubt, yet, taken as a whole, I feel convinced that it will meet wit·h favor. Some of the older palreontologists will doubtlessly object to what · they consider my excessive multiplication of species and genera. The same complaint will come from other naturalists who are endowed with
more than ordinary ability in solving genealogical problems.
The first class of dissenters belong to the old school of naturalists, the second are extremists of the new. Opposed to these
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is the steady growth of a tendency to provide for all the recognizable stages in the development or evolution of organic
nature.* Perhaps the principal cause for this tendency is found
in the fact that now, more than ever before, naturalists confine themselves to the study of special groups, and it is well
known that specialists, at any rate modern ones, make species
and genera upon small provocation. Their great familiarity
with the minor details of structure may perhaps magnify the
points of difference, but, on the other hand, we must not forget that this same familiarity gives them an insight into the
relative values of structural variations which the ordinary student cannot possess. As good illustrations I have but to mention the admirable system recently proposed by Zittel for the
classification of the Sponges, Haeckel's work on the RADIOLARIA,
and Wachsmuth and Springer's excellent work on the PAL£oCRINOIDEA. Some of the older authors too, who have kept pace
with the remarkable progress of natural history, and have
adopted modern methods of investigations, offer striking instances .of the "tendency." Take for instance Hall's recent
works on Devonian Fossils, Barrande's last, and De'Koninck's
magnificent contributions to the Carboniferous fauna of Belgium. Even more striking in this respect is Davidson's supplementary work on British Brachiopoda. He was, perhaps, the
*Every classification must, to a certain extent, be artificial and arbitrary, since it Is
impossible to draw up a system that will follow out all the intricacies of evolutional existence. Again, the "vanishing lines" of nature forbid our looking for sharply defined
groups or species, consequently our divisions are necessarily more or less arbitrary
In practice, species gradate almost insensibly by means of intermediate species and
varieties into each other, while the same instability of characters gradually effaces the
separating lines between genera and groups of higher rank. Some authors upon finding the intermediate links between closely allied species are not content with the
knowledge thereby gained, but make use of it by reducing the "excessive" number of
species. I take a different standpoint, and would like to see every recognizable stage
in the evolution of organic beings distinguished from the next by its own name. Now,
whether this stage is ranked as a variety or species, is a matter of very little moment
to me, since in most cases, the palreontologist at any rate, finds it almost a hopeless
task to define just what constitutes a variety and what ought to be called a species.
My idea of a genus is a more or less arbitrary group of species, having intimate natural
relations to each other. In other words, a greater or less number of species having
certain structural peculiarities in common. Sub-genera I hold are a useless encumbrance of nomenclature, as there is very little, if any, need for intermediate divisions
between species and genera. So far as I can see they only serve to destroy the uniformity of classification in giving an undue rank and latitude to the genera to which
they belong. In many cases these subdivided genera may be said to assume the rank
of families.
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most conservative of all palooontological specialists, yet in the
last five years of his life he established more new genera than
during the preceding thirty years. With such illustrious precedents, I feel justified in presenting the following classification
of Palooozoic Bryozoa, subject to the decision of future workers
in the field.
In making my divisions I have sought to follow nature as
nearly as possible, starting with the propositions, (1) that the
classificatory value of a character is determined by its constancy, (2) that in the aggregate of characters is found the true
test of relationship. From the first proposition it follows that
the constant ~haracters, whether zoarial or zooocial are the
significant ones, that their relative values are according to the
degree of constancy, the degree being determined only by a
comparative study of numerous individuals, species or genera,
as the case may be. By experience we learn that modifications
of certain features are generally more significant than of
others. Thus among th CHEILOSTOMATA the variations of the
apert.ures, the degree in which the primitive opening is preserved or obliterated, and the modifications in the form of the
orifice are very important. In the CYCLOSTOMATA, however, the
zooocium is extremely simple and uniform, so that here the
systematist must depend almost entirely upon variations in the
mode of combination of the cells. When we come to the TREPOSTOMATA, both the zooocium and zoarium supply us with important characters. The same may be said of the CRYPTOSTOMATA,
but among these, perhaps as much as with the CYCLOSTOMATA,
must we take zoarial variations into consideration in making
generic and family divisions. In a general sense this sub-order
may be regarded as representing the Escharina group of the
CHEILoSTOMATA, but the characters which serve ~o well in classifying the recent forms are almost always obliterated by subsequent deposits of calcareous material. Thin sections, of course,
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:Pig. 9. a, Eschara artemis, d;Orb. b, E. argyria.~. d'Orb., from the Cretaceous of
France (after d'Orbiguy). c, diagrammatic vertical section of a Cryptostomatous zooocium showing the "vestibule" at v, the superior hemiseptum at sh, and the inferior
hemiseptum at ih. d, outline of the primitive portion of a Cryptostomatous zooocium,
showing the primitive orifice at o, the superior hemiseptum at sh, and the line of the
inferior hemiseptum at ih. e, Small portion of zoarium of a typical Cyclostomatous
bryozoan, (Idmonea serpens Linn., after Hincks).

give us an approximate idea of the primitive cell and aperture,
but as these features are often of quite uniform canst.ruction,
we must look to other characters for generic points. These are
supplied by the superficial orifice, the presence or absence of
mesopores, acanthopores, median tubuli and hemisepta, and by
modifications in the form of the zoarium, which, as I have
already indicated, are very constant in this sub-order. The
bilaminar zoarium is very persistent and, perhaps, the most
typical, but the fenestrated forms are more numerous as well as
exceeding·ly constant in their zoarial peculiarities. This is fortunate, since the small, yet readily recognized variations in the
construction of the zoarium, supply us with excellent points
upon which to found our genera. On the other hand the individual zooocia of the fenestrated forms, excepting Phylloporina,
are so uniform that no recognizable peculiarities can be said to
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distinguish those of one genus from those of another. (Compare sections of fenestrate genera figured on pl. 54 and 56).
Taking this uniformity into consideration it seems evident that
the Silurian species which I have united under the genus Phyllo porina, are sufficiently distinguished from the FENESTELLID..E
to rank as a separate family. Indeed, the tubular zooocia, which
are occasionally intersected by ,diaphragms, suggest a decided
affinity with the TREPOSTOMATA and CYCLOSTOMATA. Granting
this relationship, we must not lose sight of the fact that a
tubular primitive cell is also characteristic of many of the
ARTHROSTYLID..E, and all of the RHABDOMESONTID..E as well as
occasionally in other families of the sub-order (e.g. Stictoporella,
and Phyllodictya). It also appears highly probable that in
Phylloporina, we see the ancestors of the more highly developed
FENESTELLID..E. A comparative study of that family brings to
light some important facts. Thus the earliest of the species
really belonging to the restricted genus Fenestella, differ from
the typical Devonian and Carboniferous species in having the
thin walled primitive cell more inclined to be tubular; or perhaps it would be better to say, that the anterior and posterior
walls are less nearly vertical than we find them in later representatives of the genus. On plate 54, fig. 2, represents a deep
tangential section of a branch of F. bellistriata, (?) Hall, from
the Niagara shales at Waldon, Ind. This should be compared
with lb on same plate, representing a similar section of Phylloporina? dawsoni, from the Trenton group at Montreal, Canada,*
and it will be seen that they have one peculiarity in common
which is not possessed by the Devonian and Carboniferous
species represented by figures 3, 4, 5. Namely, the partitions
PHYLLOPORINA DAWSONI, n. sp. Branches lax, very slender, 0.3 to 0.5 m.m. wide,
irregularly inosculating, often united by non-poriferous dissepiments. Fenestrules
acutely elliptical, usually wider than the branches and from 1.5 to 3.0 m.m. long. Reverse
convex, smooth or faintly striate. Poriferous side with a sharply angular mesial ridge
and one range of cells on each side. Zorncia sub-tubular, with rather prominent subcircular apertures. 0.18 m.m. in diameter, five or six in 2 m.m. Tangential sections show
a number of minute accessory pores in the interspaces between the apertures.
The reverse of this species very much resembles that of P. reticulata, Hall, from
the same fornmtion, but sections of the two forms cannot be confounded. Hall's species
has three ranges of zorncia and generally has smaller fenestrules.
Quite abundant in the Trenton strata at Montreal, Canada, and Chimney Point, Vermont. Specimens were received from Sir Wm. Dawson and Prof. H. M. Seely,
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between the ends of the cells are directed obliquely upward and
outward from the mesial line, instead of at a right angle. P. ?
dawsoni, agrees also with Fenestella in having only two series
of cells separated by a mesial carina, and the branches united
by non-poriferous dissepiments. 'raking all these characters
into consideration, I think we are justified in regarding P. ?
dawsoni as one of the ancestral types of Fenestella,. On the
other hand, the rather prominent and but slightly contracted
cell-orifice point to a relationship with the Cyclostomatous
genus Protocrisina, sections of which are figured on plate 53.
A careful study into the minute structure of the various species of Phylloporina almost forces the conviction upon us that,
at some time before the commencement of the Trenton epoch,
there existed Bryozoa which combined characters that during
subsequent ages became separately Ftpecialized and characteristic
of widely different groups. Take for instance P. t.rentonensis
Nicholson sp. Sections of this remarkable form remind us very
strongly of typical TREPOSTOMATA, the angular cells, their long
"immature" region, and the closely tabulated mesopores, all
being present in species of that suborder. The resemblance is
heightened in vertical sections of P. corticosa, by the addition
of diaphragms in the tubular zooocia. The last species has also
a very prominent mesial carina running along the centre of the
branches very much as in Semicoscinium. The relationship
thereby suggested is, however, in no wise born out by further
comparison.
In P. aspera Hall, P. reticula,ta Hall, P. dawsoni n. sp. and
P. asperato-striata H., the zooocial tubes are shorter, approaching
the Cryptostomatous cell. In the last species the interstitial
spaces are occupied by angular mesopores which have been
filled by secondary deposits of sclerenchyma. In Drymotrypa
dichotoma n. sp. we have a species in which the zooocial structure is not unlike Phylloporina, but the branches bifurcate frequently and are not united by anastomosis as in that genus. The
general aspect, therefore, is not at all unlike that of a small
species of Thamniscus. That genus, however, has the short
cells characteristic of the FENESTELLID.E and never has diaphragms. There are some points also which suggest comparison
with Protocrisina.
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The theory which is suggested in the foregoing paragraph is
corroborated by similar comparisons between early Palmozoic
and more recent representatives of perhaps every class of the
Invertebrata. It is well shown in the Mollusca and is especially
apparent in those classes that are largely represented in recent
seas. The student of Palmozoic fossils is cont.inually beset with
obstacles in his endeavor to classify his species, finding over
and over again that the rules which serve so well arrange
recent material, do not apply to the Palmozoic faunas. To this
is attributable much of the confusion which pertains to palmozoology, since, according as the student emphasizes one or the
other character, the fossil is removed from one family to another.
Is there no remedy for this deplorable state of affairs? The
remedy will be at hand when palmontologists generally will
have come to realize the vastness of their science, and the importance of accurate and discriminative observation of the minute details of structure. This is the pressing necessity, a minute inquiry into the morphology of Palmozoic life, and the inevitable result,-a better idea of Palmozoic geneaology,-cannot fail to produce harmony where we now have utter confusion. A superficial observer determines the affinities of a fossil
very quickly; not so the careful student. He has learned to
esteem caution, because he sees how very easy it is to misinterpret a character, and how extremely difficult the task of correlating the ancient types with the living. A full appreciation
of this difficulty may have led me to propose and adopt divisions that workers on recent Bryozoa may object to in the beginning. Thus the suborder CRYPTOSTOMATA lately proposed
by Mr. Vine, includes forms which there can be little doubt are
to be regarded as the ancestral types of a large proportion of
the CHEILOSTOMATA. In fact, the CRYPTOSTOMATA really represented that suborder in Palmozoic times, and we might with
with much propriety unite the two groups. Still, as all the
Palffiozoic forms have certain peculiarities in common in which
they differ from the true CHEILOSTOMATA, the better course, at
any rate now, is to keP.p them separate.
The order GYMNOLA<JMATA includes, so far as known, all the
fossil Bryozoa. The bulk of those i;n the Palmozoic rocks I
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have arranged under three suborders: CYcLoSTOMATA, TREPOSTOMATA and CRYPTOSTOMATA, while the CTENOSTOMATA and
CHEILOSTOMATA also seem to have had a meagre representation.
I. Ctenostoma,ta,.-These Bryozoa as they are known in the
recent state, are rharacterized by a horny or membranous test,
on which account it is generally supposed that they have not
been capable of preservation by fossilization. One of their leading characteristics is the curious opercular mechanism of the
zooocium. The upper portion of the cell wall is thinner than the
rest, and terminates above in a number of delicate setrn held
together by a thin transparent membrane. When the polypide
retreats the whole of this anterior portion is drawn in, and the
setrn, being brought close together, form an operculum-like covering above the tentacles. The zoarium is often creeping, with
the flask-shaped zooocia. arranged in single series resembling
Hippothoa, and Stomatopora,. Frequently the zooocia stand erect
upon a cylindrical stem, while in other cases they are immersed.
As already stated the horny membranous test is strongly
against finding fossil remains of CTENOSTOMATA, still there are
two Palrnozoic genera that agree so nearly in habit with certain
recent members of the suborder that I can not do otherwise
than place them together. These genera are Ascodictyon Nich.
and Eth. jr., and Rhopalonaria.*. The genus Ascodictyon was
established by the authors cited for the reception of certain
problematic fossils which occur usually as radially arranged,
extremely delicate fibres on shells, etc. The fibres vary in length
and are sometimes bulbous or inflated at intervals. In a few
cases, too, the fossil consists of small clusters of bulbous vesicles
which are arranged in a radial manner. When more than one
cluster is preserved they seem to be connected to each other by
a thread-like fibre. The substance of the fossil appears to be
corneo-calcareous. Ascodictyon may be compared with species
of Va,Jkeria, Bowerbankia and Cylindrmcium, as figured by
Hincks (British Marine Polyzoa). The Silurian genus Rhopalona,rfa imitates Hippothoa in its zoarial habit. The zooocia are
* Since the above was written I have learned that in the Ann. & Mag. of Nat. Hist
for Aug;, 1884, Mr. Vine in discussing these two genera, suggests a comparison with th~
stoloniferous VESICULARID.IE (CTENOSTOMATA).
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slender spindle-shaped, united to each other by their extremely
attenuated terminations, or by an uninflated filiform tube. The
substance of the zoarium is very thin, dark brown or black,
and only rarely pr~served, but on account of its curious habit
of excavating the substance of the body upon which it grew,
the form of the zoarium, as well as that of the zocecia is generally clearly defined and recognizable. The orifice is small, indistinct, and readily overlooked in the best specimens at hand.
Rhopalonaria compares favorably with species of Arachnidium Hincks; A. cla vatum Hincks (Joe. cit. pl. 71, figs. 3,4,5)
is especially recommended.
The species of Ascodictyon and Rhopalonaria should perhaps
be placed in distinct families, but, as it is not probable that
either one of the genera belongs to any of the recent families,
and as our opportunities for comparison between fo~sil forms of
the suborder are necessarily very limited and unsa~isfactory, I
regard it sufficient for present needs to arrange the Palooozoic
species in one family, the AscomcTYONID£.
II. Cyclostomata.-The forms of this suborder are characterized throughout by simplicity of structure, the zomcia being
always tubular, with the mouths simple, rounded, inoperculate,
and generally exert; the walls thin, of nearly uniform thickness
throughout, and minutely perforate; all appendicular organs
are wanting. The polypide also is more than usually simple in
structure, has comparatively a small number of tentacles, while
the larvoo of the principal families are almost identical. It is
really a very difficult matter to divide this suborder into satisfactory families and genera. On account of the extreme simplicity and uniformity of the zooecium, we must depend almost
entirely upon variations in zoarial habit and mode of zocecial
aggregations. These are generally striking, and among Palooozoic forms at any rate, usually reliably indicative of true relationship. Thus, while in Mitoclema the zomcial tubes are long
and radiate equally in all directions to open on all sides of a
cylindrical stem, they are shorter, beaded proximally, and those
opening on each side of the compressed branches, are separated
by an axial plane in Diploclema. Protocrisina again_ differs
from both in having one side of the branches without cell apertures.
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True CYCLOSTOMATA appear already in the Chazy horizon of
the Lower Silurian, from which the author has described Mitoclema cinctosum. This species, though probably belonging to
the same family as Entalophora Lamx., differs from species of
that genus in several important particulars*. The axial region
of vertical sections is more like what we find among ramose
TREPOSTOMATA or CRYPTOSTOMATA.
In the Trenton proper we find already a fair rnpresentation,
the following genera having been determined: Stomatopora
Bronn, Berenicea Lamx., Scenellopora, Protocrisina, Diploclema,
and Phacelopora, each with one or two species. Individuals
of these forms are rather uncommon, but with the beginning of
the Cincinnati group both species and individuals become more
abundant. Scenellopora, is not yet known from these rocks, but
another group of species nearly related to Stomatopora, and
apparently congeneric with the species for which Audouin proposed the genus Proboscina, now make their appearance. In
Upper Silurian deposits I have detected only Berenicea, (Sagenella, Hall) two species, Stomatopora, one, Diploclema, one or
perhaps two. For Devonian forms that may belong here, Hall
proposes several genera, but no true CYCLOSTOMATA are as yet
known from the Carboniferous rocks. Thus it seems that the
suborder was better r(:)presented during Silurian times than at
any subsequent time before the beginning of the Jurassic deposits. Several interesting facts are brought out by a comparison of these ancient types with their much more numerous
Mesozoic relatives.
*In a paper on Australian Bryozoa, Mr. A. W. Waters not only thinks Mitoclema
the same as Entalophora, but he identifies the Chazy form with E. verticillata Goldfuss,
a Cretaceous species. Mr. G. R. Vine (Rep't on Rec't. Poly.), however, thinks the species
distinct and only the genera synonymous. These gentlemen arrived at their hasty and
erroneous conclusions without examining specimens, and as the internal structure of
Mitoclema cinctosum had not yet been made public, they should have deferred their
condemnation. When I proposed Mitoclema I was acquainted with over twenty species
of Entalophora (Spiropora). All of these possessed one peculiarity which I could not
find in my species, namely, all the zoc:ecial tubes of Entalophora originate along the
axial line of t.he branch, and gradually increase in diameter as they curve outward
toward the surface. An end view of the branch shows the very characteristic arrangement of the tubes in intersecting curved radial lines. As I have said, this peculiar arrangement is not present in the Silurian species, and I consider myself justified in proposing a new generic name for it.
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Species of StomEttopora and the closely allied divisions ProboscinEL and Berenicea from Cincinnati, Ohio, differ in no appreciable manner from Jurassic and Cretaceous species, while
Mitoclema, DiploclemEL, ProtoCI"isina, and Scenellopora, closely
resemble EntEtlophora, Bidiastopora, Crisina, and Defrancia, respectively. Of all the Silurian forms the two species of Pliacelopora are probably the most distinct, yet, even these admit of
comparison with some of the 'ruBULIPORID..-E.
The large size of most of the Devonian forms makes it somewhat doubtful that they are really Bryozoa, still their g·eneral
aspect is so much like that of typical CYCLOSTOMATA that I do
not see how they can be placed elsewhere. To determine the
question beyond dispute requires a more minute study than I
have found time to give them.
III. TREPOSTOMATA:-The zoaria of this suborder are composed of prismatic or cylindrical tubes, that change more or
less in character as they pass from the "immature" into the
"mature" region. In the "immature" region the tubes have
extremely thin, prismatic and simple walls, while horizontal
diaphragms may or may not be developed here. The "immature"
region of a zomcial tube is longer in the ramose forms, than
in the lamellar and parasitic, and is equivalent to the primitive
cell of the CHILOSTOMATA and CRYPTOSTOMATA. The transition
from the "imma,ture" to the "mature" condition is often gradual, but more generally rather abrupt, though never so much
so as in the CRYPTOSTOMATA. The change consists of (1) a
thickening of the walls, (2) the development of mesopores, and
(3) an increase in the number of diaphragms. Opercular structures and perforated diaphragms also only occur in the mature
region. Each stage in this region marked by the diaphragms,
represents a layer of zomcia, each of the individual chambers
having been developed in direct sequence from the zomcium immediately beneath it. By repeating the process a tabulated
tube resulted.
This suborder, though having living representatives, attained
its greatest development during Palooozoic times. In Mesozoic
and more recent times the distinctive characters are largely
subdivided, and, by equal concessions on the part of the UYCLOSTOMATA, the dividing line between the divisions has become
-42
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somewhat shadowy and certainly much less sharp than we find
it to have been during the early periods of their existence. So
little is known of the internal structure of Mesozoic CYCLOSTOMATA and TREPOSTOMATA that it is not now possible to distinguish satisfactorily between them. It would be presumptive
on my part to attempt it. In a general way, however, it may
be said that the Mesozoic types which are provided with mesopores, such as the majority of the genera referred by d'Orbigny
to his families, CLA1;sm.£, CAVEID.£, CAVID.£ and CREsc1sm2E, are
not true CYCLOSTOMATA but rather TREPOSTOMATA.
The Palreozoic genera I have grouped under the nine families,
MONTICULIPORID.£, HETEROTRYPID.£, CALLOPORID.£, TREMATOPORID.LE, BATOSTOMELLID.£, AMPLEXOPORID.£, DIPLOTRYPID.£, CEH~
AMOPORID.£, and FISTULIPORID.£. The first may be considered
as the most typical, as the forms which constitute the family
contain all the more characteristic features of the sub-order.
(1) MoNTICULIPORID.£:-The zoarium in this group comprising
the genera Monticulipora, Peronopora, AtactoporeJJa,, Prasopora, Homotrypa and Homotrypella, may be massive, discoid,
lamellar or incrusting, while the bifoliate and ramose forms are
also frequent. The zooocia are prismatic, rounded, or irregularly petaloid. with comparatively thin walls, having a peculiar
granular structure. The mesopores vary greatly in number,
being sometimes apparently absent or very few, at other times
very numerous. Occasionally they are obscured by a secondary
deposit of sclerenchyma. Zooocia with cystiphragms, the mesopores with horizontal diaphragms. The acanthopores are nearly
always small, and generally numerous.
The family as above restricted contains a large number of
mainly Lower Silurian Bryozoa, whose principal character, the
cystiphragms, has, so far, proved an almost infallible distinguishing mark. In the genus Monticulipora (e.g. M. lamellosa
and M. winchelli) thei;e strudures are often modified so that
they might be mistaken for simple, oblique or slightly curved
diaphragms. Experience, however, will soon dispel the illusion.
The genera of the family are separated from each other mainly
by constant zoarial peculiarities, though each also has its own
distinguishing zooocial features.
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(2) HE'l'EROTRYPIDJE:-The zoarium in this family is frondescent, ramose or incrusting. Usually the zooocia are polygonal,
more or less contiguous, with comparatively thin walls. In
other cases rounded or oval. The mesopores, though always
present, vary greatly in number, being exceedingly few in some
cases (Deka,yia), and quite Illlmerous in others (species of Deka,yella,.) Acanthopores are always present, sometimes being
of very large size (Deka,yia).
Generally they are small and
placed at the angles of junction between the zooocia. Their
cavity, ~oo, is usually very small, but in species of Ba,tostoma,
it is larger than in any other member of the TREPOSTOMATA.
No cystiphragms are present, and the diaphragms are always
horizontal and conspicuously more numerous in the mesopores than in the zooocial tubes.
Another peculiarity frequently met with, especially in species of the typical genera
of the family, is the closing of the cell apertures on limited or
extended portions of the surface by a thin, apparently imper-·
forate calcareous pellicle.
The four genera, Heterotrypa, Nicholson, Deka,yia Ed. & H.,
Deka,yella,, and Petigopora, constitute the family as here understood. These genera clearly have natural affinities, differing
from each other only in the number of mesopores, thickness of
zooocial walls, and in the form of the zoarium. Thus Heterotrypa, is characterized by moderately thick-walled zooocia, comparatively few mesopores, and a frondescent or compressed
habit of growth; Deka,yia by its thin walled zooocia, a ramose
or subramose zoarium, and by the practical absence of mesopores; Deka,yella, by the numerous mesopores, and two sizes of
acanthopores; and Petigopora, by the parasitic habit of growth
and non-celluliferous epithecal margin.
(3) CALLOPORIDJE:-The zoarium in this family may be dendroid, subfrondescent, discoid, or, ra.rely, sub-pyriform. The
zooocia are sometimes polygonal, but usually sub-circular, and
separated from each other by numerous angular mesopores,
which, when the zooocia are rounded, more or less completely
isolate them. Zooocial walls generally thin, rarely thickened
and ring-like in transverse section. Cystiphragms are wanting,
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while small acanthopores are only occasionally present. The
apertures of the zorncia are closed by centrally perforated plain
or radially striated opercula.
This family is proposed provisionally for the reception of the
three genera Ca,JJopora Hall, (restricted, Ulrich), Calloporella,
and Aspidopora, which have the above noted peculiarities in
common. The opercular covering· of the zorncial aperture is
considered t,he principal distinguishing feature. The genera are
separated by easily recognized characters, Callopora having a
ramose zoarium, thin walled, polygonal or sub-circular zorncia,
a varying number of mesopores, and no acanthopores. The
last structures are developed in moderate numbers in both
Calloporella and Aspidopora, the zoarium in both again being
discoidal and free, with a concentrically marked epithecal membrane on the concave under side. The first is distinguished
from the second by having thick ring-like walls to the zorncia
and different mesopores.
(4) TREMATOPbRIDE:-Ramose, irregularly frondescent, or parasitic zoaria pertain to forms of this family. The zorncial tubes
are thin-walled, adjoining and prismatic in the "immature"
region, subcylindrical or more or less completely isolated by
abundant angular mesopores in the "mature" region. The
zorncia apertures are circular, oval, or petaloid, with a more
or less distinct peristome, while the mesopores are closed at the
surface by numerously perforated closures, the perforations appearing as small hollow spines or granules. Both sets of tubes
are intersected by horizontal diaphragms, but acanthopores are
often wanting. Neither cystiphragms nor opercula have been
observed in any of the species.
The family comprises a number of peculiar and several very
beautiful Bryozoa, that suggest affinities, more strongly than
any other Pakeozoic genera, with Mesozoic types of the TREPosToMATA. Thus Trematopora compares well with Heteropora
and other genera of that type, while Constellaria and Stellipora,
closely resemble d'Orbigny's genera Multica va, Domopora and
Radiopora.
The family includes besides the three genera already mentioned
also the new genus Nicholsonella, Idiotrypa,, and most probably Dittopora of Dybowski. The last is little known, and I
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have not met with any species having the characters ascribed
to the genus by its author. The others are distinguished by
easily recognized structural peculiarities and corresponding
zoarial features. Leioclema, now referred with some doubt to the
next family, may prove to have closer affinities with Trema,topora, than I am at present disposed to admit.
(5) BATOSTOMELLID.E. The zoaria of this family vary exceedingly in shape, but are never bifoliate. The ramose habit
of growth pertains to a majority of the species. In the "mature" region the zooocia have thick walls, usually appearing
here as though fused together. Here too the diaphragms are
centrally perforated, having originally functioned as covers to
the zooocia apertures. Specimens preserving the opercular covers
are rare, and it is only in some of the Carboniferous forms that
the perforations are invariably shown by good thin sections of
the peripheral or mature region. Mesopores are usually present
and sometimes abundant, but they are often intermittent, and
generally without distinct walls and diaphragms. Acantbopores
well developed. Intramural dots are also shown in tangential
sections of most species.
The six genera Batostomelfa, Stenopora, Lonsdale, Anisotrypa,, Bythopora, Miller and Dyer, Callotrypa, Hall, and Leioclema, almost seem an incongruous assemblage, yet after a very
careful comparison, I do not see how they are to be kept separate.
Being intermediate in its construction, Batostomelfa, is selected
as the type of the family, From that genus we can trace easy
gradations into Ca,llotrypa,, through Bythopora,. On the other
hand Batostomella, nitida, from the Chester group, is not at
all far removed from good species of Stenopora, while again it
is easy to show a very decided affinity between Stenopora, and
Anisotrypa,. On account of the diverse structure of the different
genera comprised in the family, I have found much difficulty in
grasping the really significant characters of t,he group, and I
am not certain that they are all mentioned in t,he above brief
definition. Still I believe our present requirements are satisfied.
Comparing the BATOSTOMELLID.E with other families, I find,
first, that the Lower Silurian species of Batostome]Ja, are related
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to Homotrypa of the MoNTICULIPORID..E; second, several species
of Ste1wpora to the AMPLEXOPORID.iE; and, third, several other
species of Stenopora and Anisotrypa to the RHABDOMESONTID..E
of Vine. The last comparison, if complete and thorough, establishes a close chain of connecting links between the TREPoSTOMATA and CYRPTOSTOMATA.
(6) AMPLEXOPORID..E.-The zoarium in this group, comprising
the genera Amplexopora, Monotrypella, Petalotrypa, Leptotrypa, Atactopora and Discotrypa, may be ramose, bifoliate,
encrusting, massive or discoidal. The zomcial characters are
more simple than in any other family of the suborder, the
colony being composed of subequal, usually thin-walled, prismatic tubes, crossed by variously disposed horizontal diaphragms. The divisional line between adjoining zomcia is
generally distinctly marked, and in a few cases, (e. g. Monotrypella crassimuralis) the zomcia become rounded near surface,
leaving triangular tabulated interspaces, that closely simulate
mesopores in vertical sections. True mesopores are, however,
wanting, but small abortive cells, usually filled internally by a
calcareous deposit, sometimes occur among the zomcia forming
the monticules. Acanthopores are absent in Discotrypa, but
in the other genera they are more or less abundant and sometimes conspicuous.
On account of the simplicity of construction, we are forced to
depend very largely upon zoarial variations in dividing the
family into generic groups, Of microscopic characters the presence or absence of acanthopores is of the first importance in
distinguishing the genera.
(7) DIPLOTRYPID..E. This family is proposed provisionally
for the reception . of Diplotrypa, Batostoma and Monotrypa,
three genera that have given me no little trouble to place
satisfactorily. 'rhough fully persuaded that their association
in one family is natural, I am still not prepared to discuss
their inter-relations and affinities with other Bryozoa.
(8) CERAMoPoRID..E. In the typical genera of this family the
zoaria form thin parasitic expansions, but other modes of
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growth are frequent. Thus, in Crepipora,, lamellate, discoidal,
and massive species occur, while a ramose zoarium characterizes species of Dfamesopora,. The bifoliate and frondescent styles
of growth are also met with. The zorecia usually form short
tubes, but in Crepipora,, Anofotichfa and ChiloporeJJa,, they
are much longer and occasionally traversed by a small number
of diaphragms. A complete perisfome sometimes surrounds
their apertures, but in most cases, only the posterior margin
projects. The lunarium, which is situated on this side, is nearly
always easily recognized, ·being of a decidedly lighter color in
sections than the rest of the zorecial investment. The irregularly laminated construction of the walls, which appear also to
have been minutely porous, is the most striking, as well as, the
most constant character. The irregularity of the mesopores
and the absence of diphragms in them are other features that
aid in distinguishing this peculiar family of Silurian Bryozoa.
The affinities of the family are clearly with the FISTULIPORID£,
and the superficial resemblance between, for instance, leramopore]Ja, and Eridopora, is very marked, yet the internal characters above mentfoned are so constant and distinctive that
they demand recognition.
(9) FISTULIPORID£.-In this large and important family the
zoarium varies greatly, but the massive and laminar with a
rugosely wrinkled epitheca on the under side, are the commonest forms. Bifoliate and ramose species are less frequent.ly met
with. The zorecia too vary considerably in the form of the
aperture, but i!l a majority of cases it is sub-oval, or sub-triangular. In other cases the sub-pyriform or circular aperture
may prevail. Usually the apertures appear oblique, the degree
of obliquity being largely governed by the relative prominence
of the lunarium or hood. When they appear direct, the lunarium is as a rule obsolete. Diaphragms are rarely numerous
being in most cases almost absent. In the perfect and mature
condition the interspaces always seem solid at the surface and
frequently granulose. Thin sections, however, show that the
zorecia are always separated from each other by from one to
three rows of vesicular cells, which, near the surface of maturn
examples, are nearly or quite filled by a deposit of vertically
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lined calcareous material. The vesicles generally decrease in
height outward, and, at least partially, already separated the
zooocia at their origin. True acanthopores and cystiphragms
never or only rarely occur, but certain peculiar spines of Lichenotrypa, ca,vernosa, Nich, very much resemble the first. It also
appears that in the perfect state the zooocia apertures are covered by eccentrically perforated closures, and the perforation
itself seems at last to have been closed by a knob-like sfopper.
In all, ten Palmozoic genera are included in this family, two
of them, Pina,cotrypa, Ulrich, and Botryllopora, Nich., with
some doubt. As the student will perceive by referring to the
sub-joined synopsis of classification, each genus is distinguished
from the other by certain zooocial as well as zoarial peculiarities.
A monographical study of the F1sTULIPORID..E is very much
needed, and till the numerous and diverse forms of this exceedingly difficult family have been subjected to a thorough investigation, it will be utterly impossible to arrive at any satisfactory
conclusion with regard to the limits and really distinctive
peculiarities of the several generic groups now regarded as comprising the family.
IV. CRYPTOSTOMATA:*-In the typical section of this sub-order
the zoarium is bifoliate, consisting of two thin layers of zooocia
that have, grown together back to back into ramose or foliar
expansions. In other groups the zoaria form fenestrated expansions, consisting of only a single layer of cells, the reverse being
covered by a dense layer of striated or minutely granulose
*This suborder was proposed in 1883, by M. G. R. Vine, in his 4th report to the Brit.
AsFoc. on fossil Polyzoa. His Ptilodictya lonsdalei, which seems to belong to Phumopora Hall, rather than to Ptilodictua of Lonsdale, is regarded as the type of the suborder, but his idea of the true relation· and the extent of the proposed division must
have been vague, for he places here only the five geneia Ptilodictya, Arcanopora
(Cystodictya), Glauconome (Vine, non auct.), Stictoporella and Rhabdomeson, while the
FENESTELLIDll!l and AcANTHOCLADIIDll!l and other allied Bryozoa are left with the Cyclostomata. In "Notes of Joredale Polyzoa of North Lancashire," 1885, he increases the list
of genera to nine by the addition of Rhombopora Meek, Hyphasmopora R. Ethridge
jun., Streblotrypa Ulrich, and Goniocladia R. Eth. jr. In my "Am. Pal. Bry.," I placed the
PTILODICTYONIDll!l as the first family of the TREPOSTOMATA, immediately following the
FENESTELLIDll!l, ACANTHOCLADIIDll!l and ARTHBOSTYLIDll!l (ABTHBONEMIDll!l) which were
arranged at the end of the CYCLOSTOMATA. Now, recognizing Mr. Vine's suborder,
those three families and the PTILODICTYONIDll!l and STICTOPOBIDll!l, as there arranged,
go to form the bulk of the CBYPTOSTOMATA as here understood.
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sclerenchyma. In the remaining sections the zoaria are ramose,
with the zomcia arising from a real or imaginary axis and
opening on all sides of the cylindrical stems. Usually the zoaria
are continuous; but in some of the bifoliate and ramose forms
they are composed of a greater or smaller number of segments.
The variations in the form of the primitive cell suggest a rough
division of the suborder into three sections. In the first, containing only the CYSTODICTYONID.E, the cell is semi-cordate or
obovate-acuminate in outline; in the second, comprising the
PTILODICTYONID.E, STICTOPORID.E, FENESTELLIDA<; and AcANTHOCLADIID.E, it is oblong quadrate, hexagonal or rhomboidal; the
third section, to which the PHYJ,LOPORINID.E, AnTHROSTYLID.E and
RHABDoMESONTID.E belong, is distinguished by the tubular form
of the primary cell. In this respect several members of the third
section make a close approach to the TREPOSTOMATA.
All positive evidence goes to show that the primitive cell of
the CRYPTOSTOMATA corresponds to the entire zomcium of the
ordinary CHILOS'L'OMATA. The only ground upon which the
new suborder can be distinguished from Busk's well established
division is the production of the primary orifice into a tubular
shaft ("vestibule"). Whether this will be regarded as a sufficient reason for the separation of these Bryozoa into two equal
divisions, may be well questioned, since several genera now
classed with th!:) CmLoSTOMATA (e. g. Steganopora and Disteganopora of d'Orbigny, and Steganoporella of Smitt) exhibit practically the same peculiarity. Provisionally at least, it seems
desirable to hold them as distinct, because the feature pertains
to such a large number of Pa.Ireozoic Bryozoa, which have received through it a decidedly different aspect from that expected of CHILOSTOMATA. The fact that the peculiarity is so
rare in secondary and more recent ages, in which the true CmLOSTOMATA are AO abundant, also argues strongly in favor of the
separation by allowing us to assume that such genera as Steganopora, are only the remnants of an extinct Palreozoic type of
structure.
In a large proportion of the CRYPTOSTOMATA the primitive
aperture is marked by the development of an incomplete plate
which extends downward and forward from the posterior side
of the base of the vestibule into the primitive or true cell. This
-43
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I have termed t,he superior hemiseptum. The inferior hemiseptum is less frequently met with. When present it springs from
the bottom of the cell or from near the base of the anterior
wall. The disposition of parts will be better understood by
referring to the diagrammatic section of the cryptostomatous cell
given in fig. 9(p. 330); see also fig. 10 (p. 351), and, on plate LV,
figures 7 and 8: The vestibule is the cylindrical portion of the cavity that is included between the external aperture and the superior hemiseptum. The latter is best developed in forms having a
sloping area around the external orifice, yet, even among these,
(e. g. Stictoporelfa, fig. 13,) it may be quite obsolete or entirely
unrecognizable. When the external aperture is surrounded by a
peristome the superior hemisepturn is nearly always wanting,
but the inferior may be present.
The material which I propose to arrange under this suborder
is divided into eleven families, comprising together seventy or
more genera,-some of them very prolific. The PTILODICTYONID..E
may be regarded as the most typical.
(1) CYSTODICTYONID1E:-In this family the zoaria are composed
of two or three layers of cells, that grew together back to back,
forming by their union either bifoliate expansions or triangular
branches, the particular zoarial habit assumed by the various
genera being very constant. The margins are non-poriferous
and finely,granulo-strlate, while the zooocial apertures over the
basal portions become gradually covered by the same kind of
calcareous deposit. The form of the primitive cell is probably
the most distinct.ive feat,ure of the family, being semi-cordate or
obovate-acuminate in outline, both forms being found in the
same example. They are always arranged in longitudinal series,
between vertical plates, usually alternating and, either entirely
separated from each other, or in contact at only limited portions of their circumference, the intermediate spaces being
occupied by vesicles. The primitive orifice was terminal, of
sub-circular form and somewhat eccentric, while the front of the
cell was slightly convex, and appears to have been minutely
punctured (fig. 8,d). As growth proceeded the orifice was drawn
out into a tubular vestibule, and the spaces between the apertures, keeping pace with the development, were filled by vesicular tissue. Just below the surface of mature examples this
tissue was itself more or less completely filled by a calcareous
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deposit. Here the vertical plates between which the primitive
cells are arranged are also obsolete, although they may still be
represented at the surface by ridge-like elevations. A complete
peristome usually surrounds the superficial aperture, but sometimes. the lunarial side only is elevated. A peculiar feature
about the lunarium is that it is always directed away from the
·non-poriferous margins.
In internal structure and zooocial characters the various
forms of this family show great uniformity, so that we are
forced to rely almost solely upon zoarial peculiarities in drawing the generic divisions. Fortunately these are very constant,
and, being conspicuous, readily serve the purpose of classification.
The affinities of the family are with the F1sTULIPORID£ on the
one hand and the STICTOPORID£ on the other. Pachydictya has
all the characters of the CvsToDICTYONID£, excepting the lunarium, and it seems highly probable that they had a common
origin. The F1sTULIPORID£, however, approach closest in their
later representatives (e. g. Meekopora), a fact apparently indicating that the agreement is due to the moulding influences of
surrounding conditions rather than to ancestral relationship.*
(2) STICTOPORID£:-The bifoliate zoaria of this important
family formed compressed, dichotomously dividing, continuous
or segmented branches, or palmate or leaf-like expansions. The
primitive cell is. subquadrate, and with or without superior
hemiseptum. The inferior hemiseptum and mesopores are apparently always absent, but vesicular tissue is sometimes present. The median tubuli between the divisional. laminrn are
probably to be regarded as the most important peculiarity of
the family, though their true nature and functions have not yet
been determined satisfactorily. Likewise the granular terminations of the vertical tubuli, (which I believe to have communicated with those between the median laminrn and to have
formed part of a system of communication between the primary cells and the external surface,) are more or less conspicu* Many instances might be mentioned to show that like surroundings are apt to
produce similar variations in really widely different organisms. For instance, in the
Cincinnati group at Delafield, Wis., where monticuliferous TBEPOSTOMATA prevail, several
species occur that are represented by nearly smooth forms in the Ohio exposures of
the same formation. At the Ohio localities the mammulated forms are comparatively
Jess abundant.
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ous fe&tures of tangential sections, and, when the same is sufficiently well preserved, of the surface. The superficial aperture
is sometimes circular, but usually of a broad elliptfoal form,
and surrounded by a narrow sloping area, wanting in Pachydictyre, where it is replaced by a faint peristome.
The family as now restricted comprises the following six
genera: Stictopora, Hall; Eurydictya,, Dicra,nopora,, Pa,chydictya,, Phyllodictya. and Euspilopora, Ulrich. The first three
are distinguished by zoarial differences, the remainder by slight
zomcial modifications as well. I find that PRchydictya, approaches the CYSTODICTYONID.E in having vesicular tissue, the
anterior end of the primitive cell sometimes rounded, and a
slight peristome around the superficial aperture. Opposed to
these points of resemblance is the absence of the lunarium, the
presence of median tubuli, and the fact that the prevailing
form of the primitive cell is often either sub-quadrate or hexagonal. The chain of evidence showing the relation of the genus
to Stictopora,* and Eurydictya, is completely established through
the intermediate species Pa,chydictya, splendens and P. firma,
Compared with the PTILODICTYONIDA<J we find a general agreement in the arrangement of parts, but a closer examination
will reveal important differences.
Of tihese the absence of
median tubuli among the genera of that family, alone need be
mentioned here.
(3) PTILODIC'l'YONID.E:-Bifoliate zoaria, continuous or jointed,
forming leaf-like expansions or compressed branching stems;
thus having the same range of zoarial characters as the Cys·roDIC'l'YONID.E and STICTOPORID.E. The outline of the primitive cell
is oblong hexagonal or quadrate, or rhomboidal. In the typical
genera both the inferior and superior hemisepta are well developed, but in other divisions either one or both are apparently
wanting. In old examples of Ptilodictya, they may be represented at successive levels, so as to simulate diaphragms (see
fig. 6 and 11). Vestibular portion of zomcia with thick walls,
the central region between the cavities being usually also of
conspicuously lighter or darker color than the rest. In typical
forms this region is transversely lined and margined on each
*Regarding Stictopora fenestrata as the type of the genus. If, however, S. elegantula is insisted upon as the type, the~the reader will please read Rhinidictya Ulrich,
where I have written Stictopora HllLll.
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side by two close rows of exceedingly minute dots (see fig. 2b).
Untabulated mesopores occur frequently, but in no case known,
vesicular tissue. The following genera are placed here: Ptilodictya Lonsdale, Cfathropora Hall, Tmniodictya, Phmnopora
Hall, Ptilotrypa, Graptodictya, Arthropora, Stictoporella, Intrapol'a Hall, and Stictotrypa. Of these, the first, second and
third are distinguished mainly upon constant zoarial peculiarities; the fourth has two mesopores occupying the transverse
space between the ends of the zooocia apertures; the fifth, very
oblique apertures and a small accessory cell in front; the sixth
and seventh have a filiform peristome and vermicular strim on
the interspaces; the eighth has more or less numerous mesopores, very thick-walled tubular zooocia, with dilating apertures,
and no hemisepta; the ninth also has numerous mesopores, but
thinner walled zooocia, with quite an abrupt aperture and an
inferior hemiseptum; the tenth has a decided peristome. The systematic position of the last (Stictotrypa,) is somewhat doubtful.
(4) :F'ENESTELLID.-E:-This very characteristic Palmozoic group
of Bryozoa presents us with an almost endless array of beautiful forms, whose delicate net-work generally affords us proof of
the exceeding constancy with which, what may appear to the
uninitiated as very trivial zoarial features, recur in species after
species. The exceeding abundance of specific modification causes
a continual effacement of sharp divisional lines, and I know of
no group better calculated to show that such do not occur in
nature. On the contrary, the more our investigations are extended, the more evident it becomes that our classifications are
necessarily largely based upon arbitrary divisions. Obviously
then, that classification is the best which offers the most convenient and at the same time the most natural (genealogical)
arrangement possible, a desire not by any means easily realized.
In my subdivision of the family I have been guided by the test,
that the value of a character is determined by itR degree of
prevalence. Accordingly, when I have found a number of species
that agreed in one or more features without disagreement in
others known to have greater importance, I have regarded them
as entitled to recognition as a separate genus. Subgeneric divisions, being both inconvenient and useless, I am opposed to,
and have not adopted them excepting in such cases where they
seem to merit generic distinction.
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With the single exception of Tha,mniscus, in which the
branches are usually free, the zoaria of this family form reticulated expansions of which only one side is celluliferous, the
other being finely granulo-striate. Commonly, the branches are
more or less rigid and united to each other by solid processes,
which are developed at such regular intervals t,hat their number in a given space affords a good test in the discrimination
of species. In other cases the branches are sinuous and united
by anastomosis. The fenestrules vary from circular to arutely
elliptical, but when the dissepiments are thin, a quadrate form
prevails. The primitive cell, or true home of the -polyp, is either
oblong quadrate or hexagonal, or rhomboidal, and never commences, as claimed by Waagen and Piehl, (Pal. Indica, ser.
XIII, Salt Range Foss. p. 772) "in a long thin point." On the
contrary, in all cases when the cell is not of rhombic form, the
proximal end is truncated, being, furthermore, vertically parallel
with the anterior wall. As seen in longitudinal sections, the
cell is directed more or less obliquely upward and forward, the
angle of divergence from the basal plate varying between the
extremes of 45° and 90°. Generally the height of the cell is
considerably less than its length, yet in a few instances the two
dimensions are almost equal. The inferior hemiseptum is often
present, and springs (apparently always) from the anterior
wall near its base. Sometimes it is so strong that in deep
tangential sections (Pl. LV, fig. 7) the cell appears as though
divided into two apartments.
Another peculiarity that may be seen in a tangential section
of almost any Fenestellid (see figures on Pl. LIV and LV), is
due to the presence of a superior heroiseptum. Namely, at opposite points on the sides of a cell through which the sect on
passes, just beneath the level of the primary orifice, the wall is
more or less sharply bent in, the inflections being in some cases
sufficiently extended to unite, so as to separate an anterior
subcircular space from the remaining posterior portion of the
cell. Generally, however, the inflection appears strongest on
the upper side (especially in Fenestella) giving to the cell a
rather marked kidney-form outline (see Pl. LI, fig. 5a, and Pl.
LIV, fig. 5) .. This appearance is not due to a greater development of the internal ridge on the outer side, but to the obliquity
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with which the tangential section necessarily passes through
the somewhat laterally directed cells. This is shown in Polypora, where the inflections on each side are about equal in the
central row or rows of cells, while in those of the marginal rows,
which are directed laterally, they appear unequal as in Fenestella and other genera having only two ranges of zomcia (see
Pl. LV. fig. 4). The superior hemiseptum, to which these inf:lectiom'I are due, forms a ridge-like thickening on the inner side
of the cell, which becomes obsolete, or nearly so, toward the
center of the posterior side of the primary aperture, and entirely so at about the middle of the vertical sides, being strongest in the region of the angle, formed by the union of the lateral walls and the slightly convex front or top of the cell. The
accompanying digrams will probably serve better to show the
peculiarities in question than any verbal explanation.
a.

l.

0·0
[."

This peculiar feature
(whose functions unless
it acted as a support to
c ---- --- --- - - - d' - - - ---- - - - - - - - - - c'---- ' --- ... - - - ----- .
the cell front, is unknown)
was noticed in 1878 by
e,,
c.
d"
Mr. A. W. Waters and
described and figured by
him in the transactions
of the Man chester Geol.
Fig. 10. Diagrams illustrating the different ap- Soc. for that year, also
pearances presented irr thin sections by the ZOCll- by Mr. John Young who,
cium of a Feneste!lid having both hemisepta. a and
b, side and end sectional views of the zooocium crossed in the Trans. Geol. Soc.
by five dotted lines, a, b, c, d and e. Drawings a", b'',
f GI
f
c", d" and e" represent the zocecial cavity as it ap- 0
asgow or 1879,
pears m tangential sections at levels corresponding gives a short description
to the dotted lines. c, represents a "nest" of the
outlines.
of it. The former found
two identations but the latter failed to notice that the apparent inflection on the one side of the cell of species of Ji'enestella
is caused by the slight lateral direction of these walls in such
form.*

::~---~m--=-==~---::-~-::.Oa"

-

C"

111111

0 u i

* In this connection it seems proper to show how imperfect observations of certain
defective specimens have led the Messrs. Young and Young into an error, which appears not only to have been overlooked by Mr. Vine, but induced him to propose a nPw
family for the sub-generic division proposed by those authors. In 1875 they publirhed a
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The primary orifice is of sub-circular form, somewhat narrower than the width of the cell, and occupies the anterior
third (or a little more) of its length. As growth proceeded the
front of the cell was gradually thickened by a deposit of laminated sclerenchyma; this calcareous addition being built up
about the orifice so as to draw it out into a vertical tubular
shaft, called the "vestibule" by Mr. Vine. The superficial aperture is circular, and, with few exceptions, surrounded by a peristome.
In transverse sections of the branches the original basal or
germinal plate is generally quite distinct from the subsequently
added layers of calcareous tissue. A number are figured on
plates LIV and LV, that show how sharply the plate is oRen distinguished. Almost invariably the lower side of the plate presents a number of tooth-like projections that represent transverse
sections of former longitudinal striations. It is a fact that the
reverse of many Fenestellids show strong strim on very young
examples, which are wanting or nearly obsolete on old specimens.
description and figures of G-lauconome marginalis, for which they proposed the new
subgenus ])iplopora, upon the izround that there is a small secondary pore immediately beneath the true apertu: e. Similar secondary pores they mentioned as occurring in their G-laiwonome (Acanthopora) stellipora and Fenestella (Actinostoma)
fenestrata. This secondary pore I consider the result of attrition combined with
a paucity of calcareous secretion by the zooids. The Messrs. Young and Young
show in their figure of the first that the supposed pore varies much in size, and rightly
attribute the variation to the state of preservation. Had they investigated a little farther, I think they would have seen that there is a good reason for the presence of the
"pore" in their species. These (especially ]). marginalis) are forms in which the deposit of cal ·areous material over the primitive cell was much less than usual. Polypora
whitei and var. sevillensis are likewise such forms, and, as will be seen from fig. lb
and 2 on plate LXII, frequently present what Waters suggests might be compared with
the suboral pore found in so many CHILOSTOMATA. I am really sorry that I find it so
often necessary to differ with my esteemed English collaborers in this difficult branch
of palreozoology. Indeed, in this instance I am particularly grieved, since it would have
pleased me much to be able to corroborate so important a point for comparison between Palreozoic and Recent Bryozoa. But, being convinced that their conclusion is
based upon defective specimens, I must dissent.
Compaling examples of the several species in question with shallow tangential sections of ordinary Fenestellids we find that with a little diagrammatic restoration of the
section, there is no essential difference, while the supposed "pore" is explained by the
wearing away of the thin and slightly convex portion of the front of the cell. The dark
matrix which has entered the cell is then clearly seen, and the weathered portion might
readily be mistaken for a suboral pore. The thin septum which is said to separate the
lower from the true aperture is nothing more or less ·than the superior hemiseptum,
and when the attrition has proceeded to the extent that even this is removed then the
general appearance of the cell with its two inflections looks precisely like what we see
in tangential sections of most FENESTELLID.IE.
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All the dense portions of the zoarium, such as the base, the
spiral axis of Archimedes, and diverging supports of Lyropora,,
as well as the stony deposit over t,he front and reverse of the
zooocia exhibit essentially the same structure. A finely laminated composition prevails throughout, and very delicate vertical tubuli, penetrating the lamime, can, as a rule, be demonstrated. The tubuli again are generally arranged in series, and
though varying in number are always abundant.
As regards zoarial features the genera Semicoscinium Prout,
Isotrypa, and Unitrypa, Hall, and Hemitrypa, Phillips, present
several peculiarities that have at various times been called into
question. The most serious objection to HAmitrypa, which was
the only genus of the gToup generally known, comes from English palrnontologists. In a paper entitled "A Review of the
British Carboniferous Fenestellidrn,'' published .in the Quart.
Jour. Geol. Soc. for May, 1879, Mr. G. W. Shrubsole, after
quoting some remarks by Lonsdale upon the genus, writes as
follows: "There can be no doubt that the interior portion of
the Hemitrypa, hibernica, (McCoy), is a Fenestella,? nor need we
be in any doubt as to the species. The difficulty has always
been the external sheath. It is important to mention that the
same form is parasitic on brachiopods and crinoids, as well as
Ji'enestella,. Its connection therefore with Fenestella, is accidental
and not structural. It is without doubt a small coral common
to the limestone, very similar to Flustra, pa,Jma,ta, McCoy, the
empty calices of which cover over and conceal the Fenestella,
underneath. Hemitrypa,, as we have seen, has Fenestella, membra,na,cea, Phillips for the ground work, and a microscopic
coral or polyzoon for the super-structure." The next year in
reviewing the Upper Silurian species of Fenestella,, he treates of
specimens of F. prisca,, Lonsdale, which "are disfigured by the
enveloping coral." This species most probably belongs to Unitrypa,. "The growth of F. prisca, is readily detected by the
peculiar shape of the s9-called fenestrules which are often twice
as broad as long. What I take to be the tabulrn (!) of the
coral occur more frequently than the dissepiments of the Fenestella,." As regards Mr. S. R. Vine's stand-point it is enough to
say he appears to have accepted Mr. Shrubsole's ultimatum
without examining into the facts for himself.
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When I think of the hundreds of exquisitely preserved examples
of species of the genera in question that I have seen and
studied, it seems almost ridiculous that argument. is necessary
to show them to be a structural unity and not composed of
two separate and distinct organisms. It seems to me that Mr.
Shrubsole must be lacking sadiy in caution, as well as in respect
for the work of others, or he would not express himself so
dogmatically as in the above samples upon a question that
manifestly he can scarcely have tou9hed. Both Mr. Shrubsole
and Mr. Vine could easily have verified the structural unity of
the Fenestella, interior and the supposed parasitic coral by making a few judicious thin sections of specimens preserved in limestone, those in shale being usually so much compressed that the
union between the two fenestrated expansions is broken. Had
they had an opportunity of examining some of the silici:fied specimens from the Falls of the Ohio river, which show the delicate
net-work perfectly free from the matrix, I am sure their present
views upon Hemitrypa, and Unitrypa would never have been
published. Still, as the outer structure of Hemitrypa,, etc., is
by many regarded as of the nature of a parasite, some refutation is required. I will therefore ask a few questions.
If the structure is viewed as a parasitic bryozoan similar to
Pa,leschai:a Hall, or to Monticuliporoids of the type of Lepta
trypa,, upon what, grounds is the supposition based? The
zooocium of a bryozoan roust before all things have a bottom
or ba,sa,J plate. Is this present on the inner side of the external
net-work? I answer emP,hatically, no. On the cont.rary the
little openings communicate without any interruption with the
interior space between the two expansions. It is true, of course,
that over the basal portion of old examples of Hemitrypa, and
Unitrypa,, the fenestrules on both surfaces of the zoarium are
covered by a thin calcareous membrane, but this fact has no
bearing whatever upon the question. A~;ain, if the suspected
expansion is of the nature of Leptotrypa,, why do we not find
clusters of large cells, which are invariably present in such
forms? And why do the little openings in the· superficial network of Hemitrypa, correspond so exactly both in pm1ition and
number with the zooocial apertures beneath them in the celluliferous expansion? Surely this is not simply a coincidence.
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Further, why is it impossible to detect a divisional line between
the supposed parasite and the "disfigured" Fenestella? Upon
what ground does Mr. Shrubsole base his assertion that the
same parasite is found upon brachiopods and crinoids? In this
country it is lfss erratic, besides being an exceedingly constant
type, Hemitrypa fenestellids ranging from the Upper Silurian
to the Carboniferous. LasUy if the cross bars of Unitrypa, are,
as claimed by Mr. Shrubsole, the tabulm of a coral, will he not
oblige us by publishing a description of the unique form? But
let us pass on to something more interesting than this rather
impertinent inquisition.
In Semicoscinium we have a type that commenc~d already in
the Niagara group, with such aberrant forms of Fenestella, as
F. tenuiceps and F. acmea. In all its representatives the keel is
very high, while, especially in the more typical forms, the
branches are not rigid on the reverse side of the zoarium but
appear to inosculate. The zoarium is funnel-shaped, with the
upper portion more or less undulated and often decumbent.
The poriferous side is the outer one, and the strong keels of the
branches give this surface a vertically lined appearance. The
base of the funnel, particularly in old examples, is smooth and
spreads somewhat over the body to which it is attached. The
smoothness is due to a thin membrane which is spread over
the keels sometimes a considerable distance up the side of the
inverted cone, the space between the keels and under the membrane being filled with vesicular tissue. The keels themselves
are very thin immediately above the top of the branches, but
are much thickened towards the summit, which in some cases
is quite flat, but in others varies from obtusely to acutely
ridge-shaped. The sides of the flattened keel summit is usually
smooth, but in some they are crenulated (S. planodorsatum
Ulrich, Pl. 44, fig. 3). By producing these crenulations into
transverse connecting bars, we realize through certain intermediate species (e. g. FenesteJJa,? prmcursor Hall, and F. bigeneris
Ulr.) what Hall has described as U.nitrypa. The transverse
bars that characterize this genus are really vertical plates which
occur at very regular intervals (corresponding to the zooocia)
and are usually, if not always, suddenly bent backward, so as
to give the intervening spaces the appearance of imbricating
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cell mouths. In Isotrypa, Hall we have t,he same general construction as in . Unitrypa,, but the external aspect of the two
expansions are so much alike, that it is sometimes difficult to
distinguish between them. Indeed, the summits of the keels and
the connecting bars are rounded and longitudinally striated, so
that they might readily be mistaken for the reverse side of an
ordinary species of Penestelfa. Sections of a species of this
genus are figured on plate LIV.
In the much disputed Hemitrypa,, we find a somewhat different construction. In this genus the carina (which in Semicoscinium, Unitrypa, and Isotrypa, is a continuous plate) carries a
close series of small pillars that support the favose superstructure. A regular series of arches connect the pillars and
combine to form a longitudinal crest at intervals corresponding
to the number of zocecia. Short transverse bars proceed from
each side of this crest and extend to the center of the space
between two branches where they unite with a false crest which
is usually somewhat thinner and more decidedly zigzag than
the true crest. This arrangement of the bars and crests produces a delicate net-work, pierced by small and exceedingly
regular hexagonal, petaloid, or circular openings, This brief
description of the structure of Hemitrypa, may be advantageously supplemented by a study of the sections figured un plates
LIV and LVII. None of these are in any way diagrammatic
but are drawn as near to nature as possible.
The free condition of the branches in species of Tha,mniscus induced King to establish another family for their reception.* In
this course he is followed by Vinet and by W aagen and PichU.
Zitfol, however, places the genus as a synonym under Aca,nthocfadir1; King§, being under the erroneous impression that the
two genera are distinguished only by differences in the arrangement of the zocecia apertures. All of these authors agree in
* Mono.

Perm. Foss. (Pal. Soc. Pub. vol. III, 1849.)

t 4th Rept. Brit. Assoc. on Foss. Poly. 1883 and Notes on Joredalo Poly. of N. Lan-

cashire, 1885.
t Palmontologica lndica, ser. XIII, part 5, 1885.
§

Handbuch der Pal. 1880.
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placing Aca,nthocfadia in the immediate vicinity. My arrangement is quite different. I find that there exists between Tha,rnniscus and Polypora, a very close chain of intermediate links.
Examples of T. dubius (the type of the genus) now before me,
clearly show that non-poriferous dissepiments occasionally connect the branches. In cell structure there is no difference between T. dubius and such species of Polypora,, as P. tubercuJa,ta, Prout, P. cestriensis and P. spinulifera,. In species of
Tha,rnniscus the branches bifurcate in precisely the same manner, though as a rule more frequently than they do in Polypora,. Such a slight difference can, of course, scarcely be taken
into account as of even generic importance. Now as to the
presence or absence of dissepiments, we must, because of their
constant development in so many forms, regard them as a
character of considerable value. But here again the "vanishing
lines of nature" come into play, giving us an inkling of geneological relation. For instance, in Polypora, ha,llfana, Prout, we
have a true species of the genm:i, but upon comparison, it is
found that the species is closely related to P. ma,ccoya,na,, and
this to P. distincta, and P. gra,cilis (Prout.) The last is brought
into close relation with Tha,nmiscus diva,1-ica,ns by an undescribed form from the Keokuk group of Keutucky. In P. ha,Jliana,
and P. maccoyana, there are from two to six dissepiments to
each bifurcation, in P. distincta and P. gracilis, generally two,
while in T. diva,ricans there are rarely two, generally one, and
sometimes none.. The same may be said of T. ramulosa,.*
* T. ramulosa belongs to another line of development tending the same way through
P. cestriensis and P. tuberculata. It is my opinion, and good evidence can be brought
to support it, that the majority of the Carboniferous and Permian species of Thamniscus (including the type species) were developed from Devonian and early Carboniferous
species of Polypora, such as I have mentioned, and not from Silurian and Devonian
species now referred to Thamniscus. When it comes to the latter, we have but little
evidence to show that they were derived from Polypora, yet the inference is fair
that they were, and that Polypora always had within itself the tendency to assume the
characters of Thamniscus. If this is admitted then we can admit that Fenestella also
had a continual tendency to run into Polypora. Again many problems present themselves which can only be explained by supposing that the changed form reverted back
into the parent stem. (A Fenestella graduallv assumed the characters of Polypora and
vice ver~a). Hence, in all formations from the Niagara to the Coal Measures, there were
intermediate forms between Polypora and Fenestella. These species, the evidence leads
me to believe, were more often derived from typical species of the genera than from
each other.
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From whatever point the question may be viewed, no one can
deny the relation between the genera as here outlined. As regards the relation generally supposed to exist between Acanthocladia and Thamniscus, my investigations have convinced me
that it has no real foundation in nature. That the branches in
the two genera are free is of little consequence, since there are
differences of far greater import. In fact, Acanthocladia is constructed upon the same plan as Pim1atopora Vine (Glauconome
of authors), Synocladia King, and Septopora Prout. In these
four genera comprising the bulk of the AcANTHOCLADIID..E, as
here defined, the zoarium consists of primary and secondary
branches, the latter being smaller and arranged in a pinnate
manner on each side of the former. In the two first the secondary branches are never united, bnt in Synocladia and Septopora, those which spring from adjacent primary branches coalesce
so as to produce a reticulated expansion.
As Mr. G. R. Vines arrangement of the Bryozoa under consideration is quite different from that adopted by· me, it is but
justice to the student that some mention be made of it. He
restricts the family FENESTELLID..E to fenestrated or non-fenes~
trated forms in which the zooocia are "arranged biserially in
the branch." The four genera Fenestella, Ptilopora McCoy,
Pinnatopora and Septopora, he groups under this head. The
new family DIPLOPORID..E he proposes for the reception of Diplopora, Acanthopol'a, and Actinostoma, three genera previously
proposed by Messrs. Young and Young as subgenera of Fenestella and Glauconome. For Polypora and Phyllopora King
he proposes the POLYPORID..E. Lastly' Kings family THAMNISCID..E, containing Thamniscus, Acanthocladia and Ichthyora,chis
McCoy, is accepted by him.
This classification is so obviously artificial that the probabilities are very much against its acceptance by any one who
will undertake an extended study of the forms in question. His
definition of the FENESTELLID..E, would include Phylloporina, da,wsoni, and the Permian Phyllopora ehrenbergi since in both the
zooocia are arranged in two series. What would he do with
such forms as Polypora whitei, P. radialis, P. biserialis, P.
celsipora, Hall, P. a,rta, Hall, and P. incepta Hall? They would
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figure equally as well under his FENESTEL!JID..E as under the PoLYPORID..E, Lyroporn, Hall, would go partly in one family, .and the
remainder in the other. And why separate Pinmitopora and
Septopora from AcanthocJa,dia and lchthyorachis? Simply
because the former have only _two rows of zorncia, and the latter three or more? Such a difference is surely not sufficient to
outweigh the important points of agreement above mentioned;
no, it does not require a very extended knowledge of the Fenestellids to become convinced of the inadequacy of variations in
the number of ranges of cells as foundations for families, yes,
scarcely even for genera. As to the three genera which he
groups under the name DIPLOPORID..E, I should say that Actinostoma, is founded upon a species of Fenestella, in which the
radial ribs of the opercular closures of the zorncial orifice were
not obliterated by deposits of calcareous material. I have
seen these more or less distinctly preserved in a number of the
FENESTELLID..E (species of Fenestella, Polypora, Lyropora and
Pinnatopora) and believe that they were generally present in
these Bryozoa. Acanthopora Y. & Y., stands in the same relation .to Pinnatopora.* As regards Diplopora Y. & Y., I shall
view the division in the light of a valid genus, but not upon
the characters mentioned by Mr. Vine and the authors of the
genus. For discussion of this point see remarks upon the genus
further on. With regard to the PoLYPORID..E and THAMNISCID..E,
nothing farther need be said, as my opinion of them is already
sufficiently expressed.
Waagen and Pichl's arrangement of the FENESTELLID..E differs
somewhat from that proposed by Vine. They divide the family
into three sub-families, of which the first, the FENESTELLIN..E, contains, Penestella, Fenestralia Prout, Septopora, Lyropora,
Ptilopora McCoy, Helicopoz·a Claypole, and Archimedes
Lesueur. In the PoLYPORIN..E they propose to include Polypora, Phyllopora, Synocladia and Dendricopora DeKoninck,
· *The name .Acanthopora has priority over Pinnatopora of Vine, having been proposed in 1875, but as it is less appropriate than the latter and was erected upon what I
believe to be defective specimens, and only as a provisional subgenus under Glauconome, it seems desirable to drop the name in favor of Vine's, which was well characterized and established for the reception of species not intended to be covered by
.Acanthopora.
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while for Goniocla,dia Ethridge and Ramipora Toula the subfamily GoNIOCLADINAD is erected.
This classification has as little, or even less merit than Vine's,
being based upon the presence or absence of a median keel, a
character shown by experience to be unreliable. All the genera
in the first and second divisions, excepting Septopora, Synocladia, and, probably, Ptilopora and Dendricopora, belong to
the FENESTELLID.-E as here defined, but Goniocla,dia is very different, being related to the CYSTODICTYONIDAD, where I would place
it provisionally. Ramipora is doubtful, and before its position
can be determined, must be subjected to recent methods of investigation.
The typical genera of this and the following family have
heretofore been regarded, I believe, universally, as CYcLosToMATA. This now seems to be a wrong collocation, resulting
from defective observation of certain deceptive peculiarities in
their structure. In the first place the zooocia have always been
described as tubular. This, however, is an error, as only the
vestibular prolongation of the orifice is tubular, the true zorncium being an horizontal cell of quadrate or hexagonal form,
with both ends truncated. The aperture, furthermore, is not
situated at the end of a tubular zooocium as in the CYCLOSTOMATA, but occupies the anterior portion of the upper side
(front) of the cell; in short, the cell agrees in form with those
of the Escharine group of the CHILOSTOMATA, to the same extent as those of Ptilodictya, and other genera referred to the
new sub-order CRYPTOSTOMATA. Vine, in briefly discussing the
subject, brings out another point in their structure, which he
compares to the foraminated condition of the walls of the
TuBULIPORIDAD, namely, the minute tubuli which penetrate the
dense deposits of laminated sclerenchyma on both the front of
the zooocia and the basal plate on the reverse side of the
zoarium.
Admitting provisionally the propriety of the comparison, I
ask, will it not apply fully as well to the CHILOSTOMATA, since a
foraminated cell front h; well known to be present in many
genera of the sub-order? Why should the answer not be yes,
and, if we take other points of structure into consideration,
better? My space being limited, I am not at liberty to enter
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into any extended discussion of this and other points bearing
upon the question, but as it is an important one, I will mention briefly some of my reasons for removing the families from
the CYcr.osToMATA.
First, the zomcia of the FENESTELLIDM and ACANTHOCLADIIDM
are not tubular, but agree closely in form and general structure
with those of the PTILODICTYONIDM and EscHARIDM.* Second,
the primary orifice is drawn out into a sha~-like vestibule, precisely as in typical members of Mr. Vine's new sub-order CRYPTOSTOMATA. Third, the structure of the secondary deposit over
the cells and basal plate, differs in no essential manner from
that of the dense tissue which forms the non-poriferous margins
and pointed base of Ptilodictya, and the deposit over the basal
portions of the zoaria of many CYSTODICTYONIDM. Fourth, one
or both of the structures that I have called superior and inferior hemisepta are usually (perhaps always) present. These
four reasons refer to such weighty points of structure that I
am content to rest the question upon them without detailed
explanation. The critical student can, without much labor,
corroborate at least some of the abundant evidence relating to
the points at issue given on the plates attached to this volume.
(5) AcANTHOCLADIIDM:-The minute structure of this family
is so much like that of the preceding, that for present needs it
is sufficient to point out the features upon which the family is
maintained.
The zoaria are generally pinnate, often fenestrated, and rarely
dendroid, differing from those of the FENESTELLID.E in consisting
of primary and secondary branches, and in being without nonporiferous dissepiments. The primary branches are strong
straight stems, which usually remain simple, but in a few cases
are known to bifurcate. The secondary branches are nearly
always considerably smaller than the primary ones, from the
two opposite margins of which they are given off. In Synocladia and Septopora the secondary branches unite with those
of adjacent branches, thus forming reticulate expansions. From
•In a few species the secondary deposit upon the cells was very slight. These resemble Chilostomatous Bryozoa in a marked degree. In describing one of these forms
(Pinnatopora? simplex) Mr. Vine states (Notes on Xoredale Poly.) that it reminds one of
Chilostomatous rather than of Cyc!ostomatous Bryozoa.
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the margins of the primary branches new ones are given off at
the same angle as the secondary branchlets, and these again
are provided with brancl;i.lets the same as the original stem
(see Pl. LXVI, figs. 7 and 8).
From the above it will be seen that the AcANTHOCLADIID£ and
FENESTELLID£ are distinguished by a zoarial difference, but this
difference is merely the result of some peculiarity in the development of the zomcia, causing celluliferous bra.nchlets to
take the place of solid dissepiments. In Ptilopora McCoy,
which might with equal propriety be arranged with the FENESTELLID£, we have intermediate conditions. It is a type that
commenced in early Devonian times with species of Fenestella,
in which some of the branches were Q_isproportionately thickened, and the thinner branches at the same time arranged in
an indistinct pinnate manner. The type cannot rank as a separate family, and the ultimate position of the genus depends
largely upon the relative importance attached to the presence
of dissepiments on the one hand and the pinnate arrangement
of the zoarium on the other. (See remarks on the genus further on).
(6) SPHRAGIOPORID£:-This family is proposed for the reception of a single genus, of which, so far as I have seen, only
one or possibly two species are known. This is, however, so
distinct from all the previously established families, that, I feel
justified in adopting the course here pursued. !<--or particulars
relating to the structure of this unique bryozoan, the reader is
referred to the specific description further on.
(7) PHYLLOPORINID£:-'l'he genera comprised in this family
have been established upon species usually referred, heretofore,
to the FENESTELLID£. A minute comparison of their interiors
having brought to light certain peculiarities in zomcial structure, a new family seems to be demanded for them. These distinct~ve features have already been pointed out in my general
remarks on classification, and to prevent repetition, the reader
is referred there, and to the descriptions in the subjoined synopsis of classificatiOn.
(8) ARTHROSTYLID£.-This interesting family of Bryozoa,
especially in its typical members, reminds one of the recent
CELLARID£, yet beyonJ the articulated zoarium and a general
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external resemblance, but little can be brought showing true
relationship. On the contrary, in the form of the zomcia there
is close agreement between them and the STICTOPORID£. It also
appears highly probable that the ARTHROSTYLIDM constituted a
distinctively Silurian type, since no representatives are as yet
known from either the Devonian or Carboniferous systems.
The jointed condition of the zoarium is the most conspicuous
and perhaps also the most important feature of the family. It
is well shown in all the genera excepting Nematopora, in which
the zoarium is a dichotomously branching stem above the basal .
articulating extremity. /(Pl. XXIX, fig. lla). In Helopora,
Hall, Sceptropora Ulr., and Arthrostylus llir., the segments are
simple and terminally joined together. In Arthroclema Billings,
the -zoarium forms a plumose expansion, and is divisible into
numerous primary, secondary and tertiary segments, those of
the first and second order being connected terminally and ranged
in straight lines. A deep socket occurs on two opposite sides
of each of the joints of the first and second series, in which the
first of the series of the second and the third order is inserted.
The zomcia are arranged in a radial manner around a central
axis, and, excepting Arthrostylus, open on all sides of the subcylindrical segments. In the excepted genus one of the sides is
marked only with longitudinal strire. The primitive cell is
wedge-shaped, but inclined to be tubular in the larger species.
As nearly all of the zomcia commence at the center of the zoarium the reason is obvious; their form must adapt itself to the
distance between the axis and the surfaces, and as it is greater
in the large species than in the smaller, the primitive cell appears, consequently, somewhat tubular (compare figs. 15 and
18). Ordinarily they are oblong quadrate or hexagonal in outline, and aside from their wedge-like shape (due to their arrangement) agree closely with those of the STICTOPORID.E. "Hemisepta" I have not observed.
(9) RHABDOMESONTID£:-This interesting family must be regarded as forerunners of the V1NCULARID£. Indeed the external
resemblance to species of that later type is often s9 very striking
that a real affinity between them is forcibly suggested. Minute
comparisons show, however, that the differences which distinguish the groups of Palreozoic Bryozoa from their more recent
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representatives also prevail in this case. Namely, the zorecia
are more tubular than those of the Vincularids, while the
secondary deposit which gave rise to the "vestibule" of the
CRYPTOSTOMATA is wanting in them. In other respects the closest
agreement can be shown. On the other hand the RHABDOMESONTIDJE are intimately connected with the BATOSTOMELLIDJE of
the TREPOSTOMATA, and it is sometimes very difficult to draw
the line between Rhombopora and the genera of that family.
The genus Rhombopora. also embraces species that compare
very favorably with Streblotrypa. In fact the genus contains
some very diverse yet intimately related forms of which each
points in widely different directions.
In Rhabdomeson Y. and Y., the zorecia are arranged round an
axial tube precisely the same as in the cretaceous Siphonella of
Hagenow. Such an axis does not exist in Rhombopora nor
have I yet seen an American species of this family in which it
is present. The structure of the zorecia is about as follows:
Their primitive portion is always tubular and enclosed by exceedingly thin walls. Their proximal ends may be attached to
an axial tube (Rhabdomeson), or they may originate along an
axial line around which they are wedged in a radial manner
(Rhombopora incrassata, PI. LXX, fig. 12d) or they are produced by germination throughout the axial region (R. subannulata, PI. XLV, and R. tabulata and R. minor, PI. LXX).
Here too the longer tubes may be intersected by one or more
complete diaphragms. These structures must not be confounded
with the hemisepta which are usually present at the point of
outward bending and thickening of the walls. As in Ptilodictya,
two or more pairs of hemisepta may be developed in old examples, but in most cases the inferior hemisepta appear to be
absent, (Pl. XLV, fig. lb, and PI. LXXI, fig. 3c). The aperture is circular or elliptical and, with only few exceptions, surrounded by a sloping area, typically rhombic or hexagonal in
outline, causing the inter-apertural space to be ridge-shaped.
The summit of the ridge carries from one to three series of
minute granules, while an acanthopore is commonly found at
the angles of junction.
As already intimated the family foreshadows the V1NCULARIDJE.
Among Palooozoic Bryozoa the BA'l'OSTOMELLID1E offer the most
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points of resemblance. The relationship to Stenopora, would
scarcely be even suggested by a compariso:Q. between the typical
species of that genus and of Rhombopora, yet, when the comparison is extended to a large number of species, it becomes
clear enough. For instance, Stenopora, ra,mosa, and Rhombopora, cra,ssa, Ulr., may be compared through Stenopora,? signa,ta.
A clear line of relation passes from-say, Rhombopora, dichotoma,: through R. incrassa,ta, Anisotrypa? elega,ntula, Ulr., and
A. solida,, to Stenopora ramosa. Again, if we pass from R.
simulatrix, R. decipiens, R. tabulata and R. minor to R.?
aspemla, but a short step is required to bring us to Ba,tostomella, nitida and B. spinulosa,.
Despite the close relationship suggested by the above lines of
comparative inquiry, I have placed the two families in different
suborders. My reason for doing so is that, notwithstanding
the numerous points of agreement, there always remains one
peculiarity to distinguish them. This ,is the presence of hemisepta in the RHABDOMESONTIDlE, and their absence in the B.ATOSTOMELLIDlE. These structures are known only among the CRYPTOSTOMATA, of which they constitute one of the most important
and characteristic features. That the primitive portion of the
zocecia of this family is tubular, is, I believe, largely accounted
for by the fact that the distance from the center of the branches
to their surface is too great to admit of short cells. The much
shorter zocecia of the new genus Cwloconus, which compare
favorably with those of the STICTOPORIDlE, lend plausibility to
this view. Still I would not for a moment deny the importance,
from a morphological point of view, of the relationship above
shown.
(10) STREBLOTRYPIDlE:-In t,his family the zoarium may be
ramose, bifoliate, or unilaminar, the primitive portion of the
zocecia tubular in the first, and sub-tubular in the other modes
of growth. Hemisepta may be present or want.ing. The aperture .which is usually circular, or elliptical is in other forms
decidedly truncated at the posterior margin. The front of the
cell back of the aperture, is simply depressed or exhibits from
two to twelve or more small pits. When the latter are numerous they are generally arranged in two longitudinal series.
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This family will provisionally include Streblotrypa,, Worthenopora,, Cyclopora Prout, Proutella and Hyphasmopora R.
Ether. jr., the last mainly upon the aut,hority of Mr. Vine, who
considers the genus related to Streblotrypa,.
As regards the systematic position of the genera, I should
say that Cyclopora, fungia Prout, is related to the Ptilodictyonidoo (compare fig. 2b and llc in text with fig. 3c, d, and e, on
Pl. LXVIII); Streblotrypa, compares on one side with Rhombopora,, and on the other agrees in important features with Intrapora, ba,salis. In W orthtJnopora, and Proutella, I believe we see
the nearest approach to the Escharidm yet known from Palooozoic rocks, but as careful search of many specimens has failed
to reveal accessory cells of any kind, it has appeared better to
arrange the genera with the STREBLOTRYPIDJE than with that
family.
(11) HELIOTRYPIDJE:-This provisional family is founded upon
the peculiar genus Heliotrypa. .For its characters the reader is
referred to the original description and figures* and to the following synopsis of classification.
V. CmLOSToMATA:-Pa,Jescha,ra, Hall, is the only Palooozoic
genus that my present views will admit of placing in this suborder. As near as I can determine, the affinities'of the genus,
for which the new family P ALESCHARIDJE is proposed, are nearer
to the MEMBRANIPORIDJE than to any other.
*Am. Pal. Bry., Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 6, p. 277, 1883.
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SYNOPSIS OF CLASSIFICATION.
Order GYMNOL.LEMATA Allrnann.
Sub-order CTENOSTOMATA Busk.
Family AscomcTYONIDJE Ulrich.
Zoaria adnate, consistfag of radially arranged filiform, fusiform, or bulbous zooocia; or of sub-fusiform uniserial cells.
Substance? corneo-calcareous.
AscoDICTYON Nicholson and Ethridge, jr.-Zooocia consisting of
radially arranged, fusiform or bulbous zorncia, or filiform threads
with periodic swellings.
Type: A. fusifozme Nich. and Ethr. jr. Range, Cincinnati
group to Coal Measures.
RHOPALONARIA Ulrich.-Cells slender, fusiform, arranged in a
single anastomosing series. Cell mouths small, near one end of
the cells. The animal had the power of excavating the substance of the body upon which it grew.
Type: R. venosa Ulr. Range, Trenton and Cincinnati.
Suborder CYCLOSTOMATA Busk.
Family TuBULIPoRIDJE Busk. .
SToMATOPORA Bronn.-Zoaria adnate, with the zorecia in a
single branching series. Zooocia tubular, the apertures circular,
more or less elevated, subterminal. Walls finely porous.
Type: S. dichotoma Lamx. Range, Trenton to Recent.
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PR0Bosc1NA Audouin.-Like the preceeding, but with the cells
in two or more series, and the apertures slightly constricted.
Type: -?- Range, Cincinnati to Recent.
BERENICEA Lamx. (Sagenella Hall).-Zoaria forming delicate
incrustations upon foreign bodies; soruetimes consisting of several superimposed layers. Zocecia as in the preceding.
Type: B. diluviana Lamx. Range, Trenton to Recent, but
not as yet known from Devonian and Carboniferous strata. The
same is true of Stomatopora and Proboscina.

Clonopora, Cystopora, Hederella, Ptilionella * and Hernodia,
are genera lately proposed by Prof. Hall. Judging from his
brief descriptions only, it seems probable that they refer to
Bryozoa having affinities with the TuBULIPORID1E. All are from
Devonian deposits.
Family FRoNDIPoRIDM Reuss.
ScENELLOPORA lJlrich.-Zoaria broad-obconical, the under side
with an epitheca, the upper slightly concave and celluliferous.
Zocecia with subcircular apertures, occupying the summits of
radiating ridges. Intermediate spaces smooth, without cells.
Type: S. radiata Ulr. Range, Trenton.
Family PHACELOPORID.<E n. fam.
Zoaria segmented; t,he zocecia conical, combined in bundles
of two or more to form conical segments.
PHACELOPORA n. gen.-Zoarium articulated; segments short,
conical, consisting of two or more equal, conical zocecia, with
slightly contracted circular apertures.
Type: P. pertenuis Ulr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati
Family ENTALOPHORIDE Reuss.
DIPLOCLEMA n. gen.-Zoaria ramose, ovate in cross section.
Zocecia tubular, long, apparently moniliform proximally, separated internally by an axial lamina from which they gradually
diverge to open up on the two sides of the compressed branches.
Apertures prominent, isolated, somewhat constricted and circular. External wall thin.
*This genus is th'l same as Reptariaproposed Rolle in 1851.

(See Pal. N. Y. Vol. 6.)
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'rypes: D. trentonense n. sp.,* from the Trenton group of
New York, and D. sparsum (Trematopora, spal'sa Hall) from
the Niagara group.
M1ToCLEMA Ulrich.-Zoaria ramose, slender, subcircular in
transverse section. Zomcia tubular, very long, gradually diverging in all directions from an imaginary axis. Apertures prominent, circular, arranged in transverse series around the stems.
Walls thin.
Type: M. cinctosum Ulrich. Range, Chazy. (For internnl
structure see Pl. LUI).
PRoTOCRISINA n. gen.-Zoaria ramose, celluliferous on one side
only. Zomcia subtubular, with prominently exerted circular apertures. Reverse finely grano-striate. Small pores, apparently
communicating with the interior of the zomcia, are rather irregularly distributed over both sides of the branches. Axis thin,
cruciform in transverse section. External walls thick.
Type: P. exigua n. sp. (Pl. LUI, fig. 11-llc). Range, Trenton and Cincinnati.
Sub-order TREPOSTOMATA Ulrich.
Family MoNTICULIPORID.E Nicholson.
(Emended and restricted.)
Zoaria massive, discoid or lamellar, ramose or bifoliate.
Zomcia with thin and probably minutely perforated walls, the
peculiar granular structure exhibited in thin sections being
strongly indicative of an originally porous condition. Apertures polygonal, rounded, or irregularl;y petaloid. Mesopores
* IJiploclema trentonense Ulr.-As this species has not yet been described, I append
here a brief diagnosis of its characters. Zoarium slender, ramose, dividing dichotomously at an angle varying from 70 to 90 degrees; intervals between divisions, 5 mm., a
little more or less. Branches 0.55 mm. wide, 0.35 to 0.4 mm. thick. Zomcia tubular, in
tangential sections faintly moniliform near their origin. Apertures slightly constricted,
p; ominent, circular, 0.1 mm. in diameter, in three or four rows on each side of the
branch; generally arranged in oblique rows. less commonly transversely; at other times
irregular, four or five in 2 mm. measuring longitudinally; transversely the interspaces
are shorter.
The species is quite common at Trenton Falls, N. Y. The internal structure of both
IJ. trentonense and IJ. sparsum is figured on PL LIII.
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occasionally wanting, in other cases numerous; when present
they are angular and intersected by crowded horizontal diaphragms, often obscured by a secondary deposit. Acanthopores
abundant. Cystiphragms always present in the mature region.
MoNTICULIPORA d'Orbigny.-Zoaria massive, lobate or lamellate, incrusting m' free.
Surface with monticules, or even.
Zomcia polygonal, thin-walled. Mesopores very few, generally
entirely absent. Acanthopores more o:r: less numerous.
Type: 111. mammulata d'Orb. Range, Trenton to Hamilton.
ATACTOPORELJ,A Ulrich.-Zoaria generally forming thin crusts
over foreign bodies, rarely lobate, or subramose. Surface with
monticules. Zomcia with very thin inflected walls, the apertures
irregularly petaloid. Mesopores numerous, frequently isolating
the zomcia, and largely filled, especially near the surface, by a
secondary deposit. Acanthopores very abundant, generally encroaching upon the zomcial cavity.
'rype: A. typicalis Ulr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
HoMO'l'RYPELLA Ulrich.-Irregularly ramose. Monticules wanting, small maculm usually present. Zomcia with moderately
thick or thin walls. Apertures sub-circular, somet,imes faintly
petaloid. Mesopores abundant, more or less completely isolating the zomcia. Cystiphragms generally developed only in the
median region of the zomcial tubes, being usually absent just
beneath the surface and never present in the axial region.
Acanthopores numerous.
Type: H. instabilis Ulr. Hauge, 'l'renton to Clinton.
PERONOPOHA Nicholson.-Zoaria bifoliate, the surface even,
usually with small maculm. Mesopores and acanthopores varying in number. Cystiphragms abundant, present throughout the
mature region in the zomcial tubes. Apertures circular or polygonal. Zomcial walls comparatively thick, sometimes ring-like
in transverse section.
Type: P. decipiens Rominger, sp.-Cincinnati group.
HoMoTHYPA Ulrich.-Ramose to frondescent, with or without
monticules. Mesopores occasionally wanting, always few, sometimes g·athered into clusters. Zomcial tubes with verv thin walls
and remote diaphragms in the large axial or immature region;
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cystiphragms are developed just before opening at the surface.
Apertures subcircular or polygonal, the shape depending on the
thickness of the interspaces. Under favorable circumstances t,angential sections exhibit what appears. to be large communication pores.
Type: H. curvata, Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Niagara.
PRASoPoRA Nicholson and Ethridge.-Zoaria forming hemispheric, discoid, or irregular masses, and, more rarely, thin expansions; usually free, with an epithecal covering on the lower
side. Zooocial tubes prismatic or cylindrical, thin-walled, largely
separated from each other by small angular mesopores, which
are generally quite inconspicuous at the surface. Acanthopores
usually present, but only occasionally either numerous or stronQ:.
Cystiphragms in all the zooocial tubes. Diaphragms crowded in
the mesopores.
Type: H. graym Nich. and Ethr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
Family HETEROTRYPID..E n. fam.
Zoaria frondescent, ramose or parasitic. Zomcia polygonal,
walls comparatively thin and more or less contiguous; rarely
sub-oval, with thick walls. Line of separation between adjoining zomcia more or less clearly defined. Mesopores varying
from very few to numerous. Acanthopores present, sometimes
of large size. Diaphragms numerous, usually horizontal. Cystiphragms wanting.
HETEROTRYPA Nicholson.-Zoaria frondescent, sub-ramose, or,
rarely, incrusting. Zomcial tubes prismatic, sometimes subcylindrical. Apertures angular, sub-circular, or slightly petaloid. Walls moderately thin. Mesopores varying in number,
sometimes abundant, with illy defined walls. Acanthopores
small, generally numerous. Diaphragms well developed, usually
horizontal; sometimes a few may be concave or recurved.
Type: H. frondosa, d'Orb. sp. Cincinnati group.
DEKAYIA Edwards and Haime.-Ramose; branches cylindrical
or compressed. Zocecia polygonal, walls t,hin. Mesopores few,
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restricted to the monticules or maculre. Acanthopores originating in the axial region, sometimes very large, in other cases
more numerous and smaller. Apertures closed at intervals by
a th,in calcareous pellicle.
Type: D. aspera Edwards and Haime. Range, Trenton to
Hamilton.
PETIGOPORA Ulrich.-Zoaria parasitic, with a narrow non-poriferous band along the outer margin. Mesopores absent.
Acanthopores well developed, abundant.
Type: P. grep,aria Ulr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
DEKAYELLA Ulrich.-Ramose, branches sometimes compressed.
Mesopores more or less numerously distributed amm1g the
zooocia, and oRen aggregated into irregular "maculre." Acanthopores of two sizes, the smaller ones the most abundant and
only present in the peripheral region. Those of the large size
commence in the axial region. Diaphragms horizontal.
Type: D. obscura Ulr. Cincinnati group.
Family CALLOPORID£, n. fam.
Zoaria ramose, sub-frondescent, or discoidal. Zooocia generally sub-circular, rarely polygonal, separated from each other
more or less completely by angular mesopores. Walls usually
thin, sometimes thickened and ring-like in transverse section.
Apertures closed by centrally perforated covers, which, as
growth proceeds, are left behind in the tubes to form the floors
of the succeeding chambers. Acanthopores wanting in the typical forms, very small when present.
CALLOPORA Hall.-Ramose to snb-frondescent, or sub-pyriform,
smooth or tuberculated. Zooocia with thin walls varying,
according to the number of mesopores. from circular to polygonal. Apertures in the perfect state closed by opercular covers;
perforation small, central, generally surrounded by radiating
ridges. Mesopores angular or rounded, more or less numerous,
sometimes completely isolating the zooocia, with crowded diaphragms. Zoooci'al tubes slowly attaining their full development,
closely tabulated near their origin in the axial region; the dia-
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phragms more distant farther along in the tubes. Transverse
sections show that the tubes in the axial region are of two
sizes, the larger ones sub-circular, the smaller set angular. This
is one of the most characteristic features of the genus.
Type: U. elegantufa Hall. Range, Trenton to Lower Helderberg.
AsPIDOPORA Ulrich.-Very thin free expansions, with a concentrically and radially striated epitheca covering the lower side;
rarely parasitic. Typically composed of (according to age)
from one to many unequal spaces. Cells gradually increasing
in size from the margin of each convex space to near the center
of sa~e. Mesopores numerous. Both kinds of tubes crossed
by diaphragms. Small acanthopores present.
Type: A. areolata Ulr. Cincinnati group.
CALLOPORELLA Ulrich.-Free or encrusting, thin expansions.
Surface smooth or undulated. Zorncial tubes cylindrical, with
thick walls, separated by one or two rows of angular mesopores. Zorncia apertures sub-circular, arranged in regular intersecting series. Diaphragms numerous, straight. Acanthopores
small and few.
Type: C. ha,rrisi Ulrich. Cincinnati to Niagara.
Family TREMATOPORIDJE n. fam.
Zoaria ramose, irregularly frondescent, or parasitic. Zorncial
tubes thin-walled and prismatic in the immature, sub-cylindrical in the mature region. Apertures circular, oval, or petaloid,
with a more or less distinct peristome. Mesopores angular,
abundant, usually isolating the zorncia, closed at the surface;
the closure with numerous perforations showing as small hollow
spines or granules. Acanthopores often wanting. Zorncial tubes
and mesopores with diaphragms.
TREMATOPORA Hall. Zoaria ramose; branches solid, even or
montiferous. Zorncia with oval or sub-circular apertures, surrounded by a more or less elevated peristome. Interspaces depressed, sometimes exhibiting the closed mouths of the abundant mesopores. Zooocial tubes with thin walls and few diaphragms. Mesopores irregularly angular, generally exhibiting
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an obscurely beaded appearance in vertical sections, with a
diaphragm at the constriction. Acanthopores of moderate or
small size usually present.
Type: T. tuberculosa Hall. Range, Trenton to Niagara.
NICHOLSONELLA n. gen,.-Zoaria consisting of irregularly intertwining flattened branches or fronds, sometimes laminated. Zorecia tubular, with a few diaphragms in the ''mature" region.
Apertures circular, with a faint granose peristome. Interspaces
wide, occupied by numerous angular mesopores, that more or
less completely isolate the zooocia. Walls of both the zorecia
and mesopores thin, and in the mature region traversed longitudinally by minute tubuli. The interzorecial spaces are filled
with a calcareous deposit, into which the minute tubuli continue, but in which the mesopore walls become unrecognizable.
Mesopores with rather thick and numerous diaphragms.
Type: N. ponderosa, n. sp. Range, Trenton and Cincinnati.
CoNSTELLARIA Dana.-Subramose or frondescent zoaria. Surface with stellate maculre, the spaces between the rays more or
less elevated and occupied by two or three short rows or clusters of closely approximated zorecial apertures. 1 Zorecia with
rather thin walls, small, circular apertures and peristome,
equally distributed and partly in contact with each other in
the spaces between the stellate maculre. Mesopores abundant,
aggregated in the maculre, always closed at the surface, with
gradually crowding horizontal diaphragms. Zorecial tubes with
few or moderately numerous diaphragms. True acanthopores
wanting.
Type: C. florida, Ulr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
STELLIPORA Hall.-Zoaria forming thin crusts over foreign
bodies. The upper surface exhibiting at rather irregular intervals stellate monticules. Zomcia with sub-circular apertures
occupying only the summits of the radially arranged short
ridges, the depressed centraJ space and furrows between the
ridges, as well as the intermacular spaces, appearing non-celluliferous at the surface. Thin sections, however, show them to
have been occupied by rather small, angular mesopores, which
are more closely tabulated than the zooocial tubes, and like
them arise from the epithecal membrane.
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Type: S. antheloidea Hall, from the Trenton limestone.
ImoTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria parasitic. Zocecia sub-circular, with
a faint peristome, separated from each other by a series of
large irregular closed mesopores,. Zocecia and mesopores not
distinguishable in vertical sections, both being crossed by thick
parallel diaphragms, occurring at short and regular intervals.
Diaphragms apparently perforated by numerous minute foramina. Walls with numerous minute vertical tubuli or cells.
Type: I. parasitica Ulrich. 'l'renton and Niagara.
:Family BA'L'OSTOMELl,ID.E n. fam.
Zoaria multiform, often consisting of superimposed layers;
never bifoliate. Ziocecia with thick walls in the mature region,
where they usually appear fused together. Diaphragms horizontal, those in the peripheral region centrally perforated,
originally functioning as covers to the cell apertures. Mesopores usually present, often intermittent, generally without diaphragms and distinct walls; when abundant they are small.
Acanthopores well developed.
BATOSTOMELLA Ulrich.-Ramose, branches slender, without
monticules. Zocecia thick-walled in the peripheral region, intersected by remote, delicate, originally perforated diaphragms.
Apertures small, circular or oval. Interspaces rounded, thick,
spinulose; the acanthopores small and usually very numerous.
Mesopores subcircular, small, varying in number.
Types: B. spinulosa n. sp., and B. gracilis Nicholson. Trenton to Coal Measures.
STENOPORA Lonsdale.-Zoarium ramose, sublobate, massive,
laminar or parasitic. Surface even or montiferous. In the
mature region the zocecial tube walls are periodically thickened
so as to appear mortiliform in vertical sections. Comparatively
large acanthopores are developed at the angles of the cells.
Diaphragms straight, more or less numerous, with a large central perforation; a few irregular mesopores occasionally present.
'rype: S. tasmaniensis Lonsdale. Ranges through the Carboniferous system.
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ANISOTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria ramose; branches irregular, hollow,
and lined on the inside with an epithecal membrane; or more
regular and solid. Zomcia with subcircular apertures. Interspaces ridge-like, the comb sometimes with a series of extremely
minute granules. Acanthopores and mesopores wanting.
Type: A. symmetrica Ulrich. Range, Keokuk to Chester.
BYTHOPORA Miller and Dyer.-Zoaria consisting of very slender ramulets. Zooocial apertures oblique, lanceolate, narrowing
above. Interspaces varying in thickness, often channelled. Diaphragms practically wanting. Mesopores very few or aibsent.
Acanthopores comparatively strong, not numerous, rarely more
than one to each zomcium, sometimes wanting.
Type: B. fmticosa. M. and D. Range, Trenton to Lower Helderberg.
CALLOTRYPA Hall.-Zoaria ramose, slender, solid. Zomcia sma11,
oval, separated by one or two series of shallow o~en elongated
mesopores. An acanthopore sometimes present at the inferior
margin of the aperture.
Types: C. unispina Hall, and C. multiserfata Hall. Range,
Lower Helderberg to Hamilton. The genus will include, beside
the two species named, Hall's C. heteropora, and C. oculifera.
LEIOCLEMA Ulrich. -Zoaria ramose, lamellar, sub-globose, or
parasitic. Surface frequently exhibiting distinct monticules or
maculre. Zomcia with sub-circular or irregularly petaloid apertures, separated by abundant angular mesopores, which appear
to be open at the surface in the typical species and closed in
others. Acanthopores numerous, situated in the walls of the
zomcia, strong in the typical forms, (giving the surface a spinous character) and very small and inconspicuous in another
group of species. Diaphragms few in the zomcial tubes, fairly
abundant in the mesopores. of the typical section, crowded in
the majority of the species now provisionally referred to the
genus.
Type: Callopora punctata Hall. Range, Cincinnati to Chester.
Family AMPLEXOPORID..E n. fam.
Zoaria ramose, incrusting, discoidal, or massive, rarely bifoliate. Zomcia comparatively simple, prismatic, with a well
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marked divisional line between the walls of adjoining cells.
Mesopores practically absent, but small abortive cells sometimes occur among the large zocecia forming the monticules.
Acanthopores sometimes absent, generally abundant.
AMPLEXOPORA Ulrich.-Zoaria ramose. Zomcia polygonal,
forming· prismatic tubes, which are thin-walled in the axial
region and more or less strongly thickened in the peripheral.
Mesopores wanting. Acanthopores always present, varying in
size and number. Diaphragms complete, horizontal.
Type: A. cingufata Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Hamilton.
MoNoTRYPELLA Ulrich.-In most respects like Amplexopora,
but differing in the absence of acanthopores. In one section of
the genus, the zocecia are often separated from each other in the
peripheral · region by closely tabulated interspaces, that simulate mesopores.
Type: M. mqualis Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Hamilton.
PETALOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria bifoliate, consisting of irregular,
compressed branches or simple fronds, celluliferous on both
sides. Zomcial tubes prismatic, arising from a strongly flexuous mesial line. Apertures subcircular or polygonal. Mesoporelike interspaces that do not differ in their tabulation from the
zocecia may occur. Very small acanthopores (?) occupy many
of the angles of junction.
Type: P. compressa n. sp. Range, Lower Helderberg to Hamilton.
ATACTOPORA Ulrich.-Zoaria thin, incrusting, often composed
of more than one layer. Zomcia with moderately thick walls,
the apertures indented or floriform, a peculiarity due to the
position of the very abundant acanthopores. These always
encroach upon the visceral cavity. Rather large solid maculrn
or monticules, composed of numerous abortive cells, completely
filled by calcareous deposit, stud the surface at rythmical intervals. Diaphragms thin, few, sometimes wanting.
Type: A. hirsuta, Ulrich. Range, Trenton ? and Cincinnati.
LEP'l'O'l'HYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria varying from thin incrust,ations
to free forms of discoidal, spiral, or elongate conical shape;
irregularly massive species occur also. Zocecia polygonal, with
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thin walls, and a variable number of delicate diaphragms.
Zo<Pcia walls appreciably thickened in the mature region. Acanthopores small, more or less numerous, but nearly always restricted to the angles of junction between the zooocia. Mesopores wanting.
Type: L. minima Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Hamilton.
(?) D1scoTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria consisting of very thin, free or
parasitic circular expansions. Surface with low broad monticules, or even. Zooocia gradually decreasing in size from the
center of the monticules, very regular in their arrangement,
with thin walls, direct and generally hexagonal or rhomboidal
apertures. Mesopores and acanthopores entirely absent.
Type: D. elegans Ulrich. Range, Cincinnati to Upper Helderberg.

Family DIPLOTRYPID.iE n. faro.
Zoaria hemispheric, massive or ramose. Zooocia forming comparat.ively large tubes of which the walls are more or less flexuous and mostly very thin. Mesopores and acanthopores present or wanting. Diaphragms very thin, developed at rather irregular intervals. No cystiphragms.
DIPLOTHYPA Nicholson.-Zoarium generally free and of hemispheric or discoid shape; in other cases massive, or forming thin
crusts. Zooocia with thin walls and rather irregularly distributed
horizontal or oblique diaphragms. Acanthopores wanting in
the typical species, but present in some of the others.
The genus as now understood, embraces at least three generically distinct sections, differing so much from each other as to
suggest affinities with as many different families.
The typical section comprises, so far as known, only two species,
the European type of the genus, D. petropolitana Pander, sp.,
and D. westoni Ulrich, a species lately described from rocks in
Manitoba supposed to be of the age of the Cincinnati group.
Another section, typified by D. infida Ulr., from the 'l'renton
shales of Minnesota, is closely related to Prasopora, while the
Niagara species, D. milleri Ulr., is just as closely allied to CaJlopo-
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relfa. It is difficult to place D. dubia, Ulr., and one or two other
species, yet I am satisfied that they are not really congeneric with
D. petropolita,na.
BATOSTOMA Ulrich.-Irregularly ramose, with a large basal
expansion. Zooocia with thin irregularly flexuous walls in the
axial region, more or less thickened in the peripheral. Typically the walls are irregularly ovate and ring-like, with those of
neighboring cells in contact only at limited points; the mesopores numerous, irregular in shape and size, and the acanthopores abundant and with a larger central cavity than usual.
Species vary from these to forms with polygonal, thin-walled
zooocia and very few mesopores and acanthopores. Diaphragms
strong, horizontal, incomplete in several species.
Type: B. implicatum Nicholson. Range, Trenton, to Cincinnati.
MoNoTRYPA Nicholson, (Ptychonema, Hall).-Zoaria irregularly massive, discoid or subglobose, not divisible into mature and
immature regions. Zooocia comparatively large, prismatic, with
walls very thin throughout and often undulating or wrinkled
transversely; diaphragms remote. Both mesopores and acanthopores ,missing.
Type: M. undula,ta, Nicholson. Range, Trenton to Lower
Helderberg, perhaps also in Devonian and Carboniferous deposits.
Family CERAMOPORID..E Ulrich.
Zoaria usually incrusting, at other times discoid, lamellate,
massive, or forming more or less regular hollow branches;
rarely bifoliate. Zooocia with lunarium, the apertures usually
oblique, of subtriangular, ovate, or, more rarely, polygonal
form. The lunarium generally appearing at the surface as a
prominent over-arching hood. In forms with direct apertures
it appears as a slightly elevated portion of the margin, of crescentic form, with the ends projecting more or less into the
apertures. Mesopores usually present, sometimes abundant,
always irregular and without diaphragms. In the zooocial tub<'s
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a few horizontal diaphragms are often present. Walls apparently minutely porous, composed of irregularly laminated
tissue.
CERAMOPORA Hall.-Zoaria discoidal; free or attached by the
center of the base to foreign bodies. Under surface with one or
more layers of small, irregular, inter-communicating cells, which
do not form tubes. Zooocia large, oblique, imbricating, arranged in a radial manner around the depressed center, communicating with each other and the mesopores by means of
remote perforations in their walls. Mesopores irregular, short,
numerous at the center of the colony, decreasing in number
toward the margin.
Type: C. imbricata Hall. Niagara group.
CERAMOPORELLA Ulrich.-Zoaria incrusting, becoming massive
by superimposition of numerous thin layers. Zooocial tubes
short, the"walls thin. Apertures more or less oblique, hooded,
commonly of oval shape. The hoods are directed away from
the centers of small maculre marking the surface at rythmical.
intervals. Mesopores abundant, often completely isolating the
zooocia. In the fully matured state their apertures are closed
by a thin membrane. Diaphragms occasionally present in the
zooocial tubes.

Type: C. distincta Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Niagara.?
CREPIPORA Ulrich.-Usually incrusting, sometimes lamellate or
massive, wibh a wrinkled epitheca on the lower side; in one
case forming regular hollow branches. Surface exhibiting, at
subregular intervals, maculre of mesopores, appearing as minutely porous or subsolid elevations or depressions. Zooocia very
little oblique, the apertures varying from rhomboidal to subpyriform. Lunarium well marked in perfect examples, but
easily overlooked when a little worn; best shown in tangential
sections. Mesopores usually restricted to the maculre. Diaphragms are developed in moderate numbers.
Type: C. simulans Ulrich. Range, Trenton fo Upper Silurian.
DIAMESOPORA Hall.
(Coeloclema Ulrich).-Zoaria ramose,
branches hollow, lined internally with a striated epitheca. Suriace with or without maculre. Zooocia with rather thick walls,
and sub-oval apertures. Peristome complete, but highest at
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the posterior side, making the aperture appear more oblique
than it actually is. Lunarium scarcely distinguishable in tangential sections. M.esopores fairly numerous, rather equally distributed among the zooocia. Diaphragms usually absent; occasionally one may be observed closing the apertures.
Type: D. dichotoma Hall. Range, Trenton to Lower Helderberg.
CHILOPORELLA Ulrich.-Zoaria rising up into flabellate fronds
or compressed branches, from a greatly expanded heavy crust.
Zooocial tubes long; very thin-walled, large, and of irregular
shape in the axial region. W al1s much thickened near the surface, Apertures ovate, the lunarium conspicuously elevated.
Mesopores numerous. Diaphrapns few, generally absent.
Type: C. flabellata Ulrich. Cincinnati group.
ANoLOTICHIA n. gen.-Zoaria large, irregularly ramose or
digitate. Zooocia comparatively large, forming long sub-polygonal tubes, intersected by remote diaphragms. Walls thin,
transversely lined in vertical sections. Apertures sub-oval, direct, with the lunarium, which occupies about two-fifths of the
margin, elevated. Thin sections show the lunarium to have
been traversed vertically by from three to six minute, closely
tabulated tubes. Mesopores of irregular form, moderately
abundant, rather equally distributed among the zooocia.
Type: A. ponderosa Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
SPATIOPoRA Ulrich.-Zo13iria forming thin parasitic crusts upon
foreign bodies, the shells of Orthoceras being the most favored.
Surface even or with monticules. Zooocia short with direct irregular apertures. Lunarium scarcely perceptible even in thin
sections. Mesopores very few, usually absent. Interspaces often
. with large blunt spines (?acanthopores). Walls of zooocia moderately thin, with the characteristic structure pertaining to the
family.
Type: S. aspera Ulrich. Range, Cincinnati group; possibly to
the Niagara.
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Family FISTULIPORIDM Ulrich.
Zoaria massive, laminar, bifoliate or ramose. Zooocia with a
more or less developed "lunarium," causing many modificatiom1
in the form of the apertures; diaphragms horizontal. Interspaces occupied by vesicular tissue. Cystiphragms and acanthopores wanting; eccentrically perforated opercular covers close
t,he perfect zooocial aperture.
F1sTULIPORA McCoy, Lichenalfa Hali, Thallostigma Hall,
Didymopora Ulrich.-Zoaria massive, lamellate, parasitic or
free, with a wrinkled epitheca below; less commonly sub-ramose,
the branches solid or hollow. Zooocia subradially arranged
about the surface maculm, with ovoid, sub-triangular, or pyriform apertures, the variations being due to the degree in which
the lunarium is developed; internally with thin walls and a
small number of complete horizontal diaphragms. Interspaces
smooth or granular, internally occupied by one or more series
of vesicular cells.
Type: Calamopora incrustans Phillips (Fistulipora. minor McCoy). Range, Lower Silurian to Carboniferous.
A section of the genus that ought, perhaps, to be separated,
differs in having the zooocial apertures circular and the lunarium obsolete.
Type: F. communis Ulrich.
ERIDOPORA Ulrich, PilAotrypa, Hall (pars).-Zoaria thin, parasitic. Zooocia with oblique, sub-t,riangular or ovoid apertures.
Lunarium very prominent.
Type: E. macrostoma Ulrich. Range, Niagara to Coal Measures.
C:HILOTRYPA Ulrich (Cwlocaulis Hall.)-Zoaria ramose, the
branches with a small, irregularly contracting and expanding
central tube. Zooocia with the posterior portion of the wall
thickest and strongly elevated hood-like, gradually thinning on
the sides, becoming linear at the front; the aperture elliptical
and oblique. Interstitial vesicles filled by a dense calcareous
deposit near the surface. Diaphragms few or absent.
Type: C. hispida Ulrich. Range, Niagara to Coal Measures.
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MEEKoPoRA Ulrich.-Zoaria bifoliate, sometimes branching;
the median laminre thin, fl.exuous. Zooocia not arranged in
radial series around the solid maculre, but with their oblique
apertures direct.ed towards the distal margin of the expansion.
Lunarium moderate or obsolete. Zooocial tubes oblique, the
anterior walls thinnest and flexuous. Diaphragms numerous,
o~en recurved. Ooocium a large oval cell, showing as a convex
space with a small apical perforation.
Type: M. eximia Ulrich. Range, Keokuk, St. Louis and Chester.
STROTOPORA Ulrich.-Zoarium ramose, branches large, irregular, solid or hollow. Large abruptly spreading C'ells, which are
supposed to represent ooocia, are distributed among the ordinary zooocia. When well preserved they appear on the zoarial
surface as strongly convex nodes, about 0.5 mm. in diameter,
with an opening on one side.
In all other respects like Fistulipom.
Type: S. foveolata Ulrich. Range, Devonian to Lower Carboniferous.
LICHENOTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria thin, incrusting, with two distinct stages of development. In the first the colony resembles
an ordinary species of Fistulipora, the zooocia having subcircular apertures, surrounded by a peristome that is thickest and
most elevated on the posterior side, the interspaces concave and
smnoth. As growth proceeds, the peristomes of the adjacent
zooocia are united by thin irregular walls, which traverse the
interspaces and gradually form an elevated and very irregular
net-work, with still greater elevations at numerous points in
the shape of st,rong spines. Many of the zooocia keep pace with
the formation of this superficial structure, while others occupy
the bottom of large cavities. Numerous subangular pores or
vesicles are interspersed among the zooocial apertures; the two
kinds of cells not easily distinguished.
Type and only species known: L. ca, vernosa Ulrich. Middle
Devonian.
BusKoPoRA Ulrich, ( Odontot1ypa Hall, Glossotrypa, Hall,
Pileotrypa Hall (pars).-Zoaria thin, lamellate,incrusting or free.
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Zooocia with sub-circular apertures and a faint peristome; posterior margin slightly more elevated than the anterior, with a
strong bidenticulate process (lunarium), extending nearly half
across the aperture, forming a ridge on the inner side of the
zooocia. The ridge is channelled along its inner termination.
A variable number of small accessory cells, with elevated subcircular apertures, is present, also a few large tumid cells
(ovicells?) occur among the ordinary zooocia.
Type: Fistulipom Juna,fa Rominger (B. denta,ta Ulrich.)
Range, Devonian.
SELENOPORA. Hall, Fa, vfoelfa Hall. Zoaria laminar or incrusting. Inter-zooocial spaces occupied by two series of small vesicles,
separated by strongly elevated walls, forming the borders of
hexagonal concave spaces at whose centers the sub-circular
zooocia apertures are situated. The latter are surrounded by a
thin peristome, but the lunarium is obsolete.
Type: L. circincta, Hall. Range, Upper Helderberg and Hamilton.
? BoTRYLLoPoRA Nicholson.-Zoaria simple or compound; when
simple, consisting of small circular parasitic disks, the upper
surface slightly convex, and marked by numerous radiating
ridges which terminate before reaching the depressed center.
Each ridge carries two rows of small contiguous rather thickwalled zooocia. The depressed interspaces are smooth at the
surface, but internally are occupied by comparatively large
vesicles. When the zoarium is compound, it may consist of a
large number of such disks and, by superimposition of layers
of them, may eventually form small masses. The spaces between the disks are mainly occupied by very large vesicles,
possibly of the nature of ooocia. Diaphragms, several times
their diameter apart, cross the zooocial tubes.
Type. B. socialis Nicholson. Hamilton group.
PINACOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoarium consisting of thin contorted
expansions, with a wrinkled epitheca below. Zooocia with subcircular apertures, a well developed granose peristome, thin
walls and, so far as observed, no lunarium. Interspaces wide,
occupied by a single series of very large angular mesopores,
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which never present the appearance of vesicular tissue. Diaphragms horizontal. few in the zomcial tubes, numerous in the
mesopores.
'l'ype: Fistulipom elega,ns Rominger (F. proporoides Nich.).
Range, Hamilton group.
Sub-order CRYPTOSTOMATA Vine.
Family CYSTODICTYONID,E Ulrich.
Zoaria consisting of two or three layers of cells grown together back to back, forming thin foliate expansions or triangular branches. Primitive cells semicordate or obovate-acuminate in outline, arranged in longitudinal series between vertical double plates. Primitive aperture subcircular, being somewhat truncated on the posterior side. As growth proceeds the
apert,ure is drawn out shaft-like, forming a tubular vestibule,
and the longitudinal plates become obsolete. Superficial aperture with peristome and more or less developed lunarium. Interspaces between zomcia and vestibules occupied by vesicular
tissue, the vesicles more or less completely filled wit,h a minutely
perforated calcareous deposit near the surface. Margin of
zoarium sharp or rounded, and like the basal portion, noncelluliferous.
CYS1'0DICTYA Ulrich.-Zoaria ramose, bifoliate, the branches
acutely elliptical in cross section, with sub-parallel, sharp, nonporiferous, striated, granulose, or smooth margins. Zo<Pcia
apertures generally arranged in longitudinal series between
ridges, sometimes in more pronounced oblique rows. Apertures
sub-elliptical, partially closed in the fully matured condition
with a more or less developed lunarium, that is always situated
upon the side nearest to the margin of a branch. Interspaces
finely striated, granulose, or smooth, and never with pits or
cells, excepting when worn.
Type: C. ocelfata Ulr., and C. gilberti Mt'ek. Range, Upper
Helderberg to Coal MeasurPs.
CosCINIUM Keyserling, ( loscinotrypa Hall.-Zoaria composed
of flattened branches, celluliferous on both sides, which inosculate
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at short intervals till there is produced a broad frond perforated at rythmical intervals by circular or elliptical fenestrules.
In other respects like Cystodictya.
Type: C. cyclops, Keyserling. Range, Upper Helderberg to
Carboniferous.
D1cHoTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria consisting of large, thin, bifoliate
expansions. The surface with solid maculoo. Zooocial structure
in conformity with that given for the family.
Type: D. foliata Ulr. Range, Niagara to St. Louis.
ACTINOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria very much as in Dichotrypa.
Zooocia apertures showing the projecting· ends of from eight to
ten vertical septa-like ridges, that extend down on the inner
side of the tubular vestibule nearly or quite to the primitive
apertures.
Type and only known species A. peculfaris (Fistulipora, pecuJiaris Rom.), of the Keokuk group.
T.LENIOPORA Nich.-Zoaria consisting of dichotomously divided
branches as in Cystodictya, but differing from that genus in
having a strongly elevated longitudinal central ridge on each
face, causing the transverse section of the branch to be diamond
shaped. The ridges may be obtusely angular, or sharp, thin
and prominent. The zooocia apertures are arranged in a pinnate manner or in longitudial rows, and increase in size out-wa.-rd.
·Type: T. penniformis Nich. Hamilton group.
PRisMoPoRA Hall.-Zoaria consisting of triangular branches
di-or trichotomously divided at irregular intervals; sides equal
or unequal, concave or fiat, each celluliferous; margins sharp,
straight or serrated, with a narrow solid border. In transverse
section the zooocia are seen to arise from internal Iaminai, which
radiate from the center to each angle, and divide the branches
into three subequal triangular portions. Apertures varying in
arrangment, frequently occupying the summits of small papilloo.
Minute structures as given for the family.
Type: P. triquetra Hall. 1 Range, Upper Helderberg to Coal
Measures.
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ScALARIPoRA Hall.-Zoaria in every respect like those of Prismopora, excepting that the faces of the triangular branches are
crossed by salient transverse ridges.
Type: S. sca1ariformis Hall. Range, Upper Helderberg to
Hamilton.
Ev ACTINOPORA Meek and W orthen.-Zoaria free, consisting of
four or more vertical leaves, which radiate from an imaginary
axis so as to present in transverse section a star-shaped or
cruciform outline. Rays thin, double, celluliferous on both faces,
and free in the upper half; united, thick and non-poriferous in
the basal portion; thickest and most dense at the outer and
under edges. Zocecia with subcircular apertures. Interspaces
apparently solid at the surface, occupied by vesicular tissue internally. As growth proceeded, a gradually increasing deposit
of minutely perforated calcareous laminm covered the lower and
older portions of the zoariurn.
Type: E. mdfata, Meek and Worthen. Range, Burlington to
Keokuk group.
GLYPTOPORA Ulrich, ( Ceramelfa Hall.)-Zoaria consisting of
thin bifoliate expansions, having both surfaces divided into
larger or smaller cup-shaped cavities, by the bifurcation and
coalescence of salient ridges; or of unilamellate bases, having
the coalescing ridges of the upper surface developed to such
a degree that they themselves form large expansions.
The
ridges in both cases consist of two layers of cells growing in
opposite directions from a mesial lamina. The surfaces of
the ridges and the bottom of the cups exhibit rather regularly
distributed and more or less elongate solid maculm, which, as
they are commonly depressed below the level of the surface,
have been called "dimples." Minute structure conforming with
that given for the family.
Type: G. plumosa, and G. keyserlingi Prout. Range, Burlington to Chester.
The following genera are placed here provisionally:
GoNIOCLADIA Ethridge, Jr. Carboniferous of Great Britain.
CRISINELI,_A Hall. Lower Helderherg.
THAMNOTHYPA Hall. Lower Helderberg.
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AcROGENIA Hall. Hamilton. Founded upon a remarkable
species in which the zoarium is segmented very much as in
Dicnwopora Ulr.
CoscINELLA Hall. Hamilton.

Family RHINOPORID.E n. fa.m. (Provisional.)
RHINOPORA Hall.-Zoaria bifoliate; forming large undulating
expansions, having the free lateral margins thickened and nonporiferous. Surface without maculm or monticules, but when
perfect, exhibiting slender rounded bifurcating ridges, which,
when the zoarium is a little worn, appear as shallow grooves.
The tubular structure thereby indicated is borne out by an examination of thin sections. These show further that they are
crossed by rather remote partitions. Zooocia apertures subcircular, occupying the summits of prominent papillm, arranged
in more or less regular intersecting lines. Mesopores small,
about equal in number to the zooocia, sometimes showing at
the surface (?due to attrition). Large median tubuli between
the mesial laminm.
Type: R. verrucosa Hall. Range, Clinton and Niagara.

Family STICTOPORID.E Ulrich.

(Emended).

Zoaria bifoliate, consisting of compressed branches, or leaflike expansions. Primitive cells subquadrate, arranged in longitudinal series. Both primitive and superficial aperture elliptical
or subcircular, sometimes a little truncated posteriorly when
the superior hemiseptum is more than usually developed. Inferior septum wanting. Median tubuli present between the
median laminm, and the longitudinal rows of zooocia vestibules.
Mesopores absent, but vesicular tissue sometimes present.
STICTOPORA Hall, (Rhinidictya Ulricn) .-Zoaria composed of
narrow, compressed, dichotomously divided branches, with the
margins sharp, straight and essentially parallel; attached to
foreign bodies by a continuous expanded base. Zooocia apertures sub-circular or elliptical, arranged alternately in longitu-
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dinal series between slightly elevated, straight or flexuous
ridges, carrying a crowded row of small blunt spines. Space
immediately surrounding apertures sloping up to summits of
ridges.
Type: S. fenestmta Hall. Range, Chazy to Cincinnati, and
perhaps also in Lower Helderberg.
EuRYDICTYA n. gen.-Zoaria forming broad, simple or irregularly divided, bifoliate expansions, without non-poriferous parallel
margins. Surface with more or less conspicuous, small, solid
maculm or monticules. Zomcial structure very much as in
Stictopora, the differences being of small importance and due to
zoarial habit.
Type: E. montifera, Ulr. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
DICRANOPORA Ulrich.-Zoaria jointed; segments ligulate, rarely
simple, usually divided dichotomously at the upper end. Each
extremity somewhat thickened and solid. Minute structure and
arrangement of zomcia apertures as in Stictopora.
Type: D. internodfa Miller & Dyer. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
GoNIOTRYPA Ulrich.-Like Dicranopora in all respects save
that there is a prominent median ridge on each of the two faces
of the double-leaved segments.
Type: G. bifatemlis Ulrich. Cincinnati group.
EusPILOPORA n. gen.-Zoaria consisting of small, flattened,
irregularly divided branches. Zomcia apertures subcircular or
elliptical, arranged in four or more rows over the central portion of the branches between slightly elevated longitudinal
ridges, bearing numerous, small nodes. At brief intervals, occuring alternately on each side of the branch, there are several
short rows of apertures directed obliquely upward and outward
from the central rows, extending nearly to the sharp margins.
Between these lateral rows the margin of the frond is more or
less indented, but a wide depressed non-poriferous spac~ remains.
This is covered with exceedingly fine granulose strim. Thin sections show that between the ends of the zomcia there is a vertical series of shallow lenticular vesicles, separated from each
other by a thick layer of tissue. All the remaining interspaces
are_ traversed vertically by exceedingly numerous minute tubuli.
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Type: E. serrata Ulrich. Range, Hamilton group.
PACHYDICrYA Ulrich.-Zoaria varying from parallel margined
narrow branches to large undulating expansions. The edges
are acute and have a non-celluliferous border. In the larger
species the surface exhibits solid granulose maculre. Zocecia
rising rather abruptly from the mesial laminre, near which they
have very thin walls, are broad elliptical or subquadrate in outline, arranged in longitudinal series and partially separated
from each other by small vesicles. Toward the surface their
wall.s are thickened, ring-like, and usually completely isolated,
and the interspaces solid. Median tubuli well developed between
the mesial laminre, and in one or two rows between the zocecia.
Apertures plain or with slight peristome. Diaphragms cross
t,he zocecia tubes.
Type: P. robusta Ulr. Range, Trenton to Lower Helderberg.
PHYLLODICTYA Ulrich.-Zoaria leaf-like, or consisting of irregular broad branches. Zocecia tubular, the prostrate portion
long; apertures circular, slightly oblique, with the posterior
margin elevated. Interspaces wide, solid, granulose, traversed
vertically by numerous minute tubuli. A few diaphragms present.
Type: P. frondosa Ulr. Range, Trenton.
Family PTILODICTYONID..E Zittel.
Zoaria segmented or continuous, bifoliate. Zoceda f!Ub-tubular,
the primitive cell more or less elongated, subquadrate, rhombic,
or hexagonal in outline, with thin walls. Both superior and
inferior hemisept.a generally present. Vestibular portion with
thick and oRen ring-like walls, the central region between the
cavities usually of conspicuously lighter or darker color than
the rest. When wide the region usually appears transversely
lined; at other times occupied by untabulated mesopores.
Median tubuli wanting.
PTILODICTY A Lonsdale.
(Escharopora Hall, Heterodictya
Nich.)-Zoaria segmented, consisting of a small, radially striated
basal expansion which is attached to foreign bodies, and has
at the center of the upper surface a socket for articulation with
the sub-solid extremity of the erect and unjointed frond. Frond
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commonly lanceolate or falciform, sometimes a broad undulating expansion, at other times dichotomously branched with the
margins parallel. Proximal extremity longitudinally striated,
pointed or wedge-shaped. Lateral margins of frond acute, noncelluliferous, smooth or obliquely striated. Small monticules
usually present in the large species. Zomcia with subcircular or
elliptical sup~rfi.cial apertures, surrounded by a sloping area of
quadrate, rhombic or hexagonal outline. Apertures arranged
in a plumose manner, with longitudinal series in the center and,
diverging from these on each side, oblique lateral rows; or
simply in regular diagonally intersecting series. Bot,h hemisepta
usually well developed.
Type: P. lanceolata Goldf. Range, Trenton to Upper Helderberg.

Fig. 11. Sections of Ptilodictya. All the figures are magnified x25.-a. Portion of a
vertical sect.ion of Ptilodictya magnifica S. A. :\lf:iller, showing several zorncia with hemisepta;-b, b', and b", three portions of a tangential section of same, showing structure of
zoarium at various depths below the surface:-c, zorncium of same sectioned just beneath the aperture, and showing slightly different structure from what is seen in b."d, vertical section of Ptilodictya lanceolata Goldf., from Gotland;-e, tangential section
of the American representative of the species; Clinton gr., Dayton, Ohio. (P. expansa
Hall, Ind. Geol. Sur., voL 12, 188'J, not Phwnopora expansa Hall and Whitfield, Pal. Ohio,
vol. II, 1875).
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CLATHROPORA Hall. - Zoaria composed of anastomosing
branches, forming a regular net-work with round frnestrules.
Minute structure essentially the same as in Ptilodictya.
Type: C. frondosa Hall. Range (?) Trenton to Upper Helderberg.
PH.LENOPORA Hall.-Zoaria as in Ptilodictya, from which they
differ in having two mesopores between the ends of the zorecia
apertures.
Type: P. explanata~Hall. Range, Cincinnati to Lower Helderberg.

Fig. 12. Sections illustrating the internal structure of Phrenopora; all x25. -a, tangential section of P. constellata Hall, showing structure of zoarium just beneath the surface ;-b, half of a vertical section of same;-c, deep tangential section of P. expansa H. &
W., showing structure of zoarium just above the median laminre ;-d, tangential section
of P. lindstriimi n. sp., showing the pit.ted margin and three rows of zocecia;-e, vertical
section of same.*

* Pha:nopora lindstriimi is from the Upper Silurian deposits of Gotland. It grows
into narrow, parallel-margined, compressed branches, about 1.5 mm., thick, 3.8 to 4.5
mm. wide, bifurcat.ing at intervals of 10 mm. more or less. Margins wide, rather
sharp, with several rows of small pits. Zocecia apertures elliptical, about 0.19 mm. long,
arranged in 9 to 12 longitudinal series, 14 in 5 mm. Between the ends of the apertures
are the usual two mesopores.
I am indebted to the eminent palreontologist, Dr. Gustav Lindstrom, of Stockholm.
Sweden, for an excellent example.
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GRAPTODICTYA Ulrich.-Zoaria rising from a pointed articulating base into continuous dichotomously divided narrow fronds.
Zocecia with subcircular aperture, surrounded by a low peristome subpolygonal in outline. Interspaces depressed, generally
linear, sometimes wit"b- one or two fine tortuous elevated lines;
vertically lined in longitudinal sections, but with the lines interrupted. Median laminre straight in transverse sections.
Type; G. perelegans Ulrich. Range, Trenton to Cincinnati.
ARTHROPORA Ulrich.-Zoaria bushy, spread in a plane, composed of numerous segments; joints sometimes simple, usually
with several short lat,eral branchlets, some of which may be
tipped for articulation with succeeding segments. Zocecia wit,h
elliptical or subpyriform apertures and elevated margins. Interspaces with one or more vermicular strire. Apertures, when
perfect, closed by centrally perforated opercular structures.
Median laminre zigzag in transverse sections.
Type: Stictopora shafferi Meek. Range, Trenton and Cincinnati.
T..ENIODICTYA n. gen.-Zoaria growing from a basal expansion
into dichotomously divided narrow branches or broad fronds.
Zocecial structure very much as in some species of Ptilodictya
(P. pavonia D'Orb.). Apertures elliptical or subcircular, .surrounded by a sloping area. Interspaces ridge-like. Both "hemisepta" present.
Type: T. mmulosa n. sp. Range, upper Helderberg to St.
Louis.
PTILOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria forming large ramose expansions.
Zocecial tubes and apertures very oblique. At the upper extremity of the acutely ovate aperture there is a small cell which
is best seen in tangential sections. Surface with irregular, longitudinally channelled spots.
Type and only known species: P. obliquata n. sp. Cincinnati
group.
STICTOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria consisting of dichotomously divided, narrow, compressed branches. Zocecial apertures circular
or elliptical, surrounded by a distinct, evenly elevated peristome.
Interspaces fiat or concave, composed of horizontally laminated
solid tissue.
Type: Stictopora, similis Hall. Range, Trenton to Niagara.
-49
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Fig. 13.-a, vertic.al section of Stictotrypa punctipora Hall (sp.J.-b, vertical section
of Stictotrypa similis Hall (sp.).-c, tangential section of same. All x25.

STIC'roPoRELLA Ulrich. -Zoaria
branching, cribrose, or leaflike.
Zofficia with the primitive portion tubular and unusually long.
Superior hemisepta wanting; the
inferior ones sometimes present.
Apertures placed at the bottom
of a wide sloping area. More
or less numerous thick-walled
and untabulated mesopores ocFig. 14. a. tangential section of Sticto- cur between the zocecia apertures
porella interstincta UL (Cin. gr.); b, vertical sect.ion of same.
and line the zoarial margin. In
the frondose species they also form clusters. Tangential sections show that both the zocecia and mesopores are separated
from each other by a sharply defined line.
Type: S. interstincta, Ulrich. Range, Trenton to (?) Chester.
INTRAPORA Hall, ( Cosinelfa Hall. )-Zoaria cribrose, branching, or sub-frondose. Zocecia with moderately thin walls, which
are not sharply distinguished from those of the numerous tabulated mesopores which occupy the interspaces. Apertures subcircular, without area but enclosed by faintly elevated peristomes. A short distance below the plane of the zocecia apettures perfect specimens show a perforated diaphragm. Mesopores usually open at the surface, but sometimes completely
closed by a deposit of horizontally laminated calcareous
matter.
Type: I. puteoJa,fa Hall. Range, Devonian.
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Family FENESTELLID..E King.
Zoaria forming reticulate expansions, celluliferous on one side
only, composed of rigid branches united to each other by
regular non-poriferous bars call~d dissepiments; or they may
be sinuous and anastomose; or even remain free. Primitive portion of zomcia of oblong quadrate or hexagonal outline. Superior hemiseptum usually present, the inferior one less frequently. Primitive aperture semi-elliptical, being truncated at
the posterior side. Superficial apertures rounded, with peristome, an(l, in the perfect state, closed by centra.lly perforated
opercula.
FENESTELLA Lonsdale.-Zoaria fiabellate to infundibuliform,
poriferous on the inside (always?); branches nearly straight,
and connected with each other at rhythmical intervals by nonporiferous dissepiments. Zomcia in two rows, separated by a
more or less developed median keel.
Accepted type: F. plebefa McCoy. Range, Cincinnati to Permian.
SEMICOSCINIUM Prout, ( ()arinopora Nicholson) .-Zoaria funnelshaped, poriferous on the outer side. Dissepiments wide, very
short, the branches appearing on the non-poriferous side to
anastomose. Here, also, the fenestrules are sub-rhomboidal or
rounded. Zomcia in two ranges. Median keel very high and
more or less expanded at the summit.
Type: S. rhomboideum Prout. Range, Niagara to Hamilton.
FENESTRAPORA Hall.-In all respects like Semicoscinium, excepting that the reverse of the zoarium and the expanded summits of the carinre bear large pores or pits.
Type: F. biperforata Hall. Range, Upper Helderberg and
Hamilton.
IsoTRYPA Hall (emended).-Zoaria infundibuliform; branches
connected by dissepiments. Keel at first very thin, t,hen
abruptly expanded; at intervals corresponding to the true dissepiments, the thickened summits are connected by strong processes, giving to the superstructure an appearance very much
like that of the reverse face of the frond. Zomcia in two rang-es.
Type: I. conjunctiva, Hall. Range, Niagara to Hamilton.
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DNI'L'RYPA Hall.-Zoaria infundibuliform; zooocia in two ranges.
Keels as in Semicoscinium, but with their summits connected
by sub-imbricating transverse bars or plates, which may be as
numerous as the zooocia, or only two to each fenestrule.
Type: U. lata Hall. Range, Lower Helderberg to Hamilton.
HEMITRYPA l'hillips.-Zoaria funnel-shaped or undulating
foliar expansions; branches rigid. Zorncia in two ranges, their
apertures separated by a moderately developed keel. The latter
is elevated at regular intervals into small pillars, which, when
the superstructure they support is worn away, appear as spinelike prominences. The superstructure consists of straight or
zigzag longitudinal bars, of which one is placed over each
branch upon the row of pillars, and another usually somewhat
thinner, suspended midway between the branches. These bars
are then connected by transverse processes, so as to leave regular, small, generally hexagonal openings, corresponding in number and position with the zorncial apertures beneath them.
Type: H. oculata Phillips. Range, Clinton to St. Louis.
HELICoPORA Claypole.-Zoaria spiral, the inner edge thickened
and non-poriferous, without, however, forming a solid central
axis. Other characters as in Fenestella.
Type: H. latispiralis Claypole. Range, Niagara and Devonian.
1

ARCHIMEDES Lesueur. Zoaria like those of Helicopora, but
differing in having a solid central axis.
Type: A. wortheni Hall. Range, Keokuk to Chester.
LYROPORA Hall.-Zoaria flabella"(;e, the fenestrated portion
between two strong, non-celluliferous, diverging supports.
Zorncia in from two to five rows. Median keel obsolete.
Type: L. quincuncialis Hall. Range, Burlington to Chester.

sp~ead

FENESTRALIA Prout.-Zoaria strong, with two rows of cells on
each side of the median keel. In other respects like Polypora.
Type and only known species: F. sa,ncti-ludovici Prout. St.
Louis group.
PoLYPORA McCoy.-Zoaria in most respects like Jienestellu,
but differing in having from two to six or even eight rows of
cells, and in wanting t,he characteristic median keel. The latter
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is sometimes represented by a row of strong tubercules. Such
specieB approach F'enestralia, Prout.
Original type: P. dendroides McCoy; accepted type: P. schumardi Prout. Range, Niagara to Coal Measures.
THAMNISCU8 King.-Zoaria differing from those of Po~ypora,
in wanting the dissepiments entirely, or in having them recur
at very irregular and much longer intervals; besides, the branches
bifurcate more freely.
Type: T. dubius Schlotheim sp. Range Niagara to Permian.
1'1iy1,LOPOHA King.-Zoaria infundibuliform, consisting of anastomosing branches, which form a regular, round-meshed network. ZoCPcia in two or more rows.
Type: P. ehrenbergi King. Range, Devonian to Permian.
(?) CRYPTOPORA Nicholson.

May be the same as Hemitrypa.

PTILOPORINA Hall.
P'l'ILOPOREI.1LA Hall.
(?) LOCULIPORA Hall.

Family ACANTHOCLADIID£ Zittel (Ulrich emend).
Zoaria poriferous on one side only, dendroid, pinnate, or
forming· fenestrated expansions; consisting of strong central
Rterns and numerous lateral branches which proceed from their
opposite margins. The lateral branches are free, or may unite
(in the fenestrated genera) with those of the adjacent brancheR.
Non-poriferous dissepiments absent. ZoCPcia and minute characters as in the FENESTELLIDA<~.
PrNNA'l'OPORA Vine. (Glauconome of authorB) -Zoaria Arnall
and delicate. Lateral branches short, free. Cells in two rmvs,
one on each side of a moderately developed median keel, which
is fainter or wanting on the lateral branches.
Type: Gfauconome elegans Y. & Y. Range, Lower Helderberg to Upper Coal Measures.
SEPTOPORA Prout.-Zoaria fenestrated, flabellate or leaf-like.
Primary branches numerous, increasing by bifurcation or interpolation, and so arranged that the smaller lateral branches
which proceed from their opposite margins unite with those of
the adjacent branches. Reverse, or non-celluliferous side uRuall.r
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with fine strim, and a variable number of scattered dimorphic
pores. Celluliferous side, with two rows of zomcia arranged as
in Pinna,topora. Apertures large.
Type: S. cestriensis Prout. Range, Chester, Lower and Upper
Coal Measures.
AcANTHOCLADIA King.-Zoaria like those of Pinna,topora,, but
larger and with three or more rows of cells. Between these the
surface is elevated into small longitudinal ridges or series of
tubercles.
Type: A. anceps Schlotheim. Range, Upper Coal Measures to
Permian.
SYNOCLADIA King._..:This genus differs from Aca,nthocfadia in
the same manner as Septopora does from Pinna,topora, in
having the lateral branches of adjacent stems unite with each
other, thereby forming of t,he whole a fenestrated frond.
Type: S. virgufacea, King. Permian.
DIPLOPORA Young & Young. Zoaria consisting of very slender
straight stems, which throw off a few lateral branches of equal
dimensions; Cells in two rows. Median keel moderately developed.
Type: D. margina,lis Y. & Y. Range, Chester and Coal Measures.
PTILOPORA McCoy . . ;.,__ Zoaria pinnate, the median branch
stronger, particularly on the reverse, than the oblique lateral
branches. The latter are united to each other at frequent intervals by non-poriferous dissepiments. Zomcia in two ranges.
(?) Type: Retepora, flustriformis Phillips (P. prouti Hall, is a
typical form.) Range, Hamilton to St. Louis.
Icthyora,chis McCoy, Penniretepora, D'Orb., and Ra,mipora,
Toula probably belong here.
Family SPHRAGIOPORID.E

n. fam.

Zoaria parasitic; zomcia of the same type as in the FENESTELLID.E.
SPHRAGIOPORA n. gen.-Zoaria parasitic, forming very small,
Rub-hemispheric patches on foreign bodies. Zomcia with circular
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apertures and slight peristome, arranged in a sub-radial manner,
'in single or double rows.
Type: S. para,sitica n. sp. Range. Chester to Upper Coal
Measures.
Family PHYLLOPORINID.E n. fam.
Zoaria retiform and consisting of anastomosing branches; at
other times dichotomously branched; celluliferous on one side,
the other finely striated. Zooocia tubular, rather long, often
.Fith diaphragms. Without hemisepta.
PHYLLOPORINA n. gen.-Zoaria consisting of somewhat irregularly anastomosing branches, with from two to eight ranges of
zooocia on the celluliferous side. Reverse convex, longitudinally
striated. Zooocia tubular, with or without diaphragms. Mesopores generally present, sometimes numerous, always closed at
the surface; with diaphragms.
Types: Retepora trentonensjs Nich., and R. a,sperato-striata
Hall. Range, Chazy to Niagara.
CHAINODICTYON Foorste.-Much like the preceding but the
zooocia somewhat shorter. Mesopores a:1d diaphragms wanting.
Reverse flattened, concentrically undulated or striated.
Type: C. laxum Foorste. Coal Measures.
DRYMOTRYPA n. gen.-Zoaria branching dir:hotomously at frequent intervals. Reverse longitudinally striated. Zooocia in
several ranges, tubular, thick-walled in tangential sections,
springing from a thin .double plate, beneath which a number of
vesicles (? aborted zomcia) are present. Superficial apertures
angular, becoming oval a short distance within on account of
the thickening of the walls.
Type: Retepora diffusa Hall, (Pal. N. Y. vol. II, p. 160).
Niagara group.
The genus will also include Thamniscus cisseis Hall, (Lower
Held.) and T. niagarensis Hall. A fourth species from the Trenton
of Canada not yet described, I propose to name Drymotrypa,
dichotoma.*
*I>rymotrypa dichotoma n. sp. Pl. LUI, Ilg. 6.-Zoarium spreading in e. plane, consisting of frequently branching lax ramulets, one side of which is finely striated, the
other bee.ring the mouths of four ranges of zocooia; intervals between bifurcations
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Family ARTHROSTYLIDM Ulrich.

Zoaria articulated, ramose, consisting of numerous sub-cylindrical segments, or, if dichotomously divided, of continuous branches,
which articulate with a slightly expanded attached base. Zomcia sub-tubular, more or less oblique, radially arranged around
a central ·axis, opening on all sides of the segments; more
rarely, one side is non-celluliferous and striated longitudinally.
ARTHIWSTYLUS. n. gen.*-Zoaria dichotomously divided, composed of numerous slender equal segments, joined to each other
by terminal articulation; poriferous on one side only; opposite
side longitudinally striated. Zomcia arranged in three or more
rows, between carime.
Type: Arthronema tenue Ulrich ("Amer. Pal. Bry.") Range,
Trenton and Cincinnati.
ARTHROCI,EMA Billings.-Zoarium articulated, composed of
numerous sub-cylindrial segments arranged in a pinnate manner, those forming· the central stem the largest. Each of the
primary segments with one or two sockets on each side for
articulation with the smaller secondary segm'.:mts; these again
in like manner articulate with still more slender tertiary segments. Celluliferous on all sides. Zomcia somewhat oblique,
with nearly direct oval apertures, arranged between elevated carinrn. A diaphragm may intersect the tube at about the middle
of its length.
Type: A. pulchellum Billings. Range, Trenton and Cincinnati.
ScEPTROPORA n. gen.-Segments club-shaped, the lower half
striated, non-celluliferous, the extremity bulbous; upper half expanded, the center of the top with a large socket. Zomcia tubular, arranged between vertical lines; apertures sub-ovate.
about 1.5 mm.; width of branches about 0.5 mm. Zocecial tubes arranged bilaterally•
two on each side of a vertical lamina, not observed at the surface. Celluliferous~ face
not seen. Zocecia (as shown by tangential sections) tubular, with broadly oval apertures, the'ir longer diameter 0.12 mm., about four in one mm. Walls thin within, rapidly
thickening toward the aperture. One or two diaphragms in most of the tubes.
This interesting species I obtained from the Peter Redpath Museum of Montreal,
Canada, through the kindness of Sir Wm. Dawson. The specimens were: collected by
Mr. T. Curry, at Montreal, from the Trenton limestone.
*This name is proposed instead of Arthronema which was pre-occupied by
scholtz.

sch-
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Type: S. facula n. sp. Cincinnati gToup. Manitoba, and Wilmington, Ill.

Fig. 15. Sceptropora facnla n. sp. Cincinnati group, Stony Mountain, Manitoba. *-a.
A segment of the average size and appearance.-b. A vertical section, showing tubular
zoCBcia and central axis.-c. Transverse section oflower half of a segment.-d. Transverse
section of expanded portion of a very large segment. All magnified to 18 diameters.
The segments vary in length from less than one mm. to nearly two mm.; the width
of the expanded top from 0.7 mm. to 2.0 mm. I am indebted to Prof. J. F. Whiteaves,
the palaiontologist to the Geological and Natural History Survey of Canada for the
opportunity of nescribing this uniQue species.

HELOPORA Hall.-Zoaria composed of subequal cylindrical
seg·ments, articulating terminally, poriferous all around. Zomcial
tubes somewhat oblique, straight or geniculated. Apertures
sub-oval, arranged between slightly elevated lines, or in diagonally intersecting series. Inferior border often prominent,
sometimes also bearing an acanthopore.
Type: H. fragilis Hall. Range, Trenton to Niag·ara.
NEMA'l'OPORA n. gen.-Zoaria very slender, ramose, continuous
above the pointed .basal extremity. Zorncia sub-t,ubular, short,
arranged in a radial manner around one or two minute axial
tubes. Apertures ovate or sub-circular, with peristome, generally arranged between longitudinal ridges. One or two diaphragms occasionally present.
Type: N. qua,drata n. sp. Trenton group. Range, Trenton
to Niagara.
Family RHABDOMESONTIDM Vine.
Zoaria ramose, solid, or with an axial tube. Zorncia with the
primitive portion tubular; hemisepta usually developed. Aper* I have lately collected this species at Wilmington, Ill., a locality that has proven
exceedingly rich in Bryozoa. Also at Savannah, Ill.
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tures regularly arranged, oval or circular, placed at the bottom of a sloping area, rhombic or hexagonal in outline, or
between straight or flexuous longitudinal ridges. Acanthopores
and smaller spines generally present, but mesopo,res are absent.
RHoMBOPORA Meek, (Orthopora, Hall.)-Zoaria slender, ramose,
solid. Zocecia with the vestibular or outer portion thickwalled. Apertures arranged regularly in diagonally intersecting
or longitudinal lines. Strong acanthopores often present at the
angles of junction and more numerous, smaller spines, generally
occupy the summit of the ridge-like interspaces between the subelliptical apertures. Diaphragms sometimes present in the axial
region.
Type: R. lepidodendroides Meek. Range, Niagara to Upper
Coal Measures.
RHABDOMESON Young and Young.-This genus differs from
Rhombopora on.l~ in ha"Ving a slen.der axial tube, to which the
proximal ends of the zocecia are attached.
Type: Millepora gracilis Phillips. Carboniferous. This genus
is not known from American deposits.
CCELoCoNUS n. gen.-Zoaria simple, hollow, expanding gradually from the striated and sub-acute basal extremity; substance thin. External characters of zocecia as in Rhombopora,;
primitive portion short. Hemisepta well developed.
Type: C. rhombicus n. sp. Range, St. Louis to Chester.
NEMATAXIS Hall. Upper Helderberg and Hamilton.
AcANTHOCLEMA Hall (pars.) Upper Helderberg to Warsaw.
BACTROPORA Hall.-Zoaria simple, unbra.nched, the lower extremity pointed. In other respects like Rhombopora,.
Type: B. gra,nistria,ta Hall. Upper Helderberg to Keokuk.
(?) TROPIDOPORA Hall. Upper Helderberg.

Family STREBLOTRYPID£ Ulrich.
Zoaria variable. Zocecia with the primitive port.ion sub-tubular or tubular; apertures sub-circular, often truncated posteriorl_y, surrounded by a slightly elevated rim. Front, or
out.er surface of cell back of the aperture, simply depressed, or
with from two to twelve or more small pits. Diaphragms
wanting.
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STREBLOTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoaria ramose, slender, solid. Zorecia
radiating from an imaginary axis, their primitive portion long,
tubular; or from a linear axis when they are somewhat shorter.
Inferior hemisepta best· developed, situated rather far down.
Apertures regularly elliptical, or somewhat truncated at the
posterior margin, surrounded by a slight peristome and, within
this, sometimes a narrow sloping area; arranged usually iq.
rather regular longitudinal series. Just back of the aperture,
occupying the depressed front of the cell, there are from one to
twelve or more small pits, which, when numerous, are arranged
in two or three rows. Very small acanthopores occasionally
present.
Type : S. nicklesi n. sp. Range, Hamilton to Chester ..
W OR'.rHENOPORA n. gen.-Zoaria bifoliate, branching or palmate. Zooocia very regularly arranged, sub-tubular, or rather,
elongate rhomboidal, with the aperture semi-elliptical. On the
surface the line of junction between the cells is marked by an
elevated ridge. The truncated posterior margin of the aperture
is raised into a less strong transverse bar. 'l'he elongate triangular depressed front appears perfectly plain. ·
Type: W. spinosa n. sp. Range, Keokuk to St. Louis.
CYCLOPORA Prout.-Zoaria unilaminar, parasitic or free. Primitive portion of zooocia, sub-tubular. Apertures sub-circular or
somewhat truncated posteriorly, surrounded by a moderate,
granose or smooth, peristome; arrangement various. When
regularly developed there is a large oblong more or less shallow
depression between each four adjacent.zooocia. With a less regular development, this space may be divided into two smaller
ones; or it may appear that the apertures are separated by
unequal and irregularly situated depressions. With growth
these interspaces are drawn out into tabulated mesopores.
(Pl. LXVIII, fig. 3f.) Hemisepta very little developed.
Type: C. fungia Prout. Range, Keokuk and Warsaw beds.
PRoUTELLA n. gen.-Zoarium discoid, thin, free, the lower surface convex and lined with a concentrically wrinkled epitheca.
Primary zocecia sub-tubular, the succeeding ones shorter, an
rather thin-walled. Aperture broad-elliptical, surrounded by a
very narrow sloping area, hexagonal in outline; when perfect,
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with a depressed delicate calcareous plate, that closes a little
less than two-thirds of the opening, t,he orifice left being subtriangular in form, without thickened margins, and situated at
the anterior side. With age, a second, third and more layers
of zooocia are developed directly over the first, so that they
gradually form a zooocial tube seemingly having the cavity-intersected by incomplete diaphragms. These appear to spring
from the posterior wall and. extend about one-half the distance
across.
Type and only known species : C;yclopora discoidea, Prout.
Keokuk group.
? CYCLOPORELLA n. gen.-Zoarium a thin discoidal expansion.
Zooocia sub-tubular. with a succession of superior hemisepta in
the vestibular portion. Irregular mesopores abundant. Acanthopores of large size, numerous~
Type: C. spinifera, Ulrich. Keokuk group.
Family HELIOTRYPID..E Ulrich (Provisional.)
HELIOTRYPA Ulrich.-Zoarium bifoliate. Primitive portion of
zooocia sub-tubular, thin-walled and prostrate upon the median
laminre. Superior hemiseptum moderately developed. Vestibular or outer portion of the zooocia thick-walled, the walls traversed obliquely by radially arranged minute tubuli. Interspaces of variable width, occupied by numerous, irregular,
rounded, thick-walled and tabulated mesopores, which are also
aggregated at intervals to form maculre. Walls of mesopores
and zooocia vestibules amalgamated. Median tubuli present between the median laminre. Superficial apertures circular, surrounded by a sloping area. Interspaces flat between the mesopore apertures.
Type and only known species: H. bifolfa Ulrich. Chester
group.
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DESCRIPTIONS OF SPECIES.
PROTOCRISINA Ulrich.
<For generic diagnosis see page 369).

PROTOCRISINA EXIGUA Ulrich.*
Pl. XXIX, fig. He, and Pl. Lill, fig. 11-lle.
Zoarium ramose; branches slender 6.6 mm. wide, 0.3 to 0.45
mm. thick, dividing dichotomously at a very acute angle ab intervals varying from two to seven mm. Celluliferous side
strongly convex, smooth, with four, occasionally only three,
series of zorecia. Reverse faintly convex, flattened or . slightly ·
concave in the central part, finely striate, the strim often
minutely granulose. Zooocia subtubular, thin-walled within, with
prominent tubular mouths. Apertures subcircular, 0.09 mm. in
diameter, five or five and one-half in two mm. vertically; arranged in oblique rows. A small number of circular pores, 0.04
mm. in diameter are scattered over both the reverse and celluliferous faces.
Position and locality.-This species is rare at Wilmington,
Ill., where it is associated with typical Cincinnati group fossils.
It is more common and in a better state of preservation in
Trenton group strata at Montreal, Canada, and Trenton Falls,
N. Y.
*This form can scarcely be regarded as 'more than a variety of a rather common
Trenton group species, in New York and Canada, where it is generally identified with
the form to which Hall applied the name of Gorgonia ? perantiqua (Pal. N. Y., vol. I,).
This identifica•ion is probably erroneous since neither the figures nor the description
agree with the specimens. These consist of numerous rigid, remotely bifurcating
branches, which are spread upon a plane about their own width apart, with four rows
of pores. Hall says the branches are "lax" and carry two laterally opening rows of
cells. Under these circumstances it seems to me better to propose a new name for the
species than to perpetuate what is obviously an error.
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PHACELOPORA Ulrich.
<For generic diagnosis see page 368.)

PHACELOPORA PERTENUIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXIX, Ilg. 1-lc.

Zoarium articulated; exceedingly slender, consisting of numerous, elongate conical segments, arranged in linear series. Often
two segments are developed instead of one, when the zoarium
is dichotomously branched. Zooocia tubular, compressed conical, suboval in transverse section, with an average width of
0.12 mm., arranged in pairs, each pair constituting a segment;
apertures contracted, circular, about 0.06 mm. in diameter:
Sutures between zooocial tubes more sharply impressed on the
anterior side than on the posterior where the minute axial tube
is situated. Segments 0.6 to 0.8 mm. long, 8-shaped in crosssection just below the apertures; here the lateral diameter is
·from 0.2 to 0.25 mm. and the smaller about 0.15 mm., while
at the proximal extremity of each segment the diameter is only
· 0.07 mm. Segments are developed from the minute axial tube.
This very interesting bryozoan is so unique, that no comparisons are required. Its thread-like zoarium is readily overlooked.
Position and locality:-Upper beds of the Trenton group.
Thebes, Ill. Rather rare, associated with several species of
Nematopora and Crinoids.
PHACELOPORA CONSTRICTA Ulrich.
PI. XXIX. fig, 2.

Of this species I have seen only the fragment figured. This
consists of five short segments, having each the appearance of
being set into the expanded upper end of the one preceding it.
The segments vary slightly in length, but do not exceed 0.3 mm.;
the diameter expands from about 0.13 mm. below, to 0.25 mm.,
or a little less, at the apertures. Each is composed of five
(possibly six) subcylindrical zooocial tubes, the sutures being
sharply impressed, and most of the slightly contracted circular
apertures apparently closed by a convex lid. The diameter of
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the aperture is about 0.07 mm., that of the zooocial tube just·
beneath the aperture a little less than 0.1 mm.
Position and locality:-The specimen came from the upper
beds of the Trenton group in C~ntral Kentucky.
MoNTICULIPORA d'Orbigny, 1849.
CProd. Pol., p. 25.l
<For generic diagnosis see page 370.)

The genus Mon.ticulipora was founded by the distinguished
French naturalist, d'Orbigny, for the reception of four characteristic species of the Lower Silurian rocks about Cincinnati,
Ohio. Of these, M. ,ma.mmulata, being the first species to follow
the generic diagnosis, is universally regarded as the type. The
original descriptions are so meagre that palrnontologists are
compelled to rely upon Edwards and Haime's identification of
the species. These authors give good figures of three of the
species, and of the fourth (M. filiosa) a description only. As all
four of the species are common and marked by easily recognized external characters, collectors have had little difficulty in
identifying them.
The genus, as defined and used by me, is founded upon M.
mammulata and does not include any of the other species described by d'Orbigny. His M. ramosa belongs to Callopora,
M. filiosa to Leptotr.vpa, or, possibly, Monotr.vpa; and M. frondosa to Heterotr.vpa. In this restricted sense Monticulipora
can, of course, include only a small proportion of the large
number of Bryozoa that have from time to time been referred
to the genus. It is only another instance showing the absolute
necessity of clearly describing and illustrating the minute characters, both external and internal, of the typical species of all
genera. At least sixteen species are known to me having the
essential characters of M. mammulata. Of this number only
nine have been described, the remainder being new and awaiting
opportunities for proper publication.
Position and locality:-So far as known, the genus is first
met in Trenton strata, but before the close of the Lower Silurian
age, i.e., the deposition of the Cincinnati group, it had already
reached the culminating point in its development, since only a
single species, the M. wfachelli from the Hamilton group of
Michigan, is known from rocks of later date.
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MoNTICULIPORA LAMELLOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXII, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium large, growing upon some foreign object. composed
of one or more layers, each from one to four or five mm. in
thickness; the type specimen is a large mass composed of six
or seven layers. Surface smooth, showing the surface projections of the acanthopores. Walls of zooocial tubes thin, of about
the same thickness throughout, though a little thickened at the
surface. Zooocia, except just at their origin, direct, about eight
in two mm., angular; their apertures also angular. Diaphragms
numerous, horizontal, from one-half to their own diameter
apart. Cystiphragms few, never arranged in series. Acanthopores moderately numerous, increasing in size toward the surface.
Cystiphragms are rarely detected in sections of this form, yet
the general facies of this species and especially the granular
nature of the walls, leave little doubt as to its beirig a member
of the genus Monticulipora.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
MONTICULIPORA WINCHELL! Ulrich.
Pl. XLV, fig. 6-6a.

Zoarium consisting of a number of superimposed layers, the
whole from two to twelve mm. in thickness, the layers from onehalf to two mm. thick. Under surface provided with a coarsely
wrinkled epitheca. Upper surface showing slightly elevated
clusters C'f larger cells, about 4 mm. apart, measuring from
center to center. Walls of zooocia rather thin. Zooocia angular,
irregularly hexagonal, those of the normal size seven or eight
in two mm., those in the clusters from one-third to one-half
larger. Apertures angular .. Cystiphragms closely set, very large,
leaving but a small visceral cavity; occasionally infundibular.
Acanthopores apparently wanting.
Owing to the large crescentic shape and closeness of the cystiphragms, vertical sections present appearances which at first
sight are very puzzling. The tubes seem to be tabulated very
differently. This is due to the shape of the cystiphragms and
their not being arranged in the same way in all the tubes. A
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vertical section of the zoarium cuts a few tubes through the
center but most of them at a greater or less distance from it.
Only when the section passes through the extremely small visceral
cavity, is the usual overlapping appearance of cystiphragms
shown, and the narrow visceral cavity seen to be crossed by
diaphragms. When the section does not pass through the viscer~l cavity, and it rarely does, the diaphragms seem curved or
horizontal and to extend clear across the tube. The appearance presented by cutting through an infundibular cystiphragm
is shown at the top of the third tube from the right, in figure
6a, of plate XLV.
The general features of the zoarium are decidedly like those
of several Lower Silurian species of the genus. The large size
of the cystiphragms, the. consequent slenderness of the visceral
cavity, and the apparent absence of acanthopores, are marked
peculiarities of the species.
Position and locality:-Hamilton group, Thunder Bay, Mich.
HOMOTRYPA Ulrich, 1882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., Vol. V, p. 240.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 370.)

Already ten (?) species belonging to this genus have been described, yet this is scarcely one-half of the species known to me.
The Cincinnati group furnishes the largest proportion of them,
and, like Monticulipora,, only one species is known to have existed at any subsequent period. The characters of the genus
are remarkably persistent and nearly always easily recognized.
HoMoTRYPA ARBUSCULA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 3, 3 c.

Zoarium loosely attached to foreign bodies by a broad basal
expansion, from which grow a number of stout dendroidal
stems with freely inosculating branches. Stems diminishing
from twelve mm. in diameter at the base to tl;i.ree or four at
the free terminations. Surface smooth, with scarcely noticeable
clu;:-;ters of larger cells. Cell apertures oblique, angular and
slightly elongated, varying in diameter from the average of
0.18 or 0.20 mm., to 0.3 mm., the diameter of those in the
-51
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clusters. When well preserved, the cells have their margins
beset with very small granules, which may be only surface ornamentations, as no evidences of acanthopores have yet been
detected in tangential sections. Walls of zomcial tubes. slightly
flexuous and crenulate, very thin in the axial region and but
little thickened in the peripheral region. Zomcial tubes oblique
throughout their course, with an unusually gradual curve from
their origin to the surface. Apertures seven• or eight in two
mm. A few mesopores with diaphragms somewhat less than
their diameter apart are developed in the cortical region. One,
occasionally two, cystiphragms are developed in the zomcial
tubes in the transition period.
In the case of complete specimens, the growth alone will easily
separate this species from similar forms. Fragments are readily
distinguished by the thin walls, and more than usual obliquity
of the cell apertures from any Lower Silurian species known to
me. In the brevity of the pheripheral region this species is like
H. da,wsoni Nicholson, but the frondescent growth and pronounced monticules of that species give it an entirely different
appearance.
Position and locality:-Birdseye horizon of the Trenton group,
High Bridge, Ky.; Calhoun Co., and near Dixon, Ill.

HoMoTRYPA GELASINOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXII, fig. 2-2d.

Zoarium consisting of flattened branches, four mm., more or
less, in thickness. Surface without monticules, but marked with
conspicuous, elongated, parallel, dimple-like maculoo, arranged
in transverse rows. Walls of zomcia thin, and flexuous or wavy
in the axial region, moderately thickened near the surface.
Zocecia subangular, about ten of the ordinary size in two mm.,
those forming the borders of the maculffi about one-half larger.
Mesopores angular, comparatively large and shallow, present
in the dimples only. Diaphragms occasionally present in the
axial region. Cystiphragms rather closely set. In the mesopores there are two or three diaphragms in the space of a tube
diameter. Acanthopores commonly situated in the angles of
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the zorncia, sometimes found in the axial region; now and then
they do not follow the trend of the zooocia in the cortical region, but cut across the tubes at an acute angle. The acanthopores found in the ma~ulre are longer and larger than the
others. In some parts of a longitudinal section, the acanthopores are seen to have exceedingly thin cross partitions.
The elongated dimples distinguish this species from all other
described forms of the genus. An undescribed related form, occurring in the Cincinnati group, at Waynesville, Ohio, also has
somewhat similar elongated dimples, but differs in other characters.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
HOMOTRYPA FLABELLARIS
Pl. XXXII, fig.

Ulrich.

3-3c

Zoarium 'consisting typically of fan-shaped fronds; an almost
perfect specimen gives the following measurements: width 45
mm., height 50 mm., thickness 5 mm. Surface smooth, with
obscure maculre about four mm. apart, measuring from center
to center. Peripheral portion of zoarium narrow. Walls of
zorecial tubes flexuous or crenulated in the axial region,
and very thin even in the cortical region. Zorncia apertures
angular, slightly oblique, from eight to ten in two mm., those
in the maculre from a third to a half larger than the average.
Mesopores few, gathered into clusters in the maculre. Zorncial
tubes provided with a few remote straight diaphragms in the
axial region. Diaphragms moderately numerous in the mesopores. Cystiphragms form a short series in each tube. Acanthopores few, very small.
A very close variety occurs in the upper beds of the Cincinnati group, at Blanchester, Ohio, which has the maculre a little
more pronounced, and a tendency to a ramose growth. The
thin walls and fiabellate growth distinguish H. fla,bellaris from
the hitherto described species of t,he genus.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
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HOMOTRYPELLA

IDrich, 1886.

(14th Ann. Rep. State Geo!. Minn. p. 83.)
(For generic diagnois see page 370).

This genus was established to receive a small but natural
group of species that could not be included in any of the other,
genera of the family. The ramose habit of growth ally the
genus to Homotrypa, Ulrich, but the abundant mesopores are
~ distinguishing mark of some importance. A comparison with
Peronopora, Nicholson,. and Atactoporella IDrich, shows the fol- .
lowing differences: the zoaria of the first are bifoliate, of the
latter parasitic; in both the cystiphragms are developed in an
almost uninterrupted series to the zooocial apertures. In the
structure of the walls the typical species presents close resemblance to Peronopora, while that of H. contexta, shows greater
likeness to Atactoporella. The aggregate of characters thus indicate an intermediate position between Homotrypa on the
one side, and Peronopora and Atactoporella on the other.

HOMOTRYPELLA CONTEXTA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXII, fig. 5-5b.

Zoarium consisting of a mass of irregular, coalescing branches
varying in thickness from three to six mm. Surface smooth,
exhibiting spaces where both zooocia and mesopores are larger
than ordinary. Walls of zooocia scar~ely thickened in the cortical region. Zooocia sub-circular or oval, from eight to ten in
two mm., about 0.15 _mm. in diameter, occasionally in contact,
ordinarily separated by the angular, thin-walled mesopores,
which are very numerous and differ but little in size from the
zooocia. Diaphragms few in the axial region, but becoming
more numerous as the zooocial tubes approach the peripheral
region. Here they are abundant, extending from the overlapping cystiphragms to the opposite wall of the tube. In the
mesopores the diaphragms are closely set, and approximately
upon the same level in all, two or three in the space of a tube
diameter. Acanthopores rather small, but a conspicuous feature
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in tangential sections, situated in the walls of the zooocia, from
three to five surrounding each zooocium; also at some of the
angles between the mesopores.
Position and locality :-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

HETEROTRYPA

Nicholson, 1879.

(Pal. Tab. Corals p. 291.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 371.)

As defined by Dr. Nicholson this genus included very diverse
material, the only characters common to the assemblage being
the possession of two sets of cellR(i.e.zooocia and mesopores). In
the "Am. Pal. Bry." I ·have shown that only one of the seventeen species which he refers to the genus iscongeneric with the type
species, H. frondosa, d'Orb., (H. ma,mmula,ta, Nich., non d'Orb).
The remaining fifteen species are distributed among the genera
Callopora, Homotrypa, Amplexopora, (?), Monotrypella,, Batostoma, and Batostomella,. The amended definition of the genus
as then proposed by me is now somewhat modified by the elimination of H. vaupeli, which I now refer to Nicholsonella,.
The restricted group is closely allied to Deka,yia, Ed. & H., and
comprises at least nine species, all of them from the Cincinnati
group. Three of these remain undescribed.
HETEROTRYPA PROLIFICA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXVII, fig. 1-ld.

Zoarium frondescent, or subramose with much flattened
branches, varying in thickness from four to twelve mm., and at
times attaining a height of .ten cm. Low rounded tuberosities
arranged in irregularly interesecting lines and composed of cells
a little larger than the average, commonly surrounding a cluster of mesopores, serve to break up the monotony of an otherwise smooth surface. Zooocial tubes curving in the axial region,
direct throughout the peripheral region, where their walls become considerably thickened. Zooocia apertures sub-polygonal,
about eight in two mm., and 0.15 to 0.18 mm. in diameter.
Interspaces occupied by calcareous matter; where very wide by
a few mesopores with illy defined walls. Most of the mesopores
are found in the clusters. A few diaphragms in the axial re-
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gion; in the transition period they become more numerous; in
the. cortical region they are close-set, a tube diameter or less
apart. In the outer portion of this region they are often concave, sometimes tending to the infundibular form. Mesopores
more closely tabulated than the zocecial tubes. Acanthopores
a little more than one-third as numerous as the zocecia; 'vhen
not situated at the angles, generally inflecting the zomcial
cavity a little.
This species approaches quite closely to H. frondosa d'Orb.,
having a somewhat similar growth; but in that species the
zocecia are more angular, the walls thinner, mesopores far more
numerous and the acanthopores rather more abundant.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group. A common form
in the upper beds at Blanchester, Ohio. It also occurs at Wilmington, Ill. The H. frondosa is restricted to the lower half
of the Cincinnati group.
HETEROTRYPA INFLECTA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXVII, fig. 2-2d.

Zoarium frondescent, seldom over four cm. in width, six cm.
in heighth, and five mm. thick; usually only about three in
thickness. Surface smooth or with slight elevations of cell apertures somewhat larger than the average. Zocecial tubes bending abruptly into the cortical region, with walls slightly flexuous in the axial region. Zocecia apertures circular, 0.14 to
0.18 mm. in diameter, with about eight in two mm. A large
but variable number of angular mesopores scattered among
the zocecia, rather more numerous in the clusters. Diaphragms
only one or two in each zocecial tube; numerous in the mesopores. Acanthopores present in considerable numbers, frequently
indenting the visceral cavity, in well preserved specimens very
conspicuous on the surface, giving it a hirsute appearance.
This species is distinguished externally from H. frondosa,
D'Orbigny, its nearest ally, by its much more delicate growth,
strictly frondescent form, monticules wanting or but little elevated, conspicuous acanthopores and larger number of mesopores. Internally it has very few diaphragms, which structures
are abundant in M. frondosa.
Pm1ition and locality:-Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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SINGULARIS

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXVII. ftg. 3-3e.

Zoarium subramose, at times attaining a thickness of seven
cm. Surface smooth, or nearly so, with clusters of cell apertures a little larger than the average. Zooocia about nine in
two mm., angular and thin-walled in. the axial, subcircular in
the mature region. ·There are commonly two or more successions of immature and mature regions. Mesopores of variable
size, very numerous, usually angular or subcircular. Diaphragms developed very irregularly, at times but few in the
cortical region and want,ing in the axial, at other times about
two tube diameters apart in the axial and close-set in the peripheral region. They are commonly horizontal, o~en concave,
sometimes infundibular, and occasionally simulate cystiphragms
if they are not of that nature. Acanthopores very numerous,
inflecting the visceral cavity so as to give it a petaloid appearance.
The extremely large size of this species, the remarkable development of acanthopores and mesopores, and irregular character of the diaphragms are its leading features. Some points
in its structure leave me in doubt as to this being its rightful
position, but for the present it seems best to place . it with
Heterotrypa,.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Wilming;ton, Ill.
'DEKAYIA Edwards and Haime, 1850.
(Pol. Foss. des Terr. Pal. p. 277.)
(For generic diagnosis see p. 371.l

Extensive remarks upon the position of this genus, as well as
full descriptions of a number of species, will be found in my
"Amer. Pal. Bry."* to which I refer the reader. D. aspera, Ed.
& H., the typical species, occurs in rocks of the Cincinnati group,
near Wilmington, Ill. The specimens are in a bad state of preservation, but I had no difficulty in identifying them by means
of thin sections. The following species is the only one known
from rocks above the Lower Silurian.
* Jour.

Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VI, pp. 84 and 148-155.
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DEKAYIA DEVONICA Ulrich.
Pl. XLV, fig. 5-5d.

Zoarium :r:amose, consisting of small subcylindrical irregular
branches, averaging six or seven mm. in thickness; in one instance solid, in all the others hollow with a wrinkled epitheca
lining the interior; in the latter the zoarium has a thickness of
less than 1 mm. Surface level or with slightly elevated clusters
of larger apertures and bristling with very prominent spines 1
mm. or a little less apart. Zomcia angular, quite oblique to
the surface, thin-walled throughout, about five in two mm.,
measuring longitudinally, with elongated, unequal apertures.
Diaphragms few, one, or perhaps more to a tube. Acanthopores
exceedingly prominent, with very thick walls.
The examples from New York are hollow and appear to be
composed of one or more very thin layers. The specimen from
the Ohio Falls has a solid axis. The extreme obliquity of the
zomcial tubes and the very strong acanthopores distinguish this
form from any Devonian bryozoan known to me.
Position and locality:-Devonian; Falls of the Ohio; Eighteen
Mile Creek, N. Y. (Hamilton group).
CALLOPORA Hall, 1852.
(Pal. N. Y. vol. II, p. 144.)

(For generic diagnosis, see page 372.)

This is a distinct and easily recognized genus, and so far as
known, its range does not extend into Devonian deposits, but
in all the g-roups of rocks between the Trenton limestone and
the Lower Helderberg, inclusive, it is represented by from one
to twelve species. In all, twenty species have been studied, but
only thirteen of them are described. The first species to follow
Hall's generic description is his C. elegantula, from the Niagara
group at Lockport, N. Y. According to commonly accepted
rules of nomenclature, the species must stand as the type of
the genus. Of the remaining species which Hall described and
referred to the genus in 1852, C. aspem and probably C. fiorida
and C. Jaminata belong to Leioclema as now understood; while
C. nummif'ormis is very likely referable to Calloporella. With
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the exception of C. perelegans none of the species more recently
referred to Ca1lopora, by Prof. Hall seem to have the essential
characters of the genus.
Thin sections of Ca,llopom exhibit a remarkable uniformity
of structure, and it is sometimes very difficult to discriminate
between those of closely allied forms. Tb.is uniformity is more
especially apparent in transverse and vertical sections, but as
these are highly diagnostic of the genus, they are necessary to
confirm the generic reference. Most of the species form large
bushy masses, and the Cincinnati group deposits often furnish
some very showy cabinet specimens.
CALLOPORA SUBNODOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXIII, fig. !Hie.

Zoarium ramose; stems subcylindrical, from six to twelve
mm., or even more in diameter. Surface sometimes nearly
smooth, usually tubercled. Tubercles rounded, never conical,
more or less elevated, composed of apertures rather larger than
the average, and numerous mesopores. Zooocial walls comparatively thin throughout. Zooocia approaching the surface
in a gentle curve, about seven in two mm.; with circular apertures, ranging from 0.18 to 0.27 mm. in diameter; surrounded
by a variable number of angular or subcircular mesopores.
The zooecial tubes expand very gradually from the point of
their origin until they attain their normal size. In the first
part of their course, they have several diaphragms about their
own diameter apart; after that, diaphragms become rare and
may be entirely absent in the rest of the zooocial tube. The
mesopores are tabulated very closely throughout; about three
diaphragms in a space equalling their own diameter.
This species differs from the common C. ramosa, d'Orbigny
in the less prominent monticules, which are rounded instead of
conical. The tabulation of the tubes in the two species is also
very different. Though very distinct from C. elegantula, Hall,
the type of the genus, it is more nearly related to that form
than is any other known species of the genus.
Position and locality: Upper beds of the Cincinnati group,
Blanchester, 0., and numerous other localities. A variety occurs at Wilmington and Savanna, Ill.
-52
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CALLOPORELLA Ulrich, 1882.
("Amer.IPal. Bry." Jour. <1in. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 154.)
(For generic diagnosis, see page 37:!.)

The thick ring-like walls of the zorecial ·tubes distinguish this
genus from Diplotrypa, Nich., species of which C. harrisi Ulr.,
the type, resembles in other respects. The species next described is only provisionally placed in the genus as better preserved material may show that it is not congeneric with C.
harrisi.
CALLOPORELLA? NODULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXIII, fig. 4-4a,

Zoarium parasitic upon foreign bodies, (so far as observed
upon the valves of Strophomena,,) forming patches of greater
or less extent; edge of zoarium inclined to turn up. Surface
marked with small conical monticules, a little more than two
mm. apart, measuring from center to center, more or less subsolid at the apex, due to the closure of the mesopores, and arrang·ed in diagonally intersecting rows. Apertures circular,
about nine in two mm., 0.2 mm. or a little less in diameter.
Interspaces occupied by mesopores which are most numerous
in the monticules.
The internal structure has not been observed owing to the
peculiar character of fossilization which has preserved the external features, but entirely obliterated the internal structure.
Hence the species is referred only provisionally to Calloporella.
The general external· appearance is that of Ata,ctoporella ortoni Nich., but it wants the petaloid apertures of that species.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group,· Savanna, Ill.

TREMATOPORA Hall, 1852.
<Pal. N. Y. Vol. II. p. 149.)
<For generic diagnosis, see page 37:-1.)

This genus was re-defined by me in my "Amer. Pal. Bry."
taking T. tuberculosa Hall, the first species to follow Prof.
Hall's generic description, as the type; Much redistribution of
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species is the unavoidable result, since but a small proportion
of the forty-two American species that had been previously referred to the genus are really congeneric with the typical form.
TREMATOPORA DEBILIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXXIV, flg. S-3e.

Zoarium consisting of slender. cylindrical, branching stems,
from 1.5 to 2 mm. in diameter. Surface smooth. Zocecial tubes
long, bending but little to reach the surface. Cell walls very
thin in the axial region, slightly thickened in the cortical region.
Zocecia with apertures circular or nearly so, about 0.15 mm. in
diameter, and surrounded by a peristome most elevated at the
lower end; closer together transversely than longitudinally,
there being about five in one direction and only four in the
other in 1 mm. Mesopores interspersed irregularly among the
cells, of unequal size, and closed at the surface. .Acanthopores
few and inconspicuous. An occasional diaphragm is present in
in the zocecial tubes, and from one to three in the mesopores.
The cortical region, as shown by a transverse section, ii:; very
narrow.
From T.? nitida Ulr., this species is distinguished by its more
robust growth and larger and differently shaped cells. The
cortical region is thinner, and the curve of the zocecial tubes in
approaching the surface is greater in this species. From T.
primigenia, Ulr.,· a Trenton species of Minnesota, it is easily distinguished by the lack of the maculrn so characteristic of that
species. It differs too widely from the other described species of
the genus to necess~tate comparison.
Position and locality:-(?) Cincinnati group, Alexander Co.,
Illinois.

TREMATOPORA? NITIDA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXIV, fig. 2-2f.

Zoarium consisting of small cylindrical stems, branching variously, 1 mm. or less in diameter. Zocecial tubes extending·
obliquely outwards from the center of the stem, scarcely curving
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to reach the surface. Walls thin in the axial region, thickened
but little towards the surface. Zomcia often in contact, with
apertures sometimes oval, usually pyriform, narrowing above;
surrounded hy a narrow peristome, obsolete or less distinct at
the upper end; about six or seven in the space of one mm.
measuring longitudinally, and eight to ten measuring transversely, arranged in irregular, obliquely ascending lines. Interstitial spaces irregular, more or less depressed, apparently solid
at the surface, but in. thin sections seen to be occupied by
elongated mesopores.
Acanthopores moderately abundant,
small, sometimes conspicuous. Diaphragms two or three in the
mesopores, rarely present in the zomcial tubes.
This species is associated with a number of other small forms,
from all of which it is readily separated by its very much
smaller cells, and characteristic pear-shaped openings. This is
probably the smallest species of the genus. Its small size and
pyriform apertures at once distinguish it from its nearest congeners T. debilis and T. primigenia, Ulr.
Since the above was written a, large series of specimens of
this species have been collected. These show that the base of
the branches was pointed and that the zoarium was jointed at
irregular intervals. It is, therefore, probable that the species
belongs to another genus.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, at Savannah, Ill.,
where it is very abundant at an horizon about 150 feet above
the river.
TREMATOPORA CALI,OPOROIDES Ulrich.
PL XXXIV, fig. I-Id.

Zoarium irregularly ramose, branches from four to seven mm.
in diameter. Surface marked by faint monticules whose centers,
occupied by sub-stellate groups of mesopores with closed apertures, present an apparently solid aspect. Distance between
centers of monticules two or three mm. Zomcial tubes run
irregularly in the axial region, curve gradually, and at the surface are almost direct. Walls thin in the axial region and but
little thickened in the cortical region. Zorecia seven or eight in
the space of two mm., with sub-angular or sub-circular aper-
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tures. Peristome faint. Interspaces occupied by very thinwalled, angular mesopores, which are sometimes open at the
surface. When this is the case, the surface resembles that of
some species of Ca,JJopora. From four to seven diaphragms are
developed in the zomcial tubes as they leave the axial region.
Diaphragms numerous in the mesopores. Acanthopores small
and usually inconspicuous, often projecting a little into the
zomcial cavity owing to the thinness of the walls.
The c:haracters of this species are so distinct from T. debilis
with which it is associated, and from other species of the genus
that comparisons are unnecessary. Its surface bears some resemblance to certain species of Callopora, but the internal structure is widely different.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Alexander County,
Illinois.
NmHoLSONELLA IDrich.
(For generic rliagnosis see page 374.)

Only four or five species are known having the peculiar
characters upon which this genus is founded. Two of these, N.
ponderosa, the type of the genus, and an undescribed species,
are from the Trenton limestone, the other two or t.hree from
the Cincinnati group. Of the latter, N. vaupeli was described by
me as a species of Heterotrypa. * It is not uncommon near
the tops of the hills at Cincinnati, Ohio. A closely allied species
or variety occurs about 250 feet higher in the series and is
bundant at several localities in Ohio. The fourth form is
described here for the first time. It also belongs to the Cincinnati group, but is not yet known from any other locality
than Wilmington, Ill.
The affinities of Nicholsonelfa, are with Constella,rfa Dana, but
the absence of stellate maculrn, is quite sufficient to distinguish
them. The frondescent species resemble Heterotrypa Nich., but
the relationship is much more remote than I at one time
thought.
The generic name is given in honor of Dr. H. Alleyne Nicholson, as a slight token of my appreciation of the great value of
*Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., voL VI, p. 85.
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his labors, in micropalmontology. To him belongs the credit of
being the first to make extensive use of the microscope in classifying the "Monticuliporidm."

NICHOLSONELLA PONDEIWSA

Ulrich.

PI. XXXIV, Figs. 5-5d.

Zoarium large, consisting of very irregular, inmiculating, flattened branches or fronds, from one to two and one-half cm. in
thickness. The largest example is twelve cm. in height. Surface
even, exhibiting rather inconspicuous maculm in which the
zomcia are slightly larger and separated by wider interspaces
than usual. Zomcia curving rapidly from the axial region to
the surface, where they open with regularly arranged circular
apertures, about 0.21 mm. in diameter; eight in three mm.
Peristome very faint, carrying from eight to twelve small
granules. Interspaces either appearing solid and minutely granulose, or showing the angular mouths of a single row of rather
large mesopores; in the maculm there are two rows. In the
spaces between the maculrn, the zomcia apertures are separated
by interspaces varying in width from 0.1 to 0.2 mm. Mesopores
are developed in moderate numbers already in the axial region.
Diaphragms not very numerous, being most so in the peripheral
region, where they are distant from each other from one to
nearly three tube-diameters. In the mesopores they are thick,
and about their own diameter apart.
The large flattened branches and irregular growth distinguish
this species from all Bryozoa known to me from this horizon.
It is much larger than N. vaupeli Ulr., from the Cincinnati.
group, while N. cumulata differs decidedly in structure and
zoarial habit.
Position and locality: Trenton group, Dixon, Ill.
I am indebted to Dr. Everett for two good examples. Some
smaller subramose specimens from near Beloit, Wis., may belong to this species but their preservation is such that I could
not satisfy myself of their identity.
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NICHOLSONELLA CUMULATA Ulrich.
Pl. xxxm. Fig. 6-j)c.
Zoarium very irregular, sometimes submassive, at other times
subramose, consisting of one or more superimposed layers, from
0. 7 to 4 mm. in thickness, with the inner side generally covered
by an epithecal membrane or loosely attached to other bodies.
In one (a lobate mass having a tendency to become massive)
the central regions are solid in the sense that the tubes traverse
an "axial region." Surface sometimes smooth, but generally
with low, rounded, rather regularly arranged monticules, two
mm. or a little more apart., measuring from center to center. On
these monticules the zorncia are scarcely larger than those in
the intermediate spaces, but they are separated by wider interspaces. Zorecial tubes slightly curved near the origin in each
layer, after which they proceed direct to the surface. In this
portion they are crossed by diaphragms · from once to hvice
their diameter apart. Apertures suhcircular, the average diameter 0.18 mm.; when perfect with a faintly elevated and
minutely spinulose margin; about seven in two mm.; arrangement moderately regular. Interspaces varying in width, usually
narrow, usually almost half as wide as the zorncia, occupied
by sma.Il, closely tabulated, angular mesopores, which, just beneath the aperture surface of each layer, are filled with a dense
deposit. The minute mural tubuli, best shown in this deposit,
are a less marked feature than in the more typical species.
The habit of growth d'.stinguish the species from both N.
ponderosa and N. vaupeli. The absence of stellate maculre distinguish specimens from an associated species of Constellaria,
that is closely allied to C. limifaris Ulr.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Illinois;
very abundant.
CoNSTELLARIA Dana, 1848.
(Zoophytes, p. 537.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 374.)

The type of this genus is my C. fiorida.* For many years it
was regarded as identical with Stellipora antheloidea Hall, and
*Jour. Cin, Soc. Nat. Hist.. Vol. V, p. 257, and Vol. VI, p. 267.
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the New York types of that species seemed to have been lost
sight of entirely. Several years ago having had an opportunity
of examining Hall's original specimens, together with another
set of authentic examples, I came to the conclusion that the
Cincinnati specimens belonged not only to another species, but
to a distinct genus as well. In 1848 Dana proposed the genus
Constellarfa for the Cincinnati species, but failed to give it a
specific name, and, as I have said till recently, it has gone current as either Constellaria or Stellipora antheloidea. In 1875,
Nicholson described and figured a closely allied but distinct
species under the name Constellaria polystomellat. Examples of
this species are not uncommon at several localities in Ohio and
Indiana, where the upper layers of the Cincinnati group are
exposed. The species also occurs at an equivalent horizon in
Wisconsin and Illinois, but has not been found at Cincinnati.
.As it differs both internally and externally from the Cincinnati
species, I could not accept Mr. Whitfield's proposition to apply
Nicholson's name to all the western+ forms, but considered myself justified in applying the new name florida to the common
Cincinnat,i species.
The genus as defined by me includes at least five species and
several varieties, all of them from the Cincinnati rocks. What
may prove another species, closely allied to C. limitaris, occurs
at Wilmington, Ill.
CoNSTELLARIA PARVA Ulrich.
PL XXXIV, Figs. 1-lb.

Zoarium consisting of irregularly undulating small fronds, two
to three mm. in thickness, and twenty-five mm. or more in
height, growing from a broad basal expansion. Surface smooth,
showing small star-shaped maculm of the type characteristic of
the genus, varying from one to one and one-half mm. apart,
measuring from center to center, and averaging sixty in the
space of ten mm. square. Zooocial walls comparatively thin
throughout, though ring-like in the mature region. Zomcial
tPaL Ohio, Vol. II. p. 215.
tGeol. of Wis .• Vol. IV, p. 251, 1882.
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tubes bending rather abruptly from the axial to the peripheral region, about 0.08 mm. in diameter in the spaces between the stars, while the two to six zooocia between the
rays of the maculm are slightly larger, sometimes having a
diameter of 0.13 mm.; apertures circular, with peristome. The
angular, thin-walled mesopores are arranged in star-shaped
maculm, and in the intermediate spaces surround the zooocia in
one or two series; they vary in size being generally smaller than
the zooocia, and largest at the center of a macula. Diaphragms
from one-half to one tube diameter apart in the peripheral
region of the zooocial tubes, and from one to two tube-diameters
apart in the axial region; very crowded and apparently upon
the same level in contiguous mesopores.
This species resembles C. fi.scheri IDr., but forms smaller and
thinner fronds, and has diaphragms throughout the zooocial
tubes; the disproportion in the size of the two sets of tubes is
much less, the zooocia are smaller, and a greater number of
mesopores is found surrounding the zooocia in this species.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

LEIOCLEMA

Ulrich, 1882.

("Am. Pal. Bry." Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p, 141.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 376.)

When this genus was proposed I was acquainted with the
type species, la,Jlopora puncta,ta, Hall, only. Now, by extending the limits, fifteen species are united under the name. Five
are here described as new, the remainder, with one exception,
having been previously described by Prof. Hall as species of
Ca,llopora. It is possible that more than one generic group is
included in the genus as now defined, but, as I found no charao~ers upon which to base satisfactory divisions, I have thought
it advisable to arrange them provisionally as one generic group.
The species are distributed as follows:· L.? wilmingtonense Ulr.,
in the Cincinnati group; L. singufare, a,speru111, floridum, and (?)
Ja,minatum of Hall in the Niagara group; L. cellulosum, pa,rasiticum, and ponderosum of Hall, in the Lower Helderberg
group;~. occidens (Ji'istulipora occidens Hall and Whitfield) in the
Hamilton group; L. wachsmuthi and subglobosum IDr., in the
-53
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Kinderhook group; L. gracillimum Ulr., in the Burlington and
Keokuk groups; L. punctatum Hall, and L. foliatum Ulr., in
the Keokuk group, and L.? araneum Ulr., in the Chester group.
Beside, several undescribed species are known, one from the
Hamilton, one from the Keokuk, one from the Chester, and
another from the Coal Measures.
LEIOCLEMA WILMINGTONENSE

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIV, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium compressed, subramose; the type specimen is about
twenty-two mm. in width and about ten mm. in thickness.
surface smooth, unmarked by maculoo,or monticules. Zorecial
tubes slightly inclined from the vertical in the center of the
branch, and reach the surface by a rather sharp curve; provided with a few diaphragms near the cortical region. Walls
but little thickened in the peripheral portion. Zorecia about
four to one mm. Apertures of zo<Ecia circular, about 0.2 mm.
in diameter, seldom in contact, being nearly always completely
surrounded by angular mesopores, which are almost as large
as the zorecia. Diaphragms numerous in the mesopores, from
0.05 to 0.10 mm. distant from one another. Acanthopores
small and inconspicuous.
Some care is required to distinguish this species from the somewhat similar Homotrypella contexta, which is associated with
it and, like it, has thin-walled zorecia separated by large mesopores. Sections at once prove the distinctness of the two forms,
the species here under consideration being entirely devoid of the
cystiphragms which are so abundant in H. contexta. The
nearest congener of this species is the L. occidens Hall and
Whitfield.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

LEIOCLEMA OCCIDENS

Hall and Whitfield.

Fistulipora occidens H. & W. 23 Reg. Rep. State Mus. N. Y., p. 228.. Pl. V, llg.9, 10; 1875.
Oallopora cincinnatfonsis Ulrich.

Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. I, p, 93,

Pl. IV,

fig. 8-Sb, 1878; Ibid. Vol. V, p, 142; Pl. VI, fig. 18-18a, 1882.

Zoarium exceedingly variable in form, commonly irregularly
ramose or lobate. Surface smooth, occasionally (in exception-
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a11y well preserved specimens) minutely spinulose; but this is
never a conspicuous feature. Walls of zooocia thin, somewhat
flexuous in the axial region, slightly thickened in the peripheral
region. Apertures of zooocia circular from 0.15 to 0.20 mm. in
diameter, seven or eight in the space of two mm.; encircled by
a single series of large angular or subcircular mesopores, on an
average about two-thirds the. size of the true zooocia. Diaphragms
rather few and remote in the zooocial tubes, in the mesopores
more numerous, and about their diameter or more apart. Acanthopores small, present in moderate numbers, and at times encroaching a little upon the zooocia.
Aside from L. minutum (?) Rominger, the nearest congener of
this species is L;? wilmingtonense from Silurian strata. These
species have a facies rather different from the other species of
this genus, and should perhaps form a separate genus. In that
case L. subglobosum, and possibly L. wachsmuthi as well, will
go with them.
Small examples of this species have been described by the
author as Callopora cincinnatiensis. The specimens were furnished him by Mr. Fred Braun, who stated that he had collected them from strata of the Cincinnati group, at Cincinnati,
0. This is now known to be an error, and careful comparison
with Iowa examples leaves no doubt as to their having been
collected at some western locality.
Position and locality: Hamilton group. Occurs abundantly
at several localities in Iowa; (Independence, Rockford and Buffalo); also at Rock Island, Ill.

LEIOCLEMA MINUTUM

Rominger?.

?Fistulipora minuta, Rominger, 1866. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 120.

Callopora minutissima Nicholson, 1875. Rep't. Pal. Ontario, p, 77, fig. 43.

This common species of the Hamilton group, closely resembles
the preceding in its minute structure, and it would be difficult to
point out any differences between them, excepting that of zoarial habit. L. minuta, so far as observed, invariably occurs as
thin incrusting layers, a mm. or less in thickness, that by superimposition of successive layers may eventually form small
masses. Such specimens are more common in the western localities than in Michigan and Canada.
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The species is identified with authentfo examples of the species, agreeing in most respects with Rominger's brief description. The interspaces are, however, not vesiculose, but occupied by unmistakable mesopores, with open apertures. The
structure, therefore, is not as in Fistulipora. Should an examination of Rominger's original types prove his species distinct,
then Nicholson's name will stand.
Position and locality: Common at Buffalo and Davenport in
Iowa, Andalusia and Rock Island, in Ill., and at several localities in Northern Michigan and Western Ontario.
LEIOCLEMA WACHSMUTH! Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 7, 7b ..

Zoarium a thin expansion, consisting of one or more superimposed layers, each one mm. or less in thickness; the lower
surface provided with a finely wrinkled epithecal membrane.
Surface irregularly undulating or montiferous, occasionally
showing a tendency to throw up short, slender branches, from
one to two mm. in diameter. Zorecia about six in the space of
two mm. with thin walls, at first prostrate, then curving and
opening perpendicularly to the surface. Apertures mostly oval,
some circular, their longer diameter about, 0.2 mm.; their margins beset with small spinules, the surface projections of the
acanthopores which occasionally project into the visceral cavity
and give the aperture a fl.oriform aspect. Mesopores angular,
very numerous, completely encircling the zorecia in from one to
three rows.
The thin laminar growth, and the exceeding abundance of the
mesopores are the most marked features of this species.
Position and locality: Kinderhook group, Marshalltown, Ia.

LEIOCLEMA SUDGLOBOSUM Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 8, Sb.

Zoarium subglobose, pedunculate, base sometimes expanded.
Surface smooth. Zorecia radiating out in curved lines in all
directions from the center of the base. Tube walls thicken in-
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appreciably as they near the surface. Zooocia eight or nine in
the space of two mm., with circular or oval apertures 0.15 to
0.2 mm. in diameter. Zooocia separated by angular or subcircular mesopores arranged in a single or double series, sometimes forming small clusters. Mesopores from one-half to threefourths as large as the zooocia. Diaphragms fairly abundant
throughout the zooocial tubes, very numerous and closely set in
the mesopores. Sections present obscure evidences of the diaphragms of the mesopores having a central perforation. Acanthopores numerous and of large size.
The figure of the tangential section (Pl. LXXV. fig. Sb) does
not represent the structure as well as it might. Some of the
acanthopores are made too prominent and others overlooked
entirely. This is due to the peculiar fossilization by which the
internal characters are much obscured. The globose form in
connection with the strong tabulation easily distinguish this
species from the other species of the genus.
Position and locality: Kinderhood group, Marshalltown, Ia.

LEIOCLEMA GRACILLIMUM

ffirich.

Pl. LXXV, fig. 6, 6b.

Zoarium ramose, branching regularly: branches from one to
one and a half mm. in diameter. Surface even. Apertures of
zooocia elliptical, about 0.15 mm. in their longer diameter, and
0.1 mm. in their shorter diameter, eight or nine in two mm.;
surrounded by a large number of very small mesopores. Acanthopores small, numerous.
This species is closely allied to L. punctatum, but is distinguished from it by its smaller cells, and smaller branches, which
are also more constant in size. It seems to have an extended
vertical range. The typical form _is from the Keokuk group.
Specimens which cannot be distinguished from the typical forms
are found in the Kinderhook, Burlington and Warsaw groups.
Position and locality: Occurs at most localities of the Keokuk
group; in the Kinderhook group at Marshalltown, Ia; in the
Burlington group at Burlington, Iowa, and in the Warsaw beds,
at Warsaw, Ill.
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LEIOCLEMA PUNCTATUM

HaJl.

Callopora punotata Hall, 1858. Geol. Iowa, Vol. I, part II. Pal. p, 653.
Callopora missouriensis Rominger, 1866. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p, 117.
Leioolema punotata Ulrich, 1882. Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Yo!. V. p, 141.
Pl. VI, fig. I, Ia.

Zoarium ramose, reaching a height sometimes of fifteen to
twenty cm., branches from two to five, generally about four
mm. in diameter, springing from a broad irregular basal expansion, which may be free and with a wrinkled basal epitheca
or attached to foreign bodies. Surface smooth or slightly
tubercled, in well preserved specimens, spinulose, having a hirsute appearance under a pocket lens. Walls of zooocia flexuous
in the axial region, comparatively thick in the peripheral region.
Zooocia about five or six in the space of two mm., with sub-circular, or petaloid apertures, from 0.15 to 0.2 mm. in diameter.
Mesopores sub-angular, small, their diameter about one-third
that of the zooocia, arranged in two or three or more series
about the zooocia, frequently aggregated into large irregular
groups, comparatively more numerous on the basal portion
than higher up on the zoarium. Diaphragms strong, few and
remote in the zooocial tubes, more numerous and about their
own diameter apart in the mesopores. Acanthopores large and
numerous, from four to seven encircling the zooocia and encroaching upon their visceral cavity, causing the floriform appearance of the zooocia observed in tangential sections and
upon the surface.
The robust habit of growth distinguishes this species from L.
gracillimum. The great abundance of mesopores and acanthopores, in connection with the growth, separates it from aJl other
species of the genus.
Position and locality: This is the most abundant species in
the Keokuk limestone, occurring at Keokuk and other localities
in Iowa; Warsaw Ill.; Lagrange, Mo. (Rominger); and King's
Mountain, Ky. Also in the Warsaw beds.
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Ulrich.

(Fig. 1, page 301.l

Zoarium a delicate laminar expansion, from one-half to one
and a half mm. in thickness, with a thin wrinkled epitheca on
the under surface. Upper surface even, spinulose, with a hirsute
appearance. Zocecia, except at their origin, direct, with thin
walls, about six in the space of two mm. Apert,ures circular,
petaloid, about 0.2 mm. in diameter. Mesopores small, angular or subcircular, arranged in a single, occasionally a double
row about the zocecia. Diaphragms thin, few and remote in
the zooocial tubes, rather more than their own diameter apart
in the mesopores, sometimes apparently wanting even in these.
Acanthoporcs very large and prominent, usually three, sometimes four, surrounding each zocecium and projecting more or
less into its cavity.
The laminar form, less numerous acanthopores, and comparatively small number of mesopores, distinguish this species from
the L. punctatum, occurring in the same beds.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill.
LEIOCLEMA? ARANEUM

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXV, Fig. 9-9c.

Zoarium consisting of a thin crust, about one-half mm. in
thickness, attached to foreign bodies, sometimes throwing up
small, short branches. Surface generally even, sometimes marked
with small, pointed tubercles. Zocecia arranged radially about
one or more centers; at first prostrate, soon proceeding directly
to the surface, nine or ten in the space of two mm., sometimes
in contact, at other times separated by mesopores. Apertures
oval, their longer diameter scarcely 0.2 mm. Mesopores small,
irregular in shape, frequently compressed between the zocecia,
scattered about rather promiscuously, commonly aggregated
into clusters, which are often elevated into conical monticules,
appearing subsolid at the surface. Diaphragms closely set in
the zooocial tubes, about three in the space of a tube diameter,
a little more closely set in the mesopores. Acanthopores very
small, sit,uated in the wall of the zocecium, with from seven to
ten encircling each zorncium.
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Different examples show considerable variation in the number
of mesopores. The most marked features of this species are the
tenuity of the zoarium, the small size of the zoCPcia, the comparatively small number of mesopores, the large number and
extreme minuteness of the acanthopores, and the nearly equal
tabulation of zooocial tubes and mesopores. It prefers to attach
itself to the shells of Brachiopoda, though it is found adherent
to other organisms as well.
Position and locality: Monroe Co., Ill.; Chester, Ill.; Pulaski
and Jackson Co., Ky.; and probably at all typical localities of
the Chester group.
BATOSTOMELLA Ulrich, 1882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 141and154).
(For generic diagnosis see page 375.l

This genus attained its maximum and most typical development during Carboniferous time. With perhaps three or four
exceptions, the Silurian and Devonian species present peculiarities which, when once we have a good understanding of this
group of fossils, may necessitate their removal to other genera.
The two species next described belong to these doubtful forms,
but the four following them are typical members of the genus.
A small portion of a tangential section taken from an unusually well preserved example of B. gracilis is figured on plate
XXXV, fig. 2. It should be compared whh the sections of B.
obliqua figured on plate XLVI.
BATOSTOMELLA SIMULATRIX Ulrich.
Pl. XXXV, fig. 1-lg.

Zoarium dendroidal, throwing off cylindrical branches from
two to five mm. in diameter. Surface smooth, with clusters not
at all or but slightly elevated, in which the interspaces between
the cells are wider and mesopores more abundant than elsewhere.
Zooocial tubes a little irregular in their. course in the axial portion, quite oblique in the peripheral zone where their walls become considerably thickened. Apertures of zooocia oval, owing
to the obliquity of the tubes, about 0.2 mm. in their longer
diameter and about eight in two mm. measuring longitudinally.
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Zorecial tubes for a short distance after their ongm rather
closely tabulated, a~erwards the diaphragms become about two
tube diameters or less apart. Mesopores moderately abundant,
with rather close-set diaphragms. Acanthopores very small.
In the oval form of the cells, the numerous mesopores, the
frequent closure of the cell apertures by perforated opercular
structures, this species is remarkably like Callopora sigillaroides
Nich., but its internal structure is altogether different. Internally it can scarcely be distinguished from B. trentonensis Nich.,
from the Tr~nton limestone of Ontario, but the smaller size of
this species, and its rather more oval apertures and different
horizon discriminate the form from that.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Savanna, Ill., and at
a number of localities in Ohio and Indiana, where the upper
beds of this formation are exposed.
BATOSTOMELLA OBLIQUA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVI, fig. 9-2c.
Zoarium dendroidal, consisting of dichotomously and otherwise branching stems, of an average thickness of six mm. Surface marked with low rounded tubercles compose<l of larger
sized cell apertures; centers of clusters 2.5 mm. apart. Zorecial
tubes slightly tortuous, opening very obliquely upon the surface, their walls thin and somewhat fl.exuous in the axial region, rather thick in the cortical zone. Both tangential and
vertical sections show that the central portion of the wall is
granular. Apertures angular, elongated, owing to their obliquity, those occupying the monticules especially so, about seven
in two mm. measuring lengthwise. Mesopores few or wanting.
Two or three diaphragms developed just before the tubes enter
the peripheral region. A few faint and small acanthopores appear to be present in tangential sections; not ob8erved on the
surface.
The great obliquity of the tubes, the absence, more or less
complete, of mesopores, and the angular elongated apertures
are the most distinctive characters of this form. The granular
structure of the central portion of the walls is the chief ground
-54
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for placing this species under Batostomella,. This peculiar structure is present in well preserved examples of B. gracilis James,
as figured on plate XXXV, fig. 2.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Alpena, Michigan.
The specimens from which this description is drawn were kindly
donated to the author by the Rev. W. H. Barris, of Davenport,
Iowa.
BATOSTOMELLA INTERSTINCTA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 4-4c.

Zoarium forming a very thin incrustation, spread upon crinoid
columns, throwing up irregularly branched shoots, one mm.
or thereabouts in diameter at the basal portion, and somewhat
more higher up. Surface smooth; when well preserved hirsute.
Zooocial tubes make a very abrupt bend from the axial to the
peripheral region. Apertures varying from circular to oval,
about nine in two mm., measuring along the irregular obliquely
ascending intersecting rows of apertures. In the thin basal expansion the interspaces are less wide, and there are fewer mesopores. Here the average long diameter of the oval apertures is
about 0.18 mm., while upon the ramose portion the diameter
of the mostly circular apertures rarely exceeds 0.1 mm. A
considerable number of mesopores are developed upon the ramose portion. Diaphragms few or wanting. The cortical region is equal in thickness to about the diameter of the axial
region, the most marked peculiarity of this species and one
which at once distinguishes it from all other species of the genus.
The irregular growth, large basal expansion, and its larger
cell apertures, readily distinguish this species from B. spinulosa.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; ratl;ier rare at Pella,
Iowa.
BATOSTOMELLA SPINULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 1-le.

Zoarium slender, ramose, branching at greater or less intervals, the cylindrical stems from one to two mm. in diameter.
Surface smooth; when well preserved, hirsute. Zooocial tubes
thick-walled and direct in the cortical region after making a
rather abrupt turn from the axial region where they are thin-
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walled. Zooocial apertures separated by thick interspaces, oval,
variable in size, the average long diameter being 0.1 mm., six
or seven in two mm., measuring lengthwise. Mesopores small,
moderately abundant, circular or broadly oval. Diaphragms
often wanting in the zocecial tubes, never numerous; generally
lacking in the mesopores. Acanthopores very numerous, arranged
in a circular band about each zooocium.
The peculiarities of tabulation, the thick walls, and vast number of acanthopores, causing the spinulose aspect of the surface,
are the most noticeable features of this species.
Position and locality: Chester group. Abundant at Sloan's
Valley, Pulaski Co., and other localities in Kentucky; worn,
specimens from Chester, Ill., are referred doubtfully to this
species.
BATOSTOMELLA ABRUPTA

ffirich.

Pl. LXXV, fig. 2-2e.

Zoarium dendroidal, from two to three mm. in diameter. Surface smooth, hirsute, with clusters of somewhat larger cells.
Zooocial tubes inclining gently outwards from their origin, rather
oblique even in the cortical region, causing the apertures to
have a somewhat oval shape. Apertures about eight in two
mm. When in a good state of preservation the apertures are
surrounded by a sloping space. The thick interspaces are occupied by one or two rows of closely arranged small acanthopores. When in two series, they are sep~rated by a groove in
which an occasional mesopore of small size may be detected.
Walls of zomcial tubes abruptly thickened in the unusually narrow cortical region. An oecasional diaphragm developed in the
zooocial tubes.
The somewhat more robust growth, very narrow cortical
region, the larger cells, and the abruptly thickened walls, are
the principal points which distinguish this species from B. spinulosa, found in the same beds.
·
Position and locality: Chester group, Sloans Valley, Pulaski
Co., Ky. Probably occurs at Chester and other localities in
Illinois.
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BATOST0¥ELLA NITIDULA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 3-3b.

In this species the zoarium consists of very slender branching
stems, about one mm. in thickness. Surface even, hirsute. Cell
apertures oval, variable in size, the largest about 0.15 mm. in
their longer diameter; about eight in two mm., with only moderately thick interspaces. Often the cell aperture is provided
with an opercular structure having a central perforation.
Zomcial walls frequently flexuous in the axial region, considerably and abruptly thickened in the cortical zone. Mesopores
moderately abundant. Diaphragms almost wanting. A single
row of acanthopores encircles each zomcium.
This species holds an intermediate position between B. spinulosa and B. abrupta,. The greater irregularity in branching,
the larger cell apertures, less numerous acanthopores, greater
obliquity of zomcial tubes in the axial region, thinner interspaces and other points separate it from B. spinulosa. The
comparatively wider cortical region, thinner interspaces, fewer
acanthopores, and more slender habit of growth, distinguish it
from B. abrupta.
Position and locality: Chester group; Chester, Ill., and Sloan's
Valley, Ky.

STENOPORA Lonsdale, 1845.
(Strzelecki's Phys. Desc. N. S. Wales, p. 99.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 375.)

Like the genera Cha,etetes and Monticulipora. this genus has
for many years served as the receptacle for very diversely constructed Palmozoic Bryozoa. We owe it to the labors of Dr. H.
A. Nicholson and Mr. R. Ethridge, Jr., that we now possess
some adequate idea of the true structure of the genus, these
naturalists having published a short time ago critical descriptions and figures of Lonsdale's types* together with several
new species.
The present addition to our knowledge of Stenopora, makes
it abundantly evident that the genus has no affinities with the
FAvosITID.E, but that in Ba,tostomelfa on the one hand, and

* Ann.

and Mag. Nat. Hist. Vol. IV, 1879, and Vol. XVII, 1886.
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Anisotrypa, on the other, we see the closest possible relations.
Going a little farther we arrive by eaf!y gradations into most
close proximity to such undoubted Bryozoa as Rhombopora.
Indeed in practice it is not an easy task by any means fo draw
the line· between these genera, though the typical forms appear
to differ widely. It, will require nothing less than a monographical study to determine the exact limits of each division.
STENOPORA AMERICANA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXIV, fig. 1-la.

Zoarium ramose, branches large, subcylindrical, irregularly
divided, twenty-five to forty mm. in diameter, and twelve cm.
or more in height. Usually they are very much flattened by
pressure, and appear to be frondescent. Surface sometimes
smooth, generally marked by somewhat elevated, broad tubercles, whose summits are about four mm. apart. Zooocia with
rounded or polygonal apertures varying according as the interspaces are thick or thin; those on the monticules a half
larger than the others; nine or ten of the ordinary size in three
mm. Zooocial tubes thin-walled and vertical in the axial region,
then bending rapidly outward proceed direct to the surface; as
they enter the peripheral region their walls gradually exhibit the
moniliform thickenings characteristic of the genus. These soon
become more pronounced and the intervals shorter. Near the
surface five to eight occur in two mm. Diaphragms horizontal,
perforated. Mesopores absent or very few. Acanthopores of
moderate size, fairly abundant, giving to the well preserved surface a spinoAe aspect.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Warsaw, and Jersey
Co., Ill. Not uncommon.
var.

VARSOVIENSIS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXIV. fig. 3, 3a.

'rhis variety has smaller zorecia and much thicker walls than
the typical form. The moniliform thickenings of the walls are
also less distinct from each other. The specimens are from
Warsaw, Ill.
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STENOPORA MONTIFERA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIV, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium consisting of thin larninm, which sometimes appear
to have been part of large hollow branches. Surface with large
and very prominent monticules. Zorncia eight to ten in three
mm.; generally with very thin walls and angular apertures. Remaining external features like those of S. americana, of which
it may be only a good variety.
The internal structure of these specimens differs slightly from
that of typical S. americana, the periodic thickening of the
walls being more irregular, and the divisional line between the
zorncia marked by a closely arranged series of minute dark
spots, which are also to be detected in vertical sections.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Otter creek, Jersey Co.,
Ill.; Bentonsport, Iowa, and other localities.
STENOPORA EMACIATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIV, Fig. 2-2a.

Zoarium laminar, attaining· a considerable width; thickness
one mm. or more; under surface provided with a thin wrinkled
epitheca. Surface marked with groups of larger cells, which are
elevated into low broad monticules, about four mm. apart,
measuring from center to center. Apertures polygonal, varying
in width from 0.3 mm, in the intermacular spa<>es, to 0.5 in the
clusters, about eight or nine in three mm. Walls very thin,
spinose at the angles. Zorncial tubes bending toward the surface very soon after their origin. Walls very thin throughout,
but appreciably thickened at intervals. about seven times in two
mm. Mesopores wanting. Perforated diaphragms very thin, a
tube diameter or so apart. Acanthopores small, excepting in
t,he clusters of large cells, commonly at the angles, protruding
more or less into the zorncial chambers.
The very thin walls and more numerous diaphragms distinguish this species from S. montifera. S. tuberculata Prout,
differs somewhat in growth, and has the walls more decidedly
thickened and at shorter intervals. The diaphragms are also
more numerous.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Warsaw, Ill., and
Keokuk, Iowa.
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STENOPORA INTERCALARIS Ulrich.
PL LXXIV. Fig. 5-5a.

Zoarium consisting of large cylindrical branches from one to
two cm. in diameter. Surface smooth, without groups of larger
cells. Zomcia polygonal, somewhat variable in size, apertures
subangular, 0.18 to 0.25 inm. in diameter, about ten in three
mm. Interspaces moderately thick, with spines at the angles
when the surface is well preserved. Walls of zomcia thin and
faintly fiexuous in the axial region, thickened and irregularly
moniliform in the c~rtical region, the beads not separated by
thin intervals, but merged into each other. Mesopores quite
numerous for the genus, small, but varying in size, circular or
angular, intermittent and irregular. A few diaphragms developed
in the outer part of the axial region, generally absent in the
cortical region. Acanthopores numerous, invariably situated at
the angles of junction.
This species differs from 8. americana, witih which it is associated, in having no monticules nor clusters of large cells,
smaller cell apertures, far greater number of mesopores (which
may be detected on the surface) and much fewer diaphragms.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Warsaw, Ill.
STENOPORA ANGULARIS Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIV, Fig. 6-6b.

Zoarium consisting of extremely massive branches, the largest
specimen under investigation being eight cm. wide and four cm.
thick just before a bifurcation, the latter measurement being
about equivalent to the normal diameter of the branches. Surface smooth but with group of cells decidedly larger than the
average. Apertures angular, variable in form, with thin interspaces, about ten in three mm. Walls of tubes thin in the axial
region, and but very little thickened in the cortical though preserving t,he moniliform character of the genus. In the cortical
region the zomcia do not form continuous tubes, but the whole
is divisible into a number of distinct thin layers. Mesopores
very few. Diaphragms wanting. Acanthopores abundant and
commonly occupying the angles, not very large, but conspicuous
on account of the tenuity of the walls.
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Its large size, comparatively small angular cells, absence of
diaphragms, and very thin walls, are characters which, combined, easily distinguish the species from others of the genus.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Lagrange, Mo.
STENOPORA INTERMITTENS Ulrich.

Fig. 16. Sections of Stenopora intermittens Ulr., x 18.
a. -tangential section showing extremes in the thickness of the walls, a few perforated
diaphragms, and the conspicuous acanthopores; b.-vertical section showing the faintly
beaded struc ure of the walls, and the intermittent development of the acanthopores.

Zoarium an irregular broad expansion, presenting a very
rough aspect. Lower side with a strong epitheca. Upper surface very irregular in its general contour, but exhibiting faintly
elevated broad monticules, occupied by cells scarcely larger than
the average. Apertures angular, quite regularly polygonal, often
quadrate, between seven and eight in two mm. The zoarium
seems to be composed of a number of superimposed layers.
The zooocial walls are very thin till near the termination of the
layers when they are moderately thickened, and numerous, exceedingly strong acanthopores are abruptly developed. Perforated diaphragms occur sparingly, and the walls occasionally
show long narrow swellings.
The peculiar growth, thin walls, and intermittent character of
the zoarium, are the most marked features of the species.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Warsaw, Ill.
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STENOPORA TUBERCULATA Prout.
Flustra tuberculat,a Prout. 1859. Trans. St. Louis, Acad. Sci. Vol. I. p, 447.
Oyclopora polymorpha Prout. 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. l,p. 578.
Oyclopora polymorpha Prout. 1866. Geo!. Sur. Ill. Vol. II, p. 421. PI. XX!. fig. 5,5b.

Pl. XVII, Ilg. 3-3f.

Fig. 17. Sections of Stenopora tuberculata Prout xl8.
a.-Tangential section; b.-Vertical section showing thickness of layers and tabulation of zorecial tubes.

Zoarium an expanded crust attached to Brachiopoda and
other organisms, frequently attaining a large size by superimposing of numerous thin layers; sometimes hemispherical, discoidal, or laminar, and apparently free, with a rugose epitheca
upon the lower side. Surface smooth or with faintly marked,
scarcely elevated, clusters of cell apertures but little larger than
the average. Apertures polygonal, quite regularly arranged,
about ten of the average size in three mm., separated by thin
interspaces, spinose at the angles. Zorecial tubes for a short
distance prostrate, then curving rapidly to proceed direct to the
surface of the layer. Walls thin, somewhat flexuous, often distinctly moniliform. A few mesopores may occur near the center
of the clusters mentioned. Diaphragms abundant, perforated,
from one-half to their diameter apart. Acanthopores abundant
of moderate size, often encroaching upon the visceral cavity.
· The variable form of growth, thicker walls and more numerous diaphragms, discriminate this species from S. ema,cfata,
while the more decidedly moniliform walls, thinner zoarial layers,
slightly larger zorecia, and smaller acanthopores, separate it
from S. cestriensi"I. I cannot distinguish from this species
Prout's Cyclopora, polymorpl1a,, described from the Chester
group and propose to unite them as above.
-55
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Position and locality: Chester group, Chester and numerous
other localitfos in Illinois; also common in the Warsaw beds,
which furnished the original examples of the species, and in the
'St. Louis limestone.

S'l'ENoPORA CESTRIENSIS Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIV, fig. 7,7a.

Zoarium forming laminar expansions of considerable breadth,
the under surface provided with a thick concentrically wrinkled
epitheca. The typical example consists of but .a single layer
with an average thickness of about five mm. Celluliferous surface
spinulose where well preserved, with low broad tubercles occupied by cell apertures slightly larger than the average; centers of monticules three or four mm. apart. Zomcial apertures sub-circular or polygonal, about eleven in three mm. Immature portion of zomcial tubes short, prostrate, bending
rather quickly and proceeding direct to the surface.
Walls
thickened, but seldom appearing distinctly moniliform, the
swellings usually being merged into each other. Divisional line
between zomcia sharply defined. .Mesopores probably absent.
Diaphragms abundant,, close set, five or six in one mm. Central perforation large, often closed with a fiat or concave plate.
Acanthopores numerous, rather large, usually situated at the
angles and bulging a little into the zomcial cavity. They appear more than usually conspicuous in tangential sections, being
sharply defined and the dark central spot comparatively large.
This species is related to S. tuberculata Prout, hut the cells
are smaller, their individual walls more clearly defined, the
acanthopores more conspicuous, and the zomcial layers at least
twice as thick.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.

STENOPORA RAl\losA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIII, fig. 6, 6c.

Zoariurn ramose, consisting of cylindrical or somewhat compressed stems from five to ten mm. in diameter.
Surface usually even but marked with clusters of cells a little larger than
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the average. Zooocial apertures angular or sub-circular, frequently preserving the perforated opercula, separated by thin
interspaces, about nine or ten in three mm. Zooocial tubes proceeding in a very gradual curve to the surface where they are
almost direct. Walls of zooocia very thin and fiexuous in the
axial region, considerably thickened in the peripheral region
where they are more or less regularly moniliform, the swellings,
however, not separated by very thin intervals. Divisional line
between adjoining zooocia. generally well defined.
Diaphragms
horizontal, with a sub-central perforation, having a thickened
margin, rather more than one-half their diameter apart, developed mainly in the cortical region. Mesopores oval, very few.
Acanthopores of moderate size, situated generally at the angles,
occasionally projecting into .the zooocial cavity.
Sections of a single example show what may be rather large
communication pores. In tangential sections they appear as
simple transverse lines of lighter color than the walls. In vertical sections they are again represented by narrow light intervals, traversing the walls in a direction parallel with the /\shaped layers of sclerenchyma.
Position and locality: Chester group. Common at Sloan's
Valley, Pulaski Co., and other localities in Kentucky. Several
illy preserved specimens from Chester, Illinois, are supposed to
belong here.
STENOPORA MEEKANA ffirich.
Pl. LXXIll, Fig. 7-7a.

Zoarium ramose, consisting of robust branches, fifteen mm. or
more in diameter. Surface without monticules but marked with
clusters of cell apertures about one-third larger than the aver_
age size. Apertures angular, with thin interspaces, a bout nine
of the ordinary size in three mm. Zooocial tubes curving gradually from the axial region, direct in the peripheral region.
Walls thin and irregularly fiexuous in the axial region, thickened and more or less moniliform in the cortical region. Divisional plane between adjoining zooocia, marked by lighter colored
tissue or a dark line. A few thin diaphragms are developed aA
the tubes approach the mature region. Here~they are somewhat
thicker, and close set, about two-thirds of a tube diameter
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apart, and, as usual, perforated subcentrally. Mesopores very
few or wanting. Acanthopores not very large, numer6us, almost
all the angles being occupied.
The far more robust habit of growth, larger number of acanthopores, and somewhat thicker walls, are peculiarities which
easily distinguish this species from S. ramosa,. In other respects they are practically identical, and I do not doubt that
they have been developed from a common type.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
STENOPORA RUDIS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXII, Fig. 8-Sb.

Zoarium consisting of hollow irregular branches, varying
in size and composed of one or several superimposed layers,
each 1.5 mm. or less in thickness. Surface smooth, but with
well marked, scarcely elevated, clusters of cells, about one-half
larger than the average size. Apertures polygonal, those
of the average size 0.3 mm. in diameter, and eight in 3
mm. Zomcial tubes oblique and thin walled at first, then making
an abrupt bend, proceed directly to the surface, the walls at
the same time becoming much thicker. One to three bead-like
swellings succeed the first. Two to five perforated diaphragms
intersect the tubei-; of each layer, the first occurring at the
point where the tubes bend outward. Rather small acanthopores
occupy less than half of the angles of junction between the
zomcia. Divisional line between the walls of adjoining zomcia
well marked.
This species makes a close approach to Anisotrypa,, but the
acanthopores ally it rather more closely with Stenopora,. Sections have a general resemblance to those of S. polymorpha,
Prout, but the zomcia are larger and the acanthopores less
numerous. The hollow branches and large cells distinguish it
from the Keokuk species of the genus.
Position and locality: Chester· group. Sloan's Valley, Pulaski
Co., Ky.
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STENoPORA CARBONARIA Worthen.
Pl. LXXIII, Fig. 8-8a.
Chretetes? carbonaria Worthen, 1875. Geo!. Sur. Ill., Vol. 6, p. 526. Pl. XXXII, Fig. 5.
Btenoporo, carbonaria Foerste, 1887.

Bull. Sci. Lab. Denison Univ., Vol. 2, p. 85.

Pl.

VIII, Fig. 13a-c.

Zoarium ramose, consisting of sub-cylindrical branches, varying in diameter from ten to fifteen mm. Surface smooth, not
exhibiting groups of cells marked by differing from the average
size. Zorncial apertures angular and sub-circular, with either
thick or thin interspaces, about ten or eleven ii:J. three mm.
Walls of zorncial tubes moniliform in the cortical region, the
swellings irregular, often merged into each other, at other times
separated by a thin interval; twelve to fourteen in two mm.
Thin centrally perforated diaphragms developed in the mature
zorncia and about a tube diameter apart; none were observed in
the axial region. Mesopores almost wantiing. Acanthopores
large, fairly numerous. The divisional line between the thickened portions of the walls of adjoining zorncia is marked by a
series of minute dark spots.
The above describes the typical form of the species. Associated
with them are a number of other specimens offering certain
peculiarities that, while not very marked, are nevertheless sufficient for identification. These I propose to designate as varie- ·
ties maculosa, and conferta..
var. MACULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIII, Fig. 10-lOa.

This differs from the typical form in having well-marked
groups of small cells, surrounded by zorncia apertures of larger
size than the average. Nine or ten of the ordinary size in three
mm. The diaphragms are also stronger and more numerous.
The branches too are generally somewhat stronger, being sometimes as much as twenty-five mm. in diameter.
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var. CONFERTA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIII, Fig. 9-9a.

This variety has the beads of the moniliform walls more
closely set, there being in the peripheral region ten or eleven in
one mm. The moniliform character of the walls is more pronounced in thiR variet,y than in any other form of the genus
known to me, excepting S. ohioensis Foerste, lately described
from the base of the Coal Measures in Ohio. Should it prove
upon further examination that the var. conferta, is identical
with the Ohio form, then Mr. Foerste's name will take precedence over mine.
Position and locality: Coal Measures; both the varieties and
the typical form, occur at Caseyville, Ill. I have also studied
examples from Ohio. and from Lawrence; Kansas.
STENOPORA? SIGNATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIII, flg. 5, ob.
Zoarium consisting of branching cylindrical stems, from four
to seven mm. in diameter. Surface hirsute, without monticules
Zorecial apertures small, sub-circular or sub-polygonal, varying
in diameter from 0.15 to 0.25 mm.; about seven in two mm.
Interspaces moderately thick, minutely granulose between the
strong acanthopores which occur at many of the angles. Zorecial
tubes curving gradually from the center of the axial region to
the surface, where they are direct. Walls thin in the axial region, considerably and irregularly thickened in the cortical region, never distinctly moniliform. Diaphragms entirely wanting.
Acanthopores very large, about one to every two zorecia. Sections present a peculiar feature. In tangential sections, for instance, the zorecial cavity is surrounded by a single series of
very minute dark spots. Along the middle of the partition between the zorecia the same kind of spots form closely arranged
stellate clusters, of five or more, while a single series again
surrounds the acanthopores. In vertical sections these peculiar
tipots are closely arranged in transverse series and less regularly in vertical rows. At the surface they appear as granules.
I am unable to offer a satisfactory explanation of these singular structures. It is possible, however, that they represent the
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foundations of delicate setre. Similar structures have been detected in B11;ctropom simplex and in species of Rhombopom (e.g.
R. crassa.) The minute dark spots bet.ween the walls of the
zooocia in S. montifer11; and other species of the genus are probably of the same nature.
The generic reference of the species is somewhat doubtful, and
there is little danger of confounding it with any species of
Stenopor11; known to me. The large acanthopores serve amply
in distinguishing specimens from Rhombopora, crass11; Ulrich, an
associated form.
Position and locality: Coal Measures. The only examples
seen are from Caseyville, Ill.
ANISOTRYPA Ulrich, 1883.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VI, p. 275.l
(For generic diagnosis see page ::176.J

When I proposed this genus I supposed t.he hollow branches
and the large cell which occurs at sub-regular intervals among
the ordinary zooocia of A. symmetric11;, were characters of generic importance. My acquaintance with Stenopom Lonsdale,
and Rhombopom Meek, at that time also was limited. Now,
since I have gone over the ground much more fully, I find that
both features are really of only specific importance. That I
failed to grasp the more significant characfors is to be credited
to my ignorance of the close relationship existing between Anisotryp11; and Stenopor11;. This relation seems quite remote when
we compare only the typical species of the genera, but becomes
rapidly less distant with the extension of our comparisons, so
that now the only structures that are not common to the two
genera are the acanthopores. 'l'hese are wanting in Anisotrypa,
Another peculiarity that may hold good for the genus is the
ridge-like form of the interspaces separating the zooocia apertures. The affinities with Rhombopora, Meek, will be discussed
in my remarks upon that genus.
Six species are known to me at this time, the oldest being
from the Keokuk group in Lincoln county, Kentucky, and is described as Rlwmbopora, eleg11;ntufa in my "Am. Pal. Bry." It.
agTees in all essential respects with A. symmetric11;, and like that
species, bas occasional large cells. Two species, the A. fistulosa,
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and ra,mulosa, belong to the St. Louis group. They are remarkably alike in tangential sections, but the first grows in irregular hollow branches, while the second forms small solid ramulets.
Two species differing from each other in precisely the same
m11nner, and from the St. Louis forms, by their much thicker
walls and somewhat smaller cells, occur in the Chester group.
The one I have called A. solida,, the other must await an opportunity for publication. The sixth species is A. symmetTica,
the type of the genus. It is not uncommon at several Chester
localities in Kentucky, and I have also seen specimens from Illinois, that were collected by Mr. J. M. Nickles at Chester. A
good example is figured on Pl. LXXII, fig. 5, to show the general arrangement of the zooocia and the distribution of the
larger cells.
ANISOTRYPA FISTULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 6-6c.

Zoarium composed of from one to three layers, each about
one mm. in thickness, assuming the form of very irregular,
branching hollow stems, from less than five mm. to more than
ten in diameter. Inner side lined with a finely wrinkled epitheca.
Surface generally smooth, at intervals of three or four mm. with
clusters of apertures of larger size than the average, which
in rare instances are slightly elevated. A few small cells usually
present near the centers of the clusters.
Apertures regularly
arranged, polygonal, commonly hexagonal, varying in diameter
from 0.28 mm. to 0.5 mm., in the clusters, nine or ten of the
average size in three mm., separated by comparatively thin
partitions. Zooocial tubes curving gently throughout their
lenght, not quite direct even at the surface of the layers. Walls
thin and fiexuous below, but towards the surface they become
rather abruptly, but only moderately thickened. Lines between
walls of adjoining zooocia sharply marked. Mesopores (?) (small
tubes) very rare, only in the groups of larg·e zooocia. Diaphragms
with rather large perforations, three or four in each tube,
quite commonly observed closing their apertures.
This fine species is readily distinguished from A. symmetrica
(a Chester species) by the thinner walls and in having groups
of large cells instead of one or two zooocia of very large size.'
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Position and locality: 8t. Louis group, Pella, Iowa. A similar species, having somewhat smaller cells, occurs in the Chester
limestone.
ANISOTRYPA RAMULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 7, 7a.

In its minute structure this species closely resembles A.. fi.stu-

losa, from which it may be distinguished by its consisting of
small solid branches, from three to six mm. in thickness. The
cell apertures are about of the same size and shape, though,
perhaps always, separated by slightly thicker walls, and there
are clusters of large sized apertures. The minute structure of
the walls and the arrangement of the perforated diaphragms
in the mature region are not materially different. Vertical sections will of course be distinguished immediately by the solid
axis of the present species. The zooocial tubes in the axial region have very thin walls, and so far as observed are not
crossed by diaphragms.
Position and locality: St. Louis group. Pella, Iowa.
ANISo'.rRYPA soLIDA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 9-!Je.

Zoarium consisting of solid cylindrical stems, branching dichotomously and otherwise. The examples from Sloan's Valley,
Ky., average three mm. in diameter, those from Chester, Ill.,
nearly five mm. Surface with clusters of cells a little largi>r
t,han the average, which are only conspicuous when they are
slightly elevated. Zooocia polygonal, usually hexagonal, varying in width from 0.28 to 0.45 mm. in the clusters, nine or ten
of the average size in three mm. Apertures oval or subcircular, rarely angular. Zooocial tubes curving gradually from the
axial region to the surface where they are direct. Walls thin
in the axial, very much thickened in the narrow cortical region,
where they may present one or two faint constrictions. Adjoining zooocia separated by a well marked divisional line. Interspaces thick and ridge like. Three or more perforated diaphragms intersect the tubes in the mature region. Dark spots
-56
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appear in tangential sections at the angles of the zooocia which
simulate acanthopores, but are not of that nature so far as I
can make out.
The solidity of the stems is the character that separates this
form readily from A. symmetrica,, the type of the genus, figured
on Pl. LXXII, fig. 5; it also lacks the single very large aperture at the centre of the clusters, which is such a characteristic
feature of that species. The much thicker interspaces distinguish the species from A. ra,mulosa,.
Position and locality: Chester group. Sloan's Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky., and Chester, Ill.
AMPLEXOPORA. Ulrich, 1882.
("Am. Pal. Bry," Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V. p. 154.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 377.)

Fourteen species of this genus, ranging in time from the
Trenton to the Hamilton group, have been studied by me.
The two here described have thinner walls than is usual in the
genus, differing in that respect. conspicuously from A. cingulata,.
Still they present all the essential characters of Amplexopora,,
and are brought into closer connection with the typical species
than at first appears by such intermediate forms as A. superba,
Foord, A. septosa, and A. robusta, Ulrich. In their general
structure species of Amplexopora resemble ramose species of
Stenopora Lonsdale, but are fundamentally distinguished by
the opercular structures, perforated diaphragms, and periodically constricted zooocial walls of that genus.
AMPLEXOPORA AFFINIS Ulrich.
Pl.

XXXVI. flu:.

2-2a.

Zoarium irregularly dendroidal, branching seldom, about fifteen mm. in thickness. Surface smooth, exhibiting scarcely appreciable clusters of cells slightly larger than the average. Cell
apertures subpolygonal. Zooocial tubes polygonal, thin-walled,
seven or eight in two mm. Diaphragms somewhat more than a
tube diameter apart in the axial region, in the peripheral region about twice as close. A few infundibular diaphragms scattered about promiscuously. Acanthopores conspicuous, usually
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situated between the zooocia, projecting more or less into one
or the other zooocial cavity, occasionally situated at the angles.
The affinities of this species are with A. septosa, Ulrich, but
its thinner walls, less numerous acanthopores, and more robust
growth easily separate it from that form.
Position and locality:. Cincinnati group. Wilmington, Ill.
AMPLEXOPORA PUSTULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XXXVI, fig. 3-3e.
Zoarium subramose, lobate or irregularly compressed, of an
average thickness of eight mm. Surface rarely smooth, generally set with low monticules, about 2.6 mm. apart from center
to center, consisting of groups of larger cells with a few small
ones. Zooocial walls a little flexuous, thickened somewhat in the
cortical region. Zocecia polygonal, hexagonal and pentagonal,
about nine in two mm. Apertures subpolygonal, those in the
monticules one-half larger than the others. In the axial region
the diaphragms are about twice their diameter apart, but
become more numerous as the peripheral region is reached,
where they are somewhat less than a tube diameter apart.
Acanthopores fairly numerous, commonly situated at the angles.
Usually there are two or three superposed mature regions with
diaphragms very crowded where the transition from one to the
next takes place.
· This species differs in several important respect's from A. septosa, Ulr. In that species acanthopores are more numerous and
project into the visceral cavity, tubercles are wanting or but
slightly elevated and the growth is strictly ramose.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group. Hanover, Clarksville, and other localities in Ohio; probably occurs at Wilmington, Ill.
MONOTRYPELLA Ulrich, 1882.
("Amer. PaL Bry." Jour. Cin. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 153.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 377.)

Species of this genus closely resemble Amplexopora, and Homotrypa,, but with a little practice it is not difficult to distinguish
between them. The absence of acanthopores separates t.hem
from the first, and the absence of cystiphragms from the second.
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True rnesopores are also wanting, but in several species, notably
M. crassimura,Jis and M. subquadrata, the zorucial walls are
partially separated near the surface by tabulated interspaces.
MONOTRYPELLA CRASRIMURALIS

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXVIII, fig. 2, 2f.

Zoariurn dendroid, dividing dichotomously or otherwise at intervals from ten to eighteen mm.; branches with low rounded
monticules, whose centers are about two mm. apart. Zorucial
tubes after passing through the axial region with a steady
curve, open at the surface with direct circular apertures, 0.1
mm. in:diameter, arranged in regular curved series, about eight
in two mm. Interspaces thick, flattened centrally, then sloping
down to the zooocial cavities;, thickest on the monticules, where
a few illy defined mesopores are generall distinguishable. Tangential sections vary considerably in the appearance of the interspaces, sometimes showing open spaces of diverse form and
size between the ring-like walls of the zooocia, (see PL XXXVIII,
fig. 2c); at other times the interspaces seem to be filled with a
light colored calcareous deposit. In transverse sections the
tubes in the axial portion of a branch are very thin walled and
regularly rhomboidal or pentagonal. Diaphragms wanting in
the axial, very few in the mature region; numerous and thick
in the interspaces.
This species belongs to the same section of the genus as M.
quadrata, Rominger, and M. subquadrata Ulrich, though differing very obviously from them. All three agree in having t,he
tubes in the axial region regularly rhomboidal. Another peculiar feature is the habit of changing the direction of the rhombs
at intervals of about one mm. This peculiarity is readily noticed in rough vertical fractures, which exhibit qoncentric, alternately. smooth and rough or toothed spaces, each about one
mm. wide. In thin vertical sections each change is marked by
the origin of a number of rapidly enlarging young tubes.
The most striking feature of the species is the extreme thickness of the interzorucial spaces. This character alone readily
distinguishes the species from its nearest allies.
, Position and locality: Cindnnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
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MoNoTRYPELLA APPRESSA Ulrich.
PL XLIV, fig. 1-ld.

Zoarium consisting generally of very much flattened branches,
occasionally sub-cylindrical. Surface smooth, with clusters of
cells larger than the ordinary size, little, if any, elevated, three
mm. apart measuring from center to center. Apertures of zooocia
thin-walled, polygonal, varying in diameter from 0.2 to 0.35
mm. In the axial region the walls of the zooocia are very thin,
but become thickened in the cortical region. In tangential .
sections prepared since the plates were printed the median region
of the walls exhibit a minutely granular aspect. Zooocial tubes
curve but slightly and are still oblique in the peripheral region,
though the apertures appear to be direct; about seven of the
ordinary zooocia in the space of two mm. Three or four horizontal or but slightly curved diaphragms are developed in the
transition period of the zooocial tubeB.
M. pulchella, Edwards and Hairne, from the Wenlock limestone
of Dudley, England, has some affinities to this form, but has
much larger and more angular zooocia, with comparatively
thinner walls; the tabulation also differs. The species here described approaches more nearly to 111-. mqua,lis IDrich, from the
Cincinnati group of Ohio, the type species of the genus, but has
thicker walls, a much smaller number of diaphragms that are
also differently situated; and the zooocial tubes are oblique in
the peripheral region, while in M. mqua,lis they are direct.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Rock Island, Illinois,
and Davenport, Iowa.
PETALOTRYPA ffirich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 377.)

The bifoliate zoarial habit of this genus marks a decided and
easily recognized departure from Amplexopora,, Monotrypella,
and Leptotrypa, while in the zooocial features it is about equally
related to all of those types.
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PETALOTRYPA COMPRESSA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVI, fig. 4-4f.

Zoarium P-onsisting of compressed branches, two or more cm.
in height, one cm. or less in width, and form one to four mm.
in thickness. Surface smooth, with scarcely appreciable clusters
of cell apertures a very little larger than the average, and with
somewhat wider interspaces. Zooocial tubes almost direct from
the medial plane, the prostrate portion very short. Walls of
moderate thickness throughout. Zooocia sub-polygonal, at times
quite regularly hexagonal, about eight in two mm. The number of mesopores varies in different examples; disposed to congregate in the clusters. Diaphragms abundant in the zooocia,
situated at rather unequal distances apart; in the mesopores
more closely set. Dark spots simulating acanthopores, or perhaps really of that nature, found at some of the angles between
the zooocia. Between two adjoining zooocia there is a dark line
which is interrupted by tissue of the same color as the wall
substance. I am not prepared to give the exact interpretation
of this feature.
This species neither superficially nor internally can be confused with any other species known to me from Devonian rocks.
Very frequently specimens are overgrown by a form of Aulopora
often causing the subsequent growth to be very irregular.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Davenport, Iowa;
Rock Island, Ill.
PETALOTRYPA DELICATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVI, fig. 5-5a.

Zoarium a slightly undulated bilaminar frond, about two cm.
in height, the same in width, and 0. 7 mm. in thickness. But
two examples of this species have been examined. Surface
smooth; cell apertures angular, subrhomdoidal or hexagonal,
arranged in diagonally intersecting series, about nine in the
space of two mm. measuring diagonally. Zocecial tubes very
short, approaching the surface in a steady curve. An occasional
diaphragm present at the beginning of the cortical region.
Acanthopores absent, though at some of the angles of the zorncia
nre dark spots which may be of that nature.
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Its very much thinner zoarium, the rhombic cell apertures,
their regular arrangement and the almost total lack of diaphragms discriminate this form from P. compressa.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Buffalo, Iowa and
Rock Island, Ill.

LEPTOTRYPA

Ulrich, 1883.

Am. Pal. Bry. Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. VI, p. 158.
<For- generic diagnosis see page 377.)

My original diagnosis of this genus included only thin parasitic zoaria, but later investigation has shown that these could
not be separated from several species that differed only in the
thickness and ultimate form of the colony. The zooocial features
are identical in the massive and parasitic forms, nor is there
any difference in the general plan of construction.
'I'he massive and discoid species present great resemblance to
Monotz:ypa,Nich., butgood tangential sectionsserveto distinguish
the gene»a at once, acanthopores bei~g a conspicuous feature in
sections of Leptotrypa, while such structures are wanting in
Monotrypa. In all about seventeen species of Leptotrypa are
known to me from American Palrnozoic rocks; of these one
( Chmtetes quadrnngularis Nich.) or perhaps two occur in the
Hamilton group, two in the Niagaira, and the rest in the Cincinnati and Trenton groups. The four species here described are
fair representatives of this genus.

LEPTOTRYPA HEXAGONALIS

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXVI, Fig. Ha.

Zoarium forming parasitic expansions less than one mm. in
thickness, spread upon Orthoceras or Hyalithus. Surface smooth.
Clusters of cell apertures of almost twice the usual size are
arranged in diagonally intersecting rows; these clusters are about
three mm. apart, measuring _from center to center. Zooocia
regularly hexagonal in shape, sometimes a little elongated,
seven measuring longitudinally, almost nine, diagonally, in two
mm., diameter of the smaller 0.2, of the larger 0.35 mm. Acanthopores prominent on the surface when well preserved.
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The thin parasitic growth and markedly hexagonal cells are
the most noticeable features of this species.
Position and locality: Trenton group, Mineral Point, Wis.;
Calhoun Co., Ill.; and Minneapolis, Minn.
LEPTO'l'RYPA FILIOSA D'Orbigny.
Pl. XXXVI, Fig. 7-7a.

Monticuliporafiliosa D'Orb., 1850. Prod. de Pal. t. I, p. 25.
Chwtetes filiosa Ed. & H., 1851. Pol. Foss des Terr. Pal., p, 261.
Chwtetes filiosa P Nich., 1875. Pal. Ohio. vol. II, p. 206.

This species is a very common one in the Cincinnati group at
Cincinnati, Ohio. It is massive in shape, sometimes attaining
a vertical thickness of thirty cm. or even more. The zooocial
tubes are regularly prismatic, seven or eight in two mm., with
groups of larger size. Diaphragms something over a tube
diamefor apart, but become about twice as close-set as the
zooocial tubes near the top of a mature region. Acanthopores
few and inconspicuous, only present in the mature regions,
therefore only rarely met with in tangential sections. Mature
region very short. Many successive mature and immature
regions may be observed upon some specimens, the tubes usually
being contfouous throughout the zoarium. The sections figured
were taken from a small specimen from the Trenton group of
Calhoun Co., Ill. This is the first time this species has been recorded from so low a horizon.
LEPTOTRYPA STIDHAM! Ulrich.
Pl. XXXVI, Fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium irregularly lobate-massive. Surface smooth, with
clusters of somewhat larger cell apertures. Zooocial tubes radiating out in all directions from a point in the base, angular,
irregular in shape, and thin-walled even to the surface, from
eight to ten in two mm. Diaphragms horizontal, about a tube
diameter apart. Acanthopores rather large, numerous, situated
at the angles of the zooocia.
The shape of the zoarium and the number and regularity of
the diaphragms, combined with the size and number of acanthopores, are the main distinguishing features of this species.
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The specific name is given in honor of Rev. I. F. Stidham, to
whose generosity I am indebted for the type specimens.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Brown Co., Ohio.
LEP'l'O'.rRYPA SEMIPILARIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXXVI, Fig. 5-0d.

Zoarium small, massive. but varying in shape from lenticular
to subglobose; usually hemispherical. Surface smooth or with
low broad elevations having a cluster of larger cells at their
apices. Zooocial tubes direct, thin-walled throughout, with subpolygonal apertures, about eight in two mm. Diaphragms
usually wanting, occasionally a few developed as the tubes
approach the surface. Acanthopores of moderate size and number, situated at the angles of the zooocia.
The greater regularity and slightly larger size of the zooocia,
the different shape of the zoarium,·and the almost total absence
of diaphragms distinguish this species from L. stidhami, its
nearest congener.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Covington, Ky., abo-q.t
300 feet above the bed of the Ohio river.
DIPLOTRYPA Nicholson, 1879.
<Pal. Tab. Corals, p. 292.J
<For generic diagnosis see page 378.)

In the general aspect and composition of the .zoarium this
genus presents much resemblance to Pra.sopora Nich. and Ethr.
Jun. The absence of true cystiphri:i,gms, however, is an important and easily recognized peculiarity, that not only distinguishes the two genera, but also casts much doubt upon the
family relations of Diplotrypa. Such species as D. whiteavsi Nich.,
and D. milleri Ulr., point to decided affinity with the CALLOPORID..E. On the other hand D. reguJaris Foard, D. infi.da and D.
patella, Ulr., approach more nearly to Prasopora. In this
group of species the zooocial tubes are crossed by oblique, more
or less recurved, or occasionally even overlapping diaphragms.
In the last instance they simulate isolated cystiphragms in a
marked degree, but a careful examination has failed to show
that they are anything else than irregular or modified dia-
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phragms, since in no case have I detected the unmistakable
appearance of cystiphragms in tangential sections.
D. petropolitana, the type of the genus and one or two similar but as yet undescribed species, seem to be very different
from the other species now classed under Diplotrypa. In fact I
regard them as more nearly related to Monotrypa and Batostoma, two genera constituting with the typical section of Diplotrypa the provisionally established family D1PLOTRYPID.E. The
ultimate position of these genera, however, depends largely
upon the results of future study and discoveries.
DIPLOTRYPA PATELLA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIII, fig. 2-2c.

Zoarium lenticular; the typical specimen is twenty-five mm.
across, another larger example thirty-eight mm. across; greatest
thickness, at centre, from two to four mm. Surface smooth,
thinly hirsute from the surface projections of the acanthopores,
showing clusters of cells larger than the average, but not elevated above the general level. Under surface provided with a
thin and somewhat concentrically wrinkled epitheca. Zocecia very
thin walled, about eight in two mm. Apertures circular, sometimes polygonal, those of the normal size about 0.18 mm., the
larger 0.25 mm. in diameter, arranged in diagonally intersecting series. Usually each zomcium i,.; touched by four others,
with an acanthopore situated at or very near the point of contact. The interspaces between the zomcia are occupied by mesopores, bounded by three or four concave sides, Mesopores more.
numerous in the clusters of larger cells. In the zomcial tubes
diaphragms are moderately abundant, straight, at times curved,
especially in the lower part of the tubes where they frequently
have the appearance of cystiphragms and may actually be of
that nature. In the mesopores the diaphragms are closely set,
about three in the space of a tube diameter.
The nearest congener of this form is possibly the D. regularis
Foard, from which it differs in having the mesopores larger, and
a much larger number of diaphragms in the tubes and other
less important features.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Oxford, Ohio, and
other localities.
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DIPLOTRYP.A:? DUBl.A:

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIII, fig. 3-3b.

Zoarium discoidal. Upper surface with the usual style of cell
aperture; lower surface with an epitheca. Zooocial walls slightly
wavy. Zooocia direct, circular, seven or eight in two mm.
Mesopores comparatively few, small, situated at the angles between the zooocia. Diaphragms horizontal in the zooocial tubes,
their diameter or more apart, closely set in the mesopores.
Acanthopores wanting.
As shown in fig. 3 a, the zooocial walls have a peculiar intermittent structure, which seems conclusive evidence of the walls
having been originally minutely porous.
The small size and number of the mesopores make it somewhat doubtful whether this species is properly referred to
Diplotrypa. This character and the absence of acanthopores
distinguish it from other described species of the genus.
Position and locality :-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

B.A:TOSTOM.A:

Ulrich, 1882.

("Amer. Pal. Bry." Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. V, p. 154.J
<For generic diagnosis see p. 379.J

Such species of the genus as B. implicatum Nich., and B.
jamesi Nich., are characterized by zooocia with thick ring-like
walls, irregularly oval apert,ures, numerous mesopores and
acanthopores. Although a closely allied species, B. variabile
Ulr., differs conspicuously from them in having few mesopores,
and polygonal zooocia. B. fertile Ulr., a species from the Trenton shales of Minnesota, differs in the same way, but goes
farther in having acanthopores considerably reduced in size.
Two undescribed forms deviate from the typical species in very
much the same manner, and in one of t,hem both the mesopores
and acanthopores are so much reduced in number that they are
practically wanting. Through these species t,he genus is made
to resemble Monotrypella, and Amplexopora without, however,
there being any very intimate relationship. The true position
of the genus is between Diplotrypa, and Monotrypa,,
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A peculiar group of species comprises B. imperfectum Ulr., B.
izrasum Ulr., and B. otta,wense Foord. These differ from the
other species in having incomplete diaphragms, and ought, perhaps, to constitute a distinct genus.
BATOS'l'OMA VARIABJLE

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXV, fig. 4-4e, 5, and Pl. XXXVI, fig. 1.

Zoarium exceedingly variable; encrusting, lobate, digitate,
rarnose, and subfrondescent. Surface smooth, showing inappreciably elevated clusters of larger cells. Walls of zooocia in axial
region t,hin, faintly and irregularly flexuous; much thickened in
the mature region; the tubes are polygonal, approach the surface
with a gradual curve, and are mainly in contact, with the divisional
line between those adjoining sharply marked. Apertures angular, averaging six in two mm. Mesop'ores angular, varying in
number, generally few as in the sections fig·ured. Diaphragms
few in the immature region, three or four in the narrow cortical
region, the one or two nearest the su,rface concave; in the
mesopores they are moderately abundant. Acanthopores fairly
numerous, usually situated at the angles between the zooocia.
The name "va,rfabile" is given to thi~ species because different
examples exhibit considerable variations in the mode of growth,
in the number and arrangement of the mesopores, in the
amount of thickening of the walls in the cortical region, and
some other features.
This form bears much resemblance to the B. ja,mesi Nich.,
which, however, has oval zooocia separated by many mesopores,
while this species has the zooocia polygonal and often in contact,
with fewer mesopores and diaphragms.
Position and locality:-A very abundant and characteristic
species of the upper beds of the Cincinnati group. It is found
at numerous localities in Ohio and Indiana, and at Savannah,
Ill., and Delafield, Wis.
BATOSTOMA IMPERFECTUM

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXV. fig. 3-3d.

Zoarium ramose, branches subcylindrical, very robust, twenty
mm. or even more in thickness, dividing at short, irregular in-
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tervals. Surface marked with very slightly elevated aggregations of larger cells surrounding a larger or smaller cluster of
mesopores, about three mm. apart. Zooocial walls but little
thickened in the peripheral region. Mature portion ·of the
zooocial tubes usually longer than the immature portion; the
berid in the tubes is rather abrupt. Zooocia subpolygonal, about
seven in two mm., with subcircular apertures; the diameter of
the smaller apertures is about 0:2 mm., of the larger, constituting the borders of the clusters, about 0.35 mm. A few mesopores scattered about irregularly among the zorecia, usually
gathered into clusters of from six to fifteen in the centre of a
group of the larger sized zooocia. Diaphragms present throughout the zooocial tubes, some horizontal, some incomplete, varying in separation, in the axial 'region somewhat more than a
tube diameter distant, in the cortical region from one-third to
one-half of a tube diameter apart. Acanthopores (?)very small.
Sections of this form present some very interesting features.
In the ¥ial region the diaphragms extend horizontally across
the tubes b,ut in t;he mature region, they are incomplete and
crescentic in s:µape, rarely, if ever, extending more than half
way across the tube. In tangential sections another peculiarity
is brought out, namely, at the angles between the zooocial tubes,
there is a space, generally triangular in shape, of lighter color
. than the remainder of the interspaces or wall. The points of
these spaces continue as dark lines that mark the divisional
line between the walls of adjoining zooocia. The walls exhibit a
horizontally lined appearance reminding one very much of the
wall structure observed in some of the CER.A.MOPORID.iE (e. g.
Crepipora). In exceptionally good tangential sections minute
circles may be detected between the zooocial walls. They have
the appearance of minute thin-walled tubuli, and, though much
smaller than usual, are probably equivalent to the peculiar
acanthopores of this genus.
This species resembles B. ottawense Foord, in the possession
of incomplete diaphragms and the peculiar titructure of the
walls, but differs in the closer arrangement of the tubercles, the
thinner walls, and inconspicuous acant,hopores.
Position and locality:-Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
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MoNoTRYPA Nicholson, 1879.
!PaL Tab. Corals. p. 298.)
{For generic diagnosis see page 879.)

MoNOTRYPA RECTIMURALIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXXVIII, Fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium massive, varying from lenticular to sub-spherical in
shape, growing to be ten or more cm. in diameter. Surface
generally smooth, presenting, occasionally, faintly elevated
clusters of cell apertures, about one-half larger than the ordinary size. Zorecia angular, direct, with exceedingly thin straight
walls; apertures polygonal, about six of the average size in the
space of two mm. Straight horizontal diaphragms from two to
four tube diameters apart. No acanthopores observed. There
are indications that the zoarium is built np of a number of
successive superposed mature regions with a very narrow immature region, separating two succeeding mature regions.
The simplicity of its structure is the most marked feature of
this species. It differs from M. undufata Nich., and M. subglobosa Ulrich, in having straight instead of undulating or crenulated walls.
Position and locality: The type specimens are from the Cincinnati group, in Alexander Co., III. Examples apparently of
this species are quite common near Savannah, III., and occur
more rarely at Cincinnati, Ohio.
CERAMOPORA Hall, 1852.
!Pal. N. Y. Vol. II, p. 168.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 380.)

The type species of this genus is so peculiar in certain respects that I have deemed it advisable to figure its internal
structure. This is done on Pl. XXXIX, by fig. 1-lb. A brief
description of the species is as follows.
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0ERAMOPORA IMBRICATA Hall.
Oei-amopoi·a imbi·icata Hall, 1852. Pal. N. Y. Vol. II, p, 169. Pl. 40e, fig. la-Ii.

Zoarium free, discoidal. piano-convex, under side sometimes
slightly concave, from five to fifteen mm. in diameter; thickness
at center seldom exceeding four mm., usually only about two
or three mm. No epitheca on the lower side. Lower or basal
portion of zoarium composed of a cellular or spongy tissue,
from which the zocecia grow out more or less obliquely. At the
depressed center of the zoarium the zocecia are nearly direct,
but toward the margin they gradually become more and more
oblique. Zocecia compressed tubular, being long oval in transverse section. Apertures imbricating, arranged in multiplying
radial series, all facing away from the center, triangular or
oval in outline, 0.5 to 0.7 mm. in their long diameter. Intereellular space occupied by irregularly flexuous rows of meso]Jo1·es, variously shaped, short. Zocecial tubes and mesopores
communicate rather freely by means of perforations in the walls.
Besides the walls have that granular structure which is supposed to indicate an originally minutely porous condition.
Lunarium small, yet well marked. No diaphragms developed.
The remarkable features about this species are its free habit,
and the spongy basal layer. When compared with the other
forms which are generally referred to the genus, it does not
seem probable that they are congeneric. The Lower Silurian
species I refer to either Ceramporella, or Crepipora. Several of
the Upper Silurian forms which Hall has regarded as congeneric
with C. imbricata, are most probably referable to the F1sTULIPORID.E, (Eridopora Ulr.). The same is believed of Ceramopora
lmronensis Nich., from the Hamilton formation.
Position and locality: Niagara group: Lockport, N. Y. (Hall);
Osgood, Indiana.
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0ERAMOPORELLA Ulrich, 1882.
("Amer. Pal. Bry." Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 156.*)
(For generic diagnosis see page 380.)

This genus is intended to receive a number of Silurian .Bryozoa that most palooontologists would refer to Cera,mopora, Hall.
But, as I have shown, C. imbricata, the type of the genus,
differs too widely from these forms to admit of being referred
to the same genus.
Commencing in the upper half of the Trenton group with one
or two species, Ceramoporella, is represented by six or seven
additional species in the Cincinnati group. Only three of these
are here described, while Nicholson's Ceramopora ohioensis is,
provisionally, also placed here. It is questionable whether the
genus is represented in Upper Silurian rocks. Some of the
species from that horizon, that have been described under Ceramopora, present a close external resemblance to C. distincfa,
yet I am inclined to believe that a careful examination of their
interiors will reveal Fistuliporoid characters.
CERAMOPORELLA DISTINCTA Ulrich.
PL XXXIX, fig. 6, 6a.

Zoarium forming thin, parasitic expansions upon Monticuliporoids or Orthocerata; by the formation of successive superimposed layers, large masses may result. The layers vary in
thickness from 0.5 to 1.0 mm. Surface even, though sometimes
appearing monticulose owing to the zoarium adapting itself to
the irreguiarities of the surface to which it is attached. Zomcia
thin-walled, at first prostrate, then becoming abruptly direct
or almost so, more or less triangular or pyriform, and with
well marked lunaria. In young examples very oblique, almost
imbricating. Apertures with thin obliquely projecting peristome,
more elevafod. posteriorly, oval in shape, about 0.2 mm, in
* A description of this genus was published as above cited in the synopsis of classification that appeared in the first part of my "American Palreozoic Bryozoa." Unfortunately, the publication of this memoir was discontinued ere I could take up the CEBAMOPOBIDlE. As no good species of the genus was then described I could not name a type.
Hence the genus was not actually established, and ought, perhaps, to date from this
work.
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their longer diameter, arranged in regular series, about seven
or eight in three mm. Mesopores shallow, developed in great
numbers, usually arranged in a single or double linear series,
between the sides of the zooocia, occasionally completiely isolating a zorncium. In the fully matured perfect condition their
apertures are closed by a thin membrane.
This very pretty species is distinguised by its small cells and
rather widely separated zorncia apertures. Their oval form and
the continuation of the peristome around the anterior margin
are also quite distinctive.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group. Abundant at Cincinnati, Ohio, especially at the foot of the hills. The same
species, or a closely allied form, occurs at Wilmington, Ill.
CERAMOPORELLA STELLATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLI, fig. 1, la.

Zoarium a thin subcircular crust upon foreign bodies. The
only specimen seen is 0.5 mm. in thickness, by about thirteen
mm. in diameter. Surface with prominent conical monticules,
their summits apparently solid, and about three mm. apart;
their sloping sides occupied by radially arranged zorncia. Zorncia usually contiguous in the radial series, the ~eries separated
by slightly concave furrows which diverge from the centre of
the monticules, and impart to the whole a stellate appearance.
Apertures very small, oval to subcircular, nearly direct, about
0.12 mm. in diameter, nine or ten in two mm. Hood or lunarium very little developed except near the summits of the monticules. Mesopores very abundant, occupying the centers and
rays of the monticules, a few are found in the end spaces also.
The conical monticules and the decided radial arrangement of
the zorncia are such striking features, that I do not hesitate in
pronouncing this a very distinct species. It cannot be confounded with any other known to me.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; Sterling, Ill.
-58
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CERAMOPORELLA GRANULOSA Ulrich.
Pl. XL!, fig. 2, 2a.

Zoarium forming masses, consisting of many superimposed
layers, the initial layer being attached to some foreign body;
in the type specimen a species of Pachydictya. Surface even,
granulose with groups of larger cells. Zooocia oval, direct to
the surface. Lunarium prominent., narrow, oecupying from onefourth to one-third the circumference of the wall. Apertures
somewhat oblique, irregularly oval, from 0.2 to 0.3 mm. in
diameter, in diagonally intersecting series, about six in ·two
mm. A considerable number of rather small irregular mesopores
are scattered about among the zooocia. Rather abundant t,hin
diaphragms intersect the tubes. A large number of small dark
spots, precisely like -acanthopores in tangential sections occur
in the walls. Vertical sections, however, show that unlike these
structures they do not form continuous thick-walled tubuli, but
that they are developed at successive levels corresponding with
the diaphragms.
The granules, numerous diaphragms, and less regular arrangement of its parts, distinguish this species from C. distincta
which it resembles in the size of the zooocia. I am not acquainted
with any other species that would admit of closer comparisons.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; Wilmington, Ill.
CERAMOPORELLA? OHIOENSIS Nicholson.
Pl.

xxxrx.

fig. 2. 2a.

Geramopora ohioensis Nich. 1875. Pal. Ohio, Vol. II, p. 265. Pl. XXV, fig. 10,lOe.

Zoarium incrusting, forming thin expansion over other Bryozoa or the shells of Brachiopoda, 0.5 to 1.5 mm. thick, composed, usually, of but a single layer, but sometimes of two or
three superposed layers. Surface with slightly elevated clusters
of zooocia of larger size and with thicker walls than usual. Zooocia at first prostrate then rising abruptly, proceed almost
direct to the surface. Walls moderately thick. Apertures varying in shape, but more or less triangular or subromboidal, and
oblique on account of the prominent elevation of the overarching lunarium or hood. Zooocia arranged in obscure radiating
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series around the elevated clusters, and in diagonally intersecting lines on the spaces between them; here six or seven occur
in two mm. The long diameter of the apertures varies from
0.25 to 0.5 mm. in the clusters. A small number of irregular
mesopores, about one-fourth as large as the zooocia, are interspersed among them.
At this time it seems highly improbable that this species is
congeneric with Cera,mopora, imbricata Hall. It is more nearly
related to Cera,moporella and Crepipora,, and provisionally, I
propose to arrange the form as above. It is readily distinguished from typical species of the genus by its rather thick
walls and few mesopores.
Positfon and locality: Cincinnati group. Common at Cincinnati, Ohio.
DIAMESOPORA Hall, 1887.
IJiamesopora Hall. Pal. N. Y. Vol. IT, p. 158, 1852.

(Not defined.)

Gmloclema Ulrich. Jour. Cin. She. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, 1882.
IJiamesopora Hall.

(Not defined.)

Pal. N. Y. Vol. VI, p, XV, 1887.

(For generic diagnosis see page 380.)

This name stands for. a convenient and easily recognized
genus of the CERAMOPORID..E. Though already used in 1852, the
genus was not defined by Hall until J 887. There are no very
marked internal peculiarities, but the ramose form and the
hollow branches serve excellently to separate its species from
other Ceramoporoids. In these features they resemble Chilotrypa Ulr., but thin sections will immediately distinguish them,
as that genus is an unqualified member of the FISTULIPORID..E,
having vesicular tissue instead of untabulated mesopores.
The genus is represented by one undescribed species in the
Trenton limestone of Canada and New York, by JJ. vaupeli and
communis Ulrich, and JJ. oweni, (Fistulipora oweni James,) in
the Cincinnati group, by JJ. oscula, infrequens, sub-imbricata,
dichotoma, tubulosa, and va,ria, of Hall* in the Niagara group,
*With the exception of IJ. dichotoma, all these species are described by Prof. Hall
as Trematopora. A closer examination of these Niagara forms will, I fear, prove that
they are not all distinguished by good specific characters.
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and by C. constricttlJ and venusta ( TremBtopora constricta,
and venusta, Hall,) in the Lower Helderberg group. Several
undescribed forms are known to me, and, so far as I am able
to judge from Billings' brief description, his Helopora <:irce and
H. variopora (Anticosti group) belong here.

DIAMESOPORA VAUPEL!

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIX, fig. 3, 3b, and Pl. XLI, fig. 4, 4c.

Zoarium consisting of hollow branches whose diameter varies
from two to five mm., the average being about three mm.;
thickness of zoarium a mm. or less. Surface even. Axial tube
circular, with nearly smooth epitheca. Apertures oval, about
0.18 mm. in their long diameter, arranged in very regular diagonally intersecting rows, ten in three mm. measuring diagonally, with prominent overarching hoods which are all directed
toward the distal extremity. Zorecial tubes at first prostrate
along the axial tube, then procumbent upon t.he next higher
zomcium, then bending abruptly to proceed more or less directly
to the surface. Mature portion of zoarium about twice as thick
as the immature. Zomcial walls thin in the axial region, very
thick in the mature zone. Lunarium, at the lower or post.erior
end of each zooocium, of lighter colored material than the rest
of the wall substance. Mesopores small, developed in considerabundance in the mature region. Diaphragms wanting.
This is a very neat and abundant species at the foot of the
hills about Cincinnati, 0. In the fl,bsence of maculte and other
features it resembles some of the Upper Silurian species of the
genus, but more closely a small undescribed form occurring in
the Trenton limestone of Canada and New York.
The specific name is given as a small compliment to my friend
Mr. E. H. Vaupel, who was the first to point out its peculiarities.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Cincinnati, 0.
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DIAMESOPORA COMMUNIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 3a, and Pl. XLI, Fig. 5-5b.

This species is closely related to the preceding", but differs in
being more robust in growth, in having well marked maculm,
with subsolid centers, from which the cell apertures radiate out
in all directions. The apertures immediate surrounding the
maculm are also slightly larger than the others, while an obscure concentric arrangement prevails. On the whole, the cell
apertures are also somewhat larger, and the peristomes thicker.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group.
This form is commonest in the layers exposed in the river
bank opposite Cincinnati, 0., where D. vaupeli is not known to
occur. It has a vertical range of about 125 feet, and in the
last 25 feet, the two species are found associated.
CREPIPORA Ulrich, 1882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. V, p. 157.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 380.)

This genus differs from Cemmoporella Ulrich, mainly, in the
nearly complete restriction of the mesopores to the maculm.
These "Usually form a conspicuous feature of the surface. The
lunarium is also better developed and the zomcia apertures
much less oblique than is usual in that genus. C. imprnssa, and
C. solida,, however, are closely related to some oi the aberrant
-forms now classified with Cemmoporelfa.
Five representative species are here described, which, com.bined, fumish a good idea of the limits of the genus. The subramose, hollow branched species, described by me as Chmtetes
venustus,* although differing widely in its habit of growth, is
nevertheless closely allied to C. simulans, the type of the genus.
Beside these, my cabinet contains material of four or five undescribed species, all of them from the Cincinnati group. An
Upper Silurian species, closely related to C. epidenna,ta,, occurs
at Gotland. It is known to European palmontologists as Discopora squa,ma,ta, (Lonsdale sp.)
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CREPIPORA

SIMUJ_,ANS

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIX, Fig. 4-4a, and Pl. XL, Fig. 3-Sa.

Zoarium encrusting, sometimes forming crusts of greater or
less thickness, at other times irregular masses by the development of successive layers. Thickness of layers varying from one
to five mm. Surface exhibiting at intervals of three or four mm.
small clusters of mesopores, which are usually abruptly elevated
and surroundJ:!d by zomcia with larger orifices than ordinary.
Apertures arranged in more or less regular curving series, a
somewhat concentric arrangement about the maculre prevailing;
rhomboidal or subpolygonal in outline, 0.22 to 0.4 mm. in
diameter, the average being 0.25 mm.; about seven of those in
the intermacular spaces in two mm. Lunarium only observable
at the surface of the well preserved examples. Zomcial tubes
scarcely prostrate at their origin, then proceeding almost direct
to the surface; walls thin throughout. In sections the zo<Pcia
are seen to be angular, sub-rhomboidal and in contact with one
another; the lunarium small, with the ends projecting a little
into the zomcial cavity and composed of much lighter tissue
than the rest of the wall. Mesopores developed only in the
mature portion of the zoarium, restricted to clusters in which
they number from ten to forty, thick walled, rather variable in
size and shape, o~enest oval. Among them the observer may
detect very small acanthopore-like istructures. Diaphragms thin,
about a tube diameter or more apart.
This fine species is related to C. venusta Uh:·., but that species
is essentially free and grows into irregular hollow branches.
The zomcial walls are also considerably thicker. In C. impressa,
Ulr., the lunarium is much more pronounced, and the maculre
larger and depressed instead of elevated.
Position and locality: Not uncommon near the tops of the
hills about Cincinnati, 0. I have also collected the species at
Madison, Ind., and seen one specimen from Wilmington, Ill.
*Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist., vol. 1. p. 93, 1878.
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CREPIPORA EPIDERMATA Ulrich.
Pl. XL, Fig. 1-le.

Zoarium forming a subcircular undulating expansion, attaining a diameter of eight cm. or more; the t,hickness varies from
two to eight mm. Upper surface with slightly elevated large
maculrn of mesopores, varying bot,h in size and arrangement;
usually about four or five mm. apart. Apertures directed outward from the center of the zoarium, the lunarium being moderately conspicuous, with no striking regularity of arrangement,
sub-circular to sub-triangular, 0.4 to 0.6 mm. in diameter;
about six in three mm. Zocecial tubes with walls rather thin
throughout, very soon after their origin proceeding almost.
direct to the surface. Usually a single diaphragm is developed
in each tube. Lunarium occupying about one-third of the wall,
with a radial structure as shown in fig. le, pl. XL. Mesopores
abundant, variable in shape and size, scattered about among
the zocecia, but mainly gathered into clusters of fi~een to fifty;
very irregular in vertical section, Rometimes provided with a few
diaphragms.
The form of the zoarium, the structure of the lunarium, and
certain peculiarities of the mesopores, suggest affinities with the
F1sTULIPORIDM. Specifically it is widely different from all the
other species of the genus excepting C. squamata (Discopora
squamata Lonsdale,) from the Upper Silurian rocks of England
and Gotland. The European form differs in Reveral respects,
such as having the maculrn smaller and the zocecia apertures
more oblique. The zoarium is also less robust.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; common at Wilmington, Ill.
CREPIPORA IMPRESSA Ukich.
Pl. XL, Fig. 2-2a.

This species, which has all the characters of the genus, is
chiefly distinguished by having exceptionally conspicuous lunaria,
and large sized, but irregularly distributed maculrn, depressed below
the general level of the surface. The single specimen seen is
an elongated, hollow stem four cm. long by six mm. in aver-
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age diameter. It evidently grew upon some cylindrical body
which has since been destroyed. Cell apertures direct, transversely oval or sub-circular, with the teeth or ends of the
scarcely elevated lunarium projecting strongly into the visceral
cavity, generally arranged in a somewhat concentric manner
about the maculm. The apertures immediately surrounding the
maculre are a little larger than the rest; about eight of the
average size in three mm. A considerable number of rnesopores
interspersed among the zooocia in addition to the clusters of
sixty to one hundred.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; Covington, Ky.
CREPIPORA SOLIDA Ulrich.
Pl. XL, fig. 4--tb.

Zoarium forming a thin crust attached to foreign bodies (in
the type specimens . mi Orthocems); less than a mm. in thickness. Surface studded with apparently solid small conical monticules about four mm. apart. Apertures rhombic or long oval,
frequently very irregular, especially near the rnonticules, with
strongly arching hood, making them appear more oblique when
the example is in a good state of preservation, than when somewhat weathered; about six in two mm. Maculrn composed of
solid' intertwining tissue and meEmpores, having a somewhat
radial arrangement. A moderate number of mesopores interspersed among the zooocia. Lunaria very pronounced in tangential sections.
The conical, sub-solid monticules give this species a very
characteristic appearance, not possessed by any other known
to me.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; in a small creek south
of Covington, Ky.
CREPIPORA HEMISPH.ERICA Ulrich.
Pl. XL, fig. 5-5b.

Zoarimn hemispheric or discoidal, commonly. about four cm.
in diameter and two cm. iI~ height; base flattened or concave,
concentrically wrinkled. Upper surface even. Apertures direct,
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rhombic or subpolygonal, with no marked regularity of arrangement, seven ot eight in three mm. There are groups of slightly
larger cell apertures which are arranged about small and scarcely
perceptible maculoo. Walls of zooocia thin and with a paculiar
ragged structure. Lunaria inconspicuous, easily overlooked.
Mesopores few, generally only two or three at the center of the
clusters. They are without the lunarium and have thicker walls
than the zooocia. Diaphragms thin and somewhat more than
their own diameter ::i,part.
The external form, and the extreme paucit.y of the mesopores,
distinguish this species from all the prescribed forms. It is more
closely approached by a large massive species that occurs rather
abundantly in a layer at t.he base of the Cincinnati group,
which is exposed near Harrodsburg, Ky.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; not uncommon at
Wilmington, Ill.
ANOLOTICHIA Ulrich.
<For generic diagnosis see page 381.)

This genus is proposed for the reception of the following species, and another that I have lately described from the Trenton
shales of Minnesota as Crepipora impolita, (14th Ann. Rep. St.
Geol. Minn.). The tubulose structure of the lunarium is regarded as the principal distinctive character. The number of
these minute vertical tubes varies with the species, since in the
Minnesota form there are usually only three to each lunarium,
while in the Illinois species there are from five to seven.
ANOLOTICHIA PONDEROSA Ulrich.
Pl. XLI, fie. 3-3d.

Zoarium forming large, irregular, massive branches. Surface
smooth. Apertures approximately direct, irregularly sub-circular or oval, eight or nine in three mm. Their arrangement is
rather irregular, and there are no clusters of large ones. Lunarial hood inconspicuous, with minute pores in the perfect
state. Zooocial tubes thin-walled throughout, yet considerably
stronger near the surface than in the axial region, proceeding
-59
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from an imaginary axis to the surface with a gradual curve.
Diaphragms thin, about two tube diameters apart. Mesopores,
variable in shape and of moderat~ size, are numerously interspersed among the zocecia. In thin sections the lunaria present
a very peculiar feature. Thus, when the tube is cut transversely
the lunarial or narrowest side is apparently composed of alternating intervals of light and dark color. When viewed under a
high power the light intervals are seen to be of circular form,
and with the aid of vertical sections, 've learn that they are
really of the nature of small vertical tubes. Two of the sides
must have been bounded by extremely thin walls, as they are
only very rarely preserved, the appearance ordinarily presented
in tangential sections being that of a simple perforation in the
zocecial wall. These small tubes, of which there are usually
about six in each lunarium, appear to have been crossed by
numerous diaphragms, usually about twice their diameter apart.
The massive ramose zoarium, and large zocecia, suffice to separate this species from all associated Bryozoa.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; very abundant at
Wilmington, Ill.
F1sTULIPORA McCoy, 1849.
(Ann. and Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 2, Vol. III, p. 131.l
(For generic diagnosis see page 382.l

It is only since December, 1885, that we know exactly whl).t
form McCoy had before him when he proposed this genus. At
the date cited there appeared in the Ann. & Mag. of Nat. Hist.
a valuable treatise on the genus Fistulipora by Dr. H. A. Nicholson and Mr. A. H. Foard. The authors show that Dr. Nicholson's identification of McCoy's F. minoI"* (upon which I had
based my estimate of the character of the genust) was incorrect
the new name F. mucosa, being applied to the species. It further appears that McCoy's F. minoI' is identical with Phillip's

.

* Palreozoic

Tabulate Corals, 1879.

t Am. Pal. Bry. Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VII, p. 43, 1884.
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earlier Ca,/a,mopora, incrusta,ns. Founded upon this species, Fistulipor:a exactly occupies the ground that I had proposed to
assign to Lichenalia of Hall (Joe. cit.) Unless it can be shown
that the original New York specimens, upon which Lichenalia,
was founded, are different from the very abundant Niagara
species at Waldron, Ind., that is generally identified with L.
concentrica, Hall's name must be abandoned. Strictly then,
Fistulipora includes all the unilaminar forms in which the lunarium ("folds") is a recognizable feature. I am still in doubt
what course to pursue in disposing the large group of species
(at least fifteen) in which the lunarium is obsolete and the
zooocial apertures circular or oval. Fistulipora, minor Nicholson
(non McCoy) seemed to belong to this group:!: and, relying
upon the correctness of Dr. Nicholson's identification, I proposed in my Am. Pal. Bry. to restrict Ji'istulipora to species of
that type. But, as already mentioned, F. incrustans, the type
of the genus, has distinct lunaria, and all the characters usually
assigded to Lichenaliu, hence it is clear my proposal cannot be
entertained, and that Fistulipora as defined by me though
possibly con.generic, is not strictly identical with typical Jizstulipora.
Hall's new genus Tha,llostigma,* is proposed for Bryozoa with
all the characters Fistulipora (Lichena,lia) excepting that the
interzooocial spaces exhibit the cavities of the vesicles at the
surface. This feature is not of structural value and, in every
case that has come under my observation, it represented either
the young condition when the vesicles were forming, or the interior of the vesicles was exposed by attrition.
The range of the genus as no understood is v~ry extensive, a
large massive form, not yet described, having lately been discovered in the Galena limestone of Manitoba. Several Cincinnati group species which have been referred to the genus, prove
upon examination to belong to the CERAMOPORID..E, and, so far
as I now am informed, no true Fistulipora occurs in these
t Nicholson and Foord's figures of the species show faint "folds" in the walls which
were deither mentioned nor figured by Dr. Nicholson.
*Trans. A.lb. Inst. Vol. X, 1883. CA.bstract published in 1881.) In Vol. VI, Pal. N. Y,
Prof. Hall abandons this name in favor of Fist11lipora.
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rocks.
In the Upper Silurian rocks; however, the genus is represented by at least ten species, in Devonian by from twenty
to thirty, in Lower Carboniferous by perhaps an equal .number,
and terminates its existence in the Coal Measures, with five or
six species. The total number of valid Rpecies known to me
from American rocks alone is not less than seventy, while fourteen specieR are recorded from European deposits.

FISTULIPORA COMMUNIS
Pl. XLVII. fig, l, la.

Ulrich.

Pl. XLVIII, fig. l, la.

Zoarium explanate, commonly attached to foreign bodies, at
other times free and provided with an epitheca, often composed
of layers, each a mm. or two in thickness. The surface is raised
into low, broad, rounded mont,icules two or three mm. wide,
and their summits three or four mm. apart. Apertures circular
with a very thin but distinctlv elevated peristome, generally
about 0.16 mm. in diameter, but attaining a diameter of 0.25
mm. near the summits of the monticules; distances apart rather
variable, those in the monticules more separated than the others.
In the intermediate spaces five or six occur in two mm. When
the surface is worn the apertures appear quite small and the
interspaces very wide. Zocecia thin walled, circular or oval,
provided with two or three distant diaphragms. Lunarium obsolete. Vesicles thin-walled, generally wide and shallow, about
two-thirds as wide as the zocecia, surrounding them in two or
more series and forming large clusters under the monticules.
In good tangential sections the vesicle spaces exhibit one or
more subcentral minute spots, which probable represent perforations in their covers.
This very abundant species was at first supposed to be the
P. minuta of Rominger, but from an examination of authentic
specimens of that species, it appears that his species is closely
allied to Lioclerrm occidens (H. & W. sp.) and not a Fistulipora at all. The small zocecia, their circular form, and the
obsolete lunarium, distinguish P. communis from the associated
species.
Position and locality: Hamilton group. Buffalo, Iowa, and
Rock Island, Ill.
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:F'IsTULIPORA MON'l'ICULATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVII, fig. 3-3b.

Pl. XLVIII, fig. 2, 2a.

Zoarium consisting of more or less compressed hollow branches
one to three cm. in width and two and one-half to five mm. in
thickness; actual thickness of zoarium less than two mm. Surface generally with broad rounded monticules of moderate elevation, four or five mm. apart and arranged in diagonal rows.
Monticules composed chiefly of vesicles and hence have a subsolid appearance on the surface. Apertures with thick rounded
peristomes, more elevated on one side; somewhat irregular in
shape, commonly oval, 0.2 to 0.3 mm. in their greatest diameter, about half their diameter apart. Zomcial walls only
moderately thin sometimes ring-like, the lunarium distinct, but
with the ends scarcely projecting into the zomcial cavity. Vesicles sub-angular, about two-thirds as large as the zomcia, seldom in more than a single row between the zomcia, shallow,
often arranged in quite regular vertical series. Diaphragms
developed occasionally in the zomcial tubes. Vertical sections
indicate that upon the floor of each vesicle there was a calcareous deposit.
Typical examples like that represented by fig. 3, are readily
distinguished from other species of the genus'. When without
monticules the species bears some resemblance to F. utricula,
Rominger, but the absence of spines, which are a characteristic
feature of the surface of Rominger's species is sufficient to show
their distinctness.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Buffalo, Iowa.
:F'ISTULIPORA ASTRICA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVII, fig. 5-5b. Pl. XLVIII, fig. 3.

Zoarium consisting of large, hollow, compressed branches, or
laminar expansions, several cm. wide, one and one-half to three
mm. thick. Surface marked with large, showy, depressed, starshaped maculre, at somewhat variable distances apart, averaging six mm. measuring from center to center, forming rows of
greater or less regular!ty. Apertures sub-triang·u.lar or, more
commonly, pyriform, bidenticulate, with the lunarium prorni-
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nent, about six of the intermacular apertures in two mm. Zomcia with thin walls and diaphragms about two diameters
apart. Vesicles rather large but irregular in shape and size,
rarely in more than a single series between the zomcia.
This fine species is distinguished from all Devonian species of
the genus by the larger and decidedly stellate maculm. These
lend the species considerable resemblance to F. asteria Prout,
from the Keokuk group. In other respects, however they are
quite distinct.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Buffalo, Iowa.
FISTULIPORA COLLINA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVII, Fig. &-lib, and Pl. XL VIII, Fig. 5-5a.

Zoarium a circular expansion, five or more cm. in width and
one to three mm. in thickness; a wrinkled epitheca upon the
lower side. Surface with solid, more or less prominent, elongated maculre or monticules, set in cross rows, their summits
about four mm. apart. Zomcia.l apertures arranged in somewhat concentric rows about the monticules, diminishing very
slightly in size as they recede from the monticules; sub-oval or
circular in shape, averaging 0.22 mm. but varying from 0. 17
to 0.27 in diameter, about one-half their diameter apart, about
eight in three mm. Apertures, so far as observed, without a
distinct peristome, the lunarium too being generally obsolete,
but occasionally the apertures appear somewhat oblique on
account of a slight prominence of the posterior margin. In thin
sections the zomcial tubes are seen to contain a small number
of diaphragms, their walls being thin, the lunarium unrecognizable, the vesicles comparatively smalJ, of nearly uniform size,
but varying from one-third to two-thirds the size of the zomcia,
moderately shallow, angular, usually in only a single series between the zomzia, though a double row is commonly present
between those which open upon the slopes of the monticules.
All the walls have a minutely granular or intermittent appearance.
In some respects this species resembles F. communis and F.
monticufata, two common species at Buffalo, Iowa, which r1ire
described in this work as new. The absence of a complete peristome and smaller vesicles separate F. collina from both, while
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the larger ZO(f'cia help in distinguishing it from the former, and
the different habit of growth from the latter.
Position and locality: Hamilton group. Comparatively rare
at Buffalo, Iowa.
:F'1sTULIPORA FOORDI Ulrich.
Pl. XL VII, Fig. 7-7a, and Pl. XL VIII, Fig. 4-4a.

Zoal'ium a broad expansion: when complete, probably eight
to ten cm. wide; the only example seen is two and one-half
mm. thick at the edges, and five mm. in the thickest part.
Under surface with an epitheca marked by rather faint irregularly concentric wrinkles. Large solid maculm, nearly on a level
with the surface, occur at intervals of six to eight mm., measuring from center to center. Apertures immediately surrounding
the maculm, larger and more prominent than the others, decreasing gradually in size toward the middle of the inter-macular spaces, from 0.2 to 0.4 mm. in diameter, arranged in regular intersecting series, sub-t,riangular or pyriform in shape.
Lunarium very prominent, usually giving the apertures a
decidedly oblique appearance. When the apertures are closed by
opercular covers, the zoarial surface seems studded with triangular points, a little more than the diameter of their base apart;
about ten in 5 mm. lnterspaces in general slightly concave,
but exhibiting irrel.!'ular, faintly convex spaces, which are most
distinct on the surface of the maculm. Zomcial tubes a little
oblique to the surface, with diaphragms some,vhat more than
their own diameter apart. The two ends of the lunarimn project strongly into the broadly pyriform zomcia. Vesicles large,
angular, irregular in shape, forming but a single series between
the zomcia, less shallow (in vertical section) than usual; the
maculre are entirely made up of them. Tangential sections
show that the interspaces are really of less width than the
zomcia.
The present species is, perhaps, nearer related to F. astrica
Ulr., also from the Hamilton group, than to any other species
known to me. 'l'he points of dissimilarity between them are,
however, quite marked, and it is scarcely possible that they will
be confounded.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Rockford, Iowa.
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FISTULIPORA SPINULIFERA Rominger.
PL XLVI, Fig. 3-3d.

Fistulipora spinulifera Rominger, 1866. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., p.121.

Zoarium ramose, branches one to three cm. in diameter. Surface monticulose; the small, prominent, conical, and sub-solid
monticules about three mm. apart, and arranged in rows of
considerable regularity. Monticules composed of vesicular tissue
and, like the interzomcial spaces, minutely spinous when in a
good state of preservation. Apertures sub-oval, about 0.20 mm.
in their greatest width, and between six and seven in two mm.
Lunarium but little elevated, the ends sometimes prominent and
projecting slightly into the zomcial cavity. Zomcial tubes thin
walled, proceeding in a gradual curve to the surface upon which
they open almost perpendicularly. Diaphragms rather irregular
in position and distribution, none in the central part, few in the
outer portfon of the axial region, numerous in the cortical region. Vesicles irregular, usually small, angular, very large in
the axial region, becoming gradually much shallower toward
the surface, surrounding the zomcia in one or two series. ln
tangential sections the lunarium shows but faintly. These sections also show a large number of small spots, that resemble
thin-walled acanthopores. They do not appear to form continuous tubuli.
This form cloAely resembles monticulated specimens of an associated species of Monotrypella, from which it should be discriminated. An examination with the hand lens readily does
this. The ramose habit of growth, solid branches, and comparatively thin granulose interspaces, distinguish it from other
species of the genus.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Alpena, Mich.
FISTULIPORA (?DICHOTRYPA) CORRUGATA Ulrich.
PL XLVII, Fig. 8-8a, and Pl. XL VIII, Fig. 6--0b.

· Zoarium an irregular undulating or somewhat distorted expansion, one mm. or there about in thickness. Under surface
with a concentrically wrinkled epitheca, the wrinkles strong, subequal, and closely approximated. Sharply defined, small solid
maculrn, of stellate form, dot the celluliferous surface and are but
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little if any raised above it. Measuring from center to center they
are about 2.5 mm. apart. The maculm are surrounded by comparatively large apertures, facing outward; having the hood or
lunarium very prominent. Apertures oblique, sub-triangular or
pyriform, bidenticulate, hooded, about 0.15 mm. in diameter,
rather closely approximated, an averag·e of twelve or thirteen
in three mm. Zomcia at first oblique, then direct. The primitive cells, as shown by deep tangential sections, are of elongate
semi-cordate form, and arranged between longitudinal lines.
Here they sometimes show a feature that reminds me of a superior hemiseptum. Diaphragms apparently wanting. Vesicles
varying in shape, angular, approaching in size to the zomcia.
In the upper part of the zoarium the vesicles are filled up or
replaced by solid calcareous matter, exhibiting in good sections
a large number of minute dark spots.
The distinctive features of this neat and well marked spscies
are the small and closely approximated zorncia, the strong and
regular wrinkles of the epitheca, and the general resemblance of
the zomcial structure to that of the CYSTODICTYONID£. Should
it prove that the form is bifoliate then it would have to be regarded as an unqualified species of Dichotrypa. In any event I
am strongly inclined to place it there.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Thunder Bay, Mich.
FIS'l'ULIPOHA S'l'ELLIFERA

Rominger.

Pl. XLVII. fig. 2, 2a.

F'istulipora stellifera Rominger. 1866. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 120.

Zoarium sometimes unilaminar, more commonly rising into
bifoliate expansions, from one to three mm. thick. Surface
nearly even, but sometimes the maculm are slightly elevated.
Maculm of stellate appearance, about four mm. from center to
center, the eentral portion and rays concave, smooth or finely
granular, appearing solid at the surface. Apertures oval or
circular, with prominent peristome, one side (lunarium) often
more elevated than the other. In perfect examples, the rim
bears from six to eight small blunt spines. The arrangement of the zomcia apertures is quite regular, radial series being
the most marked around the maculm, where they are also
slightly larger and separated by wider interspaces than in the
-60
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intermacular spaces. Here they are rather closely approximated, about six in two mm., with an average diameter of
0.18 mm.
In sections the lunarium is illy defined, the zocecia appearing
as regularly oval or circular. The interspaces are occupied by
a single series of rather large, angular vesicles, but in the immediate vicinity of the maculre ·they onen form double-series.
In vertieal sections the zocecial tubes bend abruptly outward
from the irregularly flexuous median laminre, and, a short distance above the bend are usually crossed by a diaphragm.
The vesicles decrease in height toward the surface, and near it
are largely filled by a secondary deposit of sclerenchyma.
The bifoliate zoarium suggests comparison with MeekoponL,
Ulr., but I cannot find that the species approaches that genus
in any other respect. In its zocecial features it agrees closely
with the section of Fistzzlipora, typified by F. communis Ulr.
The specimen here figured is identical with a number of examples collected at Rominger's original locality by Mr. J. M. Nickles. It also agrees quite closely with an authentic example of
the species, the principal difference noted being a slightly greater
elevation of the lunarium in the latter.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, near Alpena, Mich.,
where it was collected by Rev. W. H. Barris, who kindly presented it to the author.
MEEKOPORA Ulrich.
{For generic diagnosis see page 383.J

The two principal peculiarities of this genus, i. e., the bifoliate zoarium and the uniform direction of the zocecia apertures
toward the distal end of the zoarium, render it more than ordinarily eas:y of determination. In their general form and construction the zoaria of Meekopora resemble those of Dichotrypa,
and the careless observer will probably confound them. A little
care, howeV'er, in comparing species of the two genera will soon
bring to light several important differences, the genus under
consideration beingan unequivocal member of the F1sTULIPORID..E,
while Dichotrypa, is an equally true division of the CYSTODICTYONID..E. A comparison of vertical sections brings to light some of
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the most striking differences (see Pl. LXXVI, fig. 9b, and Pl.
LXXVII, fig. 7b). Thus the zooocial tubes in Dichotrypa, are recumbent on the median lamina, then bending outward abruptly
proceed direct to the surface. A more or less developed superior
hemiseptum is usually recognizable, but diaphragms are absent.
On the other hand in Meekopora, the tubes are gently curved
throughout their length from the median laminm to their apertures without becoming direct and, while hemisepta are wanting,
numerous diaphragms are present. Other important differences
might be pointed out, but as they will be obvious enough to
the student, the above are deemed sufficient for the present.
Four species are now referred to the genus, one of them provisionally. Beside these my cabinet contains three m0re. All
the species now positively known to have the structure of the
genus are from Lower Carboniferous deposits.
MEEKOPORA EXIMIA

IDrich.

Pl. LXXVII, fig. 6-6d.

Zoarium a bifoliate, somewhat undulating, palmate expansion, several cm. in width and two to five mm. in thickness.
Surface presenting large, slightly elevated, oval, smooth spots
or maculm, arranged in somewhat regular diagonal rows, five
or six mm. apart. The apertures immediately surrounding the
maculm a little larger than the others. Apertures in rather
regular oblique rows, all facing up toward the distal. part of
the zoarium, sub-triangular or semicircular in outline, with
prominent overarching lunarial hoods; six or seven apertures
in three mm., each with a diameter of about 0.21. Ooocia few,
taking the place of one of the zooocia and consisting of a cystoid elevation of the surface, with a small perforation at the
apex. Zooocial tubes thin walled, extending with a gradual
curve to the surface, without, however, becoming direct. Lunariuin usually obsolete in tangential sections, but sometimes
the ends project slightly into the visceral cavity. The axial
plane consists of two very thin closely adhering flexuous epithecal membranes. Vesicles of irregular shape, much the largest near the axial plane, often exhibiting an obscure concentric
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arrangement around the zocecia. As they approach the surface
the floor of the vesicles (the top of the underlying one) is covered with a deposit of light colored sclerenchyma, which appears to be traversed by minute vertical canals. Near the surface this perforated deposit entirely fills the vesicles. It is of
darker color in the immediate vicinity of the zomcia. In tangential sections Rhowing the character8 just beneath the surface
the zomcia are circular, the vesicles and lunaria unrecognizable,
at a deeper level the lunarium is fairly well shown, and the
form of the numerous vesicles, though they are still partially
filled with the deposit. is readily determinable. At the median
plane the zocecia are arranged between longitudinal lines. These
sections also 8how that the interspaces gradually increase in
width, while the zomcia diameter decreases v•ith growth. Diaphragms fairly numerous, fiat or slightly concave, a tube diameter or less dist,ant from each other.
This fine species need not be confounded with any bryozoan
known to me from either the St. Louis or the Chester horizon.
Position and locality: Near the dividing "line between the St.
Louis and Chester group, Monroe Co., Ill. The species may be
found both above and below the line.

MEEKOPORA APPROXIMATA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVII, fig. 5.

Zoarium bifoliate, growing into irregularly undulating thin
expansions, from one to one and a half mm. thick. Surface
smooth, with small solid maculm, their centers four to five mm.
apart. Apertures closely approximated, oblique, sub-circular or
subtriagular in outline, 0.20 to 0.30 mm. in diameter, arranged
in more or less regular diagonally intersecting rows, seven in
three mm. measuring along the rows; interspaces thin, the
lower margin of the aperture elevated into a prominent hood.
Median laminrn forming a rugosely wrinkled plane from which
the zocecial tubes proceed with a gradual curve to the surface
which they reach obliquely.
Diaphragms usually fiat, most
abundant in the deeper portion of t,he zoarium, where also they
are often recurved.
Lunaria quite angular in tangential Rec-
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tions, but their ends rarely if ever project into the zooocial cavity. The vesicles resting upon the median laminre are elongated
in the direction of growth, those resting upon them are smaller,
angular, comparatively few, and often failing to completely
isolate the zooocia.
This species is to be compared with M. eximfa, but the thinner
zoarium, much more closely arranged zooocia and smaller maculre
distiinguish the two species without much trouble. Thin sections
furnish additional differences. An undescribed associated species
is not so readily separated, though differing in several important particulars. Its zoarium is two or three times as thick,
the zooocia separated by somewhat wider interspaces, and all
the diaphragms strongly recurved.
Position and locality: Chester group. Chester, Ill. Sloan's
Valley, Ky.
MEEKOPORA CLAUSA

IDrich.

Pl. LXXVI, fig. 6 and Pl. LXXVII, fig. 7-7b.
F'istulipora? clausa Ulrich, 1884.

Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. 7, p. 47.
Pl. 3, fig. 4, 4b.

This species of which a full descriptfon was given in the refer·ence above cited, was there referred to Fistulipora with an (?)
added. The weighty points in which it differs from Fistulipora
then pointed to· a generic separation which I was unwilling to
make without first finding similar species. This has been done
and the genus Meekopora established for their reception. M.
clausa is related to M. eximia, the type of the genus, but differs
too conspicuously in its habit of growth and other characters
to admit of confusing them.
Position and locality: Chester group. The types are from
Sloan's Valley and Grayson Co., Ky., but I have seen specimens from Chester, Ill.
MEEKOPORA? APERTA

IDrich.

Pl. LXXVI, fig. 1, Ia.

Zoarium consisting of small compressed branches, several cm.
in height, about three to five mm. in width by one mm. in
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greatest thickness; cross section of branches lenticular; margin
acute, smooth or obscurely granular. Apertures subcircular or
oval, with a beveled margin, slightly flaring, from 0.20 to 0.25
mm. in diameter, arranged in diagonal curved rows, about four
in 2 mm. Interspaces slightly concave, rising around the apertures to form a kind of peristome, which is more elevated below
than above, causing the apertures to appear slightly oblique
and directed toward the distal portion of the zoarium. Lunarium indistinct. Axial membranes very thin and somewhat fiexuous. -Zomcial tubes for a short distance prostrate, then curving abruptly they proceed to the surface at, nearly a right angle.
Diaphragms appear to be wanting. Vesicles angular with an
obscure longitudinal arrangement, those along the median laminoo very large, diminishing in size and increasing in numbers
with age. Near the surface they are replaced by or filled with
calcareous tissue.
The general appearance of t,his species is so much like that of
species of Cystodictya, that I was at first inclined to refer it to
that genus. Upon a closer examination, however, I found that
the principal zomcial characters of the CYSTODICTYONID.LE were
absent, and that in these features the species presented a marked
resemblance to Meekopora,.
Some care is required in distinguishing M. a,perta from certain forms of Cystodict.Ya pustulosa
Ulrich, and it will not surprise me should future investigations
prove these two species more closely related than is shown
by the material now at hand.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rare at King's Mountain, Ky.
STROTOPORA

Ulrich.

<For generic diagnosis see page 383.J

This genus is proposed to include a small group of Fistuliporoid species having a peculiar feature in common, which in
most cases is sufficiently obvious to render their separation
from other genera of the family a comparatively easy task.
The peculiarity referred to, in t,he ordinary state of preservation,
presents itself in the shape of large abruptly spreading cells,
having at the bottom an aperture of the average zomcia size,
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and a thin irregular elevated margin.
When perfect they appear as laterally perforat,ed, prominent, round and smooth
tubercles, about 0.5 mm. in diameter. That they represent
omcia will scarcely admit of doubt. The following three species
are all that are positively known to have this character, but
another form, of which my material is not good, most probably also belongs to the genus.

STROTOPOHA PERMINUTA Ulrich.
Pl. XLVII, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium having the form of small, irregular, hollow branches,
with a rugosel.Y wrinkled epitheca on the insidA; thickness of
zoarium 0.5 mm. or a little more.
Surface with subsolid,
slightly elevated, conical monticules, about two mm. apart from
center to center. Slopes of monticules occupied by zomcia facing
outward from the center, so as to form radiating series. Apertures suboval, but generally a little irregular in shape, 0.10 to
0.12 mm. in diameter, and eleven or twelve in three mm. Lunarium very prominent and overarching. Interspaces once and
a half to twice the width of the apertures. Omcia comparatively
small, about, 0.4 mm. in diameter, with an eccentric opening at
the bottom; when perfect with a dome shaped covering in which
there is a lateral opening. They vary somewhat in number on
different fragments, being numerous on some and few on others.
The minuteness of the zomcia, the delicate zoarium, and the
dome-Rhaped omcia, distinguish this species from all Fistuliporoid Bryozoa known to me from Devonian rocks. This species is smaller in every respect than the Keokuk species next
described.
Position and locality: Middle Devonian. Falls of the Ohio.

STHOTOPORA FOVEOI. A'l'A Ulrich.
PI. LXXVII, Fig. 9-9a.

Zoarium having the form of solid compressed branches; four
or more cm. high, two or three cm. wide and four to eight mm.
thick. Surface with low, broad, rounded, generally transversely
elongated monticules. Inter-monticular spaces less than the
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width of the monticules. Apertures irregularly arranged, the
interspaces being of variable width, those upon the monticules
more separated than the others; varying also in size and shape,
some being circular, others oval or sub-triangular, 0.29 to 0.30
mm. in diameter, and seven or eight in three mm. Lunarium
01· hood moderately developed, occupying· one side of the apertures. Omcia numerous, but without regularity of arrangement,
sometimes a number occur in close proximity to each other;
bowl-shaped, about three times as wide as the zomcia, with
prominent margins, circular or irregularly indented by the encroaching zocecia; in their perfect state, as shown by well preserved specimens, over-arched by a dome-shaped covering,
having a small round or c1·escentic opening· upon one side.
Center of branch, in the specimens at hand, crushed out of
shape. Zocecia rectangular to surface in the latter part of their
course; provided with fairly numerous, thick, flat, or sometimes recurved diaphragms. Vesicles surrounding the zocecia in a single
or double series, uniform in depth, angular, variable in size and
shape, replaced near the surface by calcareous tissue, which is
perforated by numerous, small, longitudinal, irregularly arranged
tubuli, establishing communication between the surface and
vesicles. Lunarium composed of lighter colored tissue, occupying about one-third of the circumferance of the zocecium.
In the form and general aspect of the zoarium this species
resembles Ji'istulipora compressa Rominger, a common species
of the Keokuk limestone. Indifferently preserved examples might
be confounded, but when in a good, or even in the ordinary
state of preservation, t,he ocecia of the one serve excellently in
discriminating between them.
Position and locality; Keokuk group, Bentonsport, Iowa,
and Warsaw, Ill.
STROTOPORA DERMA'l'A

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVII, Fig. 8-8a.

This species like S. fo veolata, the type of the genus, consists
of compressed branches, but they are much less robust in every
respect, the thickness being seldom more than two mm. The
branches too seem always to have been hollow, with an epithe-
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cal lining on the inner side. The surface is more even, the cell
apertures are smaller, more rounded, the lunarium not so well
marked, the interspaces comparatively wider and slightly elevated, so that they appear to slope down into the zooocial
apertures; of these about eight occur in three mm. The ooocia
are rather smaller, and the zooocial openings in the bottom,
eccentric in position. The ooocia, though also irregularly distributed, are less so than in S. fo veqlata. An arrangement in
transverse series is common. Interspaces minutely granular or
pitted.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa, and
Warsaw, Ill. The specimens from Warsaw are a little more
robust than those from Keokuk. Not rare.

BUSKOPORA Ulrich, 1886.
(Contr. Am. Pal. vol. l, No. 1, p. 2:!.)
(For l!'eneric diagnosis see page 383.J

BusKoPoRA LUNATA Rominger.
Pl. XL VII, Fig. 7-7d.

F·istulipora lunata Rominger. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila., 1866.
LichenaUa lunata Hall. Trans. Albany Institute, vol. X, abstract, p. 10, 1881.
Buskopora dentata Ulrich, 1886. Contri. Am. Pal., vol. I. p, 22, Pl. II, fig. 5-5a.
Lichenalia lunata Hall. Rept. St. Geo!. for 1885. Exp!. to pl. 81, fig. 1-9, 1887.
Lichenalia lunata Hall, Pal. N. Y., vol. VI, p. 77, Pl. 31, figs. 1-9, 1887.

A fine example lately obtained enables me to add some information about this species. The example is evidently more
mature, its greatest thickness being about 4 mm., and shows
the fully developed characters at one point. Here the zooocia
apertures are much smaller than usual and the interspaces proportionally wider. Upon close examination I find that this
peculiar appearance is due to a large portion of the original
aperature being covered by a thin membrane. The present orifice occupies the space between the lunarium and the opposite
wall and is of oval or subcircular shape. The specimens being
silicified and entirely free from the matrix, it shows, where
fractured, the character of the interior. Fig. 7d represents a
portion of a vertical fracture and shows several zooocial tubes
-61
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with the internal ridge and lunarium. Also the vesicles of the
interspaces. Diaphragms are few or absent in this example.
Hall says septa (diaphragms) are "frequent."
Position and locality:· Middle Devonian, (Upper Helderberg?),
Falls of the Ohio.

BoTRYLLOPORA Nicholson, 1874.
(Can. Jour., vol. XIV, No 2.
<For generic diagnosis see page 884.J

BoTRYLLOPORA soCIALIS Nicholson.
Pl. XLIII. Fig. 9-9b.

Botryl/opora socialis Nich., 1874. Geol. Mag. n. s., vol. I, p, 160, Pl. IX, fig. 16;
Botryllopora socialis Nich., 1874. Pal. Ont .. p. 96, fig. 32.
Botryllopora socialis Hall, 1884. Rept. State Geol. for 1883, p, 61.

Zoarium rarely solitary, generally consisting of a greater or
less aggregation of approximate or confluent disc-like colonies,
attached by their lower surface to foreign bodies; rugose corals
and Brachiopods seeming to be the most favored. Sometimes
specimens are found that are free, with a strongly wrinkled
epitheca below. These again may consist of several successions
of colonies growing one upon the other. Ordinarily, however,
there is but one layer of about one mm. in thickness. Diameter
of discs varying from two to four mm. Upper surface of disc
convex with a central cup-shaped or flattened depression, from
which radiate a number of depressed linear spaces, all of about
the same width, commonly bifurcating about half way out.
Between the depressed spaces are ridges that extend nearly to
the margin of the disk; about half way between the center and
the margin their number is usually doubled by t,he interpolation of shorter ridges. Total number of ridges varying- from
fifteen to twenty-five. Each ridge is occupied by two series of
zofficia, having rather thick adjoining walls, there being no interspaces between them. Zofficia apertures circular or oval, less
than 0.10 mm. in diameter, about eight in one mm., (the
length of the Jong :ridges) with horizontal or slightly concave
diaphragms, about three tube diameters apart. Central and
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radiating depressions occupied by angular sub-spherical or flattened vesicles; about two or three times the diameter of the zooocia.
The space between the disks is taked up by much larger irregular vesicles, being several times as wide as those at the center
of the disks. These may represent ooocia.
Specimens from ·different localities vary a great deal in the
size of the disks and number of rays. Possibly several species
have been thrown together, but without more material than is
now before me, it would be unwise to establish more species.
In the specimen figured the disks are larger than in any other
seen by me.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Eighteen Mile Creek,
N. Y.; Arkona, Canada; Falls of the Ohio; Thunder Bay, Mich.
Probably also at Andalusia, Ill.
CYSTODICTYA IDrich, 1882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 152.l
<For generic diagnosis see page 385.)

This is one of the most important of the Palreozoic genera
of Bryozoa, being abundantly represented by both species and
individuals, in the upper. divisions of the age. No species are as
yet known from rocks of earlier date than Devonian, but in
the Upper Helderberg and Hamilton deposits the genus makes
its advent with a comparatively strong representation, no less
than twent,y species having already been described that are
referable to the genus. Of these seventeen have lately been
published by Prof. Hall as species of Stictopora. Most of them
he illustrates, while the descriptions of the others are sufficiently
full to enable me to determine their generic relations. The following clearly belong to Cystodictya, and not to Stictopom.*
* I find a foot note on p. 10 of a number of plates and explanations which are published by Prof Hall in advance of his report as State Geologist for 1886. This note reads
as follows: "In relation to the genus G11stodict11a, I may remark that every species of
Stictopora known to me possesses the characters on which the genus G11stodict11a has
been founded." ln answer to this decretory note, I wish to say, that Prof. Hall has
either entirely forgotten that his genus Stictopora was founded upon Lower Silurian
species of very different structure from G11stodict11a, or he has failed to appreciate the
really essential characters of the typical species of his genus. He describes the genus
with six species in the Pal. of New York, Vol. 1, published in 1847. On page 16 we find
Stictoporafenestrata, page 17 S. olomerata, p. 50 S. lo,byrinthica, p. 51 S. ramosa, p. 74
the generic desoription and S.(?) acuta, and on the page following S. eleoantula. Now
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Stictopora, crescens, in vertis, linearis, o va,tipora, pe1·arcta,· rigida,
semistriata, and vermicula,, from the Upper Helderberg group;
and S. crenula,ta, incisurata, lima,ta,, ovata, recta-linea,, sinuosa,,
subrigida, trilineata, and tumulosa, from the Hamilton group.
Regarding these Devonian species, I have to say at present only
that in my opinion Prof. Hall has drawn the specific lines unjustifiably close, and that in some cases at any rate, he has
proposed two names where one would have sufficed. Of other
Devonian species, having the str~cture of Cystodictya, 8. gilberti
Meek, S. meeki Nicholson, and S. su/ca,ta, Winchell should be
mentioned. In the Kinderhook and Burlington beds we
meet with a small undescribed species having pustulose apertures arranged longitudinally between low and broad ridges.
In the Keokuk limestone C. Jineata, Ulr., is common, while C.
pustulosa, C. a,merictwa, and C; nitida, three new species, are
more rare. C. ocellata is from a bed in Kentucky, doubtfully
referred to the Keokuk group. In the St. Louis limestone we
find in great abundance a variety of C. lineata, which might
be known as sancti-ludovici; also a wide form that I will provisionally designate as var. major. In the Chester group the
genus is represented by one or two undescribed species, and in
the Coal Measures we find U. carbonaria Meek. The Waverly
deposits of Ohio also furnish several species.
whichever of these five species 8.(?J acuta being unavailable), we may select for the type
of the genus, we never approach the ground occupied by Cystodictya. Stictopora as
now employed by me is based upon 8. fenestrata. This species is congeneric with the
forms which I formerly proposed to call Rhinidictya, and is one of a number of distinctively Lower Silurian Bryozoa, differing l'rom Eurydictya of the present WOl'k
almost solely in the form of the zoarium, which, instead of broad indefinite expansions,
forms slender, parallel-sided bifurcating stipes. The student will do well to compare
figures on plate XXX with those of CYSTODICTYONIDlE on plates 76, 77 and 78. The 8.
fenestrata seems to me to be the most available of the six species originally referred
to the genus to stand as the type. S. glomerata, S. ramosa and 8. labyrinthica are
too indefinite to have furnished the generic characters, while S.(?) acuta, although the
first to follow the generic description, cannot be utilized because Hall questioned his
reference of the species to the genus. 8. elegantula is the only other species having
any claim to the distinction. This species is one of a small but little understood group
of species, related to 8tfototrypa of this work, that most probably should be regarded
as generically distinct from the widely distributed group typified by 8. fenestruta and S.
nicholsoni, Ulr. In case 8. elegantula is made the type of the genus, then Rhinidictya
will stand and 8tictopora have only two or possibly three representatives. In no case,
however, can Stictopora be made to include Cystodictya.
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CYSTODICTYA HAMILTONENSIS Ulrich.
Pl. XLII, fig. 4. and Pl. XLIII, fig, 1.

Zoarium a bifurcating stipe, from 2.5 to 3 mm. in width between the bifurcations, and 0.5 mm. in greatest thickness. Bifurcations frequent, commonly at intervals of about 8 or 9
mm. After bifurcation the two divisions bend a little toward
each other. Non-poriferous margin narrow.
Cell apertures in
parallel longitudinal rows between strong elevated ridges; eight
or ten rows just before bifurcation, half going into each division, soon after bifurcation the number of rows reaches by interpolation the normal number seven or eight.
Those in adjoining rows alternate with each other, causing an arrangement
in intersecting series extending diagonally across the branch.
Apertures almost circular or oval, about 0.2 mm. in diameter
and six in three mm. measuring lengthwise, those in the marginal rows a little larger than the central ones, with a slightly
elevated peristome, a little stronger at the outer side, causing the
apertures to appear a little oblique. Lunarium strong only in
old examples, usually quite inconspicuous. End spaces equal to
about one and a half times the diameter of the cell apertures.
Internal structure in accord with generic requirements.
This seems to be a characteristic species of the western exposures of the Hamilton group, if not also of the eastern. It
is closely allied to C. sulcata (Stictopora sulcata Winchell) but
differs in the disposition of its parts.
Position and locality: Hamilton group. Buffalo, Iowa and
Rock Island, Ill. The same or a very similar form occurs at
Eighteen Mile creek in N. Y., and near Milwaukee, Wis., on the
lake shore.
CYSTODICTYA NITIDA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXVI, fig. 4-4c.

Zoarium a narrow stipe, about 1.5 to 2 mm. in width, branching dichotomously at intervals of from 8 to 12 mm. Non-poriferous margin very narrow. Apertures in linear series, between
scarcely elevated ridges, five to eight of these series upon each
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face of the zoarium. In the matured perfect state (fig. 4b) the
apertures are circular, small, less than 0.1 mm. in diameter, raised
above the ridges with prominent projecting peristome. Apertures also arranged in rather irregular diagonally intersecting
series across the branch. Summits of the ridges with delicate
flexuous lines, the whole of the remaing interspaces finely granulose. In the less mature state (fig. 4c) the apertures are much
larger and bounded on two sides by crescentic margins, the
outer one (lunarial) promptly elevated, directed slightly toward
the center of the stipe and curved to a shorter radius than the
opposite. Measured lengthwise six aperturs occur in three mm.
obliquely about three in one mm.
This species is much smaller than the C. linea,ta, Ulr. It is
more closely related to C. a,merica,na, fir., which see for comparh!ons.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Bentonsport, Iowa.

CYSTODICTYA AMERICANA IDrich.
Pl. LXXVI, fig. 5, 5a.

Zoarium a long narrow stipe, not observed to branch, about
1.5 mm. in width. Transverse section of branches sub-acutely
elliptical, with the two sides more convex than usual. Each
side with four or five linear series of apertures, arranged between
prominent rounded ridges at the bottom of moderately deep
sulci, 5- or 5~ in three mm. Apertures much elevated, small,
circular, and about 0.08 mm in diameter in the perfect mature
stage; in the ordinary condition much larger, subelliptical, 0.18
mm. in length by 0.13 mm. in width, and with the margin
most elevated on the outer side. The cells are also quite regularly arranged in diagonally intersecting series. End spaces from
two to four times as long as the diameter of the cell apertures.
This species I formerly considered identical with C. pa,ra,llela,
Phillips (species) from the Carboniferous shales of Great Britain.
Comparisons lately made have shown that the English species
has both external and internal peculiarities not possessed by
its American representative. It is closely related to C. nitida,
mr., but that species has the stipe frequently bifurcated, the
zorncia a litUe more numerous, and their arrangement in dia-
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gonal lines less regular. The longitudinal ridges are stronger,
the rows of cells generally less, and the surface more convex in

C. americana,.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; King's Mountain Tunnel, Ky., and Bentonsport, Iowa.

CYSTODICTYA PUSTULOSA ffirich.
Pl. LXXVI, fig. 2, 2a.

This species differs from C. lineata ("Am. Pal. Bry." Jour.
Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VII, p. 37, Pl. II, fig. 4, 4c) mainly
in the fact that the lines which form so conspicuous a feature
on C. lineata are obsolete or almost wanting, and that. the
apertu~es occupy the summits of prominent papilloo, imparting
to the surface a. strongly pustulose appearance, quite different
from what we find in C. lineata. A tangential section dividing
the zomcia just above their decumbent portion shows a very
peculiar feature, which I am not yet able to explain. Namely,
the zomcial cavity is here divided longitudinally by a line which
commencing at the posterior side of the subcircular wall, extends about three-fourths of the diameter to the opposite side.
A similar but shorter line has also been observed in a section
of C. lineafa. These sections also show that the zorncial cavity
is larger in C. pustulosa than in C. lineata.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; King's Mt. Tunnel, Ky.;
Keokuk, Iowa; Warsaw and Nauvoo, Ill.

CYSTODICTYA LINEATA var. MAJOR Ulrich.
Pl. LXXVI. fig. 3.

Comparison of sections of this form with those of typical
specimens of C. lineata has not developed any appreciable dif~
ference in internal structure.
Externally this variety is more
robust and has three or four more rows of cells than the typical form. All the examples seen are badly preserved. Better
material may show differences which are not now obvious.
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Position and locality: The specimens are attached to the surface of a slab of rock labelled only "Keokuk limestone." This
is probably an error as the character of the rock is decidedly
like that of the St. Louis limestone at Alton, Ill.

CosCINIUM Keyserling, 1846.
(Reise in das Petschora Land, p. 191.J
(For generic diagnosis see page 385.J

So far as I am aware the minute characters of the type of
this genus have never been made public, so that there is yet a
possibility of error when we refer species here. The probabilities, however, are decidedly against C. cyclops Keys., being
generically distinct from such species as C cribriforme Prout,
and C. latum, of the pi;esent work. These two species belong to
a small group that is first met with in the Upper Helderberg,
and extends up into the Coal Measures. The form of the
zoarium is precisely like that of Clathropora Hall, and authors
have usually regarded that genus as synonymous with Coscinium. This is an error if my understanding of C. cyclops is
correct, since Hall's genus is closely related to Ptilodictya, Lonsdale, while Coscinium, as defined by me, is an unquestionable
member of the CYS'l'ODICTYONID..E. In 1859, Prout identified a
species from the Falls of the Ohio with the C. cyclops, and at
the same time described a new species from the same locality as
C. cribriforme. In my "American Palreozoic Bryozoa," I also
described and figured a species as C. cyclops. During the progress of this work I have made it a duty to reconsider every
previously determined point. In this case the result was more
than usually gratifying, since I can now rectify several errors.
I learn that the C. cyclops of Prout, is the Clathropora, intertexta, Nich., (a true species of that genus) and not the same as
Keyserling's species; that my C. cyclops and Hall's Cfathropora
ca,rina,ta, (later Coscinotrypa ca,rina,fa) are the same as lbscinium
cribriforme Prout. With regard to the true C. c.vclops, I shall
hold that it is not known in the rocks of this country. In relation to the generic characters of this species I have only this
to say, that every zooocial feature mentioned by Keyserling
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(among which I find the lunarium) agrees well with what is
found in C. Ja,tum, Pl. XLIII, fig. 8, shows the perfect zooocia
apertures in C. cribriforme,

CosCINIUM

LA TUM

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVI, Fig. 7-7b.

Zoarium growing from an expanded base, attached to foreign
bodies, into a flabellate, reticulated frond, from 5 to 10 or
more cm. in height and width; consisting of regularly inosculating flattened branches, about one mm. thick and four or five
mm. wide. Fenestrules broad oval, 3 or 4 mm. long and 2 to
3 wide, arranged in rather regular intersecting series. Margins
of fenestrules and basal portion of zoarium non-celluliferous and
very finely granular. Zooocia apertures arranged in regular,
curved, diagonally intersecting series, and in less regular transverse and longitudinal rows. When the specimens are worn the
last arrangement is the most obvious; seven to nine rows between the fenestrules. Apertures when well preserved, with
unequally elevated peristome, commonly kidney shaped or subpyriform, more rarely, sub-circular, a little larger near the
fenestrules than over the central portion of the inosculating
branches, varying from 0.15 to 0.25 mm. in diameter on an
example in the ordinary state of preservation, six or seven in
three mm. measuring diagonally, more than their own diameter
apart. Lunarium g·enerally evident, always directed away from
the nearest fenestrules. Interspaces solid at the surface, flexuously striated or finely granular; internally occupied by vesicular tissue.
This fine species is the only one known to me from the Lower
Carboniferous rocks. It differs from the Devonian C. cribiforme
Prout, it its wider branches and interspaces, the elevated zooocia
apertures, and in their obvious diagonal arrangement.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone; Calhoun Co., Ill.,
Quincy, Ill., and Burlington, Iowa.
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ffirich.

(For generic diagnosis see page 386.J

Only one previously described species, the Fistulipora flabellum, of Rominger, seems to have the characters ascribed to this
genus, yet I do not doubt that when the Palmozoic Bryozoa
are more fully worked out, the genus will occupy a prominent
place in our classification. Already I can determine seven well
marked species, beside fragments of one or two other 1Species
from the Keokuk group. The seven described here belong, one
to the Niagara, one to the Hamilton, and five to the St. Louis
group. The great prominence of the genus in the last formation is a rather peculiar circumstance, since remains of Bryozoa
are comparatively rare in these beds.
·

DICHOTRYPA GRANDIS

Uhich.

Pl. XLII, Fig. 1-le.

Zoarium a large undulating frond, attaining a height of 13
cm. or more, a width of more than 7 cm., and at hickness of 4
or 5 mm. Surface smooth, but exhibiting, generally, small and
inconspicuous solid maculoo. Apertures arranged in bent
diagonal series, about seven in three mm. measuqng longitudinally or diagonally, with a total absence of ridges, the interspaces being flat. Orifices sub-oval, about 0.15 mm. in diameter, with slightly elevated peristome. Interspaces from one and
a half to twice the diameter of the apertures. Zomcia at first
thin-walled, prostrate, commonly of obovate form; with the
vestibule tubular and traversing the space to the surface at a
right angle with same. lnterspaces filled with vesicles, which at
first decrease in size outward, and, long before the surface is
reached, become filled with solid tissue. Lunarium occupying
from one-third to one-half the circumference of the zomcial
boundary, not very conspicuous, but usually with one end projecting tooth-like into the cavity.
This is the strongest as well as the earliest species of the
genus known. In its minute structure it seems to compare more
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favorably with species from the St. Louis limestone than with
the Devonian form next, described.
Position and locality: Niagara group; Will Co., Ill., near
Wilmington.

DICHO'l'RYPA I<'OLIATA,

Ulrich.

Pl. XLII, Fig. 2-2g.

Zoarium palmate, or an explanate undulating frond. Entire
dimensions unknown but attaining a height and width of six or
eight cm.; thickness two mm. or less. Surface even, but marked
with slightly depressed, circular or elongate, solid maculm,
arranged in more or less regular series, three or four mm. apart
measuring lengthwise. Apertures arranged in linear series between
longitudinal ridges. These ridges are most prominent in worn
specimens; when the surface is well preserved they scarcely show
and in this case the arrangement of the cells in diagonally intersecting series, due to their alternation in adjoining rows, is
most conspicuous. Apertures circular, 0.12 to 0.15 mm. in
diameter, their own diameter or somewhat more apart, about
eight in three mm., measuring either longitudinally or diagonally. Perist,ome a little more 8levated on one side than on the
other. Primitive zomcia proBtrate, of semi-cordate form, with
the vestibule tubular and almost rectangular to the surface.
Walls of vestibular portion of zomcia ring-like, traversed at the
posterior side by a small vertical pore. Lunarium very faint·
Interspaces filled in the deeper parts of the zoarium with small
vesiculm; as the surface is approached these give way to solid
tissue. Superior hemiseptum, when preserved, strong and projecting well into the zomcial cavity.
This beautiful bryozoan cannot be confounded with any other
form known to me from the Hamilton group. The longitudinal
arrangement of .the zomcia apertures distinguishes it from other
species of the genus.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Buffalo, Iowa.
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DICHOTRYPA ELEGANS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVI, fig. 8-8d.

Zoarium a more or less undulating frond, or palmate expansion, several cm. in width and heighth, 1.5 to 3 mm. in thickness; with the lateral margins sub-acute and non-poriferous.
Lower portion of zoarium perfectly smooth, being covered by
a dense cortical substance. Above this the surface is marked
with circular or sub-stellate solid maculre, which sometimes
crown the summit of low, broad, rounded monticules. Maculre
more or less regularly arranged, about three mm. apart; with
the apertures immediately surrounding them, slightly larger
than the others: Apertures a little oblique, circular, from 0.11
to 0.16 mm. in diameter, with elevated peristome, usually highest on one side, arranged in .regular bent diagonally intersecting
series, about once and a half their diameter apart, eight of those
in the intermacular spaces in three mm. Interspaces sometimes
slightly concave, generally with a faint ridge or ridges, forming
sub-polygonal depressed areas around the zomcia apertures. Internal structure similar to that of the type of the genus, but
the primitive portion of the zomcia is not regular in its form.
Just below the surface the inter-zomcial spaces are more distinctly marked with the intermittent concentric lines.
This species differs from D. intermedia and D. expa,tia,ta,, by
the smooth lower portion of the zoarium, the sub-stellate maculre, and the less strongly developed lunarium. From D. ila,belJum, Rominger, and D. I.vroides, by its different growth.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; Elizabethtown, Ky.;
Jersey and Monroe Co.'s, Ill.

DICHOTRYPA INTERMEDIA

Ulrich.

PI. LXXVI, fig. 9-9c.

Zoarium sub-ramose, consisting of an explanate frond
which throws off at intervals similar fronds, till there is produced somewhat the appearance of several successive fans growing from one another; entire height, eight or more cm., width
varying from one to three cm.; thickness rarely exceeding 1.5
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mm. Margin 8harp, with a wide non-poriferou8 border. Surface smooth, with inconspicuous solid maculre on a level with
or slightly depressed below the general ~urface, at variable distances apart. Apertures sub-pyriform to sub-circular, 0.12 to
0.15 mm. in diameter, with uneqally elevated peristome, about
one and one-half or two times their diameter apart, arranged
in diagonally intersecting series, seven or eight in three mm.
Internal structure like that of the preceding species, but the
vesicles are very crowded vertically and smaller in tangential
sections. The solid tissue near the surface is lined longitudinally rather than concentrically. Lunaria pronounced, constituting a conspicuous feature in tangential sections.
This species in its subramose zoarium and better developed
lunarium approaches Cystodictya,. The propriety of referring
the species to Dichotrypa, rather than to Cystodictya,, scarcely
admits of question.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; Alton, Ill.; St. Louis,
Mo.
DICHOTRYPA EXPATIATA.
Not figured.

So far as observed, this species closely resembles D. intermedfa
in nearly all its minute characters, but differs so strikingly in
the form of the zoarium, t,hat I am inclined to believe that better material than is now at hand, will show corresponding zooocial differences. 'fhe zoaria before me have grown into large
thin undulating expansions, one of them (incomplete) being
about 15.5 cm. long by 11 cm. wide; its thickness varies from
0.7 to 2.0 mm.
Whether specifically distinct from D. intermedfa or not, the
two forms are easily distinguished, and I have, therefore,
thought it desirable that they be known by separate names.
Position and locality: ~t. Louis group; Alton, Ill.
DICHOTRYPA FLABE.LLUM

Rominger.

Pl. LXXVII, fig. 1-lb.

Fistuliporaftabellum Rominger, 1866. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci.Phila. p. 122.

Zoarium having a strong, expanded base, roughly marked on
the lower side with a concentrically wrinkled epitheca. On the
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upper side the base gradually contracts into a flattened or subcylindrical stem which soon expands again into a bifoliate, fanshaped frond, from 1.5 to 4.0 mm. in thickness, and several
cm. in width and height. The base, stem, and lower portion of
large examples is covered with a faintly striated dermatic crust.
Above this the surf.ace presents solid sub-stellate maculrn, four
.or five mm. apart, bordered by apertures very slightly larger
than the rest. In the perfect state the apertures are oval, 0.12
to 0.15 mm. in length, with the lunarium on one side more or
less elevated. In the ordinary state of preservation they appear much larger (about 0.2 mm.) and the interspaces correspondingly narrower. The apertures are regularly arranged in
intersecting lines, sometimes with six, but more commonly with
seven in three mm. Interspaces generally a little elevated, and,
when well preserved, covered with fine flexuous strim. These
also occur on the surface of the maculte.
The flabellate zoarium of this species is such a constant character that it suffices to distinguish it from all others. Wei
preserved fragments may be recognized by the striate interspaces.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; Spergen Hill, Indiana, where the specimens are silicified and impregnated with
iron.
DICHOTRYPA LYROIDES

IDrich.

Pl. LXXVII, fig. 2-2b.

Zoarium a free lyre-shaped frond, with thick rounded solid
margins, diverging from a more or less rounded base at an
angle of about 60°. The margin is not abruptly thickened, yet
is almost twice the thickness of the celluliferous central portion
of the frond, which varies in thickness bet.ween two and three
mm. The height of the example figured must have been at least
five or six cm. Surface with broad, rounded, and variously elevated monticules, arranged in diagonally intersecting series, between four and five mm. apart, measuring from center ·to center. Summits of monticules occupied by solid, circular or substellate maculte, bordered by a row of apertures a little larger
than the rest. Apertures circular, slightly oblique, about 0.14
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mm. in diameter with unequally elevated peristome; arranged
in more or less regular diagonally intersecting series, about
eight in three mm. Interspaces slightly concave, wider than the
diameter of the apertures.
· The remarkable zoarial habit of this species distinguishes it
from D. fJa,bellum Rom. and D. elegans, its nearest congeners.
The silicified specimens upon which the species is founded were
collected six or seven years ago by Prof. A. G. Wet,herby, and
kindly presented to the author. After a cursory examination
at the time, I laid them aside under the supposition that they
were nothing more than a species of Lyropora encrusted by
some Fistuliporoid. A more careful second examination has resulted in a very different conclusion.
The thickened support is comparable to the solid base of
Eiractinopora M. & W.
Poi:;ition and locality: St. Louis gToup. Southern Kentucky.
AcTINOTRYPA IDrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 386.)

AcTINOTRYPA PECULIARIS Rominger.
Pl. LXXVII, fig. 3, 3b.

Fistulipora peculiaris Rominger, 1866.

Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p, 123.

Zoarium a thin bifoliate expansion, several cm. in height and
breadth, and from 0.5 to 2.5 mm. in thickness. Surface even,
provided with subcircular broad maculrn, appearing minutely
punctured when a little worn, but granular when well preserved.
Maculrn level with the general surface, occurring at rather variable intervals, but an average distance of about six mm. prevails. Apertures regularly arranged in diagonally intersecting
series, about six in three mm., floriform, owing to the toothlike projections of the internal ridges, with raised peristomes;
about 0.25 mm. in diameter, those nearest the maculrn a little
larger. Interspaces of equal or somewhat less width than the
diameter of the apertures. Zo<Pcia at first prostrate, then bent
outward almost at right angles. Occasionally the angle at the
point of bending is prolonged into a short superior hemisep-
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tum. Soon a~er bending from 8 to 10 ridges are developed on
the inner surface of the zooocial wall which increase in strength
toward the surface. In tangential sections they appear as subregular tooth-like projections into the zooocial cavity. lnterzorecial spaee filled with layers of lenticular vesicles, of angular
form in tangential sections, which are only partially filled with
solid tissue near the surface. Those resting upon the mesial
lamina> a little larger than the others.
Rominger states that the species sometimes occurs in unilaminar expansions with an epitheca upon the lower side. I very
much doubt the accuracy of this statement, since none of nearly
one hundred examples seen by me; are in that condition.
This interesting and peculiar species is the only one known to
me having the radial denticles so greatly developed that they
form internal septal ridges. Spinose peristomes are known
among the F1sTULIPORID.E, and radial denticles in Fenestella,
PoLypora and Pinnatopora, but .these are all very superficial
when compared to the radial structures found in A. peculiaris.
Still, I regard them all as homologous, and with slight modifications, accounted for by one explanation; Namely, I believe
that in Actinotrypa, these structures were originally represented
by small spines or tubercles on the peristome of the original
aperture, which acted as support to converging setm, and keeping pace with the gradual elongation or growth of the aperture into a tubular "vestibule," they eventually berame septalike ridges.
Possibly the genus has nearer relatives among the FISTULIPORID.E, but the essential points of structure, as I now see them
seem to correspond more nearly with those of the CYSTODICTYONID.E.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa; LaGrange, Mo., Warsaw and Nauvoo, Ill.

T .ENIOPORA Nicholson, 1874:.
<Geol. Mag. N. S. Vol. I, p.

l~l.)

<For generic diagnosis see page 386.)
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TADNIOPORA occrnENTALIS Ulrich.
Pl. XLII, fig. 3-3c.

This species differs from penniformis Nich., a transverse section of which is figured on Pl. XLII, fig. 3d for comparison, in
the following points. The zoarium is not so wide, but has a
more solid appearance; the median keel is subangular and not
nearly so thin nor so prominent, the non-poriferous margin is
narrower. The apertures of T. penniformis are strongly elevated and arranged in slightly oblique transverse rows (suggesting the name). In this species the arrangement of the
apertures in longitudinal series between low rounded ridges is
more striking than that in transverse rows, while the peristome
is so little developed th.at it is scarcely .perceptible. Internally
T. penniformis has the interstitial vesicles open, while in the
western form they are filled by solid tissue. T. exigua Nich.,
the only other described species of the genus is a smaller form.
The width of the branches in T. occidentalis, which bifurcate
at intervals of eight mm. or more, is between 2.5 and 3 mm.
The zooocia apertures are subcircular, in four longitudinal rows
on each side of the median keel, with from seven to nine in
three mm. measuring longitudinally. Their diameter increases
from 0.09 mm. in the central rows to 0.13 mm. in the marginal
series, the increase being proportional in each succeeding row.
A shallow depression is often observed in front of the apertures.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Buffalo, Iowa.
PRISMOPORA Hall, 1881.
CBry. Up. Held. p. 17.J
(For generic diagnosis see page 386.J

PRISMOPORA TRIFOLIA Rominger.
Pl. LXXVII, fig, 4, 4a.
Fistiilipora trifolia Rominger, 1866. Proo. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 122.

Zoarium consisting of triangular branching stems, growing
from a large spreading base attached to foreign objects. The
-63
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base is traversed hy high ridges which frequently coalesce and
form large irregular cup-shaped cavities. The dimensions are
variable, and the width of the faces varies from 5 to 12 mm.,
but one of them usually wider than the others. The inequality
of the faces is often much increased by pressure. Margins sharp,
non-poriferous, essentially parallel. Each face is ornamented by
a series of somewhat curved, elongated, slightly depressed maculm (dimples) extending in a pinnate manner from near the
middle of each face to the non-poriferous margin, about three
mm. long and one mm. or a very little more wide. The separation of the dimples varies in different examples, but is approximately uniform in each. The specimens figured represent
the typical and commonest form. Apertures circular, often a
little oblique, about 0.2 in di;:Lmeter, with more or less elevated
peristome, arranged in rows nearly parallel with the dimples,
about six in three mm. Interspaces about one-half greater
than the diameter of the apertures. Internal structure as required by the genus.
'L'here are probably three species of Prismopora, in the Keokuk group, which, mainly on account of the indifferent preservation of their fragmentary remains, are now confounded. One
of these (represented by fig. 4b) has one of the faces very broad,
and the dimples widely separated. and not extending to the
margin. The secon<,l has a smoother aspect than the others,
the dimples far apart, and the faces subequal. The third is the
most abundant, and being identical with authentic examples of
F'istulipom trifolfa Rominger, forms the basis of the above description.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Abundant at Keokuk,
Iowa, LaGrange, Mo., and Warsaw, Ill.
PRISMOPORA MINIMA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXYIII, fig. 1-lc.

Zoarium consisting of small, infrequently branching, triang·ular stems,_ with the faces subequal, flat or a little concave, and
about 1.5 mm. wide. Margins sharp, nearly straight and essentially parallel, with the non-poriferous border mostly narrow, but at irregular intervals much widened to form smooth
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semi-circular spaces. Apertures sub-circular or transversely
ovate, irregularly arranged, about 0.15 mm. in diameter, seven
or eight in three mm. Peristome well marked but slightly unequal being most elevated on the lower inner side. In tangential sections the zooocia are depressed pyriform in shape, the
lunarium being well developed. Interspaces quite solid near the
surface, but with vesicular of comparatively large size in the
central part of the branch.
The small size of its branches distinguishes this species from
all previously described. I am indebted to Mr. J. M. Nickles,
of Sparta, Ill., for the type specimens, which he washed from
the shales near his home. By this method he has brought to
light many very interesting species, which on account of their
diminutive proportions are easily. overlooked when searched for
in the ordinary way.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Sparta, Ill.
ScALARIPORA Hall, 1881.
(Bry. Up. Held. p. 17.J
(For generic diagnosis see page 387.J

ScALARIPORA SEPARATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLIII, fig. 2.

Zoarium consisting of triangular equilateral stems, each face
having a width of about three mm. Margins sharp, nearly
straight and parallel. Transverse ridges nearly as far apart as
the width of the faces, eleven or twelve in three cm. Portions
of face between margins and ridges depressed, celluliferous.
Apertures about 0.18 mm. in diameter and less than their own
diameter apart; with a faintly elevated peristome; arranged in
more or less regular diagonal rows, nine or ten in three mm.
Internal structure not observed.
The material at hand is insufficient to determine fully all the
characters, but I do not think that collectors will find much
difficulty in identifying the species. In this genus the distance
between the transverse ridges is a constant character, and serves,
very well in distinguishing the species. They are separated by
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wider intervals in S. separata than in the two Upper Helderberg forms described by Hall.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Thunder Bay, Mich.
ScAr,ARIPORA APPROXIMATA

IDrich.

Pl. XLIII, fig. 3.

This species differs from the preceding in being somewhat less
robust, the margins slightly serrated and the cell apertures
somewhat more approximated. A more striking peculiarity is
that the transverse ridges are very close set, there being about
twenty in two cm.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; occurs with the preceding at Thunder Bay, Mich.
EvACTINOPORA Meek and

worthen,

1865.

(Proc. Acad. Nat. Sci. Phila. p. 165.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 387.J

This remarkable genus of Bryozoa is known only from the
Burlington and Keokuk limestones by three species in t,he former and one in the latter. The free habit of growth, the radial
arrangement of the bifoliate fronds, and the comparatively
large proportion of the non-celluliferous areas are the principal
peculiarities of the genus. Although very striking, these differences are nevertheless not so important as they may at first
appear, since the minute structure and the elemental construction of the zoarium does not depart in any essential point
from the plan that prevails in the family. Thus, while in Cystodictya, Dichotrypa and Coscinium, the zoarium consists of
t1vo simple folia grown together back to back, and in Prismopora, Scalaripora and Glyptopora, of three such double folia
diverging from a central line or axis, these are from four to
eight radially arranged double leaves in Evactinopora. In the
minute structure of the folia there is little or nothing to distinguish the genus from any of the other genera of the family.
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EvACTINOPORA RADIATA Meek and Worthen.
Pl. LXXm, fig. 3, 3a.

Evacti.nopora radiata M. & W. 1865. Proc. Acad. Nat. Sei. Phila. p.165.
Evactinopora radiata M. & W. 1868. Geol. Surv. Ill vol. 3, p. 502, Pl. XVII, fig. 2a, 2b.
Evactinopora radiata Ulrich, 1884. Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. 7, p. 42, Pl. II, flg.,1-le.

Zoarium ellipsoidal in outline when complete, consisting of
from six to eight bilaminar vertical folia, arranged in a radiate
manner. In the basal half of the zoarium the folia or rays
are united and much thickened by a deposit of carcareous material, so that the "body" of the star, as seen in a basal view,
is comparatively strong and the rays correspondingly short
and blunt. The edges of the rays are preserved in the regularly
rounded base as angular converging ridges; separated by at
first very shallow, then gradually deepening and widening furrows. At a point about midway between the summit and base
where the rays become free, they are acutely elliptical in transverse section, four or five mm. in width, with a non-por:iferous
border on each edge, the outer one a little the widest; from
this point the margins are parallel for a short distance, then
converging slowly, till they meet at the narrowly rounded extremity. The whole base for nearly one-third the distance up
the side of the rays, is non-poriferous at the surface, the zorncia apertures here being covered by a granulo-striate deposit of
sclerenchyma, decreasing in thickness upward. Zorncia prostrate
at first, then arising from the mesial laminrn, proceed to each
surface of the rays at an angle of about 45°. Apertures subcircular, oblique, the lower margin being most elevated; about
0.2~ mm. in diameter, the same distance or less apart, arranged
in not very regular intersecting series, with eight or nine in
three mm. Interspaces occupied by small lenticular vesicles, a
few of which remain open, especially on each side of the mesial
plane, the rest being filled and obscured by vertically perforated
dense tissue, the perforations appearing in tangential sections
as exceedingly numerous minute dark spots. Scattered among
them are other spots of large size, that resemble acanthopores,
in having the central portion lucid. Lunarium inconspicuous.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. King's Mountain, Ky.,
and at an undetermined locality in Missouri (M. & W.).
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EvACTINOPORA SEXRADIATA Meek and Worthen.
Pl. LXXIII, fig. 2-2b.
Evactinopora sexradiata M. W. 1868. Geol. Surv. Ill. vol. 3,

p,

502.

This species differs from the preceding in being a little wider
and much more depressed, and constant in having only six
rays. The zocecia apertures are also larger, there being only
about six in three mm. In a basal view the rays are much
longer and more slender. Beside the whole zoarium appears to
be much more delicate in its proportions.
The example figured by Meek and Worthen (Joe. cit.) having
only five rays, does not belong to this species, but to E.
quinqueradiafa.
Position and locality: Burlington group. Burlington, Iowa.

EVACTINOPORA QUINQUERADIATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXIII, fig. 1.
Zoarium with five thin bifoliate rays, varying in different ex~
amples in thickness from 2 to 4 mm., in width from 20 to 60
mm., and in height from 15 to 40 mm. The body formed by
the union of the rays comparatively very small. Rays increasing very gradually in thickness from the free outer margin to
the body, sharp on the lower margin, which curves very slightly
upward toward the extremity, where it forms nearly a right
angle with the more curved upper margin. Zocecia apertures
small, sub-circular, about twice their width apart, arranged in
regular intersecting series, about six in three mm.
This species is readily distinguished from E. sexradiata, M. &
W., by its much larger size, five instead of six rays, and comparatively more depressed form.
A section in the rock showing only the upper portion of the
rays of an example of this species was erroneously figured in
Vol. III, on plate XVII, as E. sexradiata,, by the authors of
that species.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone. Burlington,
Iowa, and Montezuma, Ill.
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Meek and Worthen .

.PI. LXXIII, fig. 4.

Evactinopora urandis M. & W. 1868. Geo!. Surv. of III. vol. III, p. 503. Pl. XV, fig. 2a, 2b.

This species, like E. quinqueradiata, has very much larger
rays than the other species. They attain in the largest examples
a width of eight cm., but in a small specimen before me, they
are only four cm. wide. Their entire height has not been observed, but I do not think it was as great as the width; their
greatest thickness varies from 4 to 8 mm., and the taper to
the outer extremity is very gradual. Far up, the axis is rhombic in shape, and the rays are very much contracted immediately after leaving the axis. The rays are four in number, extending out at right angles to one another. Zomcial tubes
oblique, the apertures small, round, regularly arranged in quincunx, separated by interspaces about equal to twice their diameter; five or six in three mm.; interspaces filled with vesicular tissue, the vesicles open except near the surface, where they
are as usually filled with a deposit of sclerenchyma.
There are several peculiarities in the minute structure, but
the preservation of the Bryozoa in the Burlington limestone is
rarely so satisfactory that they can be determined.
Luckily the basal portion of the zoarium usually holds together, so that the three species found in this rock can be distinguished by the number and form of the rays.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa.

GLYPTOPORA

Ulrich, 1884.

<Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. VII,p. 39.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 387.)

During the preparation of this work I have had an abundance
of material for study, and in many instances I have been enabled to give a better definition of genera previously proposed
by me. This genus required perhaps more time than any other
to master fully. The principal difficulty was encountered in the
determination of the method of growth of such forms as G.
keyserlingi and G. punctipora. The fragmentary remains,
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though abundant, proved very deceptive, and it was only after
much search that zoaria sufficiently complete to show the plans
were obtained .. After this point was determined it became clear
that the genus was divided into two unequal groups. In the
smaller one, containing only G. plumosa, and G. sa,genella,, with
its two varieties, the zoarium forms an irregular bifoliate expansion, having both surfaces divided into larger or smaller
cup-shaped cavities by the bifurcation and coalescing of the
sharp-edged high ridges. These ridges are composed of two
layers of zooocia grown together back to back. The other group
comprises the balance of the apecies, excepting, G. michelinfa,
which is intermediate, its zoarium being primitively unilaminar
as in this group, while the upper surface of the expansion is
precisely like t,hat in the first section. In G. keyserlingi and
the other species the zoarium differs from that of G. sa,genella,
in having the ridges developed to such an extent that they
form large bifoliate expansions. These diverge from a small
basal expansion, covered on the lower side by a strongly
wrinkled epitheca.
The identification of Prout's species was another difficult task,
but, at last, all were known with the exception of his Coscinium
wortheni. No species is known to me that is strictly identical
with the figure given in Vol. 2 of these repor:ts. I am, however, strongly inclined to regard the species as founded upon
the basal portion of G. keyserlingi. An examination of the
original specimens alone can determine the point beyond dispute.

GLYPTOPORA PLUMOSA

Prout.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 3-3a.
Cosainium plumosum Prout, 1860, Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol. I, p. 572.
Cosainium plumosum Prout, 1866. Geo!. Surv. Ill. vol. II, p. 414.

Pl. XXII, fig. 3, 3b.

Zoarium consisting of one or more bilaminar thin expansions,
arising from a common attached base, each having both surfaces traversed by strong bifurcating and coalescing ridges, so
as to enclose large but rather shallow concave spaces or cups,
varying so far as observed, in length from 20 to 30 mm., and
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in width from 12 to 32 mm. The surface . of the cups slopes
gradually up to the base of the sharp edged .ridges. At the
bottom there is usually a long and narrow depressed macula
or "dimple," ai;td on each side arranged in a more or less distinctly pinnate ;manner, are a series of long, curving, sharply
depressed, parallel dimples, about 1.2 mm. wide, and from 7 to
16 mm. long ..
The ridges
one side of the expansion correspond. to the
central depressions on the other. Zorecia apertmes very slightly
oblique, sub-circular or oval, 0.15 to 0.20 mm. in diameter, arranged in from. four to eight (usually five) alternating rows
between the dimples, about nine in 3 mm. Peristome moderate,
somewhat more elevated on one side than on the other. Interspaces depressed when perfect, usually about half as wide as
the apertures. In thin sections the zooocial tubes have moderately
thick ring-like walls, a portion of the wall being distinguishable
from the rest as the lunarium by its lighter color. A large
number of small vesicles occupy the interspaces between the
zooocia walls.
The specimen originally figured by Dr. Prout was apparently
somewhat crushed, and scarcely shows the characteristic plumose arrangement of the dimples. He also describes and illustraMs the form here described as G. sa,genella, var ca,liculosa, as
the opposite or "cupuliferous" side of G. plumos,a. This is evidently a case of faulty observation since the two sides of the
expansion are approximately alike.
Positfon and locality: Warsaw beds. Rather rare at Warsaw, Ill., and Barrett's ·station, St. Louis Co., Mo.

on

GLYPTOPORA SAGENELLA

Prout.

Pl. LXXVIII, :Ilg. 6, 6a.

Ooscinium sagenella Prout, 1859. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol. I, p. 573.
Ooscinium sqoenella Prout, 1866. Geol. Surv. Ill. vol. II, p. 41:5, Pl. XXII, :Ilg. 5, 5a.

Zoarium erect, higher than wide, the dimensions varying with
age, the largest seen being about eight cm. high and four cm.
in its greatest width. Both sides with strong sharp ridges, dividing and coalescing so as to enclose concave depressions or
-~4
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"cups." The principal ridges at any rate, always correspond
with a depression on the opposite side, and have a more or
· less decided longitudinal arrangement. The cups, especially the
central ones, are several times longer than wide, both dimension,;; being very variable in even thf' same example. -Generally
those near the lateral margins of the zoarium are shorter and
directed outward. The length of the depressions so far as observed, varies from 4 to 30 mrri., the width from 3 _to 7 mm.,
the depth from 1 to 2.5 mm. Summit of ridges sharp, and
non-poriferous.
Surface of cups with rather inconspicuous
elongated maculm, which are somewhat depressed and best
shown in the examples with the shortest cups. Zomcia with
sub-circular apertures, surrounded by an unequally elevated
peristome, about 0.18 mm. in diameter, an equal or less distance apart, and averaging eight in three mm'., with no recognizable plan of arrangement. Zomcial tubes with thin wall~ at
first prostrate along the mesial plate and somewhat flattened,
then bending with a moderate curve and becoming rounded,
proceed to the surface at an angle varying somewhat from the
perpendicular. A few diaphragms occasionally developed in the
tubes. Lunarium present but not always showing plainly. Vesicles variable in shape and size, shallow, their width almost
equal to the diameter of the tubes, those along the median
lamina larger than the others. - '.rhere is a thin deposit of light
colored sclerenchyma upon their floors.
In its t,ypical form this species is readily distinguished from
all the others by the elongated "cups." The two forms next
described are likewise easily recognized when typical, but as we
sometimes meet with examples which seem to combine the characters of two or even all three, I have thought it best to indicate their intimate relations by giving them only the rank of
varieties under G. sa,genelfa.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, at Bentonsport, Iowa;
Warsaw beds, at Warsaw, Ill.
\

GLYPTOPO-RA SAGENELLA var. CALICULOSA Ulrich.
(Not figured.)

In this variety the zoarium is wider, more lax, and has' a
more delicate aspect than in the typical form of G. sagenella, the
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ridges are thinner, being abruptly elevated from the nearly flat
·bottom of the cups. The cups are also much shorter, many of
them being hexagonal in outline and but little longer than
wide. In an average example their dimensions may vary as
follows: the width from 3 to 7 mm.; the leng:th from 5 to 10
mm.; the depth from 1.5 to 2.5 mm. The dimples are also
much better defined and more depressed, one placed near the
center of the cup being especially distinct and generally of elongate stellar form. A number, varying with the size of the cup,
are arranged in a subradial manner around the central one,
and extend up the steep slopes of the ridges to the sharp nonporiferous edge. The zooocial apertures are also shown more
closely approximated.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds. Common at Warsaw,
Ill. A small example of this variety is figured in Vol. 2 of this
Survey, as the opposite side of lo.'lcinium plumosum Prout,
obviously in error.

GLYPTOPORA SAGENELLA

var.

LATA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 4.

This variety differs from typical G. sagenella, in very nearly
the si,tme manner as does the var. caliculosa, its principal peculiarities being the much wider cup and the more elongated and
o~en curved dimples. The figure represents one side of an average example.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds. Not rare at Warsaw, Ill.

GLYPTOPORA MICHELINIA

Prout.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 8-Sb.

Ooscinium michelinia Prout, 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. I, p. 573.
Ooscinium michelinia Prout, 1866. Geol. Surv. IIL Vol. 2, p. 414, Pl. XXII, fig. 4, 4a.

Zoarium encrusting or free, with a wrinkled epitheca on the
lower side. Upper surface divided into larger or smaller, deep,
polygonal, cup-shaped cavities, enclosed by prominently elevated,
sharp ridges, the summits of which, when in a good state of
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preservation, are serrated. The cups vary greatly in size, but
are approximately equal on each example. The average width
in the two largest specimens seen is about 12 mm., while in
others it is only about 9 mm. At the bottom of the cups
there is a more or less elongated depressed solid macula. Similar narrow maculoo extend up tl;te sides of the ridge at intervals apart of 2 mm. more or less. These maculoo usually occupy corresponding positions on each side of the ridges, and
being depressed terminate before reaching their summits. The
serrated character of the comb of the ridge is due to this circumstance. The spaces between the maculoo is uniformly occupied by the zooocia apertures. These are sub-circular, about
0.16 mm. in diameter, and nine in 3 mm., separated by interspaces:equal in width to their diarp.eter.
The upper surface of this peculiar species closely resembles
the varieties of G. sagenella,. Yet there is an important difference in their respective modes of gTowth. In that species the
zoarium is celluliferous on both sides, while in this the lower
surface is covered with an irregular epitheca. In other words
one may be said to be bifoliate, the other simple and famellate.
The zoarium of G. michelipia also attains a much greater
thickness than any of the other species of the genus, the greatest observed being about 10 mm.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill., and Barrett's Station, St. Louis Co., Mo.

GLYPTOPORA PINNATA Uli'ich.
Pl. LXXVIII, fig. 2.
Of this species I have seen only the imperfect example figured.
Judging from this the species must have been on the order of
G. keyserlingi Prout, and G. megastoma, Ulr. .At the junction
of the foliar expansions the zoarium is strong and of triangular form in transverse section. The zooocia apertures extend
uniformly over this portion, there being no non-poriferous strip.
The maculoo are solid and regularly arranged in diagonal .series,
and in a pinnate manner on each side of the line of junction of
the leavei. They are somewhat elevated, but this may be due
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to the wearing away of the intermediate spaces. Diagonally
they are about 5 mm. apart, measuring from center to center.
The zocecia are similarly arranged, about ten in 5 mm., with
comparatively large sub-ovate apertures, about 0.35 mm. in
diameter, separated by thin interspaces. In better preserved
specimens the apertures would probably be smaller and the interspaces correspondingly thicker.
The species must be closely related to G. megastoma,, of the
Keokuk group.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone. Sagetown, Henderson Co., Ill.

GLYPTOPORA KEYSERLINGI

Prout.

Pl. LXXVIII, fig. Hb.
Ooscinium keyserlingi Prout, 1858. Trans. St. Louis Acad Sci. vol. I,

p, 269, Pl. XV

fig. 4-4a.

P'Ooscinium wortheni Prout, 1860. Ibid vol. I, p. 571.
?Ooscinium wortheni Prout, 1866. Geol. Surv. Ill. vol. 2, p, 412, Pl. XXII, fig. 1, la.

The complete zoarium consists of thin· upright bifoliate expan!'!ions, arranged in such a manner that they enclose large
and rapidly expanding hexagonal cups. The under side of the
dome-shaped or flattened base is covered with a wrinkled epitheca, and the bifoliate fronds which extend up from it are
equivalent to the ridges in G. michelinia. At the angles of
junction of the fronds, which vary in thickness from 0.25 to
1.0 mm., there is a narrow depressed solid ·strip on each side,
making the junction very frail. In consequence it is only in ex. tremely rare instances that the foliate expansions are found
joined together, and in nine cases out, of ten we deal only with
fragments of one of the sides or partitions of the cups. Figure
4 represents a small but nearly complete side, and shows the
form and distribution of the lanceolate or acutely elliptical
dimples and zocecia. Its width is comparatively greater than
usual, the angle -formed by the two non-poriferous edges being
a little over 90°. In other examples the angle varies from that
degree down to 50°. The dimples are from 4 to 6 mm. long,
1.5 to 2.0 wide, and generally a little the widest in their upper
half, and somewhat acutely terminated below. Their surface as
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well as the non-poriferous margins are marked with fine granu- ·
lose, longitudinal strim. .Apertures irregularly sub-Circular or
oval, oblique, with strongly projecting irregularly toothed hood,
the average about O.~ mm. in diameter, those bordering the
dimples somewhat larger; from ten to twelve occur in 5 mni.,
measuring along the moderately regular diagonal and longitudinal series. Interspaces somewhat rough, depressed, usually
of less width than the apertures. In thin sections the zorecial
tubes are thin-walled, at first prostrate; after bending they
continue in a somewhat oblique course to the surface. Vesiculoo
small, very numerous, filled up with solid tissue towards the
surface.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Ra~her common at
Warsaw and Nauvoo, Ill.; Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa,,and
at other localities.

GLYPTOPORA ELEGANS

Prout.

PL LXXVIII, Fig. 10-lOe.

Ooscinium eleuans Prout, 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. VoL 1, p. 572.
Ooscinium elegans Prout, 1866. Geol. Sur. Ill., Vol. 2, p. 413. Pl. XXII, Fig. 2-2a.

In this species the growth and general construction of the
zoarium is precisely as in G. keyserlingi, from the Keokuk
group. The only differences so far observed are, (1) that the
cups are more numerous, proportionally smaller, and the bifoliate partitions narrower; (2) the dimples prevailingly narrower, and (3) the zorecia apertures are smaller, their diameter
varying from 0.15 to 0.2 mm., with from 12 to 14 in 5 mm.
The smaller size of the apertures is the most important as well
as the most constant of the differences.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds at Warsaw, Ill.

GLYPTOPORA MEGASTOMA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVIII, Fig. 5-5a.

In its manner of growth and general appearance this species
resembles G. keyserlingi Prout, but the following points of dif~
:ference are so obvious that there is little danger of confusion
between them. The dimples or maculoo are shorter and not de-
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pressed, sometimes even occupying the summits of broad elevations. 'l,he zorecia apertures are direct and sub-circular in outline, with the lunarial side usually somewhat straightened and
pinched in the middle,the peristome thinner and sub-equally
elevated, the apertures considerably larger, those of the average
siz.e being about. 0.25 mm. in diameter, while some of those in
the immediate vicinity of the maculoo are frequently 0.4 mm. in
width. Nine and one-half or ten of the ordinary zorecia apertures occur in 5 mm, At the junction of the leaves they are
somewhat thickened and there is no narrow depressed nonpmiferous strip at the line of junction. The inte~spaces and
maculm appear rather coarsely granular or pitted at the surface.
Internally they are occupied by larger and fewer vesicles. These
differences seem amply sufficient to distingnish the two species.
A nearei: congener is probably found .in G. pinna,ta, of the Burlington limestone. ,
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Occurs at Warsaw ahd
Nauvoo in Ill., and Keokuk and Bentonsport in Iowa.

GLYPTOPORA PUNCTIPORA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXVlll, Fig. '9-9a.

In the manner of growth and general aspect this species is
precisely like G. keyserlingi, and G. elega,ns, with the single exception that the macuke or dimples are smaller, and very little
impressed, usually appearing on a level with the general plane
of the surface. 'rhey are c~nsequently a. much less conspicuous
superficial feature than in those species. The zorecial apertures
are small, compressed, somewhat kidney-shaped, the longer
diameter about 0.2 mm.; arranged in regular curved diagonally
intersecting series, 11 or 12 in five mm. The aperture~ occupy
the summits of rounded confluent pustules, which are a little
the largest in the vicinity of the maculoo. The width of the
interspaces usually equals about one and a half ;times the long
diameter of the apertures. In sections the zorecia are thinwalled, the lunarium fairly distinct, the vesicles numerous and
generally in two series between the zorecia. Several sections
shqw very plainly the minute 'perforation in the vesicle covers.
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Fragments of this species might be confounded with a St.
Louis limestone species of Dichotrypa,, but the nearly complete
example before me clearly proves the species to be a Glyptopora,.
Position and locality: Chester group. Rare at some locality
in Monroe Co., Ill.
EURYDICTYA

Ulrich.

(For generic diagnosis see page 389.)

This genus includes a small group of Silurian Bryozoa that,
though intimately related to Stictopora, Hall (Rhinidictya,
Ulrich), it seems desirable to distinguish from that genus. The
broad and, undefined zoarial expansion pertaining to the sev-.
eral species gives to them a very different aspect from that
presepted by the parallel margined, dichotomously divided,
narrow stipes, so strictly adhered to by the · true species of
Stictopom. The two genera stand precisely in the same relation
to each other as Cystodictya, and Dichotrypa,.
In addition to the three species here defined the genus will
include Phmnopora, multipora, Hall, of which a full description
is given in my "American Palmozoic Bryozoa," (Jour. Cin. Soc.
Nat. Hist., vol. V, p. 171). At that time I stated the species
was· most probably not congeneric with typical Phmnopora,
Hall. That supposition has since been verified.
EURYDICTYA CALHOUNENSIS

Ulrich.

Pl. XXX, Fig. 4-4c.

Zoarium an expanded frond; thickness two mm. Surface
smooth with maculm which are irregular in size, elevation, and
distribution. Zooocia arranged in longitudinal series; the super~
ficial apertures have the appearance of being between raised
longitudinal lines; generally oval, occasionally sub"circular, between six and seven in two mm: measuring lengthwise. Interspaces between the ends of two successive apertures about equal
to or less than the long diameter of the apertures. Minute
tubuli, appearing on the surfaoe as granules, are·arranged in a
flexuous line between adjacent series of cells and in one or two
irregular rows in the end interspaces. Maculm consist of a large
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number of these minute tubuli.. Superior hemiseptum very pronounced. This form in common with some others shows a
secondary lay~r growing upon the primary layer of cells, but
growing in reversed order, zorncium above zorncium, and maculrn
above maculrn. This is best observed in longitudinal sections
(fig. 4c).
Externally this species resembles E'. multipora Hall, but the
cell apertures are more rounded, and the internal structure
is very different. Internally it is considerably like E. montifera,
but the pronounced montfoules of that species are sufficient
without other points of difference to distingui~h the two.
Position· and locality: Trenton group; Port au Gres, Calhoun
Co., Ill.
EURYDICTYA MONTIFERA Ulrich.
PL XXX, Fig. 3-Sd.

Zoariuin an expanded frond, sewiral cm. hi height and breadth
and 0.15 to 0.20 mm. in thickness. Surface provided with conspicuous monticules .having solid apices, and with no marked
arrangement, two or three mm. apart. Primitive portion of
zorecia very short, vestibular portion of tube almost at right
angles with the surface. Vestibules 0.15 to 0.18 mm. in diameter, inter-vestibular space about tp.e same as the diameter of the
vestibules. Apertures oval, from 0.15 to 0.22 mm. in their long
diameter, nine longitudinally and ten diagonally in three mm.,
arranp:ed in longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series.
Zornc~a surrounded by a single row which sometimes becomes
doubled at the angles, of minute tubuli, appearing on the
surface as granules. The maculre are composed of a large number of these minute tubuli having an indefinite radial arrangement. Occasionally there is a superposed layer growing in the
reverseq direction. Superior hemiseptum rather pronounced.
In some respects iihis species is closely related to E. calhounensis, but is readily distinguished from that form by the smaller,
and differently arranged median tubuli and the montiferous
surface. The zorncia of that species also have a dark band surrounding the visceral cavity; this band is wanting in E. montifera.

·

Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.
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EURYDICTYA STERLINGENSIS Ulrich.
Pl. XXX, Fig. 2-2a.

Zoarium an irregular frond, sometimes appearing to branch.
Surface smooth, destitute of maculm. Zomcia arranged in very
regular longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series. Apertures round, about 0.12 mm. in diameter, six vertically and
seven diagonally in two mm.; separated by very wide interspaces, about 0.20 mm. wide, which are filled with a great·
number of minute granules arranged in several series ·about each
aperture.
The form of growth of this species is like that of E. multipora
Hall, but that species has the interspaces very narrow, and
cells so arraµged as to appear· between elevated longitudinai
ridges, while the minute tubuli form a longitudinal line between
the adjoining vertical series of apertures and never occupy the
end interspaces.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Sterling, Ill.
PACHYDICTYA Ulrich, 1882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. VoL V, p, 152.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 390.)

This genus proves to be one of the most important divisions
of the lower Palmozoic Bryozoa. The three species that were
known. to me when the genus was proposed, have since been reinforced by nineteen others, varying in time from the base of
the Trenton to the Lower Helder berg. The form of the zoarium
varies greatly in the different species, some being narrow ribbon-like, a few wider and stronger, while others again form
broad undulating expansions of considerable thickness. In all,
however, the minute structure is remarkably constant. The extremes in this respect so far noticed, are furnished by the five
specie"S here described. The structure of I'. robusta Ulr., the type
of the genus, is intermediate between that of P. everetti and
P. firma, while that of P. gigantea, is very much like that of
P. a,cuta, Hall, P. occidentalis Ulr., P. obesa, Foerste, and several other species. P. splendens suggests Eurydictya, but not
very strongly.
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p ACHYDICTYA

EVERETT!

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXIII, fig. 1-lf.

Zoarium an undulated frond, several cm. in height and width·,
three mm. or a little more in thickness. Surface smooth, destitute of maculre. Cell apertures suboval to hexagonal in shape,
forming diagonally intersecting as well as longitudinal rows,
from 0.18 to 0.25 mm. in longitudinal diameter, about five in
two mm. diagonally, and four longitudinally. Occasionally a
cell aperture has preserved an opercular structure. Zooocial
tubes rather thin-walled, largely in con.tact, with no straight
or flexuous lamella separating them, provided with elosely set
diaphragms. The interstitial vesicles are angular, comparatively
few, mainly occupying the angles between the zooocia and remaining so far as observed, open to the surface. In deep tangential sections the walls are exceedingly thin and appear to
contain a series of exceedingly minute tubuli. The minute
tubuli between the median laminre of the frond are a more decided structure than in any other species of the genus yet examined.
This species preserves all the essential characters of the genus,
yet the open interstitial spaces and the great abundance of diaphragms are curious features. The smooth surface unmarked
with maculre, and the regular and comparatively large sized
sub-angular cells distinguish it from other species of the genus.
Position and locality: Trenton group; Dixon, III.

p ACHYDICTYA

SPLENDENS

Ulrich.

Pl, XXXI, fig. 2g, and Pl. XXXII, fig. 1-lb.

Zoarium consisting of undulated flabellate fronds. or of broad
irregular dividing branches, 1 to 3 cm. wide, as much as 15
cm. high, and 4 mm. or less in thickness. Surface smooth with
scarcely noticeable clusters of cell apertures separated by thicker
interspaces and a little more prolonged than ordinarily. Cell
apertures oblique, narrowing toward the upper end, with peri-
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stome or lip upon the lower margin, arranged in longitudinal
and diagonally intersecting lines, the longitudinal arrangement
most prominent. Apertures six longitudinally, seven and a
half diagonally in two mm., from 0.16 to 0.2 mm. in longitudinal diameter. Zooocial tubes at first prostrate, then b1:mding
outward proceed to the surface at an angle of 45°; proviqed
with two or three diaphragms. Interzooocial spaces at first occupied by a vesicular structure .which is soon afterwards replaced by solid calcareous tissue, pierced by minute tubuli; the
latter are arranged very closely in a flexuous line, and at the
surface appear as minute granules occuping the· ridges between
the longitudinal series of cells; also found in the end spaces.
This species is intermediate in its characters between P. firma
and P. gigantea. From both it differs in the obliquity of the
cell apertures, from .the former in the absence of monticules or
distinct maculrn, in having longer and somewhat larger cells,
and the median tubuli arranged in regular flexuous lines, from
the latter in having much thinner walled zooocia, and somewhat
different growth.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; very abundant at
Wilmington, Ill.
p ACHYDICTYA

GIGANTEA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXXI, fig. S-3e.

Zoarium a very large undulated frond, the type specimen
which is not complete, being 10.5 cm. in height, 5 cm. in its
greatest width, and about 3.0 mm. in thickness. Surface with
maculrn, arranged in more or less regular series, sometimes
broad and low, usually level with the general surface, occasionally a little depressed, about three mm. apart.
Apertures
arranged with great regularity in longitudinal and diagonal
series, approximately oval, surrounded by a slightly elevated
.peristome, from 0.15 to 0.25 mm. in their longest diameter,
those immediately surrounding the maculrn being the largest
with about eight in three mm. longitudinally. Zooocial tubes
but little prostrate at their origin, curving outwards in thei.r
course to the surface, where they open wi.th nearly direct aper-
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tures; walls thick, ring-like; two or three diaphragms developed.
Interzooocial space at first occupied by vesicular tissue, which
a~erwards b~comes obsolete. In tangential sections the minute
tubuli are quite inconspicuous (only in longitudinal series), and
the maculre have a solid appearance.
'fhe large subfrondescent growth, and thick ring-like walls,
distinguish it with other characters from P. splendens and P.
firma.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group; Wilmington, Ill.
PACHYDICTYA FIRMA

IDrich~

Pl. XXXl, fig. 2-2f.

Zoarium consisting of usually twist.ed, compressed branches,
5 to 10 cm. in height, 10 to 15 mm. in width and 5 to 8
mm. in thickness. Transverse section lenticular. Surface generally marked with small, conical monticules, with solid apices,
arranged in quite regular diagonal intersecting series. Zooocial
tubes gradually curving outwards until they are nearly direct
at the surface, provided with an occasional diaphragm. Zooocia
surrounded by one or two series of minute tubuli which appear
as granules upon the surface when well preserved. Apertures
with but little regularity of arrangement, sometimes subcircular, usually oval, from 0.15 to 0.20 mm. in diameter, about six
in two mm. measuring lengthwise. Maculffi subsolid with a
variable number of minute tubuli aggregated in them: Interzooocial space provided in the deeper portions with vesicular
structure. This is afterwards replaced . with solid calcareous
tissue.
The comparatively thick branches, small pimple-like monticules, large number of granules, aind lack of orderly arrangement of the apertures, (though sections show the zooocia to be
arranged in longitudinal series), are the most marked characters of this species. In the width of the branches it resembles
P. robusta, but ample differences in cell arrangement distinguish
them.
Position and· locality: Cincinnati gi;oup, Wilmington, Ill.
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p ACHYDICTYA FENESTELLIFORMIS Nicholson.
PI. XXXI, fig. 1.

Ptilodiotya fenestelliformis Nich., 1875.
PI. XIV, fig. 5-5b.

Ann. & Mag, Nat. Hist. 4 ser. Vol. 5, p. ,181,

Ptilodiotya fenestell'formis Nich., 1875.

Pal. Ohio, VoL II, p. 263, Pl. XXV, figs. 8, Sb.

Ptilodiotya fenestelliformis Nich., 1875. Bept. Pal. Ontario, p. 14.
Phamopora fenestelliiormis Ulrich, 1882. Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V,Pl. VIII,flg. 8.

This species is exceedingly abundant at Wilmington, Ill. Its
ramose habit of growth and comparatively small branches distinguishes it from the four species of the genus with which it is
associated, one of them still undescribed.
The figure represents a small but nearly complete example of
a variety which I propose to call corticufa, from the fact that
the zooocia apertures of the lower half or more of the zoarium
are covered by a more or less thick, and finely granulose or
striate, solid deposit. The zoarium of the variety is larger and
the branches wider and much stronger than in the typical form.
In both the surface exhibits sometimes conspicuous, at the other
times faintly defined smooth spots. The zooocia apertures are
small, widely separated, surrounded by a peristome, ranged in
longitudinal rows, with twelve or thirteen in 5 mm. 'rhe internal structure is similar to that of P. gigtwtea.
P. fenestellifonnis and its var. corticula, belong to a group
of closely related species, comprising, besides, P. acuta, Hall and
P. occidentalis Ulr., from the Trenton, and P. bifurca,ta, VanCleve
(Hall) and P. turgida, Foerste, from the Clinton.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

EusPILOPORA Ulrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 389.)

EusPILOPORA SERRATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLIII, fig. 4-4h.

Zoarium a narrow stipe, branching dichotomously as a rule,
with serrate margins, width about two mm., thickness 0.8 mm.
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attached to foreign bodies by a slightly expanded base. Cell
apertures arranged in four or five longitudinal series, occupying
the center of the branch, sending off alternate lateral series, composed of three or four irregular rows extending to the margins.
Between these lateral series are concave granulo-striate non-celluliferous spaces. The elevated ridgeR between the longitudinal series bear a considerable number of blunt spines. Cell
apertures about seven in two mm. measuring down the rows;
oval, about 0.10 mm. in longer diameter; width of end spaces
about one and a half times the diameter of the-apertures. Zomcial tubes prostrate for a short distance, then abruptly bent
outward. Between the zomcia are vesicles or mesopores, which
do not show at the surface and are provided with very thick
diaphragms. The interspaces between the zomcia and the noncelluliferous portions are occupied by exceedingly numerous
minute tubuli.
The peculiar arrangement of the zomcia distinguishes this species from an· Stictoporoid Bryoza known to me .from the Hamilton group, with the exception of Stictopora, paJmipes Hall.
That species, if I have correctly identified it, is closely allied to
the one above defined, and clearly congeneric with it. It differs
in being wider and scarcely branched, nor have I found it at
Buffalo, Iowa, .where E. seITata, is fairly abundant.
These species I regard as quite distinct from Stictopora, the
minute structure and the arrangement of the zomcia being very
different from what we find in typical species of that genus.
The following species does not belong in this association, but
is provisionally placed here till we can find a more fitting receptacle for it.

EUSPILOPORA

'?

BARRJSI

Ulrich.

Pl. XLIII, Fig. 5-5d.

Zoarium dichotomously branched, stipe with non-celluliferous
margins, from two to four mm. wide, and one to four mm. in
thickness. Transverse section strongly double convex. Apertures sub-polygonal or sub-circular, slightly oblique, 0.2 mm. or
a little less in diameter, between eight and nine in three mm.,
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rather irregularly arranged. Interspaces considerably less than
the diameter of the apertures in the central portion, but greater
towards the margins of the stipe. Zorncial tubes long, oblique
from their origin to the surface. Interzorncial space appearing
granular; under a higher power resolved into a very large number of exceedingly minute tubuli. Mesiai lamina wavy in transverse section, and scarcely distinguishable.
This species is only provisionally placed with Euspilopora'. It
presents some points of resemblance to the Silurian genus Phyllodictya, but differs too strongly in other re~pects to admit of
its being referred there. It probably belongs to an undescribed
genus, but being unwilling to found a new genus upon unsufficient material, I prefer .to arrange the species as above till more
~f the numerous Hamilton species have ben thoroughly investigated.
I am indebt.ed for the fine specimen figured to the Rev. W. H.
Barns, of Davenpo11, Iowa, in whose honor the specific nam~
is given.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Buffalo, Iowa.

TAi:NIODICTYA IDrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 893.)

TA<JNIODICTYA RAMULOSA IDrich.
LXVII, Fig. 1-lb.

Zoarium a :fl.exuous, dichotomously branching stipe, of considerable height, 2 or 3 mm. in width and less than 1 mm. in
thickness, increasing in width before bifurcating, with essentially
parallel margins; attached by a small expanded base. Bifurcations numerous, taking place at intervals of from 5 to 10 mm.
<Jell apertures arranged in longitudinal and curved diagonal
series, the longitudinal arrangement more pronounced in the center
and the curved arrangement towards the margins; about six in
2 mm. longitudinally; the oval apertures occupy the bottoms of
sloping areas; the latter are more or less confluent, sometimes
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hexagonal in outline, smallest in the central rows, gradually increasing in size toward the ·rather wide, punctate or finely
striate margin.
Position and locality; Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa; Nauvoo,
Warsaw and other localities in Illinois. A common and characteristic species.

var. BURLINGTONENSIS Ulrich.
· Pl. LXVII. Fig, 2-2b.

The two specimens figured are from the Burlington limestone
at Burlington, Iowa, and agree very closely with the T. ramulosa, but are somewhat more robust. The cell apertures appear
to have been a little more '1ircular and the sloping areas surrounding them are never confluent so far as observed. The
·material is not in condition to furnish good .thin sections, so
that the internal characters could not be compared. One specimen is an anastomosing form and may not belong here.

T..ENIODICTYA. FRONDOSA IDrich.
Pl. LXVII, Fig. 5, and Pl. LXIX, Fig, 5-5c.

Zoarium an expanded frond, a cm. or more in height and width,
and one-half mm. or. more in thickness. Surface nearly even,
marked with clusters, something more than their own diameter
(1.5 mm.) apart composed of larger sized cells. At the center of
the clusters is onen found a greater or less aggregation of
small openings (mesopores ?) . nen apertures in more or less regular, diagonally intersecting series, sub-circular, with moderately thick interspaces, seven or eight of the average size in 2
mm., those in the clu~ters from one-third to one-half larger
than the others. Inter-apertural spaces ridge-like, with the
central portion sub-angular, and when in a good state of preservation bearing minute granules. Zomcia prostrate, the vestibule almost direct to the surface. In a tangential section the
space along the middle of the zooocial partitions exhibits a large
-66
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number of irregularly arranged minute dark spots, which only
in rare and very limited instances arrange themselves in transverse lines.
The mode of growth and cell arrangement as well as the irregular disposition of the intra-zooocial dots distinguish T.
frondosa, from the other species of the genus.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa.

T.ENIODICTYA CINGULATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXVII, Fig. 3-1Jb.

The only specimen examined of this species is a very large,
more or less dichotomously branched stipe, three to five mm.
wide. The specimen is split through the center, showing one
side of the median lamina. Celluliferous face im bedded in the
matrix and not seen. The arrangement of the zooocia as shown
by thin sections, though similar to that of T. ramulosa, differs
in having the diagonal lines straighter and more pronounced;
diagonally about eight in two mm., longitudinally six in the
same space. · The zooocia are elongate-hexagonal, ·the outlines
being formed by a transversely lined interspace.
In T. tamulosa,, this lined interspace does not surround the
zooocia, but continues as a flexuous band between the longitudinal series of cells. The present species is further distinguished
by its wider branches.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Warsaw, Ill.

T.ENIODICTYA SUBRECTA Ulrich.
Pl. LXVII, Fig. 4--4d.

Zoarium an erect stipe, branching dichotomously; angles between branches about thirty degrees; width of branches between
2 and 3 mm., slighUy less immediately after each bifurcatbn.
Cell apertures oval, in from twelve to sixteen longitudinal series,
appearing as though ranged between' raised ridges, nine at the
margins and eleven at the center of the branch in three mm.
longitudinally; interspaces thin.
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The erect form of growth and acute angle of bifurcation,
thinner walls and narrower non-celluliferous margins distinguishes this species from T. nunulosa.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; Elizabethtown, Ky.

PTILO'l'RYPA Ulrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 393.)

P'l'ILOTRYPA OBLIQUA'l'A Ulrich.
Pl. XXX, Fig. 1-le.

Zoarium consisting of frondescent branches varying considerably in height, width and thickness; the extremes of thickness
noticed are 1 and 6 mm, The material at hand, though abundant, is not sufficient to determine the nature of the basal attachment. My judgment, however, would say that the basal
portion was in Tmniodictya, and not jointed as in Ptilodictya. Surface smooth. Zorecial tubes almost straight in
their course from the median lamime to the surface with which
they form an angle of between 25° and 40°. Apertures lanceolate, rounded and with an elevated margin posteriorly, acute
and drawn out trough-like at the upper end. At irregular intervals the surface pret'Jents spots where the apertures are more
than usually drawn out; they have a striated appearance and
simulate macuhe. In t,he spaces between these spots the apertures are ranged in vertical series, separated in this direction
by an interspace equal or greater than their longitudinal diameter which is about 0.25 or 0.30 mm.; in the diagonal series
they approximate quite closely,the slight peristomes being separated by only a narrow channel; measuring diagonally there
are about seven in two mm. At the upper end of each zorecium,
or in the interspace above it, is found an accessory pore. An
occasional complete diaphragm crossing at right angles is
found in most of the zorecial tubes. The walls of the tubes
have a very curious structure as shown in longitudinal and
transverse sections (fig. ld and 1 e.).
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This is the only species of the genus thus far described. The
obliquity of the tubes at once distinguishes it from any Ptilodictyoid know to me. The associated Pachydictya splendens
alone sometimes approaches it in that respect.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group, Wilmington, Ill.

~NTRAPORA

Hall, 1881.

Trans. Albany Instit. vol. X, p. 157.
(For generic diagnosis see page 394.)

INTRAPORA COSCINIFORMIS Nicholson.
Pl. XLIII, fig. 6, 6a.

Ptilodictya cosciniformis Nich. 1875. Geo!. Mag. n. s. vol. II, p. 35, Pl. II. fig.

~2b.

Ptilodictya cosciniformis Nich. 1875. Rept. Pal. Ont. p. 80, Pl. II, fig. 2a, 2b.

Although differing considerably in its mode of growth from
I. puteola,ta, Hall, the type of the genus, thin sections as figured
prove them to be congeneric. The zoarium resembles that of
Coscinium Keyserling. *
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Arkona, Canada.
It should be searched for in the Illinois and Iowa exposures of
the formation.
STICTOPORELLAUlrich, ;L882.
(Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. vol. V, p. 152.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 394.)

STICTOPORELLA BASALIS Ulrich.
Pl. LXXV, fig. 5-5b.

Zoarium attached to foreign bodies by a large spreading,
thin, basal expansion, from which arise irregular foosculating
*Since writingthe above, Vol. 6, Pal. N. Y., has appeared. In this work Prof. Hall
proposes a new genus, Ooscinella, for a cribrose form which, if indeed it is not the
same species, is at any rate congeneric with Nicholson's P. cosciniformis. I question
very much whether Ooscinella can stand as distinct from Intrapora. On the other
hand, the relationship to Ooscinium is remote.
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bifoliate fronds, varying in width and height; thickness rarely
exceeding 2 mm., generally much less. Surfac~ smooth, with cell
apertures sub-circular, varying but little in size, averaging 0.13
mm. in diameter, seven or eight in 2 mm., regularly arranged
in the spaces bet,ween the maculrn, which usually are much the
largest over the basaJ expansion. Immediately surrounding the
zomcia apertures there is a narrow, slightly elevated sloping
space, which on the other side slopes again into the sub-angular mouths of a single or double series of small mesopores.
The latter are aggregated at intervals of about 3 mm. into
clusters varying much in size. Median lamina very flexuous,
with difficulty distinguished from the long prostrate basal portion of the zomcial tubes. These overlap each other for a considerable distance before they make an abrupt bend and proceed
direct to the surface. Walls moderately thick in the vestibular,
thin in the primitive region. Mperior hemiseptum obsolete, inferior, sometimes quite pronounced. Diaphragms entirely wanting, even in the mesopores.
Position and locality: Keokuk grou~; Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill.
S'£ICTOPORELLA? UNDULATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXIX, fig. fHib.

The specimens upon which this species is founded are two
small, imperfect, undulating fronds, less than 2 cm. in height
and width, and about 0.5 mm. in thickness. Surface nearly
smooth, exhibiting a few inconspicuous elevations, the centers of
which are occupied by zomcia separated by slightly wider interspaces than usual. Zomcia arranged in regular series varying in direction. Apertures almost circular, sub-equal, about
0.15 mm. in diameter, eight in 2 mm., with small mesopores
placed at th.e angles of junction. Interspaces rather thin.
The smaller and more delicate frond, and much less numerous
mesopores, distinguish this form from S. ba,sa,Jis of the Keokuk
group.
Position and locality: Chester group, Litchfield, Ky.
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FENESTELLA

Lonsdale, 1839.

(Murchison's Silurian System, p. 677.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 395.)

Very much indeed might be written upon this remarkably
prolific group of Bryozoa, but, as space is limited, I must refrain. A few remarks however seem to be called for.
In looking over the one hundred or more described species of
Fenestella*, we see that the original infundibuliform zoarium,
which prevailed exclusively among the species of the Cincinnati
and Clinton groups, gradually gave way in the Niagara and
Lower Helderberg deposits until in the Upper Helderberg and
Hamilton groups it is far less common than the flabellate zoarium, while in the Lower Carboniferous· groups and Coal Measures the original form of growth is almost unknown. The
number of the flabellate species is also so much greater that it
is evident that the genus had not attained its most typical development before the beginning of the Upper Helderberg. The
earliest infundibular species are really the ancestors of the whole
family, and in the Niagara and Lower Helderberg groups several species show departures from the original simple forms
along lines of variations which did not attain full development
until well into Devonian times. Thus in F. acmea Hall, F.
thyene Hall, and other species we see the progenitors of Semi,coscinium. Unitrypa was developed from such forms as F. quadrula Hall, and F. prrecursor Hall, while two- and three-ranged
Polyporre began early. No intermediate forms are as yet
known showing the descent of Isotrypa, of which the Niagara
F.? ambigua Hall, is already a fully developed species.
These facts are thrown out rather in the light of suggestions
to students who are desirous of working out the life history of
the family. My own investigations in this line have scarcely
begun, yet the results have already proved most gratifying and
so~etimes surprising.
* Many more have been described as Fenestella that belong to Polypora, Semicoscinium, Unitrypa and other genera of the family.
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FENESTELLA VERA Ulrich.
Pl. XLIV, figs. I, Ia, and PL LIV, fig. 3.

Zoarium a somewhat undulating flabellate expansion; largest
fragment seen over 6 ems. in length. Obverse with branches
rather straight, slender, ridge-shaped, bifurcating at distant intervals, about 0.35 mm. in width, and twenty-four in 1 cm.
Dissepiments short, sub-carinate, varying in width from about
two-thirds to almost the width of the branches. Fenestrules
elliptical or sub-quadrangular, about 0.5 by 0,2 mm.; fourteen
in 1 cm. Carina prominent, not sharp, bearing small nodes
about twice their diameter apart, and six or seven in 2 mm.
Zomcia in two ranges. Apertures small, circular, opening obliquely into the fenestrules, generally four to each fenestrule,
and twenty-three in 5 mm. On the reverse the branches are
usually zigzag, on the same level and scarcely stronger than
the dissepiments, the. fenestrules have a somewhat hexagonal
shape, less marked in the older portion of the zoarium, and
form quite regular diagonal series. Surface of both branches
and dissepiments very minutely granulose.
This species was at first supposed to be identical with. Prout's
F. nodosa, but upon a careful comparison with his description,
I find that the measurements do not agree. The flexuous character of the branches on the reverse is perhaps the principal
peculiarity, and serves to distinguish the species from several
Devonian forms that approach it in other respects.
Position and locality: Hamilton group. Abundant at Buffalo, Iowa.
FENESTELLA FILISTRIATA Ulrich.
Pl. XLIX, fig. 2, 2a.

Zoarium a flabAllate expansion, with the margins curved so
as to give to the whole a semi-funnel shape. Base slender,
solid, with root-like processes. Branches lax, rather slender,
subcarinate, 0.35 to 0.5 mm. wide, and about four in 3 mm.
Dissepiments slender, striated, varying in length. Fenestrules
subquadrangular, much longer than wide, about six in the
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space of 1 cm. Carina rarely prominent, it and the sides of
the branches covered with fine longitudinal strioo. Zooocia in
two ranges. Apertures circular, elevated, almost twice their
diameter apart, six or seven to a fenestrule, thirteen or fourteen in 5 mm. On the reverse the branches are striated longitudinally as on the obverse.
This species is much more delicate than the F. regalis of the
Keokuk group. F. funicuJa, has a stronger keel, and no strioo
upon the obverse.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone, Burlington, Iowa,
and Montezuma, Pike Co., Ill.
FENESTELLA BURLINGTONENSIS Ulrich.
Pl. XLIX, fig. l, la.

Zoarium a foliate expansion, with strong root-like processes
extending from the sides near the base. Branches rather strong,
a little irregular, from 0.3 to 0.5 mm. wide. Dissepiments short,
rounded or subangular, depressed, from one-half to two-thirds
the width of the branches. Fenestrules irregular in shape and
size, varying from subquadrangular to narrow elliptical, averaging 0.7 by 0.4 mm., with eight to ten in 1 cm. ·Carina
strong, moderately elevated and bearing a row of obscure
nodes. Zooocia in two, ranges. Apertures .circular, small, widely
separated, about seventeen in 1 cm., and from three to ·five to
each fenestrule: On the reverse the dissepiments are more slender and fenestrules more rectangular than on the obverse. On
the branches are a few obscure nodes.
~he Burlington Bryozoa are rarely good, and the examples
of this Ji'enestella which I have seen are no exception to the
rule. They sho.w perhaps toQ great a variation to have all
belonged to one species, yet as the state of preservation did
not admit of nice discriminations, I thought it best to unite
provisionally the forms comprised in the .above description
under one name. The example of which fig. la, represents a
small portion has smaller and more crowded branches than
usual. The species is related to F. rudis of the Keokuk group,
·but has·smaller cell apert.ures and somewhat larger fenestrules.
Position and locality: Burlington limestone. Burlington, Ia.
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FENESTELLA RUDIS Ulrich.
Pl. XLIX, fig. 3-3d.

Zoarium flabellate, usually forming but little undulated subcircular expansions, attaining a diameter of 7 ems. or more.
Numerous root-like strong and smooth processes strengthen the
small base from which the branches diverge. These are strong,
moderately rigid, and bifurcate at intervals varying from 5 to
15 mm. On the obverse the branches are angular, the keel
strong but not very prominent, and carries large elongated
nodes about two to each fenestrule. The elevations of the nodes
varies in different examples being very prominent in some and
scarcely perceptible in others. Age and state of preservation
largely account for the variation. 'L'he average width of the
branches also varies from 0.28 to 0.33 mm. In all the average
strength is somewhat greater near the base than at the outer
margins; their number in a given space is, however, fairly constant, there being usually sixteen or seventeen in 1 cm. Fenestrules elongate elliptical, twice as long as wide, with ten and
one-half in 1 cm. Dissepiments depressed, comparatively weak,
rarely half as wide as the branches. Zorncia in two alternating
ranges, eighteen in 5 mm., three to each fenestrule, with rather
large circular apertures, and slight peristome, separated by interspaces of nearly the same width as their diameter, which is
about 0.12 mm. When well preserved the interspaces and dissepiments are faintly striat~d.
Certain shallow cavities on the sides of the keel (see fig. 3b,)
may represent orncia.
On the reverse the branches are strongly rounded, often irregularly tuberculose, at other times only thickened at their junction with the dissepiments. Between the nodes the surface is
smooth or faintly striated.
This is one of the most persistent and characteristic species
of the Keokuk group, and is easily distinguished from its associates by the robust and rather coarse aspect of its fronds. P.
burlingtonensis is nearly allied, but has larger fenestrules. The
common European F. plebeia McCoy is also closely related but
differs in a like i:nanner.
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Position and locality: Keokuk limestone, Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa, Warsaw, Nauvoo, and other localities in Illinois. Also in the Warsaw beds, at Warsaw.
FENESTELLA LIMITARIS ffirich.
Pl. XLIX, fig. 4, 4a.
Zoarium a convoluted foliar expansion, several ems. in width,
consisting of rather strong, rounded, subequal, and flexuous
rather than rigid branches; sixteen or seventeen in 1 cm. On
the obverse side the branches vary in width from 0.25 mm. just
above, to 0.5 just below a bifurcation, but the normal width is
fairly constant at 0.35 to 0.4 mm. Median keel obsolete, or
represented by a faint, somewhat flexuous, thread-like line,
scarcely rising above the· cell-aperture margins. Zooocia in two
alternating rows, seven to t,wo fenestrules, fifteen in 5 mm.,
with rather large and more than usually direct, circular apertures, surrounded by a prominent peristome. Dissepiments depressed, narrowly rounded, · thin, rarely half as thick as the
branches. Fenestrules narrow, elongate sub~elliptical, indented
by the projecting cell mouths, with an average of ten in 1 cm.
On the reverse they appear wider and more regular, and may
be said to be generally oblong quadrate in outline, with the
length equal to about twice the width. Here also the branches
are rather narrowly rounded, and more or less distinctly
striated.
The very little developed median keel distinguishes this species from F. rudis, its nearest congener. At the same time it
reminds us of species of Polypora like P. biserfata, but as the
branches never carry more than two rows of cells it is evidently
still within the limits of Fenestella,.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rare at Bentonsport
and Keokuk, Iowa.
FENESTELLA REGALIS ffirich.
Pl. L, figs. 1, la, and Pl. LIV. fig. 5.

Zoarium flabellate, usually forming a flat, sub-circular expansion, 4 or 5 ems. in diameter. Branches very strong, rather
flex:uous, bifurcating in the lower and middle portions of. the
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expansion at intervals of 4 to 8 mm.; number of branches in
1 cm., nine or ten; average width of same, about 0.7 mm.,
just before bifurcating it is 0.8 or 0.9 mm. and just above the
division 0.5 or o.~ mm. Dissepiments slender, less than half as
wide as the branches, rounded or sub-carinate, Fenestrules
large, of variable form, usually subangular and two· or three
times longer than wide; about four or five in 1 cm. Carina
strong, rounded, bearing a row of small nodes about 0.8 mm.
apart. Zorncia in two alternating ranges, from seven to eleven
in the length of a fenestrule, and fourteen in 5 mm. Apertures
circular, abouj:; 0.16 mm. in diameter. In well preserved examples with a prominent peristome. In such the interspaces
and carina are finely striate. On the reverse the branches are
strongly convex and striated longitudinally. In tangential sections the solid substance on the sides of the branches is seen to
be traversed transversely by very fine and crowded tubuli.
The very large size of the branches and fenestrules distinguish
the species from all known to me. Indeed its branches with
their two ranges of zorncia are fully as large as those of Fenestra,Jia, sa,nctl-ludovici Prout, in which there are four rows.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. King's Mt. Tunnel,
Kentucky (On Cin. South. R. R.).

FENESTELLA COMPRESSA illrich.
Pl. L. Fig:. 2a.

Zoarium a flat foliar expansion, the largest fragment seen
being over 6 cm. long. It spreads unusually slow because of
the long intervals between the bifurcations. The branches, of
which there are fourteen or fifteen in 1 cm., are rigid (especially
on the obverse), and compressed laterally, so that the zorncial
apertures look sidewise rat,her than upward. The width of the
branches is nearly uniform, varying but little from 0.35 mm.
On the obverse they are strongly keeled. The carina carries a
series of small nodes which are nearly or quite as numerous as
the zorncia on either side. Zooocia sixteen in 5 mm. four to each
fenestrule, with small apertures and faint peristome. Dissepiments slender, sub-carinate, half as wide as the branches. Fenestrules sub-quadrate, appearing rectangular in specimens partially
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obscured by the shale; generally twice as long as wide, 8.5 in
1 cm. On the reverse the branches are rounded and distinctly
striated longitudinally.
The compressed branches. large fenestrules, · small and widely
separated cell-apertures, and numerous nodes on the keel, are
the distinctive features of this species. Its frond has a more
delicate look than any of the associated forms.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. King's Mountain Tunnel, Ky. I have collected several fragments of this or a very
closely allied species from the Chester group at Sloan's Valley,
Ky.
FENESTELLA COMPRESSA var. NODODORSALIS Ulrich.
Pl. L, fig. 2.

This name is proposed, provisionally, for a form of which I
have seen only one example. This is over 8 cm. in length by 4
cm. in its greatest width. It adheres tightly to a slab of limestone from King's Mountain, with the reverse, which is finely
preserved, exposed. As it agrees fairly well in the strength of
its branches, form and size of its fenestrules, with F. compressa,
I at first supposed that it represented the reverse of that species.
Having occasion to prepare some thin sections of the type specimens of F. compressa, I was surprised at seeing no indications
of a tuberculated reverse. This discovery led to an examination of all the specimens I had referred to the species. The
result was that the reverse of all the specimens, excepting the
one in question, was found to be simply rounded and even. A
careful comparison shows that beside the strong and irregular
nodes, there are also slight differences in the measurements.
Thus, while F. compressa has fourteen or fifteen branches and
8.5 fenestrules in 1 cm., this specimen has twelve or thirteen
branches, and 7.5 to 8 fenestrules to that space. Under these
circumstances it seems best to refer to it as above.

FENESTELLA MULTISPINOSA Ulrich.
PI. L, Figs. 3-3e.

Zoarium a strongly undulating :fiabellate expansion. The
larg·est example seen (it is nearly perfect) measures in different
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directions from the base from 5 to 7 cm. Strong root-like
appendages spring from the free margins. and from both faces
of the basal portion. Branches rigid, except near the base,
where frequent bifurcations make them appear flexuous. They
are also slender, from 0.3 to 0.4 mm. wide, with twenty to
twenty-one in 1 cm., but being well knit together the whole
frond appears comparatively strong. On the obverse the keel
is pronounced but never sharp, and bears, on an average, three
small nodes to the fenestrule. Zooocia in two ranges. Apertures
small, sub-oval or slit-like, seemingly situated in a groove at
the base of the keel, with the outer margin prominent, sometimes appearing almost spine-like; twenty-one in 5 mm., two or
three in each fenestrule. Certain saucer shaped depressions
which occasionally take the place of one of the zooocia, may be
of the nature of ooocia. Dissepiments half or less than half as
wide as the branches, scarcely depressed, carinate. Fenestrules
(beyond the basal parts) regular, elliptical or sub-quadrate,
fourteen or fifteen in 1 C(m. On the reverse near the outer margin, the branches are straight, and covered with granose longitudinal strire; the dissepiments half as strong, and the fenestrules sub-quadrate, with the length nearly twice the width.
Toward the base the branches and dissepiments, the latter particularly, are much thickened, so that the fenestrules gradually
become round-oval. The granules are also larger and no longer
arranged in longitudinal lines.
This fine species may be compared with F. compressa, and
F. serratula. The former differs in having much larger fenestrules and in wanting granules on the reverse. The latter in
being more delicate and smaller in every feature.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Benton.sport and
Keokuk, Iowa, and King's Mountain, Ky.

FENESTELLA TRISERIALIS Ulrich.
Pl. L, figs, 4, 4a.

Zoarium a foliaceous expansion. Branches rigid, of moderate
strength, 0.4 to 0.45 mm. wide, seventeen or eighteen in 1 cm.;
rather flat on the poriferous side, which alone has been seen.
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Dissepiments short, depressed, slender, less than half the width
of the branches. Fenestrules 12.5 in 1 cm., each about 0.6 mm.
long and 0.25 mm. wide: with the sides indented. Carina very
small, with a row of closely set small nodes, and on each side a
continuous or interrupted fine line. Zomcia in two ranges.
Apertures circular, with well developed peristome, comparatively
large, closely arranged, their diameter or less apart, nineteen
or twenty in.5 mm., and rf'.',gularly three to each fenestrule. A
very perfect fragment, obtained since the plates were lithographed, shows a peculiar feature not noticed at that time. At
the same time it explains the small spots which are shown in
sections between the cells. In this specimen a long tubular
spine extends from the interspace between the apertures obliquely outward and upward. Being very delicate, these spines
would readily give way to attrition, but, since I know of its
existence, I can detect its base in the other specimens.
Perfect examples of this interesting species could not be confounded with any other known. In its ordinary state of preservation it resembles F. multis.pinosa, but differs in having
longer fenestrules, larger branches and zomcia apertures, and
less angular obverse side to the branches. The last character
and the large cell apertures distinguish it from F. compressa.
That species also has larger fenestrules.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rare at King's Mountain, Ky.

FENESTELLA FUNICULA Ulrich.
PI. LI, fig. 6.

Zoarium an irregular foliar expansion. Branches fourteen or
fi~een in 1 cm., comparatively slender, about 0.4 mm. wide, at
times a little flexuous, approaching and receding from one
another without regularity. Bifurcations at variable though
generally rather distant intervals. Dissepiments of unequal
length; their width a little more or less than one-half that of
t,he branches. Fenestrules variable in size and shape, from three
to four or five times as long as wide, with about five in 10
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mm. Carina strong, cord-like, carrying strong nodes about 0.7
mm. apart. Zocecia in two alternating ranges. Apertures occupying a groove at the base of the carina, thirteen in 5 mm.,
usually sub-circular, with only the outer margin strongly elevated; often they appear slit-like, an appearance probably due
to compression; from four to six or even more between succeeding dissepiments. Reverse not seen.
This species is less robust and more irregular than F. regaJis.
F. filistriata of the Burlington limestone, is more delicate and
without the cord-like keel.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rare at Keokuk, Iowa.

FENESTEJ,J,A CINGUI,ATA Ulrich.
Pl. LII, figs. 1-ld.

Zoarium a large and strong, flat, foliar expansion, the largest fragments at hand indicating a diameter of at least 8 cm.
Branches strong, equal, about 0.5 mm. wide, rigid, bifurcating
at long intervals; fifteen in 1 cm. Dissepiments strong, generally two thirds as wide as the branches, usually elevated nodelike, a peculiarity particularly noticeable on weathered examples, giving them a very characteristic rough appearance, Fenestrules narrow, indented by the cell margins, about 0.8 mm.
in length, and 0.15 to 0.25 mm. in width, eight or eight and
one-half in 1 cm. Carina not well developed but bearing conspicuous nodes. Zocecia in two alternating ranges. Apertures
circular, 0.15 mm. in diameter, with strong peristome, about
seven to two fenestrules and fifteen to sixteen in 5 mm. The
opercular covers to the apertures are frequently preserved.
Tangential sections taken close to the surface show the existence of a ring of exceedingly minute vertical pores around the
zocecia aperture. Under a high power these appear on the surface of the peristome as minute granules. On the reverse the
branches are simply convex and narrower, the fenestrules larger
and more regular in size and shape, while the dissepiments are
about as wide as the branches, and on the same plane with
them. Their surface is crowded with minute granules, which
only on very young examples are arranged in longitudinal
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series. The specimen of which fig. la represents a portion,
differs from all the others in having only thirteen or. fourteen branches and seven fenestrules in 1 cm. In other respects
it seems to agree very well with the typical examples above described.
This iis the only species of the genus in which I have noticed
anything like the ring of minute tubes around the zocecial apertures. Perhaps it is a similar feature that Mr. Shrubsole figures
for his Wenlock species, F. reteporata. In its proportions F.
cingula,ta, approaches F. rudis, but there are really so many
differences between them that when once determined, even poorly
preserved fragments are easily separated.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Nauvoo, 111., and
Keokuk, Iowa.

FENESTELLA SERRATULA Ulrich.
PI. L. fig. 5-0c.

This beautiful lit,tle species is known from the Keokuk, St. Louis
and· Chester groups and from the W arsttw beds. In each of these
geological divisions the species has undergone some slight but
recognizable changes, making it possible to distinguish them.
Still they all agree so closely in their proportions and general
appearance that I c~nnot for a moment question their specific
identity.
Zoarium a foliar expansion, from 3 to 5 ems. in diameter.
Branches rigid, small, 0.25 mm. wide, twenty-five or twenty-six
in 1 cm., with a comparatively strong mesial carina, carrying
small nodes, which give it on a side view the serrated appearance that has suggested the name. Nodes and zocecia twentyfour to twenty-six in 5 mm., and three to each fenestrule. Apertures very small, 0.07 mm. in diameter with a prominent
peristome ·when perfect. Dissepiments thin, not more than
half as wide as the branches, depressed and carinate on the obverse side. Fenestrules narrow elliptical, seventeen to . nineteen
in one cm. Reverse of branches granulo-striate or nearly smooth
t?)~ with an occasional long, barbed, spine-like appendage.
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The Keokuk form is the smallest. Its branches bifurcate much
more frequently than usual causing the frond to expand so
rapidly that its edges meet or even overlap each other.
In the Warsaw beds specimens, which do not bifurcute as
rapidly as in the Keokuk form, the reverse of the branches
is finely granulo-striate when well preserved, and the fenestrules
number eighteen or nineteen in 1 cm.; with twenty-five or twenty-six cell apertures in 5 mm,.
In the Chester examples, which are rather large, strongly undulating expansions, the granules have not been observed on
the longitudinal strioo, and the fenestrules number seventeen or
eighteen in 1 cm.; the cell apertures twenty-four or twenty-five
in 5 mm.
The St. Louis limestone form is intermediate in its characters
between the Warsaw specimens on the one hand and those of
the Chester on the other.
Though closely allied to F. multispinosa, its smaller proportions readily distinguishes it. In that species there are twentyone zooocia in 5 mm., while F. serra,ta, has from twenty-four to
twenty-six in that distance.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Nauvoo, Ill.; Warsaw
beds, Warsaw and Monroe Co., Ill.; St. Louis limestone localities in Caldwell, Lyon and Crittenden counties, Ky., occurring
in the shaly and cherty beds of the group; Chester group,
Sloan's Valley, Ky., where it is abundant.
FENESTELLA EXIGUA

Ulrich.

PI. LI, figs. 1-la.

Zoarium a delicate foliar expansion. Branches slender, slightly
flexuous, laterally compressed, of uniform width, about 0.27
mm. wide, with twenty or twenty-one in 1 cm. Dissepiments
short, hour-glass shaped, one-half as thick as the branches.
Fenestrules quite regular in size and shape, elliptical, about 0.6
by 0.2 mm., and thirteen to fourteen in 1 cm. Carina strong,
elevated, with nodes about 0.4 mm. apart. Zooocia in two
ranges. Apertures occupying a slight groove at the base
of the carina, circular, rather large, their diameter or less apart,
-68
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twenty-two or twenty-three in 5 mm., so arranged that several
times four to once three come in the space of a fenestrule. Ordinarily the peristome is wanting or faint, but on perfectly preserved portions it is remarkably prominent. On the reverse the
branches and dissepiments are more nearly equal than on the
obverse, their surface is strongly convex and smooth excepting
opposite the ends of t.he dissepiments where a strong node is
developed on the branch, The fenestrules are regularly elliptical.
In its proportions this specie& is larger than F. serratu]a, and
much smaller than F. compressa.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds. Monroe Co.,

rn:

FENESTELLA TENAX Ulrich.
Pl. LI, figs. 2-2e.

Zoarium. a very delicate but large foliar expansion, the largest
fragment seen being 8 cm. high by 5 cm. wide.
At the base
and along the free lateral margins there are those peculiar
barbed spine-like appendages. Branches slender, bifurcating at
distant intervals, from 0.2 to 0.3 mm. (the latter just before
bifurcation) wide.
Dissepiments thin, rounded, one-fourth to
one-third as large as the branches. Fenestrules long oval,
0.3 mm. long and 0.12 wide, indented once on each side when
perfect. Carina strong, elevated, with declining sides, bearing
traces of numerous small spines. Zomcia in two ranges, with
pustulose mouths. Apertures circular, small, more tban their
own diameter apart, usually situated, one opposite the end of
each dissepiment and one opposite the middle of each fenestrule. On the reverse the branches show obscure striations and
granulations, the dissepiments are thin, on a plane with the
branches or a little depressed below them, wider and more rectangular than on the obverse.
Warsaw beds examples: branches in 1 cm. 28 to 30; fenestrules
in 1 cm. 29 or 30; zomcia in 5 mm. 28 or 29. Average Chester
group example: branches in 1 cm. 28 to 30; fenestrules in 1 cm.
28 or 29; zomciain 5 mm. 27 or 28. Variety from the Chester group:
branches in 1 cm. 28 or 29; fimestrules in 1 cm. 23; zomcia in 5
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mm. 24 or 25. The measurements of the branches and fenestrules in the last are taken from a large and fine example, that
shows only the reverse. Fig. 2e, represents a part of one of its
branches, and shows the relatively larger fenestrules. The cells
were counted on a similar but more typical example.
In many respects this species resembles F. serratula. Both
are abundant and almost constantly associated, showing that
they are not local varities of one species. F. tena,x has smaller
and more numerous branches, as well as smaller fenestrules.
Lying side by side, as it often happens, it needs but a glance
to discriminate between 'them. Small fragments of both species
resemble the fronds of associated species of Archimedes (particularly A. prouta,na, and A. dista,ns,) and it is only by becoming familiar
with them through practice that they can be distinguished satisfactorily.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds, Warsaw, and Monroe
Co., Ill. Chester group, Chester and Kaskaskia, Ill., and Sloan's
Valley, Ky.

FENESTELLA CESTRIENSIS ffirich.
PI. LI, figs. 5-5b.
Zoarium an irregular foliar expansion, 5 or more ems. in
length: Branches slender, rather rigid, 0.3 to 0.4 mm. wide,
bifurcating at distant though variable intervals, seventeen to
twenty in 1· cm., the average, however, being about nineteen.
The two faces of the obverse side are rather fiat and slope
downward rapidly from the sharp carina. Dissepiments short,
ridge-shaped, about one-half as wide as the branches. Fenestrules averaging ten in lcm.; the extremes noticed being one
more or less, varying from long sub-rectangular to long suboval, 0.8 by 0.3 mm. Carina scarcely elevated, when perfect,
bearing a row of short spines, usually four in the length of a
fenestrule. Zooocia in two alternating ranges, twenty-one or
twenty-two in 5 mm., four or five to each fenestrule. On the
reverse the branches are narrowly rounded, distinctly striated
in the younger or marginal portions of the expansion., with
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irregularly distributed nodes and no striations toward the basal
or older part,s. The fenestrules are more nearly rectangular
than on the obverse.
This graceful species is one of the most charact8ristic Bryozoa of the Chester group. Although in no case very abundant
it occurs at all the typical localities_. In its measurements the
the species agrees quite closely with F. fiexuosa, yet the two are
not likely to be confounded.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Kaskaskia,
near Anna, and other localities in the State of Illinois. Also
at Sloan's Valley, and Litchfield, Ky.

FENESTELLA FLEXUOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LI, figs. 4-4<J.

Zoarium a somewhat undulating foliaceous expansion that
probably did not exceed 5 or 6 ems. in diameter. Branches
slender, 0.3 to 0.35 mm. wide, rather irregularly flexuous, alternately bending toward and away from one another, eight,een to
twenty in 1 cm. Dissepiments very short, connecting the
branches where they approach each other nearest, their width
about equal to that of the branches. Fenestrules long-oval,
more or less pointed at the ends, somewhat variable as to size,
about 0.8 by 0.2 mm., and nine or nine and one-half in 1 cm.
Carina rather strong, moderately elevated, with generally t,hree
strong nodes or spines to the fenestrule. Zooocia in two ranges
about twenty-two in 5 mm. Apertures circular, their diameter
or less apart, four or five to each fenestrule, with well developed
peristome. On the reverse the branches are very finely granulo-striate or smooth, narrowly rounded or carinated, and on
account of their zigzag direction, usually apper to inosculate.
The fenestrules are a little longer than on the opposite side,
elliptical, but somewhat var.iable both in shape and size.
This is a well marked form, and ought never to be confounded
with any other Carboniferous species known.
Position and locality: Chester group. Not uncommon at
Sloan's Valley, Ky.,? Chester, Ill.
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FENESTELLA ELEVATIPORA Ulrich.
PI. LI, Figs. 8-3a.
Zoarium a flat foliar expansion, of which only small fragments have been seen. Branches rigid, closely approximated,
0.25 to 0.3 mm. in width, twenty-five or twenty-six. in 1 cm.
Dissepiments short, slender, so much depressed that they are
easily overlooked on examples adhering. to the rock or shale.
Fenestrules small, irregular in shape, about two and one-half
times as long as wide, with about twenty-four in 1 cm. Obverse
side of branches comparatively flat. Carina small, thread-like.
Zooocia in two ranges, twenty-six in 5 mm. Apertures circula~,
directed outward, pustuloid, the peristome being very prominent; generally two to each fenestrule. On the reverse the
branches are rounded and occupied by from three to five threadlike longitudinal strire, the fenl'lstrules longer than o:ri the obverse, and subquadrate in form.
The more strongly striated reve~se, the less convex and somewhat wider obverse face of the branches, and their crowded appearance separate this species from its close relation, F. tenax.
Other differences will be noticed on comparison.
Position and locality: Chester p-oup, Chester, Ill., and Crittenden Co., Ky.
FENESTELLA DELICATULA Ulrich.
Pl. LI!, Fig. 2.

Zoarium a very delicate, rapidly expanding, foliar expansion,
not known to exceed 2 cm. in diameter. Branches very slender,
about five in 5 mm., scarcely 0.3 mm. in width; strongly convex
and finely granulose on the reverse, and ridge like on the obverse. Dissepiments long and very slender. Fenestrules subquadrangular, about 1.5 by 0.7 mm., and six or seven in 1 cm.
Carina comparatively strong, rounded, with an occasional very
small node. Zooocia in two alternating ranges, about sixteen in
5 mm. Apertures circular, small, and widely separated; five or
six to the fenestrule; peristomes prominent, especially upon the
outer side where they encroach upon the fenestrules.
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The specimens upon which this species is founded are ·very
frag,mentary, but as they are in a fine state of preservation and
quite distinct from all the carboniferous species known to me, I
have ventured to describe them as new.
Position and locality: Base of Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
FENESTELLA MODESTA IDrich.
Pl. LII, Fig. 8-llb.

Zoarium a small fan-shaped expansion; the largest· specimen
seen is 17 mm. in breadth, and somewhat less in height.
Branches bifurcating frequently, slender, keeled, flexuous, 0.2
mm. in width, five or six in 3 mm., covered with fine longitudinal striations which continue from a branch across the dissepiments to the nef(t branch. Dissepiments slender, rounded.
Fenestrules subquadrangular, somewhat variable in size, about
0.7 by 0.3 mm., and six or seven in 5· mm. Carina rounded,
not strongly elevated, with small nodes about 0.4 mm. apart.
Zooocia in two ranges, twenty or twenty-one in 5 mm. Apertures circular, surrounded by a thin _peristome, almost twice
their diameter apart, arranged several times three to once four
in the space of a fenestrule. On the reverse the branches are
covered with exceedingly fine, granulose, interrupted striations.
The specimens from Knox Co., Ill., occur as natural molds
in a soft, fine grained, siliceous rock. The gutta-percha impressions which were prepared from them are, as usual, exceedingly
perfect, showing clearly the minutest details of external structure and ornamentation. On the Seville examples the cell
mouths, and, apparently, the keel as well, are a little more
prominent than in those from Knox Co.
When compared with carboniferous species the distinctive
features are the rapid expansion and small size of the frond, the
comparatively large fenestrules, and the widely separated cell
apertures. l!'. delicatu]a, has larger fenestrules and five or six
apertures instead ,0f three or four to each. F. mimica is a more ·
compact form and has stronger and rigid branches.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Knox County and
Seville, Ill.
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FENESTELLA PERMINUTA Ulrich.
PL LIT, Fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium an exceedingly delicate small expansion, growing
from a spreading foot stfl,lk into a remote resemblance to Ptilopora. · From both sides of the central stem two branches spring
out at a rather acute angle. These are very slender, bifurcate
at short intervals, and are 0.15 mm. in width. Diss.epiments
long, extremely slender, at first about equal in number to the
bifurcations~ Fenestrules of variable shape, averaging 0.5 by
0.3 mm. Carina very little developed·, almost obsolete. Zooocia
apertures in two alternating rows, circular, prominent, projecting decidedly beyond the margin of the branch, more than twice
their diameter apart, with twelve in 3 mm. On the reverse the
branches are finely striated.
The extreme delicacy of the zoarium, in which the species is
not equalled by any other known to me, and the project,ing
cell~apertures, are regarded as the principal peculiarities.
Position and locality: Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
FENESTELLA WORTHEN! Ulrich.
Pl. LIT, Fig. IH>a.

Zoarium a small, delicate, fan-shaped expansion. Branches
c01pparatively strong, about twelve in 5 mm., each 0.25 mm.
in width. Dissepiments ·about half as wide as the branches,
rounded and widening considerably at the ends. · Fenestrules
sub-quadrangular, indented a little on each side, about 0.3 by
0.2 mm. and twelve in 5 mm. Carina very strong, sub-cylindrical or thread-like, abo,ut half · as thick as the entire branch.
Along the middle of the carina there is a row of small nodes,
(their apical opening is better preserved than usual), distant
from each other about 0.15 mm. Zooocia in two ranges, 'tweii.tyfour in 1 cm. Apertures small, circular, almo.st three times
their diameter apart, situated one at the end of each dissepiw
ment and one opposite the middle of each fenestrule. Peristome
indistinct. Reverse not seen.
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This interesting little species resembles F. tena,x in many respects, yet has even a more delicate zoarium, and the cells more
regularly arranged, while the strong cord-like keel gives it a
peculiar appearance quite foreign to that one.
Position and localit,y: Base of Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
:F'ENESTELLA SEVILLENSIS llirich.
Pl. Lil, Figs. 6-6a.

Zoarium a foliaceous expansion. Branches straight rather
slender, rounded, 0.3 mm. wide, six in 3 mm. Dissepiments
thin, about one-third as wide as the pranches. :F'enestrules quite
regularly sub-quadrangular, 0.5 by 0.2 mm., eight in 5 mm.,
slightly indented at the middle by the encroaching zooocia
mouths. Carina obsolete, replaced by a fine sharply impressed
line, bordered on each side by an intermittently stronger and
fainter raised line. One or two thinner lines usually mark the
longitudinal interspace between the cell apertures. Zooocia in
two ranges, sixteen or seventeen in 5 mm. ·Apertures comparatively large, circular, scarcely twice their diameter apart, usually
situated one at each end of each dissepiment and one at a point
midway between (i. e., about two to each fenestrule). On the
reverse the branches are rounded and have five or six fine
parallel strire. The fenestrules here are nearly rectangular.
The presence of an impressed line instead of a raised keel, and
the interrupted strire are regarded as the distinctive features.
Position and locality: Base of Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
:F'ENESTELLA MIMICA Olrich.
Pl. Lil, figs. 7, 7a.

Zoarium a small foliar expansion. Branches rather slender,
rigid, about 0.25 mm. in width, and seven in 3 mm. Dissepiments short, about one-third as wide as the branches. :F'enestrules sub-quadrangular, strongly concave at the sides, 0.35
by 0.2 mm. and seven in 3 mm. Carina a very fine and but
little projecting line, bearing a row of small spines about 0.12
mm. apart. Zooocia in two ranges, twenty-four in 5 mm. Apertures large, circular, with well developed peristome, slightly
more than their diameter apart, generally two to each fenes-
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trule, so arranged that one is opposite each dissepiment and
one between. Opercular covers the same as those of the F.
sevillensis, F. wortheni, F. rudis, and many other species.
·rhis species is closely related to F. tenax, of the Warsaw and
C~ester beds, but is m9re delicate, has larger cell apertures and
fenestrules and a smaller number of branches in a given space.
F. sevillensis is larger, has longer fenestrules, fewer cells, and
an imprei:;sed mesial line instead of a keel. F. wortheni differs
in its remarkably developed keel.
Position and"locality: Coal Measures. Seville, Ill.
FENESTELLA CONRADI Ulrich.
Pl. Lii, fl.gs. 8, Sa.

Zoarium a strongly undulated foliar expansion, several cm.
in length. Branches strong, appearing very rough on their obverse side, about 0.4 mm. wide, with twenty-one or twenty-two
in 1 cm. Dissepiments very short and broad. Fenestrules narrow, sub-elliptical, averaging 0.33 by 0.15 mm., sixteen or seventeen in one cm., arranged in diagonally intersecting series.
Carina itself not much elevated, but the rather closely arranged
compressed spines which it bears are very strong and exceptionally prominent when perfect. Their bases are often in contact
when they form a sort of rough crest. Zooocia in two ranges.
Apertures circular, with slight perlstorrie, arranged in a not
very straight line, so that there are several times three to once
two in the space of a fenestrule; twenty-three in 5 mm. On
the reverse the branches and dissepiments a.re rounded, on the
same plane and about equally thick, the former being thinner
than on the obverse side. The fenestrules are almost perfectly
circular. A small node, perforated at its summit, often occupies
then center of the branch at a point midway between four
adjacent fenestrules.
The circular fenestrules and other features of the reverse, and
the strong spines on the keel, (they are more conspicuous than
in fig. 8,) are relied upon in separating this. species. The obverse brings F. mdis to mind, but that species is so much
more robust that comparisons are unnecessary.
-69
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The name is given in honor of the discoverer, Prof. A. H.
Conrad, of Shenandoah, Iowa.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures. Seven miles
north of Red Oak, Iowa.

FENESTELLA IN.EQUALIS Ulrich:
Pl. LIT, flgt>. 9, 9a.

Zoarium a strong, irregular, foliar expansion. Branches
rather strong, not very straight, sixte~n to eighteen in 1 cm.;
variable in size on the reverse, where their width varies between
0.8 and 0~5 mm.; more equal on the obverse face, where their
average width is about 0.4 mm. Dissepiments short, narrowly
rounded, ·of variable thickness, generally less than half the
width ol the branches. Fenestrules sub-quadrangular or elliptical, unequal, averaging 0.8 by o.a mm., and nine in 1 cm.
Carina strong but not much elevated, at the summit with a
series of closely arranged . small nodes, about ten in 1 mm.
Zooocia in two ranges, seventeen or eighteen in 5 mm. Apertures. small, circular, surrounded by an abruptly elevated peristome which projects a little beyond the margin of the branch;
a fraction less than four to a fenestrule. On the reverse the
branches are marked with longitudinal, parallel, granulose
strim. The granules are distinct, and so closely arranged that
their bases are in contact. When a little worn they disappear,
and the surface is then either smooth or simply striated. The
fenestrules have about the same form and are bu_t little, if any,
larger than on the obverse side.
None of the Coal Measure species known to, me are as large
as this one, nor is any one of them sufficiently like it to require dose comparisons. Of Lower Carboniferous species, F.
cestriensis and F. compressa are related, but not very closely.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures. Ball's Mill, Sangamon Co., Ill.
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SEMICOSCINIUM Prout, 1859.
(Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol. 1, p, 443.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 895.)

On account of certain very unfortunate errors in Prout's
origiual diagnosis of this genus, the name has not become current. His type specimen was, however, almost beyond question,
a fragment of a large and easily recognized species which is
common at the Falls of the Ohio. He mistook the obverse for
the reverse side, and described the thin membrane which is o~en
drawn over the summits of the high carinre, as a longitudinally
lined sole. The spaces between the branches and this membrane
is filled with vesicular tissue. This he noticed and described,
together with the true zooocia, which he called "tortuous tubes,"
as a part of the "sole." The cells, he supposed, originated in
the tortuous tubes and opened into the fenestrules. In short,
his conception of S. rhomboideum was altogether incorrect.
The genus as now defined, departs from Fenestella in having
the keel very much higher and expanded at the summit, and
the branches zigzag on the reverse. The zoarium is always
infundibuliform, with the inner side non-celluliferous.
Species of this genus can be recognized in the Niagara group,
but it is not until we reach the Upper Helderberg rocks that
they assume their most marked peculiarities and become abundant. Here we find nineteen species, the majority of which have
been described by Prof. Hall under Fenestella. Seven more
species are described by that author from the Hamilton group.
Above this horizon the genus is not known.

SEMICOSCINIUM PLANODORSATUM IDrich.
Pl. XLIV, figs. 3-Sb.
Zoarium infundibuliform above the abruptly contracted base,
with the free margins nearly flat, and somewhat undulated.
Outer surface celluliferous, strongly ridged. Branches rather
slender, sixteen or seventeen in 1 cm., 0.3 mm. wide just before
a bifurcation, increasing gradually to 0.5 or 0.6 mm. Dissepiments very short, depressed, wider than the branches. E'ene-
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strules very small, 0.25 by 1.2 mm., sub-oval, eleven or twelve
in 1 cm. Carina about 0.4 mm. in height, thin at first, with
the summit abruptly expanded and angular along the middle.
The sides are wavy, the undulations corresponding closely both in
number and position, with the zorecia apertures beneath them.
ZoreC'ia in two ranges, one on each '"ide of the median keel.
Apertures circular, opening directly upward, about 0.1 mm. in
diameter, as much or a little more apart, eighteen in 5 mm.;
with well developed peristome. On the reverse the fenestrules
vary from quite regularly circular to broad oval, are 0.3 or
0.4 mm. in diameter, and much farther apart longitudinally
than transversely: Surface of branches and dissepiments, when
well preserved, with numerous small nodes, and varying between
slightly convex or flat and a\>preciably concave. In the last
case the fenestrules are _encircled by an elevated rim.
This species is smaller in its proportions than either Fenestella, semirotunda, or F. per.ma,rgina,ta, Hall, from the same
locality. Both of those species, which clearly· belong to Semicoscinium, also have twenty cells to 5 mm., while in this there
are only eighteen in that distance. Right here it may be well
to remark that Hall's figures of the two species mentioned
(Pal. N. Y. Joi. VI, Pl. 49) appear to be somewhat mixed.
Position and locality: Upper Helderberg group; Falls of the
Ohio river.

8EMICoscJN1UM RHoMBICUM Ulrich.
Pl. XLIV, figs. 4-4a, and Pl. LIV,fig. 8.

Zoarium infundibuliform, large, undulated. Celluliferous face
with the branches rather slender, more or less flexuous, alternately approacping and receding from each other, bifur~ating
M long intervals, very gradually increasing from 0.3 to 0.5
mm. between the bifurcations, seventeeI1 or eighteen to 1 cm.
Dissepiments very short, the branches appearing almost to inosculate, their width equal to or greater than the length- of the
feneAtrule, varying from 0.6 to 1.0 mm. Fenestrules oval,
rather unequal, but averaging about 0.6 by 0.2 mm., eight in
1 cm.; regularly alternating in the adjoining longitudinal series.
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Carina strongly elevated, flexuous, but little thickened at the
summit, frail, easily broken or worn away. Zooocia in two
ranges separated by a keel. Apertures circular, 0.09 mm. in
diameter, their diameter or more apart, twenty-two in 5 mm.
On the sides of the branches, ·but always opposite a dissepiment, are a number of large, irregularly distributed, shallow,
thin rimmed sub-circular cells, about 0.3 in diameter, extending
from the keel nearly across the dissepiment. Their number is
variable but the average is about as shown in the figure. Similar structures are known to be possessed by several species of
Fenestella, and unless they represent ooocia, their nature is not
understood. As usual in species of this genus, near the base the
carinre are covered by a thin calcareous membrane, and the
space under this and between th~ branches, is filled with loosely
woven vesicular tissue. On the reverse the fenestrules are oval
or sub-rhomboidal and arranged in regular diagonally intersecting series, eleven or twelve in 1 cm. The branches are thinner than the width of the fenestrule, carinate when well preserved, zigzag, and united by inosculation so as to form regular
rhombs. The point of junction or intersection is more or less
prominent.
This fine species is distinguished by the flexuous branches,
and the large cells (? O(llcia). S. rhomboideum Prout, has fifteen fenestrules where this has only twelve. They are besides
not so regularly rhombic.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Buffalo, Iowa.

FENESTRAPORA Hall, 1887, (1885?)
(Pal. N, Y. Vol. XVI, p. XXII.)

<For generic diagnosis see page 395.)

At first I was not inclined to admit this genus, but the subsequent finding of the dimorphic pores in three distinct species
has convinced me of its claim to recognition. As regards th~
nature· of these pores, I can only suggest a comparison with
the "avicularian" cells of the Chilostomata.
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FENESTRAPORA OCCIDENT.ALIS Ulrich.
Pl. XLIV, figs. 2-2a, and Pl. LIV, figs. 7-7e.

Zoarium infuD:dibuliform, expanding rapidly, almost salvershaped, but rounding gradually from the short stem into the
horizontal portion. The free margins are flat or somewhat undulated. On the obverse or outer. side, the branches appear
rigid, moderately strong, and increase in width from 0.3 to 0.5
mm.; fourteen or fifteen in 1 cm. Dissepiments short, depressed,
as wide or wider than the branches. Fenestrules rather regularly oval, averaging 0.7 by 0.38 mm. with eight in 1 cm. Carina about 0.4 mm. high, expanded at the summit, subangular
or rounded above; both sides present a series of large pits or
cells, separated by uriequal intervals, but the average may be
placed at two in the space of a mm. One of the cells also occurs on the top. of the carina just beneath the bifurcations.
Zorecia in two ranges, one on each side of ·the median keel.
Apertures circular, nearly direct, about 0.09 mm. in diameter,
about twice their diameter apart, twenty in 5 mm.; and with
a faintly elevated peristome.
On the reverse or inner sid~ the fenestrules are broad oval,
being wider then on the oppositP. face; rather irregularly arranged, varying from quincuncial to directly opposite. In the
first order, which apparently prevails mainly near the center,
the branches are zigzag, and somewhat depressed below the
much stronger longitudinal interspaces that represent the dissepiments. In the other arrangement the branches are nearly
or quite straight, and again much thinner than the rounded
dissepiments, which continue across them obliquely or at right
angles. The fenestrules are always wider than the branches.
Large cells, of the same nature as those in the carinoo, with an
average diameter of 0.14 mm., and direct or oblique apertures,
are distributed over the surface of the branches and dissepiments. Their number is about equal to that of the fenestrules.
The internal structure is fully illustrated on Pl. LIV. When
compared with F. biperforata Hall, from the same horizon
in New York, we find that that species is more delicate, has
the fenestrules smaller, the carina less pronounced, and the di-
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morphic pores on the summit instead of the sides, and much
more numerous on the rever8e. The branches are also more
rigid. The form described by me as Semicoscinium infraporosum
(Contr. Am. Pal. Vol. I, Pl. I, 1886) has all the characters of
Fenestrapora. It is from the Upper Helderberg group, and
differs from the two Hamilt.on species in its smal~er size, strongly
undulated frond, flattened and comparatively strong reverse
aspect of its branches, and other points of minor importance.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Buffalo, Iowa.
HEMITRYPA Phillips, 1841.
(Pal. Foss. of Cornwall, Devon~ & Westsomerset, p. 27.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 396.)

For further discussions see chapter on classification, under the
section treating of the FENESTELLID.lE (page 349). Of the fourteen or more species known, one is from the Clinton, two from
the Lower Helderberg, one or more from the Hamilton, four
from the Keokuk and one or more from the Warsaw and St.
Louis limestone.
HEMITRYPA TENERA Ulrich.
Fl. XLIV, fig. 7-7a, and PI. LIV, fig. 10-lOc.

Zoilrium infundibuliform, only known from fragments. The
obverse is a very delicate net-work in which the principa1 and
secoudary bars are indistinguishable, being equal in width and
both zigzag: connected by lateral bars or scalre of the same
width, they form equal hexagonal interstices, arranged in very
regular vertical and diagonally intersecting series, twelve in 3
mm. measuring along the rows. Their openings correspond in
number to the zorecia in the branches beneath them. Zorecia
observed only in thin sections. On the reverse the branches are
straight or slightly zigzag, slender, thirteen or fourteen in 5
mm., rounded, somewhat variable in width, smooth when old,
granular and striated longitudinally when young. Dissepiments
short, in the middle about as wide as the branches, spreading
at their junction with them; on some portions of the zoariu~, .
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opposite in adjoining rows, on others alternate. Fenestrules
oval or subquadrate, about 0.5 by 0.2 mm., with fourteen in
1 cm.
The delicacy of the zoarium is its distinguishing feature.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Rock Island, Illinois
and Davenport and Buffalo, Iowa.

HEMITRYPA PROUTANA Ulrich.
PI. LVII, fig. 1-lc.

Fenestella hemitrypa Prout, 1859.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Nat. Sci. Vol. I, p. 444, Pl.

XVII.fig. 4-4a.

Zoarium a large flabellate or semi-infundibular expansion,
more ·or less undulated toward the free margins. Obverse or
inner side protected by a delicate net-work, formed by the union
of longitudinal and transverse bars. The former consists of two
kinds, a slightly stronger and more prominent set, which are
developed directly over the center of the branches and united
to them by short supporting pillars. These may be called the
principal bars. A second set, which alternates with the principals and may be known as the secondary bars, are suspended
over the space between the branches. The net-work is completed by a set of short transverse bars to which Prof. Hall
applies the appropriatl:l term "scalm." According as the scalm
are developed oppositely or alternately ,in the adjoining longitudinal series, the principal and secondary bars are straight or'
zigzag. and the interstic~s, consequently, may be quadrate, pentagonal or hexagonal. In this species the last form is less the
rule than usual. Measuring transversely, about twenty-six rows
of interstices occur in 5 mm.; longitudinally about twenty-four.
One to three small denticles sometimes project from the bars
into the interstices. When this net-work has been denuded,
which, on account of its delicacy, is o~en the case, the obverse
face of the branches is seen to be ridge-shaped, from 0.2 to 0.32
mm. wide, and generally twenty-six in 1 cm. The median carina
is neither sharp nor prominent, but carries, small nodes (the
broken pillars that support the superficial net-work) at intervals
corresponding with the length of the zooocia. Dissepiments very
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short, depressed, about half as wide as the branches. Fenestrules long-oval, small, about 0.3 by 0.1 mm., and eighteen or
nineteen in 1 cm. Zooocia in two ranges, twenty-three or twentyfour in 5 mm., with small, widely separated, circular apertures,
and elevated peristome.
On the reverse the branches and dissepiments are on the same
plane, usually ridge-shaped, ·forming quadrangular fenestrules of
greater width than on the opposite face. On mature examples
the branches are smooth or very finely granular. On young
ones they are faintly striated.
This species is very common in the Warsaw beds, and occurs
also, but rarely, in the Keokuk group. It is closely allied to
the Keokuk H. plumosa (Fenestella, plumosa, Prout,) but differs
in having nine or ten fenestrules in 5 mm., while that species
has only 6.G to 7.5 in the same space. There are most probably other differences, bnt the Keokuk species has not been observed in a sufficiently good state of preservation to permit of
comparisons in the minute details of structure. As usual Prout's
types of H. plumosa, were denuded of the superficial net-work.
Below are described two varieties of H. proutana.
Position and locality: Rare in the Keokuk group at Warsaw,
IlL, and Keokuk, Iowa; abundant in the Warsaw beds at Warsaw, and Monroe Co. in Illinois, and less common at Barrett's
Station, St. Louis Co., Mo. The species occurs also in the St.
Louis limestone of Caldwell Co., Ky.

HEMITRYPA PROUTANA

var.

VERMIFERA

n. var.

Pl. L VII, Fig. 5-5a.

This variety is represented by a number of specimens which
agree closely in their proportions with typical H. prouta,na,.
The following differences have been noticed. The branches and
dissepiments on their reverse side are rounded instead of angular, and the fenestrules are more oval. The principal feature,
however, are certain peculiar, tubular, vermiform bodies, which
are irregularly distributed over and form part of the reverse
face of the zoarium. They are about 2 mm. long and 0.5 mm.
in diameter, lie more or less nearly parallel with the branches,

-ro
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and have a sub-circular opening at the distal extremity. At
present I cannot give a satisfactory explanation of their nature.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds at Warsaw, Ill.

HEMITRYPA PROUTANA

var.

NODULOSA

n. var.

Pl. L VII, Fig. 2-2e.

This form differs from the typical H. prouta,na, in having the
interstices of the superficial net-work decidedly rayed or floriform, the small denticles which project from the sides of the
bars being more numerous and better developed. On the reverse
the branches are somewhat thinner, rounded, and bear numerous small tubercles. The zoarium also does not attain the size
of H. proutana, but in the other measurements the variety
offers no striking difference.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa, and Nauvoo, Ill.

HEMITRYPA NODOSA

Ulrich.

Pl. LVII,Fig.S.

The principal distinguishing feature of this species is the
nodose enlargement on the reverse of the branches opposite their
junctfon with the dissepiments. The branches are rounded,
eleven or twelve in 5 mm., with an average width of 0.2 mm.,
increasing from 0.15 to 0.3 or 0.4 mm. before bifurcation, the
dissepiments . depressed, and less than half the width of the
branches; the fenestrules oval or sub-quadrate, twice as long as
wide, as wide as the branches, and seven or eight in 5 mm.
The superficial net-work is very much like that of H. proutana,
but the interstices are more nearly circular, about twenty in
5 mm., and the principal and secondary bars of about equal
strength.
The strong nodes and more slender branches distinguishes the
species from H. plumosa, Prout sp. The specimen of which
several branches are represented by fig. 3a, simulates this species
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in the nodose character of the branches, but in its measurements it is identical with young H. aspem. That it is only a
peculiar example of that species is shown by the facts, that on
other portions the nodes are on the dissepiments, and that the
superficial net-work is spinous.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Nauvoo, Ill., Keokuk
and Bentonsport, Iowa. Not rare.

HEMlTRYPA ASPERA

Ulrich.

Pl. L VII, Figs. 4-4f and Sa.

Zoarium a fl.at, rapidly expanding, fl.abellate expansion, attaining a height of 3 or 4 ems., though usually not more than
2 or 3 ems. It grew upon.some cylindrical body over which it
spread to form a strong base. The example figured is stronger
in this respect than usual, but a good idea of this portion of
the zoarium can be gathered from it. The different sets of bars
forming the superficial net-work are indistinguishable near the
base, but farther up where the branches bifurcate less frequently,
we find that the principal bars are elevated, generally opposite
each second scala, into strong spines, that all the bars are thin
and approximately of the same thickness, and that the interstices are rather irregular in shape and size, but, almost invariably, nineteen or twenty in 5 mm., measuring longitudinally.
On the reverse near the base the branches and dissepiments
are rounded and thickened so as to be sub-equal and to make
the fenestrules sub-circular; their surface here is either smooth
or exhibits the remains of nodes. Farther up the fenestrules
are quadrangular, about 0.4 by 0.25 mm., and eight or nine in
5 mm.; the dissepiments half the width of the branches, somewhat depressed at the ends, but with the center elevated into a
prominent node. The branches are rigid, rounded and smooth,
and increase from 0.2 to 0.4 or 0.5 mm. before bifurcating;
about ten in 5 mm.; occasionally with a node that should have
been developed on a dissepiment.
The nodes on the dissepiments and the strong spines on the
superficial net-work distinguish this species from all others.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Nauvoo, Ill., Keokuk
and Bentonsport, Iowa.
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HEMITRYPA PERSTRIATA

Ulrich.

PL L VII, Figs. 6-6a.

Zoarium infundibuliform, strongly folded in the upper half,
slowly expanding, 5 ems. or more in height, non-poriferous on
the outer side. Superficial net-work with the interstices or
openings circular, comparatively small, surrounded by a t>loping
area, generally hexagonal, sometimes pentagonal or quadrate
in outline, about twenty in 5 mm.; the bars and scalre subequal and sharply carinate. On the reverse the branches are
rounded, with from three to six strong longitudinal strire, and
from one to three series of small but prominent spines, the central row being usually the most conspicuous. Average width
of branches about 0.3 mm.; just before bifurcation at least 0.5
mm., with ten or eleven in 5 mm. Bifurcations remote. Dissepiments very short, much depressed, about half as wide as
the branches. Fenestrules narrow, oblong oval, about 0.5 by
0.15 mm., and fourteen or :fifteen in 1 cm.
The favose net-work is very much like that of H. pateriformis,
but the reverse aspect of the two species is very dissimilar. The
zoarium of that species is a1so smaller and plate-shaped rather
than infundibuliform. Tlie narrow fenestrules and strongly
striated branches distinguish the species from H. plumosa, Prout,
and H. proutana.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Bentonsport and
Keokuk, Iowa.

HEMITRYPA PATERIFORMIS

Ulrich.

PL L VII, Figs. 7-7c.

Zoarium patelliforrn, spreading rapidly from the short and
strongly ridged footstalk. It is further supported by numerous
root-like processes which extend downward from its under side
near the base. On the obverse or upper face, the bars forming
the superficial net work are carinated, the principal ones often
a little the strongest, the interstices regularly circular," rather
small, and alternating in adjoining rows, with about twentyone in 5 mm. On the reverse the fenestrules are sub-circular
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near the base. Here the dissepiments are thickened so as to
equal the branches and fenestrules in width. Toward the outer
margin both the branches and dissepiments gradually become
thinner, and the fenestrules wider, and oval or even sub-quadrate in form. The surface of the branches is rounded and, when
well preserved, minutely granular. Between ten and eleven
branches occur in 5 mm., and in the same space longitudinally
nine or ten fenestrules.
The form of the zoarium, carinated bars of the superficial
net-work, small interstices, and rounded branches separate this
species from H. proutana. H. perstriata has very narrow fenestrules and strongly striated branches.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa.

ARCHIMEDES Lesueur (Owen), 1842.
(Amer. Jour. of Sci. Vol. 43, p. 19.J
(For generic diagnosis, see page 896.J

This remarkable genus of the FENESTELLID..E is so far known
only from American Lower Carboniferous deposits. Here, how- .
ever, the genus suddenly springs into prominence, first making
its appearance with four species in the Keokuk group, (includ_,
ing the Warsaw beds*), two of them, the A. grandis Ulr., and
A. wortheni Hall, being the largest yet discovered. In the St.
Louis limestone, in which the Fenestellids are few and but illy
preserved, no species of Archimedes has yet been met with, but
in the overlying Chester group, the individuals and species again
become numerous, being, perhaps, the most characteristic fossils
of that division. Much diversity of opinion exists as to the
possibility of separating the species of the genus by the characters of the axis, but no one, so far as 1 am aware, has heretofore given them much study, nor does it appear that any one
has taken pains to collect much material, and I do not wonder
then that so many palreontologists have expressed themselves
* These beds are· usually classified with the St. Louis group, but judging mainly
from the Bryoza, I should regard them as more intimately connected with the Keokuk
group. That they are beds of passage between these two groups will scarcely admit of
doubt.
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as opposed to the specific divisions already established. A
parallel case is found in the old practice of uniting all Monticuliporoids under the specific names of Chmtetes lycoperdon
and Stenoporci fibrosa; other cases in the old methods of classifying the now well established species of Fenestelfa and Pinnatopora Vine (Gfauconome of authors). This multiplication of
species by the splitting up of old landmarks of palmontological
nomenclature, being the result of special studies, is the strongest
evidence of progression, showing at the same time how extremely limited our knowledge of nature really is.
Pive valid species were proposed by Prof. Hall in 1857, (Proc.
Am. Ass. Adv. Sci. Vol. 10), and in the following year (Geol.
Rep. Iowa, 1858), he proposed the name re versa for sinistral
examples of A. wortheni. To these the present work adds eleven
more, of which only two are from the Keokuk group, the remainder being from the Chester. In proposing these species, I
fully appreciate the difficulties that the student will have to
f
meet. in his attempts to identify them, yet, I can assure him,
that they are by no means insurmountable, nor any greater
than those which must be overcome in determining other groups
of organisms. The first thing to be done is to grasp the essential characters. These, of course, are surest determined by their
degree of prevalence and constancy, a test that can be applied
only when the material at hand is plentiful. During the course
of my work upon the genus I have had before me no less than
800 specimens, many of them nearly or quite perfect, this large
amount of material being contained partly in the State Museum
at Springfield, and partly in the extensive collections of
Bryozoa belonging to Mr. J. M. Nickles and myself. Some of
the species were represented by from 50 to considerably over a
hundred examples, two by only one each, while of the others
the numbers ranged from four to fifty. To determine the species
the variations in the followillg characters must be learned: (l)
the number of volutions made by the spiral axis in a given
space; this is generally very constant; (2) the outline and relative diameter of the shaft and fiange*; (3) when a portion or the
*The term "flange" is applied to the projeciting portion of the axis that would be
equivalent to the "thread" of a screw. By the "shaft" I mean the subcy!indrical portion
of the axis about which the "flange" revolves,
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.whole of the fenestrated expansion is preserved, observe the
angle at which it diverges from the axial line; (4) the characters of the branches, fenestrules and zocecia, and their number
in a given space. The actual thickness of the shaft is available
only to a limited extent, while the directiorl of the volution is
only an individual peculiarity, both dextral and sinistral spirals
occurring in, perhaps, all the species. The zoarium was free,
and in some species at any rate, consisted of more than one
spiral axis. In every instance where two spirals were preserved
in connection they are turned in opposite directions. Two examples of this kind are represented on PL LXIII, figs. 9b
and 14. The first shows on the left side how a new axis is
formed. The outer margin of the perforated frond is at first
slightly thickened, then gradually recurved upon its celluliferous
side until a complete volution has been made. The succeeding
volutions follow at regular intervals. The extreme constancy
with which these volutions take place in, for instance, A. communis and A. proutanus is remarkable, and seems to me a severe
rebuke for those palfeontologists who decry what they are
pleased to call a burdening of nomenclature by the foundation
of species upon trivial individual peculiarities. Who is to say
that these characters are trivial?*
Had I more space and plates at my disposal I would. have
described and illustrated the minute internal characters of the
axis which in a number of species are quite distinctive. Magni_
tied views of the fenestrated expansion, of which I give full and
complete descriptions, would no doubt have materially aided
in the determination of the forms, but they had also to be dispensed with. The following tabulated list of the species in
which the more important features of each are noted, will, I
hope, partially atone for the deficiencies.
* In the three years that have passed since writing the above, I have collected
nearly a thousand additional specimens of Archimedes. In this large number every
species here described, save A. perminimus, is represented, besides several species as
yet undescribed. The study of these specimens has been most gratifying to me, since
I was thereby afforded the very best demonstration of the specific validity of the characters upon which the species were founded. Nor did I experience even ordinary
difficulty in discriminating between the species.
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ARCIDMEDES NEGLIGENS IDrich.
Pl. LXIII, Fig. 7-7a.

Axis slender, lax, appearing delicate, faintly fusiform, at least
ten ·cm. in length; volutions moderately irregular, varying in
different examples from 3.6 to 4.5 in two cm. It is only in rare
instances that there are more than four in that space. Shaft
thin, slightly spiral. Penestrated expansion from one to two
cm. wide, making an angle of about 75°' with the axial line.
Branches slender, straight, 24 or 25 in one cm.; on the obverse
with very faint carina separating the two rows of zooocia, of
which there are about ~6 in five mm. Apertures small, with
peristome. Penestrules elliptical here, quadrangular on the reverse, a little longer than wide, about seven in one cm. Dissepiments about half as wide as the branches.
The axis of this form cannot be confounded with those of any
other species known to me 'from this horizon. They resemble A.
terebriformis, of the Chester group, but the shaft is not swollen
below the flange, and the whole has a more delicate aspect.
Diam. of ·shaft of strongest ex. 1.5 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 4.
"
"
smallest " 0.7 "
"
"
"
4.
average " 1.0 "
" 3.8.
"
"
"
"
another " 1.0 "
" 4:.6.
"
"
"
"
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Bentonsport and
Keokuk, Iowa.

ARCHIMEDES GRANDIS ffirich.
Pl. LXIII, Fig. 10.

A.xis very large and strong, the largest example seen, though
incomplete at both extremities, being nearly eighteen cm. long,
and making one volution to each cm. Of two other examples
one makes eight the other nine turns in ten cm. The shaft is
comparatively slender, and gradually spreads from the flattened
top of a flange into the smooth under side of the succeeding
flange, presenting on a large scale very nearly the appearance
noticed in A. invaginatus of the Chester group. Fenestrated
frond about five cm. wide, forming an angle of from 60° to 65°,
with the axial line. Branches slender, 23 or 24 in one cm.,
-71
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slightly carinated on the obverse, and rounded on the reverse.
Zocecia about 22 in five mm., in two ranges. Fenestrules subquadrate, longer than wide, 1() in one cm. Dissepiments as
strong as the branches.
Diameter of shaft 6 mm.; diameter of flange 2 cm.; number of
volutions in 10 cm., 8, 9 or 10.
This fine species is related to both A. owenanus and A. wortheni. From the first the axis differs in having a wider flange
and longer volutions, from the second in having the under side
of the flange smooth, and in the outline of the shaft.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. All the specimens seen
are from Jersey Co., Ill.
ARcmMEn:Es owENANus

Han.

Pl. J,XIII, Fig. He.

Archimedes owenana Hall, 1S57. Proc. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci., vol. 10, p. 178.

Axis probably very long, sometimes slender, at other times
very strong; volutions dispropDrtionately rapid at the proximal
end, but soon they become longer; generally 2.5 occur in two
cm., more rarely three, and occasionally only two. The shaft
varies considerably in strength in different examples. Just
above the flattened top of the flange it is sub-cylindrical, spreading a little in young examples toward the base of the succeeding flange, which bends abruptly outward, the junction between
the two being marked by a more or less defined sulcus. Fenestrated expansion delicate, several cm. wide, leaving the axial
line at an angle of about 70°. Reverse only seen. Branches
narrowly rounded, 22 in 1 cm. Fenestrules oblong quadrate or
elliptical, as wide as the branches, the length. equal to one and
a half times the width, with 13 or 14 in 1 cm. Dissepiments as
strong as the branches.
Diam. of sha~ of strongest ex., 5.7mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 2.3.
"
"
" smallest " 1.8mm.; ''
"
"
2.7.
"
"
" average " 2.9mm.;
" · "
"
2.2.
The above description refers to the form usually identified
with Hall's A. owenanus. The very incomplete original description contains nothing that does not agree with it. The position of the species is somewhat intermediat·e between A. wor-
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theni Hall, and .A. terebriformis Ulr., but is not near enough
to either to require detailed comparisons.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa, Appanoose (Hall), and three miles northeast of Quincy, Ill.
ARCHIMEDES WORTHEN! Hall.
Pl. LXIll, Fig. 8-i'la.

Archimedes wortheni Hall.- 1857. Proc. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci., vol. 10, p. 178.
Archimedes wortheni ~all, 1858. Pal. Iowa, p, 651, Pl. XXII, fig. 3, 4a, 4b, 5a, 5b.
Archimedes reversa Hall. 1858. Ibid. p. 652, Pl. XXII, flg. 2.

Axis large, sub-fusiform, sometimes attaining a length of
thirty cm. or more. Volutfons regular, dextral and. sinistral,
varying in different examples from 5 to 6 in 5 cm. Shaft
very · short, comparatively small, abruptly spreading into the
wide :flange, the junction between them sharply defined. Upper
end of flange flat or slightly concave; lower side usually a very
little convex, and uneven, frequently with rather regular vertical depressions. Fenestrated expansion as much as six cm.
wide, diverging from the axial line at an angle of 65°. On the
obv-erse the branches are rigid and closely approximated, the
ienestrule~ appearing very narrow. Separating the two rows of
zooocia there is a strong carina, carrying a series of compressed
spines. Zooocia about twenty-six in 5 mm., with small, prominently elevated apertures, very regularly arranged. On the reverse the branches are mo.re slender, with from 23 to 25 in 1
cm.;· the fenestrules 'are sub-oval, quite as wide as the branches,
about once and a half their width in length, and 16 in one cm.;
and the dissepiments generally a little stronger than the
branches.
Diam.of sha~, largestex.10.0; No. vol. 5 cm., 5.7; diam. fl'ge,28,,
"
"
smallest " 5.1; "
"
" 6.0; "
" 15.
"
"
average " 7 .2; "
"
" 5.4; "
" 20.
At Bentonsport, Iowa, there occurs what may be a small
variety of this species. The length of the axis, as is shown by
a nearly complete example, was not much more than 9 cm.
There are eight volutions in 5 cm. Another example has only
seven in that distance.
Hall describes .A. wortheni, as having occasionally three rows
of apertures below a bifurcation, and sometimes with zooocia on
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the dissepiments. None of the numerous examples before me
exhibit anything of the kind, and I do not doubt that both
assertions are based upon defective observation.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds.
This is one of the most abundant and characteristic fossils of
this horizon.
ARCHIMEDES PERMINIMUS Ulrich.
Pl. LXIII, Fig. 13 and 11, pars.

Ot this species the example figured is the only one seen. Its
axis is, however, so minute in it,s proportions that I cannot
hesitate in pronouncing it distinct from all the other species
kuown to.· me. In the form and construction the axis reminds
us a little of the much larger species A. terebriformis, and it
might be urged that A. perminimus is only the terminal or young
condition of that species. But such an explanation would not
occur to any one who has devoted only a moderate amount of
time to the study of these peculiar Bryozoa. The number of
volutions in a given space is appl'Oximately the same throughout the length of the spiral axis.
In the specimen under consideration there are four volutions
in 5 mm. The shaft of the axis at its thickest part is only
0.25 mm. in diameter. The fenestrated expansion must have
been very narrow. It is not preserved so as to enable me to
give measurements of its minute features. The branches seen
bifu,rcate at each dissepiment, and are about as wide as the
fenestrules. The latter are elliptical, with a length equalling
about twice the width of a branch.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
ARCHIMEDES COMPACTUS Ulrich.
Pl. LXIII, Figs. 2-2e (?2c}.

Axis small, sub-fusiform, not over 6 cm. in length, usually
about 3.5 to 4.0 cm.; volutions varying from 9 to 11 in two
cm.; sha~ co_rnparatively strong, nearly regularly concave on
each side. Fenestrated expansion less than one cm. wide, forming an angle of 75° with the axial line. Branches slender, about
as wide on the reverse as the fenestrules, 24 in one cm. Fenes-
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trules once and a half as long as wide, oval or sub-quadrate,
a.bout 16 in one cm. Dissepiments rather thick. Obverse not
observed. As determined by thin sections, there are about 25
zorecia on each side of a branch in five mm.
The section represented by fig. 2c most probably does not
belong to this species. It had a much stronger shaft, while the
angle of the fenestrated expansion, as well as the outline is
different. In these features it is exactly like the A.. intermedius.
Thick. of shaft of strongest ex. 2.7 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 9.
"
"
" smallest " 1.0 "
"
"
"
11.
"
"
" average " 2.0 "
"
"
"
10.
Position and locality: Chester group, Sloan's Valley, Ky., and
other localities.
ARCHIMEDES COMMUNIS ffirich.
PI. LXill, fig. 1-ld.

Axis slender, over twelve cm. in length, approximat~ly of the
same diameter throughout; volutions very regular, 7 or 8 in 2
cm.; shaft moderately strong, rather deeply and regularly concave on each side, so that it is difficult to distinguish the distal from the proximal extremity. Fenestrafod expansion nearly
always broken away, apparently not over one cm. in width,
forming an angle of from 85 to 90 degrees, with the axial line.
Branches rounded on the obverse, without a keel, 24 or 25 in
one cm.; the zooocia about twenty on each side in five mm.,
with small apertures and elevated peristome, separated by an
interspace equal to once and a half their diameter. Fenestrules
elliptical, nearly twice as long as wide, about . 15 in one cm.
Dissepiments thin.
·
Thick. of shaft of strongest ex., 2 mm.; No. of vol. in.2 cm., 8.
"
"
" smallers · " 1 "
"
"
"
7~.
"
"
" average " 1.3 "
"
"
"
8.
The smaller axis, more regular and numerous volutions distinguish this species from A.. swallovanus Hall. In A.. intermedius there are about six volutions in two cm., and the fenestrated expansion forms an angle of 72° with the axial line.
Position and locality: Chester group. This is the most com_mon as well as the most constant species of the genus. It
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occurs at most localities in the group, but is especially abundant at Sloan's Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky.
ARCHIMEDES INTERMEDIUS ffirich.
Pl.

LX~II.

fig. 2c.

This form, which is also rather abundant, closely resembles
both A. communis Uh;. and A. swallovanus Hall. It differs from
the former in having from 5% to 6)1; volutions in two cm~, and
in having a stronger axis. The angle formed by the fenestrated
expansion is also smaller, being about 72 degrees, while in A.
communis it is not less than 85 degrees. The last comparison
holds good also for A. swallovanus. The axis of Hall's species
makes from 4~ to 5 volutions in two cm., anJ is generally also
much stronger.
The .Kentucky examples usually make one-half a volution
more in two cm. Uian the Illinois specimens. · The . section
figured was taken from an example from Chester, Ill., which
had 6~ volutions in that distance, and is an exception to the
rule.
Thick. of shaft of strong-est ex., 4.5 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 6.
"
"
" smallest " 2.0 "
"
"
"
5%.
"
'·
" average " 3.0 "
"
"
"
6.
Position and locality: Chester group. Chester, Ill., and
Sloan's Valley, Ky., and other localities. Common.
ARCIDMEDES SWALLOVANUS Hall .
.Pl. LXfil, fig. 12-12d .

.Archimedes swallovana Hall, 1857. Proc. Amer. Asso. Ad ..Sci .. vol. 10, p: 178.

Axis rather strong, of considerable length, approximately of
"!;he same diameter throughou,t (i. e. not appreciably fusiform);
volutions regular, 4~ to 5 in two cm.; shaft strong but deeply
concave, generally forming a regular curve, sometimes a little ·
straightened above, or again ~uite straight at the sides (see
fig. 12a). FeneS'trated expansion of unknown width, forming
an angle of about 85° with the axial line. Branches 22 in one
cm., with a scarcely perceptible simple keel, and two ranges of
zooocia; iD; each 19 or 20 occur in five mm. Fenestrules elliptical, twice as long as wide, about 14 in one cm.
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The smaller number of volutions, and the larger and stronger
axis, distinguish this species from A. communis and intermedius.
It has not been found in the Chester group localities of Kentucky, where both of these species are abundant.
Diam. of sha~ of strongest ex. 6.7 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 5.
"·
"
another ". 5.0 "
"
"
"
4~.
"
"
smallest " 2.8 "
"
"
"
5.
"
"
average " 4.0 "
"
"
"
5.
Position and locality: Chester group, at Chester and other
localities in Illinois.
ARCHIMEDES TEREBRIFORMIS Ulrich.
Pl. LXIll, figs: 5-5c.

Axis rather slender, just a little fusiform, the largest specimen
seen, which appears to be almost complete, is ten cm. long;
· volutions quite regular, varying in different examples from 3
to 4.2 in two cm.; shaft comparatively thin, distinctly spiral,
thickened just below the spiral flange, the thickening best shown
in medium sized specimens. · Fenestrated expansion of unknown
dimensions, forming an angle of· from 60 to 65° with the axial
line.
This form is readily distinguished from all the associated
species by the spiral form of the shaft, and the ·swelling just
beneath the flange. In other respects it compares closely with
A. neglig;ens, from the Keokuk group. The collection before me
contains eight axes of what, is probably a variety of this specie~.
They lack the swelling below the flange, and have constantly 4.8 to 5 volutions in two cm. So far as observed they
do not differ in any other respect from the typical specimens.
Diam. of shaft of strongest ex. 2.5 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 3.1.
"
·"
smallest " 1.1 "
"
"
"
3.
"
''
average " 2.0 "
"
"
"
3.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Illinois, and
rarely at Sloan's Valley anO. Grayson: Springs, in Kentucky.
ARCHIMEDES INVAGINATUS Ulrich.
Pl. LXIII, figs. Ila, Ile.

Axis rather strong, usually a little curved, over ten cm. long
when complete, diminishing very gradually in strength toward
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each extremity; volutions regular, varying in different examples from 3.7 to 5 in two cm.; sha~ comparatively slender just
above the flange. The appearance of a series of invaginated
oblique cones is more striking in this species than in any other.
Fenestrated expansion two cm. or less in width, forming an
angle of from 55 to 60° with the axial line. On the reverse
the branches are narrowly rounded, from 23 to 25 in one cm., ·
near the axis as wide as the fenestrules, becoming narrowed
and somewhat zigzag toward the outer margin; fenestrules subquadrate, sometimes perceptibly pentagonal or hexagonal; 16
or 17 in one cm.; dissepiments nearly as strong as the branches.
On the obverse the branches are usually without a keel, but a
few spines may be detected. Zooocia in two ranges, about 26
in five mm., with small aperture and peristome. On this side
the fenestrules are narrower and elliptical.
Diam. of sha~ of strongest ex. 4.5 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 c:m., 4.2.
"
"
smallest " 2.3 "
"
"
"
4.5.
"
"
average " 3.1 "
"
"
"
4.0.
The larger size, less numerous volutions, and the comparatively greater extent of the flange, as well as the absence of a
spiniform keel and the smaller zooocia, distinguish this species
from A. proutanus, to which it is ck>sely related. A. intermedius
IDrich, might be confounded with it, but a careful comparison
will show among other differences, that while in that form the
frond diverges from the axial line at an angle of about 72°, it
takes place in this species at an angle of only 55 to 60°
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
ARCHIMEDES PROUTANUS Ulrich.
PI. LXIII, figs. 3-lld, and 11, llb.

Axis slender, as usual both sinistral and dextral, very gradually diminishing toward each extremity, appearing generally as
of uniform size throughout. The longest specimen seen is of
the average thickness, nearly complete, and ten cm. long. VolutiOns very regular, but varying in different examples of the typical form from 6 fo 8 in two cm. Six examples before me belong
apparently to a variety of the species. Two of these are represented bY. figures 11 and llb. These differ from the typical form
principally in being stronger and in having from 4.5 to 5.5
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volutions in 2 <;m. Sha~ rather thin just above a flange, then
gradually thickening and slightly curved outward to the margin of the succeeding flange. The under side. of the flange is distinctly marked by the branches in the typical form, but much
less distinctly in the variety mentioned. Fenestrated expansion
usually not over one cm. wide, forming an angle of about 65°
with the axial line. Branches about 21 in one cm., rounded on
the reverse, with a moderate keel on the obverse, separating
two rows of small scarcely elevated zooocia apertures, of which
from 20 to 22 occur in five mm. Keel with sharp spines three
or four to each fenestrule. Fenestrule~ subquadrate, a little
longer than wide, 16 or 17 in one cm. Dissepiments thin,
scarcely half the· thickness of the branches. In the large variety
the fenestrules are somewhat longer, there being only about 15
in one cm.
Diam. of shaR of strongest ex. 1.8 mm., No. of voL in 2 cm., 7.0.
"
"
smallest " 1.2 "
"
"
"
7.2.
"
"
average " 1.5 "
"
"
"
6.7.
"
"
av. largevar. 2.5 ''
"
"
"
5.0.
Although quite distinct and nearly as abundant, it requires
care to distinguish this species from A. communis. These two
species agree closely i,!l the Iium ber of volutions and size of the
axis. However, with a little experience the student will soon
learn to detect their individual peculiarities at a glance. Thus
in A. proutanus the flange is directed toward the distal extremity and furrowed on the lower side, while in A. communis the
flange and fenestrated expansion extends out from the shaft at
nearly a right angle. The form mentioned as a large variety
may prove a distinct species. The specimens approach A. invaginatus in form and were at first supposed to belong to that
species, but as the characters of the fenestrated expansion
agree more closely with typicalA. proutanus than A.invaginatus,
I have thought it best to refer them, provisionallyi as above.
Position and locality: Common at Sloan's Valley, .Ky. It
also occurs at Chester, Ill., and other localities in the State.
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ARCHIMEDES MEEKANUS Hall.
Pl. LXIII, fig. 4.

Archimedes meekana Hall, 1857. Proo. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci. Vol. 10, p. 178.

Axis slender, probably not exceeding seven cm. in length; sur..
face minutely granulose; volutions 4 to 5 in two cm., shaft
thin, faintly spiral, and spreading gradually into the flange, the .
lower side of which is generally furrowed (i.e. showing the base
of the branches.) Fenestrated expansion of unknown width,
diverging from the axial line at an ,angle of .65°. Branches
rounded on the reverse, wider and faintly carinate on the obverse., the carin~ with clos~y crowded small spines. Zomcia in
two ranges, 25 or 26 in five mm., with very small elevated
apertures. Fenestrules subquadrate on reverse, slightly longer
than wide, about 20 in one cm. Dissepiment~ two-thirds as wide
·as the branches and even with them.
Diam. of shaR of strongest ex. 1.6 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 4.9.
"
"
smallest " 0.6 "
"
"
"
5.0.
"
"
average " 1.1 "
"
"
"
4.3.
"
"
another " 1.0 ,,.
"
"
"
4.0.
In its general appearance the axis of this species resembles
that of A. prouta,nus Ulr., but differs in being more loosely
wound. The zomcia are considerably smaller, and the fenestrules and branches more numerous in a ·given place.
Position and locality: Chester group; not uncommon at Chester, Ill. Rare at Sloan's Valley and Grayson Springs, Ky.

ARCHIMEDES DISTANS Ulrich.
Pl. LXIII, fig. 9-9b.

Axis very slender and delicate, probably not exceeding eight
cm. in length; volutions 3 to 3.5 in two cm.; shaft delicate,
sub-spiral, spreading gradually into the flange, the lower side
of which is, particularly in young examples, strongly furrowed
vertically. Perforated frond from 1 to 4 cm. wide, diverging
from the axial line at an angle of from 45 to 50 degrees. On
the reverse the branches are rounded, about 23 in one cm., the
fenestrules oblong quadrate, being about as wide as the branches
and one-half of the ·width longer than wide, with 19 or 20 in
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one cm.; the dissepiments one-half as wide as the branches and
nearly on a level with them. On the obverse the dissepiments
and branches are carinate, the keel with small spines corresponding in number with the zooocia, of which there are about
22 in five mm. Apertures of moderate size, with slight perisstome, usually two, sometimes three to each fenestrule.
Diam. of shaft of strongest ex., 1.4 mm.; No. of vol. in 2 cm., 3.5.
"
"
" smallest " 0.8 "
"
"
"
3.5.
"
"
" average " 1.1 "
"
"
"
3.3.
This species differs from A. meAka,nus Hall, in the longer volutions, larger zooocia, and· smaller angle of divergence of the .
fenestrated frond from the axial line.
Position and locality: Chester group. Not uncommon at
Chester. Ill. I have also seen several examples from Sloan's
Valley, Pulat:'!ki Co., Ky.
AncmMEDES suBLAXus Ulrich.
Pl. LXTII, fig. 14.

Of this species the specim~n figured is the only one seen. It
consists of two axes, one sinistral the other dextral, which obviously formed part of a single zoarium. The volutions are
completed at intervals of 11 or 12 mm., the Ahaft slender and
more or less spiral, from 1 to 1.3 mm. thick, spreading slowly
upward into the small flange. Fenestrated expansion 1.5 cm.
or less in width, diverging from the axial line at an angle of
38° to 40°. On the reverse the branches, of which there are
22 or 23 in one cm., and dissepiments are rounded, the latter
two-thirds as thick as the former; the fenestrules a little longer
than wide, as wide as the branches, of subquadrangularform, with
about 16 in one cm. On the obverse the fenestrules are a little
narrower, and the branches proportionately wider, with an inconspicuous, faintly spinous keel. Zooocia in two ranges, with
small apertures and ' slightly elevated peristome; about 26 in
5 mm.
The spiral axis of this species is more loosely enrolled and
the shaft thinner than in any other of the genus excepting A.
faxus Hall. In other respects it resembles the A. owenanus Hall,
of the Keokuk limestone.
Position and locallty: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
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ARCHIMEDES LAXUS Hall.

PL LXIII, fig. 15-15a.
Archimedes laxa Hall, 1857. Proc. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci. Vol. 10, p, 178.
Helicopora archimediformis Claypole, 1883. Quar. Jour. Geol. Soc. Vol. 39, p, 34, Pl.

IV, fig. 3,4.

Axis very loosely enrolled, consisting of scarcely more than
the thickened edge of the spiral frond; completing a volution
at intervals of 2.5 cm. or more. Number of volutions probably
not more than four. Fenestrated expansion diverging from the
axial line at an acute angle, wide, ·the greatest width observed
5.5 cm., slightly decumbent toward the free margin. On the
reverse the branches are narrowly rounded, becoming zigzag
and thinner as they near the outer margin; 20 or 21 in one
cm. Fenestrules oblong quadrate, or somewhat hexagonal, as
wide or wider than the branches, with a· length equal to nearly
twice the width; about 13 in one cm. Dissepiments usually as
strong or stronger than the branches, and sometimes more
prominent. On the obverse the fenestrules are narrow, elliptical, the branches stronger and rigid, subangular, but without
a keel. Zorecia with rather small circular apertures more than
their diameter apart, and very slight peristome, in two ranges
excepting just below a bifurcation where some of the branches
exhibit three rows; 21 or 22 in five mm.
As above Cited, Prof. Claypole referred a specimen of this species to.his new genus Helicopora. While agreeing that A. laxus
closely approaches his genus, I am still indisposed to accept his
arrangement, since it scarcely admits of question that the form
is nothing more than a loosely coiled Archimedes. The Silurian
type ,of his genus (H. latispiralis) does not appear to be so.
Position and locality: Chester group. Fragments are not uncommon at Chester, Illinois, and Litchfield, Ky.
LYROPORA Hall, 1857.
<Proc. Anier. Ass. Ad. Sci., vol. 10, p. lW.J
<For generic diagnosis see page 396.)

This genus, although presenting but. few characters to distinguish it from either Fenestella or Polypora, is nevertheless a
very convenient and natural group of Lower Carboniferous
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Bryozoa. The relation to Polypom is in every way equivalent
to that between Archimedes and Fenestella, the only difference
being that while in Archimedes the stony support forms spiral
volutions, in Lyropora it is V- or U-shaped. The form and
other peculiarities of the support are quite constant for each
species, and when this portion of the zoarium happens to be
similar in two species, as for instance ·in L. quincuncfalis Hall,
and L. ra,nosculum Ulr., and L. subqua,dra,ns Hall, and L.
divergens, mr., marked differences are found in the structure of the net-work. Thts is more or less different in all the
species, and I have found it possible to determine with certainty
the specific relations of the merest fragments.
Six species, and possibly two more, beside one variety, are
known to. possess the characteristic support of the genus. With
the exception of L. retrorsa, M. & W., a rather rare species in
the Burlington limestone, all are from the Chester group.
LYROPORA. RA.NOSCULUM

IDrich.

PI. LVIII, Fig, 1-lc.

Zoarium large, free, a foliate expansion spread between the
recurved ends of a strong support. Support ·parabolic, the
arms diverging at a variable degree, subcircular or oval in
cros_s section, consisting of exceedingly thin, transversely granostriate concentric layers of scler~nchyma, which are successively
d~posited upon the lateral margins of the strongly convex
fenestrated expansion At the base of the support there is commonly an obtuse knob-like thickening. Fenestrated expansion
celluliferous on the convex side. Here the branches V'ary in
thickness from 0.4 to 0.6 mm., with about 15 in one cm.; thei~
surface rounded and, when perfect, with a somewhat irregular
series of strong tubercles, two or three to each fenestrule, along
the middle; the zomcia with circular or sometimes irregularly
inflected apertures, about 0.09 mm. in diameter, separated by
interspaces as wide or wider, and arranged in from three to five
(usually four) only moderately-regular alternating ranges, 21
or 22 in five mm.; the fenestrules irregularly oval, eleven in one
cm.; the dissepiments shbrt, their width as great or greater
than the length of the fenestrules. On the reverse the fenestrµles are circular or round ?Val and larger tban on the ob-
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verse, the branches and dissepiments longitudinally striafod in
the young state, granulose, or with short vermicular strire in
older stages.
This well marked species was at first supposed to be identical
with the L. lyra of Hall, but upon investigation proves to be
quite distinct, as it now appears that that name was· applied to
only a variety of his L. subquadrans. · The featu.res that separate it from Hall's species are the stronger and subcylindrical
form of the support, the absence of a slender base and the
strongly convex form of the fenestrated expansion. The support Closely resembles that of L. quincuncfalis Hall, but that
·species has, excepting below a bifurcation, only two rows of
zorecia on the brarn;ihes ..
Position and locality: Chester group. Fragments of this
specie are rare at Chester and Kaskaskia in Illinois. They are
more abundant and bet'f!er preserved at Sloan's Valley, Pulaski
Co .• Ky.
LYROPORA SUBQUADRANS

Hall.

Pl. LVIII, Fig. 2-2e.
Luropora subquadrans Hall, 1857. Proc. Amer. Ass. Ad. Sci., vol. 10, p. 180.

Zoarium with the thickened support and fenestrated expansion spread nearly in a plane, or with the celluliferous side
somewhat convex. .Support comparatively thin: pedunculat~ at
the base, with the arms usually direct from the base, and diverging at an angle of 80° or more. Sometimes the sides of
the support near the base are irregularly wrinkled. Entire
height of zoarium not known to exceed six cm. On the obverse
the branches appear rather rigid, generally about 0.6 mm. wide,
13 or 14 in one cm.; subangular, with a central row of small
tubercles, five or six to each fenestrule. Zorecia with small circular apertures, about 0.075 mm. in diameter, arranged regularly in four ranges, which are increased to five or six below a
bifurcation; 22 or 23 in five mm. Fenestrules irregularly elliptical, about ten in one cm., separated by slightly depressed
strong and short dissepiments, having a width about equal to
the length of the fenestrules. On the reverse the branches and
dissepiments are thinner and narrowly rounded, and the fenestrules larger, varying in form from suboval to subquadrate.
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The less strong and different form of the support, the more
rigid branches, more regular arrangement of· the zooocia apertures, and sub-quadrangular form of the fenestrules on the reverse, disting·uish this species from L. ranosculum IDr. Hall's
description of the obverse differs somewhat from the above, but
there can be no doubt about the identity of the specimens here
described wit4 the original examples.
I have failed to find any reliable characters upon which to
distinguish Hall's L. Jyra, from this species. Fig. 2a (Pl. LVIII)
represents a small example of what I regard as the typical form
of L. subquadrans, while fig. 2 and 2b represent examples that
are intermediate between it and the L. Jyra, form. A specimen
before me (obtained since the plates were lithographed) seems
to agree in every particular with Hall's description of his lyra.
It also agrees with figur~ 2 in every respect excepting slight
modifications in the form of the support, such as incurving
abruptly outward and upward from the slender peduncle or
base, instead of being nearly direct. Such small modifications,
unless accompanied by more important differences, are ·scarcely
sufficient even for varietal separation, since nearly every specimen examined by me offers some slight peculiarity.· The L. subquadrans being the normal and more abundant form, it seems
. desirable that its name, although following L. Jyra, in the
original paper, should take precedence.
Position and locality: Chester group. Rather common at
Chester, Ill., and Sloan's Valley, Ky.
LYROPoRA QUINCUNCIALIS Hall.
PL LVIII, Fig. 3-3d, and Pl. LV, Fig. 7-7c.

Lyropora quincuncialis Hall 1857. Proc. Amer Ass. Ad. Sci., vol. 10, p. 180.

In this species the support is very much as in L. ra,nosculum,
but differs in being less strong and rather narrow oval instead
of subcircular in cross section. The fenestrated expansion is
also less convex, and in every respect the zoarium is less robust. Branches, on the obverse, rounded, 0.25 to 0.5 mm. wide,
with a series of small tubercles along the middle, and two
ranges of cell apertures excepting below a bifurcation where
there are three; 24 or 25 in one cm. Apertures small, about
0.07 mm. in diameter and twenty-five in 5 mm. Fenestrules
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elliptical, sometimes appearing oblong quadrate, 16 or 17 in
one cm. Dissepiments rather prominent. On the reverse the
dissepiments are often more prominent and ·stronger than the
branc~es, often forming short oblique or transverse ridges. At
other times they are of about equal thickness and leave regular
subcircular or oval fenestrules, having a di&meter nearly or
quite equal to the width of the branches.
Position and locality: Chester group. Fragments are com- ·
mon at Chester, Ill., and other localities, but good specimens
are rare.
LYROPORA

DIVERGENS'

Ulrich.

Pl. L VIII, Fig. 4-4b, 4d.

Zoarium small, with a peduncle or point of attachment below,
from which t,he arms of the thickened support diverge at nearly
a right angle and approximately in a direct line; the whole
spread nearly upon the same plane. On the obverse the branches
are usually a little flexuous and subangular, wit.h a row of
small tubercles, about three to each fenestrule, along the middle;
18 or 19 branches in one cm. Zorncia in two rather irregular
rangel}. excepting a short distance below a bifurcation where
there !re three; apertures with a distinct peristome, comparatively large, about 0.1 mm. in diameter, and 22 in five mm.
Fenestrules irregularly elliptical, indented by the zorncia apertures, 12 or 13 in one cm. Dissepiments subangular, nearly as
high as, and thinner than the branches. On the reverse the
branches and dissepiments are rounded, of nearly equal thickness, and covered with fine vermicular strim; the fenestrules
round oval, varying in width with age, in younger examples
being wider than the branches, in old ones narrower.
In having two rows of zorncia this species resembles .L. quincuncialis Hall, but differs in the form of the support, in havinsthe expansion spread in a plane, and the zooocia, fenestrules and
branches a little larger. The apertures too are larger and have
a distinct peristome, a feature not noticed in that species. The
two ranges of zocecia and the smaller branches will distinguish
it from L. subquadrans Hall.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill., and Sloan's
Valley, Pulaski Co., Ky.
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LYROPORA OVALIS Ulrich.
Pl. LVIII, Fig. 5-5b, and Pl. LV, Fig. &

Of this species I have seen only the imperfect example figured.
It does not preserve any of the basal portion of the support,
but the sides of the expansion are thickened in the manner
usual for the genus. Contrary to the rule the reverse is the convex side. Here the branches are rounded and appear to inosculate, forming a regular net-work. leaving suboval or circular
fenestrules, about ten in the length of 1 cm. Branches about
sixteen in 1 cm., with a nearly smooth surface; their width, as
a rule, is a little less than the transverse diameter of the fenestrules. The obverse .being buried in the matrix, the arrangement of the zorecia and and other features were determined by
means of thin sections. These show that the zorecia are larger
than usual (especially wider) there being about twenty in five
mm. The prevailing arrangement is in two ranges, but three
rows occur for a distance of 2 or 3 mm. below the bifurcations.
As shown by vertical section (Pl LV, fig. 8,) the inferior hemiseptum is situated higher up on the anterior wall than in other
species.
The two ranges of zorecia ally this species to L. divergens
Ulr., and L. quincuncfalis Hall. but the net-work is considerably
larger than in those species.
Both L. subquadrans Hall, and
L. ranosculum Ulr., have from three to five rows of apertures.
Position and locality: Chester group, Grayson Springs, Kentucky.
PoLYPORA McCoy, 1844.
(Synop. Carb. Foss. Ireland, p. 206.
(For generic diagnosis see page 396 .. )

In my estimate of t,his genus I regard such forms as P. shu~
mardi and P. varsoviensis, as representing its most typical
phase. McCoy's P. dendroides is one of a series (to which P.
cestriensis, P. tubercufata, and P. gracilis also belong), that
approaches Thamniscus too closely to make it a desirable type.
I regard it as farther removed from P. shumardi than are the
numerous two and three ranged forms.
-73
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PoLYPORA SHUMARD! Prout.
Pl. L V, figs. 2-2d.

Polypora shumardi Prout, 1859.
fig. 3-3b.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. 1, p, 271.

Pl. 16,

Polypora shumardi Hall, 1885. Rept. State Geo!. for 1884, p. 35 Pl. 1, fig. 5.
Fenestella cultellata Hall, 1881. Trans. Alb. Inst. Vol. X. Abstract p. 21.
Fenestella (Polypora) cultellata Hall, 1883. Rept. State Geo!. for 1882.
Pl. 29.

Explanation to

Fenestella cultellata Hall, 1886. Rept. State Geo!. for 1885. Explanation to Pl. 41.
Fenestella cultellata Hall, 1887. Pal. N. Y. Vol. 6, p: 160.

Zoarium a large irregular fan-shaped Pxpansion, the largest
fragment seen being over 10 cm. high, and 12 cm. wide. Near
the base and along the free margins there are, usually, strong
root-like processes which may be attached to foreign bodies.
Branches rather strong and straight, subangular, varying from
0.6 to 1.0 mm. in width, with eight, or nine in one cm.; along
the middle, on well preserved examples, with a series of elongate, strongly projecting. sharp, elevations or spines, about one
to each fenestrule. Dissepiments half t.he width of the branches,
depressed, rounded, often with a sharply margined irregular excavatfon or channel. Fenestrules narrow, elliptical, eight or
nine in 1 cm. Zomcia generally in four or five alternating longitudinal ranges, increasing to six or seven before bifurcation;
about seventeen in 5 mm.
Apertures circular, rather large,
regularly and closely arranged, the not very well developed
peristo:r;nes being almost in contact laterally. On the reverse
the branches and dissepiments are rounded, commonly smooth,
nearly on the same plane, the latter expanded at their junction
with the former and about 0.6 mm. in length.
A very abundant and easily recognized species. Some of the
silicified examples show the superior hemiseptum very clearly as a
narrowcrescentic plateprojectingobliquelydownwardandforward
from the posterior basal margin of the "vestibule." Other specimens have the superficial aperture closed by the usual opercular
plate, the small perforation of which may be open or closed by
a round stopper.
Position and locality: Upper Helderberg group. Falls of the
Ohio, and Utica, Indiana.
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PoLYPORA BURLINGTONENSIS

ffirich.

Pl. LIX, figs. 2-2a.

Zoarium flabellate, at least 6 cm. wide, with strong root-like
processes at the base. On the reverse the branches are moderately strong and straight, rounded, smooth, 0.6 to 1.0 mm.
wide, and seven or eight in 1 cm. Dissepiments rather slender,
somewhat depressed, one-half or less than half the width of the
branches. Fenestrules subquadrate, 4.5 to 5 in 1 cm., about
as wide as the branches, averaging 1.6 by 0.8 mm. None of
the specimens show the obverse side satisfactorily, but as is
learned from thin sections, the zooocia are often in four, generally in five, and sometimes (just before bifurcation) in six alternating longitudinal series. Their apertures are about their
diameter apart, with fourteen or fifteen in 5 mm.
Bryozoa are so rare in the Burlington limestone that the description of poorly preserved material from it is, in a measure,
excusable. Moreover, the nature of the rock is such, that
good specimens of this class are almost unknown. As near as
can be determined .P. burlingtonensis is closely allied to P. halJia,na, Prout, of the Keokuk strata. The latter differs in having
the reverse of· the branches more narrowly rounded, and six
fenestrules where this species has 4.5 to 5. Better specimens
would probably show other distinctions .. '
Position and locality: Burlington limestone, Burlington, Ia.,
.and Henderson Co., Illinois.

PoLYPORA HALLIANA Prout.
Pl. LIX, figs. 5-5c.
Polypora halliana Prout., 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. l, p, 580.
Polypora halliana Prout, 1866. Geo. Sury. Ill. Vol. 2,

p, 421.

Pl. XXI, fig. 4-4b.

(Not Polypora halliana Nich., 1874. Pal. Ont. p, 99.)

Zoarium large, expanding rapidly from a short, thick, finely
striated foot-stalk, so that the margins quickly meet beneath
it, or pass and overlap each other. The largest example seen
measures 11 cm. from the outer margin to the sub-central footstalk. The inner half of the expansion is spread nearly in a
plane, but towards the margins the frond is somewhat undulated. Near the footstalk the branches bifurcate frequently, are
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much curved, and have both sides thickened so that the fenesstrules are smaller than farther out. The· zorecia apertures,
also, are here entirely covered by a minutely granulose secondary deposit. Beyond its influence the characters of the .zoarium
are as follows: Branches 8 to 10 in 1 cm., moderately
strong and straight, convex and minutely papillose when perfect, enlarging from 0.6 mm. just after, to 1.0 or 1.1 mm. just
before a bifurcation. The width of a fully developed branch is
quite uniform at 0.8 mm. Dissepiments rather slender, from
0.3 to 0.5 mm. wide, enlarging at their junction with the
branches. Fenestrules six in 1 cm. varying from subquadrate
to elliptical, about 1.3 by 0.5 mm. Zorecia ranges increasing
from three to six, the usual or normal number being four.
Apertures small, without peristome, arranged alternately, about
fifteen in 5 mm., in the usual state of preservation appearing
oval, but when perfect decidedly pyriform the posterior margin
being sinuate. On the reverse the bra:aches have their summits
narrowly rounded and their sides flattened, giving them a
pinched appearance that is most marked toward the outer .
margin of the expansion. The dissepiments occupy nearly the
same plane as the branches and the fenestrules are wider and
more quadrate in form than on the obverse. When very young
they aire finely striated, but commonly they are smooth or
covered with extremely minute granules.
This fine species is common and easily recognized by the characters above described.
Position and locality: Keokuk group: numerous localities in
Illinois and Iowa. Warsaw beds, at Warsaw, Ill.
POLYPORA MACCOYANA Ulrich.
Pl. LIX, figs. !Hid.

Zoarium a large, flabellate, slowly expanding frond. Branches
six to eight in 1 cm., strong, rigid, subcylindrical, often with a
row of widely separated and exceptionally large spines,· which
usually take the place of a cell aperture. Though varying from
0.6 to 1.2 mm., the average width of the branches is between
0.8 and 0.9 mm. Surface minutely granulose. Dissepiments
slender, rounded, depressed. Fenestrules oblong subquadrate to
elongate-oval, of variable width, averaging 2.4 by 0.8 mm.,
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with 3 to 3.5 in 1 cm. Zooocia in from four to eight alternating ranges, normally in five or six. Apertures fourteen or fift.een in 5 mm., subcircular, without peristome, appearing larger
in worn examples than in perfect ones, widely separated longitudinally, and arranged in more or less regular intersecting
diagonal series. Reverse of branches and dissepiments convex
and finely striated.
This species, although closely related to P. ha,llfana, Prout,
cannot be confounded with it. The fenestrules are so much
longer, the branches stronger, more rigid and cylindrical. that
a glance suffices to distinguish them. P. simula,trix resembles
it more in its general aspect, but differs widely in important
characters.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Nauvoo and near
Plymouth in Illinois, and Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa.
PoLYPORA SIMULATRIX Ulrich.
Pl. LIX, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium a large foliate expansion, with strong root-like appendages at the base. Branches moderately strong, slightly
convex on the poriferous side, rather straight, bifurcating at
long intervals, 0.7 to 1.3 mm. wide, with, generally, seven in 1
cm. Their average width between bifurcations is about 0.8 mm.
Dissepiments one-fourth to one-third the width of the branches,
expanding at their junction with them. Fenestrules 4 to 4.5 in
1 cm., varying from long-oval to sub-quadrangular, with average dimensions of about 2.0 by 0.6 mm. Zooocia generally in
five or six alternating ranges, twelve or thirteen in each in 5
mm. Apertures comparatively large, circular, surrounded by a
well developed peristome, arranged obliquely across the branches
or in regular diagonally intersecting lines, their diameter or ·a
little more apart longitudinally. A few small spines, as shown
in fig. 4b, are often present. On the reverse the branches are
strongly rounded, somewhat flattened at the sides, and very
finely striated.
Although in its general aspect this species is very much like
P. ma,ccoya,na,, there are still certain peculiarities which enable
us to separate them easily. The larger number of fenestrules in
a given space alone can be depended upon when the examples
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are badly worn, but more perfect ones show more important
differences. The cell apertures in that species are smaller and
without an elevated peristome, and the interspaces between
them crowded with small granules. The branches are also more
convex on the obverse side. The vestibular portion of the
zooocia again is longer, giving t,he branches a solidity and
strength not possessed by those of P. simulatrix. Hence, while
the branches of the latter are usually flattened by pressure,
those of P. ma,ccosana, so far as observed, have always retained
their convexity.
'Position and locality: Keokuk group. Nauvoo, Warsaw and
Henderson Co., Illinois, and Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa.
PoLYPORA (?) GRACILIS Prout.
Pl. LXI, figs. 10, lOa.

Polypora oraoilis Prout, 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol 1, p. 580.
Polypora oraoilis Prout, 1866. Geo!. Surv. Ill. vol. IT, p. 422. Pl. XXI, figs. 1, la.

Zoarium a long, narrow, gradually spreading net-work, growing from a small pedicle. Branches strong, rounded, 0.8 to 1.2
mm. in width, with five or six in 1 cm.; bifurcating at variable
intervals. Dissepiments very thin, slightly expanded at their
junction with the branches. Fenestrules long, quadrangular or
elliptical, usually a little wider than the branches. Their length
varies greatly, the extremes noticed being 3 and 8 mm. Zooocia in from three to five alternating ranges. Apertures small,
circular, pustuloid when perfect, widely separated longitudinally,
about nine in 5 mm. The branches are covered with granulose
strire, and on old examples there is a row of strong spines along
the center of the branch. Reverse convex, smooth or finely
striated.
In its growth this species approaches Thamniscus, but in its
minute characters it closely resembles such species of Polspora
as P. maccosana and P. halliana.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Warsaw and Nauvoo,
Illinois, Keokuk, Iowa, and King's Mountain, Ky.
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PoLYPORA RETRORSA ffirich.
Pl. LIX, figs. !Hid.
Zoarium a small, rapidly expanding, foliar net-work. Branches
6.5 to 7 in 5 mm., rounded, slender, averaging 0.4 mm. in
width, but increasing from 0.3 to 0.5 or 0.6 mm. before bifurcation ·takes place. Dissepiments short, depressed, half as wide
as the branches. Fenestrule.s long-oval or sub-quadrangular,
five or six in 5 mm., narrower than the. branches. Zomcia in
three or four alternating ranges, in each about twenty in 5 ·
mm. Apertures small, sub-oval, seemingly directed backward
on account of the peristome, which js much the highest on the
anterior side; sometimes with a rayed appearance. On the reverse the branches and dissepiments are rounqed, occupy the
same plane, are nearly of the same thickness, and exhibit numerous distinct granules, arranged in one or two encircling
series. The fenestrules are shorter than on the obverse, arid
regularly elliptical. in form.
The distinct granules and rounded fenestrules of the reverse,
and the unequally developed peristome separate this species
from, at an.t rate all the Carboniferous ,species of the genus,
known to me.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rather rare at Keokuk, Iowa.
POLYPORA RADIALIS ffirich.
Pl. LX, figs. 1-ld.
Zoarium very small, compact, two or three cm. in diameter,
originally flabellate, but by expanding very rapidly the lateral
margins at last· meet and unite, giving it the appearance of a
very much depressed funnel. Branches comparatively strong,
close together, 0.3 to 0.5 mm. wide, and eight or nine in 5 mm.,
their surface minutely granulose. Dissepiments short, depreesed,
varying from one-fourth to two-thirds the width of the branches,
their width depending largely upon the relative proximity of
neighboring branches. being widest when these are nearest.
Fenestrules small, irregular, sub-oval, about 0.5 by 0.2 mm.,
and between six and seven in 5·mm. Zomcia in two ranges im-
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mediately after bifurcation, these soon increase to three, and
then to four before the next division: Apertures circular, rayed,
with prominent peristome, less than twice their diameter apart,
about twelve in 3 mm. On the reverse-the branches are rather
straight, the di1:>sepiments half as wide, the fenestrules subquadrate or elliptical, and twice as long as wide.
This beautiful little species is distinguished from its nearest
relative P. retrorsa,, by its closer. branches, smaller fenestrules,
their more elongat.e form, smooth and straighter. branches on
the reverse, and the direct apertures. The rayed apertures are
also better shown in P. mdialis than in any other species of
the genus known to me.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rare at Keokuk, Iowa.
PoLYPORA BISERIATA IDrich.
Pl. LX, figs. 4-4b.

Zoarium a slowly expanding, irregular, more or less undulating, foliar net-work, from four to eight ems. in height. Branches
closely approximated, seventeen to nineteen in 1 cm., slender,
averaging 0.5 mm. in width, but increasing from 0.4 to c.7
mm. before bifurcation, which takes place at intervals of from
5. to 14 mm. Their poriferous surface is nearly flat or slightly
elevated centrally, where a row of prominent spines or nodes,
about 0.45 mm. apart, almost gives the impression of a median
keel. Dissepiments short, depressed, one-half or less than onehalf the width of the branches. Fenestrules small, sub-oval,
about fourteen in 1 cm. Zooocia in two alternating ranges, increasing to three at a point 2 or 3 mm. below. the branch diVIS10ns. Apertures large, 0.15 mm. in diameter, direct, with
prominent peristome, seventeen or eighteen in 5 mm., their diameter or less apart, often closed by an opercular cover of the
usual type. On t.he reverse the branches are rather broadly
rounded, somewhat channeled below the bifurcations, and either
smooth or very finely striated; the dissepiments thin and not
depressed, and the fenestrules sub-qua.drate.
The material upon which this species is founded is very sat.isfactory, many of the examples being free and in a fine state of
preservation. The species Is very constant and all the speci-
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mens, save one, agree closely in their measurements. The latter
adheres to the rock and exposes the obverse side. So far as
can be seen it agrees with the typical form in every respect excepting that the fenestrules ai;e larger, there being only ten in
1 cm. It probably represents a variety.
The affinities of the species lie with P. varso viensis Prout.
That form is larger, has invariably one row of cells more to
the branch, and larger fenestrules.
Position and 'locality: 1 Warsaw beds. Monroe Co., Ill., and
Warsaw, Ill. The same or a closely allied species occurs in the
St. Louis limestone at Barrett's Station, Mo.
PoLYPORA VARSOVIENSIS Prout.
Pl. LX, figs. 2-2b.

Pol11pora varsoviensis Prout, 1859.
fig. 3-3b.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. l, p. 236.

PI. 15;

Zoarium a large irregular foliar expansion. Branches rather
strong, rounded, nine to eleven in 1 cm., averaging 0.7 or 0.8
mm. in width, but increasing from 0.5 to 0.9 or 1.0 mm. before bifurcation takes place. Dissepiments short) slender, between 0.2 and 0.3 mm. thick. Fenestrules oval, somewhat irregular in size and shape, averaging O.~ by 0.4 mm;, with from
6 to 8.5 in J cm., the most common number being 7.5. Zorecia
at first in three alternating ranges, then in four, and, just before the branch again divides, in five. .Apertures large, with a
prominent peristome, their diameter or less apart, with fourteen
or fifteen in 5 mm. On the reverse the branches are broadly
rounded, smooth or finely striated, the dissepiments thin, the
fenestrules nearly regularly elliptical, or occasionally, approach-·
ing subquadrangular, with their length fully equal to twice the
width.
The larger dimensions of the fronds of this species distinguish
them from P. biserfata. The two are almost constantly associated, and 'in both the zorecia apertures are larger than usual.
P. simula,trix of the Keokuk group agrees with them in this
respect, but differs in having stronger branches and considerably larger fenestrules.
-7-t
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Position and locality: Warsaw beds. Abundant at Warsaw,
Illinois, and Monroe Co., Illinois; also in the St. Louis lime~
stone at Barrett's Station, St. Louis Co., Mo.
PoLYPoRA SPININODATA Ulrich.
Pl. LX, fig. 8.

Of this species I have only seen one large semi-circular frond
in good preservation, and a smaller weather-worn fragment.
Unfortunately both adhere firmly to the rock so that the reverse only can be seen. With the aid of thin sections the
ranges of zomcia have been determined. The characters of the
reverse are as follows: Branches rather slender, varying .from
0.3 to 0.6 or 0.7 mm., with thirteen to fifteen in 1 cm., bifur~ating a,t long ~ntervals.
Their surface is strongly rounded,
covered with distinct longitudinal striations, and raised, at intervals about equal to the length of a fenestrule, into pronounced spines or nodes. Dissepiments generally less than half
the width of the branches, slightly depressed or on a level with
the branches, subcarinate or narrowly rounded. Fenestrules
elliptical, nine or ten in 1 cm., averaging 0.7 by 0.35 mm.
Zomcia at first in two ranges. then in three, and later on in
four. The last number prevails for from 1 to 3 mm. before· the
branch divides.
The strong hollow nodes on the reverse of the branches, distinguish this species from all Carboniferous species of Polypora
known to me. In the proportions and number of zomcia the
species occupies an intermediate portion between P. biserfata, .
and P. va,rsoviensis. Thin sections also show some slight differences in their minute structure.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds, at Warsaw, Ill.
PoLYPORA CESTRIENSIS Ulrich.
Pl. LV, figs. 4--4b, and Pl. LX, figs. 7-7c.

Zoaria consisting of foliar expansions of somewhat lax and
irregular growth. Branches rather strong, slightly rounded,
with a row of faint nodes along the center about 0.5. mm,
apart; width above a bifurcation 0.5 mm., increasing to 1.0
mm., with about eight in 1 cm.· Dissepiments slender, slightly
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depressed and expanded at each end, from 0.25 to 0.4 mm.
thick; in some specimens with parallel strim extending from
branch to branch. Fenestrules rather large, narrow, sub-oval;
with slightly indented margins, five or six in 1 cm., their average dimensions being 1.5 by 0.5 mm. Ranges of apertures
alternating, increasing from three to four (the number immediately after bifurcation) to six just before the ·next division.
Very young examples have the ranges of apertures. separated
by fine tortuous lines which become obsolete with age.
Ordinarily the apertures are small, circular, pustuliform, generally
about twice their diameter apart, with seventeen in 5 mm. On
the reverse the branches are strongly convex, smooth, or with
exceedingly fine longitudinal strim. The fenestrules are wid('r
and appear more nearly quadrangular than on the opposite
face.
This easily recognized species is one of the most common and
characteristic fossils of the Chester group. Its fronds are
iarger in every way than those. of its nearest congener P. tubercula,ta, Prout, while the pustiliform cell mouths and lax growth
separate them from Keokuk and Warsaw species.
Position and locality: Chester group, at Chester, Kaskaskia,
near Anna, and other localities in Illinois; also at Litchfield
and Sloan's Valley, Ky.
PoLYPORA TUBERCULATA Prout.
Pl. LX, fig. 8.

Polypora tuberculata Prout, 1859. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. ,Vol. 1, p. 449, fig.3, p!.18.
Not Polypora tuberculata Nich., 1874. Pal. Ontario, p. 110, fig. 37.

Zoarium a small, flabellate net-work, not known to exceed
3.5 cm. in '.height. Branches twelve to fourteen in 1 cm., subcylindrical, slender, with an average width of 0.45 mm., but
enlarging from about 0.3 to 0.6 mm, before bifurcation, which
takes place at intervals varying from 1.5 to 8.0 or more mm.
Along the middle of the branches there is an irregular row of
moderately prominent and widely separated nodes, with only
one or two in the lenith of a fenestrule. Dissepiments somewhat. depressed, one-third to one-half the width of the branches.
Fenestrules suboval but variable in size and shape, with average dimensions of 0.7 by 0.35 mm., and eight or nine in 1 cm.
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Zooocia normally in three or four, somewhat irregular, alternating ranges, just before bifurcation in five or six, and immediately a~er, rarely in two, generally in three. Apertures small,
circular, when perfect somewhat pustuloid, about twenty-five in 5
mm. On the reverse the branches are rather narrowly rounded,
slightly zigzag, and smooth or finely striated; the dissepiments
scarcely depressed, and a little wider than on the opposite face;
the fenestrules about as wide as the branches, and of oblong
subquadrangular or subovate form. A few root-like apendages
spring from the branches near the base, and occasionally farther up on the frond.
This species is on the order of, but in every way smaller than
P. cestriensis. It has been erroneously identified in the Scotch
Carboniferous shales by Mr. John Young. Mr. ,G.
Vine,*
after noting the resemblances and differences comes to the same
conclusion, although hi~ American examples of the species, are,
as I have good reason to know, really quite different from
Prout's P. tuberculata,, and probably belong to P. spinulifera,
of this work. The slightly raised keel which Prout says separates the rows of cells in this species I have never seen, nor
are the tuberculations so numerous as stated by him. These
characters he probably obtained through confounding a fragment of P. cestriensis with the _true P. tuberculata,. His figure is quite reliable and shows the tubercles as above described,
but no lines between the rows of cells. The dissepiments are
represented a little too thin.
Position and locality: Chester group. Not unco111mon at
Chester, Ill.; rare at Litchfield, Ky.

R:

POLYPORA CORTICOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LX, Figs. 5-lic, and Pl. LXI, Fig. 1.

Zoarium rather small, forming a flattened expansicn, perhaps
not exceeding three or four cm. in height, which springs from
a strong, solid, finely striated foot-stalk. Both surfaces of the
branches near the base are covered with the striated deposit,
causing the fenestrules to pecome very small or entirely filled
*Notes on Yoreda!e Polyzoa, 1886, p. 17.
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up. Beyond its influence the characters are as follows: Branches
strong, broadly convex, eight or nine in 1 cm. with an average
width of 0.8 mm., but increasing from about 0.6 mm. immediately after bifurcation to about 1.1 mm. before again dividing.
Dissepiments short, slightly depressed, gradually decreasing in
~idth from the base toward the free margin, where their width
varies from 0.4 to 0.6 mm. Fenestrules comparatively small,
oval, increasing in width outward, with 6 or 6.5 in 1 cm.
Zooocia at first in four alternating ranges, then in. five, six, and
seven rows (occasionally in eight) before the branch divides.
Apertures about twenty in 5 mm., small, circular, with faint
peri~tome, their diameter or more apart longitudinally, the
rows separated by a fine wavy line that is alternately stronger
and weaker and occasionally sufficiently elevated to form a
small node or spine. On the reverse the branches and dissepiments are strongcy rounded, upon the same plane, of nearly
equal thickness, and finely striated. The branches being thinner
than on the opposite face causes the fenestrules to be larger,
their average dimensions being about 0.8 by 0.6 mm. Their
form is somewhat variable, but, as a rule, they are broad-oval.
The seemingly disproportionate strength of the zoarium, and
the striated solid tissue· which is drawn over the ba~al portion
of both sides, give this species a decidedly distinct appearance.
In many respects the species resembies P. compfanata, but that
form is larger, more regular, has the zuoocia open down to the
f~ot-stalk, the branches less convex and more uniform, the
fenestrules smaller and circular, and no striations between the
· zooocia apertures.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
PoLYPORA COMPLANATA Ulrich.
Pl LX, Fig. He.

The above name is proposed for the specimen figured and one
other. A number of fragments now before me may represent
young examples of the same species but as their general appearance is more like that of P. corticosa, and, as none of them
expand as rapidly as the types, I prefer to leave them unclassified for the present. The types which expose only the obverse
side may be described as follows: Zoarium .a. semi-circular and
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slightly concave foliar expansion, 4 cm. wide and nearly 3
cm. high, growing from a short foot-stalk, with the branches
scarcely distinguishable, the whole appearing rather as a rythmically perforated plat,e. Branches flat, bifurcating frequently
and rapidly increasing in width from 0. 7 to 1.5 mm. Dissepiments depressed, very short, extremely wide, the width equal to
that of the branches and two or three times their length. Fenestrules circular, or nearly so, 0.3 to 0.5 mm. in diameter, with
seven in 1 cm. Zocecia in rather irregular ranges increasing in
number from three or four to eight or nine between the bifurcations. Apertures nineteen or twenty in 5 mm., sma11, circular,
when perfect with a faint peristome. Interspaces wider than the
apertures, apparently set with inconspicuous nodes. From thin
sections it appears that the reverse side of the branches is
broadly rounded, and the dissepiments much depressed.
The examples from which the above description is drawn differ
so much from the ordinary species of the genus that I do not
hesitate in proposing a new name for them. The relation . of
the species to P. corticosa can · only be determined by more
complete examples than have as yet fallen under my notice.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.
PoLYPORA SPINULIFERA Ulrich.
Pl. LXI, Fig. 2-2a, 3-3a, 4-4a.

Zoarium a foliar, fan shaped, undulated or flat, expansion 4
or 5 ems. in height. Branches rather slender, gently convex,
about thirteen in 1 cm., and from 0.5 to 0.8 mm. in width.
Surface spinulose, the spines small, about two-thirds as numerous as the zocecia, and irregularly distributed. Dissepiments
short, rounded, depressed, from one-third to one-half as wide as
the branches. Fenestrules irregularly oval, more or less indeuted, 9.5 to 11 in 1 cm.; on an average 0.6 by O.B mm.
Zocecia in from three to :five alternating ranges, these numbers
being the extremes between the bifurcations. The prevailing
number is four. Apertures small, with well developed peristome,
twenty to twenty-one in 5 mm., regularly arranged between the
small tubercles. On the reverse the dissepiments are about as
wide as the branches, and both are strongly convex and smooth,
while the . fenestrules are regularly broad-oval or subcircular,
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they and the dissepiments being wider and the branches narrower than on the obverse side.
A variety of this species is represented by figs. 3 and 3a. It
is from the Coal Measures in Montgomery Co., Ill., and differs
from the typical form in having three as the prevailing number
of zooocia ranges, narrower branches, and wider, subquadrangular fenestrules. The zocecia are also a little larger, there being
only eighteen or nineteen in 5 mm. The form represented by
figs. 4 and 4a, is also from the Coal Measures. It agrees more
closely with the typical form, differing mainly in having the
fenestrules slightly shorter and the dissepiments correspondingly
stronger. In the number of cell rows it is intermediate between
thP. Chester form and the Montgomery Co. variety.
J;>osition and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill., and Monroe Co., Ill. Coal Measures, Montgomery Co., Ill., and near Red
Oak, Iowa.
PoLYPORA APPROXIMATA Ulrich.
PL LXI, Figs. lh'ia.

Polypora biarmica Prout, (non Keyser!ing) 1859.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., vol. l,

p. 450.

This is .probably only a well marked variety of P. spinulifera,,
but it is sufficiently distinct to deserve a name. It differs in
the following respects: The zoarium is stronger and in every
way presents a more robust aspect, the branches and dissepiments being somewhat wider, and the fenestrules larger, especially upon the reverse side. There are seven to nine fenestrules
instead of ten or eleven. The number of cell ranges inereases
quite regularly from three or four just after a bifurcation, to
six or seven before the next division. The nodes or spines are
stronger, much less in number, and generally occupy only
the center of the branches.*
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill.; Sloan's
Valley and Litchfield, Ky.
*I have lately collected several hundred examples of thi.s species, showing it to be a
constant form aµd qui e distinct from P. spinulifera. The specimens were obtained
from near Clayton P. 0., Caldwell Co .. Ky., where they occurred in a bed of shaly
limestone at the top of the Chester.
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PoLYPORA WHITEI Ulrich.
Pl. LXII, Fig. 2.

Zoarium a delicate, slowly expanding, foliar net-work, branches
very slender, rigid, varying from 0.25 to. 0.5 mm. wide, with
nine or ten in 5 mm. Dissepiments slender, about 0.1 mm.
thick, eniarging at each end. Fenestrules subovate, nearly as
wide as the branches, 0.7 by 0.25 mm. their average dimensions, with six 'in 5 mm. Zocecia in two and three rows excepting just below a bifurcation where a fourth is interpolated.
The ranges are separated by an interrupted or continuous
keel, which gives the branches so long as they have only
two ranges of cells, very much the appearance of a Fenestella.
At intervals the_ keel is sligMly elevated so as to form a small
node. Apertures circular or faintly truncated at the posterior
side, :with a thin peristome, about nineteen in 5 mm. The
longitudinal spaces between the apertures are equal to nearly
twice their diameter, and usually marked b:y two or three raised
lines. Reverse not seen.
In this species we see, perhaps, the last of the numerous links
between Fenestella and Polypora. Such species have been described from the Niagara and all the principal horizons between
that and the Hamilton group, but hav~ not, heretofore, been
known from Carboniferous deposits.
It gives me much pleasure to name' this beautiful species for
my esteemed and distinguished friend, Dr. Charles A. White, of
Washington, D. C.
Position and locality: Base of Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
PoLYPORA WHITE! var. INSCULPTA n. var.
Pl. LXII, fig. 1.

This variety or species closely resembles the type of P. eximia,
but differs in the following points. The branches are slightly
wider, less rigid, the two ranges of zocecia sooner give way to
three and these to four, the separating ridges are more irregular, the finer lines wanting, the peristomes more elevated and
thicker, and the fenestrules larger, there being only 4.5 in 5
mm.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, at Springfield,
Illinois.
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PoJ;YPORA NODOCARINATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXL fig. !Hla.

Zoarium infundibuliform, large, thrown into strong folds toward the upper margin; poriferous on thl;l inner stde. Branches
moderately strong, rigid, averaging ten to 1 cm., 0.5 or 0.6
mm. wide at a point immediately above a bifurcation; the width
gradually increases to 0.7 mm., which prevails till a short distance below the next bifurcation when another 0.1 mm. is added
The bifµrcations being widely separated, the increase is very
gradual. Dissepiments short, depressed; rounded, 0.3 or 0.4
mm. wide. Fenestrules oval or subquadrangular, about 0.7 by
0.3 mm., and 8.5 or 9 in 1 cm. Zooocia in four regular alternating ranges, excepting for a short distance after bifurcation
where three is the prevailing number, and occasionally just before bifurcation where a fifth row may be developed.· Apertures
circular, without a peristome, about their diameter apart, nineteen in 5 mm. The ranges of apertures are separated by three
rows of tubercles, of which the central row is much the most
conspfouous, giving the branch · the · nodo-carinate appearance
that has suggested the name. Frequently, however, the tubercles
occupy the longitudinal spaces between the cell apertures when
that appearance is less marked. On the reverse the branches
are narrowly rounded and appear very thin, the fenestrules are
larger, averaging 0. 8 by 0.7 mm., nearly square, or slightly
hexagonal. The surface of the branches is smooth over the
lower half of the zoarium, and 'finely striate toward the upper
margin.
The. subcarinate branches, with their four ranges of apertures
bring to mind Fenestralia sancti-ludovici Prout. This character,
and the nearly square form of the fenestrules on the reverse,
distinguish the species from all Carboniferous Polyporm known
to me.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures; Crooked Creek,
near Centralia, Ill.; also in Macoupin Co.

-75
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PoLYPORA SUBMARGINATA

Meek.

Pl. LXI, fig. 6-Ub.
Pol11pora m·rginata Geinitz, 1866. Carb. u. Dyas in Neb, p. 69, Pl. 5, figs, 11, a, b,

and 12 a. b, (not McCoy, 1844, Syn. Carb. Foss. Ireland p.

~6.

Pl. 29, fig. 5.l

Polypora submarginata Meek, 1871. Pal. E. Neb. p, 154, Pl. 7, figs. 7a, 7b.

Zoarium fl.abelliform, probably not exceeding three or four
cm. in height. Branches about seven in 1 cm., sub-pentagonal
in cross section, with the obverse side strongly convex, subcarinate when typical, and carrying a row of small, conical, rather
prominent spines or tubercles along the middle, about 0.3 mm.
apart; the two lateral margins sharply angular. The average
width of the branches is about 0.7 mm., but gradually increases
from 0.5 mm. to .1.0 mm. between the bifurcations, Dissepiments rather long, slender, 0.3 to 0.5 mm. wide, spreading
slightly at each end, faintly striated or smooth, narrowly
rounded. Fenestrules oblong oval to subquadrangular, about
as wide as the branches, twice as long, averaging 1.7 by 0.8
mm., and 4 to 4.5 in 1 cm. Zooocia five or six to the fenestrule
generally in five ranges, which' number may be increased to six
just before bifurcation. Immediately after, but only for a short
distance, there are only three or four ranges. Apertures circular, 0.11 mm. in diameter, nearly twice their diameter apart
longitudinally, about fifteen in 5 mm., rat,her irregularly arranged, with a well developed but not strong peristome. In a
normal development the apertures of the central range alternate with the tubercles. On the reverse the branches are narrowly rounded, flattened on the sides, and smooth or finely
striated. Near the base they are irregular, the .dissepiments
nearly as strong and on a level with the branches. The fenestrules are large, oblong subquadrate, or irregular.
This distinct and common species is very characteristic of the
Upper Coal Measures of the western states. It is on the order
of, but much larger than the P. nodoca,rfoa,ta,. Associated with
it in Illinois, I have met with a smaller species having no
tubercles and 5.5 fenestrules to 1 cm. The latter also occurs
in the Lower Coal Measures, from which I have obtained good
specimens. These have fine waving ridges between the rows of
cell apertures, agreeing in this and other respects rather closely
with McCoy's P. ma,rgina,ta,.
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Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Macoupin Co.,
Illinois, LaSalle and Springfield, Illinois, .near Red Oak, Iowa,
Nebraska City, Neb., and other localities.
POLYPORA

DISTl~CTA

Ulrich,

Pl. LXI, fig. 7-70..

Zoarium a foliar expansion of unknown dimensions, forming
a loose net-work. Branches· rather strong, not rigid,· moderately convex, 0.7 to 1.4 mm. wide, about five in 6.5 mm. Dissepiments short, depressed, varying in width from 0.4 to 0. 7
mm. Fenestrules usually a little narrower than the branches,
varying greatly in length, the extremes noticed being 2.7 and
4.5 mm., but most of them vary between 3.5 and 4.0 mm.,
while the average width may be put down at about 0.6 mm.
Zooocia in from four to six ranges. These are increased to seven
or eight .just before bifurcation. . Apertures subcircular, -o~en
slightly sinuate at the lower margin, arranged in rather regular
diagonally intersecting series, in whirh five occupy a space
about 1.4 mm. long; longitudinally thirteen or fourteen occur
in 5 mm. Peristome ·moderately strong, but wanting at the
lower side, causing the apertures to appear slightly oblique.
Interspaces wide, with an occasional node, and when well pre-.
served, minutely granulose. Reverse strongly rounded, finely
striated or smooth.
The long fenestrules and general appearance of the zoarium
suggests a relationship to P. gracilis and P. maccoyana, of the
Keokuk group. The incomplete peristome, more crowded zorecia, and less convex branches, distinguish it from the first,
while the greater length of the fenestrules, less rigid branches
and other differences, separate it from the second. P. grimdis
Toula, and P. gi~antea Waagen and Piehl, are larger in f!Very
respect.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures; Springfi~ld, ID.
PoLYPORA CRASSA (Provisional.)
Pl. LXI,

fl". S..Sa.

Zoarium a rapidly expanding fl.at net-work, 4 ems. in width.
Branches strong, broadly convex, bifurcating frequently, five to
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six and one-half in 1 cm., and from 0.9 to 1.3 mm. in width.
Dissepiments of variable width. Fenestrules oblong oval, generally a little narrower than the branches, and three or four
•
times longer
than wide, usually 2.4 by 0.7 mm. and 3.5 in 1
cm. Zomcia in from five to eight ranges. Apertures circular,
arranged in more or less regular diagonally intersecting series,
in which four occur in the space of 1 mm. Longitudinally
about eleven in 3 mm. The zomcia apertures usually do not
extend to the margin of the branches.
The specimen for which the above name is provisionally proposed, is not sufficiently preserved to render its specific determination satisfactory. It is proportionately larger than P. corticosa,. The P. koninckiana,, lately described by Waagen and
Piehl from the Permo-carboniferous deposits of India, agrees in
many respects, but I do not believe them identical. Better specimens of the American form are necessary before its affinities
can be ascertained.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Sugar Creek,
Sangamon county, Illinois.
FENESTRALIA Prout, 1859.
(Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. Vol. I, p. 235.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 396.)

The validity, of this genus is provisionally admitted because
of the importance of the carina among the FENESTELLID..E. Beyond this feature, F. sancti-ludovici differs in no respect from
Polypom, unless we credit the fact that the rows of cells are
constantly four, with generic importance.

FENESTRALIA SANCTI-LUDQVICI Prout.
Pl. L V, fig. 5.

Fenestralia St. Ludovici Prout, 1859.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Nat. Sci. Vol. I, p,

235, Pl. 15, fl.gs. 1-la.

Zoarium a large flabelliform expansion. Branches 9.5to11.5
in 1 cm., rather slender and unequal, somewhat rigid, strongly
carinated, the aperture bearing surfaces either flat or slightly
convex; average width of branches 0.6 mm., increasing from
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0.5 to 0.7 or 0.8 mm. between the bifurcatfons. Dissepimen.ts
rounded, depressed, expanding but little at their ends, about
two-thirds the width of the branches. Fenestrules oblong subquadrangular or oval, their width varying from on~-fourth to
one-half the length; about six in 1 cm. longitudinally. Carina
strong, rounded, dilating into prominent elongated tubercles at
intervals of 1 mm. Zooocia in four ranges, two on each side of
the carina. Apertures sometimes alternating, usually opposite,
those of the lower ranges opening obliquely or directly irito
the fenestrules and often obscured by those of the upper rows.
When the matrix completely filJs the fenestrules the lower rows
are not seen and the specimess might be mistaken for Fenestella. 'rhere are six or seven apertures in each row to a fenestrule, one of them opposite each dissepiment. The apertures
are of medium size, surrounded by a thin peristome, their diameter or a little more apart, with eighteen in 5 mm.
On the reverse the branches are narrowly rounded, smooth or
finely granulose, have sloping sides, are straight or slightly zigzag, and appear much thicker than on the opposite side. The
dissepiments are straight, nearly as strong as the branches,
and but little if at all depressed, The fenestrules vary considerably in width, but are always wider than the branches, and
once and a half or twice as wide as on the obverse face. In
form they vary from quadrangular to hexagonal.
The above describes the typical form. as it is found in the St.
Louis limestone at Alton, Illinois, and St. Louis, Mo. · Prout's
figures are faulty in having the dissepiments as high as the
branches when they are really depressed. In the Warsaw beds
there is a variety that appear~ to agree in every respect excepting that its branches are invariably somewhat thinner. A more
distinct variety or species differs as follows:

var.

COMPACTA

n. var.

PL LIX, Fig. 1.

The branches are as a rule a little thinner and closer together
there being 11.5 to 12.5 in 1 cm.; the nodes on the keel inconspicuous or wanting, but large nodes often occur on the reverse.
The dissepiments depressed, rather strong and rounded, the
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fenestrules oval, nearly or quite as wide as the branches, eight
fo 1 cm. The zorecia have prominent mouths, with twenty or
twenty-one in 5 mm. The variety thus appears to be more
compact in every way than the typical form.
Position and locality: St. Louis group and Warsaw beds. St.
Louis and Barrett's Station, Mo. Alton, Columbia, Warsaw
.and localities in Monroe Co., Ill.. The variety is from Elizabethtown, Ky., where it was found associated with typical St. Louis
fossils.

(Ann.

THAMNISCUS King, 1849.
& Mag. Nat. Hist. 2d ser., Vol. m.

p. 389.l

<For generic diagnosis, see Paa"e 397.)

This genus was founded by King upon the Permian fossil
Ker8Jtophytes dubius Schlotheim. It also seems evident that
King intended to include Silurian and other forms as well, but
to arrive at a true and conclusive idea of the genus the characters of the type species alone can be depended upon.
King's description of T. dubius has been shown to the erroneous in several important respects by Mr. G. W. Shrubsole.*'
He shows that the supposed "gemmuliferous vehicles," only represent the broken or worn hollow spines, and that the zooocia
apertures are provided with an elevated peristome. These observations I can verify, having lately studied a series of German
specimens which were procured for the purpose. I find, further,
that the poriferous face of the branches is in every essential
respect identical with that of such species of Polypom as P.
cestriensis and P. spinulifem. Some of my own specimens
being in a good state of preservation show the nodes or spines
and the peristomes very well, and that the latter are especially
prominent about the apertures of the marginal zorecia.. The
nodes are numerous and occur on two or three faint longitudinal lines which run between the ranges of apertures. Another
character that aids in linking the genus to Polypow is shown
by the two specimens figured on plate 62. There is an occasional dissepiment, which unites the branches when, after bifur•Que.rt. Jour. Geol. Soc. for Aug., 1882, p. 341.
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cation, they are brought close together. Though developed less
numerously and shorter than they are in T. ra,mulosus and
diva,rica,ns, it is now evident that the total absence of dissepiments can no longer be insisted upon as one of the distinguishing features of Thamniscus, but we must fall back upon the
frequent dichotomization of the branches as the only remaining
·diagnostic character. Of course the relative paucity of the dissepiments aid very materially in separating species of the
genus from those of Polypora, yet a sharp divisional line between these two groups is out of the question. In fact, I think
that a very nearly complete line of development can be shown
between 1'. dubius and Polypora in whfoh P. dendroides (McCoy)
P. gracilis (Prout) T. divaricans and T. ramulosus would figure
prominently. The question, what about the Silurian and Devonian species which have been placed under Thamniscus?, I
cannot enter into at present, beyond the simple expression of
my belief that none of them belong to the special line of development that culminated in T. dubius, unless, perchance, we
agree that the tendency to deviate in that direction was retained by certain forms which may have reverted to the parent
branch, and only required the proper condition to again assert
itself. It does not, however, seem at all probable that all of
them were su bjeded to this possible· reversion, since in T. sculptilis and T. octonarius, we have two species that are most
probably descendants of the more ancient line. Some of the
Devonian species complicate the genealogical problem by presenting marked external resemblances to Idmonea, but how far
the agreement may be the result of true relationship remains
to be determined.
For the present we my say that Thamniscus, as now understood, commences in the Niagara with one species,* is represented by two species in the Lower Helderberg, continues through
the various Devonian and Carboniferous groups, and culminates
in the Permian formation. Neither the species, of which the
total number is about sixteen, nor the individuals seem at any
time to have been abundant.
*Hall's T. niagarensis belongs to my new genus Drymotrypa, but his Hornera?
dichotoma, is closely allied to the Wenlook Thamniscus crassus Lonsdale sp.
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THAMNISCUS

DIVARICANS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXll, fig. tH;c.

Zoarium consisting of rather stout, remotely bifurcating
branches spread in a plane. The bifurcations, though ~rminal,
usually seem all to spring _from one side of a primary branch,
giving the zoarium the appearance of unilateral development.
The branches are more or less nearly parallel, and, whenever
they are brought into close proximity, are united to each other
by thin dissepiments. On the reverse they are rather strongly
rounded and covered with very fine longitudinal strire; on the obverse, slightly convex, 1.0 to 1.5 mm. in width, with dentate margins due to the lateral projection of the marginal ranges of
zorecia mouths. Zorecia in from five to seven ranges. Apertures sub-circular, about 0.1 mm. in diameter, arranged in
parallel elevated series curving. outward and upward from the
center .to each margin of a branch very similar to the arrangement in certain species of Idmonea,. About eight of the V -shaped
series occur in the length of 5 mm. The apertures really occupy
the summits of ridges which increase considerably in height toward the margins of the branches. The transverse spaces between the apertures are more or less depressed, but not nearly
so much as the spaces which separate the ridges. When perfectly preserved, all the interspaces are finely granulo-striate,
the striations having a longitudinal direction.
This is an unequivocal species of Tha,mniscus, and somewhat
resembles the T. serfalis Waagen and Piehl, from the Upper Carboniferous rocks of India. It also resembles the associated
Polypora,? gmcilis Prout, especially when the branches are
united by unusually numerous dissepiments, as in the example
represented by fig. 6b.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.
THAMNISCUS SCULPTILIS Ulrich.
PL LXII, fig. 8, Sb.

Zoarium small, consisting of slender, subcylindrical branches,
from 0.4 to 0.8 mm. in width, which bifurcate two or three
times at intervals varying from 3 to 4 mm. Angle of bifurca-
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tion very wide, usually about 90°. Zocecia small, in from five
to nin~ ranges. About two-thirds the circumference of the
branches is taken up by their apertures, the remaining third
being non-celluliferous, and smooth or very finely striated. On
the obverse face of the widest examples the zocecia apertures
are arranged in oblique curved series very much as in T. diva,rica,ns (Pl. 62, fig. 6a). The series, however, are much closer
together, there being ten in 3 mm., the apertures smaller (about
0.07 mm. in diameter,) less pronounced, and surrounded by a
thin peristome. The central rows especially are also arranged
in longitudinal series between distinct elevated lines, causing the \
formation of a deeply concave oblong space behind each aperture. As intiIµated, this concave space becomes gradually less
distinct on the sides of a branch, and disappears entirely before
reaching the irregular rows that margin the non-celluliferous
space. In narrow or young examples the arrangement is as
shown in fig. Sa.
·
This species is peculiar in the wide angle at which the branches
bifurcate, the depressed space behind the zocecia apertures, the
small size of the zorecia, the subcylindrical form of the branches,
and the narrow non-poriferous space. These features distinguish
it from all the species of the genus known to me.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.
THAMNISCUS FURCILLATUS ffirich.
Pl. LXII, fig. 9,9b.

Zoarium small, consisting of slender, dichotomously divided
branches, increasing very gradually from 0.5 to 0.6 or 0.7 mm.,
between the bifurcations. Bifurcations terminal, widely separated, rarely less than 7 mm. apart, but varying between the
·extremes of 4 and 9 mm. Angle of bifurcation between 60° and
90°. Zocecia usually in four ranges; in three or four just after,
and four or five just before bifurcatiems. Apertures small, subcircular, 0.08 mm. in diameter, about seventeen in 5 mm., with
a peristome, alternating in adjoining rows, the rows separated
by more . or less continuous elevated lines, which o~en carry
small nodes. The nodes, however, are never conspicuous. Both
-76
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surfaces moderately convex, the width of a branch being greater
than its thickness. When well preserved the reverse side is
finely striated.
This is one of the most characteristic species of the Chester
group, being moderately abundant at all of the typical localities where the horizon is exposed. It is also very distinct from
all the American forms, the principal peculiarities being the four
ranges of zooocia and the slender branches. A similar species is
described by Mr. G. R. Vine from the carboniferous shales of
England, as T. gra,cilis.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Kaskaskia, and
other localities in Illinois, and Sloan's Valley and Litchfield in
Kentucky.

THAMNISCUS RAMULPSUS IDrich.
Pl. LXII, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium a small frond, composed of delicate, frequently bifurcating branches, the bifurcations occurring at intervals of 1 or
2 mm. Branches rounded, from 0.3 to 0.5 mm. wide, twothirds as thick, connected to each other by slender dissepiments,
which never outnumber the bifurcations. Zooocia increasing
from three to five ranges between the bifurcatio.ns. Apertures
.small, pustuliform, about 0.08 mm. in diameter, several times
their diameter apart, not very regularly arranged in oblique
transverse rows, with twelve in 3 mm. A small tubercle may
now -and then be detected. Reverse with five or more longitudinal strim, which .are less distinct near the base of the frond.

var. SEVILLENSIS IDrich.
Pl. LV. fill. 6, and Pl. LXII. figs. 5-5a.

In this variety the zoarium spreads more rapidly than in the
typical form. The zooocia and their apertures are somewhat
larger, there being only nine or ten of them in 3 mm., while
there are also never more than four, and usually only three
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ranges throughout. The best specimen seen is slightly abraded,
yet shows faint evidences of granulose striations on the. interspaces.
This species, though having the branches united by dissepiments whenever they approach each other closely enough, is
nevertheless a true species of Thamniscus. The fact that dissepiments are also occasionally present in T. dubius, the type of
the genus, invalidates all objection to them in. other species
having the really essential characters of the genus. Compared
with T. dillaricans, the present species will be found much
smaller, the branches more frequently bifurcated, and the zooocia
apertures differently arranged. A more nearly related species
occurs in the Keokuk group at King's Mountain, Ky. It differs
mainly in having stronger branches.
Position and locality: The typical form is from the Chester
group at Sloan's Valley, Ky., and has also been noticed on
slabs from Chester, Ill. The variety is from the Lower Coal
Measures at Seville, Ill.

THAMNISCUS OCTONARIUS Ulrich.
PL LXII, Fig. 7-7b.

Zoarium a small flabellate frond, somewhat higher than wide,
produced by frequent bilateral dichotomization of a zigzag
primary branch. The bifurcations take place at such short intervals that the spaces which separated the branches are usually
of less width than the branches. The angles between the bifurcating branches are rounded, while the separating ranges of
. zooocia form acute angles, the intervals being occupied by subtriangular ·or wedge-shaped, concave, solid spaces .. Obverse face
of branches moderately convex, 1.1 to 1.3 mm. wide. Zorncia
ranges increasing rapidly in number from three or four to seven
or eight between the bifurcations. Apertures. circular, about
0.07 mm. in diameter, arranged in longitudinal series between
obscure raised lines, fifteen or sixteen in 5 mm., and in more or
less regular diagonal series. Peristome gradually rising about
the aperture, incomplete at its lower margin, spreading again
and gradually becoming obsolete below the aperture so as to
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enclose a faintly margined circular suboval depression. At the
bottom of this depression (which with the aperture resembles
the figure 8), I have in several instances detected a small pore.
Reverse convex, appearing smooth under the ordinary hand
lens.
This interesting species brings to mind several chilostomatous
Bryozoa, but, for the present at least, is fittingly referred to
Thamniscus. The superficial character of the zooocia, in fact,
the whole obverse face of the zoarium is quite different from
that of the ordinary species of the genus, making detailed comparisons unnecessary.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures; Greenwood Co.,
Kansas.

PHYLLOPORA King, 1849.
(Mon·. Permian Fos. England, p. 40.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 007 .)

The characters of this genus, as determined by an examination of P. ehren"f;Jergi King, the type of the genus, place it in
-the immediate neighborhood of Polypora. In its zooocial characters the type species agrees thoroughly with Polypora, the
most important difference between the two genera being that,
while in the latter, the branches are approximately straight
and united to each other by rythmically developed non-poriferous bars, called dissepiments, they unite by inosculation to
form a regular round or oval-meshed network in . Phyllopora.
The earliest true Phyllopora known to me is from the Upper
Helderberg group, and is next described under the name of P.
aspera. The Silurian Retepora species which I and others have
placed in this genus, are now known to possess very different
zooocia, an'd must be referred elsewhere, but mainly to the new
genus Phyllopori.na.
In American rocks true species of Phyllopora, are very rare,
and up to this time I have met with only two undoubted
species, both of which are here described. A somewhat doubtful
third form is partially illustrated on plate LV. It agrees with
P. superba in having sub-rhomboidal fenestrules on the reverse,
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but on the obverse its branches are more distinct and occasionally separated by a narrow non-celluliferous strip. Several
species of this type occur in t.he Hamilton group of New York
and Canada. It is not easy to decide whether they had better
go with Phyllopora or Polypora.

PHYLLOPORA ASPERA

Ulrich.

Pl. XLIV, figs. 5-0b.

Zoarium infundibuliform, celluliferous on the outer side, consisting of anastomosing branches, forming a regular round
meshed net-work. Branches· rafoer strongly convex, from 0.4
to 0.6 mm. wide. Fenestrules broad oval or circular, 0.2 or 0.3
mm. in diameter, smalle111t near the base, arranged in sub-regular longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series, with five
lengthwise and six diagonally in 5 mm. Zooocia in two or three,
usually alternating ranges. Apertures circular, about 0.13 mm.
in diameter, so far as observed, without a peristome, their diameter or less apart, rather irregularly arranged, thirteen or
fourteen in 3 mm. Distributed over the surface among the
apertures are a variable number of strong blunt spines, giving
this face of the zoarium the rough aspect that suggested the
name. On the reverse the fenestrules are nearly or quite as
wide as the branches. Surface of the latter smooth or minutely
granulose.
The small size of the zoarium and fenestrules, and the arrangement of the zooocia in only two or three rowR on a branch,
distinguish this species from all others of the genus, save one,
known to me. The arrangement of the zooocia is very much,
as in P. ehrenbergi.
Position and locality: Upper Helderberg group. Rare at the
Falls of the Ohio.

PHYLLOPORA SUPERBA

ffirich.

Pl. XLIV. figs. 6-6c, and Pl. LV. figs. 9, 9a.

Zoarium a reticulated fl.abellate expansion, known to attain a
height and width of between 4 and 5 ems.
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Obverse face: Here the branches are strongly rounded, from 0.6
to 1 mm. wide, and appear to alternately approach and recede
fromeach other, so as toform eJongate lozenge-shapedfenestrules.
Generally a narrow depression marks the line of junction between
the branches, causing the fenestrulestoappearconfluent. Thefenestrules are arranged in regular, diagonally intersecting and longitudinal series, with respectively 5.5 to 6 and 3.5 to 4 in the
length of 1 cm., each way. Zooocia usually in four ranges, with
three or five 'occasionally prevailing for ashort distance. Apertures sub-circular, small, with well developed but somewhat
oblique peristomes, arranged in more or less regular transverse
rows, of which about seventeen occur in 5 mm. Transversely
the apertures are about their diameter apart, but longitudinally
the interspace is about twice as great.
Reverse face: Here the branches are smooth, narrowly
rounded or angular, and with nearly flat sloping sides; the fene'strules commonly rhomboidal, but sometimes regularly hexagonal, and arranged in m.ore or less curved intersecting series.
When of rhomboidal form there are exactly six in 1 cm., measuring diagonally, and.four in the same space vertically.
This beautiful species is distinguished from all the Hamilton
Bryozoa known to me by its large fenestrules and the total
absence of non-poriferous dissepiments. Two or three smaller,
yet very simi~ar species, occur in the Upper Helderberg and
Hamilton groups, but all of them have their zigzag branches
united by appreciable, though very short and wide, dissepiments.
Position and locality: Hamilton group, Erie Co., N. Y.

PINNATOPORA Vine, 1883.*
(Fourth British Asso. Rept. on Foss Poly. p. 31.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 397.)

This name justly supplants Glauconome in its common use
for Palreozoic Bryozoa, the original species of that genus, being
of a very different type, and most probably congeneric with
those for which Defrance previously proposed the now well es*The same name and for the same group of species was proposed by Mr. Shrubsole in 1884 (Proc. Chester Soc. Nat. Hist.) and conjointly by him and Mr. Vine in the
May number of the Qua.rt. Jour. Geol Soc., 1884.
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tablished name Vincularfa. Both Vine and Shrubsole suggest
that the name Glauconome be retained for the G. distich8J Lonsdale, of the Wenlock shales. Perhaps d'Orbigny's name Penneretepora has a better claim. Should it prove upon investigati.on
that the Eifel species G. distich8J Goldf. is again generically distinct
from both the W enlock species and Pinn8Jtopora, then all the
names might stand. In any event I believe we cannot do better
than to acc(;:)pt Pinn8Jtopora as defined by Vine.
All the American species described under Glauconome have
the characters of Pinn8Jtopora. There are four from the Devonian by Hall, and one each by Meek and White from the
Coal Measures. Fifteen or sixteen species referable to the genus
have been described from the Carboniferous deposits of Europe,
and one lately, from the Coal Measures of Ohio, by Foerste.
The following n.ew forms bring the total number to 29 or 30
species*.
On plate LVI will be found figures of five species of the genus
illustrating variations in internal structure. In P. eleg8Jns, P.
conferta ·and P. trilineat8J, the zooocia form two distinct ranges
in both the midrib and branches, in P. retl'Oflex8J, those of the
midrib are somewhat lozenge-shaped, so that the cells of each
range are in contact only at their pointed extremities, while, in
P. laxa., they form one range in both midrib and branches. The
other species present each some slight intermediate modification
of zooocial form and arrangement. Hemisepta are, as a rule,
but little developed in Pinnatopora, but in P. triline8Jt8J they
are exceptionally strong.

PINNATOPORA YOUNG! Ulrich.
Pl. LXVI, fig. 3.

Zoarium pinnated, comparatively strong. Midrib strong,
averaging 0.6 wide, with the reverse side broadly convex and
finely striated. Obverse side somewhat flattened, with a strong,
*In December, 1888, (Bullet. Laboratories Denison Univ., Vol. 4,) the author published d,'scription and figures of five additional species. These are from the Cuyahoga
shales of the Waverly series of Ohio.
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rounded, mesial keel, bearing large, but not prominent, nodes
at intervals of about 0.8 mm. Entire obverse face between the
zomcia aperturei,i very finely striated. Lateral branches short,
at their origin about three-fourths as wide as the midrib, tapering rapidly toward their rounded distal extremities; opposite
or alternating, with eleven on each side in 1 cm., given off at
an angle of from 60° to 80°. Zo~cia in two alternating ranges.
Apertures sub-circular, with a very thin and slightly elevated
peristome, about 0.1 mm. in diameter, and 0.35 mm. apart;
eleven in 5 mm. They are arranged so that one is opposite a
lateral branch and one between.
This species, though closely allied to several English and
Scottish species, is nevertheless quite distinct. Of American
forn;is P. vinei seems to be closer than any other, but differs in
being smaller and in having three zomcia where this has two.
The specific name is given in honor of Mr. John Young, of
Scotland, who, chiefly in conjunction with Dr. Young, has done
so much to bring out the minute details of structure of their
Carboniferous Bryozoa.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.,
and Keokuk, Iowa; also in the Cuyahoga shales of Ohio.

PINN.A.TOPORA VINEI Ulrich.
PL LXVI, fig. 5-5b.

Zoarium pinnate; midrib slender, usually straight, 0.4 to
0.45 mm. wide, with the reverse side evenly rounded and finely
striated. , Obverse face low ridge-shaped, the mesial carina
rounded, not prominent, with rather strong nodes at irregular
intervals. Lateral branches from one to two mm. in length,
like the midrib but only two-thirds as wide, oppositely or subalterl).ately given off from the sides of the midrib; nine or ten
in 1 cm. Zomcial apertures in two alternating ranges, fifteen in
5 mm., subcircular, with faintly elevated thin peristome, about
0.1 mm. in diameter. All the interspaces between the apertures
very :finely striated longitudinally.
The thinner midrib, longer lateral branches, and shorter zomcia, distinguish this species from P. youngi with which it is
associated.
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Named as a slight token of my appreciation of the labors of
Mr. G. R. Vine on the Bryozoa of Great Britain.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.,
Keokuk, Iowa, and· in the Cuyahoga shales at several localities
in Ohio.

PINNATOPORA FLEXUOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXVI, fig. 4-4c.

Zoarium pinnate, midrib 0.5 to 0.6 mm. wide, branchlets 0.3
to 0.4 mm. wide, and, when entire, about 2.5 mm. long. Entire obverse face, between the zoc:ecia apertures, marked with
strong flexuous strire, those along the center of the branches a
little the strongest. An occasional tubercle present. On the
reverse both midrib and branchlets are rounded and finely
striated longitudinally. Near the junction of the latter with
the midrib, a small circular pore is often found.
Lateral
branches sub-alternating, comparatively remote, averaging five
on each side in 1 cm., directed more or less distally. Zoc:ecia
apertures in two alternating ranges, between ten and eleven ii;i.
5 mm., circular about 0.12 mm. in diameter, with well developed peristome.
This species is easily recognized by the rather remote lateral
branches, the non-development of a carina, and, particularly,
by the strong flexu'ous striations on the obverse. side. The
peristomes too are stronger and more elevated than usual.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.

PINNATOPORA STRIATA IDrich.
PL LXVI, fig. 4d.

Zoarium pinnate; midrib 0.5 to 0. 7 mm. wide; branchlets
from 1 to 2 mm. long, 0.3 to 0.4 mm. wide, 'directed somewhat
distally, and fully as much toward the obverse side. Reverse
· of midrib with rather coarse, unequal, longitudinal strire. Lateral branches opposite or alternating on the two sides of the
'"midrib, with an average of nearly seven on each side in 1 ctn.
-77
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Primary portion of zooocia as well as their apertures in two
alternating ranges, eleven or twelve in 5 mm., the ranges separated by a well developed and faintly nodulose keel. Apertures circular, widely sparated longitudinally, about 0.1 mm. in
diameter. Hemisepta well developed.
The specimen from which the above description is drawn
shows only the reverse, and was at first supposed to belong to
P. flexuosa. The more strongly striated reverse, and more
numerous pinnoo, led me to make another examination. Thin
sections were prepared and these proved conclusively that it
belonged to a very different species, having a marked carina
·and the primitive portion of the zooocia in both the branchlets
and midrib in two ranges. P. flexuosa, as may be seen on Pl.
LXVI, fig. 4a, has the zooocia of the branchlets practically in
one rang~. P. vinei has shorter zooocia and a greater number
of branches, while in P. youngi the latter are shorter and more
numerous.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Bentonsport, Iowa.

PINNATOPORA CONFERTA Ulrich.
Pl. L VI, fig. 5, and PI. LXVI, fig. 6.

Zoarium pinnate; midrib about 0.7 mm. wide, finely striate
on the reverse, with the carina on the obverse face elevated,
rounded, and, when perfect, bearing prominent nodes 1 mm. or
less apart. Lateral branches also carinate, ·with somewhat
closer nodes, 1.5 mm. long, about two-thirds as wide as the
midrib, of the same width throughout, separated by interspaces
very little wider than themselves, almost opposite on the two
sides, ten in 1 cm., given off at an angle of about 60°. Apertures rather large, circular or slightly oval, 0.15 mm. in diameter, with very faint peristome, about their own diameter
apart, with fifteen in 5 mm.
The' distinctive features of this species are the large zooocia
apertures and thQ strong and closely arranged lateral branchlets.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Keokuk, Iowa and
Jersey Co., Ill. (Otter Creek).
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PINNATOPORA TENUIRAMOSA Ulrich,
Pl. LXVI, fig. 7.

Of this species only the reverse aspect has been observed. The
best fragment seen preserves a portion of the primary branch
about 1 cm. long. This is about 0.6 or 0.7 mm. wide, and
on one side throws off three, on the other only one secondary
branch, varying in width from 0.5 to 0.6 mm. The primary
and secondary lateral branches or pinnm, diverge at angles of
from 70° to 80°, are· slender, about one-third as wide as the
principal branches, from less than 1 to nearly 3 mm. long,
those proceeding from the primary brancb. the .longest, with
twelve or thirteen given off on each side in the space of 1 cm.
Surface of both branches and pinnm marked with fine but distinct longitudinal strim.
-The characters relied upon in distinguishing this species are
(1) the number and comparative slenderness of the pinnm, and
(2) thfl great length of those that proceed from the sides of
the primary branch.
Position and locality: Waverly group, near Richfield, Ohio.

PINNATOPORA BELLULA Ulrich.
PL LXVI, fig. 8-8b.

Zoarium a very slender, small, pinnate frond. Midrib between
0.2 and 0.3 mm. wide, throwing off subalternately from the two
sides, at an angle of about 50°, the pinnm, which have a width
of about 0.18 mm., and a length varying between 0.5 and 1
mm. Five pinnm on each side in 5 mm. Reverse side rounded,
granulose, the granules arranged in parallel longitudinal series
on fine elevated lines. Obverse face subangular or rounded,
without carina, but marked with flexuous strim, strongest near
the center of the midribs, where also a row of small and widely
separated (0.8 mm.) nodes may be observed. Zorecia in one
range in both midrib and pinnm. Apertures in two alternating
ranges, with about twelve in each in 5 mm., circular, 0.1 mm. in
diameter, surrounded by well developed peristome. They are
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so arranged that one is always opposite a pinna, and one in
the space between.
This species is closely allied to the P. fiexicarinata, (Y. & Y.
sp.) from the Carboniferous shales of Scotland. A comparison
with authentic examples of that species shows that the Scotch
form has six pinnm to 5 in this; and fourteen cell apertures to
twelve in P. bellula,. The carina, nodes, and granulose strim of
the reverse are also all stronger than in the Illinois form. The
P. whitei Foerste, from an equivalent horizon in Ohio, differs
chiefly in having seventeen cell apertures where P. bellula, has
only twelve.
Position and locality: Base of Coal Measures; Seville, Ill.

PINNATOPORA TRILINEATA Meek.
Pl. LXVI, fig. 6.
Glauconome trilineata Meek, 1872. Pal. East Neb. p, 157. Pl. 7, fig. 4a'/ 4b-4d.

Zoarium a pinnate frond, the primary midrib 0.45 to 0;6 mm.
wide, giving off long secondary lateral midribs, 0.35 to 0.45
mm. wide, at intervals of 3 mm. or more. Pinnm 1.5 to 2 mm.
long, 0.3 mm. wide, nearly opposite, twelve on each side in 1
cm. Reverse face strongly rounded, distinctly marked with
longitudinal strim, those on the pinnm finer than those on the
midribs. Obverse face of midribs subangular, with three, :fine,
straight lines along the center, the median one slightly the
strongest. Pinnm similarly marked but on a smaller scale.
Zorecia and their apertures in two ranges in both midrib and
pinnm. Apertures circular, 0.09 mm. in diameter, about
twice as far apart longitudinally, with seventeen in 5 mm.; so
arranged that one occurs opposite the upper half of the base of
each pinna, and two in the space between. When in a good
state of preservation they are surrounded by a thin and sharply
elevated peristome. Of internal characters the strong development of hemisepta is the most noteworthy.
The three mesial lines constitute the principal external peculiarity of this species.
According to Meek's measurements, between eight and nine
pinnm are given off on each side in 1 cm. I have examined perhaps one-hundred fragments and all give twelve in that space.
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The specimen represented by Meek's fig. 4a (Joe. cit.), from
which his measurements were evidently derived, has much longer
pinnoo than any yet seen by me, and I doubt very much that
it is the same species. It i~ attached to the matrix so that the
reverse side only could be seen. Figures 4c and 4d, representing the obverse side, agree with my own observations in all
respects excepting that the pinnoo are too thin. Possibly a young
example was selected. In any event, it does not seem probable
that the Upper Coal Measures of Nebraska contain two triline-:
ate species.
Position and locality: One of the most characteristic species
of the Upper Coal Measures. Examples are abundant at localities in Sangamon County, Ill. The original specimens are from
Nebraska City, Nebraska.

PTILOPORA McCoy, 1844.
(Syn. Carboniferous Foss. Ireland, p. 200.)

.

<For generic diagnosis see page 398.)

I have been in doubt whether this genus presented closer relationship to the FENESTELLIDAiJ or ACANTHOCLADIIDAiJ. After
much thought, I have concluded that the pinnate form of growth
must outweigh the dissepiments, the former being the result of
peculiarities in zooocial development, while the latter seem to
indicate nothing beyond an economical manner of giving solidity
and strength to the zoarium. It'is true, of course, that in such
a species as P. pa,upera, we see resemblance to some Fenestellids,
but on the other hand, P. va,lida, and P. cylindra,cea,, while possessing all the essential characters of Ptilopora,, so closely resemble Pinna,topora,, that a greater than generic separation is
out of ·the question.
True species of the genus are first met with in the Hamilton
group, one is known from the Burlington limest.one, three or
four from the Keokuk, and one, possibly two, from the Warsaw
and St. Louis beds.
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PTILOPORA ACUTA ffirich.
Pl. LXV, Fii:. 4-4a.

Zoarium a large pinnate frond, the largest fragment seen
haying a width of 3 cm. from the central sha~ to the lateral
margin.
Reverse. Mid rib strong, from 1.0 to 1.5 mm. in width, appearing like a cylindrical stem lying on the surface of the frond,.
and marked with distinct longitudinal strire. Branches rather
slender, generally a little flexuous, springing from the shaft,
eight or nine in 1 cin., at angles varying in different examples
from 22° to 42°. As in the ·specimen figured the angle may be
quite different on the two sides of the shaft. , Still, 30° seems
to be about the normai. The average width of the branches is
about 0.3 mm., but in extreme cases it may vary from 0.2 to
0.5 mm. Measuring at right angles to their direction, from
thirteen to fifteen branches occur in 1 cm. Dissepiments slightly
depressed, on a level with the branches, or somewhat elevated
above them, usually a little wider than the branches, but ~ary
ing in width from 0.3 to 0.7 mm .. Surface of branches and dissepiments finely striated. Fenestrules long-oval; about 1.3 by 0.5
mm., with six in 1 cm.
Obverse face not well shown by any oft.he material before me,
but, so far as can be determined, shows, that the midrib has 'a
strong, rounded and striated keel, two ranges of zoceeia, with.
large apertures separated by a space about equal to their
diameter, and that there are fourteen apertures in 5 mm .
.· The larger frond, more rounded midrib, and more acute angle
at which the branches and midrib meet, distinguish this species.
from the associated P. valida. The Warsaw and St. Louis P.
prouti has much shorter fenestrules, and closer and less acutely
arranged branches.
·Position and locality: The types are from the Keokuk group
at Bentonsport and Keokuk, Iowa, but what seems to be the
same species is represented in the Illinois State Museum by a
specimen from the Burlington limestone, at Burlington, Iowa.
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PTILOPORA V .A,J,IDA Ulrich.
Pl. LXV, fiKS. 5-0e, Pl. LXVI, figs. 1-lb.

Zoarium a narrow, pinnated frond, the entire width not known
to exceed 1.5 cm., often closely resembling a robust Pinnatopora.
~everse.
Midrib comparatively strong, convex, 0.7 to 1.3
mm. wide, and like the branches finely striated longitudinally.
Branches comparatively short, rather rigid, 0.4 to 0.5 mm.
wide, given off from the midrib at an 'angle of about 55°,
averaging ten on each side in 1 cm. At long intervals one of
the branches grows stronger than the rest, and forms a new
midrib, with branches like the primary one. Dissepiments depressed, thin, generally about 0.2 mm. wide, rarely more than
three between any pair of branches. Fenestrules oblong subquadrate or oval, with average dimensions of 1.3 by 0.5 mm.;
three occupy a space nearly 5 mm. long.
Obverse. Midrib with a strong rounded carina, carrying small
nodes about 2 mm. apart. Branches subcarinate, also with
small but more closely arranged nodes. Zomcia in two ranges
on both midrib and branches. Apertures rather large, fourteen
on the midrib and sixteen on the branches in 5 mm., t,heir
diameter or less apart. With age, the midrib thickens and the
apertures are covered by a finely striated deposit. Often, too,
the branches are broken away, when the fossil presents an appearance that at first sight is quite puzzling and liable to cause
mistakes.
The narrow fronds and thin dissepiments separate this species
from P. acuta.
, Position and locality: Keokuk group, Bentonsport and
Keokuk, Iowa, and Jersey Co., 111.
PTILOPORA CYLINDRACEA Ulrich.
Pl. LXVI, fig. 2-2b.

Zoarium when complete a narrow pinnate frond, with the
branches extending about 5 mm. on each side of the midrib.
Usually the branches are all broken away so that the zoarium
looks like a slender rod with two ranges of small cells, and two
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more widely separated large openings beneath them. The latter
represent the broken branches.
Reverse. Midrib prominent, subcylindrical, from 0.6 to 0.8
mm. wide, and· like the branches finely striated. Branches subcylindrical, rigid, 0.3 to 0.4 mm. wide, twelve to fourteen given
off from the midrib, at an angle of about 65° in 1 cm. Dissepiments easily overlooked, depressed, very thin, two or three in
number, about hl mm. apart. Fenestrules narrower than the
branches.
Obverse. Midrib with a more or less defined, low, rounded,
central ridge, carrying a· row of small hollow nodes, 0.4 mm.
apart, and, in the younger stages, with a fine line on each side.
In old examples the whole space between the ranges of apertures is almost uniformly rounded, but without obliterating the
nodes. The surface of the branches is simple rounded, but a
similar row of small· nodes runs along the center. Zorecia in
tw.o ranges. Apertures submarginal, very small, circular or suboval, with prominent but not abruptly elevated peristome,
thirteen or fourteen in 5 mm. on both midrib and branches. On
the former they are situated one at the base of each branch
.and one midway between.
When found in shale, the substance of the zoarium has a
polished aspect that is not shared by any of· the associated
Bryozoa.
'
,This species, like P. va,Jida,, might easily be mistaken for
Pinna,topora, and, indeed, I believe that the short branches and
thin dissepiments of these two forms, point to a clear relationship with species of that genus.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.,
and Bentonsport, Iowa. The examples from the last locality
have the branches slightly wider apart than the Kentucky
specimens. The last being the most perfect and numerous, are
considered as the most typ~cal.

PTILOPORA PAUPERA ffirich.
PI. LXVI, Fig. 10.

Zoarium a small, rat,her irregularly pinnate frond, with the
hight and width about equal. Midrib and branches strong and
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much thickened near the base, rapidly tapering upward. In the
upper half of the frond the midrib is usually less than one-third
stronger than the branches, the latter being about 0.3 mm.
wide. Here the branches are lax, flexuous, and bifurcate rathe.r
frequently, a feature of very unusual occurrence among species
of the genus.
Reverse. Branches and midrib moderately convex and finely
striated. Midrib slightly flexuous, tapering upward, giving off
on each side about nine branches, at an angle of near 45°, in
1 cm. Branches connected by slender dissepiments forming
comparatively large irregular fenestrules, of which about four
follow each other in 5 mm.
Obverse. Midrib and branches subcarinate, the rounded keel,
over the basal half of the zoarium, with closely arranged small
nodes. Over the outer half the keel is somewhat sharper, the
nodes less distinct, ~nd, perhaps, wanting. Zocecia apertures
sub-oval, in two ranges, about their diameter apart, sixteen or
seventeen in 5 mm.; with moderate peristome.
The eharacters of the basal portion of the frond mentioned in
the above description have been derived from the cqntral specimen of fig. 10. It is possible that this specimen may not belong to the same species as the other two represented in the
figure. It shows the obverse side, but most of the zocecia apertures are closed by a striated deposit, so that I could not
satisfy myself in determining their number in a given space.
The few that can be seen appear larger than in the true types,
and I estimate that there are not more than thirteen or fourteen in 5 mm.
The small size and lax growth of the zoarium distinguish the
species from all others known to me.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, King's Mountain, Ky.
PTILOPORA PROUT! Hall.
Pl. LXV, fig. 8-&J.
Ptiloporaprouti Hall, 1858.

Pal. Iowa, p. 653, Pl. 22, figs. 6a-6c, 7.

Zoarium a pinnate frond, attaining a height of 6 or 7 cm.,
and a width of 5 or 6 cm. Midrib rather strong, comm{)Illy
about 1 mm. wide, giving off OJ,l. each side about eleven or twelve
-78
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branches, at the angle of about 50°, in 1 cm. Branches somewhat flexuous, averaging 0.4 mm. wide, but varying between
0.3 and 0.7 mm., the last jrist before bifurcating. Bifurcations
rare, occasionally met with near the midrib, but usually occurring only in the outer half of the expansion. Zooocia in two
ranges on both midrib and branches, increasing to three before
bifurcation takes place.
Reverse. Midrib prominent, sub-cylindrical, finely striated.
Branches commonly a little flexuous; but sometimes quite ~igid,
striated, connected by depressed dissepiments two-thirds as wide
as the branches. Fenestrules oval, about 0.5 by 0.3 mm.,
slightly longer in the outer portions of, the frond, with nine or
ten in 1 cm.
Obverse. Midrib with two narrow channels in which the zooocia
apertures are situated, and, between them, a strongly convex
and striated carina, bearing large nodes at intervals of 1 mm.
Branches sub-carinate, also with nodes but with them closer
together. Zooocia apertures circular, a little more than t.heir
diameter apart, with fifteen in 5 mm. on the midrib, and seventeen in the t1ame space on the branches. Those of the branches
have distinct peristomes, most elevated on the outer side.
The compact appearance of the zoarium, caused by the comparative strength of the branches and midrib, and the small
fenestrules, serves to distinguish this species at a glance from

P. acuta.
Position and locality; Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill., and Monroe Co., Ill., and near New Providence, Ind. Also in the lower
beds of the St. Louis group at Barrett's Station, Mo.
SEPTOPORA

Prout, 1859.

Trans. St. Louis Acad. Nat. Sci. Vol. 1,p. «8.
<For generic diagnosis see pall'e 897.)

This genus includes some very interesting but, at the same
time, exceedingly difficult forms. They required much study,
and had I not had an abundance of good material to work
upon, the following classification into species and varieties
would have been nearly impossible.
The various species here defined may be divided into two
groups; the first, comprising S. cestriensis, S. subquadrans, and
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S. decipiens, having the number of branches increase mainly by
bifurcation; the second, containg S. biseria.Jis, S. biseria,Jis var.
nervtita, S. pinnata, S. robusta, S. robusta, var. intermedia, and S.
delicatu]a,, having the number increase entirely by interpolation.
The first group is, so far as known, only represented in the
Chester group, while the second, though occasionally met with
in those beds, is almost restricted to the Upper and Lower Coal
Measures. The discovery of this fact aided greatly in the separation of the species.
The position of the genus is between Pinnatopora, Vine and
SynocJa,dia, King. Both Meek and Swallow regarded S. biseria,Jis as a species of SynocJa,dia,, but that they were in error is
now generally admitted. S. virguJa,cea King, the type of that
genus, has from three to five ranges of zomcia, and, so far as
known, is witI?-out the small accessory pores which are so characteristic of all the species of Septopora. · The relations to
Pinnatopora, though very evident, have not heretofore been
pointed out. Take for instance S. decipiens, and we find upon
comparison with species of Pinnatopora, that the only important character not common to them are the accessory pores.
The importance of even this -distinction is diminished by the
discovery of similar pores on the reverse of Pinnatopora flexuosa. All the remaining species of Septopora form a fenestrated
expansion by the union of the pinnre of neigh boring branches.
rrhe appearance of the ordinary zoarium of the two genera is,
therefore, quite different, but, here again, P. sedgwicki Shrubsole, lessens the utility of the difference, being likewise possessed
of a fenestrated zoarium. Certain differences in the internal
structure of species of these two genera may be noticed in
comparing the figures on Pl. LVI. S. robusta, in having three
ranges of zomcia on the pinnre, or as they are usually called, the
poriferous dissepiments, approaches Aci!'nthocla,dia, and SynocJa,dfa, two genera that hold the same relations to each other
as Pinnatopora and Septopora.
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SEPTOPORA CESTRIENSIS Prout.
Pl. LXIV, fig. 1-lb.

Beptopora cestriensis Prout. 1859. Trans. St. Louis, Acad. Sci. Vol. I. p. 448, PI. 18,
figs. 2-2b (pars).
<Not Septopora cestriensis Meek & Worthen, 1870.
14a-14c.J

Geo!. Surv. Ill. vol. V, Pl. 24, fig.

Zoarium a rather delicate but compactly woven flabellate expansion. Branches not very rigid, averaging from twelve to
fourteen in 1 cm., increasing in number by bifurcation and not
by interpolation, with an average width of 0.5 mm., but enlarging from 0.3 or 0.4 mm. "immediately after bifurcation to
0.7 or 0.8 mm. before the next division.
Reverse. Branches narrowly rounded, slightly zigzag or
straight,. striated when young and smooth . on mature or old
examples; accessory pores rather large, about 0.09 mm. in diameter, not very, numero_us, situated generally opposite the
connecting branchlets or dissepiments. The latter are gener;;tlly
a little thinner than the branches and on the same level with
them. Fenestrules varying in shape from circular or oval to
sub-quadrate, commonly between ten and eleven in 1 cm.; but
some otherwise typical specimens have twelve or thirteen in
that .space.
Obverse. Branches sub-angular, with a faint mesial keel,
which is most prominent on worn examples; generally the keel
expands at intervals of 1 mm. or less into rather prominent
elongated nodes. The dissepiments extend directly across from
branch to branch, and expand at their junction with them,
causing rounded fenestrules to prevail. Near the outer margin
of the frond the fenestrules are likely to be sub-quadrate; Zooocia in two ranges, but a third is occasionally interpolated just ·
before a bifurcation. Apertures circular, 0.14 mm. in diameter, about two-thirds of their diameter apart, twenty-two or
twenty-three in 5 mm. Peristome thin and but little elevated.
On the dissepiments the rule is to find four apertures, two on
each side. O~en, however, a fifth will occupy the central point,
while at other times the number is reduced to three or even
two. A small number of the accessory pores occur among the
zooocia apertures, but on this side they are usually restricted
to the dissepiments.
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The distinguishing features of this species are, the compact
appearance of the net-work, the small rounded fenestrules, large
number of branches in a given space, tl!-e short dissepiments
and few zooocia on them, and the comparatively large size of
th~ accessory pores. These differences apply particularly to its
nearest relative and associate S. subquadrans.
in the above I have restricted S. cestriensis to the small round
meshed form, that was used by Prout when he illustrated .his
species, and which· is particularly characteristic of the beds at
Chester, Ill. The larger, or better; the less compact form which
he; and Meek and Worthen after him, considered the same, can
and ought to be separated.
·
Position and locality: Lower and middle beds of the Chester
group. Not uncommon at Chester, Ill. Rather rare at Sloan's
Valley and several localities in western Kentucky.

SEPTOPORA SUBQUADRANS

IDrich.

Pl. LVI, fig. 7, 8, and Pl. LXIV, figs. 2, 2b.

Septopora cestriensis M. & W. 1870. Geol. Surv. Ill. vol. 5, pl. 24, figs. 14a-14c.

Zoarium a large, flabelliform, undulating or flat net-work,
consisting of approximately equal radiating branches, united by
somewhat thinner, and more or less arched dissepiments, leav. ing transversely elongated fenestrules varying in form from subqu~drate to irregularly crescentic. Branches increasing by bifurcation, averaging' 0.5 mm. in width, and about ten in 1 cm.,
but extremes like seven and twelve in 1 cm., have been noticed.
FenestFules averaging 0.7 mm. wide by 0.5 mm. long, and varying between ten and. one-half and twelve in 1 cm. Keel rounded,
moderately prominent, with strong tubercles at intervals of
0.7 mm. Zooocia in two ranges, with from four to twelve, normally, six to eight on the dissepiments, and twenty-one in 5 mm.
in each range on the branches. Apertures circular, with faint
peristome, son1ewhat less tha.n their diameter apart. Accessory
pores small, distributed irregularly among the zooocia and on
the reyerse side of the branches. Fig. 2h shows their usual
position and number. When in a good state of preservation
they are elevated, sometimes to such an extent that the reverse side of the frond appear~ quite rough. .Reverse finely
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striated on young examples, but near the base the strim are
always obsolete. On this side the branches appear rather rigid,
and project more or l~ss above the plane of the dissepiments. ·
The above briefly describes the principal characters of this
variable. species. For c_omparisons between it and S. cestriensis
see description of that form. Compared with S. biseria1is, the
main difference will be found in the mode of increase in the
number of branches, the method in this species being by bifurcation, while in the Coal Measure form the new branches are interpolated, i. e., developed from the dissepiments or from the
side of an older branch. The difference in this respect is fairly
shown in two figures published by Meek and Worthen in vol. V,
Pl. 24, of this series of reports.
Position and loca1ity: Upper limestones of the Chester group.
Abundant at Sloan's Valley, and other localities in Kentucky;
less common at several ~ocalities in Illinois.

SEPTOPORA

DEOIPIENS

ffirich.

Pl. LXVll, fig. 9.

Zoarium a narrow pinnate stipe, dividing dichotomously at
distant intervals, with often a fenestration for a t;!hort distance
above the bifurcation. In one instance, the lateral branches
have grown to be about 2 mm. long, and are connected by a
celluliferous dissepiment, situated 1.2 mm. ,from the midrib or
branch. Usually the pinnre are short,, sub-carinate, taper rapidly,
with twelve or thirteen on each side in 1 cm. Midrib increasing
gradually in width from 0.5 to 0.9 or 1.0 mm. between bifurcations; on the obverse with a well defined rounded carina, carrying faint nodes 1 mm. apart. Zooocia in two ranges except
often just beneath a bifurcation where three rows may prevail
for a short distance. Apertures rather large, suboval. 0.15 mm.
long, as much or less apart, seventeen in 5 mm. Peristome
very faint. Accessory pores small, about 0.5 mm. in diameter,
distributed at irregular intervals among the zooocia apertures.
Reverse of midrib rather broadly rounded, very finely striated,
with a small number of accessory pores. The latter are easily
overlooked. The enlarged view of the obverse face given on
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PI. 66, is faulty in having the cell apertures too small, and in
not showing any accessory pores. The latter were first detected
after the plates had been printed.
The isolation of the branches and consequent resemblance to
Pinnatopora., distinguish this species from S. subquadra._ns. The
zomcia are also slightly larger. Fragments of similar appearance, but apparently belonging to a distinct species, have been
noticed. One of them is represented by fig. 9a, on PI. 66. This
agrees very closely in its minute features with S. subquadrans,
and may represent a variety of that species.
Position and locality: Chester group, Sloan's Valley, Ky.

SEPTOPORA BISERIALIS Swallow.
Pl. L VI, fig. 11.

Synocladia virgulacea? Swallow, 1858. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol. 1, p. 179.
Synocladia biserialis Swallow, 1858 .. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol. l, p. 179.
Synocladia biserialis Meek, 1872. Pal. E. Neb. p. 156, pl. 7, fig. 5a-5e.
«ynocladia biserialis Meek, 1874. Am. Jour. Sci. and Arts. p. 486.
Synocladia biserialis Meek, 1875. Pal. Ohio, vol. 2, p. 326, Pt. 20, fig. 5-5b.
Synocladia biserialis White, 1877. Wheeler U. S. Geot. Surv. vol. 4, p. 107, Pl.7, fig. 3a-3c.

Zoarium large, irregular, infundibuliform, strongly folded and
often overlapping in the upper portions, consisting of approximately equal, parallel radiating branchee, their number increasing by lateral divisions, or intercalation of new branches, the
whole being united into a fenestrated frond by the union of the
lateral branchlets or pinnre, which form more or less arcped
dissepiments. Fenestrules usually transversely oblong, often
irregularly quadrangular or somewhat crescentic, wider than
the branches, about thirteen in 1 cm. Branches averaging 0.5
mm. wide, but varying from 0.3 or 0.4 to 0.7 or 0.8 mm., with
nearly uniformly ten in 1 cm.; reverse evenly rounded, with fine
minutely granulose i;;trire, and a variable though never large
number of accessory pores, chiefly occurring on the sides of the
branches; their mouths are circular, about 0.07 mm. in diameter, and, when perfect, with a slightly elevated rim. The dissepiments are about two-thirds as wide as the branches; and,
on the reverse side, more or less depressed below them, and
striated. On the obverse face the branches and dissepiments
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present two ranges of rather large, sub-circular zorecia apertures, separated by a thin mesial ridge, which is ('ltronger on
the branches than on the dissepiments, and carries a series of
elongate, more or less prominent nodes, 0.8 mm. or less apart.
Zorecia apertures 0,13 mm. in diameter, about two-thirds their
diameter apart, with twenty or twenty-one in 5 mm.; and from
three to eight on each dissepiment; when well preserved with a
thin but distinct peristome. Irregularly distributed between the
apertures, especially on the dissepiments, there are accessory
pores of the same nature and sfae as those on the reverse side
of the zoarium.
The measurements of this species agree very closely with
those ·of S. subquadrans, but there are, nevertheless, certain
differences that show therp. to be distinct. In the Chester form
the branches increase by true bifurcation, while in S. biserialis
the mode is by lateral qivision and interpolation. Another difference will be noticed upon comparing figs. 7 and 8 with fig.
11 on PL L VI. These represent the appearance of the two
species in thin sections, and show a minute dotted character of
the dense reverse layer and the zorecia interspaces in the Carboniferous species that is entirely absent in S. subquadrans .
The ultimate form of the zoarium also shows some differences,
the latter being characterized by its slightly undulated flabellate form, while S. biserialis forms a strongly folded infundibuliform zoarium. On the whole, therefore, I believe the specific
. separation is justified.
Position and locality: Upper and Lower Coal Measures, at
localities in Illinois, Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Missouri, and
Kentucky.
SEPTOPORA BISERIALIS VAR. NERVATA Ulrich.
Pl. LXIV, fig. 6.

This designation I propose provisionally for a form represented in the collections before me by seven examples. They
differ from the typical form of the species in having primary
and secondary branches, the former being much stronger. than
the latter, and arranged in a radial manner around the base.
The secondary branches are thinner, nearly parallel with each
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other, and given off from one or both sides of the primary set
at a very acute angle. .At intervals one of the secondary
branches becomes thickened and is likewise pinnated. The fenestrules are sub-quadrate or ovate, generally a little wider than
the branches, with eight or nine in 1 cm. in six of the specimens, and between ten and eleven in the seventh. In other respects the variety agrees with the typical form.
Three of the specimens are from the Chester group of Kentucky, three from the Upper Coal Measures of Illinois, and one
from the same horizon near Red Oak, Iowa.

SEPTOPORA PINNATA

Ulrich.

PL LXIV, fig. 7. Pl. LXV, figs, 1-la.

This form agrees in many respects with S. biseri.alis, but the
pinnate arrang-ement gives it such a different aspect that it
seems unreasonable to regard them as specifically identical.
Their relations are about the same as thoEle of S. decipiens to
S. subquadrans. In distinguishing it from the var. nervata, we
find that the branchlets are given off at a much less acute
angle, and that altogether the branches are thinner and the
fenestrules comparatively larger. Eight branchlets, averaging
0.3 mm. wide, are given off from each side of the midribs, in
1 cm. The midribs vary from 0.5 to 0.7 mm. wide.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Jasper County,
Illinois.

SEPTOPORA ROBVSTA

Ulrich.

PI. L VI, fig. 9-9c, and PL LXIV, figs. 3-3a.

The zoarium of this species is flabellate, and, though with
many points of resemblance to S. biserialis, will be immediately
distinguished by its more robust appearance, the branches having an average width of between 0.7 and 0.8 mm., the extremes
being 0.6 and 1.1 mm; five to eight branches occur in 1 cm.
The dissepiments are either direct or' arched, strong, from 0.4
to 0.7 mm. wide, and somewhat depressed on the reverse side;
the fenestrules vary from circular to transversely oblong subquadrate, usually wider than the branches, with seven or eight
-79
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and rarely nine in 1 cm. longitudinally. The zooocia form two
ranges on the branches, with twenty-two or twenty-three in 5
mm., and three irregular rows on the dissepiments. The apertures are comparativ~ly large, being 0.14 mm. in diameter, and
separated by little more than half their diameter. One of the
principal features of the species is the large number of the
accessory pores on the reverse side. A few of these pores also
occur among the zooocia apertures.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, Fayette County,
Illinois.
SEPTOPORA ROBUFITA var. INTERMEDIA Ulrich.
Pl. LVI, fig. 10, and Pl. LXIV, figs. 4-4a.

Under this provisional name I desire to make known a form
frorri the Chester limestone of Kentucky, that differs from the
typical form in having more delicate branches, and longer and
more arched dissepiments. The former vary in width between
0.4 and 0.7 mm., and the latter usually carry only two rows
of zooocia. There are three specimens, two from near Litchfield
and one from Sloan's Valley. One preserves the base with a
large number of rootlets.
8EPTOPORA DELICATULA Ulrich.
PL LXIV, fil[. 5-5a.

Of this species only the reverse is known, but this is so characteristic that there is no danger of mistaking the species. The
zoarium is small and exceedingly delicate. The branches are
rather narrowly rounded, distinctly striated, and vary in width
between 0.2 and and 0.4 mm. The intervals between them
average 1.2 mm. Dissepiments or connecting pinnre slender,
about two-thirds as wide as the branches, and 1.2 to 1.5 mm.
distant from each other. A few accessory pores are developed,
usually at the base of the dissepiments.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Seville, Illinois.
Associated with Fenestella, wortheni, F. sevillensis, Rhombopora,
multipora, (Foerste) and other species.
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AcANTHOCLADIA King, 1850.
<Monograph Brit. Perm. Foss. p. 48.)
<For generic diagnosis see p. 898. l

On plate LVI figures 1 to le, illustrate the internal characters of A. a,nceps Schlotheim, the type of the genus. According
to my observations, the zooocia are arranged about as follows:
In A. a,nceps there are generally four alternating rows of zooocia
on the main branch, but the number varies from three to six.
Of these the two central ranges are the principal ·ones, since
they run without interruption throughout the length of the
stem, while the one or two rows on each side of them are often
discontinuous. This fact argues a relationship to Septopora,
that is better shown in A. fruticosa, in which, though with
ample room for them, the lateral rows are developed only along
the line of junction with the lateral branches. In both species
the lateral branches or pinnre have three ranges of cells. Another
feature common to both Septopora and A. fruticosa, are the
small accessory pores. I have, however, not detected them on
the .reverse side of the Permian species.

ACANTHOCLADIA FRUTICOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXV, fig. 9-2o.

Zoarium strong, fruticose, pinnated, with the prim~ry branch
giving off similar pinnated branches at frequent but irregular
intervals. Pinnre short, varying in length, between 1 and 3
mm.; 0.6 to 0.9 mm. wide, tapering slightly, with the free ends
obtuse. Primary branches from 1 to 1.5 mm. wide, giving
off on each side, seven pinnre or lateral branches in 1 cm.
Obverse face showing three, o~en irregular alternating rows
of zooocia apertures on the pinnre, and two central rows on the
midribs. The latter are situated in two deep furrows, with sixteen in 5 mm., and are generally flanked on one or both sides·
by an intermediate row which more properly belongs to the
series that pass on into the pinnre and lateral branches. Apertures circular, with no appreciable peristome, about 0.1 mm.
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wide, and about one and a half times their diameter apart. On
the ridges chiefly, will be found small accessory pores, about
equal in number to the zocecia.
Reverse face very finely striated, rather strongly rounded,
with numerous accessory pores arranged in a line near the
margins of the branches and pinnre. ·
The shrubby appearance of the zoarium, the three ranges of
zocecia on the pinnre, and the accessory pores, induced me to
place this species with Acanthocladfa, thegreater persistence of the
lateral. rows of pores on the main stem of A. anceps being regarded as of only specific importance. I am not acquainted
with any bryozoan in American Carboniferous rocks that could
for a moment be confounded with A. fruticosa. What Swallow's
A. a,merica,na, may be, has not been determined, but his meagre
description is nevertheless sufficient to show that it can not be
the same as the present species.
Position and locality: Upper Coal Measures, near Springfield,
Illinois.
DIPLOPORA

Young and Young, 1875.

(Proc. Nat. Hist. Soc .. Glasgow.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 898.)

The above name was proposed by the authors cited as a subgeneric division of Glauconome (Pinnatopora). They include
under it only one species which they call G. (Diplopora) marginalis, and d~scribe as having a pore beneath each zocecia aperture. As I have already shown, this supposed suboral pore is
the result of attrition whereby the convex front of the cell was
partially worn away, leaving the superior hemiseptum to separate the "pore" from the aperture. As, however, the species
is one of several deviating from Pinnatopora, in wanting the
pinnre, I have concluded to adopt their name in a generic sense.
Beside D. ma,rgina,lis, which is from the Scotch Carboniferous
shales, I have met with three other species. One of these has
lately been described from England, by Mr. Vine, as Pinnatopora,? simplex; the remainder are from Illinois, one from the
Lower Coal Measures, the other from the Chester. The latter
is somewhat doubtful as it differs from the others in having
its branches divided dichotomously.
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DIPLOPORA BIFURCATA

llirich.

Pl. LXII, fig, 12-12a.

Zoarium very small, consisting of slender sub-cylindrical
dichotomizing branches, about 0.3 mm. in diameter, bifurcating
at intervals of from 1 to 3 mm. Obverse side with two ranges
of small, zomcia apertures, situated· along the margin to which
their rather prominent peristomes give a slightly wavy outline.
Apertures circular, about 0.08 mm. in diameter, twice their diameter apart, with twelve in 3 mm. Between the ranges of apertures the surface is rather narrowly rounded but not carinate,
and occasionally exhibits a small tubercle. Reverse of branches
finely striated.
It is not improbable that this species has closer affininities with
such species of Thamniscus as T. furcillatus, which it resembles
in the dichotomization of its branches; but, in the present state
of our knowledge, the two ranges of zomcia seem to demand
recognition, and I have accordingly placed the species here.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Illinois.

DIPLOPORA BISERIALIS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXII, fig. 11-llo.

Zoarium consisting of very slender, sub-cylindrical, straight
or slightly curved stems, nearly 0.3 mm. wide and somewhat
less in thickness, which throw off, at variable but long intervals
precisely similar lateral branches. Margins wavy, due to the
projection of the zomcia apertures. Reverse of branches finely
striated, evenly rounded. Obverse, with two ranges of alternating zomcia. Apertures subcircular, marginal, opening obliquely
outward, with elevated peristome, about 0.1 mm. in diameter,
once and a half to twice their diameter apart, with twenty in
5 mm. Surface between the ranges of apertures subangular,
and marked with faint, intermittent, longitudinal strioo.
The Scotch D. marginalis Y. & Y., to which this species is
closely allied, has a thin tuberculated central keel, and usually
another on each side of it. The reverse is also ·granulo-striate.
Position and locality: Lower Coal M~asures, Seville, Ill.
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SPRRAGIOPORA IDrich.
(For generic diagnosis, see page 398.)

Although externally somewhat resembling the isolated colonies
of Botryllopom Nich., the species upon which this genus is
founded proves upon investigation very different. That genus
exhibits little to distinguish it from the FISTULIPORIDA<J, while S.
parasitica, in no feature reminds us of that family. Taking only
the zooocial characters into consideration the genus agrees very
closely with both the FENESTELLID.iE and AcANTHOCLADIID.iE. The
zoariurn is however so very different that a reference to either
one of those families seems out of the question.

8PHRAGIOPORA PARASITICA u1rich.
Pl. LXV, fig. 6, 6a.

Zoarium a small disc-shaped body attached parasitically to
foreign objects; very frequently the strong supports of Lyropora. Upper surfa~e fiat or a little concave; base smooth, forming a margin around the raised celluliferous portion. Diameter
of zoarium, when mature, from 1 to 2 mm., height about 0.5
mm. The smallest specimen seen is 0.32 mm. in diameter. On
a mature example the zocecia apertures are arranged in an irregularly radial manner about the center, upon the summits of
six to nine more or less elevated ridges. At first they form
only single rows, but at the outer margin the arrangement is
biserial. A cyclic arrangement is also more or less evident.
Apertures subcircular, about 0.09 mm. in diameter, generally
with a faint peristome, occasionally preserving rayed operculumlike covers. A variable number of irregularly distributed accessory pores and tubercles also present.
Position and locality: Chester group, Chester, Ill. What may
prove another species occurs attached to shells in the Upper
Coal Measures of Illinois. Its zoarium is comparatively higher,
and its zocecia apertures, so far as observed, not radially
arranged.
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PHYLLOPORINA

Ulrich.

(For generic diagnosis see page 399.)

Afrer extended study this genus was established for the reception of a well marked group of Silurian Bryozoa. Nicholson's
Retepora trentonensis, and Hall's R. asperatostrfata are regarded as the typical species. The earliest species known belong to
the Chazy group from which horizon I figured one (Pl. LIII,
fig. 4,) that is identified with Hall's Gorgonfa? aspera. It is a
peculiar form and differs widely from the ordinary species of
Phylloporina, among which it is now placed with some doubt.
The other species that should be removed to the new genus are
Retepora trentonensis Nich., Intricarfa reticufata Hall, Ph,yllopora corticosa Ulr. (Trenton): Intricarfa cfathratB M. & D.,
Phyllopora variolata Ulr. (Cin. gr.); Retepora angulata Hall,
(Clinton); and R. asperatostrfata Hall, (Niagara). Several new
species are known, one of them (P. dawsoni) is briefly defined
·on page 331 and the internal structure very well illustrated on
Pl. LIII.

PHYLLOPORINA GRANISTRIATA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXIX, Fig. 3-3a.

Zoarium an undulated expansion, consisting of more than
ordinarily rigid, slender branches, from 0.3 to 0.5 mm. in width,
tb:at inosculate at rather long but irregular intervals. Fenestrules narrow, with an average lengt.h of about four mm., but
varying from two to six mm.; width from 0.2 to 0.7 mm. Reverse with fine, granulose, longitudinal strim. Celluliferous side
not se1m. Zorecia (as observed in sections) tubular, arranged
in three rows. Apertures circular, with a small peristome, 0.09
mm. in diameter, ten or eleven in two mm. Rows of cells separated by slightly elevated carinm, bearing one small acanthopore to each zorecium.
This species is allied to P. reticula,ta Hall, and P. dawsoni.
From the first it is distinguished by the stronger branches and
much larger fenestrules. From the second by the same differ-
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ences, and in having three instead of two rows of zooocia. In
the length and form of the fenestrules the species resembles P.
trentonensis Nich., but they differ too obviously in other respects to require any further comparison
Position and locality: (?) Base of Cincinnati group, Alexander
Co., Ill. Another specimen was collected by Prof. Moritz Fischer
in the upper beds of the Trenton group at Lexington, Ky.

CHAINODICTYON Foorste, 1887.
(Bull. Sci. Labor. Denison Univ., Vol. II, p. 81.J
<For generic diagnosis see page 899.J

This genus was founded upon a species from the Lower Coal
Measures of Ohio. Its fenestrules and zooocia apertures are
slightly larger than those of the Illinois form, but in all other
respects the two agree very closely. Both greatly resemble the
Retepora undata McCoy, in having the reverse transversely undulated, and it is not improbable that a careful examination of
McCoy's species will show it to be congeneric with the American
types. The elongate, conical, or subtubular zooocia, their large
impressed apertures, and the thin interspaces, place the genus
into the new family PHYLLOPORINID..E.

CHAINODICTYON LAXUM var. MINOR Ulrich.
PL LXII, ft2. 8-Sa.

Zoarium a reticulated foliar expansion, consisting of thin inosculating branches, united in such a manner that they leave
irregular lozenge-shaped fenestrules averaging 1.5 mm. in length
by 0.8 mm. in width. The fenestrules are ranged in moderately
regular longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series, with respectively 4.5 and 6 to 7 in 1 cm. each way. Branches strongly
convex on the obverse side, 0.3 to 0.45 mm. in width, with four
alternating ranges of zooocia. Apertures rath('r large, ovateacuminate, somewhat oblique, arranged in acute diagonal series.
On the reverse faee the branches are marked with sub-imbricating transverse folds or strim, which pass across the flattened
surface of the branches in a curved direction.
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This variety differs from the typical form of the species in
ha.ving smaller, and more regularly arranged fenestrules. ThE'
zocecia apertures also seem to have been somewhat smaller, but
this point was not determined satisfactorily.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Seville, Ill.
ARTHROCLEMA Billings, 1862.
(Palmozoic Fossils, vol. I, p. 54.)
<For generic diagnosis see page 400.)

ARTHROCLEMA ANGULARE IDrich.
Pl. XXIX, flg. 6, 6b.

Of this species I have seen only isolated segments, but there
can be no question as to their generic relation. The primary
segments are four mm. in length, about one mm. in diameter,
somewhat irregularly cylindrical, with the ends slightly thickened, solid, the proximal extremity obtusely pointed, the upper
only convex and faintly indented at the center. On two opposite sides of the segments there is a large and rather shallow
socket, situated a little below the middle . of the length. The
secondary segments are six-sided, 5.5 mm. in length, 0.5 mm.
or very little more in diameter. Zocecia with narrow oval apertures, 0.07 mm. wide, 0.17 mm. long, seven in three mm. ar.:
ranged in longitudinal series, between the strong bounding
angles of the slightly concave sides of the segments. The lower
margin of the apertures is more prominent than in front, and
generally drawn out posteriorly. On the .primary segment the
zocecia are less regularly arranged, and the interspaces between
the apertures flexuously striate, especially in the vicinity of the
articulating sockets. Tertiary segments not observed.
In most respects the above species agrees with A. pulchellum
Billings, from the Trenton of Canada. Before me I have a
number of very fine specimens of that species, showing that
both the primary and secondary segments are longer in the
Illinois species, those of the Canadian examples being quite constantly two or three mm. in length. The cells are also a little
smaller and closer together, there being six in two mm.; the
-80
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number in the length of a segment varying from four to seven,
generally five or six. One specimen which I collected at another
locality* is clearly distinct from Billings' species. This species I
propose to call A. billingsi, in honor of the eminent founder of
the genus. It is distinguished as follows:
The primary segments are 3.5 to 4 mm. in length, and 0.8
mm. in diameter. The first of each of the secondary segments
is also abqiit 4 mm. in length, while the remaining secondary,
· and all the tertiary joints, are only 2 mm. long by about 0.5
mm. in diameter. The most striking peculiarity is that each of
the primary segments articulated with four secondary segments,
two upon .each side. Compared with A. pulchellum the cell
apertures are more crowded and thin-walled, as well as subquadrate instead of oval, though also six in two mm. The
whole zoarium also has a more rigid appearance than has been
observed in any example of that species. (Pl. XXIX, fig. 6c.)

HELOPORA Hall, 1852.
<Pal. N. Y. Vol. II, p, 44.J
(For generic diagnosis see page 401.J

The typical species of this genus is Hall's H. fra,gilis, a very
abundant and characteristic fossil of the Clinton group of Canada. Beside the type species, seven others are known to me
that are constructed upon the same general plan,t four of them
Lower Silurian and three Middle or Upper Silurian. The Lower
Silurian species differ from the Upper Silurian and typical
section of the genus, in haying the cell apertures arranged in
longitudinal series between elevated ridges, and the interspaces
between the ends of thff apertures longer. In H. fra,gilis the
zooocia apertures are oval or sub-quadrate, with rather thin
equal walls. In H. lindstromi, n. sp., they are ovate, with hexagonal margins. The Lower Silurian species are also without
the small acanthopores which are found in _the Upper Silurian
*In the city of Ottawa, at the base of the blilll's near the ferry landing.

t In the Catalogue of Silurian Fossils of Anticosti, Mr. E. Billings describes twelve
species, which he refers to Helopora. Upon examination only three of these prove congeneric wit-h H. frauilis.
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forms. When the various species now referred to the genus are
better understood, these two sections will probably be separated
generically. A suggestive resemblance to Cyclostomatous Bryozoa is represented by H. imbricata and H. spiniformis. The internal structure of two typic~l species is represented in the accompanying cut.

Fig. 18, a, b, c, d, e. Sections of Heloporafrauilis, xl8, Clinton group, Hamilton, Ontario. Fig. a, tangential section as it appears in the ferruginous matrix; in these examples the extreme outer region is destroyed; b, tangential Rection of another example, showing acanthopores at surface, etc.; c, transverse section near upper extremity
of segments; d, same at base; e, vertical section.
Fig. f, u. h, sections of Helopora lindstromi, n. sp. x18. Upper Silurian, Gotland;
/, tangential section showing form of zocecia and acanthopores; u. transverse section;
h, vertical section. The cylindrical or slightly club-shaped segments of this fine species
vary in length from 10 to 15 mm., in diameter from 1.3 to 1.8 mm. Upper extremity
flattened, slightly concave centrally; lower end moderately convex. Zocecia arranged
in quincunx; measuring lengthwise seventeen in 5 mm.; diagonally four in 1 mm.
Apertures direct, oval, with a narrow peristome set into a rhomboidal or hexagonal
concave space. Between the ends of the cells a strong acanthopore. It gives me great
pleasure to propose the above name in honor of the talented Swedish Palreontologist,
Dr. Gustav Lindstrom, to whose kindness I owe' the opportunity of studying this beautiful species.
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HELOPORA IMBRICATA Ulrich.
Pl. XXIX, Fig. 5.

Segments with a rough aspect, 3 or 4 mm. in length, and
0.5 mm. in diameter; upper end flattened, lower extremity obtusely pointed and striated. Zorecia in seven or eight vertical
series around the segment, the rows being separated by rather
inconspicuous carinoo; also in much more conspicuous transverse series, on an average 0.3 mm. distant from each other.
Apertures when .worn, oblong quadrate; in the perfect state oblique, sub~circular or ovate, 0.1 mm. wide, with the lower margin strongly elevated and produced posteriorly into three small
ridges, the central one terminating at or within the mouth of
the preceding cell, is the most persistent, while the other two,
which continue into its margin, are · generally fainter and may
be obsolete. The transvere approximation of the zorecia and
the prominence of the posterior margin impart a characteristic
imbricating appearance to the segments.
This species resembles H. spiniformis IDrich, from the base of
the Trenton group of Tenn., but is distinguished by the shorter
segments, more pronounced aperture margin, and the ridges
between the ends of the cells.
Position and locality: Cincinnati group. Isolated segments
are not uncommon on the surface of limestone slabs at Wil- ·
mington, Ill.
NEMATOPORA ffirich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 401.J

The typical and earliest known species of this well marked
and natural group of Palooozoic Bryozoa is the N. quadrata,
n. sp.,* from the Trenton limestone of New York. The next
*The characters of this species are as follows: Zoarium slender, dichotomously
branched at varying intervals; branches quadrangular, 0.3 or 0.4 mm. wide. Zooocia
arranged alternately in four longitudinal series, separated by a double ridge. Apertures oval. 0.4
wide and nearly twice as long, four in 2
lengthwise; surrounded
by distinc!peristome; peristomes connected longitudinally by a thin ridge. (Pl. XXIX,

=·

=·

fig. Ill.)

The double ridge between the ranges of cells is the most conspicuous peculiarity of
this species. It is common on slabs from Trenton Falls, N. Y.
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species occurs in the Alexander Co. beds of the Cincinnati group.
(The exact age of these beds is somewhat doubtful, and I am
inclined· to regard them as more likely representing an upper
member of the Trenton group). Four species are known and
now described from the horizon. So far as known, the genus is
represented only by an undescribed species in undoubted Cincinnati group deposits, bu.t from the divisions of the Anticosti
group, Billings describes five forms under Helopora, that have
the characteristic features of the genus. These are H. Qonca va,
formosa, Jineata, striatopora, and strigosa. The H. lineopora
may also belong here. Of Niagara species, Hall's Trematopora
minuta and one or two undescribed species are congeneric with
N. quadrata. As yet the genus is unknown above the Niagara
formation.
NEMATOPORA RETRORSA IDrich.
Pl. XXIX, fig. 9-!lb.

Zoarium ramose, sub-cylindrical, branching irregularly, about
0.6 mm. in diameter. Zooocia arranged in longitudinal series,
about 5 in two mm., between eight to ten straight and moderately prominent ridges. Apertures sub-circular, 0.1 mm. in
diameter, slightly truncated, and sloping on the posterior side;·
the anterior margin direct, sharp, sometimes with a perceptible
rim. Immediately below the orifice the interspace exhibits three
faint strire. Walls of zorecia very thin, appearing somewhat
sickle-shaped in vert.ical section.
The backward direction and the subcircular form of the zooocial apertures are characteristic features. In N. fragilis the
apertures are also directed backwards, but they differ. in being
oval, while the longitudinal ridges are less distinct or absent,
and the rows of zooocia only six, instead of eight to ten.
Position and locality: Base of Cincinnati group. Alexander
County, Illinois.
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NEMATOPORA ALTERNATA

IDrich.

Pl. XXIX. fig. !Hla.

In growth and general aspect this species closely resembles
the preceding, and in the worn condition in which they are
usually found, it is not easy to distinguish them. When in a
good state of preservation, the alternate arrangement of the
cells, absence of longitudinal separating carinrn, and other characters shown in· the figure, will separate them.
Position and locality: Associated with· the preceding.

NEMATOPORA FRAGILIS

ffirich.

Pl. XXIX, flg.10-lOc.

Zoarium ramose, very slender, branching dichotomously or
otherwise; branches 0.35 mm. in diameter. Zooocia in six longitudinal ranges, seven in four mm.; ranges not separated by a
ridge, though the branch looks angular when worn. Apertures
ovate, 0.08 mm. in width, twice as long and channeled posteriorly; a faint peristome around the sides and front margins.
In vertical sections the walls are thin and falciform. Transverse section show .two minute axial tubes at the center of the
branch.
The six ranges of zooocia suggest a comparison with H~ lineata
Billings (Pl. XXIX, fig. 7), from the Anticosti group, but we
soon find that they disagree in nearly every other respect. The
species finds closer allies in N. retrorsa and N. a,Jternata but,
when in a good state of preservation, the different forni. of aperture, smaller size of branches and other characters readily distinguish t,hem.
Position and locality: Base of Cincinnati group; Alexander
County, Illinois.

NEMATOPORA DELICATULA

Ulrich.

Pl. XXIX, fig. 11-llb.

Zoarium small, exceedingly slender, ramose above the pointed
basal end. Branches quadrangular, each side 0.15 to 0.18 mm.
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wide. Zorecia in four ranges, with s~bcircular or ovate aperture, 0.12 mm. in the largest diameter, separated by long intervals, about three in 0.2 mm. Peristome very faint, often
confluent. with the moderately sharp angles of the 1:>ranches.
The exceeding delicacy, widely separated zooocial apertures,
and quadrangular zoarium of this species, distinguish it from
all other species of the genus, excepting N. qzzadrata, known to
me. It is too distinct from that form to require comparisons.
Position and locality: Associated with the preceding species
in the Cincinnati group, Alexander County, Illinois.

RHOMBOPORA Meek, 1871.
(Pal. Eastern Nebraska.)
(Orthopora Hall.

Pal. N. Y. Vol. VI, p, XIV.J

(For generic diagnosis see page 402.J

Of the Palreozoic genera of Bryozoa this genus ranke next
in importance tQ Fenestella and Polypora, having a known representation in American rocks of no less than 46 species.
These range through all th~ important divisions beginning with
the Niagara, where we meet with one species ( Trematopora
granulifera Hall). In the Lower Helderberg we have three or
four, in the·Upper Helderberg and Hamilton ten to twelve, in
the Lower Carboniferous divisions at least twenty-five, . an<l
in the Lower and Upper Coal Measures five. The general characters of the genus are maintained throughout with remarkable
persistency, and I cannot mention a Ringle feature, either external or internal, in which the Silurian and Devonian species,
taken as a whole, differ from the Carboniferous forms. It is,
therefore, a little surprising that Hall should propose Orthopora for the reception of the majority of the Upper Silurian
and Devonian forms, sfoce the ground is fully covered by Rhombopora. What is even more aAtonishing is that Orthopora is
defined as a subgenus under Trematopora when the typical
species ~f the two groups are not closely related in any respect,
and really belong to different suborders. Even Orthopora as
figured in Vol. VI, N. Y. Pal., contains widely divergent forms.
Acanthoclema is the name proposed by the same authority for
another group of closely related forms. The type species is
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marked by longitudinal ridges and a strong spine which is situated on the depressed space between the ends of the zocecia
apertures. A. confluens, of the present work, has these two
essential features, but I very much fear that the division will
prove of little value, as it will be exceedini;rly difficult to draw
the line between it and Rhombopora,. A second group embraced by Hall's Aca,nthoclema, are widely different from his
type species, and belong to my genus Streblotrypa,. Of these
I may mention A. scutuJa.tum Hall, and A. ha,miltonense Nicholson, sp.
RHOMBOPORA SUBANNULATA

illrich.

Pl. XLV, fig. 1,-li.

Zoarium dendroidal, branching dichotomously at intervals of
15 mm. or more, and inclining to spread in the same plane.
Branches from 1.2 to 2 mm. in diameter, marked with more
or less noticeable annulations between 1.5 and 2 mm. apart.
Zocecia proceed obliquely out from the axis of the branch at
an angle of about 45°, and have irregularly; flexuous thin
walls. Two or three superior hemisepta and an occasional inferior hemiseptum are· seen at the close of the immature region
in vertical sections. The zocecia walls are in contact. In young
examples they are comparatively thin, the apertures sub-rhomboidal in shape and arranged in diagonal intersecting series
winding spirally around the branch. Measuring diagonally ten
in 2 mm. At each angle a small but distinct tubercle. As the
zoarium matures, the apertures become smaller and subcircular
or oval in shape, the interspaces thicker, multigranose, and
occasionally form faint longitudinal ridges. Now there &re
nine apertures in 2 mm.· diagonally.
In transverse and tangential sections the strong hemisepta
cause appearances likely to be mistaken for diaphragms.
This species resembles several others but is clearly distinct.
The superficial appearance, as shown in the figures, varies
greatly according to the age of the examples. With the aid of
tangential sections the extremes are brought together, showing
what may also be seen by examining the opposite ends of large
fragments, that ·they are really due to age. R. va,rfans, of the
Keokuk group, shows similar variations.
Positition and locality: Hamilton group, Buffalo, Iowa.
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illrich.

PI. XLV, Fig. 2-2b.

Zoarium consisting of slender cylindrical stems, 1 mm. or a
little more in diameter, none of which were observed to branch,
t.hough probably doing so at long intervals. Zorncia apertures
oval, about 0.17 by 0.08 mm., arranged in diagonally intersecting series, crossing each other at an angle of about 90°,
with eight or nine in 2 mm., measuring diagonally, and about
six in the same space longitudinally. Interspaces as wide or
wider than the apertures. A considerable number of small
spines encircle the apertures, and are o~en arranged in a double
series. In the latter case the center of the interspace is depressed, so that the apertµres appear to be surrounded by a
granulose peristom9. The distinctness of this furrow, which has
suggested the specific name, depends largely upon the preservation of the Apecimen. Beside the small spines, a less numerous
series of larger size are present, generally one between the ends
of the apertures. In tangential sections the small spines are
noticed only in the extreme outer region of the zoarium, while
the 11:1irger ones extend inward to a greater depth.
'l'he smaller size of the branches, the depressed interspaces,
and their great thickness in. tangential sections, distinguish the
sp~cies from R. subannulata.
Position and locality: Hamilton group; Davenport, Iowa.
The specimens were presented to the author by Rev. W. H.
Barris of Davenport. Iowa.

RHOMBOPORA LINEINODIS

ffirich.

Pl. XL V, Figs. 3--Sb, and (?J 4-4a.

Zoarium consisting of slender stems from 0.5 to 0.8 mm. in
diameter, branching dichotomously at intervals of from 3 to 6
mm. Surface appearing beaded from the large number of small
spines arranged serially and close together on straight or flexuous, elevated, rounded ridges, running parallel with the length
of the branches between the rows of apertures. In young examples these ridges are generally more flexuous than in the
-81
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larger specimens. Apertures long oval; their longer diameter
about 0.14 mm., the shorter 0.07 mm., alternating in the adjoining rows, with six in two mm. longitudinally, and about
five in 1 mm. diagonally.
A variety of this form, or, perhaps, a closely related species,
occurring with it, is represented by figs. 4 and 4a on PL XLV.
Its zoarium has a stunted appearance, caused by the frequent
bifurcation of the branches. The zooocia apertures flire shorter,
and there are eight in 2 mm. longitudinally. The granules and
ridges are less marked, and, especially near the base, many of
the zooocia apertures are closed by a thick calcareous deposit.
Should these differences prove constant, the form might be
called R. humilis.
Position and locality: Upper Helderberg, Falls of the Ohio.
RHOMBOPORA DICHOTOMA

ffirich.

PL LXX, Figs. 1H3b.

Zoarium dendroid, spread in the same plane, arising from an
expanded base. Branches strong, about 3 mm. in diameter,
dividing dichotomously at intervals of 10 to 15 mm.; angle of
bifurcation about 85°. Surface with inconspicuous elevat.ions,
which sometimes continue around the branch as low annulations. Zooocia apertures arranged in regular intersecting spiral
series, crossing each other at an angle of about 90°. TheRe
lines are somewhat interrupted by the surface elevations, upon
which the apertures are appreciably larger· than elsewhere.
Toward the upper ends of the branches the interspaces are obtusely ridge-shaped, the apertures circular, 0.12 mm. in diameter, and situated. at the bottom of a rhomboidal sloping area.
The summit of the ridge with a closely arranged series of small
nodes, of which the one at. the angles of the rhomb is usually
the largest. Toward the base the diameter of the apertures is
gradually decreased to 0.08 or 0.09 mm., by the thickening of
the interspaces; The latter has also become rounded, and the
nodes a little larger and less regularly arranged. Measuring
diagonally thirteen apertures occur in 4 mm.; longitudinally
seven or eight in the same space.
This species is related to R. lepidodendroides Meek, from the
Upper Coal Measures, but differs in its mode of growth, les1:1
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prominent large tubercle, and the thickening of the interspaces
with age: R. varians has both smaller zooocia and nodes.
Position and locality: The type specimen is from the Burlington limestone, at Burlington, Iowa. I have collected seven
fragments of what seems the same species from the Keokuk
limestone at Warsaw, Ill. A comparison of their internal characters is necessary before their absolute identity can be admitted.

RHOMBOPORA GRACILIS Olrich.
PL LXX, figs. 11-llb.

Zoarium a long filiform stem, about 1.3 mm. in diameter,
branching dishotomously at intervals varying from 8 to 30
mm. Angle of bifurcation varying between 60° and 90°. The
specimen figured has a total length of 10.5 cm. Zooocia apertures small, oval, 0.1 mm. long, usually arranged in longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series, with six or seven in the .
first, and nine in the second, in 2 mm. Interspaces ridgeshaped, the summit rather sharp, and enclosing an hexagonal
or sub-rhomboidal area which slopes down into the aperture.
A small node may be developed at the angles of junction.
This very neat species differs from R. dichotoma, in its more
slender branches, and. in wanting the row of nodes on the interspaces. R. exigua, is more slender and has granulose interspaces.
Position and locality:
Burlington limestone, Burlington,
Iowa.
RHOMBOPORA EXIGUA Ulrich.
Pl. LXX,

11.~s.

10, lOa.

Zoarium consisting of very slender cylindrical stems, from 0.6
to 0.8 mm. in diameter. None of the fragments seen are
branched. Zooocia apertures arranged in qujte regular, diagonally intersecting, and rapidly ascending spiral series. Also in
less regular transverse and longitudinal rows. Apertures oval,
about 0.11 mm. long, situated at the bottom of the sloping
area, with four in 1 mm. diagonally, and three in 5 mm. trans. versely. Sloping area narrow, lozenge-shaped or sub-hexagonal,
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not sharply margined, the summit of the interspace being narrowly rounded and occupied by a row of closely set small granules. Often two rows of granulel!l prevail for a short· distance.
The granulose interspaces· -and more slender stems separate
this species from R. gracilis with which it is associated. R. attenuata, from the Keokuk group, has larger and more regularly arranged zooocia apertures, and sharply margined areas.
Position and locality: Burlington group, Burlington, Iowa.

RHOMBOPORA ANG11STATA Ulrich.
PL LXX, figs. 6, 6a.

Zoarium an exceedingly slender cylindrical stem, 0.4 to 0.5
mm. in diameter; not observed to branch, but probably doing
so at long intervals. Zorecia apertures arranged in rather irregular diagonally intersecting series. Sloping area large, elongate elliptical or lozenge-shaped, averaging 0.5 mm. long by
0.2 mm. wide. Summit of interspaces sharp, crowded with a
closely arranged row of small nodes, which form flexuous longitudinal lines. Apertures 0.17 mm. long and one-half as wide,
about five in 3 mm. longitudinally. It requires between five
and six zooocia to form one oblique volution about the stem.
The small size of the stems, the comparatively large zooocia,
and the elongate sloping area about their apertures, constitute
the distinguishing features of this species.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Rather rare at King's
Mountain, Ky.

RHOMBOPORA INCRASSATA Ulrich.
PL LXX, figs. 12-12d.

Zoarium a rather robust straight stem, from 1.2 to 1.8 mm;
in d~ameter, occasionally sending off branches of the same size
at about a right angle. Apertures arranged transversely, longitudinally, and in diagonally intersecting series which ascend the
stem spifally, making an angle of about 40° with the axis of
·the stem. Interspaces very thick, ridge-shaped, bearing upon
the summit a single or sometimes double series of closely set
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nodes (? acanthopores) enclosing the sloping area at the bottom of which the ap&ture is situated. Area de~p, oval or subrhombic in .outline. .Apertures oval, 0.17 mm. long by 0.09
mm. wide, with five in 2 mm. diagonally. About thirteen of
the transverse rows occur in 5 mm.
Thin sections show that the zooocial tubes are arranged in a
wedge-shaped manner about the center, and that the nodes are
really the surface projections of thick-walled tubes.
This species resembles R. dichotoma,, of the Burlington limestone, but is distinguished superficially by its larger zooocia,
smaller apertures, and deeper area.
Positfon and locality: Keokuk group. Not uncommon at
King's Mountain, and Button Mould Knob, near Louisville, Ky.
RHOMBOPORA VARIANS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXI, fig. 1-lb.

Zoarium consisting of robust stems, 2 to 4 mm. in thickness,
which arise from an irregularly porous basal expansion, and
usually branch dichotomously at variable intervals. Angles of
bifurcation more or less wide. Zooocia apertures arranged in
diagonally intersecting and longitudinal series, with seven in 2
mm. measuring diagonally, and fifteen or sixteen in 5 mm. vertically. Interspaces decreasing somewhat in thickness from below
upward, and varying considerably in character at the two
extremes, the extent of the variability depending upon the age
of the specimen. On the distal or young portions of the zoarium,
the interspaces are ridge-shaped, with the summit sharply defined and carrying a single series of minute granules. The area
is elongate hexagonal in outline, 0.24 by 0.33 mm., with the
ends truncated, and slopes with moderate rapidity down to the
oval aperture, which has a length of 0.12 or 0.13 mm. Toward
the base the interspaces graduaily loose their angularity, the
granules increase in number from one to two, and then three irregular rows, while the apertures become more nearly cir~ular, and,
near t.he expanded base of the zoarium, may even be surrounded
by a faint peristome, the interspaces having ere this become
perfectly flat.
Vertical sections show that the primitive or immature region
of the zooocial tubes may be intersected by an occasional thin
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diaphragm, that the superior hemiseptum is strong, and that
delicate diaphragms are often preserved in the vestibular region
of old examples. In tangential sections the appearance at different stages in the development of the zoarium, as above desciibed,
are easily traced out.
This species is djstinguished from R. dichotoma and its Keokuk
representative, by its smaller zorecia and the absence of the
strong acanthopores between the ends of the area. This feature
is particularly prominent in the Keokuk examples which I have
provisionally arranged with the Burlington species.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; near Plymouth; near
Whitehall, in Greene Co.; Warsaw and Nauvoo; all localities in
Illinois.

RHOMBOPORA TRANSVERSALIS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXI, fig. 4-4b.

Zoarium a comparatively robust stem, 2.5 to 4 mm. in diameter, branching dichotomously, at intervals of 12 mm .. or more.
Angle of bifurcation generally about 60°. Young branches commonly found flattened from p1·essure. The surface of the branches
is marked by transverse annulations, about 1. 7 mm. apart.
They are formed by the periodic channel-like prolongation of the
ant,erior end of the depressed areas of transverse series of zorecla
apertures. In old examples, in which the interspaces are thicker
and more rounded than in young specimens, the annulations are
the most distinct, appearing like narrow and slightly depressed
solid bands. In young examples they are much obscured by the
ridge-like prominence of the interspaces, but as their position
is always indicated by a slight elevatfon of the surface, the
feature constitutes a reliable distinctive character. Interspaces
thick and rounded in the mature specimens, less so, even rather
thin and ridge-shaped in those that are younger; and carrying
from one to three series of small closeiy crowded granules. Depressed areas, (i. e., the space bounded. by the summits of the
interspaces,) more or less lozenge-shaped, this shape prevailing
especially in young examples. At the bottom of the areas are
situated the ovate apertures, whose long diameter is about 0.12
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mm. The arrangement of the apertures is not very regular.
The longitudinal series are as a rule more noticeable than the
diagonal rows. The latter intersect each other at an angle of
90° or more. Measuring longitudinally, twelve to fourteen apertures occur in 5 mm.; diagonally 6.5 to 7.5 in 2 mm.
The transverse marking of the branches, ~nd the less regular
arrangement of the zorecia apertures separate this species from
R. varfans. None of the other are very closely related.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Plymouth, Nauvoo
and Warsaw. Ill.

RHoMBOPORA ATTENUAT 1 IDricij_.
PL LXX, fig. 7.

Zoarium a slender stem, from 0.7 to 1 mm. in diameter; not
observed to branch. Zorecia apertures arranged very regularly
in longitudinal and diagonal series, which intersect each othei:
at an angle of about 45°. Interspaces rather thin, acutely ridgesliaped, bearing upon the summit a single series of very small
and closely set nodes. The node at the angle is commonly larger
than the others. Areas ~ather narrow, regularly long-hexagonal,
truncated at the ends, sloping rapidly down into the oval aperture, whose long diameter is about 0.15 mm., the shorter 0.10
mm. Longitudinally, there are sixteen apertures in 5 mm.;
diagonally five in 1 mm.
This species is closely allied to R. wortheni from the Lower
Carboniferous (?Keokuk) deposits of Kentucky. The cells of
that sp~cies are a little larger and scarcely so regular in their
arrangement, and the stems stronger, being from 1.2 to 1.8
mm. in diameter. The R. exigua of the Burlington limestone, is
even more slender, has smaller apertures, rounded interspaces,
larger granules, and the ends of the areas pointed instead of
truncate. The last fact causes the diagonal rows of apertures
to ascend more rapidly in their spiral course around the stems.
Position and locality: Not uncommon in the upper layers of
the Keokuk group at Warsaw, Ill.
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RHOMBOPORA? ASPERULA

IDrich.

PL LXX, figs. 9-9e.

Zoarium ramose, growing from an expanded base, attached to
foreign bodies. Stems from 1.0 to 1.6 mm. in diameter, branching ·dichotomously at variable intervals. When in a good state
of preservation the surface is very rough or hirsute, the blunt
spines or acanthopores being very prominent, and so abundant
that the zooocia apertures are obscured by them. Apertures
usually suboval, but rather variable in size, shape, and arrangement. Measuring in an obliquely transverse direction, about six
occur in 1 mm. Interspaces rounded, varying in thickness from
one-fourth to three-fourths or more of the diameter of the apertures, depending largely upon the maturity of the specimen.
The irregular arrangement of the zooocia apertures, and the
. prominence of the spines, distinguish this species from all others
of the genus known to me. The first peculiarity is so at variance with the ordinary species of the genus that I am inclined
to believe that better sections than I have yet been able to
prepare will show the species to belong to some other genus,
probably Ba,tostomella.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; Keokuk, Iowa, Nauvoo
and Warsaw, Ill.
RHOMBOPORA? SPIRALIS

IDrich.

PL LXXI, Fig. 5-5d.

Zoarium a rather robust stem, 1.5 to 2 mm. in diameter, not
observed to branch. Zooocia apertures arranged in diagonal
spiral series which intersect at an angle of between 70° and
80°. Measuring along the series there are five in 2 mm.
The apertures are subcircular, 0.21 mm. in diameter, and
separated by rounded interspaces, bearing a single or double
series of contiguous hollow nodes, which are represented by a
series of minute pores when the surface of the zoarium is
abraded. These pores are quite distinct in thin sections, though
not of uniform size, those in the longitudinal interspaces being
the largest. Transverse sections are interesting because they
show that the zoa>cia are arranged in a spiral manner about
the axis of the branch. This is a verv unusual feature among
Palreozoic Bryozoa.
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The position of this species is doubtful, and more material is
required. befol'.e its relations cain be determined satisfactorily.
It may turn out to be a Streblotrypa.
Position and locality: Keolrnk group, King's Mountain, Ky.
RHOMBOPORA SIMULATRIX

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXI, figs. 2-20.

Zoarium ramose, branches slender, varying from 1.0 to 2.1
mm. in diameter, dividing dichotomously at intervals of trom
10 to 15 mm. Zoooc\a apertures oval, averaging 0.12 mm. in
length, arranged in o~ly moderately regular, diagonally inter.secting and longitudinal series, with sometimes one and then
the other arrangement the most noticeable. Measuring longitudinally, five or six apertures occur in 2 mm.; diagonally, nine
in younger examples and eight in the older ones in 2 mm. Interspaces becoming flatter and iocreasing in thickness with age,
usually wider than the zooocia apertures; in the young examples,
narrowly rounded, and crowned with a single series of small,
close set granules, with one of larger size bet.w:een the ends of
the oval depressed areas. On the largoc specimens the interspaces may be nearly fl.at and occupied by two or three rows of
granules.
The internal characters of a mature example are very well
shown in figs. 2d and 2e.
This species resembles s~veral others but is really not yery
closely related to any. Small specimens present external resemblance to R. minor, of the Chester group, but the internal structure of the two is quite different, and points rather to a relationship with R. wortheni and R. decipiens.
Position and locality: St. Louis group, at Columbia and other
localit~es in Monroe county, Ill.
RHOMBOPORA DECIPIENS

Ulrich.

Pl. LXXI, fig .. 3-3d.

Zoarium ramose, the branches rather robust, 1.5 to 3 mm.
in diameter, divided dichotomously at variable intervals. Zoooci!1 apertures oval, a little oblique, averaging 0.15 mm. in
length by 0.10 mm. in width, arranged in more or les~ 1 interrupted lines, which may be vertical, diagonal, or transverse:
-8~
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In young examples the arrangement appears to be rather more
regular than iwthe larger ones. Measuring longitudinally, or
transversely, five or six in 1 mm. Interspaces rather thin,
rounded, not appreciably different in young and old examples,
carrying small tubercles about equal in number to the zorecia
apertures.
Of internal characters those furnished by vertical· sections are
the most interesting. (See PL LXXI, fig. 3c.)
Large examples of this species especially remind one very
much of such TREPOSTOMATA as Ba,tostomella, but thin sections
prove beyond question that it is a true species of Rhombopora,
with close relations to R. wortheni and R. simula.trix. From
the former it is distinguished by the ramose habit of growth,
and much less regular arrangement of the zorecia apertures.
The latter differs in having more slender branches, thicker and
granuloS'e interspaces, and more regularly arranged zorecia
apertures.
Position and locality: St. Louis group. Monroe county, Ill.
RHOMBOPORA TABULATA ffirich.
Pl. LXX, fig. 2-2.c.

Zoarium a cylindrical stem from 1 to 1.5 mm. in diameter,
branching dichotomously at intervals of 10 mm. more or less.
Zorecia apertures ovate, overaging 0.18 mm. in length, from
one-half to two-thirds as wide, arranged in irregular series, with
the transverse and diagonal lines less frequently dominant than
the longitudinal. On an average five apertures occur in 2 mm.
transversely, and from twelve to fourteen in 5 mm. longitudinally. Measuring diagonally, seven is the usual number in 2 mm.
Interspaces carinate, as wide or wider than the zorecia apertures, carrying at most of "the angles of junction a moderately
large tubercle. Sloping areas varying considerably in form, being
sometimes hexagonal, and at other ·times pentagonal, lozengeshaped, or irregularly quadrate.
Thin sections, aside from showing that the species is rather
closely related to R. persimilis, are interesting because of the
comparative abundance of true diaphragms in the axial or
primitive portion of the zorecia tubes. These and other characters of a vertical section are well shown in fig. 2c.
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R. persimilis has the zorecia apertures arranged in regular
diagonally intersecting series (about as in fig. 12b, Pl. LXX),
the summit of the interspaces granulose when perfect, and the
tubes in the axial region straighter and without diaphragms.
In the Burlington limestone species R. gracilis, the zooocia are
smaller and differently arranged.
Position and locality: Chester group. Rather abundant at
Kaskaskia, Ill. Less common at Chester, Illinois, and Sloan's
Valley, Ky.

RHoMPOPORA PERSIMILIS Ulrich.
PI. LXX. fig. 3.

.llhombopora persimilis Ulrich, 1884. "Am. Pal. Bry." Jour. :Cin. Soo. Nat. Hist. Vol.
VII, p. 30.

The figure above cited represents an unusually large example
of this species, in a slightly abraded condition. The arrangement of the zorecia is as in the typical specimens, only the
apertures are a trifle wider, since, measuring transversely, there
are only five where they show six. This, I believe, is accounted
for by the increased circumference of the larger specimen. Measuring diagonally both show eight in 2 mm., and longitudinally
nine and ten in 5 mm.
Position and locality: Chester group. The specimen here figured is from Chester, Ill., where more typical examplee have
also been found in ~oderate abundance. The species also occurs
at other localities in Illinois, and at Sloan's Valley (Tateville),
Kentucky.

RHOMBOPORA MINOR Ulrich.
PI. LXX, fig. 4-4a.

Zoarium irregularly ramose, branches not rigid, from 0.5 to
0.9 mm. in diameter. Zorecia apertures suboval, averaging 0.12
mm. in length, situated at the bottom of the deep and illy defined areas; arranged, generally, in. rapidly ascending but not
very regular diagonal series, with about four in 1 mm. Interspaces narrowly rounded, never carinate, carrying, beside a
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, single row of small, closely set nodes, some that are of larger
size, and usually situated between the ends of the snbova,1 areas..
Vertical sections f!,re similar to those of R. ta.bulatl1, bl;lt the
diaphragms seem comparatively more numerous. The zocecial
tubes seem also to be shorter. Externally R. minor differs from
that species in its smaller zocecia and row of closely set nodes
on the interspaces. The zoarium is also much smaller. R. persin;iilis has ridge-shaped interspaoes, much more regularly arranged zocecia1 and, so far as known, no ,diaphragms in the
zocecial tubes.
Position and locality: Chester group. Sloan's Valley, and
Litchfield, Ky.
RHOMBOPORA TENUIRAMA

Ulrich.

PL LXX, fig. 8-Sb.

Zoarium very small, consisting of exceedingly slender stems,
which may divide dichotomously or send off branches . at right
angles. Diameter of stems varying between 0.4 and 0.5.. mril.
Zocecia apertures oval, about 0.11 mm. long, from one-half to
two-thirds as wide, arranged in longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series, between somewhat flexuous, subang·ular, longitudinal ridges, which have a more or less irregular appearance
because of the unequal distribution of the two sizes of spines
carried by them. Sometimes the smaller spines are in contact,
at other times widely separated. The areas are more or less
confluent, with the sides rather wide and slightly convex. The
spiral rows of apertures intersect at an angle of about 75°,
and it requires nine or ten of the apertures to make one volution about the stem. Measuring longitudinaJly, eleven aper-.
tures occur in 4 mm.
The exceeding minuteness of the zoarium, the comparatively
strong. spines, and the longitudinal arrangement of the zocecia
between strong ridges. are the distinctive features of this species. R. minor is larger, and has the zocecia differently arranged.
R. l1ngustata, of the Keokuk group, has much larger zocecia,
and does not branch at such short intervals.
Position and locality: Chester group. Kaskaskia, Illinois,
and Sloan's Valley, Ky.
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RHOMBOJ?ORA NICKLES! Ulrich.
Pl. LXX, fl.g. 1-lc.

Zoarium consisting of small, dichotomously branching stems,
averaging 0.6 mm. in diameter, but varying from 0.4 to 0.9
mm. Interspaces rather narrow, sloping rapidly down on each
side into the oval apertures, which· have an average length of
about 0.17 mm. The summit of the interspaces is narrowly
rounded or sub-angular, and mostly smooth, excepting at the
angles of junction, where it rises into a more or less conspicuous node. On each side of the summit, and marking the top
of the suboval or lozenge-shaped area, there is an exceedingly
minute series of closely arranged granules, which are too small
to be shown in the illustrations. Zorecia apertures ranged in
rather regular diagonal lines, intersecting at an angle of
about 65°: with four in 1 mm. Sometimes the zorecia apertures are narrower on one side of the stem than on the other.
The external appearance of this species is very much like that
of Rha,bdomeson rhombiferum Phillips, from the Carboniferous
shales of Scotland, but numerous thin sections show that there
is no axial tube, and that the minute characters agree in all
respects with Rhombopora,. R. Jepidodendroidf(ls Meek, is larger,
and has a single or double row of distinct granules on the summit of the interspaces between the large spines at the angles.
R. persimilis of the Ch.ester limestone. has wider interspaces and
differs internally.
The specific name is given, in honor of Mr. J. M. Nickles, of
Sparta, Illinois, to whom we are indebted for the discovery of
this and many other new Bryozoa from the Lower Carboniferous and Coal Measure deposits of lllinois.
Position and locality: Lower Coal Measures, Sparta, Ill.

AcANTHOCLEMA Hall, 1887.
!Pal. N. Y. Vol. VI, p. XV.J
!'For generic diagnosis see page 402).

I propose, provisionally, to adopt this genus, for species differing from typical Rhom'bopom in having the zorecia apertures
arranged between longitudinal ridges. Some of the species
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placed by Hall under his Orthopora,, as also several of my
species of Rhombopora, should, perhaps, have· been referred
here.
AcANTHOCLEMA coNFLUEN8 IDrich.
PL LXX, Fig. 5-5b.

Zoarium a slender stem, 1 mm. or a little more in diameter,
bifurcating at intervals, frequently found flattened by pressure
in the shales. Zorecia apertures oval, 0.12 mm. long, two-thirds
as wide, arranged very regularly in longitudinal, transverse, and
diagonally ascending series, between sharply angular, and regularly flexuotts, longitudinal ridges, which alternately recede and
approach each other, without, however, at any time coming in
contact. The sloping areas are confluent, i. e., they communicate with each other by means of a narrow channel which is
left between the ridges. Between this. channel and the lower end
of the aperture there is a distinct, though not large tubercle,
that scarcely projects beyond the level of the ridge summits.
Measuring longitudinally, between nine and ten apertures occur
in 4 mm.; diagonally, about nine in 2 mm.; transversely, five
in 1 mm.
None of the species known to me resemble this one sufficiently
to require comparisons.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Nauvoo, Ill.

BACTROPORA Hall, 1887.
!PaL N. Y. Vol. VI, p, XV.J
(For generic diagnosis see page 402.J

Species of this genus are characterized by a free and unbranched zoarium, the basal extremity being pointed and the
remainder a simple, slightly curved or straight, solid, cylindrical stem. . In their minute features the zorecia and zoarium
differ in no essential respect from Rhombopora. The "solid"
character of the stems distinguishes them from Cwloconus.
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BACTROPORA SIMPLEX

Ulrich.

Pl. LXX, fig. 14-14b and PI. LXXI, fig. 6-6a.

Zoarium free, consisting of a simple, unbranched, straight or
slightly curved stem. An average specimen is 1.5 mm. in diameter and 18 mm. long. The largest seen is nearly 30 mm. long
and 1.8 mm. in diameter. The upper extremity is rounded, the
lower is striated and tapers rapidly to a point. 8urface with
small, transversely elongated monticules which often appear as
annulations but really never continue more than half way
around the stem, and only rarely more than one-third the way.
These semi-annulations or monticules are developed in two
alternating serjes ·on opposite sides of the cylindrical stem.
Those of each series are placed directly above one another, the
distance from summit to summit being about 1.5 mm. Zocecia
apertures oval or sub-circular, about 0.12 mm. in diameter, arranged in spiral diagonal lines which intersect each other at an
angle of about 67°. Measuring diagonally, nine apertures occur
in 2 mm.; transversely, five in 1 mm. Interspaces seldom equal
in width to the diameter of the apertures, generally considerably less, thickest and less acutely rounded toward the base, the
summit occupied by a single or double row of small closely Aet
acanthopores, which have a peculiar rayed appearance in tangential sections.
Zocecial tubes thin-walled in the axial region, proceeding from
the center of the stems toward the surface at an angle of about
45°. At the beginning of the peripheral region their walls are
much, though not excessively, thickened. In this zone the
peculiar stellate acanthopores make their appearance. In vertical sections they appear as vertical series of minute dots.
The free and unbranched character of the zoarium of this
specieA is so marked a feature that complete specimens may
be distinguished at once from associated bryozoa. The transversely elongated monticules are also very distinctive. The
Devonian types of the genus are without surface, elevations.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Abundant at Keokuk,
Iowa; Nauvoo and Warsaw, Ill.
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C<ELOCONus ffirich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 402.l

This genus, though closely related to Rhombopora and Rhabdomeson, is amply distinguished by its zoarial and zomcial peculiarities, The free character of the zoarium, its hollow conical fo~m, and the co~paratively short zooocia, are the chief features of the genus. So far only two species are known to
have these characters. In Bactropora Hall, the zoarium is also
free, but neither conical nor hollow, the entire axial region of
the cylindrical stems being occupied by the tubular primitive
portion of the zorecia.
C<ELOCONUS RHOMBICUS IBrich.
Pl. LXXII, fig. 4-40.

Zoarium a hollow elongate-obconical body, 8 to 10 mm. long,
and about 1.5 mm. wide across the open top; lined on the
inner side with a thin epitheca. Thickness of the zoarial crust
about 0.2 mm. Zorecia apertures differently arranged on different portions of the surface. Near the pointed base they are
narrow and ranged between raised longitudinal lines, which give
this portion of the zoarium the appearance of being striated.
Farther up they gradually become suboval, occupy the bottom
of sharply defined rhombiform sloping areae, arranged in rather
regular diagonally intersecting series. Toward the .upper end
the areas gradually change .from rhombic to regularly elongate
hexagonal, with the ends acute. At the same time an arrangement of the areas in ti:-ansverse series becomes evident. The interspaces are rather thin and, in the usual state of preservation,
(in which the summit alone projects above the infilling matrix)
appear very delicate. At the angles of junction the summit is
slightly elevated. Measuring longitudinally, about six zorecia
apertures occur in 2 mm.; diagonally, five in 1 mm.; transversely, five in 1 mm.
Thin· sections show that the zorecial walls are comparatively
thin throughout, that the zorecia are short, ranged in longitudinal series on the basal plate, and provided with both hemisepta, the inferior one but little developed.
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The conical form of the zoarium distinguishe.i this form from
all the Lower Carboniferous B:ryozoa, known to me, excepting the next described.
I am indebted to Mr. J. M. Nickles for the only specimens
seen of this species.
Position and locality: St. Louis group; Fou!ltain Creek, Monroe county, Illinois.

C<ELocoNus GRANosus Ulrich.
PI. LXXII, Fig. 8-Sb.

Zoarium elongate cone-shaped, hollow, with a rather thick,
transversely striated epithecal lining, apparently perforated by
minute tubuli. Thickness oi entire zoarial crust about 0.3 mm.
Cone from 8 to 12 mm. long, and from 1.3 to 2 mm. wide
across the open top. Base atfonuate, usually deflected a little
to one side. Zooocia arranged as in l. rhombicus, bnt with the
interspaces higher, granulose, and the summit more rounded;
the area more abruptly impressed, deeper, and not so sharply
outlined, appearing, in the lower two-thirds of the zoarium, to
be rather of oval shape than rhombic. Apertures varying from
oval to .sub-circular, 0.1 mm. in diameter; measuring longitudinally, there are between six and seven in 2 mm.; diagonally
between four and five in 1 mm.; transversely, five 8tlld o~en six
in 1 mm.
Of internal characters, the most striking is the strength of
the basal lamina and zooocia walls when compared with C.

rhombicus.
Position and locality:
Ill.

Chester group; near Anna, Union Co.,

STREBLOTRYPA Ulrich.
Aoanthoclema Hall (pars).

Pal. N. Y., vol VI, 1887.

(For generic diagnosis see pagEI 403.)

In its superficial characters the typical species of this genus
greatly resembles species of D'Orbigny's Ca, vea, ( C. costata, et
regufaris), but whether this resemblance is due to rea,l relationship, or is only incidental, remains to be seen. Compared with
-83
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R110mbopora, the principal difference is found in the more ol'
less numerous pores which (normally) are situated back of the
zooocia apertures.
The Devonian species of the genus Hall has placed under his
new genus Acanthoclema. They · are, however, quite distinct
from his A'. alternatum, which is mentioned as the type, and
which is closely related to Rhombopora.

STREBLOTRYPA MAJOR Ulrich.
Pl. LXXI, fig. 8-Sd. and Pl. LXXII, Ilg, I,la.

Zoarium a comparatively robust, dichotomously or otherwise
dividing stem. Often found flattened from pressure. The divisions of t.he branches occur at long intervals and are often
unequal. Zooocia apertures oval, 0.25 mm. long and about 0.15
mm. wide, surrounded by a narrow sloping area, only noticeable in perfect specimens; arranged in longitudinal series (interrup.ted at more or less frequent intervals) between subangular
longitudinal ridges, that are not distinct from the aperture
margins but form their lateral boundaries. The longitudinal interspaces between the succeeding zooocii;i, apertures exhibit the
mouths of from one to three short ranges of mesopores. These
pores vary considerably in size, and in number from three to
twelve, but when the zooocial arrabgement is regular, their number is generally either four or six. Measuring long;itudinally,
about ten zooocia apertures occur in 5 mm.
Of internal characters, the comparative shortness of the zoa>cial tubes, the non-development of aninferior hemiseptum, and
the rather irregular appearance of the tubes in the axial region,
are the most noteworthy.
The large zooocia and rather robust zoarium easily distinguish
this species from all others. of the genus so far known.
Position and locality: Keokuk group; King's Mountain, Ky.;
Keokuk, Iowa; Nauvoo and other localities in Illinois. The
specimens from Illinois are larger than those from Kentucky.
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STREBLOTRYP A RADIALIS

ffirich.

PI. LXXll, fig. 2-2d.

Zoarium consisting of slender, dichotomously dividing stems
about 1 mm. in diameter, the whole forming a bushy mass
growing from a central point out in all directions. Zooocia apertures small, suboval, slightly truncated posteriorly, about 0.1
mm, long, two-thirds as wide, occupying the anterior half of
the bottom of a sloping area. Area hexagonal in outline, truncated . at the ends, about 0.28 mm. long, by 0.14 mm. wide,
sloping gradual1y down into the aperture, which, as has been
said, occupies the anterior half of the bottom. The posterior
slope is more gentle than the anterior, and presents the mouths
of from two to four very minute pores, which, unless the specimens are exceptionally preserved, are liable to be overlooked.
The areas are ranged in very regular longitudinal and diagonally intersecting series, with eleven or twelve in 3 mm. longitudinally, and six in 1 mII1. diagonally. The summit of• the
zigzag ridges formed by them is rather sharply defined and
carries a crowded series of very minute granules.
The internal characters are very well shown by the illustrations. The· chief distinctive feature shown by thin sections is
the radial arrangement observed in transverse sections.
This species presents much superficial resemblance to Rhombopora, a,ttenua,ta,, but a close comparison shows that they differ
in important particulars. Of these the presence of small pores
baek of the zooocia apertures in the present species, is the principal one. The apertures are also smaller and not situated in
the middle of the area. S. subspinosa, of the Chester limestone,
differs slightly in its measurements, has tlie areas less sharply
defined, and the ridges somewhat tubercula~ed.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, near Nauvoo, Ill., and
Bentonsport, Iowa.

~TREBLOTRYPA NICKLES!

IDrich.

Pl. LXXI, :fl2's. 9-9c.

Zoarium consisting of slender, sub-cylindrical, bifurcating
stems, about 0.5 mm. in diameter. Zooocial tubes very long,
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small, almost vertical in the middle of the axial region, approaching the surface slowly, and increasing in size at the same
time. Between 0.2 and 0.3 mm. from the aperture a short
inferior hemiseptum is developed. Zooocia apertures ovate,
slightly truncated posteriorly, 0.08 mm. long by 0.06 mm.
wide, surrounded by a thin peristome higiiest at the anterior
border. They are arranged in alternating longitudinal rows
between thin ridges which unite with the peristomes and are
about 0.1 mm. apart. The interspaces between the succeeding
apertures is depressed and occupied by the mouths of from nine
to fifteen small pores arranged in two or three rows. Measuring
longitudinally six zorncia apertures occur in 2 mm.; diagonally
five in 1 mm. It requires about twelve rows to encircle the
stem.
The small zorncia apertures, their regular arrangement, and
the large number of the (?) mesopores, are the distinguishing
features of this species.
The specific na~e is given in honor of Mr. J. M. Nickles, of
Sparta, Ill., to whom belongs the credit of first finding the
species in abundance.
Position and locality: Chester group. Common at Kaskaskia
and other localities in Ill., and at Sloan's Valley, Ky. According to Mr. Vine (Proc. Yorksh. Geol. Soc., vol. VIII, p. 107,
1885,) also in the Carboniferpus shales of England.

STREBLOTRYPA SUBSPINOSA ffirich.
Pl. LXXI, figs. 7-7a.

Zoarium consisting of long, slender, cylindrical stems, 0. 7 or
0.8 mm. in diameter, branching dichotomously at varying intervals. Zooocia apertures arranged alt.ernately in longitudinal
series, nine or ten in 3 mm.; diagonally five in 1 mm. Between
the series are nearly i:;traight longitudinal ridges carrying a
variable number .of small nodes. Between the ends of the depressed apertures, which occupy the bottom of distinct oval
sloping areas, there are from two to four small mesopores.
These sometimes occupy the transverse ridges, at other times
the posterior slope of the area.
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This species is closely allied to the S. radia,Jis, of the Keokuk
group, but differs in having the longitudinal ridges straighter
and nodose, the area oval instead of hexagonal, the mesopores
less regularly situated and often placed on the transverse ridges
instead of within the area.
Position and locality: Chester group. Not uncommon at
Chester, Ill., and Sloan's Valley, Ky.

STEBLOTRYPA DISTINDTA Ulrich.
Pl. LXXI, fig. 10-lOb.

Zoarium consisting of slender dichotomizing stems, from 0.5
to 0.7 mm. in diameter. A small slab is almost made up of
fragments, from which we may judge the zoarium formed bushy
masses. Zocecia apertures generally arranged in longitudinal
series, but there are no ridges between the rows. Occasionally
a transverse arrangement will predominate, and, more rarely,
diagonally intersecting rows are formed. On the whole the arrangement is inclined to be irregular. On an average eight occur in
2 mm. Apertures oval, 0.10 or 0.11 mm. long, by 0.07 or 0.08
mm. wide, with the margin· somewhat elevated. Interspaces
slightly depressed, varying considerably in width, occupied by
more or less numerous, small but unequal mesopores. The interspaces between the sides of the peristomes are usually linear.
The rather irregular arrangement of the zocecia and mesopores,
and the absence of longitudinal ridges, give this species a very
distinctive and characteristic appearance.
Position and locality: Chester group. Chester, Ill.

wORTHENOPORA Ulrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 403.)

W ORTHENOPORA SPINOSA Ulrich.
Pl. LXVIII, Fig. Hg.

Zoarium a bilaminar elongate frond, 3 or 4 mm. wide, 0.5 to
0.8 mm. in thickness, branching dichotomonsly or otJ:i_erwise at
long intervals. Acutely elliptical in cross section. Margins sub-
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parallel, armed with a series of slender spi"ues from 0.3 to 0.5
mm. long. pointing obliquely upward and outward.. There are
on each side about sixteen in 3 mm. Zooocia \:)nclosed by an
elevated sub-angular ridge, common .to adjoining zooocia .. The
space enclosed is elongate, somewhat rhombic in shape, drawn
out long wedge-shaped posteriorly, and more rounded anteriorly; the whole usually 0.6 mm. long and 0.12 mm wide.
Aperture semi•elliptical, truncated posteriorly, 0.18 mni. long,
and 0.1 mm. wide, occupying the anterior third of the space.
enclosed by the ridges, which form its margin except at the posterior side, where a thinner and less elevated line separates the
aperture from the remainder of the enclosure. The latter forms
an irregular sub-triangular depressed space, with the ·bottom
.smooth and slightly concave. When perfect five small tubercles, one on the posterior and two on each of the lateral margins, project into the aperture. Apertures arranged in regular,
acutely intersecting, diagonal series, nine in 3 mm., and in less
regular transverse rows, between eight and nine in 2 mm. The
marginal rows of zooocia are usually a little larger than the
central ones.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Warsaw and Nauvoo,
Ill.; Keokuk and Bentonsport, Iowa; Warsaw beds, at Warsaw, Ill.

WORTHENOPORA SPATULATA Prout.
Pl. L'X.VIII, figs. ?r2a.
Flustra spatulata Prout, 1859.

~rans.

St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol 1, p. 446, Pl. 17, flg. ?r2c.

This species differs from W. spiv.osa, mainly in the form of
the zoarium which is always more explanate, being usually of
flabellate form. The margins are ·sharp and striate, and without spines. On one fragment many of the tria:µgular suboral
spaces are divided in half by a thin transverse ridge.
Position and locality: Warsaw beds, Warsaw, Ill., and Barrett's Station, St. Louis county, Mo.
·
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CYCLOPORA

Prout, 1860.

<Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci. vol.I. p. 574.)
(For generic diagnosis see page 403.)

The utmost confusion has hitherto prevailed among pa.lreontologists who have sought to determine the true characters of
this genus. Such a condition of affairs appears natural enough,
when we consider that according to Prout's description the
principal feature of the genus is the concentrically and radially
striated epithecal membrane ("sole"). The zorecia are said by
him to be sub-tubular, sub-prismatic, and separated by a porous interstitial net-work. The last character in conjunction
with the preceding, suggests Fistulipora, but, when we examine
his speci~s, none of them show ~nything like the interstitial
net-work of that genus. On the contrary, none of his original
species, excepting C. fungia, which, being the first described, I
regard as the type, have any interstitial cells whatever. C. fungfa too, when normally developed, has only a depressed space
back of the zorecia aperture, which as growth proceeds is gradually drawn out into a tabulated mesopore. Four species are
described by Prout, and these in themselves already show how
extremely misleading an index to generic affinity is the common possession of a striated epitheca. Thus C. discoidea differs
so much from C. fungfa in its zorecial features that I propose
the new genus Proutelfa for it; C. polymorpha, is a true Stenopora, and probably identical with his Flustra tuberculata; and
C. jamesi is the same as Ptilodictya pa vonfa D'Orb.
The genus as now defined is based upon specimens that were
identified by Dr. Prout himself with his l. fungfa. It is still
somewhat unsatisfactory, and much more work is necessary
before the true position of the genus can be established.

CYCLOPORA FUNGIA

Prout.

I

Pl. LXVIII, figs, ~31l.

Gyoloporafungia Prout, 1860. Trans. St.'Louis Acad. Sci. vol. 1, p, 577.

...

Gyolopora fungia Prout, 1866. Geol. Surv. Ill. vol. II, p. 419, Pl. 22, figs, 9--9b.

Zoarium an irregularly undulating sub-circular expansion, J
mm. or~[less,)n thickness, and:7:.from 2 to 7 ems. wide. Under
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surface with an epithecal membrane, marked with irregular concentric wave-like wrinkles and faint radiuting iines, the latter
being the base of the zooocia walls showing through; at the
center there is a slightly raised or depressed cicatrix of attachment, about 5 mm. in diameter. Upper surface occasionally'
even, generally with more or less elevated monticules, composed
of cells wider apart and rather larger than the average. Zooocia for a short distance prostrate and thin-walled, then making
a rather sharp curve, proceed direct to the surface; the walls
have now become thicker and a number of mesopores developed, which may be intersected, according to age, by from one
to four or more centrally perforated thick diaphragms. The
zooocial walls exhibit a large number of delicate transverse
lines, which may represent minute connecting foramina. Some
of the zooocia also show several tooth-like processes projecting
a short distance into the vestibular cavity. These denticles
seem to have been developed at successive levels, perhaps in all
the zoooci8'.. Apertures sub-circular, the· posterior side usually
somewhat straightened, averaging 0.15 mm. in diameter, surrounded by a thin and but little elevated peristome, that, sometimes at any rate, carries a number of very small granules.
Between the monticules they are arranged in quincunx, thus
forming transverse, longitudinal and diagonally intersecting
rows, whose regularity is more or less disturbed around the
monticules. The triangular or oblong quadrate space left between the apertures is occupied by one or two mesopores, either
open or closed by a membrane.
Three specimens give the following measurements:
No. 1. Transversely, 11 apertures in 3 mm.
Eleven of the transverse rows in 3 mm.
Diago:Qally, 10 apertures in 3 mm.
Total number of apertures in 3 mm. square, 121.
In this specimen the interspaces between the apertures are
triangular as in fig. 3d. It is from the Keokuk limestone, at
Keokuk, Iowa.
No. 2. Transversely, 9 apertures in 3 mm.
Fourteen of the transverse rows in 3 mm.
Diagonally, 12 apertures in 3 mm.
Total in 3 mm. square, 126.
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In this specimen the interspaces are long and narrow. It is
from the base of the Warsaw beds, at Warsaw, Ill.
No. 3. Transversely, 7.5 apertures in 3 mm ..
Sixteen of the transverse rows· in 3 mm.
Diagonally, 12 apertures in 3 mm.
Total number in 3 mm. square, 120.
In this specimen the interspaces are wider and shorter than
usual. Its surface is represented by figs. 3-3b. Keokuk group,
Nauvoo, Ill.
Position and locality: A common species in the Keokuk and
Warsaw beds at many localities in Illinois and Iowa.
0YCLOPORA EXPATIATA

Uliich.

Pl. LXVIII, fig. 4-4d.

Zoarium a very large unilaminar expansion, from 0.5 to 1
mm. thick; one specimen before me (incomplete) has a breadth
of 15 ems. and a width of 8 ems.; occasionally incrusting,
usually free, with the under · surface protected by an epithecal
.membrane more or less rugosely wrinkled in an irregularly concentric manner. The wrinkles are crossed by faint radiating
lines. Surface with scarcely elevated monticules, composed of
small aggregations of mesopores and a few zorncia of larger
size than the average. ·Zorncia apertures subcircular, 0.2 mm.
in diameter, not very regularly arranged, ten or .eleven in 3
mm., often completely isolated by the large, irregularly shaped
mesopores, but usually in contact with each other at one or
more points. A thin peristome, .carrying from four to eight
nodes (? acanthopores) surrounds the apertures. In thin sections
the walls are thin and exhibit considerable variability of structure, probably indicative of developmental stages, the sequence
of which has not been determined. Sometimes the transversely
lined structure shown in fig. 3e, Pl. LXVIII, is quite distinct, but
,usually the appearance is more like what is shown by figs. 4-4c
of the same plate. Several diaphragms intersect the zorncial
tubes in vertical sections.
This species differs from C. fungia, in the larger size of the expansion, the w~ll developed acanthopores, and less regular arrangement of the zorncia. Tangential sections of the two look
quite different.
-84
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Position and locality: Keokuk group. Warsaw and Nauvoo,
Ill.
PROUTELLA Ulrich.
(For generic diagnosis see page 403.)

This. genus approaches very· near to some of the CHILOsTOMATA, but agrees with the CRYPTOSTOMATA in having the zorecia
layers follow each other in direct sequence ·so as to form tubes.
Proutella, furnishes a powerful argument in favor of the view
published in my "American Palreozoic Bryozoa" as to the functions or purpose of diaphragms.

PROUTELLA DISCOIDEA Prout.
Pl. LXIX, fig. 4-4d.

011clopora di3coidea Prout, 1860. Trans. St. Louis Acad. Sci., Vol. 1, p. 578.
Ouclopora discoidea Prout, 1866. Geol. Surv. Ill., Vol. II, p, 420, Pl. XXII, fig. 10lOa, and Pl. XXI, fig.~2-2a.

Zoarium tt thin sub-circular expansion, several cm. in diameter, and less than 1 mm. in t)lickness. Lower or epithecal surface convex, with a short peduncle at the center, and around it
more or less strong concentric undulations or sharp wrinkles;
crossing these there are fine radiating strire, which correspond
with the arrangement of the zooocia, as is shown by the application of moisture, when the oblong procumbent portion of the
zocecia is brought to view. Upper or celluliferous surface more
or less concave, with the rhombic or hexagonal zocecia arranged
in very regular curved intersecting lines, about nine in three
mm. Apertures a little oblique, rounded or sub-rhomboidal,
about 0.28 mm. in diameter, of nearly uµiform size throughout;
occasionally preserving a delicate membrane, which closes somewhat more than one-half of the openjng, the orifice left being
sub-triangular in form and situated at the anterior or depressed
side of the aperture. Interspaces ridge-like, with the angles a
littl~ elevated. As shown by vertical sections,· the short zorecial
tubes run from the basal membrane to the upper surface with
a gradual curve, without, however, becoming direct at the apertures. According to the thickness of the expansion, each tube
exhibits from one to four incomplete diaphragms, which spring
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at a right angle from the posterior wall and extend to a point
a little further than mid way to the opposite wall. The intervals between them .about equal the diameter of a zorecium.
These incomplete diaphragms may also be detected in tangential sections.'
Prout's description and figures of his Cyclopora, discoidea,, leave
so much unsaid that I found it quite impossible to identify the
species with certainty. As, however, several of the specimens
used in drawing up the above diagnosis of the species were so
named by Dr. Prout himself, I feel reasonably confident that
they are the same as the original examples. Three outwardly
very similar yet very distinct species, the Gyclopora, fungfa
Prout, Gycloporella, spinifera, Ulr., and the present species, are
associated in the Keokuk limestone at Warsaw and other localities in the State. The difficulty of separating them is greatly
aggravated by the fact, that in perhaps nine cases out ef ten,
the specimens show only the under side. Here they look decidedly alike and it was only after considerable practice that I
could separate them successfully. Thin sections will, of course,
immediately distinguish the species, while there is also very
little. difficulty in separating specimens showing the celluliferous
side.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Warsaw, Hamilton,
and Nauvoo, Illinois, and Keokuk, Iowa.

0YCLOPORELLA

Ulrich.

· (For iienerfo diagnosis see page 404.)

This genus is founded upon C. spinifera,. Provisionally I place
anotl,ler species here, though fully aware that it is widely different from the type.

CYCLOPORELLA SPINIFERA

Ulrich.

Pl. LXIX, fig. 1-lc.

Zoarium discoidal, thickness 1
nearly flat, with a small central
epitheca showing faint concentric
Upper surface strong·ly spinulose,

mm. or less. Under surface
elevated scar of attachment;
wrinkles and radiating strire.
sometimes with smooth spots,
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at irregular intervals, consisting of clusters of mesopores. Zocecia apertures obscured by the projecting acanthopores, subangular, 0.15 mm. in diameter, with those in the immediate
vicinity of the "rnacula-" of much larger size, the largest being
about 0.28 mm .. in diameter. The arrangement is in irregular
series with nine or ten of those in the intermacular spaces in 2
mm. Mesopores numerous, of unequal sizes, irregularly distributed, never isolating the zorncia, and much obscured by the
acanthopores. The latter are large and slightly exceed the zorncia in number.
From thin sections we learn that the zomcia are at first prostrate and thin-walled, then bending abruptly proceed direct to the
surface. The walls become thickened and apparently amalgamated, the mesopores and acanthopores are developed, and, at
intervals of about 0.1 mm., several superior hemisepta will be
seen. in vertical sections, to project from the posterior wall into
the zocecial cavity. The cavity of the acanthopores is comparatively large and crossed by closely set, delicate diaphragms;
their walls are composed of obliquely laminated tissue. The
mesopores appear largely filled. by a structureless deposit, in
which an occasional diaphragm may be detected.
When the under surface alone is visible the species might be
confounded with Proutella discoidea. A little moisture applied
to the epitheca will show that that species has larger cells, the
radiating lines being farther apart. The under surface of Cyclopora fungia, is strongly wrinkled; that of Cycloporella? perversa,
even more so.
Position and locality: Keokuk group, Warsaw, Ill.
CYCLOPORELLA? PERVERSA

ffirich.

Pl. LXIX, fiirs. ll-3b.

Zoarium a free or parasitically attached, thin, irregular expansion, 8 to 10 ems. in diameter, and fr.om 0.5 to 2.0 mm. in
thickness, being often composed of two or three superimposed
layers. When free the lower surface is strongly wrinkled, the
zoarium appearing sometimes like a crumpled piece of cloth.
Zocecial tubes with a short prostrate region, bending soon to
, proceed direct to the surface; .intersected by one or two dia.phragms in each layer. Walls moderately thickened, composed,
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near the surface, of a dark ring of tissue immediately surrounding the cavities and a central lucid region (see fig. 3a). Mesopores few, g1merally small, situated mainly at the angles, often
wanting over considerable spaces. A few small acanthopores
present. Apertures angular or sub"circular, subequal, arranged
in moderately regular curved rows, about 0.15 mm. in diameter,
with nine in 2 mm.
'The position of this species is doubtful. In many respects the
Silurian genus Leptotr.vpa is suggested, but the presence of
mesopores, argues against a reference to that genus. The
mesopores again are sometimes arranged as in Cyclopora fungia,
but the primitive portion of the . zomcia and the structure of
their walls is different. The majority of the characters known
point to the TREPOSTOMATA rather than fo the CRYPTOSTOMATA,
but till more material can be studied it has been deemed best
to arrange the species as above.
Care must be exercised in separating th~ species from the
laminar form of Stenopora tuberculata Prout, which occurs
abundantly at the same locality. When the lower surface alone
iA visible, thin sections are gen~rally required to distinguish
them. They, of course, do so effectually.
Position and locality: Keokuk group. Warsaw, Ill., Greene
Co., Ill., and Bentonsport, Iowa.
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ADDENDA.
IsoTRYPA (? TECTULIPORA) GOTHLANDICA
Pl. LIV, 11.g. 6, 6c.

Il.

sp.

Zoarium irregularly infundibular. about 2 cm. in height and
the same in diameter at open upper end; base small. The zoarium consists of a double network; its entire thickness is about
1 mm. Zorecial apertures on the outer side of the inner network, invisible from the surface because of the great d~welop
ment of the carinre and scalre prevailing in genera of this type,
and which form the false or non-celluliferous outer network.
On the inner or '-'reverse" face of the zoarium the branches
average a little less than 0.3 mt:n. in width, are flexuous, and
seem to inosculate regularly, leaving oval fenestrules nearly as
wide as the branches; 15 fenestrules, measuring longitudinally,
in 1 cm.; 19 or 20 branches in 1 cm. transverely; surface of
branches striate.
Obverse side with the carinre very strongly developed, their
summits expanded and connected transversely by scalre, twothirds as tMck, at intervals equalling the development of the
true dissepiments, which always occur almost directly beneath
them. OutPr surface of scalm and summits of carinre but little
convex, and marked with from three to five distinct parallel
lines, causing the two exposed faces of the zoarium to resemble
each. other greatly. The only difference likely to be noticed is
that on the outer side the false fenestrules and branches are
respectively a little larger and thinner than on the inner face.
Zorecia in two flexuous ranges on each branch, one on each
side of the carina, with 21 or 22 in 5 mm.; apertures subcircular, 0.1 mm. in diameter, with rather strong peristome.
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Over the basal portion of the zoarium the false outer~fene
strules are closed, and the entire space within apparently filled
with vesicular tissue.
This species is closely allied to Fenestelfa ambigua Hall, from
the Niagara shales of Indiana and New York. Its proportions,
however, are somewhat smaller, there being only 10 fenestrules
and 16 to 18 branches in 1 cm. in the American species. In t,he
lntter the outer or false fenestrules are also less regular.
The propriety of placing species of this kind with Isotrypa is
questionable. If the presence of pores on the reverse side of
the dissepiments is essential, and we are inclined to admit the
point, then they must be placed elsewhere. Originally we intended to refer ·the two species to Loculipora, but since seeing
figures of the types of that genus we have concluded that they
cannot properly go there. Unitr.vpa, also, was suggested, but
we believe that that name should be restricted to forms having
the scalrn more numerous than the dissepiments. Hall's recently
proposed Tectulipora (41st Ann. Rept,. N. Y. St. Mus., 1888),
is probably nearer the mark than any of those mentioned. The
description, however, fails to fit the two species in one point,
and that is in the statement that the carirnl:) continue over the
dissepimei1ts, thus leaving only perforations through the fronds
and no median longitudinal channels. These exist not only in
the Gotland species, but also in the Niagara and a Hamilton
species from Michigan. As the point is one that is not easily
determined, it is possible that the objectionable statement is
founded upon faulty observation. Until more is known of the
type of Tectulipora, and its character fully illustrated, we must
be content with referring to the fossils under consideration as
above.
Position and locality: Upper Silurian, Island of Gotland.
We are indebted to Prof. Gustav Lindstrom for the opportunity of describing this interesting specie8.. The type is in the
author's collection.
About the time the text of this volume had been put into
type (Dec. 1st, 1889), Mr. S. · A. Miller's valuable work on
"North American Geology and Palrnontology" appeared. A list
of the new genera and species described in this volume had
previously been transmitted to him, together with a revised
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catalogue and classification of American Paloozoic Bry~zoa,
which we had prepared, but could not, because of a lack of
space, publish with the more necessary portion of our MS. on
the Bryozoa. Mr. Miller, however, chose to arrange the Bryozoa according t,o - his own views, adopting some of the new
families, and nearly all .the new genera and species. We do not
comp1ain of this, since he had an undisputed right fo use the
material turned over to him in whatever way he saw fit. We,
on the o~her hand, have equally as good a right to dissent
from the arrangement he has adopted, and we propose to exercise this right by offering the following critical notes on the
more important points upon which our views deviate.
On page 169 he places the MoNTICULIPORIDlE and STELLIPORIDlE
under the sub-class. .L\.LCYoNARIA, the first comprising the genera
Deka.via, Dekayella, Diplotrypa, Monotr._vpa, Monotrypella,
Monticulipora, Nebulipora, Nyctopora and Prasopora, 'while
Stellipora ~lone is included in the second; and on the preceding
page we find Ptychonema (Hall) under the sub-class Zoa.ntharia,
in the family CRETETIDlE; on the whole an arrangement that is
unwarranted, and in the last instance at any rate also misleading, since Ptychonema cannot be distinguished, upon any
grounds known to us, from the earlier Monotrypa.
It is somewhat surprising to find Nyctopora (Nich.), a coral
with relations to Columnaria, placed among the MoNTICULIPORIDlE.
With the exception of this genus, all the genera referred by
him to the family should be removed to the Bryozoa. If they
are not Bryozoa, then t.he .AMPLEXOPORIDlE, BATOSTOMELI.IDlE,
BYTHOPORID.iE, CERAMOPORID.iE, FISTULIPORIDlE, HELIOTRYPIDlE,
PTILODJCTYONID.'.E, RHABDOMESONTJD.E, and TREMATOPORIDlE, all of
which Mr. Miller refers to the Bryozoa, are not either. Extensive
comparative studies show 9eyond question that these are all so
intimately related that they cannot possibly be divided into
coral and bryozoan groups without doing actual violence to
nat,ural affinities .
.As to Stellipora and Constellaria, which Mr. Miller considers
as synonymous, they were placed already many years ago
among the Bryozoa by such authorities as d'Orbig"Dy and Jules
Haime. .A superficial comparison with Jurassic and Cretaceous
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CERIOPORID.E (e: g. Radiopora) should suffice in showing that
that is where they belong.*
On page 290 and 291, we find the classification
into families
,,
adopted by Mr. Miller. We will review it in the alphabetical
order in which he arranges the divisions.
The AcANTHOCLADIID.E include the same genera as on pages 397
and 398 of this volume, excepting that Pinnatopora Vine, is
not recognized and Glauconome retained instead.
On pages 614 and 615 we give reasons for using Vine's genus
instead of Gla,uconome for such species as we place under it in
this volume. Gfauconome can not be used for them for two
reasons: (1) As originally defined in Goldfuss' work the name
is synonymous with the previously defined Vincufarfa of Defrance.
(2) If founded upon the eme~ded definition by Lonsdale in Murchison's Silurian system, the type would necessarily be the G.
disticha, Lonsdale, which is a Wenlock fossil and probably
quite different from the Devonian G. disticha, of Goldfuss. An
examination of a number of specimens of Lonsdale's species,
which we owe to the kindness of Mr, Vine, has convinced us
that the Wenlock species is totally different from those for which
Pinnatopora is prdposed. In fact they cannot belong to the
same famiJy, Lonsdale's G. disticha, being closely related to
Nematopora Ulr., and probably .constitutes an extreme member
of the Arthrostylidm. Billings' Helopora, .~trigosa is a congeneric species.
The AMPI,EXOPoRID.E is the same as in this volume, save that
Monotrypella,, a genus very closely related to Amplexopom,, is
out being placed with the MoNTICULIPORID.E under the ZoANTHARIA.

* Much evidence was published in Part I of our memoir on "American Palreozoic
Bryozoa," (Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vols. V, VI ~nd VIIJ, to establish the bryozoan
nature of the Monticuliporoids. More still, and, among the latter probably some ()f the
most important, was reserved to be drawn upon in. case our views were criticised; But
no call being made upon it, and the reserve being reinforced continually by new evidence gathered during the progress of our studies, we are now enabled to· ciaim with
confidence, that when the subject is again taken up by us, we will support our views
with such an abundance of evidence that even the most skeptical of our opponents,
provided he is just, must be convinced of their truth. The matter for the paper on the
"Rele.tions of Palreozoic to Mesozoic, Tertiary and Recent Bryozoa," has been ready
for several years, and only awaits an opportunity when it may be published, properly
supported by illustrations.
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The ARTHROSTYLID..E and AscomcTYONID..E also are constituted
as in our classification, but under the BATOSTOMELLID..E we miss
Bythopora, Callotrypa and Stenopora, the last being placed
among the corals, and the second among the TREMATOPORID..E,
while a new family, the BYTHOPORID..E, is proposed for the first,.
The family as given by him embraces besides Anisotrypa, Batostomella and Leioclema, also Batostoma (?) and Peronopora,
the latter probably through a clerical error, since on p.199, he
places the genus as a synonym for Monticulipora.*
The BoTRYLLOPORID..E, including only Botryllopora, may be a
good family. We ·did not feel warranted in proposing a new
family and in our classification have doubtfully referred the
genus to the FISTULIPORID..E.
The CERAMOPORID..E, however, is a heterogeneous assemblage.
Thus, beside leramopora, Ceramoporella, Clliloporella, Crepipora
and Spatiopora.,, which are properly referred here, the family is
made to embrace Eridopora, Glossotrypa, Lichenalia, Lichenotrypa, Odontotrypa, Pileotrypa and Selenopora, all genera
that, if not actual synonyms for Fistulipora, are at any rate
so closely related to that genus that they must belong to the
same family. None of them possess the stru<'ture characterizing
the Ceramoporoids, while all have the vesicular interstitial
tiss~e and zocecial wall structure marking the Fistuliporoids.
Ceramella, nn unquestionable synonym for Glyptopora and
therefore a genus related to Cystodictya, (referred by Mr. Miller
to the STICTOPORID..E) is also placed here, together with Petigopora, a genus whose minute structure agrees intimately with
Dekayia, which, as we have seen, he puts with the ALCYONARIA.
Sagenella, founded upon a species, that if it is not strictly a
Berenicea, clearly belongs to the TuBULIPORID..E and Phractopora, the relations of which are uncertain and which he also
refers to the STICTOPORID..$, complete the list of genera placed by
him as CERAMOPORID..E.
*It is interesting to note how dift'erently authors view the Monticuliporoid divisions
proposed by Nicholson. Contrast with the aboYe Waagen and Wentzel's recent ereetion
of the subfamily Peronoporinw (Pal. Indica, Ser. XIII, L 6.J
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The erection of a new family for Crisinella, may be justifiable
in a work of that kind; but not so the ENALLOPORID..E, under
which he ranges Diploclema, Enallopora and Protocrisina,, since
the ENTALOPHORID..E will include these genera without any extension of its usually accredited limits. We must protest also
against t,he use of d'Orbigny's Enallopora, instead of our Mitoclema, . . Ena,llopora, was founded upon Hall's figures and description of Gorgonia (?) perantiqua (Pal. N. Y. Vol. I, 1847.) Mr.
Miller gives the following free translation of d'Orbigny's description (Prodr: d. Pal. T. 1, p. 22, 1850.) "Small bifurcating
branches, without connecting bars; cell-mouths prominent on
each side, opening laterally and alternately." How can this
description be made to include Mitoclema, cinctosum, in which
cylindrical stems are encircled by transverse rows of zorecial
apertures as in Spiropora, and Entha,loplwra,/ Nor are we
acquainted with any bryozoan from the Trenton rocks having
two rows of alternately arranged and outwardly projecting cellapertures. The species which we originally identified with Hall's
G. (?) pemntiqua (Jour. Cin. Soc. Nat. Hist. Vol. V, p. 159,)
since it was found to agree neither with the description nor
with the figures given by Hall of that species, is now described
as new and made the type of the new genus Diploclema,, a subsequent and more careful examination having developed that
we were wrong in uniting the species with Mitoclema,. * We
have also become convinced that Hall's work on his Gorgonia
(?) perantiqua is faulty and that Enallopora rests upon characters that are hypothetical and with no existence in nature.
If this view is right, then Ena,llopora, cannot stand, since it
fails to fulfill the first and most important rule of nomenclature
in this that the description is not sufflcient for t.he identification
of the organism named. And there is no rule known to us permitting the retention of a genus founded upon imagina,ry characters.
His FENESTELLID..E embraces all the genera placed there by us
save Thamniscus. D'Orbigny's very doubtful Reteporina, and
• For further remarks upon this subjeot see note under Protocrisina ezigua (p, 405)
whioh is another of the forms that have been identified with Hall's SJ>ecies.
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Cfathropol'a, Goscinella,, Coscinium, Coscinotrypa, Evactinopora,
Reptaria and Semiopor11, are also included.
Upon what grounds the last seven genera are placed into the
same family with Fenestella, etc., is beyond our comprehension;
and we are thoroughly satisfied that no one who has paid even
the most cursory attention to fossil Bryozoa, will follow him.
Clathropora differs from Ptilodictya, only in. its mode of growth,
and Coscinella, and Goscinium are distinguished from ·Intrapora
and Cystodictya, in precisely the same manner. In their internal and really essential structure each pair of these genera is
practically identical. l'oscinotrypa, Hall, is a pure synonym for
Goscinium,* while Semiopora, as defined and figured by Hall,
(Pal. N. Y. Vol. 6, 1887;) is indistinguishable from Phmnopora.
Evactinopora, also, though regarded by us as a .. very good
generic group, is distinguished from Glyptopora, and the other
genera comprised in our C'YsToDWTYONID.E, almost solely by characters resulting from its peculiar style of growth. The zorecial
features are essentially the same in all, constituting the CYsToDICTYONID.E one of the most natural and easily recognized families of Palooozoic Bryozoa. We were, therefore, not a litUe disappointment at finding that the family ·was not adopted by
Mr. Miller. In splitting up the family and re-distributing the
genera he has been very unfortunate, especially in placing one
among the CERAMOPORID.E and several with the FENEBTELLID.E.
The remainder he puts with the STICTOPORID.E which is a less
unreasonable allocation.
Rcptaria also, surely has not,hing in' common with the Fenestellidm, and, if it is a bryozoan at all, must. go with Hederella
in"12,0 the Cyclostoma,ta, near the Tubuliporidm.
*It should be remarked here that Mr. Miller regards Glyptopora Ulr., (erroneously
written Glyptotrypa by him) as not distinct from Oosci1J-ium J;(eyser!ing, and that he
has apparently overlooked the new species of Glyptopora described in thiH volume.
He gives no reasons for thus ignoring our genus, and it is a little surprising to find
that he has not emended the definition of Oosoinium so as to cover Glyptopora, but
leaves it so that its terms include only the cribriform species for which Keyserling
proposed the genus and for which the name was adopted by Hall, Ulrich and others.
On the other hand he accepts Hall's Ooscinotrypa for Ooscinium cribriforme wh ch we,
in accordance with the anthor of the species, regard as one of the most typical species
of Keyser!ing's genus. Buch a proceeding does not ~ppear just to us, We may add
further that the characters which he assigns to Ooscinotrypa ought to be Joined to his
(lescription of. Ooscinium to make it complete.
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The F1sTULIPORID..E as recognized by him contains besides those
genera that we place there, also Actinotrypa,, Ca,Jlopora,, Callopol'ella a.nd Callotrypa,. In his definition of the first of these
genera (p. 291,) the only feature mentioned as distinguishing
it from Dichotrypa, which he places among the STICTOPORID..E,
are the radial strim that extend down the vestibular portion of ·
the zorecial aperture in Actinotrypa. And yet the two genera
are placed into different families. It is now a well established
fact that Callopora is without the interstitial vesicles which characterize the FlsTULIPORID..E,. and, therefore, ought 'not to belong
to the same family. The same is true of Calloporella and Callotrvpa, but the latter has the structure of the BATOSTOMELLIDM,
its systematic position being intermediate between Bythopora
and Leioclema. He also places in this family (the F1sTULIPORID..E)
Eridopora, Lichenotrypa, and Selenopora, 'a reference that we
believe correct, at,· any rate more so than under 'th'.e CERAMoPORID..E, where they also occur.
The HELIOTRYPID..E includes, as in our. work, only the genus
Heliotrypa. But why is this genus also placed with the STICTOPORID..E as- we will see presently?
The next family is the LABECHflDA<J, with one genus, La,bechia,
Ed. & H. Mr. Miller himself seems to have doubted that this
genus belongs to the Bryozoa, since on p. 310, he supplements
his definition with this'remark: "Probably this genus belongs
to the Protozoa and is related to the Sponges." We were not
aware that anyone doubted thatLabechia is an unequivocal Stromatoporoid, and consequently far removed from the Bryozoa.
'1.,he p ALESCHARID..E and PHACELOPORID..E include as with us each
only its typical' genus.
Under the PTILODICTYONID..E, how~ver, he has struc)r out CJa,th~
ropora,, Arthropora, Intrapora, Semiopora, · StictoporeJJa, and
Treniodictya, all of which, except the first and fourth, that, as
has been stated already, he refers to the FENESTELLID..E, he places
with the STICTOPORID..E, a course that is unwarranted if we credit
zorecial features with importance in the framing of our classifications. ·Furthermore, our family STREBLOTRYPm.E is set aside
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and the five genera Cyclopora, CycloporeJJa,, Proutelfa, Streblotrypa and Worthenopora, which, with us constitute that division, are removed to this family, a proceeding for which there
is even less reason than in the preceding case. In fact the
S'rREBLOTnYPIDE is one of the best marked families of Palaiozoic
Bryozoa, resembling the P'l'ILODICTYONIDE much less than do
the STICTOPORIDE and some of his FENESTELLIDE. A union with
the RHABDOMESONTID.E might have been comprehended and perhaps excused by us, since that family embraces some of its
nearest rela~ives. Coscinella, we believe, is properly placed in
the family, but he has also put the genus with the F:1<,NESTELLID£,
while Intrapora, to which Coscine]Ja, is very nearly related, is
found among the STICTOPOIUDE.
The RHABDOMESONTiDE is constituted as in this volume, only
Anisotrypa belongs with the BATOS'l'OMELLID~,, where he has
also placed it.
The RHINOPORIDE and SPHRAGIOPORIDE embrace as in this
work only the typical genera.
STICTOPORIDE.-In this family he places, besides the genera that
we refer there, also Acrogenia, Qvstodictya, ;Dichotrspa, Phractopora, Prismopora, ScaJa,ripora and Ta;miopor!lJ which. with us
form the bulk of our CYsToDICTYONIDE; also Arthropora, Intrapora, Stictoporella . and 'I'mniodictya, which we refer to the
PTILODICTYONIDE on zomcial characters mainly; and Heliotrypa
which, a little higher on the page, he makes the type and only
genus of the lIELIOTRYPIDE.
His family SuBRETIPORIDE is in every way equivalent to our·
PHYLLOPORINIDE, he being of. the opinion that Phylloporina Ulr.,
is the same os Subretepora of d'Orbigny.
This is a case very nearly like that · between Mitoclema and
EnaJlopora, discussed above. D'Orbigny p'roposed Subretepora
for Hall's Intricaria reticulata, relying upon Hall's description
and figures (Pal. N. Y., Vol. I) for the characters of his genus,
which he defines as having a single row of large cells, occupying the entire width of the slender, irregularly anastomosing
branches, all of which agrees very well with the data upon
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which he relied. Now, however, since it is known that Hall's
diagnosis and figures are incorrect in precisely those features
upon which d'Orbigny founded the genus, it is evident that Subretepora, must drop out of sight once more, on the ground of
insufficient and incorrect definition. According to our view, it
is neither safe nor proper. to found genera upon someone else's
figures or descriptions, ·particulfl,rly if these were drawn or written in the '40s, when palreontological work was not done nearly
so accurate as is now demanded. Nor can we r~gard it as good
policy to resurrect old and obscure names; espe~ially when they,
like those under consideration, have never been current in palreontological ·literature. Indeed, so far as we are informed, none
of the genera of Bryozoa proposed by d'Orbigny for species
described by Hall in Vol. I, of the ~ew York Reports on Palreontology, have been used' by subsequent writers. They do not
even appear in catalogues like Bigsby's "Thesaurus Siluricus."
Enallopora,, Subretepora, and Sulcopora (founded upon Hall's
Stictopora fenestrata, which, for the present we regard as the
type of Stictopora), were known to us since March, 1880, but
we placed them, in accordance with what seemed to be common
consent, among the "not recognized" names.
The THAMNISCID.E, including Crisinella, Diplopora, and Thamniscus, is not a natural assemblage. Nor does Mr. Miller appear to 'have had much faith in the group, since Diplopora, occurs among the genera of his A<;JANTHOCLADIID..E, and Crisinella,
is the type of his CRISINELLID..E. Thamniscus, the only genus remaining is, as we have shown on pages 357 and 606 of this
volume, too clearly related. to Polypora, to permit of greater
than generic separation.
The THEMATOPORID..E includes a very peculiar and unnatural
assemblage of genera, showing in a striking manner the ineonsequence of those authors who deny that Monticulipora, Monotrypa,, Stenopora, etc., are Bryozoa. Thus, Mr. Miller places
here besides Acanthoclema, Bactropora, Nemataxis and Tropidopora,, which he .has arranged much more properly also with
the RHABDOMESONTID..E; and Amplexopora, and Ata.ctopora, which
the reader will find also under the AMPLEXOPORID..E; and Chilotrypa, which has· been already correctly placed with the 1!,ISTULI-
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PORID.E; AtactoporeJla, Homotzypa and Homotrypella, three
genera closely related to Monticulipora and quite distinct from
Trerriatopora; Diarnesopora, a Ceramoporoid and totally different from Trematopora, as founded upon T. tuberculosa; and
Nicholsonella, which of all the genera placed here by Mr. Miller
alone belongs to the same fainily as Trernatapora, Orthopora
being a pure synonym for Rhombopora, and Trernatella, most
likely, the same as Batostornella.
The TuBULIPORID.E we find. no fault with save in this, that
Sagenella, which he has with the CERAMOPORID.E, ought to go
here, because,'·if indeed it is not a straight synonym for Berenicea, they are at any rate very nearly related.
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ERRATA IN PART I.
Page 42, line 3 from bottom, for 100.04 read 100.14,
Page 49, line JI from bottom, for 528-6 read 628-6.
Page 62, line 19 from top, for

1,088

read

1,078.

The Hillsboro boring 101?, on pages 46 and 47, bearing various evidences of incorrectness, I wrote to Mr. GEO. C. BRYCE, who kindly furnished me the following corrections:
Ft. In.
11 Limestone (Shoal Creek)............................................................... . .
8
15 Sandy shale and sandstono.... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. .. ..... .. . 63
4
22 Limestone .. . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. ..
6
25 Clay shale................................................................................ 1 10
27 Bituminous shale .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . . ..
6
35 Coal, 1 ft.; slate, 6 in.; coal, 1 ft. 6 in.-;-No. 5 ........................................ 3
Total depth.......................... .. ............................................ 775 feet.
(J. L.J
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indianense Worthen, ................................ ~ ......................... 150*
Bo!enomya Lamarck ............. , . : .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. ..... .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 131
C?J iovensis Worthen ............................................................ 132*
monroensis Worthen ............................................................. 131*
varsoviensis Worthen ............................................................ 131*
Sp!rlfera Sowerby ........................................ .,..................................... 105
multlgranosa Worthen .............................................................. 105*
littoni Swallow . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. • .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. . .. . 132
BPBINGEB, FRANK (see Wachsmuth and Springer.)
Btraparollus Montfort .......................................................................... 142
subumbilicatus Worthen ...................................................... 142*
umbilicatus Meek and Worthen ............................................... 142
varsoviensis Worthen .......................................................... 142*

.

Taxocrinus PW!lips .............................................. : .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . 197
fietcheri Worthen ................................................................. 197*
intermedius W. & Sp .............. : ............................................. 199*
Temnochei!us McCoy. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. 151
coxanum Meek and Worthen ................................................ 151
seottense Worthen ............................................................ 151
Terebratula Llivyd .............................................................................. 102
rowleyi Worthen ................................................................ 102*
Trachydomia Meek and Worthen ............................................................. 146
nodulosa Worthen ............................................................. 146*
Trachypora Edwards and Haime .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. 81
· austini Worthen ................................................................... 81*
ornata Rom .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . 81
WACHSMUTH and SPBINGEB, Crinoids and Blastoids ...................................... 157
WACHSMUTH and SPBINGEB, New Ge~us of CrinoidA from w. Tenne~see .............. 206
Waverly beds of Ohio ...................................................................... , ... 160
WHITE, C. A .. on the Burlington beds ....................................................... 159
WOBTHEN, A. H., Fossil Invertebrates ........... 0........................................... 69
Zaphrentis Rafinesque ....................................................................... 71, 132
calcariformis Hall ................................................................. 74*
carinata Worthen .................................................................. 75*
centra!is E. & H .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ........... "...................................... 72*
chesterensis Worthen ............................................................. 73*
cliffordana E. & H ................................................................. 75*·
cylindracea Worthen ......................................... '. .................... 78*
dalei E. & H ........................................................................ 71*
illinoiensis Worthen ............................................................... 77*
lanceolata Worthen ................................................................ 76*
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Zaphrentls parasitica Worthen ............................ ., ................................... 79*
pellensis Worthen ........ ; ....................... "................................. 74*
reversa Worthen .................................................................. 78*
spergenensis Worthen ............................................................ 77*
spinulifera Hall).. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 71
spinulosa E. & H .................................................................. 73*
ulrichi Worthen .................................................................... 76*
''
varsoviensis Worthen . .................... "....................................... 78*
Zeacrinus Troost (Hall)......................................................................... 91
Zoantharia ........................... , .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. . .. • 71

ERRATA IN PART II, SECTIONS

1

AND

2.

Z. PELLAENSIS to Z. PELLENSIS.
75, change Z. CARINATUS to Z. CARINATA.
76, change Z. LANCEOLATUS to Z. LANC:EOLATA.
78, change Z: CYLINDRACEUS to Z. CYLINDRACEA.
80, change Z. cylindraceus to Z. cylindracea.

On Page 74, change
On Page
On Page
On Page
On Page

On Page 80, change A. IOVAENSIS to
On Page 116, after

A. providensis,

A.

IOVENSE.

Cox,

sp.

insert (Pl.

XXI,

figs.

4, 4a.)
On Page 136, change PL XXIV, Fig. I! to Pl. XXIV, Fig. 5.
On Page 138, change PEUROTOMARIA IOWENSIS to PLEUROTOMARIA
IOVENSIS.
On Page 143, change

M.

ALTONENSIS to

M.

ALTONENSE.

large before plates.
smaller to larger.

On Page 207, line 4 from bottom, leave out the word
on Pall'e 201, line 3 from bottom, change
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Acanthoconia Hinde ............................................................................ 238
Actinostroma Nicholson..................................................................... 221,282
? trentonense Ulrich and Everett............................................ 282*
Amblysiphonella Steinman..................................................................... 218
American Palooozoic Sponges ........................ .- ............................. 211,23:1,245,255
Anomocladina Zittel. .................................................................... 225,226,234
Anthaspidella Ulrich and Everett ................................................ 217,222,234,257
fenestrata Ulrich and Everett ........................................... 234,264*
ftrma Ulrich and Everett. ......................................... .'...... 234, 263*
ftorifera Ulrich and Everett ................·......................... 234,257,259*
grandis Ulrich and Everett ............................................. 234,262*
? magnifica Ulrich and Everett ......................................... 235,265*.
mammulata Ulrich and Everett ..................................... 235,257,258*
obliqua Ulrich and Everett .............................................. 235,265*
parvistellata Ulrich and Everett......................................... 235,260*
scutula Ulrich and Everett .............................................. 235,261*
Anthaspidellidoo Ulrich ........................................... "......................... 221,234
Archooocyathus Billings ...................................................................... 216,240
atlanticus Billings ............................................................ 240
billingsi Walcott............................................................. 240
? pavonoides Matthew .. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. . . 240
Astrooospongia Roemer ..................................................................... 217,238
hamiltonensis Meek and Worthen .......................................... 238
meniscus Roemer ............................................................ 238
Astroconia Sollas ..... , ......................................................................... 238
granti Sollas ....................................................................... 238
Astylospongia Roemer .................................................................. 217,223,234
christiana. Meek and Worthen ................................................ 234
imbricato-articulata Reemer .................................................. 234
inciso-lobata Roemer ........................................................ 234
inornata Hall ................................................................... 2'27
? parvula Billings ............................................................. 234
? perryi Billings.... .. . . .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . . 234
proomorsa Goldfuss ....................................................... 224*,234
prremorsa var. nux-moschata Hall .......................................... 234
roemeriHinde .................................................................. 234
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Astylospongia ~tellatim-·sulcata Roemer .....................................•......•....... 234
Aulocopina Billings .............................................................................. 240
granti Billings ..................................................................... 240.
Aulocopium Oswald................................................................. 217,222,223,225t
Batospongia Ulrich ..................................................................... 218,239, 246
·spicata Ulrich ............................................................... 238,246*
Beatricea ......................................................................................... 216
Becksia ........................................................................................... 2'J3
Belemnospongia Ukich .................................................................... 233,2411
fascicularis Ulrich .................................................. 2ld,233,248*.
llrachiospongia Marsh ...................................................................... 217,238
digitata Owen, sp .................................................. '. .......... 238
Brachiospongidai Beecher................................................................... 217,238
Buthotrephis.................................................................................. 255,280
CCalamopora Goldf) ............................................................................ 227
(
llbrosa Goldfus,;J ................................................................. 228
• Calathium Billings ................................................................... 216,235,250,275
affine Bil!ing8 ......................... : ............................................. 235
anstedi Billings......... : ........................................................... 235
? canadense Billings .............. , ......................................... 235,250,275
llttoni Billings .......................................... '· .......................... 235
formosum Billings ...................". .............................................. 235
?? infelix Ulrich and Everett ............................................ 235,250,274*
pannosum Billings ................................................................. 235
paradoxicum Billings .............................................................. 235
Calcispongiai Blainville ..............................................-...................... 220,2311
Camarocladia Ulrich and Everett..................................................... 217,239,280
dichotoma Ulrich and Eve1 ett ........................................... 239, 281*
Oambdan System, Sponges of .................................. , .......................... 216,233
Carboniferous System, Sponges of..................................................... 218,233,245
Ceraospongiai Bronn ............. : .............................. : .............................. 220
Cla8sitlcation of Sponges .................. '· .................. _.............................. 219,233
Cleodictya Hall .................................................................................. 236
gloriosa Hall ....................................................................... 236
? mohri Hall....................................................................... 236
Climacospongia Hinde ...................................................... 217,222,223*,235,248,268
(radialis Hinde-in error for C. radi11tal .................................. 235
radiata Hinde ........................................................ 224t,235,248
Cnemidiastrum ......................................... , ........................................ 221
CCnemidium?J trentommse Worthen .................._........................................ 270
Coal Measures, Sponges of .... :................................................................ 233
Corynella ..............................._................................ :. ........ : ............... 215
Craticularia ZitLel............................................................................... 2'22
Cyathophycus Walcott ............. ; ................................................ 216,217,236,280
quebecense Dawson.... , ............................... : ...................... 236
reticulatum Walcott ............................................................ 236
subsphericum Walcott ............... , ........................................ 236
Cyathospongia Hall. ; ............................................................. : ............. 234
excrescens Hall .................. ; ............................................ 234
Cylindrocwlia {()rich ......................................................................... 217,240
"
endoceroidea Ulrich ........................................................... 240
covingtonensis Ulrich ......................................................... 240
minnesotensis Ulrich .......................................................... 240
minor Ulrich .............. _.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .• . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . 240
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Devonian System, Sponges of ......... : ................................................. 218,233,245
Dictyophyton Hall ....................................................................... 216,218,236
abacus Hall ...................................................................... 236
annulatum Hall. ..................................... '. .......................... 236
baculum Hall ............................ : .......... ; .......................... :. 236
cinctum Hall..................................................................... 236
conradi Hall .................................................................... 236
cy lindricum Whitfield ................. ; .................... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 236
fenestratum Hall. ..................... ·......................... ·................ 236
fllitextile Hall. .................................................................. 236
hamiltonense Hall ............................................................... 236
irregulare Hall. .. . . . . .. . .. ................................................... ;:236
nodosum Hall ..... ·......... : .................................................... 236
parallelum HalL ................................................................ 236
patulum Hall ..................................................................... 236
'•'
prismaticum Hall ....................................................... ........ 236
? redfieldi Hall .............. , .................................................. 286
rude Hall ........................................................................ 237
sacculus Hall ................................................................... 237
telum Hall... . .. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 2a{
tenue Hall.. ............. ' ....................................................... 237
tuberosum Conrad ............................................................. 237
Dictyospongidre Hall ............................................................................ 236
Dystactospongia Miller ..................... : ........................................... 215, 217 ,23.J
insolen!I S. A. Miller ........................................................ 239
minima Ulrich; .. . . .. . .. .. . . . . . .. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . 23J
minor Ulrich and Everett...................·.......................... 239,278*
rudis Ulrich and Everett ................................. , ........... 23.Q,279*
Ectenodictya Hall ............................................................................ : .. 237
burlingtonensis Hall .......................· ..................................... 237
eccentrica Hall ................................ ·. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. 237
expansa Hall... .,..................... : . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 237
implexa Hall...................................................................... 237
Edriospongia Ulrich and Everett .................................................... 217,235,271
basalis Ulrich and Everett ............................................... 23.5, 272*
Eocoryne Matthew .............................................................................. 240
gemina Matthew..................................................................... 240
Eospongia Billings ............................................ ~ ............................. 217,234
rremeri .Billin(ils.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . 234
varians Billings .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. ..... . .. . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . .. .. .. . . . .. . 234
Ethm?_iihyllum M~ek .... - ..... : . : .......................................................... 21~,240
mmganense Billings, sp. .. .. .-............................................... 240
profundum Billings, sp.......................... " ............................ 240
rarum Ford, sp ................................................................. 240
rensselrericum Ford, sp ............ : ......................................... 240
whitneyi Meek ................................................ : . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. 240
Euretidre Zittel ....................................................................... " ......... 222
Fenestella, associated with sponges ....................................................... 215,249
Fossilization of Sponges .......................... .' ............ , ............................... 212
Geological Distribution of Sponges ........................................................ 211,215
Heterospongia Ulrich................................................................... 215,217,239
aspera Ulrich .................................................................. 239
knotti Ulrich ... : . .............................................................. 236
subramosa Ulrich .................... ·......................................... 239
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Hexactinellida Schmidt ................................................................... 220,236
Hindia Duncan ............... : .............................................................. 226,234
inrequalis Ulrich and Everett .................................................... 234,275*
( "
inornata Hal])..................................... , . .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. . 228
parva Ulrich............................................................................. 234
sphreroida!is Duncan .............................................................. 225*,234
Holasterella Carter .............................................................................. 218
Hyalostelia Zittel ................................................................. : .......... 217,238
delieatula Ulrich .................. , .................................. : ........ 238,246t
metissica Dawson ................................................................. 238
solivaga Ulrich ........................................................ 1 .. . . . . . . 232, 238
Hydnoceras Conrad ............................................................................. 216
Hystriospongia Ulrich ................................................................. 218,233,245
carbonaria Ulrich ................................................. 233,245*,246+
Ischadites Murchison ................................................... .'..................... 238
Jerieca Zittel .................................................................................... 226
Lasiocladia Hinde .......................................................................... 218,233
compressa Hinde .............................................................. 23B,249
hindei Ulrich.... • .......................................................... 233,249
Lepidolites Ulrich ........................................................................... 217,239
dickhauti Ulrich ................................................................... 239
r ''

elonga.tus Ulrich ................................................................... 239

Leptomitus Walcott .......................................................................... 216,233
zitteli Walcott ..................................................................... 233
Leptopoterion Ulrich ........................................................................ 217,239
mammiferum Ulrich .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . 239
.List ,of Lower Trenton fossils, DR. EvEBETT, Dixon, Ill .................................... 256
Lithistida Schmidt ......................................................................... 220,234
Lodanella mira Kayser ......................................................................... 218
Lyrodictya Hall .................................................................................. 237
romingeri Hall ..................................................................... Zi37
Lyssacina Zittel. ................................................................................ 236
(Micro~pongia Miller and Dyer) ........................................................ 226,228,229
(
gregaria Miller) ................................................................ 229
Monactinellidre Zittel ....................................................................... 220,233
Monakidre Marshall ...... ; ...................................................................... 238
Myxospongire Haeckel .. . . . . . ................................................................. 220

Ophiorhaphidites Carter ...... : ............................................ : ................... 245
Pachastrella Schmidt ........................................................... , ............... 245
Palreomanon Roemer .................................................................... 217,223,234
bursa Hall ....................................................................... 234
cratera Roemer .................................................................. Zi34
Palreophycus Hall. .............................................................................. 255
Pattersonia Miller ............................................................................ 217,240
difncilis S. A. Miller .............................................................. 240
Peronella .................................................. , ..................................... 280
Pharetrones Zittel ................................................. ·............................. 239
Phragmodfotya Hall ............................................. , .............................. 237
eatillifornlis Whitfield ....................................................... 237
lineata Hall .................................................................... 237
patelliformis Hall ............................................................. 237
Physospongia Hall ............................................................................... 237
alternata Hall .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . 237
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Physospongia colletti Hall ..................................................................... 237
dawsoni <Whitfield) ........................................................... 237
Pollakidre Marshall .............................................. , ............................... 238
Polypora, associated with sponges ........................................................... 245
Preservation of fossil sponges ................................................................ 212
Prismopora, a.ssociated with sponges ........................................................ 245
Protospongia Salter ......................................................................... 216,237
fenestrata Salter ................................................................. 21f1
? minor Matthew ............................................................... 237
? minor var. distans Matthew ................... ; ............................ 237
. tetranema Dawson ............................................................. 237
Pulvillus Carter . .. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 218
Raphidistia Carter .............................................................................. 218
Rauffella Ulrich .............................................................................. 217,236
·,,
:flliosa Ulrich ......................................................................... 236
palmipes Ulrich ...................................................................... 236
Receptaculites DeFrance .................................................................... 217,238
Receptaculitidre Hinde ......................................................................... 238
Reniera Carter .................................................................................. 218
Rhabdaria Billings .............................................................................. 240 ·
fragilis Billings ..................................................................... 240
furcata Billings. .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
Ribeiria Sharpe .................................................................................. 241
? calcifera Billings .................................................................... 241
longiuscula Billings .................................................................. 241
Saccospongia Ulrich ......................................................................... 217,239
dan illensis Ulrich .............................................................. 239
rudis Ulrich ..................................................................... 239
Sebargasia Steinman ......................................................... ·.................. 218
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SPONGES .......................... 209

DEVONIAN AND CARBONIFEROUS SPONGES .......•....• 243

LOWER SILURIAN SPONGES ..................................... 253

Seliscothon mantelli Goldfuss ................................................................. 225*
Silurian System, Sponges of..................~ ......................................... 217,233,255
Sollasia Steinman ............................................................................... 218
(Sphrerolites Hinde) ............................................................................ 228
(
nicholsoni Hinde) ............................................................. 227,278
Spongire, tabular list and classification. ...................................................... 233
Spongire incertre sedis ........................................................................ 240
Streptosolen Ulrich and Everett .............................................. 217,235,257,272,273
obconicus Ulricl;l and Everett ............................................ 235,274*
Streptospongia Ulrich ....................................................................... 217,240
labyrinthica Ulrich ................ , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 240
Strobilospongia Beecher ............................................................ : .......... 217
Stromatoporoidea ........................................................................ 216,221,282
St.rotospongia Ulrich and Everett .................................................... 217,239,276
maculosa Ulrich and Everett ............................................ 239,277*
Sub-carboniferous System, Sponges of................................................... 218,233
Syringelasma Ulrich-read for Syringophyllum ................................. 218,222,235,260
• wortheni Ulrich-read for Syringophyllum ............................ 235,260*
(Syringophyllum Ulrich; name pre-occupied-See Syringelasma.)
(
wortheni Ulrich-See Syrlngelasma wortheni.)
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Taconfo System, Sponges in ................................................................ 216,233
Tethyopsis Zittel. ....................................................... , .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . . . . . .. 245

TABULAR LIST AND CLASSIFICATION OF AMERICAN PAL~JOZOIC
SPONGES .............................................................................

233

Tetracladina Zittel. .............................................................. 223,225,226,231,234
Tetractinellida Marshall .................................................................... 220,233
Thamnodictya Hall ............................................................................... 237
newberryl Hall ............ ., .................................................... 237
Trachyum Billings .................... _...................................................... 216,241
cyathiforme Billings . .. . .. . .. .. . . .. . .. . . . . .. . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. 241
rugosum BillingS ................................................................... 241
Trichospongia Billings... : .................................................................. 216,241
sericea Billings . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. 241
Uphantamia Vanuxem .................................................................. 216,218;237
chemungensis Vanuxem ........................................................ 237
dawsoni Whitfield ................................................................ 218
Verticillites DeFrance ........................... ; . . . .. . .. .. . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . 280
Zittelella Ulrich and Everett ................................ .'............. 217,221,222,235,267,275
(
?l infeliX Ulrich and, Everett .................................................... 271*,274
inosculata Ulrich and Everett .................................................. 235,271
lobata Ulrich and Everett ..................................... ' ................ 235,270*
trentonensis Worthen, sp ....................................................... 235,270
typicalis Ulrich and Everett ................................................... 235,268*
typicalis var. pistilliformis Ulrich and Everett .............................. 235, 269*
typicalis var. subrotunda Ulrich and Everett ............................... 235,269*
typicalis var. turbinata Ulrich and Everett .................................. 235,269*
Zoantharia rugosa, affinity to sponges ........................................ , .............. 216

ERRATA AND ADDENDA.
PART

II,

SECTIONS

3-5.

Receptaculites
Cerionites by Meek & Worthen.
Syringophyllum, being pre-occupied,

Page 211, to the list of genera at the bottom of this page, add:
by Defrance;

Iscliadites

by Murchison;

Pages 218, 222, 235 and 250, the name

Syringelasma.
Page 218, line 18 from bottom.for Sollacia

should be changed to

read Solla,sia.
Page 221, in foot note, for Stromap toroidea read Stromatoporoidea.
Page 233, line 2 from bottom, for 1880 read 1889.

A. mamillata read A. mammulata.
C. radialis read C. radiata.
Page 257, line 10 from bottom, for the systems read the canal systems.
Page 272, line 17 from top, for U. & R. read U. & E.
Page 273, line 17and 18 from bottom, exchange former and latter.
Page 235, line 2 from top, for

Page 285, line 10 from bottom, for
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Acanthocladia King .................................................................. .. 398, 627,635
americana Swallow ............................................................ 636
anceps Schlotheim ......................................................... 398,635*
fruticosa Ulrich ............................................................... . 635*
Acanthocladiidre Zittel (Ulrich) ............................................................ 361,397
.A.canthoclema Hall ......................................................................... 402,661
alternatum Hall ................................................................ 666
confiuens Ulrich ............................................................. . 662*
) hamiltonense Hall (Nicholson) ................................................ 648
) scutulatum:Hall ........................... '. .................................... 648
Acanthopores ............................................................................ , ... .'290,300
Acanthopora Young and Young ............................................................ 358,359
Actinotrypa Ulrich ......................................................................... 386, 503
peculiaris (Rominger) ....................................................... 386, 503*
!Actinostoma Young and Young) ........................................................... 358,359
Acrogenia Hall . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 388
Amplexopora Ulrich ....................................................................... 377. 450
affiniS Ulrich .................................................................. .450*
cingulata Ulrich ...................................................... 308t, 309+, 377
pustulosa Ulrich .................................... , ......................... . 451*
robusta Ulrich ................................................................... 318t
septosa Ulrich ............................................... : ................. 451
superba Foord .................................................................. 450
Amplexoporidre Ulrich .................................................................... 342, 376
Anisotrypa Ulrich ............................................................................. . 376
elegantula (Ulrich) ............................................................. 365, 447
fistulosa Ulrich .................................................................. . 448*
ramulosa Ulrich ..... : ......................................................... .... 449*
solida Ulrich .................................................................. 365,449*
symmetrica Ulrich ............................................................ 376, !48*
Anolotichia Ulrich ........................................................................... 381, 473
ponderosa Ulrich ..................................................... 320t, 381, 473*
impolita Ulrich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . 473
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Archimedes Lesueur (Owen) .......................................................... 358,396,565
communis Ulrich ............................................................ 568,573*
compactus Ulrich .......................................................... 568,572*
distans Ulrich ............................................................... 568, 578*
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6.

OCce1Ja,ta, read oce]Ja,ta,.
cribriformi read cribriforme.
Page S'Jl,lOth line from bottom,for hili read hilli.
Page 32(,16 and 17th line from bottom.for Fenestrella, read Fenestella,.
Page 335,lSth line from bottom, for exert read exsert.

Page 820, Sd line from top, for

Page 820, 6th.line from bottom.for

Page 844, 8th line from bottom of note,for of Joredale read on Yoredale.
Page 850,lOth line frombottom,for secton read section.

geneo- read geneabiserialis read biseriata.
Intrapora, ba,sa,Jis read Stictoporella,

Page 307, 16th line from top.for

Page 308, 2d line from bottom.tor
Page 866,9th line from top.for

b:.Jisa,Jis.
Page
Page
Page
Page

368, in note at bottom, for Rolle read by Rolle.
B69,12th line from top,for exerted read exserted.
394,in explanations to 11.g. 14, transpose a and b.
394,llth line from bottom.tor Cosine]Ja, read Coscinella,.

Schumardi read Shuma,rdi.
Pl. XXXIV read Pl. XXXVIII.
top: tor Pl. XLIV read Pl. XLVI.

Page 997,Sd line from top.for

Page 420,1oth line from bottom,for

Page 458,2d line from
Page 469,add the following note, Ghretetes venustus Ulr., Journ. Oin. Soc. Nat.. Hist.
Vol. l,p. 98,PLIV,11.g. 7, 7a,1878. (This note, in part, occurs erroneously on page 470.J
Page 489,19th line from bottom.for Pl. XLVII read Pl. XLVIII.
Page 492,4th line from bottom in note, for fenestruta read Jenestrata.
Page 515,19th line from top, for 11.g. 4 read 11.g. 7.
Page 527,llth line from bottom.for fig. 1-lb read 1-lt.

fig. 5-5b read 5-5c,
fig. 5, 5a, and LXIX. fig. 2, 2a.
Page 578,14th line from bottom tor place read space.
Page 600,9th line from bottom for P. eximia, readP. whitei.
Page 610,6th line from bottom, for var. SEVILLENSIS read TH.A.MNISOUS

Page OS'J,Sd line from bottom, for
and add,

Pl.

LXVIII,

SE-

VILLENSIS; and modify the description and remarks so that they will accord
with this change.
Page 620,14th line from top, for XLV1 read LVI.
Page 628,2d line from top,for figs. 5-5c read 5-5b.
Page 649,in explanation to 11.g. 18, for 11.g. a read o; for o read d; ford read e: fore read a
Page 647, 8d line from top, for 0.2 m,m. read 2 mm.
Page 65S,15th line from top.for

fig. 1-lb

read

fig. 1-lf.
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DEAR Sm-In response to your request that I should prepare
for the Eighth and final volume of Prof. Amos H. W orthen's
Reports upon the Geology of Illinois, a biographical notice of
the learned and lamented author, I beg to submit the enclosed
account of his life and estimate of his personal and scientific
character; and to "remain, most truly,
Your obedient servant,
N.

w.

BLISS.

A Sketch of the Private Life and Personal and Scientific Character
OF

PROF,

AMOS HENRY WORTHENi
BY N. W. BLISS.

Prof. AMos HENRY WoRTHEN, State Geologist of Illinois and
Curator of the State Historical Library and Museum of Natural
History, died at his home in Warsaw, Hancock county, Illinois,
on Sunday, May 6, 1888, of pneumonia, at the ripe age of
nearly seventy-five years. For over thirty years he had been
constantly engaged, first, in the survey of, and then in writing
and publishing the reports upon, the geology of his great
adopted State; and his work has been of such a thorough and
able character, that while it has made for him a name honored
among the scientists of the world, his volumes have long been
text books of palreontological nomenclature. Just prior to his
death_ he had completed and prepared for publication his eighth
and final volume of Reports upon the Geology of Illinois, and
was anticipating a period of rest ' as soon as by means of a
suitable appropriation this final volume should be published
and off his hands, having determined then to resign the place
in the service of the State which he had so long and ably filled.
But .death came all too soon and found the busy man still in
harness,. and the period of earthly activity was exchanged for
one of heavenly rest.
Amos Henry Worthen was born at Bradford, Orange county,
Vermont, October 31, 1813. He was the son of Thomas Worthen and Susannah Adams, his wife, and was the youngest,
save one, of a large family of thirteen children. His mother,
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Susannah Adams, was the daughter of Abraham Adams, who
married Mary Brickett, and was a descendant of Henry Adams,
the founder of the Adams family in America, who settled at
Mount Wollaston (now Quincy), Massachusetts, and to whose
memory his descendant, President 'John Adams, erected a plain
granite monument with this quaint inscription:
''In memory of Henry AdamR, who took his flight from the
dragon persecution, in Devonshire, England, and alighted with
eight somi near Mount W ollaston. One of the sons r~urned to
England after taking time to explore the country. Four removed to Medford and the neighboring towns. Two to Chelmsford. One only remained, Joseph, who lies here at his right
hand, who was an original proprietor in the Township of Braintree, incorporated in the year 1639."
Susannah Adams, the mother of Prof. Worthen, was a woman
of a most amiable disposition, and at the same time of great
mental and .physical acti~ity and force. A mother with these
characteristics seldom fails to transmit them to her posterity.
His father, 'l'hos. Worthen,, was the owner of a farm upon what
was known a.s the South Road, in Bradford, Where were
"brought up" (not "raised") this large family of sons and
daughters. Here Prof. Worthen gained the first rudiments of
his education in the excellent common schools of his ,native
State, and his early physical training, of almost equal importance to his future usefulness in his chosen profession, in labor
upon his father's farm. At that time the academy at Bradford
Village was an institution of learning of a high class, and here
Prof. Worthen :finished his school training, boarding for that
purpose at the home of his si~ter, Mary, who married Capt.
Ellis Bliss, an extensive farmer in the Connecticut Valley. Attending the same school, from the same house, bearing the relation of uncle and nephew, he :finishing, and the writer beginning his academic course, a friendship and intimacy began which
lasted from that period to the day of his lamented death. At
an early age, before arriving at his majority, he married, January 14, 1834, Miss Sarah B. Kimball, of Warren, N.. H., who
was his faithful and life-long companion, preceding him to the
better land only a little over a twelve-month. At that time
Ohio and Kentucky were the far west, and it required a high
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degree of courage and determination for the young New Englander to risk his fortunes in those strange and distant lands.
But, as with so many others, Prof. Worthen was not without
friends and even relatives in the distant west. His eldest
brother, Enoch, was then living at Cynthiana, Kentucky, where
he had settled and founded a family, and thither the young
emigrant betook.himself. Whatever else the average New Englander may · or may not be capable of doing, one thing, for
want of better, or rather more remunerative employment, they
have almost universally engaged in, in all the new countries
which they have helped to settle and civilize, and that is, school
teach,ing. Prof. Worthen, then a plain Yankee lad, without
title, was no exception to the rule, but began his western life
and experiences in tea~hing school at Cumminsville, Ohio, then
in· the wilderness-though now a suburb of her chief city, Cincinnati. Remaining here two winters, in June, 1836, he took
his wife and infant son to Warsaw, Illinois, where he made his
permanent home. Here he has done his life's work, and hence
he has entered into (well earned) rest. Meanwhile his wife's
family (the Kimballs) had also emigrated to the west, making
t.heir home on Bear Creek, in Hancock county, and with his
brothers-in-law, the Kimball boys, or one of them, Prof. Wort.hen became first a forwarding and commission merchant, occupying and residing in the warehouse and dwelling standing
on the site now occupied by the mill of the Warsaw Milling
Company, known as Grace mills, later occupying the brick cottage which he built, and conducting a dry goods business upon
the hill at Warsaw. In 1842, influenced by the depression in
business caused by the Mormon difficulties in Hancock county,
he removed with his family to Charlestown, Mass., and here his
son, Amos Henry Jr., was born. He was probably influenced
in his second removal (that from Ohio) to select Warsaw as
his future home, by the fact that his wife's family had selected
this region as their western home, but had his predilections for
the life of a naturalist been known and their stimulation anticipated, no region could have been selected better calculated
to awaken and sustain the enthusiasm of a naturalist. As
stated by himself on page 89 of his first volume of Reports
upon Geology of Illinois: "A fine section of the geode bed is
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exposed just above the steamboat landing at Warsaw, where
its whole thickness ma.y be seen in the bluff above the railroad
grade, and there is perhaps no locality known in the west
where a few hours labor of a good collector would be rewarded
by so large a variety of finely crystallized specimens. There is
no formation in the State that presents such attractive and interesting specimens of crystallized minerals as are to be found
in this division of the Keokuk limestone, and tons of these
beautiful geodes have been sent from the county of Hancock
to adorn the cabinets of mineralogists throughout the civilized
world." It may be added that by far the largest portion of
these shipments have been sent abroad by Prof. Worthen himself. One can easily imagine what an impetus rruch surroundings would give to a love of nature already abounding, and to
powers of observation and analysis already somewhat trained
and cultivated by study and travel, accordingly his attention
from the first was strongly attracted to the geological features
of his new home, and its geode beds at once commanded bis
admiration and close investigation. Even at that early period
he felt stirring within him that spirit of investigation and love
for natural science that later caused him first to neglect and
then to abandon entirely all business less suited to his taste,
and to devote himself to science with a singleness of purpose
and devotion as rare as it is honorable to the individual and
advantageous to mankind. He gathered and took with him to
Boston several barrels of the splendid crystallizations called
"geodes," then rare in collections, and there, instead of selling
them, with a naturalists true love for his (to be) calling, exchanged them for a cabinet of sea shells, which he brought
back with him to Warsaw when he returned there in July, 1844.
Similar forms to these shells he saw everywhere preserved in
the limestone rocks and shales of bis neighborhood and every
spare hour found him with his hammer and satchel exploring
every ravine, bluff and quarry and every exposure of the subjacent rocks which could be reached. He was consumed with a
desire to know something of their history and nomenclature.
The science of geology may be termed a child of the nineteenth century, during which more progress has been made in
the knowledge of the history of the earth than during all pre-
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ceding time. When Prof. Worthen took up the study, amid the
cares of a family and while engaged in business, the facilities
for its study were extremely few especially in the western
country. No work on elementary Geology had then beerl published in this country and the first books that he was at>le to
obtain were Dr. Mantell's "Medals of Creation" and "Wonders
of Geology," which l well remember finding in his library upon
my arrival at his house in the spring of 1850. They were
written in a style adapted to popular comprehension and by
as great an enthusiast and collector as himself. It is doubtful
if any works could be found now, better calculated to spimu- ·
late the zeal of a born naturalist. They presented a general
survey of the Fossil World, with an outline of British Palreontology, illustrated by wood cuts of fossil remains. It gave him
what he most needed at the time, an insight into the manner
in which the sedimentary rocks were formed and how the remains of animals and plants came to be embedded and preserved in them. By collecting the minerals and fossils in his
own locality and exchanging them with other collectors for
those found elsewhere, he gradually gathered not only an extensive and very valuable geological museum but acquired the
knowledge which was the object of his ardent pursuit. Thus
the writer found him upon his own arrival in the Mississippi
Valley in the spring of 1850. He was still engaged in business
but his store as well as his house was more of a stone shop
than a dry goods shop and he evidently begrudged the time
there spent waiting for or attending upon customers; consequently he soon sold out his business and determined for the
future to devote himself to his loved science. Meanwhile by his
correspondence and exchanges he had made the acquaintance
of many men engaged like himself in scientific pursuits and
made such progress himself in knowledge as to be elected a
member of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science at its 5th annual meeting, held at Cincinnati in 1851,
a society of which he remained a member to the time of his
deat,h, whose proceedings he greatly enjoyed, and to whose transactions he at various times contributed valuable papers, notably
"On the occurrence of fish remains in the carboniferous limestone
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of Illinois", "Remarks on the discovery of a Terrestrial flora
in the Mountain Limestone of Illinois," and "Remarks on the
relative age of the Niagara and the so-called Lower Helderberg
groups."
January 16, 1863, Prof. Worthen was made.,a member of the
"American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia."
October 15, 1871, he "was appointed correspondent of "The
Imperial Royal Geological State Institute of Vienna."
April 17, 1872, he became a member of the "National Academy of Sciences, U. S. A." And on May 20, 1873, of t,he
"Societe Royale des Sciences de Liege."
He was probably a member or correspondent of other learned
scientific bodies, but he was careless of such honors, paying
more attention to furnishing the scientific world through the
membership of these societies, with new facts and discoveries,
than to receiving from them indorsements or honors. Before
these scientific bodies he read or to them he communicated at
various times, important papers relating to his investigations
and discoveries in the Lower Carboniferous Limestones, some of
which will be found published in the transactions of the St.
Louis Academy of Sciences, of the American Philosophical Society of Philadelphia and in the American .Journal of Science
and Arts, edited by Silliman, specimens of these communications
are found in his remarks on the age of the Leclaire Limestone,
at Leclaire, Iowa, and Port Byron, Illinois, Vol. 33, Silliman's
Journal, and Remarks on the Age of the Goniatite Limestone
at Rockford, Indiana, Vol. 32, Silliman's Journal, a joint paper
by himself and the learned palooontologist Prof. F. B. Meek,
whom he had so closely associated with himself in the Palffiontology of the Illinois Survey.
Prof. Worthen was not given to "rushing into print" and except for the purpose of preserving priority of description and
nomenclature of the fossils collected and described in the reports
of the Illinois Survey, seldom published anything unless he had
some important fact or discovery or well considered conclusion,
to present to the scientific world.
The Illinois Legislature in February, 1851, passed an act
authorizing a geological survey of the State, appropriating
$3,000.00 a year for that purpose, and two years later increased
this appropriation to $5,000.00 per annum. Prof. Norwood, a
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Scientist of repute, who had been associated with the noted Scientist
Prof. Owen, of Indiana, was appointed Geologist, and for a
while Prof. Worthen did some work under him, but soon engaged in more active work in Iowa under Prof. James Hall of
New York, who having just finished the survey of his,own great
State was called. to that of Iowa, which State. had, in 1855,
passed an act authoriZing a survey which was promptly commenced in September of that year. Prof. Hall in his first report says of Prof. Worthen that "he was engaged as assistant
at the commencement of. the survey and was employed during
the seasons for exploration until the close of 1857; by his services in the field and the loan of . his magnificent collection of
carboniferous crinoids he has added greatly to the value and
interest of this report."
His first work here was a series of examinations along the
DesMoines Valley and the eastern border of the Iowa coal field
made with a view of determining the number, thickness and
relative value of the different coal seams outcropping in that
part of the State, upon which he duly reported and the next
year (1857) he made minute examination of and report upon the
geology of certain counties in southeastern Iowa. This constituted all the detail work of that survey, only the leading features of the remaining counties establishing the outlines of their
geolbgy being given.
Meanwhile the work in Illinois languished; although six years
had elapsed since the passage of the act authorizing the survey,
no report had been made, and when on March 22, 1858, Gov.
Wm. H. Bissell placed in the hands of Prof. Worthen his commission as State Geologist, nothing of prior work came to his
hands save a report by Prof. Norwood on the lead mines of
Hardin county, and the field notes of his assistants. On taking
charge of the survey Prof. Worthen at once proceeded to those ·
active labors in the field, in prosecuting which he has probably
carried a greater bulk and weight of geological specimens than
any other scientist of his day. During his long period of preparation by personal exploration and study of the geological
formations of his vicinity and by .the extensive system of exchanges he established with other collectors at an early day, he
had been enabled to gather, classify and arrange the largest
and best geological museum in the west. By his minute and
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careful examination of the rocks of his region he had discovered
those "platforms of death" as he well named those crowded
masses of remains of fossil fishes which he found in the thin
strata of the lower Archimedes limestone. One specimen found
by him in this prolific locality proved to Prof. Agassiz that he
was correct in his conclusions already drawn from comparative
ana.tomy, and he stated·that it enabled him as upon an established basis of fact (not reasoning) to take up his studies of
fossil fishes anew and pursue them further than ever, and he
had portions of this collection long in his possession. This
minute and careful per~onal examination and observation of
the different strata and abundant collection of specimens redounded greatly to the advantage of his collection which consequently contains a greater number of what may be called
type-specimens than any other collection. From it were selected
almost wholly the specimens with which to illustrate the reports upon Palooontology of Iowa and the same- is largely true
also of the volumes of the Illinois reports. He had also during
these years gathered together a scientific library of great value.
The writer well remembers how he exercised a severe economy
in other directions to enable himself to purchase the rare and
expensive books needed for his studies in his favorite field.
Wherever a book was to be· had in exchange for specimens it
was obtained regardless of expense in the way of payment for
it, and where money was required it was freely expended. 'rhus
well equipped, both by personal experience in. the field, and by
the study of actual specimens as well as of books, he came to
his life work of which it is enough to say that it has been done
with characteristic thoroughness and fidelity, and reported with
an ability and minuteness that have made his reports text
books of the Palreontology of Illinois, and a monument of his
own industry and ability. Professor Worthen like General
Grant, never withheld the meed of praise and credit from his
assistants and co-laborers. He had the countenance, support
and friendly aid of numerous lovers of science in all parts of
the State: He also secured for the work the aid and assistance
of the ablest specialists of the day in every department, notably
Prof. J. D. Whitney in mineralogy, Prof. Leo Lesquereux in
coal ~measures and coal plants, Profs. F. B. Meek, Orestes St.
John, Dr. John S. Newberry and Mr. E. 0. Ulrich in different
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departments of Palreontology, Dr. J. V. Z. Blaney in analysis
and Mr. Henry Engleman in chemistry and detailed county
work.
There were born to Prof. Worthen and his wife Sarah, six
sons, all of whom survive him, and one daughter, whose death in
early years was mourned during their whole lives. He had a
happy and prosperous home and the companionship 1md support
of a faithful and noble wife. All the sons are worthily married
and twenty-two grand children are growing up in the light and
succession of au honorable name. The six sons, Fay S., George
B.,-Thomas A.; A.H. Jr .. Charles K. and John B. were their
honored fathers's pall-bearers, and by them were his remains
placed in the tomb at Oakland Cemetery at Warsaw. All are residents of Warsaw save Fay S., who, since his father's death, has
removed to Denver, Colorado. As was natural in a family whrre
the head was so entirely devoted to scientific observation, all the
sons and some of the grand-children as well became imbued to
some degree with the father'R enthusiasm and in all of them the
powe and practice of close observation of nature and natural
objects, is developed to an unusual degree. One of them, Charles
K., has devoted himself to natural science and is now a naturalist
and taxidermist of note residing at Warsaw. He it was, who
made the :fine pencil sketches for the engraver, which have given
the numerous volumes of the Illinois survey their admirable
illustrations.
Mr. Edward 0. IDrich, formerly one of his assistants in
the Illinois survey, says of him, "Prof. Worthen's labors
related principally to the carboniferous series. To him belongs
the credit of being the first to work out the true relations of
the principal divisions of the lower carboniferous system, though
the inflexible rules of priority may demand that the names proposed by other laborers in this field should stand for them."
"The value of his work was recognized by his election as an
honorary member of several European scientific societies as well
as a membership of various scientific societies in his own
country."
Regarding his character; Prof. IDrich who had an unusually
good opportunity to form a sound opinion, says, "Its salient
features were: great love for scientific truth and justice, simplicity, unbounded affability, unswerving integrity, coupled with
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an unpretentious yet strong desire to accomplish a useful career.
His generosity and. charity scarce knew bounds, while in his
public and private life his frank and sympathetic nature and
unassuming ;yet dignified demeanor won the esteem of all with
whom he came in contact.
This seems to me, having known him all my life, an estimate
at once terse and just.
Like Dr. G. A. Mantell, the author of the first works on Geology, Prof. Worthen was able to obtain, "his most important
discoveries sprang out of the researches he never ceased to pursue among his favorite group of rocks-the Lower Carboniferous. His location at an early period of his professional career,
was exceedingly favorable for these inquiries, and as stated by
Prof. Ulrich he was assuredly the original demonstrator of the
true relations of its principal divisions. With the Lower Carboniferous series also are connected his chief and very memorable palmontological discoveries, out of that formation he procured those wonderful fish remains so highly regarded by Prof.
Agassiz as well as the evidences of Terrestrml Flora there imbedded as announced in his paper read before the 13th meeting
of the American Association for the advancement of science.
I feel that I cannot close this biographical notice of Prof.
Worthen without calling attention to characteristics that, to my
mind, rendered him a brother indeed to that great naturalist
he so much admired and loved, Prof. Agassiz. He had the same
intense love of natural science with that great teacher. Like
him, he could not exist without collecting a museum. He had
the same remarkable powers of instant observation. Like him,
he gathered and brought home from the formations to which
he devoted his life work a greater variety and collection of fossil
remains than have ever before or since been collected by one individual. He had the same disinterestedness, the same consecration to science, the same readiness to oblige even the humblest and most modest, the same superiority to self-interest, the
same sincerity and absence of all pretension, and the same enthusiasm in all that was noble. As with Agassiz, eo with
Worthen, never was a life more richly filled with study, work
and thought. Like Agassiz, Worthen had no time to make
money.
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In one of his letters home, Agassiz said: "If I could for a,
moment forget that I have a scientific mission to fulfill I could
easily make more than enough by my lertures to put me completely at my ease, but I will limit myself to what I need to
repay those who helped me through a difficult crisis. Beyond
that all must go to science-there lies my true mission."
So said Prof. Worthen in deed,. if not in words. I well remember his only anxiety for money was to pay•some balances
on his mercantile debts, and these he paid out of his salary
earned in his early employment in geological surveys, and as
with his g-reat exemplar, aH beyond that "went to science." As
said by me in the obituary notice of him published in the Warsaw (Ill.) Bulletin just after his decease, Prof. Worthen was,
like most men who become eminent in any special work, entirely devoted to that work, and counted all else as dross in
comparison with results to be obtained in his favorite field of
investigation, and the result with him, as with such men in all
ages, has been a long, honorable, industrious and useful life,
and an honored and lamented death.
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A Sketch of the Scientific Work
OF

PROF.

A. H. WORTHEN.

BY CHARLES A. WIDTE.

Professor Worthen began the work which has made his name
so widely known at a time when little had yet .been done in
geological science in our country, and he prosecuted it almost
without interruption until his death in 1888. Like most of the
earlier American naturalists, he began his scientific work as an
amateur, and under difficulties that the yo~nger naturalists of
to-day, who have had the advantage of special training in
sci~ntific schools, and who have free communication with a
multitude of scientific workers, cannot well understand.
His home being upon the Lower Carboniferous rocks of WP.stern Illinois, his opportunities were g·ood for the study of their
fossils and their stratigraphical relations; and it was doubtless
this circumstance that gave bent to his future career. In the
prosecution of his private studies he made many extensive iourneys in the region traversed by the Upper Mississippi river, and
brought together some of the finest collections of fossils from
the formations there that have ever been obtained.
His first public work was performed sometime about the year
1853, as an assistant to Dr. J. G. Norwood, then State Geologist of Illinois, but little or no record of that work has been
preserved: In 1855 he was appointed assistant to Prof. James
Hall, then State Geologist of Iowa, and continued upon that
work until its suspension in 1858. Besides contributing two
important chapters to Professor Hall's report upon the geology
of that State, he aided largely in constructing the geological
section along the Mississippi river, from Lansing tq St. Louis,
which is published in that report.
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In 1858 he was appointed State Geologiet of Illinois by Gov.
W. JI. Bissell; and in connection with this office he performed
the work which has been of so much honor to himself and
credit to the State. From the time of his appointment, to the
end of his life, he devoted himself to the State of Illinois almost
exclusively, for he found there an ample field, not only for his
own labors, but for those of all the assistants whose services
he could obtain.
Upon entering upon the duties of his office he quickly comprehended the magnitude of the task that lay before him, and
he began to gather about him men skilled in various branches
of scientific work, among whose names are many that are
familiar to the whole scientific world. The following is a list of
those who have aided him in his work, and who have contributed their writings to his reports and other publications:
Bannister, Dr. H. M.
Lesquereux, Dr. Leo
Barris, Prof. W. H.
Meek, F. B.
Blaney, Dr. J. V. Z.
Miller, S. A.
Bradley, Prof. F. H.
Newberry, Prof. J. S.
Broadhead, Prof. G. C.
Prout, Dr. H. A.
•
Cope, Prof. E. D.
Scudder,
S. H.
Cox, Prof; E. T.
Shaw, James
Englemann, Henry
Springer, Frank
Everett, Dr. Oliver
St. John, Prof. Orestes
Freeman, H. C.
ffirich, E. 0.
Green, H. A.
Wachsmuth, Charles
Whitney, Prof. J. D.
A~er his field work upon the State Survey had been accomplished, Professor Worthen was appointed Curator of the State
Historical Library and Natural History Museum. In connection with the duties of this office he continued the preparation
of the remaining results of his work on the survey for publication, which have appeared in Bulletin No. 1 of the. Museum, .
and in the two last volumes of his great series.
The following is a list of the works which have been published by him, portions of which have appeared under his name
alone, and other portions under the names of certain of his
assistants respectively; but his name appears as joint author
of the greater part of the work of his assistants.
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The foregoing list comprises all the publications of Professor
Worthen that have come to the k~owledge of the writer, and
it is believed to be nearly or quite complete. It is proper to
say that nearly or quite all the matter contained in the publications mentioned in that list, exclusive of the eight Jarge volumes of Survey reports, is also contained in those volumes in a
completed form. That is, those publications consist of material
which was printed in advance of the reports, or of that which
has been abstracted from those volumes after their publication.
The eight large volumes and accompanying maps therefore
represent fairly the results of Professor Worthen's life work.
It is impracticable to present an extended analysis of that
work on this occasion, but the following brief summary will
serve to give an indication of its magnitude.
This great war~ embraces the geology, both structural and
economic, and the palreontology of Illinois. In the geological
division was accomplished the mapping, upon one comprehensive
sheet and various smaller ones, the nearly 56,000 square
miles which are embraced within the boundaries of that State,
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in such a way as to show its geological structure and the area
occupied by each formation. The geological structure is further
shown by numerous measured sections, most of them ·showing
local relations of the strata, but the principal one was constructed from exposures along the Mississippi river, which forms
the whole western boundary of the State. This se.ction shows
the relation of the different formations, from the Potsdam
Sandstone to the Coal Measures, inclusive; for a distance of
more than 600 miles.
The immense economic resources of the State are also shown
in these volumes. The characteristics and outlines of its 37,000
square miles of productive coal field are recorded. The lead
region has been carefully explored and mapped, and the character of its mineral products determined. Besides this the
character of the soils of the State is described; and its resources in stone and other building material are shown to be
abundant and good.
The most conspicuous portion of this great work, however,
is its palmontology. This portion is so extensive and elaborate
that the volumes of the Illinois survey have long been indispensable to every palmontologist in every part of the world
where the palmozoic formations are studied. The fossil forms
described are all well illustrated. They have been collected from
all the formations, from the Potsdam Sandstone to the Upper
Coal Measures, inclusive; but those of the Lower Carboniferous
and the Coal Measures are especially abundant. Some indication of the extent of this palooontological work is shown by the
fact that it em braces the description and illustration of 297
species of vertebrates, 1073 species of invertebrates and 256
species of plants. Nearly 1,500 of these species were first made
known to the scientific world through the publications enumerated in the foregoing list.
Such briefly are the character and extent of the labors of
one who for nearly forty years devoted ·his best energies- to
their fulfillment.
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VOLUMES I-VIII.
A. GEOLOGY.
Alluvial deposits ....................................................................... 1,24; Vlll,7
Altitudes in Illinois ............................................................................. l,S
Grundy Co ..................................................................... IV,192
Will Co ......................................................................... IV~224
Ancient soils in the Drift: ............................ IV,45; V. S07; VIl,23; VIII,9,14,15, 16,18
valleys ..................................................... 1,7; IV,191,237; Vlll,11,28,34
Anticlinal axis ..................................................... 1,5, 7; V,39,41; VIl,39; Vill,25
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Archimedes limestone ........................................................................ 11,lS
Area of Illinois ................................................................................... 1,2
Artesian wells in Bureau Co ............................................................. V,172,173
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Cass Co ................................................................. VIll,65
Cook Co .................................. ·.............................. 111,244
Fult.on Co ....................................................... VIl,5; VIIl,62
Grundy Co ........................................................ , ...... IV,205
Hancock Co ...................................................... VIIl,62,64,65
Kane Co .................................................................. IV,114.
LaSalle Co ......................................................... VIl,40,49,50
Livingston Co ........................................................... Vl,244
Morgan Co .............................................................. VIIl,66
Richland Co .......................................... , .... VII,5, 7,40: VIII.~
Tazewell Co .............................................................. IV,189
Warren Co .............. :·............................................ VIIl,62,66
Athens (Lockport) Marble ........................................................... l,133; IV,220
Azoic rocks ...................................................................... ·: .............. 1,19
Barren coal measures .......................................................................... 1,48
Barrens and postoak flats ................................................................ IIl,84"4l7
Bitumen in Cook Co, ....................................................................... 111,255
Bituminous shales ........................................... .'.................. l,140,176,262; V,16
Black slate ...................................................................................... l,119
Blue and Buff limestone .......................................................... ; .. l,165, V,21,22
Boulder Clays-see Quaternary deposits.
Building stone ................................................................................ Vll,34
" , Table showing tests and properties of .................................. V,157
Burlington group ............................................................... 1,102-108: VIIl,159
Burrstone ....................................................................................... l,234
Calciferous sandstone ....................................................... 1,149,163; 111,280-282
California diggings ............................................................................ 1,142
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Carboniferous system.................................................. 1,41)-118; ID,1-19; VII,58
Cement ........ '................................................................ l,824; IV,40: VII,39
CHEMICAL ANALYSES of:Bituminous shales in Carroll Co. (Cincinnati) ..................................... l,140,176
Building ma,terials in Adams County, White limestone (Burlington) ................ l,107
Brown
................ l,108
Alexander Co., Cape Girardeau Marble (Trenton) ... : ....... l,148
Cook Co., Hydraulic limestone (Niagara) ........ , .......... IIl,574
Greene Co., Hydraulic limestone (St. Louis) ............... Ul,573
Hancock Co., Hydraulic limestone (St. Louis) ............... l,339
(Keokuk) .................. 1,99
Hardin Co., Oolitic limestone (St. Louis) ...................... l,374
Jackson Co., Limestone (Oriskany) ......................... Ul,574
Jersey Co., Bu1r Dolomite (Niagara) ................. 1,136; III,117
Hydraulic limestone (Hamilton) ............... lII,574
Kane Co., Hydraulic limestone (Niagara) ................... lII,578
LaSalle Co.. Hydraulic limestone (L: Magnesian) ....... 1;151,256
Pike Co., Hydraulic limestone (Kinderhook) ................ lV,40
Brown Dolomite (Niagara) .......................... l,135
Sangamon Co., Limestone (Coal measures) .................... I,61
Union Co., Hydraulic limestone ........................... l,255,256
Will Co., Joliet limestone (Niagara) ........................... l,138
Building stones in Iowa, concretionary limestone (Niagara) ........................ l,134
Coal in Adams Co., Coatsburg ........................................................... 1,275
McDonalds Creek................................................. IV,50
Mendon ........................................................... lV,58
Bureau Co., Sheftteld .................................................... l,276: V, 176
Tiskilwa......................................... : .................. V,179
Calhoun Co., Fruitland Landing .............................................. lV,21
Fulton Co., Canton and Cuba ......................................... l,275: lV,104
Grundy .Co., Morris .............................................................. 1,277
Henry Co., Kewanee ................................ '" .......................... V, 197
Rock River ........................................................ V,191
Jackson Co., Murphysborough ............................................... III, 77
Knox Co., Bursans Mine ........................................................ 1,276
Kane Co., Briar Hill .............................................................. l,267
Maquon ............................................................... l,276
Oneida ...... , .............................................. 1,276 [IV,816)
Sinn's Mine .......................................................... l,276
LaSalle Co., LaSalle ............................................................. 1,276
Little Vermilion ................................................... l,276
N. Illinois Coal Co's Mine........... : ............................ l,276
Peru ................................................................ 1,276
Macoupin Co., Hodges Creek...................... .. ........................ V,302
Madison Co., Alton .............................................................. l,819
Marion Co., Kinmundy ................................................... VIIl,42,691
Marshall Co., Lacon Station .................................................... 1,276
McDonough Co., Colchester......................................... IV,105; [V,262]
Mercer Co., various mines ..................................................... l,276
Peoria Co., various mineR .............................................. 1.276; [V,248)
Perry Co.. DuQuoin ............................................................ III,98
Pike Co., Pittsfield .............................................................. IV,33
Randolph Co., various mines ......................................... l,276; III,574
Rock Island Co., Carbon Cliff ................................................. V,221
Schuyler Co., Pleasant View .................................................. IV,85
Rushville ........................................................ IV,86
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of;Coal in Scott Co., various mines .................................................. 111,141,142
St. Clair Co., various mines ................................................ 1,808,809
Vermilion Co., Danville ........................................................ IV,257
Grape Creek .................................................. IV,259
Warren Co., Avon ............................................................... I,276
Spring Grove ........................................ ~ ............. l,276
Coal from Scotland and from Kentucky (for oil) ....................................... I,272
Fire-clay in Adams Co., Coat~burg ...................................................... I,275
from England used for glass-melting pots ...... ; ................ ~ .......... I,275
Fuels, different kinds ............................... , ....................................... I,260
·Ores, iron, in Hardin Co.. pipe. ore .................................. , ................... I,256
limonite ...................................................... l,257
Schuyler Co .. Argillaceous carbonate ......................... I.275: ITV,871
from Pennsylvania,Argillaceous carbonate ...................... l,275; [IV,87]
Ores, lead, in Hardin Co., Galena with gold and silver............................. III,18
from Ill. and Wis., Galena with silver ..................................... 1,188
Water, brine, in Gallatin Co .. Saline .................................................. VI,216
chalybeate in Hamilton Co.. :McLeansboro ................................... VI,80
Schuyler Co ..................................................... IV,89
alkaline in Brown Co,. Versailles.............................................. IV,74;
Pike Co.. Perry Springa .~ ........................................ IV,41
Chemical analysis of soil, importance of .................................................... I,257
Chemung group ................................................................................ II,x
Chester group .................................................................... I,41,77-83; VIl,84
Cincim1.ati group .......................................... I,136-141,172; II, xviii; III,324; VII,58
Clay .............................................................................. I,:U,48,275: VII,40
Clear Creek limestone ............................................................. I,l26-129; II,x
Climate of Illinois ............................................................................... I,2
Coal, amount produced from a given thickness ............................................. I,65
analysis of-see Chemical analyses.
anthracite .................................................................................. I, 65
beds, dip of.............................................................................. III,16
cannel ................................................................................ I,64,262
classification of ........................................................................... I,261 •
" how formed ................................................... : ........................ 1,68,209
production in Illinois in 1867 .................................................... III,16; V,7
1880 ............................................................ V,7
Coal fields of Illinois, report by LEO LesQUEBEUX .................................... I,208-237
Coal measures, reports by A. H. WoBTllEN .• I,49-76; III,l-17; VI,l-8; VII,1-114; VIII,25-54
general 1:1ections of, in Illinois .............................. l,234; VI,3; VII,2
Cpal oil. ........................................................................ I, 72,268-272: VII,37
Coke and Coking ....................................................................... I,70,268-".!72
Concretions .................................................................................... IV, 18
Cone in cone, or Tuten mergel. ........................................................ VI,128,131
Conglomerate .......................................... ,. ......................... I,48,82; III,l,9,68
Copper in the drift, native .................................................... : .... V,101; Vill,19
Coralline beds .................................................................................. I,177
Corniferous group ................................. .'.................................. I,120; III,407
COUNTIES,* geological reports on'. ............................................... Vols. I, III-VII
CHEMICAL ANALYSES

• The items of each county report are not arranged alphabetically i.n this index, but
generally iii the following order: Physical features, Sections of Strata. Stratigraphical
Geology (in chronological order), Economical Geology, Indian antiquities,
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·Ada.ms Co., !A. H. WoBT.HEN) ........................................................ IV,43-61
Physical features ............................................................ IV,48
Section of strata ............................................................ IV,44
Quaternary deposits ............................................ lV,46; VIII,8,15
Coal measures ............................................................... IV,48
St. Louis group ....... , ..................................................... IV,51
Keokuk group ..... : . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... IV, 53
Burlington group ........................................................... IV,55
Kinderhook group .......................................................... IV,57
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, limestone for lime, fire
and potter's clay, clay and sand for brick, soil and timber) ......... IV,58
Alexander Co., (A. H. WOBTREN and H. ENGELMANN) .......................... III,20-32
Physical features ..................... , .................................... III,20
Section of strata ............................................................ III, 21
Tertiary System ............................................................ III,21
Black Slate, Hamilton, and Corniferous gr ............................... III,22
Onondaga group ............................................................ III,23
Clear Creek Limestone .................................................... III,24
LowerHelderberg Limestone ............................................. III,25
Cincinnati group ................................... ~ ........................ III,26
Thebes Sandstone and Shale ...................................... I,139; III,27
Trenton Limestone ............................................. '. ........... III,28
Economical Geology (lead and iron ores, building stone and
marble, clay and sand, road material, agriculture) ............... III,19
Bond Co., CG. C. BBOADREAD) ..................................................... .'VI,128-134
Physical features, timber and soil. ....................................... VI, 129
Sections of strata ...................................................... Vl, 128-133
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... VI, 130
Coal Measures ............................................................. VII,131
Economical Geology, (coal, building material, fire clay, water, soil
an\l agriculture) .......................................................... VI, 134
Boone Co., (JAMES SRAW) ............................................................. V,95-103
Physical featureR ............................................................. V,91i
Section of strata ............................................................. V, 97
Quaternary deposits ........................................................ V, 97
Cincinnati shales ............................................................. V,98
Galena limestone .................................... : ........................ V, 99
Blue limestone ............................................. , ................ V, 100
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime, bog-iron ore, copper in
the drift, cbalybeate springs, sand and clay, peat, agriculture) .... V,100
Indian relics .................................................................. V,10'..l
Brown Co.. (A. H. WoBT.HEN) ......................................................... IV,62-74
Physical features ............................................................ IV,62
Sections of strata ..................................................... IV,63,65,70
Quaternary deposits .. ·............................... : ...................... IV,63
Coal measures ............................................................... IV,65
St. Louis group ............................................................. IV,68
Keokuk group ...............................•............................... IV,69
Economical Geology. (potter's clay,fire clay, building stone, limestone
for lime, sand and clay for brick, soil and agriculture, mineral
springs and analyses) .................................................. IV,73
Bureau Co., (JAMES SHAW) .......................................................... V,167-184
Physical features ............................................................ V, 167
Sections of strata ....................................................... V, 169-180
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... V,170
Coal measures ............................................................... V, 17:!
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Bureau Co.,(Oincinnati and Trenton) ................................................. V,18l
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, clays, sand, peat, agriculture) ....................................................................... V, 182
Calhoun Co., (A.H. WoRTHEN· ........................................................ IV,1-23
Physical features ............................................................. IV,l
Fault at Cap au Gres ....................................................... IV,2t
Sections of strata ............................................. I, 111 IV,S,4,13,16
St. Peter sandstone .......... .'............................................... IV,11
Trenton group ................................................................ IV,4
Cincinnati group .............................................................. IV,5
Niagara limestone ........................................................... IV,6
Hamilton limestone .......................................................... IV,8
Kinderhook group ............................................................ IV',u
Burlington limestone ... , ................................................... IV, 12
Keokuk limestone ........................................................... IV,14
St. Louis group ............................................................. IV,15
Coal Measures ........................................................... IV,15,2l
Quaternary system, drift, loess ............................................ IY,17
Economical Geology, (building stone, limestone for lime, glass sand,
iron ore, mineral springs, agriculture and soil) ......... '. ........... IY,18
Carroll Co., (JAMES SHAW) .............. : . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . .. .. ........ V, 75-81
Physical features ............................................................. V, 75
Galena limestone ...................................................... I,142; V, 76
Cincinnati group ............................................................. Y, 77
Niagara ("Pentamerus beds") ............................................... V,78
Quaternary system ................................................ Y, 79; YIII, 10
(Jass and Menard Counties, (H. M. BANNISTER) ................................. IV,1•·3-175
Physical features ........................................................... IV,163
Sections of strata ............................ IV,164-173; YII,14- 2: VIII,16,61
Quaternary ...................................................... IV,164; YIII,8, 16
Coal measures .................................................... IV,165; VII,42
Economical Geology, (coal, iron ore, building stone,other building
materials) ........................................................ IV,17a; VII,14
Champaign, Edgar and Ford Counties (FRANK H. BRADLEY) .................. IY,266-275
Section of strata ...................................... IV,276,270,272; YIII,17,27
Quaternary deposits .................................. IV,266,272,273: YIII,12,28
Coal measures ................................................ IV,267,274; YIII,26
Ancient channel from Lake Michigan ......................... IV,273; YIII,12
Christian Co., (G. C. BROADHEAD) ................................................. YI, 156-162
General features, soil, timber, crops, etc ............................... VI, 156
Sections of strata .......................... YI,128, ;59-161; YII,2'J; YIII,15,16
Quaternary .................................................................. VI, 158
Coal measures .............................................................. VI, 159
Economical geology, (coal, building material) .......................... VI, 162
Clark Co., (A.H. WoRTHEN) ................... .'....................................... VI,9-2l
Sections ................................................................... VI, 10-19
Quaternary deposits ........................................................ YI,10
Coal measures .............................................................. VI, 10
Economical geology, (coal, building stone, lime, potter's clay, soil
timber) ..................................................................... VI,20
Clay Co.-See Wayne and Clay counties.
Clinton Co., (H. ENGELMAN) ........................................................ III,172-191
Physical feature-; .......................................................... III,172
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Slaty division, Lower sandstone) ...................................... m,174
Lower Coal Measures ......................................... III,174; VII,9,10
Economfoal geology, (coal, iron ores, building material agriculture) .• III,186

Coles Co.-See Cumberland, Coles and Douglas Counties.
Cook Co.,(H. M. BANNISTER)....................................................... III,239-256
Physical features ....... : .................................................. III. 239
Sections of strata .......................................... , ........... III,241,244
Quaternary deposits ..................................... : ................ III,240
Niagara group .............................................................. III,245
Artesian boring (Niagara-Lower Naunesian) ........... .............. III,244
.Economical Geology, !building stone, lime and cement, clay, sand,
peat, bitumens, minerals in the drift, soil) .......................... III,253
Crawford Co., (A. H. WORTHEN) ...................................................... VI,22-30
:fhysical features .............................................................. V.22
Sections of strata......................................................... VI, 23->JS
Quaternary deposits ......................................................... VI, 22
coal measures ............................................................... VI,23
Economical Geology, (buildi!lll stone, lime, iro,n ore, sand, gravel,
clay, soil, timber) .......................................................... VI,29
Indian mounds ................. , ............................................ VI, ::10
Cumberland, Coles and Douglas Counties, !A. H. WoRTHEN) ................... VI, 98-111
Physical features .................................................... VI, 98, 104, 110
Sections of strata .......................................... VI,99-109; VIII,17;26
Upper Coal measures (no coal seams) ................ .'.......... Vl,98,105,110
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime, iron ore, sand, clay, !foil,
timber) ............................................................... ., . VI, 103, 109
DeKalb,Kane and DuPage Counties (H. M. BANNisTER) ........................ IV,111-125
Physfoal features ............................................................ IV,111
Sections of strata ..................... ·.............................. : .. IV,114,138
Quaternary system ......................................................... IV,112
Niag.ara group .............................................................. IV,114
Cincinnati group............................................................ IV, 121
Trenton group .............................................................. IV,122
Economical Geology, (building stone, lim11stone for lime, other building material, peat, agriculture, etc) .................................... IV,125
DeWitt Co., (No general report.)
sections at Clinton and Farmer City ................. VII,16: VIII,18,34,35,58
Douglas Co.-See Cumberland, Coles and Duuglas Counties.
DuPage Co.-See DeKalb, Kane and DuPage Counties.
Edgar Co.-See Champaign, Edgar and :rord Counlil.es.
Edwards Co.-See Wabash and Edwards Counties.
Effingham Co., (G. C. BROADHEAD)................................................. Vl,175-184
Physical features ........................................................... VI, 175
Sections of Strata................................... Vl,176-181; VII,88; VIII,55
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... VI, 176
Coal measures ................................................... ; .......... VI, 177
Economical Geology, (coal, iron ore, building rock, potter's clay,
water, soil, "scalds") ..................................................... VI, 182
Fayette Co., (G. c. BROADHEAD and A.H. WOBTHEN) .......................... Vl,185-148
Physfoal features ........................................................... Vl,185
••
Sections of strata .............................................. VI,128,187-142,147
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Payette Co., Quaternary deposits ...................................................... Vl,137
Coal measures ........ : ................................................. VI, 139, 147
Economical Geology, (coal, building rock, road material, agriculture, water) ............................................................... Vl,143
Indian relics ................................................................ VI, 146
Ford Co.-See Champaillll Edgar and Ford Counties.
Franklin Co.-See Williamson and Franklin Counties.
I

Fulton Co,, (A.H. WoBTREN) ........................................................ IV,90-110
Physical features ............................................................ IV,90
Sections of strata ................................... IV, 93-103; Yil,3-6; VllI,6'J
Quaternary deposits .................... .,, ................................. IV,91
Coal measures ........ : ............................................ IV, 9'J; VII, 8·6
St. Louis limestone ............................................. : .......... IV,103
Economical Geology, (coal, fire clay, iron ore, building stone, limestone for lime, sand and clay for brick, agricultureJ .. IV,103; VIl,8-6,36
List of trees and shrubs in Fulton County ................. , ........... IV,109
Gallatin Co., <E. T. Cox) .................... , ............ ., .......................... VI, 197-219
Physical features'........................................................... VI, 197
Sections of strata ........................................ l,213; Vl,4,198t,200"212
Quaternary deposits ................................................... Vl,213,214
·coal measures .................................. 1,213; Vl,20'J; VIl,4,7; VIIl,54
Chester group .............................................................. Vl,20!1
Economical Geology, (coal, brine snrings, clay, iron-stone, building
stone Q.Uicklime, potter's clay, agriculture) ......................... Vl,213
Indian relics ................................................................ VI,216
Greene Co., (A, H. WoBTREN) ...................................................... 111,122·133
Physical features ....................................................... : .. 111, 122
Sections of strata ........................................... III,123-126; VIl,3,12
Quaternary deposits ...................................................... IIl,123.
Coal measure~ ............................................................. 111.124
St. Louis ymestone ......................... ."....................... ; ...... IIl,127
Keokuk limestone ............... : ......................................... IIl.128
lJurlington limestone ................................................. , ..... IIl,129
Kinderhook group ......................................................... IIl,l30
Economical Geology, (coal, clays, hydraulic limestone, iron ore, limestone for lime; building stone, agriculture) ........................ III, 180
Grundy Co., (F:aANX H. lJBADLEY) ................................................ IV,190-206
Physical features, elevations, etc ..................................... IV, 190, 192
Sections of strata .......................................................... IV,195
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... IV, 191
Coal measures ........................................................ I,55; IY,194
Cincinnati group ........................................................... IV,200•
Trenton limestone ......................................................... IV,201
St. Peter sandston!J ........................ : ................................ IV,201
Economical Geology, (coal, brick, potters' clay, building stone, lime,
hydraulic lime, sand and gravel, iron ore, water, itas,J ............ IV,202
Hamilton Co.-See White and Hamilton Counties.
Hancock Co., (A.H. WOBTREN) .......... ; ........................................... 1,327-349
Physical features ....................................................... .'..... I,327
Sections of strata ...................................... I,25,86,329-338; VIII, 7,65
Quaternary deposits .......................................................... I, 25
Cretaceous fossils in the drift ............................................ VIII, 5
Coal measures ............................................................ I,86,830
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Hancock Co., St. Louis limestone ..................................................... I,84,SSS
Keokuk limestone ................ ·" .................................. I,89-lO'J,334
Geodes from the Keokuk limestone, a report by GEo. J. BBUSII,..I,90-96
Economical Goology, (building stone, hydraulic limestone, potter's
clay, coal, agriculture) .................................................. I.838
Statistics on vine and fruit in Hancock county, by N. W. BLISS .• I,341-349

Hardin Co.. (A.H. WOBTllEN and H. ENGELMAN!>) ................................ 1,350-875
Physical features ............................................................. I,350
Map of Hardin Co ...................................................... opp. I,350
Sections of strata.......................................... . __ ............ I,356
Coal measures (millstone grit. conglomerate sandstone) ........... I,351,359
Chester group ................................................................ 1,350
St. Louis.group (including the lead bearing strata) ... I,!!7,350,358; IIl,17-19
KElokuk group.; .......................................................... 1,350,358
Kinderhook group ........................................................... I,352
Black slate (Devonian) ...................................................... I,352
R\'lport on the Rosiclare Lead Mines, with 4 maps and plans, by
Dr. J. G. NoBWOOD .................................................. I,866-872
Economical Geology, (coal. iron oree;, galena, zinc blende, fluor spar,
mineral springs, building material, agriculture) ..... I,862,872; III,17-19
Henderson Co., <H. A. GREENE) ................................................... IV,276-287
Physical features .......................................................... IV,276
Sections of Strata ...................................................... IV,279-285
Quarternary deposits ..................................................... IV,277
Coal measures .............................................................. IV,278
St. Louis gi-oup .................................................... ~ ....... IV,278
Keokuk group .............................................................. IV,279
Burlington ltl'OUP .......................................................... IV,281
Kinderhook group ........... , ............................................. IV,285
Economical Geology, (building stone, limestone for lime, coal, clay,
zinc blends, agriculture) ................................................ IV,286
Henry Co., (JAMES S11Aw and A.H. WoBTIIEN) .................................. V,185.201
Physical features ............................................................ V,184
Sections of strata ....................................................... V,187-199
Quarternary deposits .......... , ............................................ V,187
Coal measures OowerJ .............................................. V,188; VIl,4
Devonian limestone (Hamilton) ........................................... V,187
Niagara limestone (LeClairl .•.............................................. V, 187
Economical Geology, (coal, stone, clays, agriculture) ................... V,200
Iroquois Co., (see Kankakee and Iroquois counties.)
Jackson Co.. (A. H. WOBTllEN and H. ENGELMANN) ............................. IlI,58-88
Physical features, (with four steel engravings from sketcheB of "The
Devirs Bake-Oven" and "Back-Bone" (Devonian!, 'by PAULUS
ROETTEB................................................................... !Il,58
Sections of strata............................................. ill,61-78; VIIl,52
Quarternary deposits ...................................................... m, 75
Lower Coal measures ............................................ ill,69; VIIl,58
List of 66 localities of coal in the countv ................................ III,74
Conglomerate ............................................................... III, 68
Chester grf>UP .............................................................. III,65
St. Louis and Keokuk groups ............................................ III,64
Hamiton group ............................................................ III,68
Oriskany group ............................................................. ill,62
Onondaga group ............................................................ ill,62
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Jackson Co., Lower Helderberg group ................................................ III,62
Economica.J Geology, (coal, building stone, iron ores, lead ore,
saltpetre, brine, sand and clays, agriculture) .•....................... III, 76
Jasper Co., CA. H. WORTHEN) ... : .................................................... Vl,81-36
Physical features ............................................................ Vl,31
Sections of strata., ........................................... , ........... VI,33-35
Quarternary deposits ..,..................................................... Vl,81
Coa.J measures .............. '. ................................................ VI,81
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, lime, sand and clay, soil
and timber) ...........................................•..................... VI,35
JetYerson Co.• CH. ENGELllliNN) ...... ·.................................... , ......... III,219-238
Physical features .......................... , ............................... III,219
Coal measures ................................................... III,220; VIII,56
Economical Geology, Ccoa.J, mineral springs, building material, agriculture) ................................................................... III,235
Jersey Co., (A. H. WORTHEN) ....................................... '· ............ III,104-121
Physical features .......................................................... III,104
·Four steel engravings of landscapes in the county, showing outcrops
of Subcarboniferous and Niagara rocks-Opp. III,59,61; IV.frontispiece·; V,frontisviece.
.
• Sections of strata................. -.................................... III,105-109
Quarternary deposits ..................................................... III,105
Coal measures ........................................ ,. .......... III,107; VII.12
· St. Louis group ........................................................... III,111
Keokuk group, ....... '. .... .-............................ : .......... ."....... III,112
Burlington group .......................................................... III,118
Kinderhook group ........................................................ llI,115
"Black slate group .......... .-............................................... III,115
Hamilton group ............................................................ llI,116
Niagara group .................... -. .....-. .................................... III,116
Cincinnati group ........................................ , ................. llI,117
Trenton group ............................................................. IIl,118
Economical Geology, (coal, clays, hydraulic limestone, lime, building
stone, soil, timber, etc.) ................... .'............................ III,118
JoDaviess Co.. (JAMES SHAW) ................................................ .- ......... V,25-56
.Physica.J features ..................... ·........................................ V,25
Map of the Galena Lead Region ...... : .............................. opp. I,154
Diagram of lead bearing crevices near Galena..................... ovp. I,192
View of lead bearing' rocks and furnace _near Galena .•...... I, frontispiece
Sections of strata ............................................. I,141,162,174; V,38
Quaternary deposits ................................ .' ......................... V,28·
Niagara limestone ....................................... : .................... V, 33
Cincinnati group .................................................... ., ........ V,35
Ga.Jena limestone .................. _,., ........................................ V,86
Trenton limestone ...... : .................................................... V,38
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime, clays and sand, minerals,f ............................................................ ·' ........ V,89
Lead mining .... , ............................................... I,153-207; V,40-56
JOHNSON Co,. (H. ENGELMANN) ................................................ ,. .... I,876-469
Physical features ............................................................ I,876
, Sections of strata .............................................. I. 380-897: VIII, M
Tertiary? sand ........ '. .... .,................................................. I,409
Coal meljl.sures (Conglomerate bedsJ ................................... I,897-404
Chester group UO distinct divisions) .................................. I~881-897
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Johnson Co., St. Louis group ........................................................ 1,378-381
Economical Geology, (coal. iron ore, saltpetre, mineral springs, buildi'ng material, agri(lulturel. .......................................... l,404,409
Kane Co.-See DeKalb, Kane and DuPage counties.
Kankakee and Iroquois Counties, CF. H. BRADLEY) ............................. IV,200-240
·Physical features ........................................................... lV,226
Sections of strata ............................................. IV,231-237;.VII,25
Quaternary (ancient channel of Lake Michigan) .......... IV,226-2'30; VIII,11
Coal measures ................................... : ......'..................... IV,231
Niagara limestone .......................................................... IV,232
Cincinnati group ........................................................... IV,233
Economical Geology, (coal, bog-iron, peat, building stone, water) .. IV,234
Kendall Co.• (H. M. BANNISTER) .................................................... IV,136-148
Physical features ........................................................... IV, 136
Sections (vertical) of strdta ......................... , .................. IV,141-145,
Longitudinal section from Montgomery, Kane Co., to Milford ....... IV,138
Drift .............................................................. , ........... fV.137
Coal mensures ................................................. ., ............ IV,138
Niagara group ................................................... ; .......... IV,139
Cincinnati .group.................. : ......................................... IV,140
Galena and Trenton limestones .......................................... IV,143
St. Peter's sandstone ...................................................... IV,146
Economical Geology, (building materials, sulphur springs, peat) .... IV,147
Knox Co., (H. A. GREEN) ................... 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . IV,313-324
Physical features ............................................................ IV,313
Sections of strata ...................................................... IV,314-322
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... IV,313
Coal measures .................................................. I,229; IV,314-322
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime.coal) ....................... IV,322
Lake Co.-See McHenry and Lake Counties.
LaSalle Co., (LEo LESQUEREUX) ..................................................... : .l,231-237
(C. H. FREEMAN) ....................................................... III,257-287
(A.H. WORTHEN) ..................................................... VII,4,39-51
Geological map of the county (exc. '.l'ps. 29 and 30,R. 2, E~) .... opp. III,259
Physical features ............ : ............................................. III, 256
Sections (vertical) .................................. I,231; IIl,263-286; VII.41-51
Sections (longitudinaL ................................................ Ill,261,270
Quaternary deposits ........................................ , ..... III,262; VIl,51
Coal measures .............................. .' ... I,231 237: III,264-275; VII,40-50
Trenton limestone .......................................... : ..... III,276; VII,40
St. Peter's sandstone ............................................. III,279; VII,00
Calciferous ........................................................ III,280; VIl,50
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, lime, glass, sand, hydrnuHc
cement, fire clay, peat, mineral springs, artesian wells, natural
gas) ............... ;-., ........................................ Il~,282; VII,39-51
Lawrence and Rklhland counties. CA. H. WORTHEN) ....... : ...................... Vl,37-50.
Physical features ........................................................ VI,37,44
Sections of strata .................................. .'............. Vl,38-48; VII,8
Quaternary deposits ..................................................... Vl,37,44
Coal meaRures .......................... : ........................ Vl,_38,45: VII,8
Economical Geologr, (coal, builwng stone, iron ore, lime, agriculture) ..................................................................... VI,42,48
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Lee Co., (JAMES SHAW) ............................................................... V,124-189
Physical features.· ........................................ , ................... V,124
Seetlons of•strata..............., ................... ,, ...................... V,126
Quaternary deposits .............................................. V,184: VIll,11
Niagara limestone .......................................................... V,182
Cincinnati group ........................................ ·.................... V,181
Galena limestone ............................................................ V,129
Blue or old Trenton ........................................................ V,128
Buil' limestone ............................................................... V,12&
St. Peter's sandstone ....................................................... V,126
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime, clays. and sands, glass
sand, peat, agriculture .................... : .. ............................ V, 134
Livin~ston

Co., (H. C. FREEMAN) ...................................................... Vl,235
Physical features .......................................................... VI,235
Sections of E1trata ...................................... Vl,237-244; VIII,14,28-81
Quaternary. deposits .......................................... VI,286; VIII,12,14
Coal measures ................................................ VI,288; VIII,28-81
Artesian well ..................................................... : .......... VI, 244

Logan Co.-See Tazewell, McLean, Lo1Jan and Mason counties.
Macon Co.-See Moultrie, Macon and Piatt counties.
Macoupin Co., !A.H. WoBTHEN) .................................................... V,286-305
Physical featll!'.'es ............................................................ V.286
Sections of strata .................................... V,287-295; VII,12; VIII,51
Quarternary deposits ................................................... V,286,805
Coal measures .......................................... I,2c6; V,287-801; VIl,12
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, lime, iron ore, fire clay,
sand and clay for bricks. agriculture) .................................. V,301
Madison Co., !A. H. WoBTREN) ....................................... _............... I,813-826
Physical features ............................................................ I,813
Sections of strata ..................................................... I,59,817-321
Quarternary deposits ........................... , ............................ I,814
Coal measures .................................................... I,59,316; VII,10
Chester group ................................................................ I,321
St. Louis limestone ......................................................... I,321
•Keokuk El'eodiferous shales ................................................. I,322
Economical Geology, (coal, ·clays, lime, building stone) ................ I,322
Marion Co., CHENBY ENGELMANN) ................................................. III,172-218
Physical features ........................................................... III,192
Sections of strata ...................... IIl,194-208;· VI,5; VII,9; VIII,18,41-44
Quarternary depdsits .................................................... VIII, 18
Coal measures ................................ III,198; VI,5; VII,6,9; VIII,41-44
E<1onomical Geology, (coal, iron ores, salt, building materials, agriculture) .......... : ........................................................ III,215
Marshall and Putnam Counties, (JAMES SHAW) ................................... V,202-216
Physical features ........................................................ V, 202, 211
Sections of etrata .................................... V,208,211; VII,29; VIII,13
Quaternary deposits .................................................... V,203,213
Coal measures ........................................................... V,204,214
Economical Geology, (coal, building materials) ...................... V,209,216
Mason Co.-See Tazewell, McLean, Logan and Mason Counties.
Massac Co., .(HENBY ENGELMANN) ................................................... I,428-455
Physical features ............................................................ I,428
Sections of strata ........................................................ l,441,445
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Massac Co., Tertiary and Post-Tertiary formations .................................... 1,447
Chester group ................................................................. 1,438
St. Louis group ....................... , ....................................... l,435
Economical Geology, (lead and iron ores, lluor spar, building materials, agriculture) .......................................................... 1,452
Indian remains ................... " ......................................... ; ........ 1,455
McDonough Co., (A.H. WORTHEN) .............. ; ................................... V,253-265
Physical features .............................................. : ............. V,253
Sections of strata. .............................................. V,254-261; VIl,24
Quaternary deposits ........................................~ ............... V,254
Coal measures ........................................................ V,255; 1,228
St. Louis group .............................................................. V,260
Keokuk group .......................................... , .................... V,261
Economical Geology, (coal, !lre clay, iron ore, building materials,
agric\Hture), .............................................................. V,261
~cHenry

and Lake Counties (HENBY M. BANNISTER) ....•...................... IV, 126-135
Physical features ........................................................... IV,126
Sections of strata ................................................ IV,129; VIIl,12
Quaternary deposits ......................................... : ............. IV,129
Niagara group .................................................... , ......... IV,131
Cincinnati group ............................................... , .......... IV,l.'12
Galena limestone (?) ................................................... , ... IV,133
Economical Geology, (building materials, peat) ........................ IV,133

McLean Co.-See Tazewell, McLean, Mason and Logan Counties.
Menard Co.-See Cass and Meriard Counties.
Mercer Co., CH. ·A. GBEEN) ............................................. , ........ , ... JV,801-312
Physical features ....................................................... ; ... lV,301
Sections of strata .... : .................................................. IV,303-307
Quaternary deposits ........................................................ IV,302
Coal measures ............................................................... IV,802
Kinderhook group .......................................................... IV,307
Economical Geology, (building stone, lime, coal, agriculture) ........ IV,307
Monroe Co., CA. H. WoBTHEN) .. : ............................................. ~ ...... V,266-285
Physical features ...................................... ~ ...................... V,266
Sectk>n of strata (!ongituqinal) .. , ......................................... V,269
Sections of strata (verticaU ...................................... 1,112; V,270-278
Quaternary deposits ........................................................ V,'}Jj{
Coal measures ....... : ....................................................... V,270
Chester group ............................................................... V,272
St.Louis group .............................................. , ............... V,274
Keokuk group ............................................................... V, 277
Burlington group ..................... ,. ..... ,............................... V,278
Trenton group ........... ; ................................................... V,279
Economical Geology, (building stone, marble, coal. iron ore, hydraulic
lime.;tone, lime, brick materials, agriculture) ........................ V,281
Montgomer.y Co .• CG. c. BBOADHEAD) .............................................. VI,149-155
Physical features .......................................................... VI, 149
Sections of strata ............................ VI,128,151-154; VIl,27,37; VIII,46
Quateriiary deposits ....................................................... VI, 150
Coal measures ................... '. ...................... Vl,151; VII,2i; Vill,46
Economical Geology, (coal, building rock. agriculture) ................ VI,153
Natural oil ...................... , ........... .'............................... VII,37
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Morgan Co.. <HENBY M. BANNISTEB) .............................................. IV,149-162
. Physical features ................... ; ........................................ V, 149
Sections of strata ................................. IV,150-160; VII,32; VIII,50,66
Quat:ernary deposits ................. ; ....·................................. IV, 150
Coal measures .......................................... IV,151; VII,32; VIII,50
St. Louis limestone ........................................................ IV,160
Economical Geolo~y. (coal, clays, building material) ................. IV,161
Artesian wells ........................................ ; ................... VIII, 66
Moultrie, Macon and Piatt Counties, (G. c. BROADHEAD) ....................... VI,15-196
Physical features .................................................. VI, 185, 189, 194
SectiOns of strata ................................ VI,186-195; VII,17; VIII,15,48
. Quaternary deposits ..................................... VI,186,190,195; VIII,15
Coal measures ...................................... VI,187,193; VII,17; VIII,48
Agriculture and water.·., .......................................... VI, 188, 192, 196
Ogle Co., (JAMES SHAWJ ...................... , .......... -. ............................ V,104-128
Physical features ............................................................ V, 104
' Sections of strata ............................................................ V, 107
Quaternary deposits .............................................. V,107,VIII,10
Cincinnati group ............................................................ V,110
Galena limestone .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... V, 111
Blue limestone .............................................................. V,118
Butr limestone ............................................................... V,115
St. Peter sandstone ......................................................... V,115
Lower Magnesian limestone ........................... : ................... V, 118
Economical Geology, (stone, peat, clays and sand, agriculture) ....... V,119
Peoria Co., !A. H. WoBTHEN) ....................................................... V,285-252
Physical features ........................................................... V,285
Sections of strata.....................•.. , ..........·.......... I,58,230; V,286-245
Quartilrnary deposits .......................... : ............................ V,285
Coal measures ............................................ I,52.229; V,288; VII,6
Economical Geology, (coal, building stone, iron ore, clays, sand,
gravel, agriculture) ....................................................... :.V,247
Analyses of coal ...............................................\ ............ V ,248
Perry Co.. (A. ll. WoBTHEN and E. ENGELMAN°N), ...... : .............. : ......... III,84-103
Physical features ....................................'. ...................... III,84
Sections of strata ....... , .............................. , ....... III,86-96; VIII,56
Que.rternary deposits ................. : .................................... III,86
Coal measures ............................................. I,220; III,87; VIII,56
Economical Geology, (coal, iron ores, building stone, sand, clay, agriculture) ... , .............................................................. III,97
Analyses of coal ............................................................ III,98
Salt wells .................... , ............................................ :.VII,88
Piatt Co.-See Moultrie, Macon and Piatt counties.
Pike Co., (A.H. WoBTHENJ ............................................................ IV,24-42
Physical features ............................................................ IV,24
Sections of strata ......................... , ............................... IV,26,27
Quarternary. deposits ....................................................... IV,85
Coal measures .............................................................. IV,32
St. Louis limestone ......................................................... IV,32
Keokuk group ........ ,. ................................. ·..................... IV,81
Burlington limestone ....................................................... IV,29
Kinderhook group .......................................................... IV,27
Niagara limestone .......................................................... IV,:!6
Economical Geology, (building stone, coal, iron ore, lime, hydraulic
limestone. clay and sand, marble, mineral springs, soil and timberJ.IV,87
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Pike Co., Analyses of hydraulic limestone .......................................... IV,40
Analyses of mineral water ................................................. IV,41
Pope Co., (HENRY ENGELMANN) ..................................................... I,428-495
Physical features ........................................... : ............ I,428,456
Sections of strata .................................................... I,441,445,462
Tertiary and post-tertiary.. .. .. .. .. ............................; ............ I, 447
Coal measure conglomerates ................................................ :I,477
Chester group ............................................................ I.438,460
St. Louis greup .......................................................... I,435,459
Economical Geology, (coal, lead ore, iron ore, fiuor spar, epsomite,
buildi1J$ materials, clay, millstones, agriculture) .................. I,452,484
Indian remains .......................................................... I,,455,495
Pulaski Co., (HENRY EJ!!GELMANN) .................................................. 1,410-427
Physical features ............................................................ I,410
Sections of etrata ............................................................ I,420
Tertiary and post-tertiary ........................... : ...................... I,417
.st. Louis limestone .........................................................1,414
Clear Creek limestone ...................................................... I,414
Economical Geology, (iron ore, mineralsprings, building stone, clay,
agriculture) ................................................................. I,423
Putnam Co.-See Marshall and Putnam counties.
Randolph Co., (A.H. WORTHEN) .......................................... , ......... I,278-298
Physical features ............................................................ I,278
Sections of strata............... : ......................................... I, 77,281
Quarternary deposits ........................................................ I,280
Coal measures ................................................ '· ............. I,281
Chester group ................................................ I,40,77,284; VII,36
St. Louis limestone .......................................................... I,292
Economical Geology, <coal, building materials, agriculture) .. I,298; VII,36
Richland Co·-See Lawrence and Richland Counties.
Rock Island Co., (A.H. WORTHEN and JAMES SHAW) ............................ ~.217-Zl4
"
Physical features ........................................................ V,217,2'26
Sections of strata ....................................................... V,220-231
Quaternary deposits ......................... ·................ : .......... V, 218, 233
Coal measures ................................................... V,219-228; VII,1
· Hamilton limestone ..................................................... V,222,227
Niagara limestone ............................... ., .......................... V,223
Economical Geology, (building . stone, ·lime, clay, coal, mineral
springs) ............................................................... v.~.233
Saline Co., (E. T. Co:irJ ............................................................... VI,220-Zl4
Physical features ............................................................ V,220
Sections of strata ............................ ; ............... VI,221-231: VIII,54
Quaternary deposits ................................. ,, .................... VI,23'J
Coal measures ....................... : ... ~............. Vl,223; VII,4,7; VIII,54
Chester limestone .......................................................... VI,221
Economical Geology, (salt, ·building stone. lime, clay, agriculture) .. VI,232
Sangamon Co., (A. H. WoBTHEN) ................................................... V,306-3111
Physical features ................................... ' .. .'..................... V.306
Sections of strata ............................... V,307-315; VII,4,13,28: VIII,16
Quaternary deposits .................. ~- .......................... V,306; VIII,16
Coal measures .......... •.............................. I,227; V,309; VII,4,6, 13,28
Economical Geology, (coal, building materials, agriculture) ............ V,317
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Schuyler Co .• (A.H. WORTHEN) ..................................................... ;IV,75-89
Physical features ......................................... ,. .................. IV, 75
Sections of strata......................................................... IV, 76,83
Quaternary deposits ........................................................ IV,77
Coal measures ............................................................... IV, 77
St. Louis group ............................................................. IV,84
Keokuk group .......... -.......... 1......................................... IV,84
Economical Geology, (coal, clays, stoue,lime, iron ore, and mineral
springs ................................................. .' ................. IV,85
Analyses of eoal,irou ore and.mineral water .................. ."...... IV,81Hl9
Scott Co., (A. H. WORTHEN) ........................................................ III,184-144
Physical features .......................................................... III, 134
Sections of strata .......................................... III,136-189; VII,11,32
Quateriiary deposits. . . . . . . .. . . . .......................................... III, 134
Coalmeasures ........·.......................................... III,136: VII.11,32
St. Louis limestone ....................................................... III, 138
Keokuk limestone ........ .- ................................................ III,140
Burlington limestone ...................................................... III, 140
Economical Ge1Jlogy, (coal, clays, iron ore, building materials) ...... III,141
Analyses of coal ........................................................ III,Ul,142
Shelby Co., (G. c. BROADHEAD) .................................................... VI,168-174
Physical features .. . . ..................................................... VI, 163
Sections of stra,ta .................................................. , VI, 128, 166-170
Quaternary deposits ...................... , ................................ VI, 165
· Coal measures; ............. : . ....................... , ...................... VI, 166
Economical Geology, (coal, building and road materials,. agriculture) ..................................................................... VI, 171
Stark Co., (H. A. GREEN) ...................................... ; ... : ............... -.IV,325-333
Physical features ......... .'................................................ IV,325
Sections of strata .......................................................... IV,326
Quarternary deposits ...................................................... IV,325
Coal measures ............................................................. IV,326
Economical Geology, (stone, coal, agriculture) ......................... IV,330
St. Clair Co., (A.H. WORTHEN) ....................................................... I,297-312
Physical features ............................................................ I,297
Sections of strata .................... : ............ I,226,299-303; VII,31: VIII,19
Quarternary deposits .......................................... , .. I,298; VIII, 19
Coal measures .... .'.. , ................................................... I,2'.M,300
Chester group ................................................................ I,305
St. Louis Limestone ........................................................ I,307
Econt1mical Geology, (coal, iron ore, clays, building materials ........ I,308
Analyses of coals .................... ·.................................... I,308,309
Stephenson Co., (JAMES SHAW) ......................................... '............... V,S7-74
Physical features .................................... : ................ : ....... V,57
Sections of strata................................. I, Pl. IV.opp. page 164; V,60
Quarternary deposits ........................................................ V,62
Niagara limestone ...................... , .................................... V,64
Cincinnati shales ............................................................. V,65
Trenton limestone ........................................................... V,66
St. Peter's limestone ........................................................ V, 70
Economic Geology, (building materials, bog-iron, lead ore, peat, agriculture) ....................................................................... V, 71
See.also J. D. WHIT?i'EY's report on the Lead regions ............. I,153-207
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Tazewell, McLean, Logan and Mason counties, (H. M. BANNISTEB) ........... IV,176-189
Physical features .......................................·.................... IV,176
'Sections of strata ...................................... IV,178-186; VIll,12,14,50
Quaternary deposits ............................... ~ ........ , .IV ,177; Vill,'12,14
Coal measures .................................... , ........ IV,179; Vll,4; VIII,50
Economical Geology, (coal, clay, sand, mineral springs) .............. IV,187
Union Co., (A. H. WoBTHEN and HENBY ENGELMANN) ........................... 111,38-57
Physical features ........................................................... lll,88
Seotions of strata ............................ ~ ....... , .................. ID,85-47
Quaternary deposits ....... ; .·.............................................. m. 50
Conglomerate sandstone .................................................. 111,50
Chester group .................. '" .......................................... 111,44
St. Louis group ................................... , ......................... ill,42
Kinderhook group .................................................... 1,112; 111,41
Devonian system ......................................... : .......... .' ...... 111,40
Clear Creek limestone ..................................................... IIT,37
Lower Helderberg limestone ................... ; ................ ; ......... ill,86
Economical Geology, (iron ore, potter's clay, buildinu material!¥,
marble, mill-stones, mineral springs, agriculture).'. .................. IIl,51
Vermj!ion Co.. (FBANX H. BRADLEY) ............................................... IV,241-265
Physical features .......................................................... IV,241
Sections qf strata ...................................................... IV,244-268
Quaternary deposits ........................................... "' .......... IV,242
Coal measures .................................................. IV,244; Vll,7,23
Economical Geology, (coal, building materials, fire clay, iron ore,
gold and oopper in th~ drift, salt, road materiai) ................. , .. IV,255
Analyses of coals ........................................................ ,.IV,257
Wabash and Edwards· oounties, (A.H. WoBTHEN) ..... : ........................... VI,51-65
Physical features .............................. , ............................ Vl,51
Sections of strata .... : ................................................... Vl,53-60
Coal measures ..... , ............................ :. ..................... ; .... Vl,52
Eoonomical Geology, (building stone, coal, iron ore, brick material, · \
potter's clay, agriculture) ..............-. ................................. Vl,60
List of forest trees and shrubs, by Dr. J. Sc:e:ENCK ................... Vl,63
Warren Co., CH. A. GBEEN) ......................' .........,..........................IV,288-300
"
Physical features .......................................................... IV,288
Seotions of strata ..... .' ................................. , .... IV,290-299; Vlll,66
Quaternary deposits ......... , ............................................. IV,289
. Ooitl measures ............................................................. IV;289
Burlington limestone ...................................................... IV,295
Kinderhook group .................................................. ; ...... IV,297
Economieal Geology, (ooal, lime, building stone) ...................... IV,298
Artesian well ................................. ·............................. Vlll,66
Washington 'co.. (HENBY ENGELMANN) ...................... : ....... \ ............. 111,145-171
Physical features ................................................ : ......... 111,145
Sections of strata ............................................. IIl,162,164; Vll,10
Coal measures .................................................... 111,148; Vll,10
EconomiCal geology, (coal, building materials1 agriculture) .......... 111,169
Wayne and Clay counties, (A. :II. WoBTHEN) ...................................... Vl,82-97
Physical teatures ........................................................ VI,82,88
Sections of strata ........................................................ Vl,83-95
Quaternary deposits ......................................................... Vl,89
Coal measures ............................................................ Vl,88,89
Economical Geology, (building materials, coal, potter's olay, iron
ore, mineral springs, agriculture) .................................... Vl,87,95
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White and Hamilton Counties, !A.H. WoRTHEN) .................................. VI,66-81
Physical features ......................................................... VI,66, 75
Sections of strata ........................................................ VI,67-78
Quaternary deposits ..................................................... VI, 66, 75
Coal measures ........................ 1 ................................... VI,67,75
Economical Geology, (coal, building.materials, mineral springs, agriculture) ................................................................ VI, 73, 79
Whiteside Co., (JAMES SHAW) ........................................................ V,140-166
Physical features ........... : ................................................ V,140
Sections of strata ............................................................ V,140
Quaternary deposits .............................................. V,140; VIII,11
Coal measures, including Conglomerates ................................. V, 146
Niagara limestone ........................................................... V,149
Cincinnati shales ........................................................... VI, 152
Galena limestone ........... :................................................ V, 154
Economical Geology, (building materials, peat, vine and agriculture) ..................................................................... V,155
Tables showing properties of stone .................................. V, 157, 158
Will Co., !FRANK H. BRADLEY) ..................................................... IV,207-225
Physical features ........................................................... IV,207
Sections of strata ............................................. I,55-57; IV,213-219
Quaternary deposits ....................................................... IV,208
Coal measures .................................................... I,54-57; IV,209
Niagara limestone .......................................................... IV,213
Cincinnati group ........................................................... IV,216
Trenton limestone !?J ....... -. ............................................. IV,219
Economical Geology, (coal, building materials, water) ................ IV,219
Artesian borings ........................................................... IV,224
Indian mounds ........................................................... IV,222
Altitudes in Will Co ....................................................... IV,224
Williamson and Franklin Counties, (A. H. WORTHEN) ........................... VI,112-127
Physical features ...................................................... VI, 112, 122
Sections of strata ...................................................... VI, 114-125
Quaternary deposits ................................................... VI,113, 123
Coal measures .•................................... , ............ VI, 113, 123; VII, 7
Economical Geology, (coal, building materials, iron ore, agriculture) ................................................................. VI, 120, 126
Winnebago Co., (JAMES SHAW) ........................................................ V,84-94
Physical features •.•.......................................................... V,82
Sections bf strata ............................................................ V,84
Quaternary deposits ......................................................... V,84
Trenton group ................................................................ V,86
Economical Geology, (building materials, sands and clays, horticulture) ...................................................................... V,90
Indian antiquities ............................................................. V,93
Woodford Co., !H. A. GREEN) ...................................................... IV,334-342
Physical featuree ........................................................... IV,334
Sections of strata .......................................................... IV,336
Quaternary deposits ....................................... ·................ IV,335
Coal measures .............................................................. IV,337
Economical Geology, (building stone, coal, agriculture) ............... IV,340
Cretaceous fossils in the drift of Illinois •............................................... VIII, S
strata in Iowa, by
A. WHITE .............................................. VIII,6
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Devonian svstem ................................................ 1,119-152; II, xi: ID,898; VIII,63
Dikes, how formed ............................................................................. 1,23
Disturbed strata ........................................................ 1,5-9,458; IV,2; Yil,89,41
Driftless region of the Northwestern counties ..........................................I,28,160
Drift-See Quaternary system.
Epsomites .............................................................................. l,492; IIl,43
Erosion in Illinois .•................................................. I,9: IV,237; VIIl,3,11,28,34
Faults .................................................................................... l,458; IV,2.
Fish beds ......................................................... Il,11-16; IV,345; VI,247; VII.59
Flora of Illinois, contributions to ....................... I,280,342,375,406; IV,109; V,158; Vl,63
Fluor spar ..................................................................................... III,19
Fossils. use and value of .. ·'· ............................................................... _.I;17
Fusulina limestone ..........................................................•............... VIl,27
Gas, distilled from coal by different methods .............................................. I,266
" ,natural ... : ...................................................... IV,206; VI,192; VIIl,13,58,61
Galena ........................................................... I,141-149,155-207; III,301; V,17-21
Galena beds-See Trenton.
Galt limestone ................................................................................. I,130
Gash veins ...................................................................................... I,23
Geodes of the Keokuk group; by G. J. Brush ............................................. I,92
Geological survey of Illinois, history of ....... I,ix-xvi; II, vi, vii; VI,v; VIII,Appendix,ll!
systems, order of.......................................................... l,21; II, viii
Geology, general principles of ........................................................ I,10; 11,i-v
Glacial theory ......................................................................... V,5; VIIl,19
Glencoe marble ............................................................................... V,282
Glossary of scientific terms .............................................................. I,497-504
Gold ........................................ ; ..........••........................ 1,35; IIl,18; IV,263
Goniatite limestone ............................................................................. I, 109
Grindstone grit .............................................................................. VII,87
Hamilton group.. : ........................................................ I,120: II.xv; III,22,419
Hard pan ......................................................................................... I.25
Helderberg, Lower and Upper ............................................................. II, viii
Hudson river group............................................................. I,137; II, xvi-xix
Huronian system ........................................................................... I,2'~.163
Ichthyic beds-See Fish beds.
Illinois, physfoal features of................................................................. I,2-10
Indian remains ................................. I,455,495; IV,222; V,93,102,165; VI,30,146,216,22i
Iowa-Cretaceous strata in ................................................................. VIII, 6
" ~Marshall county strata and fossils ............................................... VIII,157
Iron oras ............................................................................. !;61,256; V,263
Kaskaskia limestone ..... : ...................................................................... I,42
Keokuk group ..........................•................................. I,89-102; III,508; VII,16
Kinderhook group ...................................... : ... I,43,108-118; II,ix; III,450; VIII,158
Lake Michigan, ancient outlet of ............................. IV,191,237; VIII,11,14,28,33;36,89
Lakes in Illinois ..................................................................... IV,128; Vl,173
Lake tunnel, pE1culiar features of .......................................................... III,243
Land slides ....................................................... : .......................... IV,127
Laurentian system .......................................................................... I,22, 112
Lead mines in Hardin Co., report by Dr. J. G. NoBwooD ............................ I,366-373
letter from H. M. THOMPSON ........................... IIl,17-16
Lead region, geology of, report by Prof.·J. D. WHITNEY •••••••••••••••••• ; ••• : ••••• 1,153-207
Lignite ........................................................ : ............................... I,45, 74
Lime, matE>rial for ................................................................... I,324; VII,40
Limestone, Arehimedes ......................................•.•.............................. II,13
Atb,ens (marble) ................. ~ ................................................ 1,133
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Limest-0ne, Birdseye, ......................................................................... I, 147
Blue ........................................................................ I,165; V,21

...

Buff..................................... ; .................................... 1,165; V,21
Burlington ........................................................................ I,102
Carlinville ................................................................ VI, 1; VII, 19
cavernous .......................................................................... 1,87
Chester ................................................................ I,41, 77; VII,34
Clear Creek ............................................................... 1,126; II,x
Cliff ................................................................................ l,177
Curlew ............................................................................ l, 22'J
Devonian .................................................................. l,120; VII,2
Dolomitic ...................... : ................................................... 1,32
Fusulina......................................................................... VII,27
Galena ............................................................... l,141,169; V,17,86
Galt ........................................ , ....................................... l, 130
Glencoe (marble) ................................................................ V,282
Goniatiate ......................................................................... l,109
Hai;nilton .................................................. ,. ............... l, 120; VII,2
Hydraulic ........................................................ l,324; lV,40; VII,89
Joliet .............................. : ............................................... 1,133
Kaskaskia ........................................................................... l,42
Keokuk .......................................................... 1,89; III,508; VII,16

Lithographic ......................................•................................ I, 114
Lower Carboniferous, see Subcarboniferous.
Magnesian. Lower ...................................................... 1,151; VII,39
Upper .... : .......................................................... 1,177
Mountain=Subcarboniferous.
Niagara ........................................................................... 1, 129
Onondaga ......................................................................... 1,130
Oolitic ............................................................................. 1,110
Quarry Creek ................................................................. VI, 10-21
Shoal Creek .................................................................... Vl,1-17
Silurian ............................................................. .' ............. l,126
St. Louis .................................................................. I,83; lII,17
Subcarboniferous ............................................................. l, 76-118
Trenton .............................................................. l,141-148; VII,40
Warsaw ......................................................................... VII,58
Limonite ..................................................................................... l,45,257
Lithographic stone ............................................................................ l,114
Loess-See Quaternary deposits.
Lower Carboniferous-See Subcarboniferous.
Coal measures .......................................................................... VI,1
Helderberg ............................................................................. II, viii
Magnesian,Iimestones ........................................................ I, 151; VII, 39
Silurian ............................................................................. l, 136-152
Mahoning sandstone .......................................................................... III, 7
Mammalian remains ................................. ~ ......................... I,161,162; VIII,8,23
Man, antiquity of............................................................................... 1,12
·Marble-See Limestone.
Marshall group ................................................................................. II,x
Metamorphic rocks ........................................................................... 1,14,16
Metallic ores .................................................................................. l,22,35
Millstone grit ........................................................................ l,48,82; IIl,68
Mineral springs-See Water.
·
Niagara group ................................................................ 1,129-136,177; ill,844
Northwestern counties, by JAMES SHAW ....................................... V,l-24; VlII,10
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OiL distilled from coal. ........................................................................ 1,72
" bituminous shales ........................................................I,140
" natural ................................................................ I,72; VII,37, VIII,58-64
Onondaga group ...................................................................... I,130; II, xiii
Oolitic limestone ............................................................................... I,110
Oriskany group ........................................................................ I,124; II, xii
Peat .............................................. 1,35-37; III,200; IV,124,134,148; V,72,102,120,160
Pentamerus beds .............................................................................. I,177
Permian rocks ........................................................................... I,47; III,8
Post-oak flats ............................................................... : ................. III,85
Pot-holes in limestone ...................................................................... III,252
Potsdam sandstone ............................................................................ 1,163
Prairies .................................................................................... I,9; V,10
origin of, by LEO LESQUEBEUX ................................................ I,238-264
Quaternary system ................................ I,8-10,24-39,160-162,238-254; V.4-14; VIII,l-24
Recent formations-included in Quaternary.
Salt andThrine-wells .... : ........................................ lV,22.189; VI,216,232; VII,31,38
Saltpetre caves ........................................................................ I,405; III,80
Sandstone, Anvil rock .............................................................. I,50,213; III,7
Calciferous ........................................................... I,1!4,163; III,280
Ferruginous ........................................................................ I,42
for glassware ..................................................................... VII,40
Mahoning .......................................................................... III.7
Oriskany ........................................................................... I, 124
Potsdam........................................................................... I,163
Pulaski ........................................................................... II, xvi
St. Peter's ...................................................... I,149,164; V,23; VII,39
Thebes ..................................................................... I,189; III,27
Unionville......................................................................... V, 147
Waverly ............................................................................ II.x
Scalds ......................................................................................... VI,184
Sediments, how accumulated .................................................................. 1,18
Shales,:Bituminous-See Bituminous, and Chemical analyses of.
Cincinnati-See Cinnati group.
Lorraine ............................................................................. II. xvi
Silurian system.. ; .......................................... ; .................................. II, x
Slates of the Coal measures ................................................................... I,63
Utica ............................................................................... II, xvii
Springs-See Water.
St. Louis group .................................................................... I,83-89; VII,16
St. Peter's sandstone"-See under Sandstone.
Stratified rocks, how formed .................................................................. I,14
Stylolites <read for "crystalites") ......................................................... I,115,116
Subca.rboniferous system ....................................... I, 76-118; II, ix; III,1,17; VII,58
Terrace epoch.-See Quaternary.
Tertir.ry system ............................................................... I,44;417,447; VIII,8
Thebes sandstone.-See under Sandstone.:
Trees-See Flora.
Trenton group ................................................................. I,141-149; VII,40,41
Upper Ca.rboniferous,-See Coal Measures.
Coal Measures ........... : ............................................................. VI, 1
Helderberg ...................................................... I,120; II, xiii-xv; III,407
Magne-sian ................................................ 1,169,177 and Pl. 4, opp. p. 162
Silurian ..................................................................... I,129-136; II.xi
Utica slate ....................................... : .................. , ......,. .................. II,xvii
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Vegetation.-See Flora.
Vine culture, report by N. W. BLISS .................................................... I,341-349
JAMES SHAW ....................................................... V.158
Warsaw beds ....................................................................... I,89-101; VII,58
Water, e.rtesie.n.-Seo Artesian Wells.
, mineral .................. I,373,405,491; IV,22,40, 73,89,148,189; V,234; VI,80,97; VII,Sl,38
analyses of-See Chemical analyses.
Waverly group ............................................................... I,101; II,x; VIII,160
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(scale 32 miles to 1 in.)...... Vol. VIII, Appendix.
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Fossils of the Cretaceous (Tertiary?) system are referred to in I,44-46; VIII,3-5; and
of the Quaternary system in VIII,8,9,15.
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.Amphigenia. Hall ............................................................................ III,403
(<AJnphora sp. Cumberland) ......................................................................... II,209
Amphoracrinus Austin ...................................... II,151,209; V,il39,386,484; VIII,96
(..
J conca.vus M. & W ........................................................... II,215
divergens !Ha.II) ....................................................... V,387,388*
inflatus (HallJ ................................................................ V,388
jerseyensis Worthen .................................................... ;VIII, 96*
pla.nobasa.lis (HallJ ....................................... ; .................... V,388
(?J spinibrachiat.us !Ha.IIJ .......... .' ................................... V,387,389*
subturbina.tus M. & W .............................................. II,212*,213t
trinodus Ha.II. ................................................................ II, :us
Amplexus Sowerby ........................................ ·.................................. VIII.~2.
genicula.tus Worthen ........................................................ VIII, 82*
Amplexop.ora Ulrich ............................................... , .................. VIII,377,450
a.ffinis Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 450*
cingula.ta. Ulrich ............................ , ..................... VIII,308t,309t,377
pustulosa· Ulrich .......................................................... VIII,451*
robust.a. Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,318t
.sep.tosa Ulrich ............................................................... VIII,451
superba Foord .............................................. , .................. VIII, 450
Amplexoporidai Ulrich........., ............................................. .,.......................... VIII,342,376
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.A.nacllthacanthus St. J-0hn and Worthen ................................................ VI,442
"
semicostatu,o; St. J. & W ............................................. VI;443*
.A.nanchytes sp. (in the drift) ................................................................ VIII,4+
.A.nisophyllum Edwards and Haime ....................................................... VIII,80
iovense Worthen .................................. _......... : ............. VIII, 80*
.A.nisopoda ........ ; ................... _....................................................... II,899
.A.nisotrypa Ulrich .............. :. ........................................................ VIII,376
elegantula <Ulrich> ...................................................... VIII,365,447
11.stulosa Ulrich_. ............................................................ VIII, 448*
ramulosa Ulrich ..................................... ,. ..... ·................. VIII, 449*
solids Ulr10h ................................ ~ ............... -. ........... VIII, 365, 449*
symmetrica Ulrich ...................................................... VIII,S76,448*
.A.nolotichla Ulrich ..................................................................... VIII,381,473
ponderosa Ulrich ................................................. VIII, 320+, 381, 473*
impollta Ulrich ......... : .................................................... VIII,473
.A.nnulata ....................................................................................... II, 462
.A.nomalocrinus Meek and Worthen ...................................................... III,327
incurvus M. & W ...................................................... III,327+*
(.A.nomltes) rhomboidalis Wahlenb ........................................................ III,426
.A.nomocladina Zittel. .............................................................. VIII,2l!5;226,234
.A.nomphalus Meek and W0rthen ............................................................ V,597
rotulusM. & W .............................................................. V,697*
.A.nted9n (larva) .......................................... : ........................ , ......... VIII,161
.A.nthaspidella Ulrich and Everett ...................................... VIII,217,:l'll.:!34,250;267
fenestrata U. & E ........................ -........................... VIII,234, 264*
11.rma U. & E ......................................................... VIII,234,263*
11.orifera U. & E .......................................... VIII,234,257,269*,263;267
grandis U. & E ................................................ : ..... VIII,234,262*
(?) magnifl.ca U. & E ................................................ VIII,235,266*
mammulata U. & E .......................................... VIII,235,268*;263,267
obliqua U. & E ....._.................................................. VIII,235,266*
parvistellata U. & E .................. ·............................... VIII,235, 260*
scutula U. & E ....................................................... VIII,235,261*
.A.nthaspidellldre Ulrich ................................ _.............................. VIII, 221, 234
.A.nthozoa .......................................... III,304,31i8,407,420; V,560; VI,525; VIII, 71,216
.A.nthracerpes Meek and Worthen .............................................. II, 409; III, 667
typus M. & W .. '. ............................................................ II,40~
.A.nthraconectes Meek and Worthen ...................................................... III, 646
mazonensls M. & W ....................... _............................ III, 646
.A.nthracoptera Salter ........................................................................ III,534
carbonaria Salt ...... .'.............................. _........................ III,535
(?J fro.gills M. & W ...................................................... III,634*
.A.nthrapalremon Salter ............................ , ................................ II,406; III,554
gracills M. & W ............................................... II,407*; III,664+
, grossarii Salt ................................................................ II,408
.A.ntliodus Newbury and Worthen .............. II,33.38; IV,356,362; VI,867,874,377,384,393,397
cucullus N. & W ........................................................... II,88,89,41*
gracilis St. J. & W ........ : ................................................... VI,393t
mlnutus N. & W ................. , ......................................... II,88,39,43*
mucronatus N. & W .......................................................... II,88,38*
parvulus N. & W .......................................................... II,88,38*,52
perovalis St. J. & W ........................................................... VI,393*
polltus N. & W ....................... : . .. ... ... .... ...... ..
•..... II,83,42*; VI,868
robustus N. & W .......................................................... II,88,39*,42
sarcululus N. & W ............................................................. IV,366*
slmills N. & W ................................................................ II,88,41*
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Antliodus simplex N. & W .......................................................... 11,33,39,44*
sulcatus N. & W ........................................................... Il,33,42,46*
? CChomatodus) truncatus Ag .................. , ....................... II,33; VI,4ll!
Apioceras turbiniforme M. & W ........................................................ III,444*
Aploceras c.urtum M, & W ................................................................ II,388*
Arachnida ............................................................................... III.560,568
Arachnocrinu& M. & W.................................................................. .- .. II.177
bulbOBU!! (Hall) ...........•....... , .......................................... II,177
(?) plsiformis Brem ................................................ ., .......... II, 177
Archegosa.urus ................................................................................ II, 13'1
Archreocldaridre McCoy .................................... II.229, :l.14; III,523; V,510; VII,333
Archreocidaris McCoy ............................................... II,2'J6,294; III,523; VII,337
edgarensis W. & Mill .................................................. VII,337*
illinoiensis W. & Mill .................................................. VII, 338*
mucronatus M. & W ........................•......... : ......... II.296*i VII,337
norwoodi Hall .•.........-. .................................................. :... II,296
spiniclavatus W. & Mill ............................................... VII.337*
worthenl Hall ............................................................... II,227
sp. indet. Ciaw plates) ............................... ,. ..... VII.Pl. xxx, Ilg. 16*
sp. indet ...................................................... V,Pl. xxiv, fig. 13*
Archreocyathus Billings .......................................................... VIII,211, 216,240
atlanticus Bill ............................................................ VIII,240
billings! Walcott .......................................................... VIII,210
(?) pavonoides Matthew .................................................... VIII, 240
Archimedes Lesueur (Owen) ........................................... III,504; VIII,353,396,565
communis Ulrich ...................................................... VIII,568,673*
compactus Ulrich ...................................................... VIII,568, 672*
distans Ulrich ..................................... ., ................... VIII,568, 678*
grandis Ulrich .......................................................... VIII,568, 669*
intermedius Ulrich .................................................... VIII,568, 674*
invaginatus Ulrich ................................................... :. VIII,568, 676*
Iaxus Hall .............................................................. VIII, 568, 680*
meekanus Hall .................................•....................... VIN,568, 678*
negllgens Ulrich ....................................................... VIII, 568, 669*
owenanus Hall . . . . . . . .. ; ..................... ·......................... VIII, 568, 670*
perminimus Ulrich ............................. ; ........... : . .......... VIII, 568, 672*
proutanus Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 568, 576*
revers us Ha]]) ................................•...................-.......... VIII, 671*
swallovanus Hiit! ....................................................... VIII,568, 674*
sublaxus Ulrich ............. , ............................. : ............ VIII, 568, 679*
terebrlformis Ulrich ..........................•........................ VIII,568, 676*
worthenl Hall .... : .............. , .................................. VIII,396,568,671*
Architarbus rotundatus Scudder ............................... , ................ , ....... III, 668+
Arcidre. . ....................... ; ............................................................... II, 156
Argonauta gondola Adams ........................................................ _. ......... V,525
Arthroclema Billings ............... , ......................................... VIII, 296,363, 400, 641
angulare Ulrich.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........................... VIII, 641*
billings! Ulrich .............................................................. VIII, 642
pulchellum Billings ...........'....... , ................................ VIII,400, 641*
Arthronema Esch'<choltz ............................. : ................................... :VIII, 400 ·
(
) teuue Ulrich ................................................................ VIII, 400
Arthropleura Jordan and Von Meyer ......... ; ........................................... III,559
(
) ferox Salt .................................................................... III,559
Arthropora Ulrich .................................................................... VIII, 349, 393
shafferi (Meek) .......................................................... VIII,308t,393
Arthrostylidre ......................................................................... VIII,362,400
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Arthrostylus Ulrich ........ ·.................................... : .................... VIll,363,400
tenuis Ulrich ................................................................. VIIl,400
.. Articulata ........ II,393; III,299.320,363,390,416,447, 460, MO; V, 525, 612; VI, 497, 508; VIIl,153
(suborder of Palreocrinoidea) ................................................ VIIl,197
Asaphus Brongniart ......................................................................... Vl,497
(lsotelus) megistos Locke ........................................................ Vl,498
(
l vigilans M. & W ..................................................... VI, 497*
Ascoceras Barrande ....................................................................... VIII,15l
southwel!i Worthen .......................................................... VIII,161*
Ascodictyum Nicholson and Etheridge .......................................... :::-: ... VIIl,367
fusiforme N. & E ........................................................... VIII,867
Ascodlctyonidre Ulrich ..................................................................... VIII,367 .
· Aspidodus Newberry and· Worthen ................................................ II,92; VII,63
convolutus N~ & W ..................................................... II,94*; VII,67
crenulatus N. & W ............................................ : ......... II,93*; Vl,419
A<;pfdopora Ulrich ............................................................................ Vllt.'373
areolata Ulr .. ,.;, ............................................................ Vlli,S'iS
(AsteracanthusJ siderius Leidy ........ , ................................................ VI,444,445
(Asterocrinus Lyon) ............................................................................ 11,288
Asteroidea ................................................. II,277; III,499,526;. V,474,510; VII.827
Asteroptychius Agassiz .................................................. IV,370; Vl,435; VII,248
bellulus St. J. & W ...........................................~.VI,439*: VII,249
keokuk St. J. & W .................................................. : .... Vl,436*
ornatus Ag ................ ; ................................................. IV ,371
san,cti-ludovici St. J. & W ................................................ Vl,437*
semiornatus'McCoy .............................................. IV,871; VI,438
tenellus St. J. & W ...................................................... VIl,248*
(?)tenuis St. J. & W ..................,.......................................... Vl,438*
ttiangularis N. & W............................................ IV,370*;Vl,436
vetustus. St. J. & W ............................. , ....................... VI,436*
Astrreospongia Roemer ................................................. III,419; VIIl,212,217,238
.hamiltonensis M. & W ........ , .............................. IIl,419*: VI~l,238
.meniscus Roem .................................................. III,419; VIII,238
Astroconia Sollas ...................................................................... VIII,212,238
granti Sollas ............................ : . ..... ; ............................... VIII,238
(Astroita Wolfart) ......... : ............. ,. .................................................... III,407
(Astropodia sp. Ure) ....................................,...................................... II,179
Astylospongia·Roemer .................................. IIl,344; VI,491,499; Vlli,211,217,223,234
christiani M .. & W .............................................. III,344*; Vlli,234
imbricato-articulata Roem ............................................... VIII,234
inciso-lobata Roem ....................................................... VIIl,234 ·
inornata Hall........................................................... VIIl,217,227
(?) parvula Bill ................................................................ VIII;234
(?) perryi Bill ............................................. ,...................... VIII,234
prremorsa Goldf......................................... VI.499*; VIII,224*,234
var. nux-moschata Hall ............. .' ... '. .................. Vlli,234
roemeri Hinde ................................................................. VIII,234
stellatim-sulcata Roem .................................................. VIIl,234
Atactopora Ulrich .......................................................................... VIIl,377
hirsuta Ulrich...... .. . ...................................................... VIIl,277
Atactoporella Ulrich ...................................................................... VIIl,370,412
ortoni Nicholson, ......................................................... VIII,418
'
typicalis Ulrich .................................................. • ......... VIIl,370
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Athyris McCoy ............................................................. 11,254: V,570; VIII,lOS.
(
paradoxa McCoy) .................................................................... 11,254
I
parvirostris M. & W.J .............................................................. 11,254
planosulcata !Phillips) ........................................................... 11,264*
squamosa Worthen ........................................................... VIII, 103*
subtilita !Hall) ..................................................................... V,570*
Atrypa Dalman .............................................................................. IIl,430
a"lera !Schloth.) .................................................................. III, 430*
' (var. occidentalis HallJ ..................................................... III,430
( " J comis Ow ............. : .............................................................. III.428
(
J flabellites Conr ...................................................................... ID,397
isorhyncha McCoy ................................................................... II,251
(
J lrevis Vanuxem ...................................................................... IDs376
( '' ) modesta Say ........................................................................ III,378
(
oblonga SbyJ .......................................................................... II,254
(
obtusa McCoy) ...................................................... , ................ II,254
(
J peculiaris Conr ......................................... : ............................ ID,395
(
) planosulcata Phil\ .................................................................... II,254
reticularis (L.J ................................................................ III,431,432*
spinosa Han ......................................................................... ID,4SO
Aturia Bronn .................................................................................. II,165
Aucella McCoy ................................................................................ II,336
Aulocopilia Billings .................................................................... VIII,211,240
granti Bill ..................................................................... VIII,240
Aulocopium Oswald ...................................................... VIII,211,214,217,222,225+
Aulopora Goldfuss ......................... " 1' .......... :.................. :.............. VID,454
Avicula Klein ............. ; ......................................................................... .
( " J circulus Shum ............................................................. III,463*. V,576
communis Hall ....................................................................... V,577
" J cooperensis Shum ......................................................... II,334; III,453
lonl!'a (GeinitzJ ...................................................................... V,578*
magna Swall.?J ........... : ................... : ....................................... II,258
morganensis M. & W ............................................................. V, 676*
J oblonga M. & W ..................................................................... II,258
radiata Phill.. .................................................. ; ..................... ll,259
" Jrectilateraria Cox ...... : ......................................................... ', .. ,II,326
sericea Vern ......................................................................... II;336
subplana Hall:...................................................................... III,355
"(?1 undulata M. & W .......................................................... ~ ..... III,466*
Aviculidre ............................................................................ II,156; III,358
Aviculopecten McCoy ........................ II,231,256,326; III,532; VI,511; VII,321; VIII,112
amplus M. & W ............................................................ II,257
burlingtonensis M. & W .................................................. II,231
crelatus McCoy .............................................................. II, 23'J
chesterensis Worthen ................................................. VIII, 116*
circulus (Shum) ............................................................ III,454
colletti Worthen ......................................... .'............... VIII,119*
cooperensis !Shum.) ....................................................... III, 455
coxanus M. & W .................. " i " " ' ...... .......................... II,326*
edwardsi Worthen ..................................................... VIII,119*
elsahensis Worthen .................................................... VIII, 116*
hardinensis Worthen ................... : .. ............................ VIII, 117*
indianensis M. & W ...... : ................... , ......................... III,632*
interlineatus M . .& W .................................................... II,329*
konincki llL & W ........................................................ ;II,328*
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Aviculopecten llmiformis Wh. & Whitf ........................................... II,334; III,453
mac-whortheri Worthen ................ ~ .............................. VIII, 118*
mazonensls Worthen .................................................. VIII, 117*
meliardi Worthen ........ :. ........................ :................... VIII, 120*
missouriensis Shum ...................................................... IIl,455
monroensis Worthen .................................................. VIIl,114*
neglectus (Geinitz) ......................................................... V,589*
nlotensis Worthen ..................................................... VIII, 118*
oblongus M. & W ........................................................ II,258*
occidental.is Shum.? ...................................................... II, 881*
orestes Worthen ....................................................... VIII, 112*
oweni M. & W ................ : ........................................... II, 256*
papyraceus Sby ............................................................. II,327
pellucidus M. & W ....................................................... 11,327•
providensis Cox ..................................... VIII.116*; Pl. xxi,fig. 4*
rectilaterarius (Cox) ........................................................ 11,326
spinuliferus M. & W ................................................... VIIl,116*
talboti Worthen ........................................................ VIII, 114*
unlonensis Worthen ....................................... .'............. VI, 511*
varsoviensis Worthen........ r .............................. VII, 82lt; VIII, 113
sp. indet ...................................................... VI, PI. xxxiii, fig. 3
Aviculopinna Meek ........................................................................ VIII, 128
illlnoiensis Worthen ..................................................... VIII, 128*
Axophyllum Edwards and Haime ......................................................... Vl,525
infundibulum Worthen ........................................... :......... VI, 525*
rude Wh. & St. J ........................................................... Vl,525*
Bactropora Hall ...................................................................... VIII,402,662
granistriata Hall ............................................................. VIII,402
simplex Ulr ............................................................ VIIl,447,663~
Bakevellia King .................................................................. III,535; VIII,126
illinoiensis Worthen ........................................................ VIII, i26*
Baphetes Owen ............................................................................... II,140
Barycrinus Wachsmuth ............................................... V,483,530; VI,515; VIIl,99
bullatus (Hall) .................................................................... V,488
geometricus M. & W ................................................ IIl,518*; V,485*
herculeus M. & W ............................................................ V,485*
hoveyi (Hall) .................................................................... V,486*
magister <Hall) ................................................................... V,484
magnificus M. & W. .. . .. .. . .. . .. .............................................. V, 484
mammatus Worthen .......................................................... V,486*
pentagonus Worthen ......................................................... V,487*
protuberans (Hall) ...................................... .-.................... V, 486, 488
spectabilis M. & W ........................................................... V,530*
spurius Hall................................................................. VIII, 99*
striatus Worthen ............................................................. VI, 515*
subtumidus M. & W .......................................................... V,487*
thomai <Ham ..........................................- .......................... V,532
tumidus Hall ............................................. ·.................. VIII, 100*
Baryphyllum Edwards and Haime.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. ..
.. ........ III,409,420
(??) arenarium M. & W ........................................................ III,409*
Batacanthus St. John and Worthen ............................................ Vl,468; VIl,253
baculiformis St. J. & W .......................................... VI,469*; VII,254
(?) necis St. J. & W.......................................................... VII,253*
( ?) pustulosus (Ag.) ............................................................... VI, 468
(?) semigranulatus (Rom'sky) ................................................... VI,468
t;!tellatus (N. & W.J ........................ .-....................... YI,470*; VU,~
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Bathychilodus St. John and Worthen .•.................................................. Vl,251
mac-isaaci St. J. & W ............................... ." ................... VI,251*
Batocrinus Casseday ............. II,147,150,191,205,209; III,472: V,364,367; VIII,83,172,174
requalis Hall............................................................. Il,150; V,367
requibrachiatus M. Ch ....................................................... II,150,207
var. alattis Hall) ............................................. II.207*
andrewsianus M. Ch ••.......................................................... V,367
asteriscus M. & W....................................................... Il,150,207*
biturbinatus <HallJ ............................................ Il,150: V,367; VIII,84
calyculoides Hall ................................•............................... V,R68
calyculus Hall ................................................................... V,367
carious Hall ...................................................................... V,368
citroli !Hall) .................................................................... VII,307
cassedityanus M. & W ......................................................... V,370*
christyi !Shum.) ............................................. Il,150; V,367,376,379*
clavigerus Hall .................................................................. V,367
clcelia !Hall) ............................................ : .......... : .............. V, 368
· clypeittus Hall ......... ·.......................................................... II, 150
conicus L. & C ............................••............................ Il,150: V,368
corbuluff Hall .................................................................... V,368
depressus L. & C....................................................... II,150; V,368
discoideus ·Hall .......................................................... II,150; V,367
dodecadactylus M. & W ................................................. , .. II,205+*
doris Hall ... : ..........••............................... : ........................ V,367
euconus M. & W ........................................................ II,150; V,368
formosus Hall ............... ; ........................................... II,150; V,367
gemmiformis Hall ............................................................... V,368
hltgeri M. Ch ............................................................ Il,150; V,368
icosidactylus Cass .................................. ,. .................. II,150; V,3b'7
inornatus Hall ....................................................... II,150,209, V,367
irregularis Cass ......................................................... Il,150; V,867
konincki Shum ................................................................. V, 367
lagunculus Hall ............................................................. : ... V,367
laura !Hall) .... , ...... ,,,, ........................................................ V,878
lepidus Hall ...................................................................... V, 367
longirostris Hall ............................................ V,367,372.PL IX,fig.11*
mac-bridei W. & Sp ................................................... VIII,172*,174
ma.gnificus L. & C .............................................................. V,368
matula Hall ...................................................................... V,868
montgomeryensis Worthen ................................................ VIII, 83*
mundulus Hall ................................................................... V,367
nashvillre Troost ............................................................ VIII, 85*
neglectus M. & W ............................................................. V, 377*
oblatus Hall ...................................................................... V,868
papillatus Hall .............................. , .................................... V,367
pistilliformis M. & W .............................. II,150,151*; III,474; V,367,376
pistillus M. & W ......................................... II,150; III,472*; V,367,370
planodiscus !Hall) .................................................. Il,150; V,367,374
pyriformis (Shum.) .......................................... II,150; III,474; V,375*
quasillus M. & W ......................................................... V,367,369"
reri:iibrachiatus !Hall) ...................................................... V,368,370*
rotundatus 0. & S ...................................................... Il,150; V,:}67
simillis Hall .............................................................. Il,150; V,867
sinuatus Hall .................................................................... II,150
sinuosus Hall .................................................................... V,868
subrequalis :M. Ch ............................................................... V,367
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Batocrinus subconicus Worthen .................................... , ................... VIII. 84*
trochiscus M. & W ............................................................ V,372*
turbinatus Hall .................................................................. V,367
unionensis Worthen ........................................................ VIII,84*
urniformis M. Ch ............................................................... V,368
verneuilanus Shum ................................................. V,328*,368,379*
Batospongia Ulrich ............................................................... VIII,218, 239, 246
spicata Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 238, 246*
Batostoma Ulrich ..................................................................... VIII,379,459
fertile Ulr ...................................................................... VIII,459
imperfectum Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 460*
implicatum Nich .......................................................... VIIJ,379,459
irrasum Ulr .................................................................... VIII, 460
jamesi Nich ............................................................... VIII,459,460
ottawense Foord .......................................................... VIII,460,461
variabile Ulr ........... , ..................................................... VIII, 460*
Batostomella Ulrich ............... .' ...... '· .......................................... VIII,375,432
abrupta Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 43 5*
gtacilis Nich ....................................................... VIII,375,432,434*
interstincta Ulr ........................................................... VIII,434*
nitida (read nitidula) ...................................................... VIIl,365
nitidula Ulr .......................................................... VIIl,365,436*
ob!iqua Ulr .............................................................. ,VIIl,433*
simulatrix Ulr ............................................................. VIII,432*
spinulosa Ulr ..................................................... VIIl,365,375,434*
trentonensis Nich .......... ; ............................................... VIII, 433
Batostomellidrn Ulrich............................................................... VIII,341,375
Batrachia ...................................................................................... II, 135
Beatricea Billings .......................................................................... VIII,316
. Becksia ..................................................................................... VIII,223
Belemnites sp. (in the drift) ............................................................... VIII,4t
Belemnocrinus White ....................................................................... IIl,463
typus White ................................................................ III,464
whitei M. & w.......................................................... III,463t*
Bele.mnospongia Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 218, 233, 248
fascicularis Ulr ................................................... VIII, 233, 248*
Belinurus Koenig ................................................................... II,393; IIl,457
anthrax (Prestw.) ................................. :.. ......................... II,394,398
bellulus Koen ..................................................................... II,397
danrn M. & W ........................................................ II,395"; IIl,547
rotundatus (Prestw.J"."............................................................ II,397
BellerophonMontfort ................................................ II,160,385; IIl,312; VIIl,143
bilobatus Sby ......................................................... .'........ IIl,313
canadensis Bill ................................................................ IIl,313
costatus Sby .................................................................... II,385
crassus M. & W ............................................................. III,385*
) curvilineatus Conr .............................................................. II, 160
cyrtolites Hall ................................................................. II, 160*
deslongchampsi (d'Orb.J ........................................................ II, 160
giganteus Worthen ........................................................ VIII, 143'
(Bucania) platystoma M. & W .............................................. IIl,312*
vasulites Montf .............................................................. ., .II,385
sp. indet............................................................. V,Pl. xxiii,fig. 2
Berenicea Lamouroux ........................................................ : ........... VIII, 368
diluviana Lamx ................................................................ VIII,368
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Bidiastopora d'Orbigny ................................................................... Vill,337
Bisiphites Montfort.......................................................................... II,307
Blastoidea ......................... II,274; III,496; V,m,506,5.'!7; VI, 521; VII,346; VIII,157,201
Blattarire ................................................................................·.. ill,567 ,569
Blattina gracilis Goldenberg............................................................... III,569
Borborocrntes Bell........................................................................... II, 133
Bos primigenius Bojanus ................................................................... VIII, 8
Botryllopora Nicholson .............................................................. VIII,384,490
socia!is Nicli .......................................................... VIII, 384, 490*
Brachiopoda.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... II, 15.'l, 251, 280,297, 320;
III, 300, 335, 349,

m,

398, 410, 423, 450, 505, 528; V,566; VI,502,521; VII,318,321; VIII,102

Brachiospongia Marsh ..... .- ............................................................. VIII, 238
digitata !Ow.) ............................................................ VIII,238
Brachiospongidre Beecher ................................................................ VIIi.238
Brachyops Owen ............. f ................................................................ II, 140
Bryozoa Ehrenberg ...................................................... II,412; III,501; VIII,283
Bucania Hall ................................................................................. III,313
"(?J platystoma M. & W ............................................................... III,3J3
Buccinum Linnreus .......................•................... ·............................ II,364,368
acutum Sby ....................................................................... II,368
J arculatum .......................................................................... II,368
J breve Sby, .................................................................... II,364,368
C

'' ·

) imbricatum ........................................................................ II,368

Bulimella Hall. ............................. .'.................................................. II,373
I
) bulimlformis Hall ................................................................. II,373
(
J canaliculata Hall .................................................................. II,373
(
J elongata Hall. ..................................................................... II,373
Bulimus Scopoli .............................................................................. II,373 .
Bumastus Murchison ....................................................................... VI,508
graftonensis M. & W ............................................................ VI,508
Bursacrlnus Meek and Worthen ......................................................... III,478
wachsmuthi M. & W ..........-............................................ III,479+*
Buskopora Ulrich .................................................................... VIII,383,489
dentata Ulr ............................................................. VIII,383,489*
lunata (Roming.) ............................... ' ...................... VIII.320+, 489*
Buthus Leach ................................................................................ III,562
( " ? ?J carbonarius M. & W ................................................... .' ........ III, 662+
Bythiacanthus St. John and Worthen ................................................... VI,444
van-hornei St. J. & W .................................................. VI,446*
Bythopora Miller and Dyer .......... : .................................................. VIII,376 ·
fruticosa M. & D ............................................................... VIII,376
Calamopora Goldfuss ..................................................................... VIII, 228
fibrosa Goldf....................................................... III,304; VIII,228
incrustans Phlll.. .. ........... .'........................................ VIII, 382, 475
Calathium Billings ............................................................. VIII,211,235,250,275
affine Bill ..................................................... , ................ VIII,235
anstedl Bill ..................................................................... VIII, 235
canadense Bill ......................................................... VIII,235,250,275
fittoni Bill ...................................................................... VIII,235
formosum Bill .................................................................. VIII,235
?? infelix U. & E .................... ; .................................. VIII,235,250,274*
pannosum Bill ................................................................. VIII,235
paradoxum Bill .................. ·...... , .................................. , .... VIII,235
(CalathocrinusJ erodus Hall ... .'............................... ·.............................. II,190
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Calceocrinus Hall ..................................................... V,442,502: VI,510; VIII,92
barrisi Worthen .............................................................. VI, 510
(?) bradleyi M. & W ............................................................ V;602*
dactylus Hall .................................................................. V,445
nodosus Hall .................................................................. V,504
robustus Worthen ........................................................ VIll,92*
tunicatus Hall. . ................................................... V, 504; VIII, 93*
ventricosus Hall ............................................................... V,445
wachsmuthi M. & W ........................................................ V,444*
Calcispongiai de Blainville ......................................................... VIII,220,239
Callopora Hall ........................................................................ VIII, 372. 416
(
Jasper~ Hall ..................................................................... VIII,416
cincinnatienllis Ulrich) ....................................................... VIII,426*
elegantula Hall. ........................................................ VIII,372,416,417
J tlorida Hall ..................................................................... VIIl,416
J heteropora Hall ................................................................ VIII,376
J laminata Hall ................................................. , ................. Vill,416
minutissima Nicholson) ...................................................... VIII, 427*
missouriensis Rominger) ................................................... VIII, 430*
J multiseriata Hall......................................................... ; ..... VIII, 376
J nummiformis Hall ............................................................. VllI,416
J oculifera Hall. ................... , .............................................. VIII,376
perelegans Hall ............................. , .................................. VIII,417
) punctata Hall........................................................... VIII, 376, 425, 430
ramosa (d'Orb.J ............................................................ VIII,815t,417
sigillarioides CNich.J ........................................................... VIII,433
subnodosa Ulrich ........................................................ VIII,308t,417*
J unispina Hall .................................. ·......................... .'....... VIII, 376
Calloporella Ulrich ................................................................... VIII, 373, 418
harrisi Ulrich ............................................................ VIII,373,418
(?J nodulosa Ulrich ........................................................... VIII,418*
Calloporidai Ulrich ................................................................... VIII,889, 372
Callotrypa Hall........................................................................... VIII, 376
heteropora Hall .... , ................ ·r ........ ................................ VIII,376
multiseriata Hall .............................................................. VIII,376
oculifera Hall ................................................................. VIII,376
unispina Hall .................................................................. VIII,376
Calliopodus St. John and Worthen ........................................................ VI,403
apicalis St. J. & W ........................................................... VI,403*
Camarocladia Ulrich and Everett .......................................... VIIl,217,239,265,280
dichotoma U. & E ....... -............................................ VIII,239,281*
Camaraphoria King ................................................................ II, 251: VII, 318
giffordi Worthen .. .. .. .. ................................................ VII, 318+
J isorhyncha McCoy ........... , ............................................... Il,251
subtrigona M. & W ......................................................... 11,261*
Camarata ..................................................................................... VIII, 163
Capulus Montfort ........................................................................... III,384
Carbonarca Meek and Worthen ........................................................... VI,630
gibbosa M. & w............................................................. VI,531*
Carcharias Rafinesque ..................... ; .................................................. II,35
Carcharodon SJ.t)ith ................................................................... II,70; IV,351
Carcharopsis Agassiz ........................................... : ............................. II,69
dentatus <McCoy), ............................................................ VI,257
prototypus, Ag ................................ , ......................... ~ ..... VI, 253
wortheni Newb ..................................................... Il,69*; VI,255
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Cardiomorpha de Koninck ................................................ II,156; V,588: VIII,126
missouriensis Shum ......................................................... V,588*
ovata d'Orbigny ............................................................ : .. II, 157
) ovata Hall .......................•............................................... II, 157
(?) pellern•is Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 126*
radiata Kon .................................................................... II, 157
) radiata M. & W .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. . . .. . ............................ II, 147
(?) sp. Swan ...................................................................... II,347
Cardiopsis Meek and Worthen ............................................................. II, 156
radiata M. & W ............................................................... II,157*
Carinopora Nicholson ..................................................................... VllI,395
Castoroides ohioensis Fost................................................................. VIII,8
Catillocrinus (Troost) Shumard ..................................................... III, 465; V, 504
bradleyi M. & W ............................................................ V,504*
tennessern Troost ............................................................. V,505
wachsmuthi M. & W ....................................................... III, 465*
Cavea d'Orbigny ........................................................................... VIII, 6G5
'' costata d'Orbigny .................................................................. VIII, 665
" regularis d'Orbigny.......................... .....................
.. .......... VIII,665
Caveidrn d'Orbigny ....................................................................... VIII,338
Cavidro d'Orbigny ............................................... "' ........................ VIII,338
Cel!aridro .................................................................................... VIII,362
Cellulines ................................................................................... VIII, 323
Centrifugines ............................................................................... VIII,323
(Centrocrinus Austin) .................................................................... II, 170, l 72
(
) gigas Gilb ..................................................................... II.172
Centrocrinus Wachmuth & Springer ..................................................... VIII,95
tennesseensis Worthen .................................................. VIII,95*
Centronella Billings ........................................................................ III,352
billingsiana M. & W ........................................................ III,352+*
glans-fagi Bill................ . ............................................. III,353
hecate Bill.. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . .......... III, 353
tumida Bill. .................................................................... III,353
Cephalopoda ......... II, 161,286,304,a86; III,444,459; V,522,543,608; VI,496,503,511,531; VIII, 148
(Ceramella Hall) ........................................................................... VIII,387
Ceramopora Hall ...................................................................... VIII, 380, 462
(
) huronensis N ich. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. . .. . .. . .. .. ..
. VIII, 463
imbricata Hall ........................................................ VIII,380, 463*
) ohioensis Nicholson ...................................................... VIII,466*
Ceramoporella Ulrich....................
.. ...................................... VIII, 380. 464
distincta Ulrich ..................................................... VIII,380, 464*
granulosa Ulrich ........................................................ VllI, 466*
ohioensis (Nicholson) .................................................. VIII,466*
stellata Ulrich .. . .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. . . .. . .. .. . .
.. ...... VIII, 465*
Ceramoporidro Ulrich .. , ............................................................. VIII,312, 379
Ceraospongia Bronn
................................................................ VIII, 220
Ceratiocaris McCoy ........................................................................ III,540
(?) sinuatus M. & W ........................................................... III,540+
Ceratodus Agassiz ........................................................................... VI,329
(Ceratophytes) du bius Schlotheim ....................................................... VIII, 606
Cercomya Agassiz....................... .. .. .... .. .. ... ....... ... ... .. .. .. ... . .. . ... . ... III,538
striata, Ag........................................
.. .......................... III,538
Ceriocava ramosa d'Orbigny........ .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ....... ..
. ............... VIII,318t
Cerionites Meek & Worthen............. .. . .
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. . . .. . . . .. .
.. .... III, 346
dactylioides M. &
III.345*

w..........................................................
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Ceriopora Goldruss......... . . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . ... . .................................... 11,417
verrucosa Goldf .................................................................. 11,419
Cestraciontini Bonaparte ................................................................. II, 77,91
Cestracion Cuvier ....... .'............. II,121; IV,359,365; Vl,299,312,319,335,337,347,419; Vll,64
Chamocardia Meek and Worthen ........................................................... V,586
ovata J\I. & W ................................, .............................. V, 586*
Chamodictyum Fmrste .............................................................. Vlll,399,643
laxum Fmrste ......................................................... : .. VIII,399
var. minor Ulrich .............................................. VIII, 640*
Chrenomya Meek ...................................................... III,538; V,540,588; VII,319
" (?) hybrida M. & W ............................................................. III,538*
maria Worthen .............................................................. VII. 318+
minnehaha (Swall.) ........................................................... V,588*
rhomboidea M. & W .......................................................... V,540*
Chrntetes Fischer ......................................_. .... Il,419; III,304; Vl,526; VIIl,169,436
(
?) carbonaria Worthen....................
.. .................. VI,526*; V1II,445*
(
) filiosa Nicholson ............................................................. VIII, 456*
(
) lycoperdon Say ....................................................... IIl,304; Vlll,566
·P etropolitanus (Pander?) . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . .............................. III, 304*
) quadrangularis Nicholson ...... ._ ................................ _. ............. VIII, 455
) venustus Ulrich ................................................................ VIII, 469
(Cheirocrinus Hall) ........................................................................... V,442
(
tunicatus Hall).. .. . . . . .. . . .. . . .. . . . ........................................ VIII, 93
(
) wachsmuthi M. & W..................
.. ................. , .............. V,445
Chemnitzia d'Orbigny ........................................................................ Il,377
(..
attenuata Stev.)............................ . ................................ V,596*
subconstricta Kon ............................................................. II,380
Chilostomata ............................................................................... VIII,366
Chiloporella Ulrich ........................................................................ VIII, 381
flabellata Ulrich ........................................ VIII,381; Pl. xxxix,fig. 5*
Uhilotrypa Ulrich. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. . . . . . ........................ VIII. 382
hispida Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,382
Chiton Linnrnus ............................................................................... V,608
carbonarius Stev .................................................................... V,608*
Chitonodus St. John and Worthen ................................................... VII,61,109
antiquus St. J, & W ........................................................ VII,116*
liratus St. J. & W ............... .'........................................... VIl,119*
springeri St. J. & W .................................................... VII,112*,119
tribulis St. J. & W .......................................................... VII,117*
Chomatodus Agassiz .............................. : . .............. II, 32, 34, 51; VI, 354, 356,366, 384
affinis N. & W ....................... .'...................................... II,34,54*
) angularis N. & W ......................... .-............... II,34,55*; VI,357,368,375
angulatus-See C. angularis.
arcuatus St. J ............. .'........ : ................................ VI,Pl. x,flg,23*
chesterensis St. J. & W .................................................... VI, 363*
comptus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI, 356*
(?) costatus N. & W .............................................................. Il,85*
cultellus N. & W .................................................. Il,34,52*; VI,359
dentatus McCoy ................................................................. II,73
denticulatus McCoy .......................................................... VI,345
elegans N. & W ...............,. ............................... '. ... II,34,86*; VI,357
elytra (N. & W.) ............................................................... VI,299
gracillimus N. & W ............................................... Il,3l, 51*; VI,368
inconstans St. J. & W ...................................................... VI,360*
incrassatus St. J. & W ..................................................... VI,359*
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Chomatodus insignia Leidy ........................................................... VI, 359*,36-i
Iinearis Ag ............................. : .......................... II,33, 34,52; VI, 368
Ioriformis N. & W....................................................... II,34,50,58*
molaris N. & W ....................................................... ·..... II,34,56*
,,
multiplicatus N. & W ......................................... II,34,50,57*; VI,368
oscurus Leidy ................................................................. VI, 368
parallelus St. J. & W ....................................................... VI, 358*
pusillus N. & W .................................................. II,34,53*; VI,364
J truncatus (Ag.) ............................................. : ........... II,33; VI,412
varsovien•is St. J. & W .................................................... VI. 363*
venustus,Leidy.J ....................................................... II,34; VI,346
Chonetes Fisher ........................................................ II,253; III,506; V,566,570
concentricus Kon ................ ; ................................................. V,568
lllinoiensis,. Worthen .......................................................... III.505*
logani Hall) ............... : ....................................................... III,506
lOgani N. & P.... .. . ... .. .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. .. .. ..
.. .................... III,506
millepunctatus M & W ......................................................... V •. 566*
planumbonus M. & W .......................................................... II,253
shumurdianus Kon .............................................................. III,505
smithi N. & P .... : .. ............................................................. V,570*
Choristites Fischer ....................................................................... II,321,323
(?) hemiplicatus (HaIIJ ............................................................ II.323+
Jamarcki Fischer ................................................................. II,321
mosquensis Fischer ............................................................ II,323
Chrestotes Scudder ......................................................................... III,567
lapidea Scud .................................................................. III, 567+
Cidaridre....................................................................................... II,226
(Cirrus acutus Sby.J .......................................................................... II,363
Cladacanthus paradoxus Ag ................................................................ VI,451
<Cladocrinus Austin) .......................................................................... II,268
Cladodus Agassiz ........................................... II,20: IV,354; VI,253,258,280,324,328
alternatus St. J. & W.~ .................................................... VI,261,265*
angulatus N. & W ................................... , ..................... II,21,24*,25
bellifer !:!t.. J. '& W ............................................................. VI,270*
carinatus St. J. & W ........................................................... VI, 279*
costatus N. & W........................................................... II,25,27*,30
defiexus N. & W ..............................•........................ IV,355*; VI,268
excentricus St. J. & W ...................................................... ~.VI,272*
elegans N. & W ................................................................. IV,354*
eug!ypheus St. J. & W ................................................... VI,274*,280
exiguus St. J. & W ....................................... ~ .................... VI.261"
exilis St. J. & W ............................................................... VI,258*
ferox N. & W ............................................................ II,26*; IV,355
fulleri St. J. & W ...................................................... VI,272,276*,278
gomphoides St. J. & W ................................................... VI,269*,271
gracilis N. & W .... ; ....................................................... II,25,28,30*
grandis N. & W .................................................................. II.29*
hibberti Ag ...................................................................... II,25,28
intercostatus St. J. & W .............................................. VI,267*,271,275
ischypus N. & W ........................ ·...... : .................................. IV,354*
keokuk St. J. & W .......................................................... VI,268,272
lamnoides N. & W ........................................................... II,27,30*
magnificus Tuomey ..................................... , ..................... II, 24*,29
micropus N. & W .......................................... II,21*,25,29; VI,258,271,282
milieri Ag....... . .................................................................. II,29
mirabilis Ag ..... ,.,., ... .,, ... , ....................... , ........................... II•.:!3

...
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Cladodus mortifer N. & W... .. .. ..
.... .. .................. ..... . .. .......... II,22*; IV,355
occidentalis Leidy ................................................................ VI, 270
pandatus St. J. & W .......................................................... VI, 278*
pu!itus N. & w................................................... II,27*,30; VI,259,272
pramuntius St. J. & W .................................................... VI,270*,274
raricostatus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI, 271*
robustus N. & W.. ... . ... . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . ... ... .. .. .. ..
.. ................ II,20*,25
simplex Ag ........................................................................ VI,285
spinosus N. & W ..................................................... II,22*,26; IV,355
springeri St. J. & W ................................................... VI,259*,263,279
stenopus N. & W ................................................................ II,23*
striatus Ag.............. .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. . . ................. II, 24,'26
succinctus 8t. J. & W .................................................... VI,261,266*
) tenuistriatus Rom' sky ........................................................... VI, 433
turritus N. & W .............................................................. II,25,28*
van-hornei St. J. & W .............................................. 1 . . . . . VI,271,273*
wachsmuthi St. J. & W. .. .. .. .. . .... .... ...... .. .........
. .VI,263*,265
zygopus N. & W .................................................... II,25*; VI,268,275
Clausidrn d'Orbigny ........................................................................ VIII,338
Olathropora Hall ................................................................... VIII,349,392,496
(
carinata Hall) ................................................................ VIII, 496
frondosa Hall ................................................................ VIII, 392
intertexta Nicholson ........................................................ VIII, 496
Cleodictya Hall ............................................................................ VIII,236
gloriosa Hall .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. . .. . .. . .. . . . . . .. .. .. . .. . .. ...................... VIII, 236
? mohri Hall .................................................................... VIII,236
Climacodus McCoy ........................................................................... IV,367
Climacospongia Hinde ................................................... VIII,217,223t,235,248,268
radiatd Hinde .................................................. VIII,224t,235,248
Climatius Agassiz ............................................................................ IV,371
Clinopistha Meek and Worthen .................................................. V,584; VIII,122
radiata (HalD. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .................. VIII, 122*
var. levis M, & W.......... .......... ....
.. .................... V,584*
Clonopora Hall. ............................................................................ VIII, 368
Cnemidiastrum Zittel. ..................................................................... VIII, 221
Cnemidium Goldfuss ........................................................................ VI, 491
(
) trentonense Worthen ..................................... VI,49lt,492t; VIII,270
Cochliodontidrn Owen ................................................................. Vll,57,61,63
Cochliodus Agassiz .............. II,75,87,92,102,111; IV,362,364; VI,299,324,409: VII,61,111,120
acutus Ag ......................................................................... II,90
contortus Ag ...................................................... IV, 365; VII, 92, 125
costatus N. & W.) ............................................. IV,364*: VII,167,171
crassus N. & W.l .............................................. II,91*,105; VII.184*
latus Leidy .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . ................................................ VII, 112, 123
leidyi St. J. & W.... . .. .................................................... VII, 127*
magnus Ag ............................................................. II,93; VII,63
) nitidus Leidy ................................................................ VII,91,99
nobilis N. & W.) ......................................... II,89*; IV,365; VII,112,123
ob!iquus 8t. J. & W ......................................................... VII,126*
striatus Ag ................................................. .-.................. VII,175
van-hornei St. J. & W .............................................. VII,120*,127,130
Codaster McCoy...................................
. .................. V,463,468; VII,347,353
(
) alternatus Lyon ............................................................... VII,353
pyramidatus Shum ............................................................. VII,353
Codasteridrn ... , ,, .... ,, , ... ,, , , .... ,. .. ,, .. ,, , , ,. ,, .. , .. , .. ,, , .. , .. ,, , , ,, , , .. , . ,, ,. ,, , , .... VIII,201
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(Oodonites Meek and Worthen) ...................................... V,463; VII,347; VIII,201
(
l gracilis M. & W..................................................... V,467*; VIII,201
(
) stelliformis M. & W ................................................ y,464*; VIII,201
Ccelenterata .......................................... III,304,368,407,420: V,560; Vl,525: VIII,71
Cceliocrinus White........................... : ............................................ II,179,181
<Cceloclema Ulrich) .................................................................... VIII,880,467
Ocelooonus Ulrich.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................................. VIII, 365, 402. 664
granosus Ulrich ........................................................... VIII, 665*
rhombicus Ulrich ...................................................... VIII,402, 664*
(Ccelocaulis Halli .......................................................................... VIII,382
(Ocelocrinus' Meek and Worthen) ............................................................ Il, 114
(·
lconcavus M. & W ............................................... II.215t*; VIU,177
Colasteridre Worthen and Miller ................................................... , ...... VII, 3'28
Colaster W. & M........................................................................... VII,328
peculiaris W. & IIL ............................................................ VII, 329*
Colodus St. John and Worthen ........................................................... VI,415
inrequalis St. J. & W ............................................................ VI, 416*
Colpocaris Meek ·............................. ·............................................. VIII, 153
cestriensis Worthen ........................................................ VIII, 153*
Comarooystites Billings .................................................................... III, 291
punctatus Bill ............................................................. III,293
shumardi M. & W ...................................................... III,292t*
var. obconicus M. & W .................................... III,294*
Comatula europrea Muller ................................................................... II,191
Combophyllum Edwards and Haime ...................................................... III,420
(?) arenarium M. & W .................................................. III,410*
Compsaster Worthen and Miller ........................................................ VII, 327
formosus W. & M .......................................................... VII,327*
(Conchyliolithus anomites glaber Martin! .................................................. II,298
Coniopterygidre .............................................................................. III,571
Conooardium Bronn .............. .'....................................... II,373; VI,529; VIII,112
obliquum M. & W ......................................................... VI, 529*
parrishi Worthen ............................................ , ........... VIII, 112*
((.)onocrinus Troost), ...... : ............................................................... II,147,150
Conotubularia cuvieri Troost ......................................................... , .... III,298
Constellaria Dana ..................................................................... VIlI,374,423
fisheri Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,425
fiorida Ulrich ............................................................ VIII,374,423
limitaris Ulrich .............................................................. VIII,424
polystomella Nicholson .................................................... VIII,424
parva Ulrich ............................................................... VIII, 424*
Conularia Miller ............................................. II,373; V,520,541; VII,325; VIII,134
chesterensis Worthen ........................... , ................ VII,325; VIII,134*
mlsi;ouriensls Swan ............................................................. V,541*
m'1ltieostata M. & W .............................................................. V,521
subcarbonaria M. & W ......................................................... V, 520*
verneuili Emmons ................................................................ V,521
Copodus Agassiz ................................................................ VII,200, 227t,228t
cornutus Ag ...................................................................... VII, 231
pusillus St. J. & W ............................................................ VII, 231*
spatulatus Ag ..................................................................... VII, 231
van-hornei St. J. & W ........................................................ VII,229*
Corynella Zittel ............................................................................. VIII,215
Coscinella Hall ..................................................................... VIII,388,394,53'.a
·aoscinium Keyser!ing ........................................................ II,412; VIII,385,496
asteria Prout................................................................... II,416*
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Coscinium cribriforme Prout ................................................... VIII, 320, 496, 497*
cyclops Keyserling ....................................................... VIII, 386, 496
cyclops Prout) ................................................................. VIII, 496
J elegans Prout ..................................................... II,413*; VIll,618*
escharense Prout .............................................................. II, 416*
) keyserlingi Prout ................................................... II, 413; VIII, 617*
latum Ulrich ................................................................. VIII, 497*
) michelini Prout. ................................................... II, 414*; VIII, 616*
) plumqsum Prout .................................................. II, 414*; VIII, 612*
) sagenella Prout ................................................... 11,415*; VIII,613*
tuberculatum Prout..... . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................... II, 416*
wortheni Prout) ................................................... 11,412*: Vlll,617*
Ooscinopora. Goldfuss. . .................................................................... III, 301
sulcata Goldf .................................................................. III,301
sulcata Owen) ............................................................... III,301*
) wortheni Prout .............................................................. II, 412*
(Coscinot.rypa Hal!) ...................................................................... VIII, 386
(
carinata Hall) .............................................................. VIII, 496
Cotylederma Quenstedt ................................................................... 111,371
Cotyledonocrinus Casseday and Lyon ..................................................... Il,167
(Cranial quadrata Eichwald ................................................................ 111,305
Craticularia Zittel. ........................................................................ VIII, 22'~
Orepipora Ulrich ....................................•................................ VIII, 380, 469
epidermata Ulrich .•......................................................... VIII,471*
hemisphrerica Ulrich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................. VIII, 472*
impolita Ulrich ................................................................ VIII, 473
impressa Ulrich ............................................................. Vlll,471*
simulans Ulrich .................................................... VIII,380,470*,320t
solida Ulrich ................................................................. VIII, 472*
Crescisidre d'Orbigny. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . VIII, 338
Orinoidea ...... , ......... Il,147, 167,234,263,288,310; III,421,463,511; V,323,483,580,546,561;
. Vl,501,513,526; VII,269,335,341; VIll,83,167,163
Crisina d'Orbigny .•........................................................................ VIII, 337
Crisinella.. Hall ............................................................................. VIll,387
Crocodilifl.:. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................................ II, 137
Crustacea ............ 11,393; IIl,299,320,363,390,416,447,460,540; V,525,612: Vl,497,508; VIIl,153
(Cryrtoceras d'OrbignyJ, ................... ._ ............................................... VI, 532
(
) capax M. & W ............................................................... VI, 632*
(
) rockfordense M. & W ...................................................... III, 454*
Cryptostomata Vine .................................................................. VIII, 344,385
(Cryptopora Nicholson) ................................................................... VIIl,397
Ctenacanthus Agassiz ................... Il,113,118,121,126; IV,372; VI,420,43~,478; VIl,233,245
angulatus N. & W ................................................. 11,118*; VI,431
brevis Ag ................................................................ VI,421,444
burlingtonensis St. J. &W ....... ······"· ................................ VI,426*
buttersi St. J. & W .............................................. .,....... Vll,240*
canniliratus St. J. & W .................................................. VII, 239*
costatus N. & W.) ........................................................ VIl,246*
coxanus St. J. & W..................................................... VII,233*
(?) costatus N. & W ........................................................... 11,120*
deflexus St. J. & W ............................................. VIl,234*,237,241
distans McCoy ........................................................ II,117, 119, 127
excavatus St. J. & W................................................. Vl,428*,431
formosus N ewb .............................................................. VI, 422
gemmatus St.•J. & W .......................................... Vl,429*; VIl,238
gracillimus N. & W ............................... 11,117,126*; VI,430; VII,238*
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Ctenacanthus gradato-costatus St. J. & W ......................................... VI,425*,430
harrisoni St. J. & W...................................................... VII,236*
hyboides Egerton ...................... : ................................. II,117,119
keokuk St. J, & W .................................................... VI,427*,435
major Ag ........... : ...................................................... II,117,119
mayi.N. & W ....................................... IV,372*; VI,426,429; VII,233
nodosus Egerton ............................................................. II,119
pellensis St. J. &. W ..................................................... VII, 237*
pugiunculus St. J. & W .................................................. VI,430*
sculptus St. J. & W ....................................................... VI,421*
simills St. J. & W ......................................................... VI,431*
speciosus St. J. & W ....................................... VI,421,424*; VII,235
spectabilis St. J. & W ...............................·........... VI,420*; VII,235
varians St. J. & W ........................................................ VI,422*
Ctenodipterini ................................................................................ IV, 374
Ctenodonta astartiformis Salt .............................................................. III,309
Ctenodus Agassiz ............................................................................ VI, 330
Ctenopetalus Agassiz ........................................................... VI,368,383,396,413
bellulus St. J. & W .................................................... VI,397,398*
dentatus (Ag.) ............................................................ VI,354,399
limatulus St, J. & W....................................................... VI,399*
medius St. J. & W ......................................................... Vl,400*
occidentalis St. J. & W .................................................... VI,401*
serratus Ag ........................................................... VI,397,399,402
vinosus St. J. & W......................................................... VI,396*
Ctenoptychius Agassiz ............................. ,. ........................ II,33, 72; VI,38"2,397
apicalie Ag ..................................................... II,33,72: VI,882,384
digitatus Leidy ................................................................. II,34
pertenuis St. J. & W ..................................................... VI,382*
semicircularis N. & W ...................................... : .. .......... II, 83, 72*
serratus Owen ............................................................. II,33, 72
stevensoni St. J. & W .................................................... VI,383*
Ctenostomata Busk .................................................................. VIII,334,367
Cucullrea Lamarck .......................................................................... III,340
(
) amygdalina Phill ................................................................. III,340
·<
J angustata Sby .................................................................... III,340
(
J unilateralis Sby .................................................................. III,340
(Cupellocrinus Troost !Shumard)) .......................................................... II,170
(
) tennesseensis Roem..... .. .......................... , ..................... II, 172
Cupressocrinus Goldfuss .................................................................... II,185
abbreviatus Goldf .......................................................... II,316
) impressus McCoy .......................................................... II, 313
Cyathaxonia· Michelin........................................................................ VI,.526
distorta Worthen ............................................ ; ................ VI, 526*
) prolifera M. Ch ............................................................... V,560*
Cyathoorinus Miller .................. II,175,181,234,810; Ill,481,517; V,825,400,484,489; VII,309
angulatus M. & W ............................... ; ......................... II,234*
arboreus M. & W .......................................................... III,520*
<Poteriocrinus) barrisi (HalD ................................................. V, 401
(Arachnocrinus) bulbosus Hall .............................................. 1:1, 177
J bullatus Hall ........................................................ V,488; VIII,100
J capillaris Phill ................................................................. II,182
) crassus M. & W...... .. ................................................ ~ ..... II, 813
divaricatus Hall ......................................................... :..... V, 401
enormis M. & W ........................ : .......................... III,481*; V,406
farleyi M. & W ..................... , .............................. III,517t*; V,401
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Cyathocrinus fl.orealis Y. & Sh .................................................... V,587; VII,291
fragi!is M. & W .............................................................. V,401*
) geometricus M. & W .............. : .............................. III,618*; V,485*
l goniodactylus Phill ........................................................... II,182
hamiltonensis Worthen) .........•........................................ VII, 309*
) hoveyi Hall ................................................ : ............... V.4~5.486*
iovensis 0. & S .............................................r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . V,401
lamellosus Hall ........................................... r..... .............. V,401
) macrodactylus Phil! .......................................................... II,270
macropleur11s Hall ............................................................ V,412
Jmagnifl.cusM. & W ..................................................... V,483*,484
malvaceus Hall ................................................................ V,401
marshallensis Worthen ................................................... VII, 310*
) nobilis Phill ................................................................... II, 270
) ornatissimus Hall ............................................................ II,182
parvibrachiatus Hall ............................................. V, 490; VII, 309*
(?) pentalobus Hall ................................................................ II, 178
(?) perplexus M. & W ........................................................ ·.. V,406*
poterium M. & W ........................................................... V,489*
pr.otuberans Hall ............................................................. V,488
quinquelobus M. & W .................................................... III,619+*
rigidus White ..................... .' .............................................. V,401
rotundatus Hall ................................................... II,287; V,401,402
sall'ordi M. & W ................................................ II,236*,237t; V,401
sangamonensis M. & W ............................................... II,310*,311+
sculptilis Hall ...................•..................... II,178*,235; III,520; V,401*
tenuldactylus M. & W ...................................................... V,403*
) thomre Hall .................................................................... V,532
) tuberculatus Mill .............................................................. II,270
tumidus Hall) ........................... , ......................... III,519; VIII,100
viminalis Hall.... . . . . . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
. ............. V,401
wachsmuthi M. & W ..................................................... III, 482+*
Cyathophycus Walcott .................................................... VIII,212,216,217,236,280
quebecence Dawson ...................................................... VIII,286
reticulatum Walcott........ : . ............................................. VIII, 286
subsphrericum Walcott ................................................... VIII,236
Cyathophora Michelin ............ , .......................................................... III,868
(
) iovensis Ow ................................................................... III,368
Cyathopora (?J Owen ........................................................................ :o:J:,368
(
l iovensis Ow ................................................................... III,368
Cyathospongia Hall ................................................................... VIII,212,284
excrescens Hall............................
. ....................... VIII,234
Cyclocrinites Eichwald .................................•.................................... III, 846
Cyclophthalmus senior ..................................................................... III,561
Cyclopora Prout ......................................................... II,417; VIII,866,403,671
(
l discoidea Prout ............................................... II,420*; VIII,404,674*
expatiata Ulrich............................................................... VIII, 678
fungia Prout.............................................. II,419*; VIII,866,403,671*
jamesi Prout) .................................................................. VIII, 671
(
polymorpha Prout) ................................................ II,421*; VIII,441*
Cycloporella Ulrich ................................................................... VIII, 404, 675
(?) perversa Ulrich .............................. ; ............................ VIII, 676*
spinifera Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 404, 67 6*
Cyclostomata ........................•.......... .' ...................................... VIII, 336,867
Cylindroccelia Ulrich .............................................................. VIII,212,217,240
endoceroidea Ulr .......................................................... VIII,240
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Cylindroccelia covingtonensis Ulr ....................................................... VIII, 240
minnesotensis Ulr. .. ..................................................... VIII, 240
minor Ulr ................................................................. VIII,240
Cymatodus N. & W ......................................................................... IV,363
oblongus N. & W ............................................................ IV,364*
Cypricardia Lamarck.
(
l occidentalis Swan .............................................................. V,580
(
) randolphensis Worthen ...................................................... VII,326
Cypricardites Conrad .................................................................... III, 297, 309
obliquus M. & W .......................................................... III,311*
sp. indet .................................................................... III,311*
Cyrtia triquetra Hall ........................................................................ III, 436
Cyrtina Davidson ........................................................................ III,383,436
acutirostris Shum............................ . ........................ l': ....... .. III,436
dalmani <Hall) ................................................................... III,383*
heteroclita .......................................................................... III, 436
triquetra (Hall) .................................................................. III,436*
Cyrtoceras Golfuss ..................................................... II,388; III,445; VI,496,506
carrollense Worthen ......................................................... VI, 496*
(Aploceras) curtum M. & W ................................................. II,388*
dardanus Hall ................................................................ VI, 506*
depressum Golf ................................................................ II,389
"
(?) dilatatum M. & W ............................................................ Il,389*
fultonense (?) M. & W ...........................................·.............. VI, 506
heteroclitum Barrande ........................................................ III, 446
sacculus M. & W ............................................................ III, 445*
(Cyrtodonta Billings) ........................................................................ III, 309
(
l hindi Bill ................................................................... III,339,340
) subcarinata BiJI. .............................................................. III,312
Cyrtolites Conrad ................................. ·........................................... III,340
compressus Conr .............................................................. III.Sil
) deslongchampsi d'Orb ........................................................... II,160
imbricatus M. & W ............ ·............................................... III,340*
Cystodictya Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 385, 486, 491,501,508
americana Ulrich ..................................................... VIII, 492, 494*
carbonaria (Meek) .......................................................... VIII, 492
crenulata (Hall) ............................................................ VIII,492
crescens (Halli ............................. ' ................................ VIII, 492
gilberti (Meek).. . ..................................................... VIII, 320*t, 385
hamiltonensis Ulrich .................................................... VIII, 493*.
incisurata <Ham ............................................................. VIII,492
invertis (Hall) ............................................................... VIII, 492
limata (Hall) ...............................· .................................. VIII, 492
linearis (Hall) ................................................................ VIII, 492
lineata Ulrich.. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . . . .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. .................. VIII, 492, 494, 495
var. major Ulrich ............................................ VIII,492,495*
" eancti-ludovici Ulrich ........................................ VIII,492
meeki (Nicholson) .......................................................... VIII,492
nitida Ulrich ............................................................... VIII,493*
ocellata Ulrich ...................................................... VIII,320t,385,492
ovata (Hall) .................................................................. VIII, 492
ovatipora (Hall) ............................................................. VIII, 492
parallela <Phillips) .......................................................... VIII.494
perarcta (Hall) ................................................................ VIII,492
pustulosa Ulrich .................................................. VIII, 486, 492, 495*
rectilinea <Hall) ...... ., . , .. , .. , , ..... ., , .................................. , .. VIII, 492
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Cystodfotya rigida (Hall) ...................................... : ........................... VllI,49'.!
semistriata (HaJIJ ........................................................... VIIl,492
sinuosa CHallJ ................................................................ VllI,492
eubrigida (Hall) ............................................................ VllI,493
sulcata (Winchell) .............. ; ........................................ VIII,492,498
trilineata <HaIIJ .............................................................. VIII,492
tumulosa (Hall) ................ .'............................................. VIII, 49'J
vermicula tHallJ ............................................................. VIII, 492
Cystodictyonidm Ulrich ...................................... VIII, 346, 360,385, 481,486, 492, 496,5114
Cystopora Hall ............................................................................. VIII,360
CCytocrinus Reemer) ................. , ........................................................ II,151
Dactylethra Cuvier ........................................................................... II,138
Dactylodus Newberry and Worthen ........................................ II,33,45; VI,386,390
con<iavus St. J. & W ..................................................... VI,390*,392
~igitalis (Leidy) ................................................................. II,34
excavatus St. J. & W....................................................... VI,392*
inflexus N. & W ............ : ...................................... 11,33,48*; VI,392
lobatus N. & W............................................................. II,33.47*
minimus st. J. & w.........................................................VI,391*
princeps N. &.w ...................................................II,33,45*; Vl,390
sarcululus N. & W ............................................................. VI,392
(Dalmania Emmrich=Dalmanites.J
Dalmanites (Emmrich) Barrande .................................................. III,363,391,416
(Odontocephalus) mgeria !Ha!U? ........................................... III,417*
(arenarius?J M. & W .......................................................... 111,417
caudatus Brunoich ............................................................ III,366 ·
danm M. &. W, ............................................................... ill,363*
limulurus Green. .............................................................. 111,367
micrurus Green ............................................................... III,367
pleuropteryx Green........................................................... IIl,367
selenurus Com:: ................................................................ III,417
tridens Hall .................................................................... III,392
''
tridentiferus Shum .. ....................................................... .. III,391*
Decapoda .............................................................. , .......... Il,403,406; III,552
Defrancia Bronn .......................................................................... Vill,337
Dekayia Edwards and Haime ....................................................... VIII.371,415
aspera Edwards and Haime ................................................ VIII,372,415
devonica Ulrich .................................. :. ............................ VIII, 416*
Dekayella Ulrich ........................................................................... VIII,372
obscura Ulrich ................................................................. VIII,372
Deltodopsis St. John and Worthen .......... : ........................................ VII,61,158
affinis St. J. & W ............................................................ VII,160
angustus (N. & W.J ......................................................... VII,163*
? bialveatus St. J. & W: ..................................................... VII,169*
? convexus St. J. & W ....................................................... VII,169*
? convolutus st. J. & W ..................................................... VII,165*
? exornatus St. J. & W ................................................. : .... VII,168*
? inflexus St. J. & W ........................................................ VII, 167*
? keokuk St. J. & W ......................................................... VII,169*
sancti-ludovici St. J. & W ............................_.................... VII,161*
Deltodus Newberry and Worthen ...... 11,95,102,105; IV,362,364,366,370; VII,61,141,144,158
alatus N. & W ................................................................... IV,368*
angularis N. & W.) ................................................ II,97*; VII,177,192*
J angustus N. & W..................................................... IV,368*; VII,163
cinctulus St. J. & W ........................................................... VII,146*
cingulatus N. & W ............................... 11,96,99*: VII,PL ix,flg. 13*,147,155
) complanatus N. & W ............................. 11,98*; IV,PL ill,flg, Ii*; VII,1114*
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Deltodus fasciatus N. & W ............................................................... IV,366*
(
grandis N. & W.J ............................................................... VII,184*
intermedius St. J. & W ....................................................... VII,163*
latior St. J. & W ............................................................... Vll,146*
littoni N. & W .................................................... IV,367*; VII,144,149
mercurii Newb .................................................... 1 ..•....•.. Vll,144,145
occidentalis tLeidy ?) .......................................................... VII, 160*
parvus St. J. & W ............................................................. VII,161*
powelli St. J. & W ............................................................. VII,164*
propinquus St J. & W ........................................................ VII,166*
rhomboideus N. & W ............ ..... : .... ................ II,100*; IV,368; VII,188*
sandalinus Kon .................................................................. Vll,144
spatulatus N. & W............................. IV.PL III, fig. 11*,368; VII,144,148,166
stellatus N. & W ........................................... II,97*; IV,367; VII,144,150
sublwvis Ag ...................................................................... VII,144
trilobus St. J. & W ............................................................ VII,148*
undulatus N. & W ...................................... II,96,98*; lV,867; VII,144,147
Deltopty0hius Agassiz ................................................................ VII, 61, 81, 89
acutus Ag .................................................................... VII,91
expansus St. J. & W ................................................... VII,85,98*
nitidus <Leidy) ........................................... : .............. VII, 91, 99*
primas St. J. & W ........................................................ VII,93*
varsoviensis St. J. & W ................................................... VII,96*
wachsmuthi St. J. & W .................................................. VII,93*
Dendrerpeton ·Owen .......................................................................... II, 140
Dendricopora deKoninck ................................................................. VIII,359
Dendrecrinus Hall .................................................................. Il,181; Ill,333
latibrachiatus Bill .......................................................... III,334
osvegoensis M. & W .................................................... III,333t:"
proboscidatus Bill ........................................................... Ill,326
Dentalium Linnwus .............................................. Il,284; V,589; VII,3'J5; VIII,145
annulostria.tum M. & W ....................................................... V, 689*
antiquum Goldf .................................................................. II,284
illinoiense Worthen .............................................. VII, 326; VIII, 146*
meekanum Gein ................................................................. V,590*
missouriense Swallow ......................................................... VII, 825
primarium Hall.. . ............................. : ................................. II, 284
priscum Munster ................................................................ II,284
venustum M. & W ............................................................. II,284*
Desmacanthus Meek and Worthen....................................................... III,665
Desmiodus St. John and Worthen .......................................... VI,337,403; VII,65
costelliferus St. J. & W ................................................. VI,341*,843
" (?) fiabellum St. J. & W ........................................................ VI,343*
" (?) ligoniformis St. J. & W .................................................. Vl,342*,844
minusculus (N. & Wl ...................................................... VI,339,842
tumidus St. J. & W ........................•........................ VI,299,339*,84;!
Dexiobia. Winchell ............................................................................ II,157
ovata (Hal!) ......................................................................... II,157
Diamesopora Hall .................................................................... VIII,380,467
communis Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 469*
constricta (Hall) ................ , ........................................... VIII, 468
dichotoma Hall: ......................................................... VIII,381,467
infrequens (Hal!) ............................................................ VIII.467
oscula (Hall) ......... '... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . ......... VIII, 467
oweni <James) .............................................................. VIII, 467
subimbricata <Hall) .... , ................................................... VIII,467
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Diamesopora tubulosa (Hall) ............................................................. VIII,467
varia (Hall).. . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . .................................... VIII, 467
vaupeli Ulrich ............................................................ VIII, 468*
venusta <Hall) .............................................................. VIII,468
Dichocrinus Munster .............. II,167,171,263,289: V,440,500,537; VI,515; VII,313; VIII,190
(
Jchesterensi!! M. & W .......................................................... II,292
constrictus M. & W ........................................................... II,263*
conus M. & W............................................................... II.169*
cornigerus Shum.(?) .......................................................... V,537*
coxanus Worthen .......................................................... VII,313*
J crassus M. & W ................................................................ II, 290
(?J elongatus Austin ............................................................... II,168
expansus M. &·W ............................................................ V,500*
ficus C. & L ............................................... V,502*; VI, 515*; VII,313
fusiformis C. & L .............................................................. II,168
hamiltonensis Worthen ................................. , .................. VII,313*
inornatus w. & Sp ............................................... VIII,172,187,190*
intermedius Kon. & Leh ...................................................... II,170
lawis Hall ........................................................................ II,170
lineatus M. & W ............................................................. V,440*
ovatus 0. & S ..................................... , ................. V,441; VIII,190
pisum M. & W ................................................................ V,441*
pocillum Hall ................................................................... II,168
sexlobatus Shum .............................................................. II,290
simplex Shum ....................................................... II,264; VIII,190
stelliformis M. & W ............................................................ V,502
striatus 0. & S ................................................................. V,441
sp. indet .................................................................... VIII,162
Dichotrypa Ulrich .................................................................... VIII,386,498
elegans Ulrich ............................................................... VIII, 500*
expatiata Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 501
fiabeUum <Rominger) ...................................................... VIII,501*
foliata Ulrich ........................................................... VIII, 386, 499*
grandis Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 498*
internodia Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 500*
lyroides Ulrich .............................................................. VIII,502*
Dicranopora Ulrich ................................. : ...................................... VIII,838
internodia Miller and Dyer ................................................ VIII,389
Dictyophytum Hall ................................................................ VIII,216,218,286
abacus Hall............................................................... VIII,1!36
annulatum Hall ........................................................... VIII, 236
baculum Hall ......................................................... .'... VIII,236
cinctum Hall ............................................................. VIII,236
conradi Hall .............................................................. VIII,236
cylindricum Whitfield ............................................ ; ...... VIII,236
fenestratum Hall ......................................................... VIII,286
filitextile Hall ............................................................ VIII, 286
hainiltonense Hall ...................................................... VIII,236
irregulare Hall ................. : ......................................... VIII,1!36
nodosum Hall ............................................................ VIII,236
parallel um Hall .........•................................................. VIII, 236
patulum Hall .............................................................. VIII,286
prismaticum Hall ...................... .' ................................. VIII, 236
(?J redfieldi Hall .............................................................. VIII,286
rude Hall .......... ; ....................................................... VIII,:!37
sacculus Hall ........................................ , .................... VIII,237
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Dictyophytum telum Hall ................................................................ VIII, 237
tenue Hall ................................................................ VIII, 237
tuberosum Conrad ....................................................... VIII, 237
Dictyospongidm Hall ..................................................................... VIII,236
<Didymopora Ulrich) ........ : ............................................................. VIII, 382
Dimyleus Agassiz ......................................................................... : VII,200
Diploclema Ulrich ........................................................................ VIII, 368
spars um (Hall) .............................................................. VIII, 369*
trentonense Ulrich ........................................................ VIII,369*
Diplodus Agassiz .............................................................................. II,59
compressus Newb ................................................................ II,60*
) duplicatus N. & W .. ., ................................................... II,61*; VI,289
gibbosus Ag ..................................................................... II,59,6l
gracilis Newb .. . . .. . .
. ..................................................... II,59,61
) incurvus N. & W ........................................................ II,62*; VI,289
latus Newb ........................................................................ II,59*
minutus Ag ......................................................................... II,61
Diplopora Young and Young .................................................... VIII,358,398,636
bifurcata Ulrich ....................._........................................ VIII, 637*
biserialis Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 637*
marginalis Young and Young........................................... VIII,398,637
simplex (Vine) ................................................................. VIII, 636
(Diploporlr!m Vine) ........................................................................ VIII, 359
Diplotrypa Nicholson ............................................................. VIII, 378, 418,457
? dubia Ulrich ............................................................ VIII,379,459*
infida Ulrich .............................................................. VUI,378,457
mil!eri Ulrich ............................................................. VIII,378,457
patella Ulrich ............................................................... VIII, 458*
petro_politana (Pander) ............................................... VIII,378,379,458
regularis Foord ........................................................... VIII,457,458
1vestoni Ulrich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...................................... VIII, 378
whiteavsi Nicholson .......................................................... VIII,457
Diplotrypidm Ulrich ................................................................. VIII,342,378
Dipriacanthus McCoy .................................................................... VI, 472, 475
Dipterus Sedgwick and Murchison ........................................................ VI, 329
Discina Lamarck ................................................................... V,572; VIII,102
nitida (Phillips?). .................................................................... V,572*
varsovlensis Worthen .......................................................... VIII, 102*
Discites McCoy ........................................ , ...................................... II,161
disciforrnis M. & W ........................................................ Y,522; VI,531
highlandensis Worthen .......................................................... VI, 531*
tuberculatus Owen) ............................................................. II,386,388
Sby .............................................. ."..................... II,388
Discopora squarnata (Lonsdale)... . ................................................. VIII, 469, 471
Discotrypa Ulrich .................................... : ................................... VIII, 378
elegans Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,378
(Discus) digonus M. & W .................................................................. II, 163*
(
) planorbiforrnis M. & W ............................................................ II,386
(
) sangarnonensis M. & W ............................................................ II,386
) trisulcatus M. & W ................................................................. II, 162
Disteganopora d'Orbigny ................................................................. VIII,345
Dithyrocaris Scouler .......................................................................... V, 618
carbonarius M. & W ........................................................ V,618*
colei Portlock .................................................................. V, 619
scouleri McCoy ................................................................ V.619
Dittopora Dybowskv ...................................................................... YIII,340
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Dola.bra McCoy .............................................................................. III,339
" (?) alpina Hall .......................................................................... Il,346
amygdalina <PhillJ ................................................................. III, 340
angustata (Sby.) ................................................................... III,340
hindi (Bill.) ......................................................................... III,339
orbicula.ris McCoy .............................................................. VIII,109 ·
sterlingensis M. & W ............................................................ III,339*
unilateralis CSby.) .................................................................. IIl,340
Domopora d'Orbigny ...................................................................... VIII,340
Dorycrinus Roemer ................................ II,209,213,290; V,379; VI,513; VIII,100,173
canallculatus M. & W......... .' ............................................... V,381*
concavus M. & W ................................. , .............. II.215*t; VIII,177
cornigerus (Hall) ................................................................ V,380
desideratus (Hall) ............................................................... V ,380
divaricatus (Hal!J ................................................................ V,380
gouldi (Hal!J. .. .................................................................. V, 380
hel!ce (Hall) ................................................................... VIII, 176
immaturus W. & Sp ............................................... VIII,174,175*,176
kelloggi Worthen ........................................... : . ............... VI, 613*
mississippiensis Roem ........... : ............................ V,380,385; VIII,100*
missouriensis (Shum.) ...................................................... V,380,384
parvibasis W. & Sp ........................................................ VIII,177*
quinquelobus (Hal!J ........................................................ V, 380,385
var. intermedius M. & W ................................... V, 31!6*
radiatus W. & Sp .......................................................... VIII,176*
roemeri M. & W .............................................................. V, 383*
subaculeatus (Hall) .............................................................. V,380
subturbinatus M. & W ............................................... II,212*; V,380
symmetricus <Hal!J .............................................................. V,380
trinodus (Hall) ............................................... .' ................... V,380
unicornis (0. & S.J ...... : ............................... ................... V,380,383~
unispinus Hall ................................................................... V ,380
Drepanacanthus Newberry and Worthen .................. II,120; VI,447,450,456,459; VII,253
(
J anceps N. & W................................................. II,122*; VI,458
gemmatus N. & W ........................................ II,123*,125; VII,253
reversus St. J. & W ....................................... VI,466*; VII,263*
J stella.tus N. & W ............................................... II,126*; VI,468
Drymotrypa Ulrich .................................................................. VIII,399,607
cisseis cH8.nJ ..... ; ......... ·.·· ............................................... VIII,399
dichotoma Ulrich ..................................................... .- .. VIII,399*
diffusa (Hal!J ................................................................ VIII, 399*
· ''
niagarensis (Hall) . .......................................................... VIII,607
Dystactospongia Miller ................................................... VIII, 212, 217, 239, 255, 277
insolens Mill ............................................................ VIII,239
minima Ulr . . .. . ....... : ............................................... VIII, 239
minor U. & E .................................................... VIII,239,278*
rudis U. & E ..................................................... VIII,239,279*
Estonia Hall .................................................................................. III,395
peculiaris (Conr.) ............................................................... III,395*
Echinocrinus Agassiz ........................................................................ II. 294
Echinodermata ................. II, 147 .167, 234, 263, 288; III, 291, 324,3i7,370, 421, 463, 511;
V,3'.l3,5a0,546,561; VI,492,501,510,526; VII,269,367,341; VIIl,83,157

Echinodiscus Worthen and Miller ...................................................... VII,335.
optatus W. & M............................................................ VII,336*
Echinothuridlll .............................................................................. VII,331
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Echinoidea............................................................................. II, 225.247, 294
Echinus drydenensis Vanuxem ..........................................................•... V,482
Ectenodictya Rall .......................................................................... VIII,237
bur!ingtonensis Rall ....................................................... VIII,237
excentrica Rall ............................................................. VIII, 237
expansa Rall ............................................................... VIII,237
implexa Rall ...................... ·: ......................................... VIII,237
Edestes Leidy ...................... , ........................................................... II.84
heinrichsi N. & W ....................................................... IV,860*; VI,461
minor Newb ........................................................................ II,84*
vorax Leidy .......................................................... IV.Pl. !,fig. 2*,350
Edmondia Koninck ........................................................ II,346; V,583; VIII.121
" (?) compressa McCoy ................................................................ V,583
illinolensis Worthen ........................................................ VIII,122*
ovata .............................................................. V, Pl. XXVI, fig. 13*
peroblonga M. & W ............................................................ Y,688*
) radiata Rall ....................................................................... V,58!
unioniformis CPhill?) .......................................................... II,864*
varsoviensis Worthen ...................................................... YIII, 121*
Edriocrinus Rall ............................................................................. III,370
pocilliformis Rall .............................................. '· .......... III,870*
Edriospongia Ulrich and Everett ........................................... VIII,217,222,235,271
basa!is U. & E ....................................................... YIII,235, 272*
Edwardsocrinus ~Orbigny ........ ., ................................................. ~· .. II,170,172
Elreacrinus Roemer ............................................................... II,275; VII,867
angularis (Lyon) ............................................·................... VII,360
elegans Conr ............................... : .................................. VII,362
lucina (Rall) .................................................................... VII, 360
meloniformis Barris ........................................................... VII,361
) norwoodi 0. & S ............................................ II,275; III,496; YII,359
obovatus Barris ............................................................. VII, 868+
verneuili Troost............................................................... VII,362
CE!onichthys) peltigerus Newb ............................................................... iI,17
CEncrinus moniliformis Miller) .............................................................. II,315
Endocycliques Desor .............................................................. .-.......... II, 226
Endolobus Meek and Worthen ............................................................ II.807
(
peramplus M. & W.) ......................................................... II,808*
spectabilis M. & W ........................................................... II,808*
Entalophora Lamarck .................................................................... VIII,337
Entalophoridre Reuss .................................................................... VIII,368
Entolium Meek ................................................................................. V,558
aviculatum CSwall.) ..................................................... III,455; V,588*
Entomostraca .................. CII,393); III,299,320,363,390,416,447,460,510; Y,525,612; VI, 497,508
CEntomosfracites) crassicauda Wahlenberg ............................................... III,322
Eocidaris Desor ....................................................................... II,294; V,478
(?) squamosus M. & W ........................................................ V,478*
Eocoryne Matthew ........................................................................ VIII, 240
gemina Matthew .............................................................. VIII,240
Eoscorpius Meek and Worthen ............................................................ III,560
carbonarius M. & W ................................................ III,li60t,564,568
Eospongia Billings ................................................................ YIII,211,217,234
roemeri Bill ................................................................... VIII, 234
varians Bill .................................................................... VIII,234
Ephemeridre .................................................................................. III,_571
Ephemerites Scudder ...................................................................... III,571
alllnis Scud ................................................................ III, 672+
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Ephemerites gigas Scud ................................................................... III,571+
simplex Scud ............................................................... ill,571+
Epilampridrn ................................................................................. III,568
Eretmocrinus Lyon and Casseday ............................... V,468; VII,306; VIII,173,174
calyculoides <Hall) .................................................. ."......... V,368
(?J carica (Hall) ................................................................... V, 368
clrnlia (Hall) ................................................................... V,368
clio <Ham ............................. , ....... , ............................ V,368,378
(?)corbulus (Hall) ... : .....•...................... , ................................ V,368
coronatus (Hall) .................................................... V,Pl. X,fig. 8*
(?) dodecadactylus M. & W .......................................... II,205*; V,368
(?) gemmiformis (Hall) .......................................................... V,368
(?)hazeri (M. Ch.) ................................................................ V,368
magnificus L. & C ........................................................... V,368
matula (Hall) .................................................................. V,368
neglectus M •. & W ......................................................... V,377*
(?) oblatus (Ha!D ...........•...................................................... V,368
remibrachiatus (Ham ........................................................ V,368
<?J sinuosus :Hall) ................................................................ V,368
(?) urniformis (M. Ch. ) .......................................................... V,368
varsoviensis Worthen ................................................... VII, 306*
verneuilanus (Shum,) .................................................. V,368,379*
Eridopora Ulrich ..................................... f •............................. VIII,3.82,463
huronensis <Nicli.) .......................................... ·•................. VIII,463
macrostoma Ulrich. . ....... : ................................... :............. VIII,382
Erismacanthus McCoy ...................................................................... VI,461
jonesi McCoy .... , .......................................................... VI, 463
mac-coyanus St. J. & W ................................................ VI, 461*
Erisocrinus Meek and Worthen ............................................... II,315; V,445,561
antiquus M. & W .............................................................. V,4t7*
, conoideus M. & W ........................................................... II,318+
nebrascensis M. & W.) .......................................... II,317; V.445,446
) tuberculatus M. & W ................................. ·............... II,319: V,446
typus M. & W ............................................ II,317t,318t; V,445,561*
wltitei M. & W ................................................................ V.448*
Eschara argyrias d'Orbigny ............................. ; ............................... VIII, 330t
artemis d'Orbigny ............................................. , ................ VIII,330t
Escharidrn ............................................................................... VIII,361,366 ·
(Escharopora Ham ......................................................................... VIII, 390
(
) nodosa Hall ................ ·................................................ VIII,304
Ethmophyllum Meek .................... ·.......................................... VJ;II,212,216,240
"
minganense (Bill.) ........................................................ VIII, 240
profundum (Bill.) ........................................ : ................ VIII, 240
rarum (Ford) ...................... : .................................... : . VIII, 240
rensselrericum (Ford) ................................................... VIII,240
whitneyi Meek ............................................................ VIII,240
Eucalyptocrinus Goldfuss ........................................................... : ...... VI,501
magnus Worthen ....................................................... VI,501*
sp. indet ..................................................... VI.Pl. xxiv,fig. 2*
Euchrysalis Laube., ........................................................................ III,362
fusiformis (Munster)......................................................... III,362
(Eulima) peracuta M. & W ................................................................... II, 375
Eulimidrn ..................................................................................... III,362
Eumicrotis Meek ....................................................................... Il,258, 336
hawni Meek..................................................................... II,338
var. sinuata M. & W .................................................. II,338*
speluncaria King ..........................................•.................... JI,339
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Eunema Salter ................................................................................ II,380
(
) salteri M. & W ...................... : .. ............................................ II,381
Eunemacanthus St. John and Worthen ................................................. VII,246
costatus ·cN. & W.J .................................................... VII,246*
Euomphalus Sowerby ........................................................................ II, 158
catil!us Sby ...................................................................... II, 158
discors Sby .................................................................... II,158
) lens Hall ........................................................................ II, 159
nodosus Sby ...... ."......................................................... II,158
pentangu!atus Sby .................................... , ....................... II,158
pernodosus M. & W ......................................................... V,604*
) planidorsatus M. & W ...................................................... II,302*
rugosus Sby ................................................................... lI,158
subquacl.ratus M. & W ........................ ·.............................. V,607*
sp.J ............................................................................. III,313
Eupachycrinus Meek and Worthen ........... II,175,177; V,554,565; VI,527: VII,311; VIII,97
asperatus Worthen ..................................................... VII, 311*
basetti Worthen .. . . . . . ................................................. VI, 528*
boydi M. & W ................ .-................... V,554*; VII.Pl. xxix,fig. 3*
craigi Worthen .......................................................... VI, 527*
fayettensis Worthen ................... : ........................ V,565*; VI,527
formosus Worthen ...................................................... VII,312
monroensis Worthen .. t· .............................................. VII, 312*
orbicularis (HaJD ............................................... II,178; VIII,97*
pentalobus <Ham ............................ ; .............................. II, I 8
quatuordecim-brachiatus (Lyon) ....................................... VII,312
{?) sancti-ludovici Worthen. . ............................................. VIII, 98
subtumidus M. &W ....................................................... II,178
tuberculatus M. & W ..................................................... V,566*
{?) verrucosus <Wh. & St. J.J ............................................... VI,528
Euphoberia Meek and Worthen ............................................. , ............. III.556
armigera M. & W ............................................................ III, 556t
" (??)major M. & W ...............................................................III,558t
Euproops Meek .............................................................................. III,547
dame M. & W .................................................................. III,547t
Euretidre Zittel ............................................................................ VIIl,222
Eurydictya Ulrich ....................... .'........................................ VIII,389,492;520
calhounensis Ulrich ....................................................... VIII, 520*
montifera Ulrich ....................................................... VIII,389, 521*
multipora Hall ............................................................. VIII,521,522
sterlingensis Ulrich ....................................................... VIII, 522*
Eury!epis minuta Newb ..................................................................... IV,348
Eurypterus DeKay .......................................................................... III,544
(
l ferox Salter .................................................................... III,559
mazonensis DeKay ........................................................ III,544t
remipes DeKay ................................................................ III,546
Euspilopora Ulri<l'h .......................................................'. ........... VIII, 389, 526
? barrisi Ulrich ............................................................ VIII, 527*
pa!mipes <Hall) ............................................................ VIII.5~7
serrata Ulrich .................. : ..................................... VIII,390, 526*
Evactinopora Meek and Worthen ........................................ III,501; VIII,387,508
grandis M. & W .............................................. III,503t*; VIIi,511*
quinqueradiata Ulr ...................................................... VIII, 510*
radiata M. & W ........................................ III,502t*: VIII,387,509*
sexradiata :M. & W ........................................... III,502*; VIII,510*
(Exogyroceras Meek and Worthen) ........................................................ III,509
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Fasciolaria Lamarck .................., ........................................................ 11,383
CFavicella Hall). . . . . . . . . . ....................... : .......................................... VIII, 884
Favosites Lamarck .......................................................................... 111,408
hemisph~ricus Kuborga) ...................................................... 111,304
lycopodites Vanux.) ............................................................. 111,304
) petropo!itanus Pander ......................................................... lll,304
Favositidrn ...................................................... ,. ......................... VIIl,436
Fenestella Lonsdale ................................................. 111,504; VIIl,350,359,395,535
(
) Mmea Hall ................................................................ VIIl,355,534
?) ambigua Hall ............................................................. VIII,534,679
bellistriata Hall ............................................................ VIII, 331*
bigeneris Ulr ................................................................. VIIl,355
burlingtonensis Ulrich .................................................... VIII, 536*
cestriensis Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 547*
cingulata Ulrich ...... : ..................................................... VIII, 543*
compressa Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 539*
var. nododorsalis Ulrich ..................................... VIII, 540*
conracti Ulrich .............................................................. VIII, 553*
(Polypora) cultellata Hall) ................................................... VIIl,586
delicatula Ulrich ........................................................... VIII, 549*
elevatipora Ulrich ..................................... : ................... VIII, 549*
e:x:igua Ulrich .................................................... .'......... VIII, 545*
fenestrata Y. & Y .................................. ·.......................... VIII,352
filistriata Ulrich ............................................................ VIII, 535*
fiexuosa Ulrich .................................................. , .......... VIII. 548*
funicula Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 642*
hemitrypa Prout) .......................................................... VIII,660*
inrnqualis Ulrich .. : . . . . ...................................... , ....._....... VIII, 564*
limitaris Ulrieh ............................................................ VIII, 638*
membranacea Phill ..........................................................VIIl,353
mimica Ulrich .............................................................. VIII, 662*
modesta Ulrich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ................. VIII, 5110*
multispinosa Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 540*
nodosa Prout ................................................................. VIII,535
) permarginata Hall ........................................................... VIII,556
perminuta Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 551*
plebeia McCoy ........................................................... VIII,395,537
) p!umosa Prout ........................................................... VIII,561,562
prrncursor Hall .........................•.................................. VIII,355,534
prisca Lonsdale .............................................................. VIII,353
quadrula Hall' ... _............................................................. VIII,534
regalia Uirich ............................................................... VIII, 538*
reteporata Shrubsole ........................................................ VIII, 544
retrorsa M. & W ............................................................ III,604*
rudis Ulrich ................................................................ VIII, 637*
) semirotunda Hall ............................................................ VIII, 556 .
serratula Ulrich .................................................. : ......... VIII, 644*
sevillensis Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 562*
sul;lquadrans Hall .............................................................. III,504
tenax Ulrich ...... _.......................................................... VIII, 646*
) thyene Hall ................................................................... VIII,534
triserialis Ulrich......................................................
. . VIII, 641*
vera Ultich .................................................................. VIII, 636*
wortheni Ulrich .......................................... : ................. VIII, 661*
Fenestellidrn King .................. : ............................................ VllI,349,351+,395
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(Fenestellinre Waagen and Piehl) ........................................................ VIII.359
Fenestralia Prout .. -. .............................................................. VIII,359,396,604
sancti-ludovici Prout ................................................... VIII, 604.396
var. compacta Ulrich ................................... VIIl,605*
Fenestrapora Hall ................................................................... VIII, 395,557
biperforata Hall ........................................................ VIII, 395, 558
occidentalis Ulrich ..................................................... VIII, 558*
Fishes ................................................................. Il,1; IV,355; Vl,245; VII,55
Fissodus lilt. John and Worthen .......................................................... Yl,413
biftdus St. J. & W ............................................................. Vl,414•
tricuspidatus St. J. & W ....................................... : ............ VI,415*
Fissurellidm .................................................................................. Ill, 386
Fistulata ....................................................... .'............................ VIII, 193
Fistulipora McCoy ................ : ................................................... VIIl,382,474
asteria (Prout) ................................................................ VIII,478
astrica Ulrich .......................................................... YIII,320+,477*
?J clausa Ulrich ............................................................... VIIl,485*
collina Ulrich ............................................................... VIIl,478*
communis Ulrich .. ·.. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. . .................................. VIII, 382, 476*
compressa Rominger ....................................... ; ................ VIIl,488
(?DichotrypaJ corrugata Ulrich ............................................ VIIl,480*
elegans Rominger ............................................................ VIll,385
) flabellum Rominger ................................................... VIII,498,501*
foordi Ulrich .......................................................... VIII,Si5t,479•
incrustans (Phillips) ......................................................... VIII,38'J
J lunata Rominger ....................................................... VIll,38t,489*
J minuta Rominger ...................................................... VIII,427*,476
minor McCoy) ............................................................. VIII,382,474
minor Nicholson) ............................................................ VIII,475
monticulata Ulrich ........................................................ VIII,477*
mucosa Nichol. and Foord .................................................. VIII,474
) pecu!iaris Rominger ................................................... VIII,386,503"
proporoides Nieholson) ..................................................... VIIl,386
J occidens Hall and Whitfield.......................... .. .................. VIII,425
J oweni James. : ............................................................... VIIl,467
spinulifera Rominger ................................ ,. ..................... VIII, 480*
stellifera Rominger ........................................................ VIII, 481*
utricula Rominger ................................................. : . ........ VIII,477
Fistuliporidm Ulrich .............................. -. ....................... VIII,343,382,471,482,504
Flustra palmata McCoy........................................ -. .......................... V.III,353
( •• ) spatulata Prout... . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .............................................. VIII, 670*
( " ) tuberculata Prout .......................................................... VIII,441*t,671
Foraminifera ................................................................ III,345; V,560; VI,500
Forbesiocrinus de Koninck and LeHon ...................... II,242,268,270; III,495; V,399,496
aggassizi Hall. .................................................... II,270; III,495
var. giganteus M. & W ..................................... III,495*
J asteriiformis Hall ..................................•............... II,243; IIl,494
) communis Hall .............................................................. Il,270
(?J diversus M. & W ......................................................... IIl,495
giganteus (?JM. & W ................................................... III,495*
J juvenis Hall ................................................................. II,272
J kelloggi Hall ................................................................ Il,270
) mee.ki Hall ........................................................... II.243; V,553
l monroensis M. & W ................................................. Il,243,244*
multibrachiatus L. & C ..................................................... V,498
nobilis Kon. & Leh ... , ............................. , ....................... Il,27Q
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!Forbesiocrinus) norwoodi :M. & W .................................................... II,243.245*
(
) nuntius Hall ........................ ~ ....................................... II,270
(
) Remiovatus 11£. & W ..................................................... II,272*
(
) thiemei Hall ..................................................... II,271; V,399*
(
J whitfieldi Hall .................................................... II,243*: V,552*
wortheni Hall .............................................. II,270*; V,496*,553
Frondiporidre Reuss ...................................................................... VIII,368
Fungia discoidea Goldf ...................................................................... 11,420
Fusulina Fischer ............................................................................... V,560
cylindrica Fisch ................................................................... Vl,526
var. ventricosa 11£. & W ............................................... V,560
gracilis Meek ....................................................................... V,560*
ventricoRa 11£. & W ................................................................ V,560*
Galeocerdo Millier ............................................................................ II. 79
Galeus Cuvier................................................................................... II, 79
Gampsacanthus St. John and Wortl;ien .............. : ................................... VI,471
!?Jlatus St. J. &W .......................... ·.............................. VI.474*
squamosus St. J. & W .................................. ; .............. VI,473*
typus St, J. & W ....................................................... VI,472*
Gampsonyx fimbriatus ..................................................................... III,552+
Ganoidea ...................................................................................... II, 185
Gasteropoda ................. 11,158,260,284,802,851; IIl,441,457,506: V,516,589; Vl,495; VIIl,185
Gasterosteus Linnreus....................................................................... IV,371
Gecco Linnams ............................................................................... 11,137
Geisacanthus St. John and Worthen .......................................... VI,440; Vll,251
bullatus St. J. & W ....................................................... VI,441*
stellatus St. J. & W ....................................................... VI,440*
Gervillia Cox .................................................................................. 11,336
aurieula Stev ....................................................................... 11,341
laminosa Phil! ..................................................................... 11,340
J longispina Cox ..................................................................... ll,336
lunulata Phill ........................................................................ 11,340
Gilbertsocrinus Phillips ............................................... 11,217,219: 111,476; V,389
bursa Ph!ll ............................................................. ll,217t,219
calcaratus Phil! ........................................................ II.217t,2l9
(Goniasteroidocrinus) fiecellus :M. & W ...................... 11,219,222*,224+
,mamillaris Phil! ...................................................... : .II,217,219
(Goniast.J obovatus :M. & W ............................................ V,391*
papillatus (HallJ ............................ : ............................... II,219
(Goniast.)'reticulatus (Hall) ................................................ 11,219
(
) tenuiradiatus :M. & W .......................................... V,389
(
J tuberculosus (Hall) ............................................. 11,225
(
J tuberosus (L. & C.J ........................................ II,219,220t
(
J typus (Hall) ...................................................... Il,219
Glaucoriome Miinster (Goldfuss) ...................................... VIll,397,566,614,615,636
disticha Lonsdale ........................................................... VIII,615
) elegans Young and Young ..................... , .......................... VIIl,397
(Diplopora) J marginalis Young and Young ............................. VIIl,636
J triiineata Meek ........................................................... VIII, 620*
Glossolega Bonap ............................................................................. II,187
(Glossotryna Hall) ......................................................................... VIII,883
Glymmatacanthus Rt. John and Worthen ............................................... Vl,446
irishi st. J. & w........................................... vI.447*; Vll,250
petrodoides St. J. & W ............................ '................ VIl,250*
II
n1dis flt. J"• .\r, W., ................ ., ... , ....... , ... ,. .. , ... , .. ., ... ,VII.24!1*
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Glyptopora Ulrich .................................................................... VIII. 387. 511
e!egans (Prout) ................................... ~ .............. II, 413' ; VIII, 518*
keyserlingi (Prout) ............................................ II. 413; VIII,387, 517*
megastoma Ulrich ......................................................... VIII, 518*
michelini (Prout) ............................................... II.414*: VIII.515*
pinnata Ulrich .............................................................. VIII, 516*
plumosa (Prout.) ............................................ II,414*; VIII.387,512*
punctipora Ulrich .......................................................... VUI, 519*
sagenella (Prout) ................................................. II,415*; VIII,513*
var. caliculosa Ulrich .......................................... VIII,514*
var. lata Ulrich .................................................. VIII,515*
Gomphoceras Sowerby ................... , ......................................... :....... III, 444
beta Hall .................................................................... III,444
saccu:us 11£. & W ............................................................ III,445
(Apioceras) turb'niforme M. & W ...................................... III,444*
Gomphocystites Hal~ ........................................................................ III,315
Gonlasteroldocrinus Lyon and Casseday ............................ II,217,219.2'2; V,324,389
fiscellus M. & W ..... ,. ........................... II,219,222*,22H: V,390
obovatus M. & W .................................................. V,391*
papillatus (Hall) ...................................................... II,219
reticutitus (HaJD .............................................. II,219; V,390
tenuiradiat•1s 11£. & W ............................................. V, 389*
tuberculosus Hall ................................................ V,390,39'..!
tuberosus L. & C ........................................... Il,2"20t; V,324
(Trematocrinus) typus tHallJ ......................... II,219; V.325,390
Goniatites DeHaan .................................................. II,165,390; V,611; VIII,150
chemungensis Vanuxem ........................................................ II, 166
' compactus 11£. & W ............................................................ V.611*
globulosus 11£. & W ..................................................... ;'II,390t*,39lt
hyas Hall) ......................................................................... II,165
iovensis M. & W ............................................................... II,392*
lyoni 11£. & W .................................................................. II.165*
mixolobus Phill ....................... ; .......................................... II, 166
monroensis Worthen....................................................... VIII .. 150*
Goniocladla Etheridge, Jr .............. : ............................................. VIII,360,387
CGoniocladinre Waagen and PichD ....................................................... VIII,360
(Goniocwlla Halll ................................................................ , ........... III,380
Goniotrypa Ulrich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ........... VIII, 389
bllateralis Ulrich .................................................... , ........ VIII, 389
Goniomya Agassiz .....•............................. .,. .........................•............ III,539
Goniophora sp. (?)... • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. •
. ................... VI, PI. XXIII, fig. 7•
(Gorgonial asper& Hall. ................................................................... VIII, 639*
(
l perantiqua· Hall .............................................................. VIII, 405
(
ripisteria Goldf.) ................................................................. II, 423
Grammysia de Verneuil .................................................................... III,439
bisulcata (Conr.) ............................................................... III,441
"
(?) rhomboidalis 11£. & W ........................................................ III,439
Granatocrinus (Troost) Hall: ............................ II.274: III,496; V,468,508,537; VII.349
cornutus (1\£. & W.) .•..................................................... II,276*
fimbriatus (?) 11£. & W ..........................-: ............. ,............ III,497
glaber 11£. & W ............................................................ V,537*
granulosus 11£. & W .......... , ............................................ V, 508*
) melo 0. & S ............................. II,275; III,496,499; V,470,47:!; VII,349
var.) projectus 11£. & W ......................................... III,496t*
melonoides 11£. & W ...................................................... V.4611*
neglectus 11£. & W ........................................................ V,471*

...
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Grana.tocrinus norwoodi 0. & S ........................ II,275; IIl,496*; V,473*; VIl,350,siig
pisum M. & w·............................................................ V,470*
projectus (M. & W.) .......................................... Ill,496+*,498 (*?)
) sayi Shum .................................................. II,274; V,469; VIl,350
shumardi M. & W ...................................................... 111,498+*
Graphiocrinus de Koninck and LeHon .......... .' ........ .'......... Il,181,186; V,559; VIll,193
dactylus Hall ................................................................ "\l",559*
longicirrifer W. & Sp .................................................. VIII,193*
(?) planobrachiatus M. & W ................................................... Il,241
quatuordecim-brachialis Lyon ............................................ Il,177
spinibrachiatus (HallJ .................................................... VIII, 193
wachsmuthi (M. & W.) .................................................. VIII, 198
Graptodictya Ulrich .................................................................. VIII,849, 393
perelegans Ulr ............................................................ VIII,893
Griffithides Portlock ............................... ·............................................ V,525
bufo M. & W.... . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .................................... V, 528*
portlocki M. & W .............................................................. V, 6:16*
~citula M. & W ..... ; ........................................................... V,612*
"
(?) sangamonensis M. & W ...................................................... V, 616*
Gymnolaimata Allman ............................................................... VIII,333,367
Gymnophidia ....•.............................................................................. II, 137
Gypidula (?) comis Owen ................................................................... III,429
Gyracanthus Agassiz ....................................................................... VII, 251
(?) cordatus St. J. & W ...................................................... VII, 251*
Gyroceras de Koninck .................................................................. III,446,459
constrictum M. & W ................................. Ill,446; VI.Pl. XXVIl,flg. 2*
gracile Hall ....................................................................... 11,164
logani Meek ..................................................................... III, 447
(?) rockfordense M. & W ....................................... .- ................ III, 459*
Gyromices ammonia Goeppert .............................................................. Il,462
Hadrophyllum Edwards and Haime ...................................................... III,420
Harpacodus Agassiz ... ·................................................................... VI,348,354
compa.ctus St. J. & W ...................................................... VI.355*
dentatus Ag.) .................................................................. VI,354
occidentalis t:lt. J. & W .................................................... VI,355*
Hederella Hall ............................................................................. VIIl,368
Helicina occulta .............•.............................................................. VIII, 15
Helicopora Claypole .............................................................. VIIl,359, 396,580
(
archimediformis Claypole) .............................. VIII, 580, PL LXIII. Ilg. 15*
latispiralis Claypole ...................................................... VIII, 396, 580
Heliotrypa Ulrich .................................•................................... VIII,366,404
bifolia Ulrich .................................. : ......................... VIII,308t,404
Heliotrypidai Ulrich (provisional) ................................................... ; VIII, 366, 404
Helodus Agassiz ..............•.................. II,52, 74,90,111; IV,359,365; VI,337; VII,64,124
(
angularis N. & W.) ............................................................ VI,346,362
angulatus N. & W .......................... ...... : . .............................. II,83*
biformis N. & W .........................................................• Il,77*: VI,419
carbonarius N. & W .............................................................. Il,75*
Jcompressus N. & W ........................................ II,78*; IV,360*; VI,287*
coniculus N. & W ................................................................. II,76*
consolidatus N. & W .......................................... 11,87*; IV,360; VIl,124
crenulatus N. & W.. .. .. .. . . .. . . . . ............................................. 11,82*
dens-humanus N. & W ........................................................... II, 76*
(
Jdenticulatus N. & W ..•.......................................... 11,80,81*; VI,317,345
(
ldidymus Ag ................................................................ 11,75; VIl,73
elytra N. & W ............................................................ II, 78*; VII,95
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1Ielodus gibbe~ulus Ag.................................
. ................................. II, 79
(
Jgibbosus N. & W ........................................................ II.79*: VI,305
lrevissimus Ag ............................... .'....................................... II, 91
!irnax N. & .w .................................................................. II.80*,83
(Cochliodus) nobilis N. & W ...................................................... II,88*
)placenta N. & W ....................................................... II.SO*; VII.69*
planus Ag ...................................................... II,80,93; VI,419; VII,64
politus N. & W .................................................................... II, 79*
pus illus (McCoy) .................................................................... II, 34
rugosus N. & W ................................................................ IV,359*
sulcatus N. & W .................................................................. II, 83*
undulatus N. & W ....................................... ,. ........................ II,82*
Helopora Hall ..................................................................... VIII,363,401,642
ciree Billings ................................................................... VIII, 46~
l concava Billings ......................................... f ...................... VIII,645
.) forrnosa Billings ............................................................... VIII, 645
fragilis Hall ................................................................ VIII, 401, 6~3t
imbricata Ulrich .................. .-........................................... VIII, 644*
lindstrorni Ulrich ....................................................... : ...... VIII,643t
) lineata Billings ................................................................. VIII,645
) lineiporaBillings ............................................................... VIII,645
spiniforrnis Ulrich .................................................... : ........ VIII, 644
) striatapora Billings ............................................................ VIII, 645
) strigosa Billings ...........,. ................................................... VIII, 645
) variopora Billings .............................................................. VIII, 468
Hemeristia Dana ............ .,............................................................... III,566
occidentalis Dana ............................................................. III,566
Hemipronites Pander ............................................................... 111,349; V,570
crassus M. & Hayd ......................................................... V.570
crenistria Phill ............................................................ III, 411
(?) propinquus M. & W ....................................................... III,351
suplanus (Conr.) ..................................................... III,349*.351
Hemipristis Agassiz ......................................................................... IV,351
Hemitrypa Phillips ............................................................... VIII,353, 396,559
aspera Ulrich ............................................................... VIII, 563 •
nodosa Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 562*
oculata Phillips .............................................................. VIII, 396
pateriformis Ulrich ........................................................ VIII, 564*
perstriata Ulrich ........................................................... VIII, 564*
plumosa (Prout) ...................................................... VIIl,561,562,564
proutana Ulrich ........................................... ."................ VIII, 560*
var. nodulosa Ulrich ............................................ VIII, 562*
var. vermifera Ulrich ....................................... ·.... VIII, 561*
tenera Ulrich ........................... ; .................................... VIII, 559
Hernodia Hall .............................................................................. VIIl,368
Heterocrinus Hall .............................................................. III,324,328; Vl,493
crassus M. & W ................................................. llI,324*; VI,493
) incurvus .M. & W ......................................................... III,327+*
subcrassus M. & W ........................................................ III,325*
(Heterodictya Nicholson) .............................................................. -' ... VIII, 390
Heteropora Blainville ..................................................................... VIII,340
Heteroschisma Wachsmuth .............................................................. Vll,352
alternatum (Lyon) ....................... , ................................. VII,357
var. elongatum Wachsmuth ................................ VII,353
gracile Wachsm .................................................... .' .... VII,354+
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Heterospongia Ulrich ......................................................... VIII,212,215,217,239
aspera Ulr ................................................................ VIII,239
knotti Ulr ....... .'............. ."........................................... VIII, 239
subramosa Ulr ......................... ·.................................. VIII,239
Heterotrypa Nicholson ............................................................... VIII, 371, 413
frondosa d'Orbignr ................................................. VIII, 371,413,414
inflecta Ulrich .............................................................. VIII,414*
mammulata d'Orbigny ..................................................... VIII,413
mammulata Nicholson) ..................................................... VIII,413
proliflca Ulrich ... ' ........................................................ VIII, 413*
singularis Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 415*
)trentonensis Nicholson .................................................... VIII,433
l vaupeli Ulrich ........................................................... VIII,413, 421
Heterotrypidie Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,339,371
Hexacrinus Austin ....................................................................... II, 168,173
Hexactinellir1a Schmidt .............................................................. VIII, 220,236
Hindla Duncan ..................................................... : .............. VIII,226.231,255
iniequalis U. & E ...................................................... VIII,229,234,275*
lnornata Hall ...................................................................... VIll,2'JS
parva Ulr .................................................................. VIII,229,232,234
sphieroidalis Duncan .................................................... VIII,217,225*,234
Hipponyx Defiance ................................................................. : ........ III,386
Holasterella Carter .... : ................................................................... VIII, 218
(Holopea) depressa M. & W ................................................................ III,443
Holoptychius Agassiz ................................................................ , ........ II, 19
Homaeanthus Agassiz .................................. ; ................................... II, 113
arcuatus Ag .................................................................. II,114
) gibbosus N. & W ........................... , ...................... II,113*; VI,464
macrodus McCoy .. . .. .. . . . .. . .. .. . .. . . . . ...................... : ............ II, 115
l rectus N. & W ................................................... II,115*; VI,466*
Homoorinus Hall ............................ , ................. ·............................... Vl,492
angustatus M. & W .......................................................... VI, 492*
parvus Hall ..................................................................... II,182
polydactylus Shum ............................................................ VI,493
(?) scoparius Hall. ............................................................... Ill,347
Homotrypa Ulrich .................... , ............................................... VIII,370.409
arbuscula Ulr ..................................................................... 409*
curvata Ulr................................................................... VIII, 871
dawsonl <Nich.) .............................................................. VIII,410
flabellaris Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 411*
gelasinosa Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 410*
Homotrypella Ulrich .................................................................. VIII, 370,412
contexta Ulr .......................................................... VIII,412*,416
instabilis Ulr .............................................................. VIII,370
!Hornera?) dichotoIIia Hall ................................................................ VIll,607
Hyalostelia Zittel .............................................................. VIII,217,232,238,246
delicatula Ulr ............................................................ VIII,238,246+
metlssica Dawson ........................... ~ ............................... VIII,238
solivaga Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 232*, 238
Hybechinus Worthen and Miller ... ." ..................................................... VII, 331
sp.ectabilis W. & :M ............................... : ........................ VII,332*
Hybooladodus St. John and Worthen ................................................ VI,284,291
compressas ( N. & W.) ............................................... VI,287*,289
intermedius St. J. & W .......................................... : ....... VI,287•
nitidus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI,288*
p!icatills St. J. & W .................................................. VI, 286*,288
tenuicostatus St. J. & W ................................................ VI, 286*
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Hybocrinus Billings ........................................................................ 111.327
(?) incurvus M. & W ................................ ~ ......................... 111,327+*
Hybodontidre ............................................................... II, 70, 91; Vl,251,284,313
Hybodus Agassiz, .................................................................. Il,121; VI,285
plicatilis Ag ........................................................................ Vl,285
reticulatus Ag ...................................................................... Vl,291
Hydnoceras Conrad. .. . . . . . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . ....... : ............................ VIIl,216
Hydreionocrinus de Koninck ................................................................ II,181
(?J verrucosus Wh. & St. J .............................. ; .................. VI, 528
woodianus Kon ........................................................... 11.177
Hylonomus Dawson .......................................................................... II, 137
Hvolithes Eichwald ........' ............... : ................................................ VllI,4!;5
Hyphasmopora R. Etheridge, Jr ......................................................... VIII,366
Hystricospongia Ulrich .......................................................... " .. VIII,233, 245
carbonaria Ulr ........................................... VIII,218,:!33,245*,246t
Ianthina Bolten ............................................................................... II,362
Ianthinopsis Meek and Worthen ............................................................ II,362
Ichthyocrinidre ............................................. : . .............................. VIII, 197
Ichthyodorulites .................................................. II, IUI; IV,R70; Vl,487; VII,233
Ichthyoroohis McCoy ...................................................................... VIIl,398
Idiotrypa Ulrich ......................................................................... VIII, 375*
parasitica Ulr .................................... ·............................... VIll,375
Idmonea Lamouroux.. .. .. . . .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . . . .. . . .. . ................................ VIII, 608
serpens Linnreus ............................................................... VIII,330t
lgoceras Hall. .............................................................................. III,387
plicatum (Conr.J ................................................................. IIl,387
1Illrenus Dalman ..................................................................... 111,320; VI,508
americanus,Bill .................................................................... IIl,320
CBumastus) barriensis Murch .................................................... VI,509
crassicauda (Wahlenb.J ......................................................... III,322*
CBumastusJ graftonensis M. & W .............................................. VI;508*
insignia Hall ........................................................................ VI,510
salteri Barran de ...................................... , .................. : .......... VI, 510
taurus Hall ...................................................................... 111,320*
trentonensis Emm ................... : ........... :. .............. ., ................ Il[,322
(Bumastus) sp. indet ............................................... VI,PI. XXIV,ftg. 3*
Inaduna•a ................................................................................... VIII, 193
Insecta ............................................................................... II,410; IIl,566·
Intrapora Hall .................................................................... VIII,349,394, 532
cosciniformis (Nicholson) ........................................... ~ ........ VIII,53'2*
puteolata Hall .............................................................. VIII,394,532
(lntricaria) clathrata Miller and Dyer ................................................... VIIl,639
(
J ret.iculatQ. Hall.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. . .. .......... VIII, 639
Inversaria Hagenow .......................................................... , .............. II,417
Ischadites Murchison ..................................................................... VIII, 238
Isocardia Lamarck ........................ , .................................................. II, 346
(
) unioniformis Phill ..................... : ....................................... Il,346*
Isocrinus Phillips ............................................................................. II,268
Isogramma Meek and Worthen ............................................................. V,568
millepunctata M. & W ........................................................ V,566*
Isonema Meek and Worthen ................................. ·............................. III,·442
depressnm M. & W ........................................................... IIl,443t*
bellatulum (Hal~) .................................................................. IIl,443
Isopoda .............................................................................. Il,399; III,549
Isotelus DeKay .............................................................................. VI,497
megistos Locke .................................................................... Vl,498
,,
ViB"ilans M. &- w..,.... r• •r r •• , • ' ••• , ., ,, , •••••••• ,. ,, •••••• , •••••••• ' ' •• ,. ,, •••• Vl,497*
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lsotrypa Hall (emended) ..................................................... VIII,353, 395,534,679
am bigua (Hall) ................................................................... VIII, 534
conjunctiva Hall ................................................................. VIII,3~5
gothlandica Ulrich ........................................................ VIII,395, 678*
(Jerea excavatt1 d'Orbigny) ................................................................. VI,499
Jerieca Zittel.. ............................................................................. VIII,226
(Keratophytes) dubius Schlotheim ...................................................... VIII,606
Labodus Agassiz ................................................................... VII,200,228,231
planus Ag ......................................................................... VII,228
prototypus Ag ................................................................ VII,228,231
Labyrintodontia .............................................................................. II,137
Lacertilia ...................................................................................... II, 135
Lambdodus St. John and Worthen ...................................................... VI,280
calceolus St. J. & W ......................................................... VI,281*
var. robustus St. J. & W .................................... VI,282*,283
costatus St. J. & W ........................................ , ....... VI,280*, 283,284
hamulus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI, 283*
reflexus St. J. & W .......................................................... VI, 284*
transversus St. J. & W .................................................. VI,282*,284
Lamellibranchiata ........................................ II, 156, 231, 256, 281, 300, 326;
III,294,306,337,354,437,453,532; V,539,573; VI,494,511,524,529; VII,319,326; VIII,107

Lamna Cuvier .................. '................................................................ II,30
sp. (in the drift) ..................................................................... VIII,4t
Lasiocladia Hinde ..................................................................... VIII,218,233
compressa Hinde ....................................................... VIII,233,-249
hindei Ulr .............................................................. VIII,233,249
Leaia J oneR ....................................................... .' ........................ III, 541
leidyi Lea .............................................................................. III,542
var. salteriana Jones ........................................................ III,542
'' williamsoniana Jones ................................................... III,532
tricarinata M. & W ............................................................. III,5JOt,541
Lecracanthus St. John and Worthen ................................................. VI,473,475
unguiculus St. J. & W .................................................... VI, 476*
Lecythiocrinus White ...................................................................... VII,317
adamsi Worthen ............................ , ........................... VII, 317*
Leda Schumacher ............................................................................ II,282
(
) curta M. & W ...................................................................... II.283*
( " ) levistriata M. & W ................................................................... II,282
( " ) subscitula M. & Hayd ................................................................ II,283
Lepetopsis Whitfield ...................................................................... VIII, 140
chesterensis Worthen ..................................................... VIII, 140*
Lepidechinidm ...................................................................... II,229; VII,331
Lepidechinus Hall ........................................ Il,226,229,294; III.522; V,481; VII,334
imbricatus Hall .............................................................. III,522
rarispinus Hall ...................................................... III,522; V, 481
Lepidesthes Meek and Worthen ................................................ III,522; VII,381
coreyi M. & W ........................................... : .............. III,524t, 525
Lepidolites Ulrich ................................................................. VIII,212, 217,239
dickhauti Ulr .................................................................. VIII,239
elongatus Ulr ............................................................... VIII,239
Lepidoptera (?)..........
.. .............................................................. Il,410
Leptacanthus Agassiz .................................................................... II, 113, 116
(
) jenkinsoni McCoy .................................................. Il,117; VI,433
(
) junceus McCoy ...................................................... Il,117; VI,433
(
?) occidenta!is N. & W .......................................... ,. VI,433; VII,236*
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Leptl!llla Dalman ............................................................................. Ill,393
(
depressa Kon.J .................................................................... III,426
(
distorta J. Sby .................................................................... III,426
la.ticosta Vern.) ................... ; ................................................ III, 427
nodulosa Phill ................ ; ................................................... III,426
" (?J nucleata Hall ....................................................... ; .............. IIl,393
" (?) rhomboidalis CWilkinsJ .......................................................... III,337
rugosa HisingerJ ................................................................. IIl,426
J subplana Conr ................................................................... IIl,349
tenuistriata Sby.J .............. , .................................................. IIl,426
" (?Junicostata M. & W ................................................................ IIl,337
Leptocoolia Hall .............................................................................. III,397
fiabellites (Conr.J ............................................................ III,39'1*
J imbricata Hall ................................................................. III,381
propria HallJ ................................................................... IIl,397.
Leptodomus McCoy ........................... : .................................. III,357; VIII,107
(?J ma.gnus Worthen ......................................................... VIII,10'1*
(LeJ>togonia rugosa McCoy) ..................... ; .......................................... III,426
(
multirugata McCoy).:........................................................ III,426
Leptomitus Walcott....................................................... , . .. ... VIII, 212, 216, 233
zitteli Wale............................................................... VIII,216, 233
Leptopoterium Ulrich .... : ........................................................ VIII,212,217,239
mammiferum Ulr .................... ; .................................. ·. VIII,239
Leptotrypa Ulrich ................................. : ........ .' ......................... VIII, 3'17 ,455
filiosa Cd'OrbignyY.: ........................................................ Vill, 456*
hexagonalis Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 455*
minima Ulr ................................................................ ; .. VIII,378
semipilaris Ulr ............................................................. VIlI. 457*
stidhami Ulr. .. ............................................................ VIII, 456*
Lichas Dalman ......................... : ............................................ III,299; VI,508
boltoni (Bigsby) ......................................................... III,300; VI,508*
var. occidentalis Hall ...................................................... VI,508
cucullus M. & W................................................... III,299*,PI. i, fig. 6*
hibernicus Port! .................................................................... III,300
trentonensis (Conr.J ................................................................ III,300
(Lichena!ia Halll ....................................................................... VIII,382,475
(
J concentrica Hall .............................................................. VIII,475
(
lunata HallJ .................................................................. VJiII,489*
Lichenotrypa Ulrich ..................................................................... VIII. 383
aavernosa Ult ............................................................. ·. VIII,383
Lima Bruguiere .................................................................... V,588; VIII,120
·~
ch~steren2is Worthen ............................................................ VIII, 120*
retifera Shum ...................................................... ; ................... V,588*
(LimulusJ anthrax Prestwich ................................................................ II,398
(
J rotundatus Prestw ................................................................ II,394
Lingula Bruguiere ..................................................... III,305,437; V,572; VIII,104
concentll'ica Conrad ...........-...................................................... III,437
granulata Phill ....................... ; ............................................. III, 306
lewisi &by ........................................................................... ITI,306
mytiloid.es S.by .......................................... , ................ V.572*; VIII, 105
quadrata Eichw .................................................................. III,305*
spatulata Hall ......................... .".................................. : ......... III,437
subspatulata M. & W ........................................................... III,437*
tenuigranulata McCoy ............................................................ III,306
varsoviensis WQrt):!.eu, .. , ..................................................... VI~I. lOi*

...
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Lioclema Ulrich ............. : ........................................................ VIII,376,425
·araneum Ulr ................................................................. VIII,431*
asperum !Hall) ............................................................. VIII,416,425
cellulosum (Halll ..................................... .'......................... VIII.'425
foliatum Ulr .... ; ........................................... :. ............ VIII,HOlt,431
floridum !Ha.llJ ............................................................. VIII,416,425
gracillimum Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 429*
? laminatum (Hall) ........................................................... VIII, 416, 425
minutum (Rominger?) ....................................................... VIII,427*
occidens !Hall and Whitfield) .............................................. VIII,426*
parasiticum (Hall) .............................................................. VIII, 425
ponderosum (Hall) ............................................................. VIII,425
punctatum (Hall) .......................................................... VIII, 376, 430*
singulare (Hall) ................................................................. VIII,425
subglobosum UJr. ............................................ , ............... VIII,428*.
wachsmuthi Ulr ............................................................. VIII, 428*
? wilmlngtonense Ulr ............................... : . ....... ; ................ VIII, 426*
Liodus St. John and Worthen ............................................................ VI,335
calcaratus St. J. & W ............................................................ VI, 336*
grossipunctatus St. J. & W ...................................................... VI,337
Lisgodus St. John and Worthen ......................................................... VI,363
·curtus St. J. & W .............................................................. VI,364*
selluliformis St. J. & W................................................... VI,364,366*
serratus St. J, & W ...... : ................................................. VI,365*,867
Listracanthus Newberry and Worthen ................................................... IV,371
hystrix N. & W ............................................................ IV,372*
Llthistidai Schmidt.............................................. , .................... VIII,220,284
Lithophaga Lamarck; ........................................................................ III,536
"
lingualis (Phill.J ...................................................... III,536*; V,539
" !?J perte.q.uis M. & W ............................................................. V,539*
Lituites Breynius ............................................................................ VI,507
ammonius Conr .................................................................... VI,507
graftonensis M. & W ............................................................ VI,507*
marshi Hall. .................... ·.................................................... VI,507
Litorina Ferussac ............................................................................. II,364
(
J biserialis Phill .............................. : ....................................... II,864
(
J wheeler! Swan ............................................................. II,364; V,595
Loculipora Hall (Rominger M.S.> ........................................................ VIII,397
Lodanella mira Kayser ................................................................... VIII,218
Luphodus Romanowsky .................................................................... Vl, 311
(
Newberry and Worthen) ............................................. IV,360: VI,311
(Helodusl didymus Ag .......................................................... VII, 73
variabilis N. & W ................................................ IV,359,361*; VI,317
Lophophyllum Edwards and Haime ..... ~ ........................................ V,560; VIII,79
· profundum Worthen .......................................... : ......... YIII •.79*
proliferum (M. Ch.) ......................................................... V,560*
Loxonema Phillips .................................. II,368,373;'377,as:i; III,442: V,596; VIII,139
bellatulum Hall ................................................................. III,442
cerithiiforme M. & W ... :.................................................... VIII, 139
" (?; compactum Hall ................................................................. II,377
halli N. & P ...................................................................... II,376
l inornatum M. & W ...........................................-................. II,374*
) minutum Stevens ............................................................... V,594*
multicostatum M. & W ...................................................... II,378*
l newberryi Stevens .............................................................. V,594*
l nitidulum M. & W............................................................. II,374*
!?l obtusum Hall .................................................................... II,377
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Loxonema peoriense Worthen ......................................................... VIII, 139*
quadricarinatum Worthen ................................................. VIII, 140*
rugosum M. & W .............................................................. II,378*
scalaroldeum (Phill.J ............................................................. II,879
scitulum M. & W ............................... ; .............................. II,377*
semicostatum Meek .........................................-.................... V,596*
sp. indet ............................................................. V,Pl. xxix,fig. s•
(Michelina) sp. lndet ................................................ V,PL xxix,fig. 4"
Lunulites dactylioides Ow .................................................................. III,845
. Lyrodictya Hall ............................................................................. VIII,287
romingeri Hall. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. . . ........................... VIII, 287
Lyropora Hall .............................................................. III,504; VITI,396,580
divergens Ulr .................................................................. VIII,584*
Jyra Ham ................. : ................................................. VIII,582,588
ovalis Ulr..................................................................... VIII, 585*
quincuncia!is Hall ....................................................... VIII,396, 583*
ranosculum Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 581*
retrorsa 'M. & W ................................................... III,504*; VITI.'581
subquadrans Hall .................................................. III,504; VIII,582*
Lyssaclna Zittel. ........................................................................... VIII,286
Maci;ocheilus Phillips ............................................ ,, .. II,367,384; V,593; VIII,143
acutum (Sby.) ................................................................. II,368
altonense Worthen ............................................ V,593*; VIII,143*
elongatum Phill............................................................... II,368
(?) fUsiforme Hall ................................................................ II,375
harpula Phill ........................................................... : ...... II,368
intercalare M. & W ......................................................... II,371*
japonlcum A. Ad .......................................... : ................... II,369
limnreiforme McCoy ........................................................... II,384
maculatum Kon ............................................................... II,368
medlale M. & W ............................................................ II.370*
newberryi (Stev.) ..................................................... II,368; V,594*
primigenium (Conr.) .................................. ; ............... II,368,370,372
pulchellum M. & W .......................................................... II,371
symmetricum King ........................................................... II,369
ventrlcosum Hall ............................................................. II,368
sp. indet ..................................................................... II,372*
Macrodon Lycett ......................................................... ·.......... V, 575; VIII, 123
delicatus M. & W................................................................ V,575*
sangamonensis Worthen .................................................... VIII, 123*
tenuistriatus :M. & W........................................................... V,576*
Macrostylocrinus Hall ....................................................................... II.151
(Malleus ?) orbicularis McCoy ................................................................ II,258
Mammalian remains in the Drift ........................................................... VIII,8
Mammoth ......................................................... IV,36,46; V,237; VI,214; VIII,8
Mantis ......................................................................................... III,567
Marracanthus St. John and Worthen .................................................... VI,465
rectus (N. & W.J ........................................................... VI,466*
Marsupiocrinus Phillips ................................................ ·................ II, 170, l 72
crelatus Phil ................................................................ II,172
tennnesseensis Roem ..................................................... II,172
Martinla McCoy ........................................................................... II,155,298
Mascalodus ................................................................................... VI,285
Mastodon Cuvier ............................................ lV,36,46,113,193,242; VI,214; VIII,8
Mazonia Meek and Worthen ............................................................... III,563
woodiana M. & W .............................................................. III.563+
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Meekella White and St. John ................................................................ V,571
striato-costata (Cox) .............................................................. V,571*
Meekopora Ulrich ................................................................ VIII, 347, 383, 482
"
(?) aperta U!r .................................................................. VIII, 485*
approximata U!r ........................................................... VIII, 484*
clausa (Ulr.) ............................................................ Vlll,315t,485*
eximia Ulr .............................................................. VIll,383,483*
Megalomus Hall ............................................................................. 111,292
"
(?) dixonensis ~f. & W ............................................................ Ill,298
Megalonyx Jefferson ................................................................ IV,46; VIll,8
Megambonia lyoni·Hall ...................................................................... Il,156
(Meganteris) elongatus (Vanuxem) ......................................................... III, 402
(
) ovalis Hall .................................................................... Ill, 401
Megaptera Meek and Worthen ............................................................ Ill,337
casei M. & W .................... ~ ............................................ 111.337*
Megathentomum pustulatum Scudder .................................................. III, 570+
Megistocrinus Owen and Shumard ...... : ..................... 11,151,210; V,393; VIIl,li67,169
amplux M. & W ......................................................... V,394,395
brevicornis Hall ............................................................. V,395
crassus White ................................................................ V,395
evansi 0. & S .......................................................... V,393~5
l infelix Winch. & Mar ....................................................... II,210
knappi Lyon ................................................................ II,210
) marcouanus Winch. & Mar ................................................ Il,210
nobilis Wachs. & Spr .................................................. VIll,169*
parvirostris M. & W ...................................................... V, 396*
parvus Wachs. & Spr .................................................. VIll,171*
plenus White ................................................................. V,895
spinulosus Lyon .................................................... Il,210; V,393
superlatus Hall .............................................................. V,3fl0
whitei Hall .............................................................. V,394,397*
(Melania) fusiformis Munster .............................................................. IIl,362
CMeleagrina) lawigata McCoy ................................................................ Il,333
(
) pulchella McCoy .......................................... : .................... Il,33.~
Melocrinus Goldfuss ...................................................................... II, 147, 209
Melonites Owen and Norwood ......................................................... II, 227, 24'
C
) dame M. & W ................................................. Il,248t,249t; lll;,524t
multiporus O. & :N ......................................... II,227t,228t,248; IIl,524+
CMelanopsis Meek and Worthen).. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . ........................ '. ............. II, 2411
Melosaurus Meyer ............................................................................ II, 14'0
Membraniporidre ......................... , ................................................. VIIi,aoo
Menopoma Harlan ....... : .................................................................... 11,139
Merista Suess .................. : ............................................................. IIl,376
lrevis CVanuxem) ................................................................. III,376*
Meriste!la Hall .............................................................................. 111,354
sp ............................. : .................................................. IIl,354*
Mesodmodus St. John and Worthen ................................................. TI,290,339
explanatus St. J. & W ................................................. Vl,293*,298
exsculptus St. J. & W ............................................. VI,291*,2ll4,297
ornatus 8t. J. & W ........................................................ VI, 294*
Metoptoma Phillips ......................................................................... III, 506
oblonga Phill ................................................................... Ill,5e6
pile us Phill . . . . . .. . . . . ......................................................... III, 506
solaris (Kon.) ................................................................... III,506
"
(?) umbella M. & W ............................................................. IIl,506*
undata Winch .................................................................. llI.507
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:Miamia Dana................................................................................. III,566
bronsoni Dana ...................................................................... 111,566
dame Scudder .................................................................... III,666+
Michelia Reemer .......................................................................... .' .. 11,sn
Michelini& favosa Kon ............ , ........................................................... II, 414
Mlcrocyclus Meek and Worthen ............-.............................................. III,420
discus M. & W ...................................................... ; ....... IIl,420*.
Mlcrodoma Meek and Worthen .............................................................. V,598
conica M. & W ................................................................ V,698*
(Microspongia Miller and Dyer) .................................................. VIII,226,228,229
(
gregaria Miller) .......................................................... VIII,229
Millepora Lamarck ................................ : ......................................... IIl,305
(
J gracilis Phill .................................................................... VIII,402
Mitoclema Ulrich ...................................................................... VIII,337,369
cinctosum Ulr ......................................................... , ....... VIIl,369*
(Mitra sp. Cumberland) ...................................................................... II,274
Modiola Lamarck . .. .. .. . .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . . .. . . . .............................. VIII, 125
concentric& Hall .................................................................... IIl,489
illinoiensis Worthen ........................................................... VIII, 126*
" J lingualis Phill ...................................................................... 111,536
Modiolopsis Hall ........................................ , ................................ Ill,294,438
carrollensis Worthen (to be substituted for M. subnasuta) Bull. I,p:38.
gesneri Bill .................................................................... ll,296
modiolJformis M. & W ..................................................... 111,294*
ortbonota M. & W. (See M. rectiformis) ................................ III,296*
(?) perovata M. & W ........................................................... IIl,438*
rectiformis Worthen, to be substituted for M. orthonota,Bull. No. I, p, 38.
subnasuta M. & W. (See M. carrollensisJ ................................ VI,494*
sp. indet. (cast) ................................................... VI, Pl. xxiii,fig. 2*
Monactinellidm Zittel ........................................... _. ..................... VIIl,220;233
Monakidm Marshall ........................................................................ VIII,288
Monopteria Meek and Worthen ........................................................... II,339
gibbosa M. & W .............................................................. II,340"'
longispina (Cox) ........ , ................................................... Il,336,341
Monot.is Bronn ................... : ............................................................ V,573
2iegaria M. & W .................................................................. V, 678*
" J hawni M. & W., .................................................................... II.338
salinaria Bronn ...................................................................... II,337
Monotrypa Nicholson ........................................................ VIII.379,407,455,462
rectimuralis Ulrich ............................................... VIll,308t,309t,462*
subg!obosa (Ulrich) ........................................................... VIII,462
undulata !Nicholson) ...................................................... VIII,379,462
Monotrypella Ulrich .................................................................. VIII,877,451
mqualis Ulr ................................................... VIII,308t,309t,377,453
appressa Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 463*
crassimuralis Ulr ........................................................ VIII,462*
pulchella (Edwards and Hainiel ........................................ : . VIII, 458
quadrata (Rominger) ...................................................... VIII,452
subquadrata Ulr ................ ; .......................................... VIII,452
Monticulipora d'Orbigny ............................................................ VIII, 370,407
(
) filiosa d'Orb ........................................................... VIll,407,456
(
) frondosa d'Orb ........................................................ VID,407,414
lamellosa Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 408*
mammulata d'Orb .................................................... VIII,;170,407
) ramosa d'Orb ............................................................. VIII,407
winchelli Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 408*
Monticuliporidm Nicholson (Ulrich emend.) ................................... VIIl,338,869,407
Mucronella spinosissima var. major Hincks ............................................ VIIl,305
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Monticava d'Orbigny ...................................................................... VIIl,340
(MonticuUporaJ petropolitana (Pander) .................................................... III,304
Murchisonia d'Archie.c and Verneuil ................... II,317,373,383; !II,317; V,599; VIII,141
bicincta Hall.......•.•....................................................... ID,317*
inornata M. & W ............................................................. V, 1199*
keokuk Worthen .......................................................... VIIl,141*
lasallensis Worthen ....................................................... VIIl,141*
minima Swallow ............................................................... Il,883
perangulata HallJ ............................................................. III,317
Myalina deKoninck .......................... II,281,300,341; III,358,535; V,582; VI,524; VIII,127
angulata M. & W .................................................................II, 300*
aviculoides M. & He.yd ............................................................. Il,345
concentrica M. & W .............................................................. II,281*
kansasensis Shum .................................................................. II,345
keokuk Worthen...................... : . ......................................... VI, 1124*
meliniformis M. & W ............................................................. II,343*
monroensis Worthen .......................................................... VIII,127*
perattenuata M. & He.yd .................................................. II,342; V.582~
permiana Swe.11 ..................................................................... Il,343
recta Shum ........................................................................... II,342
recurvirostris M. & W ........................................................... II,344*
sancti-ludovici Worthen .......................................................... V, 1140*
squamosa (SbyJ ..................................................................... II,342
subquadrata Shum .................................................................. Il,344
var. ampla M. & He.yd ............................................. II,336
swallovi M. Ch ............................................ : . .................. Il,336,341*
My le.eris anthre.cophlla Scudder. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. III, 1188+
Myliobatis Cuvier ............................................................... Il,59; VII,199,210
aquila (LJ ........................................................................ IV,865
Myliodonts ............................................................................ VI,299,363,472
Myriacanthus ~emigranulatus Rom' sky .......... : ........................................ VI, 468
Myriapoda................................................. ·... ; ................. ·...... II, 409; III,556
Mytilus squamosus Sby ...................................................................... Il,342
Myxospongia Hreckel .................................................................... VIII,220
Naiadites carbonaria Dawson ........................................................... ·... IIl,535
Natica Adanson.
( " J altonensis M. Ch ....................................................................... V,595
( " J·marlre Murch .......................................................................... Il,364
( " J pllcistria Phill ........................................................................ II,364
( " J ventricosa N. & P .......................................................... II,366: V.1192*
Naticopsls McCoy .................................................... II,383,368; V,592; VIII,144
altonensis M. Ch ............................................................... V,595*
" (?J var. gigantea ...................................... V,Pl. xxviil,flg. 12*
biserialis (Phill.J .......... , ..................................................... II,364
(Tre.chydomlal brevis (SbyJ .................................................... Il,364
madif)onensis Worthen .................................................... VIIl,144*
(Trachyd.J marire (Murch.) ..................................................... Il,364
nana M. & W .................................................................. II,3811*
(Tre.chyd.J nodosa. M. & W .................................................. Il,388*
var. hollldayi M. & W .................................. Il,387*
phlllipsi McCoy ................................................................. II, 364
plicistria <Phill.J ................................................................. Il,364
?pricel Shum.) ...................................... .'............................. V,592
subcostata Goldf ................................................................ II,364
subovata Worthen ............................................................ V.11911*
ventricosa (N. & P.J .................................................. Il,364; V,1192*
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Naticopsls (Trachyd.J wheeleri (Swall.J ............................................ II,864; V,595*
Nautilus Breynius (L.J .......................... II,161,305,386; V,522,543,608: Vl,531; Vlll,148
biangulatus McCoy ................................................................ 11,162
bistrlalis Phill.) ..................................................................... 11,SOO
capax M. & W ................................................................... VI, 632*
· cariniferous Sby ............................................................ 11,162: V,522
. chesterensis M. & W ............ : .............................................. II,306*
· collectus M. & W ................................................................ V, 644*
coxanus M. & W ................................................................. V, 643*
digonus M. & W ................................................................ 11.163*
disciformis M. & W ..... ; ............................................... V,522*; Vl,531
discus Sby .......................................................................... V,523
dorsalis Phill ........................................................ ·.............. Vl,582
edwardsianus Kon ................................................................. 11,162
globatus? Sby ............................................................... II, 162, 306*
highlandensis Worthen ......................................................... VI,631*
lasallensis M. & W .......................... .' ................................... V,610*
latus M. & W ........................................... : ......................... V,608•
leidyi M. & W .................................................................... V,624*
montgomeryensis Worthen .................................................. VIII, 148*
niotensis M. & W ................................................................ V, 623*
nodocarinatus M; Ch.) ............................................................. 11,387
occidentalis Swan ........................ , ....... , ................................. 11,386
omalianus Kon ..................................................................... 11,162
ornatus? var. ampyus M.. & W ............................. VI, PI. xvvii, fig. 1 and 2*
(Endolobus) peramplus M. & W.J ............................................... Il,308
plnguis Kon .......................................................................... II, 162
planorblformls M. & W ............. i . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . II,386*
planovolvis (?) Shum ................................................. V,Pl. xxx,fig. 8*
quadrangulus M. Ch.) ............................................................ 11,387
Jrockfordensls M. & W ............... , ...... , .................................. 111,469*
sangamonensis M. & W .............................................. ·.......... 11,386*
(Endol.J spectabilis M. & W .................................................... 11,308*
stygialis Kon. ...................................................................... 11,162
subglobos?Is M. & W.J ........................................................... 111,305
sulcatus Sby ........................................................................ 11,162
(Trematodiscus) trisulcatus •·. & W ........................................... 11,162*
tuberculatus Sby ............................................................... Il,306,308
winslovi M. & W................................................................. V,609*
wrighti Flem.) ...................................................................... 11,305
sp. indet ................................................................ V,PI. xix.fig. 2•
Nemacanthus Agassiz ....................................................................... VI,440
Nemataxis Hall ............................................................................ VIll,402
(Nematocrinus) wachsmuthi M. & W ................................................... 111,466*
Nematopora Ulrich ........................................................... VIIl,363,401,406,644
alternata Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 646*
concava 'Bill.) ............................................................... VIll,645
delicatula Ulr. .. ................................. ; ........................ Viii, 646*
formosa (Bill.) ............................................................... VIIl,645
fragllis Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 646*
lineata (Bill.) ................................................................ VIII, 646*
minuta (HallJ ................................................................ ViII,645
quadrata Ulr .........................................................._VIII, 401, 644*
retrorsa Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 646*
striatopora (Bill.) .•.......................................................... VIII, 645
strigosa (Bill.) ............................................................... VIII,645
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Nerita ·haliotis Sby......................................................................... IIl,385
( " pricei Shum.) .............................................................. ·.··· ........ V,592
spirata Sby ............................................................................ II,866
" ) subcostata Goldf ...................................................................... II,364
Nicholsonella Ulrich .................................................................. VIIl,374,421
cumulata Ulr ................................... :..................... VIII, 374, 423*
ponderosa Ulr ............................... , ,. ...................... VIII,374, 422*
vaupeli Ulr ........................................................... VIII,421, 422, 423
Nipterocrinus Wachsmuth.................................................................. V,434
a.rboreus Worthen ....................................................... V,436*
wachsmuthi M. & W ...................................................... V,436*
Nucleocrinus Conrad ............................................................. II,275; VII,367
angularis Lyon .............................................................. VII,360
? canadensis Montg9mery ................................................... VII, 357
elegans Conr ................................................................ VIl,362
lucil:i.a Hall ................................................................... VII, 360
meloniformis Barris ....................................................... VII,361
Nucula Lamarck ....·............................................................... V,589; VIII, 128
" ? beyrichi Schaur ....................................................................... V,589*
illinoiensis Worthen ....... ·..................................................... VIII, 128*
parva McCoy ...................................................... ;,,.................. V;589*
Nuculana Link ................................................................................ II,283 ·
? curta M. &W ........................................................ : ........... II,283*
sp. indet .............................................................. V.PI. xxvi,fig. 10*
Obolus Eichwald .............................................................................. 111,801
tTrimerella?J conradi Hall ....................................................... 111,361*
davidsoni Salter .. ·.................................................................. III, 851
Odontaspis Agassiz .......................................................................... Vl,276
Odontocephalus Conrad ................................................................... III, 416
regeria (Hall ?J. , ......................................................... III, 417*
arenarius M. & W ........................................................ 111,417
selenurus Conr ........................................................... 111,417
sp. ind et, .................................................................. III, 416*
·odontochile Haw le and Corda ......................................................... IB,367,391
COdontotrypa Ham ................................. .'....................................... VllI,383
Oligoporus Meek and Worthen ..................................................... .' .. II,226,247
danre M. & W .......................................... Il,248t,249*; Ill,524+; V,477
nobilis M. & W ................................................................. V,476*
COlivanites Troost) ........ ·.................................................................. VII,357
· Ollacrinus Cumberland ...................................................................... 11,225
(
?Jfiscellus M. & W ............................................................... 11,226.
Omphalotrochus Meek....................................................................... II, 159
Onchus hamatus Ag......................................................................... Vl,450
Oncoceras Hall ............................................................................... 111,446
Onychaster Meek and Worthen ............. , .................................. III,626; V, 474
barrisi CHall) .................................................................... V,476*
fiexilis M. & W .................................................. III,6261·; V,475,510*
Onychocrinus Lyon and Casseday .... II,242; III,49<!; '\:;.498,552; VI,520; VII,307; VIIl,199
asteriformis (Hall) .................................................. II,243; III,494
distensus Worthen-· .................................................... VII,307*
diversus M. & W ............................................... II,243; IIl,492t*
exsculptus Ly. & Cass............................................. II,247; V,498*
magnus Worthon .................... ....... : .. ............................ VJ:,620*
meeki (Hall) ................................................................... V,553
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Onychocrinus monroensis M. & W.. . . . ................................................. II, 244*
norwoodi M. & W .................................................... Il,245*,247+
whitfieldi <Hal!) ..................·.......................................... :v. 552*
Ophileta Vanuxem ...................... ; ................................................... Ill,313
compacta Salter ................................................................... III, 314
owenana M. & W ................................................................ III.313*
Ophloraphidites Carter ................................................................... VIIl,245
Ophiuroidea .......................................................................... V,509; VIl,330
Oracanthus Agassiz ............................................... Il,117,126: VI,472,477; VII,255
abbreviatus Newb..................................................... Il,118; VI,480
eonsimilis St. J. & W.J ............................................ VI,478*; VIl,255
miller! Ag ....................................................................... VI,479
? obliquus St. J. & W ............................................... VI.477*; VIl,257
J pnlgeus N. & W ............................... .' ...................... Il,117*; Vl,480.
pustulosus Ag .................................................................. VI, 468
rectus St. J. & W .......................................................... VII,257*
vetustus Leidy..................................................... VI,479; VII.255*
Ormoceras Stokes ........................................................................... III,298
back! Stokes .................................................................. III.298*
tenuifilum Hall ................................................................. III,298
Orodus Agassiz ........................ Il,62,73: IV,358,360; VI,285,291,295,315,335,337; VIl,65
alleni St. J. & W ............................................................ VI,310*,318
carinat.us St. J. & W .................................................... VI,300,307*,309
cinctus Ag......................................................................... Il,64,65
" ) corrugatus N. & W ................................................. IV,358*; VI,311,316
dredaleus St. J. & W ............................................................ VI.301*
decussatus St. J '& W .......................................................... VI, 300*
elegantulus N. & W ................................................ Il,64*,67; VI,302,309
fastigiatus St. J. & W ........................................................... VI,306*
gibbosus <N. & W.J ................................................................. VI,308
major St. J. & W ..... .' ...................................................... VI,300,302*
mamillaris N. & W ........................................................ Il,66*; VI,301
" J minusculus N. & W ................................................... II,67*,69; VI,339
minutus N. & W .......................................................... Il,68*; VI,308
multicarinatus N. & W ............................................................ II,62*
neglectus St. J. & W ................................... ; ........................ VI,308*
ornatus N.. & W ........................................................ 1,,65*,68; VI,308
parallelus St. J. & W ............................................................ VI.295*
parvulus St. J. & W .......................................... : .............•.... VI,309*
plicatus N. & W ....................................................... Il,63*; VI,301,309
ramosus Ag ...........................................................•...... Il,63; VI,303
tuberculatus N. & W ...................................................... II,66*; VI,307
~urgidus St, J. & W ............................................................. ."VI.310*
varicostatus St. J. & W ................................................. VI,304*,308,311
whitei St. J. & W ................................................................ VI;297*
Orophocrinus von Seebach .................................................... VIl,347; VIIl,2<>1
conicus W. & Sp .................................................... VIII,201*.~4
fusiformis W. & Sp ................................................. VIII,201, 203*
gracilis CM. & W.J .......................................................... V,467*
stelliformis co: & S.J ............................ V,464*; VIl,347,349; VIIl,201
Orthis Dalman ............................................ Il,322; III,372,410,423; V,571; VIIl,106
carbonaria Swallow ................................................................... V,571*
elegantula Dalman .............................................................•..... III, 374
hybrida Sby? ....................................................................... IIl,371*
iovensis Hall ............................... , ......................................... III,424
var. furnarius .Hall ........•.................................•........... IIl,424*
C "
lasal!ensis M. Ch.J ................................................... """"·······,···.··V,510
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Orthis mac-farlanei Meek ................... ; ............................................ Ill,423*
musculosa Hall ....................................................................... IIl,410
oblata HaJI.. ............................. f ............................... .'............ IIl,371
perelegans Hall...................................................................... Ill,374
planoconvexa Hall ................................................................... III,374
resupinata ¥artin .............................................. : ................... VIII, 106
resupinoides Cox ................................................................ VIII, 106*
(

'~

( "

richmondi M. Ch.) ..................................................................... V,570

rtigosa Buch.) .............................. ·.......................................... III,426
striatula d'Orb ...................................................................... III,425
subcarinata Hall. .................................................................. III, 3 73*
testudinaria Dalman ................................................................. III, 373
sp. indet ............................................................................ III,410*
!Orthisina crassa M. & Hayd.) ............................................................... V,570
Orthoceras Breynius .............. II,286,304; III,298,318; V,612; VI,503,512; VII,323; VIII,148
anellus Conr .................................................................. III,318*
angulatum Wahl ............................ : . ................................ VI, 504*
annulat~ostatum M. & W.l see.o. randolphense ........................ II.304*
(Ormoceras) backi Stokes? ................................................. III. 298*
crebescens HaJl ................................................................ VI,504
crebristriatum M. & W ..................................................... VI, 503*
dilatatum Kon ................................................................... II,287
expammm M. & W ............ .'............................................. II,286*
jolietense M. & W .• : ................................................. ; ...... VI, 505*
illinoiense Worthen .............................................. VII,323; VIII.148*
laphami M. Ch ..... , ............................................................ VI,504
lasallense Worthen ............................................. VII,324; Vill,149*
maro Bill ...................................................................... III,320
medullare Hall? . . .. .. .. ...................................................... Y.I, 504*
munsterianum? .................................................... V. Pl. xxiii, fig. 5*
occidentale Winch ....................... ·....................................... VI,513
okavense Worthen ............................................. VII,324; VIII.149*
pauciseptum Hall .............................................................. VI, 505
randolphense Worthen:· this name should replace O. annulat~ostatum
M. & W:, the latter name being pre-occupied. <Bulletin No. 1, page 38.l
rectum Worthen, ............................................................ VI, 504*
rushense M. Ch ..................................................... V,612*: VIII,149
.striilineatum M. Ch ........................................................... VI,504*
tenuifilum Hall .................................................................. III,298
unionen,se Worthen .......................................................... VI,505*
winchelli M. & W ....... ~ ...................................................... VI,512
sp. indet ............................................................ V,Pl. xxx,f!g. 5*
•• ...................................................................... VIII,151
Orthonema Meek and Worthen .......................................... II,380; V,590; VIII,145
carbonarium Worthen ................. '. ................................... VIII.145*
conicum M. & W ............................................................. V,590*
salteri M. & W ................................................................ II,381*
Orthonychia Hall....................................................................... III,385, 387
(
) pyramidata HaJl .............................................................. III,389
(
l subplicata CM. & W.i ................................................... III,385,457*
(
) subrecta Hall .............................................................. III,385,387
Orthopleurodus St. John and Worthen ........................................... VII,61,85,190
carbonarius CN. & W.) ........................................... VII,177.192*
convexus St. J. & W ................................................. VII, 193*
novimexicanus St. J. & W. .. ........................................ VII.195*
(Orthopora Hall) ................................................................... VIII,402,647,662
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Osteophorus Meyer .......................................................................... 11,140
Oxyrhina crassa Ag ........................................................................ VIII,4t
Pachastrella Schmidt....... :. ............................................................ VIII,245
Paehydictya Ulrich ...................................... : ............................ VIII,390,522
acuta (Hall) .............................................................. VIIl,522,526
}:>ifurcata (VanC!eveJ ........................................................ VIIl,526
everetti Ulr .......................... ·· ..................................... VIII, 623*
fenestelliformls (Nich.J .................................................... VIII, 626
var. cortioula Ulr •..................................... VIII, 626*
ftrma U!r .................................................................. VIII, 626*
gigantea Ulr.; ............................................................. VIII, 624*
occidentalis Ulr ......................................................... VIII, 522, 526
obesa Foerste ............................................................... VIII,522
robusta Ulr ....•.....•................................................... VIII, 390, 522
splendens Ulr ........................... ~ ................................ VIII,623*
(turgida FoersteJ ............................................................ VIII, 526
<Palrearca Hall) .............................................................................. III,309
Palreasteridre ........................................................................ II, 278; VII, 327
(Palreasterinal fimbriata M. & W ............................................................ II, 278
Palreechinidre McCoy .............................................. II,229,247,294; III,523; V,473
Palreechinus McCoy .................................................... II,226,229; III,523; V,473
burlingtonensis M. & W....................................... II,230*,23lt; V,474
danre M. & W .................................................................. II, 251
graci!is M. & W .............................................................. V,473*
Palreeschara Hall. ............................. : ....................................... VIII, 354, 366
Palreescharidre U!rleh .................................................................... VIII,366
Palreocampa Meek and Worthen ................................................ II,410; III,666
anthrax M. & W ............................................................. II,410*
Palreocaris Meek and Worthen ................................................. II,403; III,662
typus M. & W ....................... ; ...................... II,403*,406*; III,662t
Palreocrinoidea Wachsmuth and Springer .... II,147,167,234,263,288,310; IIl,421,463,511;
V, 323-339,483,530,546,561; VII,269,335,341; VIII,83, 157, 1611
Palreomanon :Roemer ..................................................... VIII,212, 214, 217, 223, 234
bursa Hall .................................................................. VIII, 234
cratera Roemer ............................................................ VIII, 234
Palreonlscus de Blainville ........................................................... II,17; IV,347
graci!is N. & W ............................................................. IV,347*
peltigerus <Newb.J .................................................... II,17+: IV,348
Palreopterina Scudder ....................................................................... III,566
(Panoprea?J lunulata Gein ................................................................... II,347
(Paradoxidesl boltonl Bigsby ............................................................... VI,508
Pasceolus Billings ........................................................................... III,345
<
?J dactylioides (Ow.J ............................................................ III,346*
(Patella) solaris Kon ......................................................................... IIl,506
Pattersonla S. A. Miller .......................................................... VIII, 212, 217, 240
diffioi!is Mill .................................................................. VIII, 240
Peoten Muller.
( " l avioulatus Swan ............................................................ III,455; V,588*
(
l clevelandicus (Swall.J ................................................................ II,331
consimi!is McCoy .................................................................... II,333
dissimilis McCoy ..................................................................... II,833
ma.Ximus L ........................................................................... II,333
( " ) neglectus Gein ........................................................................ V,589
( '' ) occidentalis Shum . .................................................................. II, 331
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Pecten pusillus Miinster ................................................................. II,334,336
sericeus <Vern.) .................................................................. II,335,336
sowerbyi McCoy .................................................................... III,455
) tenuilineatus M. & W............................................................... II,334
Pelmatozoa ............................................................................. VIII, 163, 201
Peltodus Newberry and Worthen ......................................... IV,862: VI,409,414
curtus N. & W .................................................................. IV,856*
plicomphalus St. J, & W ....................................................... VI,411*
pulvinulus N. & W ...........................-................................... IV,862
quadratus St. J. & W ...................•.................................. VI,410*,413
transversus St. J. & W ......................................................... VI,412*
unguiformis N. & W ............................................... IV,868*; Vl,409,413
Penniretepoca d'Orbigny ............................................................. VIII, 398, 615
Pentacrinus Schlotheim ................................... , ............................... VIII, 161
Pentagonia Cozzens ........................................................................ III,380
Pentamerus Sowerby ....................................................................... III, 428
comifl <Owen)? ............................... ' .............................. III, 428*
l elon2atus Vanu.Xem .......................................................... IIl,402
!l"aleatiformis M. & W.J ............ : ................................. II,325; IIl,428
galeatus Dalman ...................................................... II,325; III,429
occidentalis Hall ....................................................... Il,325i III,428
subglobosus M. & W ...................................................... 111,429*
Pentremites Say .................................. II,171,274; III,496; V,461,506; VI,521; VII,346
abbreviatus Hambach ....................................................... VII,351
burlingtonensis .M. & W .................................................... V,461*
clavatus Shultze ................................................................ V,364
cornutus M. & W .............................................................. II,276
elongatus Shum .............................................................. IIl,499
godoni Defr ..................................................................... V,461
inflatus Gilb ..................................................................... V,466
lineatus Shum ................................................................. VI, 521
Jmelo (0. & S.) ....................... : ........................................ III,496
" var.) projectus M. & W ................................................ IIL496
)norwoodi 0. & S ...................................................... IIl,496; V,473
<Tricmlocrinus) obliquatus Roemer ........................................ VI,521*
l reinwardti Shum ............................................................. VIl,357
roemeri Shum .................................................................. V,509
l stelliformis 0. & S ....................................... V,464; Vll,347; VIII,201
subtruncatus Hall) ........................................... ; ............... VII, 357
(TricmLJ varsoviensis Worthen ............................................ VI, 521*
(Troostocr.?J woodmani M. & W .......................................... V,506*
wortheni Hall? ................................................................ V,506*
Pentremitidea d'Orbigny, .................................................................. Vll,363
americana Barris ........................................................ VII, 368
clavata 1Schultze) .......................................................... VII.~64
Perivlectrodus St. John and Worthen ................................................... VI, 324
compress¥s St. J. & W ........................................ : ....... Vl,326*
expansus St. J. & W .................................................... VI,827*
warreni St. J. & W ................................................. Vl,325*,327
Perischodomus Melloy ........................... ·............................. II,229,294; VII.~33
illinoiensis Worthen and Miller ...................................... VII,833*
Perischoechinidre ..................................... Il,225,247,294; III,522; V,473,510; Vll,331 ·
Pernopecten Winchell .............................................................. Il,334; IIl,453
cooperensis (Shum.) ........................................................... II,334
limiformls White and Whitl ...................................... ~.......... Ill,455
shumardanus Winch.? ................................ : . ................... III,458•
l'eronella Zittel ........................................................................ VIII,218,280
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Peronopora Nicholson ............................................................... VITI, 370, 4111
decipiens !Rominger) •. : .................................................... VIII,870
Petalodontidre Newberry and Worthen ..................................................... Il,31
Petalodus Owen ................................ II.31,35,47,73; IV,855; VI,367,377,004,397,403,413
acuminatus Ag ......................................................... II,811,37; VI,396
alleghaniensis Leidy ...................................................... II.Sil; VI,396
Jbellulus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI,897,398*
curtus? N. & W ................................................................. VI,394*
destructor N. & W ................................................ II,811,36*,46; Vl,396
hastingsi Ow .............................................................. II,811; VI,396
hybridus St. J. & W ......................................................< .... VI,394*
lrevissimus Ae: .................................................................... VI,399
linguifer N. & W ................................................. II,Sll,37*; Vl,394,400
proximus St. J. & W .. . . . .. .................................. : ............... VI, 396*
Pf:ltalorhynchus Agassiz ................................................ / .... II,32,40; VI,405,414
distortus St. J. & W .................................................... VI,406*
pseudosagittatus St. J. & W ........................................... VI, 405*
psittacinus Ag ...................................................... II,811; VI,408
sagittatus Ag ................................................ II,3'2,40; VI,406,408
spatulatus St. J. & W .................................................. VI,408*
striatus N. & W ......................................... : ..... II,811,40*; VI,406
Petalotrypa Ulrich .................................................................... VIII,377,458
compressa Ulr ......................................................... VIII,377,464*
delicata Ulr ................................................................. VIII. 454*
Petigopora Ulr ............................................................................ VIII, 372
gree:aria Ulr ............................................. : .......... : ......... VIIl,3711
Petrodus McCoy ............................................................ II,70; IV,Sb'9; VI,314
acutus N.& W .................................................................... II,72*
occidentalis N. & W ........................................... II, 70*; IV,370; VI,461
patelliformis McCoy .. .. .. .. ...................................................... II, 71
" (?)pustulosus N. & W ............................................................ IV,369*
Petrospongire ............................. :. .............................. , ........... II, 145,283,262
Phacelopora Ulrich ................................................................... VIII, 368,406
constricta Ulrich .......................................................... VIII,406*
pertenuis Ulrich ...................................................... VIII, 368, 406*
Phaceloporidre Ulrich .................................................................... VIII. 368
Phacops Emmerich .......................................................................... III,447
rana !Green) ..................................................................... III.447*
Phrenopora Hall .................................................................... VIII,849,392,520
constellata Hall .............................................................. VIII,S92t
expansa Hall and Whitfield ............................................ VIII,891,392t
explanata Hall ................................................................ VIII,892
fenestelliformis !Nich. sp.) Ulrich) ........................................ VIII,626*
lindstromi Ulrich .......................................................... VIII,392t
) multipora Hall ................................................................ VIII,520
Phrenoschisma Etheridge and Carpenter ............ , .............................. VII,363,356
verneuili Eth. & Carp ..................................................... VII,356
Pharetrones Zittel......................................................................... VIII,289
Phiilipsia Portlock ........................................................................ V,525,612
· bufo M. & W ..................................................................... V,628*
?) elliptica M. & W ................................................................. III,462
vortlocki M. & W ............................................................... V, 526*
sangamonensis M. & W ........................................................ V.616*
scitula M. & W., ................................................................ V,612*
Philocrinus de Koninuk: ............................................... : .............. Il,815; V,446
(?J antiquus M. & W ................................................................ V,449
) conoideus M. & yr ............................................................ II,8111+
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Philocrinus nebrascensis M. & W .......................................................... V,446
(
pelvis M. & W.J .............................................................. II,317+*
(
?J tuberculatus M. & W...................................................... ;... II, 319
typus M. & W .................................................................. V,446
C?J whitei M. & W ................................................................. V, 449
Phrnbodus St. John and Worthen ......................................................... VI.251
sophiai St. J. & W ............................................................ VI,251*
Pholidocidaris Meek and Worthen ........ ~ ................................................ V,510
irregularis M. & W ....................................................... V,512*
Phragmoceras Broderip .......................... ."...................................... VI,506,511
byronense Worthen.~ .................................................... VI, 506*
nestor Hall .................................................................. VI, 506
walshi M. & W ............................................................. VI,511*
Phragmodiotya Hall ................... : .................................................. VIII, 237
catilliformis ·Whitfield ................................................... VIII, 237
lineata Hall .............................................................. VIIl,237
patelliformis Hall ..............................................•......... VIII, 237
Phrynidai ..................................................................................... III,568
Phyllodictya Ulrich ............................................................... Vi II, 348, 390, 528
frondosa Ulr .............................................•............... : .. VIII, 390
Phyllopoda ............ ·................•..................................................... III. 540
Phyllopora King ............................·....................................... VIII,358,397,612
aspera Ulrich ......................................................... , ..... VIII, 613*
) corticosa Ulr. . ................................... , ........................... VIII, 639
ehrenbergi King .............•.................................. VIII,358,397,612,613
superba Ulrich ......................................................... , ... VIII, 613*
variolata Ulr ........... ; ...................................................... VIII,639
J sp. indet •...................................................... VIII.612,PL lv,fig. 10*
Phylloporina Ulrich .................................................................. VIII, 399, 639
corticosa CUlr.J .............................................................. VIII, 630
dawsoni Ulr ...................................................... VIII,331*,358,639*
granistriata Ulr ................................................... ~...... VIII, 639* .
reticule.ta Hall:............................................................. VIII,6H9
trentonensis Nicholson ..................................................... VIII,639
variolata CUlriehJ ................................•.......................... VIII, 6:19
Phy\loporinidai Ulr ........................................................ , ......... VIII,362, 399 ·
Physetocrinus Meek and Worthen ................................................ V,349,351,363
asper M. & W ............................................................. V,351*
cancellatus (HallJ ................................................ : ........... V,349
dilatatus M. & W ..................................... , ................... :V,363*
ornatus !Hall) ................................................................ V,363
reticulatus (HallJ ............................................................ V,363
subventricosus M. Ch .................................................. V,349,364
ventricosus (HallJ .•.......................................................... V,349
Physonemus Agassiz .................................................... IV,373; VI,448; VII,252
altonensis St. J. & W ......... , .................................. VI,454*; VII,252
arcuatus McCoy .•................................................... IV,373; VI,448
carinatus St. J, & W ...................................................... VI,462*
cestriensis St. J. & W ......................................... VI,455*; VII,252
depressus St. J. & W ..................................................... VI,452*
falcatus St. J. & W ...................................................... VII, 252*
gigas N. & W ............................. IV,3'13*; VI,448,453,PL xviii.fig. 6-10*
parvulus St. J. &. W ...................................................... VI;463*
proclivus St. J. & W ....................................................... VI,451*
subteres (Ag.J .......... ·....................................................... VI,448
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Physospongia Hall ........................................................................ VIII,237
alternata Hall .............................................................. VIII,237
colletti Hall ..........~ ..................................................... VIII,237
·dawson( (Whitfield) ....................................................... VIII,287
Pileopsis Lamarck ............ ·····'·············· ........................................... III,384
(
tubifera) ................................................................. , ......... III,385
(
J vetusta Sby ....................................................................... III, 3'5
(Pileotrypa Hall) ....................................................................... VIII,382,883
Pinacodus Agassiz ...................................................................... VII,200,2:12
gonoplax Ag .................. :................................................. VII, 232
Pinacotrypa Ulrich ....................................................................... VIII, 384
elegans (Rominger) . . . . . . . ........... , ..........•.......................... VIII,385
Pinna Linnams .................................................................. VI,524; VIII.Ill
missouriensis Swan ............................................................... VIII. Ill
sancti-ludovici Worthen ......................................................... VIII,111*
spatula McCoy ........................................................................ VI.52!
subspatulata Worthen ............................................................. VI, 524*
Pinnatopora Vine ............................................................. VIII,358,397,566,614
f>ellula Ulr ................................................ ·······: .... VIII,362*,619*
conferta Ulr .......................................................... VIII,615*,618*
elegans Young and Young ................................................. VIII, 615*
flexicarinata (Y. & Y.J ...................................................... VIII,620
flexuosa Ulr ................................................................ VIII,617*
laxa Young and Young .................................................... VIII,615*
retroflexa Y. & Y .......................................................... VIII,615*
sedgwicki Shruhsole ....................................................... VIII,627
) simplex Vine............................................
. ......... VIII,361,636
stellipora Y. &Y........................................................... VIII,315t
striata Ulr ................................................................. VIII, 617*
tenuiramosa Ulr ..... .'..................................................... VIII, 619*
trilineata <Meek) ...................................................... VIII, 615', 620*
vinei Ulr ........................................................... : ....... VIII,616*
whitei Fmrste ............................................................... VIII,620
youngi Ulr ................................................................. VIII, 615*
Pisces ................................................ II, ll-134; IV ,34:Hl74: VI, 245-488; VII,55-264
Synoptic tables or ................. : ....•........... II,i-v,128-134; VI,483-488; VII,26I-264
Placunopsis Morris and Lycett ............................................................. V,578
carbonaria M. & W·.......................................................... V, 578*
jurensis Roemer ................................................. , ............. V,579
Plagiostomi. .................................................................................. VI, 276
Platyceras Conrad .......................... II,227; III,384.387,406,441,457; V,334-339,516,594
requilaterale Hall ................................... : ............................ V, 518*
biseriale Hall .................................................................. III,509*
flssurella Hall ...................................................... III,385,457; V,519*
gebhardi Conr ................................. : .............................. III,S88,406
haliotoides M. & W ...............................•........................... ill,458*
infundibulum M. & W ...................................................... V,334,517* •
intermedium Hall ................................................................ III.387
multisinuatum Hall .............................................................. III,387
pabulocrinus R. Ow .............................................................. V,335
(Orthonychia) pyramidatum Hall? ........................................... III,389*
(
) quincyense M. Ch ............................................ III,510*
(Exogyroceras) reversum Hall .............................................. III,508t*
spinigerum Worthen ............................................................ V,594*
spirale Hall .............................................................. III,389*,406*
(Orthon. ?J subplicatum M. & w: .................................. ,..... III,385,457*
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Platyceras subrectum Hall ................................................................ V,835,887
subsinuosum Worthen. substituted for subundatum. Bull. No. l,p. 38. ·
subundatum 111. & W.)-~ee P. subsinuosum............................... III,387*
tortuosum Hall .................................................................. III,406
tubiferum (Sby.) ...................................................... , ......... III,387
) umbella 111. & W ..................................................... ·............ III,506
uncum M. & W .................................................................. V,616*
ventricosum Conr..................................................... III,388,405,441*
Platycrinus llliller ............. II,170,172,242,~64; III,466,511; V,450,506,555; VII,306; VIII,186
requalis Hall................................................................... V, 466*
americanus 0. & S .............................................................. V,451
!Pleurocrinus) asper M. & W ...................................... II,172; III,468t*
burlingtonensis 0. & S ..................................... "V,462*,460; VIII,186
(Marsupiocrinites1 crelatus Phill.. .. ...... : ................................... II, 172
discoideus Hall ............... : ................................................. II, 175
j!'eorgii Hall ...................................................................... II,265
(Centrocrinus) gigas Gilb ...................................................... II,172
granulatus lllill ......................... , ................................ II,172: III,513
halli Shum .......................................................... V, 454*; VIII, 189
hemisphrericus M. & W ...................................... III,611t*; V,334,506*
incomptus White ...................................................... V,453,455,459*
inornatus M. Ch ................................................................. V,452
Irevis Miller ................................. : .................................... II, 171
monroensis Worthen ....................................................... VII, 306*
!Pleuroc.) mucronatua Austin ................................................. II,172
mullerianus Kon ................................................................ II, 172
ntotensis M& W ............................................................ III, 613t*
nodibrachiatus Hall ................................................... II, 17'.!; ·III; 491
olla Hall) ..................................................................... V,454,460
olla Kon .................................................... '. ..................... V,460
parvulus 111. & W ..................................................... II,171; V,655*
penicillus M. & W ........................................................... II.266*
perasper M. & W ................................................... ; ........... II,172
pileiformis Hall .............................................................. VIII, 186
planus 0. & S.? ................................... III,467*; V,452*,456; VIII,188*
plenus M. & W .................. ! ............................................ II,267*
plumosus Hall .................................................................. II,173
polydactylus Troost ............................................................ II,267
prattenanus M. & w . ., ....................................................... II,264*
pratteni Worthen ............................................................. VIII, 189
sarre Hall ........................................................................ III,514
scobinlt M. & W ............................................................ III,466t*
spinosus Austin) ................................................................ II,172
!Pleurocr.) subspinosus Hall .................................... II,172,173*; V,452*
symmetricus W. & Sp ..................................................... VIII,186*
(Marsupiocr.) tennesseensis Roem ............................................ II, 172
tenuibrachiatus 111. & W ............ , ......................................... V, 460*
'•'
triaconta-daotylus Austin) ..................................................... Il,172
truncatulus Hall .............................................................. VIII, 188
!Pleurocr.) tubdrculatus Miller ............................................... II,172
(
) tuberosus Hall ..................................................... II,172
wortheni Hall .......................................................... III,467; V,451
sp,) ........................................................................... II,167,168
!Platynotus) boltoni Bigsby............................ .......... .. ..................... VI,508
Platysomus Agassiz ......................................................................... IV,347
circularis N. & W.' ........................................................ IY,347*
orbicularis N. & W ................................................ IV.Pl. iii,fl.g. l*
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(Platystoma) tumidum M. & W .................................... , ........................ Il,363
Plectostylus Conrad.................................... . . . .. :". ............................. II,367
.Plectrodus Agassiz .......................................................................... VI, 324
Pleurocrinus Austin ............. ; ..................................... II,170, 172.173,290; III, 468
asper M. & W .................................................... II,172;1III,468t*
mucronatus Aust .................... ; ......................................... Il, 172
subspinosus Hall ...... ·......................................................... II, 172
tuberculatus Mill. .. .......................................................... II, 172
tuberosus Hall ................................................................ II,172
Pleurode)es Mich ............................................................................. II, 137
Pleurodictyum Goldfuss .................................................................... III,407
problematicum Goldf? .................................................... III,407*
Pleurogomphus Agassiz ............................................. : . .................... VII, 200
Pleurophorus King ...................................... II,347; III,535; V,589; VI,529; '\'oIII,123
(?) angulatus M. & W ........................................................ VI,529*
chesterensis Worthen .................................................. VIII, 123*
costatiformis M. & W. - ................. ; ............................ III, 535t*
costatus (Brown) .............. : ..................................... II,348; III,536
minimus Worthen ........... .'.......................................... VIII,124*
monroensis Worthen ................................................... VIII,126*
oblongus Meek ............................................................. V.689*
subcostatus M. & W ....................................................... II,347*
subcuneatus M. & Hayd .................................................... II,348
Pleurotomaria Defrance ............... II,260,303,351,373,380; III,359; V,600; Vll,324; VIII,135
adamsi Worthen ............................................ , .......... VIII, 137*
angulata Conr.J.......... .. .............................................. III,Sl4
beckwithana M. Oh .......................................................... V,601
bicarinata Sby ............................................................... Il,359
brazoensis Shum? ........................................................ II, 364*
casii M. & W ............................................................. III,359*
chesterensis M. & W ...................................................... II,303*
conica Phill .................................................................. II,260
coniformis Worthen (substituted for P. conoides.J .Bull. I,38
conoides M. & W.J ...................... , ................................. V,603*
coxana M. & W ............................................................ V,600*
coxana Worthen) ......................................................... VIII, 138
cyc!onemoides M. & W .................................................. III,360
gifl'ordi Worthen ........................................................ VIII,136*
granulo-striata M. & W .................................................. II.356*.
gurleyi Meek ................................................... V,P!. xxx,fl.g. 6*
illinoiensis Worthen ................................................... VIII,136*
intertexta M. & W .......................................................... II,355
iovensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII,138*
('
) lenticularis (Sby.J ......................................................... III,316*
micronema M. & W ......................................................... V,603
missouriensis <Swall.J.: ............................................ Il,360; V,604
moritezuma Worthen ....................................... VII, 324; VIII, 136*
nauvooen,is Worthen ................................................. VIII, 137*
obtusispira Shum ............................................................ V,604
pauper Hall ................................................................ IIl,361
pratteni M. & W .......................................................... Il,367*
proutana Shum ............................................................. Il,352
riddelli Shum ................................................................ II,360
scitula M. & W ........................................................... II,363*
shumardiM. & W ........................................................ II,260*
speciosa M. & W.................................................... , .... U.1!~~·
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P!eurotomaria spironema M. & W ....................................................... V,601*
subconstricta M. & W ......................................... V,351*; VIII,186
subscalaris M. & W........ .......... ...... .... ............
.. ...... II,360*
subsinuata M. & W ...................................................... II,358*
tabulata Conr ............................................................... 11,361
tenuicincta M. & W.. ......................... ...............
.. ...... 11,355*
(?) tumida M. & W ........................................................... 11,361*
tubercillosa Defr ................................ , .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .
. ... III,317
turbiniformis M. & W .................................................... 11,359*
) umbilicata Hall ........................................................... III,314*
valvatiformis? M. &W .................................................. V.602*
yvani Leveille ............................................................... II,369
sp. indet ....................................................... V,Pl. xix.fig. l*
(Plicatula) striato-costata Cox ............................................................... V,571
Pnigeacanthus:st. John and Worthen ............................ , ............. VI,480; VII,?.59
(
deltoides.St. J. & W.) ........................................... VI.475,479,480*
pnigeue N. & W ................................................. II, 117*; VI, 480*
trigonalis St. J. & W .................................................... VII, 259*
Pcecilodus Agassiz ................................................ II.96; IV,363,366; VII,61,131
(
aliformis McCoy) .............................................................. VII, 144
angustus Ag ............................................................. II,96; IV,366
carbonarius St. J. & W ................................................. VII.139*
cestriensis St. J. & W .................................................. VII.131,135*
convolutus M. & W .......................................................... IV,366*
jone'<i Ag ....................................·........................... II,95; VII, 136
marginatus ....................................................................... II,96
obliquus McCoy (Ag.?) ................................................ II,95; VII, 136
ornatus N. & W.) .......................................... II,95*; IV,366; VII, 112
parallelus McCoy) ................................ , ............................ VII.144
) rugosus N. & W ................................... II.94*; IV,366; VII,112.119,120
sancti-ludovici St. J. & W ........ :............................
.. ...... VII.131*
springeri St. J. & W ........................................................ VII.139*
) sublmvis McCoy ....................................................... II,99; VII,141
varsoviensis St. J & W .................................................... VII,131*
wortheni St. John ........................................................... VII,136*
Pollakidre Marshall ........................................................................ VIII, 238
Polyphemopsis Portlock................................... 11,372.384; III,361; V,W6; VIII,144
brevis M. & W ................................................... : ......... III. 362
bulimiformis CHall) ...................................... " .................. II.3i3
canaliculata ( Hall) .......................................................... II,373
chrysalis M. & W ......................................................... V,596*
elongata Port!. .................................................... II,373; III.361
fusiformis (Sby.J ................................................... II,373: III,361
inornata M. & W .......................................................... II.374*
(?) keokuk Worthen ....................................................... VIII,144*
nitidula M. & W .......................................................... II.374*
peracuta M. & W......................................................... 11,375*
(Polyphemus) fusiformis Sby - .............................................................. II,373
Polypora McCoy ........................................ II,421; III,504; VIII,245,351,357,396,585
approximata Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 599*
arta Hall ......................................................................... VIII.358
biarmica Keyserling ............................................................ VIII, 599
Prout) ............................................................... VIII. 599*
biserialis (in error for P. biseriata) ........................................... VIII, 358
biseriata Ulr. . ....................................................... VIII, 315t ,538, 592*
bur!ingtonensis Ulr .......................................................... VIII, 587t
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Polypora celsipora !HallJ .................................................................. VIII,858
cestriensis Ulr ........................................................... VIII,357,594*
ilomplanata Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 597*
corticosa Ulr .................................................................. VIII, 596*
crassa Ulr ..................................................................... VIII, 603*
cultellata !HallJ ................................................................ VIII, 586*
dendroides McCoy ....... :. ............................................ VIII,397,585,607
distincta Ulr ............................................................... VIII,357, 603*
eximia (in error for P. whitei) ................................................ VIII,600
gigantea Waagen and Piehl................................................... VIII, 603
grooilis Prout ............................................... II,422*; YIII,357,590*,603
grandis Toula ................................................................... VIII, 603
halliana Prout .................................................... II,421; YIII,357*, 587*
Nich.) ..................... ·............•...•............................. VIII,587
hamiltonensis Prout ............................................................ II,423*
incepta? Hall ................................................... VIII,358, !Pl. lv, fig. l*l
koninckiana Waagen and Piehl ............................................... VIII, 604
laxa !Philll .......................................................................... II,423
mac-coyana Ulr ............................................................ VIII,357, 588*
marginata McCoy ......................................... , ..................... VIII, 602
Geinitz) ............................................................ VIII, 602*
mexicana Prout ..................................................................... II,422
nodocarinata UJr .............................................................. VIII, 601*
ra.dialis Ulr ................................................................ VIII,358, 591*
retrorsa Ulr ................................................................... VIII.591"
shumardi Prout ........................................................... VIII,397, 586*
simulatrix Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 589*
splninodata Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 594*
spinulifera Ulr ............................................................ VIII,357, 598*
submarginata Meek........................................................... VIII, 602*
t•1berculata Prout......................................................... VIII,357, 595*
tuberculata Nich.) ............................................................... VIII,595
varsoviensis Prout ....................................................... -. .... VIII, 593*
whitei Ulr ....................................... : ........................... VIII,358,600*
var. insculpta Ulr ..................................................... VIII,600*
(Polyporidre Vine) ................................................................. , ........ VIII,358
(Polyporinffi Waagen and Pich)) .......................................................... VIII,359
Polyrhizodus McCoy ...................................... Il,3'.!,34,39,42; IV,357; VI,379,384,391
amplus St. J. & W .................................................... VI,385,387*
carbonarius St. J. & W ....• , ............................................ VI,389*
dentatus N. & W ............................. :-. .................. II,34,50*; VI,388
inflexus N. & W..................................................... II,48*; IV,357
littoni N. & W ............................ IV,357*; VI,385,388, Pl. XIII.fig. 14*
magnus M;cCoy .................................................. Il,34,49,51; IV,358
nanus St. J.& W .......................................................... VI,386*
piasensis St. J. & W...................................................... VI,386*
pontlculus N. & W .................................................... ~I.34,50,51*
porosus N. & W ......................................... II,34,49*; IV,357; VI,385
) pusillus McCoy .............................................................. II,34,51
radicans McCoy .......................................................... VI,388,389
truncatus N. & W ......................................................... IV,357*
williamsi St. J. & W............ , ...................................... VI,384•,386
Polyzoa-See Bryozoa.
Porcellia Leveille ................................................................. Ill,458; VIII,138
nodosa Hall. .................................................................... III,458*
peoriensis Worthen ........................................................... VIII, 138*
puzosi Lev ....................................................................... III,458
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Porocrinus Billings ........................................................................ III,329
conicus Bill ..................................................................... III, 331
erassus M. & W ........................... ·................... ·.............. III,330+*
pentagonus M. & W .......... : .............................................. III,332*
Portlockia McCoy ........................................................................... III,449
rana (Green) ..................................................................... III,449
Posidonomya (?) rhomboidea Hall ........................................................ III,855
Poteriocrinidre ..............................................................................VIII, 193
Poteriocrinus Miller .............................................. II,176,179,185,237; III,484,5L5;
V,405,410,490,533,561; VI,516,526; VII,269; VIII,86,193.
requalis (Ham ................................................................ VII, 282
arachniformis Worthen . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .................. VII, 281•
asper Worthen ............................................................ VII, 278*
asperatus Worthen ....................................................... VII, 280*
bayensis M. & W ........................................................... V,550*
bissalli Worthen............................................................. V, 546*
briareus Worthen ......................................................... VII, 279*
buffaloensis Worthen ..................................................... V:III, 89*
burketi Worthen .......................................................... VII, 270*
bursiformis White ............................................................ V,433
calyculatus Hall .............................................................. III,485
capi!laris (Phill.) .............................................................. II, 182
earinatus M. & W ........................................................ III,486+*
claytonensis Worthen ................................................... :vu, 288*
clytis Worthen.:...................................................... VII.294*,301
columbiensis Worthen ............................................... VII, 29S*,295
concinnus M. & W .................................................. V,490; VII,284
coreyi Worthen ............................................. ., .......... VI, 516*,519
coxanus Worthen:......•.................................................• VII, 269*
cultidacty lus Hall ......................................................... VII, 301*
dilatatus Hall (?) ••••••••••••.••••.•.••••.•.••.•••••••.•••••••••••• V, Pl. iv, fig. 7*
) egertoni Phill ...........................·.........·........................•.... II, 270
elsahensis Worthen ....................................................... VIII, 88*
) enormis M. & W ........................................................... IU, 481*
.<
fountainensis Worthen ................................................... VII, 286*
goniodactylus Phill ......... , ........ : ........................................ II, 18'J
hamiltonensis Worthen .................................................. VII,273*
hardinensis Worthen ....................................................... V,533*
) hemisphrericus Shum ......................................................... V,561
hoveyi Worthen ............................................................ VI, 516*
illinoiensis Worthen ...................................................... VII,269*
indianensis M. & W ............................................. III,515+*; VI.517
internodius (Hall) ....................................................... VII,286,:194
iowensis Worthen .......................................................... VII,272
kaskaskiensis Worthen .................................................. VII, 300*
lasallensis Worthen ........................................................ VI, 526*
latidactylus Worthen .................................................... VII,275,
•(
longidaetylus Shum.) .......................................................... II,181
·
macoupinenshf Worthen ................................................... V, 561*
mammiformis Worthen ................................................... VIII,91*
minutus Roemer .............................................................. II,182
missourienses Shum .............................. II,181,184; VI.Pl. xxxi,ftg. 7*
nauvooensis Worthen .................................................... VII, 282*
nodobasalis Worthen...................................................... VIII,89*
obuncus White .......................•...... ·.................................. V,412
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Poteriocrinus occidentalis Worthen .................................................... VII, 27 8*
okawensis Worthen ...................................................... VII, 297*
orestes Worthen .......................................................... VII, 273*
? ornatissimus (Hall) ........................................................... II,182
otterensis Worthen ....................................................... VII, 283*
peculiaris Worthen ....................................................... VII, 298*
pencilliformis Worthen ............................................... VII,273,276*
? perplexus M. & W .......................................................... V,405*
) pisiformis Roem .............................................................. II, 177
popensis Worthen ........................................................ Vll,296*
pro boscidalis Worthen .................................................... VI, 518*
propinquus Worthen ..................................................... VII. 299*
randolphensis Worthen .......................................... V,551*; VIL297
richfleldensis Worthen ................................................... VII, 285*
rowleyi Worthen .......................................................... VIll,90*
salteri Worthen .......................................................... VII, 291*
(?) scoparius (Hall) ............................................................... II.182
sculptus Worthen .......................................................... VII, 292*
similis Worthen ........................................................... VII, 295*
spinibrachiatus Worthen ................................................ VII, ~90*
spinuliferus Worthen .................................................. VIII, 86*, 90
subimpressus M. & W ........................... : ............... III,485t*; V,416
subramulosus Worthen ..................... : ............................ VII,284*
(Scaphiocrinus) subtumidus M. & W ....................................... 11,178
swallovi M. & W ....................................................... ll,183*,184t
talboti Worthen ........................................................... Vll,287*
tentaculatus Worthen .................................................... VII, 277*
tenuibrachiatus M. & W ................................................. VII, 484+*
(Scaph.) tenuidactylus M. & W ...................................... '·· .III,460+*
tenuidactylus Worthen .................................................... VII,271*
ulrichi Worthen ........................................................... VIII, 8 7•
unicus (Hall) ............................................................. Vll,273,278
validus Worthen .......................................................... VII,287*
van-hornei Worthen ........................................................ VI,517*
varsoviensis Worthen .................................................... VII, 290*
venustus Worthen ................................................ VII, 297*,299,301
(Scaph.) wachsmuthi M. & W ............................................ III,488+*
(Pradocrinus) amplus M. & W ............................................................. Ill,470
Prasopora Nicholson and Etheridge, Jr ................................................ VIII, 371
affinis Foord .................................................................. VIII,318t
graym Ni ch. & Ether ........................................................ VIII,371
lycoperdon (Vanuxem) ...................................................... VIII,318t
Prestwichia Woodward ................................................................... III, 548
) danm M. & W ............................................................... III,547+
rotundata Meek .............................................................. III,547t
(Prisconia) perelegans M. & W ............................................................ V,581*
Prismopora Hall .............................................................. VIll,386,505,506,508
minima Ulrich ............................................................. VIII, 506*
trifolia (Rominger) ........................................................ VIII, 505*
triquetra Hall ............................................................... VIII,386
Pristicladodus McCoy ............................................................... II,70; VI.253
armatus McCoy ................................................. , ........... VI,257
) dematus McCoy ...................................................... II, 70; VI,253
goughi McCoy ............................................................... VI, 254
springeri St. J. & W ..................................................... VI,255*
Pristis Lamarck .............................................................................. IV,351
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Pristodus Agassiz ........................................................................... VI,402
acuminatus St. J. & W ........................................................ VI, 402*
falcatus Ag ........................................................................ VI,40ll
Proboscina Audouin ...................................................................... VIII,368
Productus Sowerby ...
II,280,297,320; III,412,460,528; V,569
americanus Swall ......•........................................................ III,530
(·
. analogus Phil!.) .................................................................. III,426
(
asper McCh.) ...................................................................... V,569
costatus Sby ...................................................................... V,570
depress us Sby.) ................................................................. III,426
elegans N. & P.) .............................•................................... II,297
Steininger) ............................................................. III,426
ellipticus M. & W ............................................................. III,460*
exanthematus Hall?? ......................................................... III, 412*
flemingi S by ...................................................................... II, 298
gigimteus (Martin) .............................................................. IlI,529
lasallensis Worthen ............................................................ V, 569*
longispinus Sby ..................................................... II,298,321; V,569*
magnus M. & W ..................................... : ........................ III,528*
) modestus Say ................................................................... III, 078
muricatus N. & P ................................................................. II,321
nanus M. & W .................................................................. II, 320*
nebrascensis Ow ................................................................ V,569*
parvus M. & W ................................................................ II,297*
punctatus Mart .................................................................. V,569*
quadrangularis Stein.) ......................................................... III, 426
rugosus Risinger) .............................................................. III,426
rogersi N. & P.) .................................................................. V,569
scitulus M. & W ............................................................... II, 280*
splendens N. & P ........................................................ II,321; V,569
subaculeatus N. & P .......................................................... III,413
swallovi Shum .................................................................. III,462
tubulospinus McCh.) ............................................................. V,569
wabashenais N. & P.J .................................................. II,321; V,569
Proetus Steininger ........ .".................................................................. III, 460
el!ipticus M. & W ............................................................... III,460*
swallovi Shum ..................................................................... III.462
Protaster Forbes .............................................................................. V,509
gregarius M. & W .............................................................. V, 509*
miltoni Forbes ..................................................................... V,510
Protocrisina Ulrich................................................................... VIII, 369,405
exigua Ulr ............................................. ·..•............. VIII,369,405*
Protolycosa Roemer ........................................................................ III,568
Protonopsis Bart .................................•........................................... II, 139
Protospongia Salter.................................................................... VIII,216,237
fenestrata Salter ........................................................... VIII, 237
(?)minor Matthew ............................................................ VIII,237
var. distans Mat ................................................... VllI,237
tetranema Dawson ......................................................... VIII,237
Protozoa .................................................. (II,145,233,262); IIl,345; V,560; VI,500
Proutella Ulrich .................................................................. VIII,366,403,674
discoidea Prout .............................................................. VIII, 674*
Psammodontidrn de Koninck ......................................................... VII, 57, 197
Psammodus Agassiz ............................... II,36,75,92,107,111; lV,362,370; VII,171,197
angularis N. & W ................................................ II,107*; VII,222*
crnlatus St. J. & W ........................................................ VII, 217*
cana!iculatus McCoy ••.............................................. II, 109; VII, 222
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Psammodus crassidens St. J. & W ................................................ VII. 218*,220t
glyptus St. J. & W ........................................................ VIl,209*
grandis St. J. & W ......................................................... VII,211*
lovianus St. J. & W ................................................... VII. 207*, 217
pl en us Ht. J. & W ..................................................... VII, 213*. 221
uorosus Ag? ........................................ II, 107*; VII,199,209,217,219,222
reticulatus N. & W.......................................... 11,109*; VII,218,224*
rhomboideus N. & W.) ......................................... 11,110*: VII,184*
rugosus Ag. (?) ................................................ 11,108*.110; VII,218
(?) semicylindricus N. & W ........................................ II,109*; VII,184*
semireticulatus N. & W ....................................................... Il,111
springeri St. J. & W ........................ ; ............................ VII, 202+*
tumidus St. J. & W ...................................................... VII,205*
turgidus St. J. & W .................................................. VIl,206*,207t
Psephodus Agassiz ..................................................... VI,299,337,417; VII,61,63
crenulatus·(N. & W.) ..................................................... VII,67,69,74
latus St. J. & W .............................................................. VII, 72*
lunulatus St. J. & W ........................................................ Vll,74~
magnus Ag ....................................... : .............. VI,419; VII,63,66,69
obliquus St. J. & W ...................................................... VII,66*,72
placenta N. & W ..................... : ....................................... VII,69*
" (?) reticulatus St. J. & W ...................................................... Vl,417*
"
(?) symmetricus St. J. & W .................................................... VII,71*
(Pteria) morganensis M. & W ............................................................... V,576
" (?) subpapyracPa M. & W ............................................................. IIl,438
·• (?) undulata l\f. & W ................................................................... IIl,456
Pteriid>e............ , ........................................................................... II, 337
Pterinea Goldfuss ................................................... II,339: IIl,338,354,358,437,456
cardiiformis Hall ............................. , ..................................... II,156
(Monopteria) gibbosa ............................................................ II,340*
) morganensis M. & W .............................................................. V,576
) neglecta McCh.. .. .............................................................. III,358
retrofl.exa (Wahlenb.) ............................................................ III,355
'' (?) rhomboidea (Hall) ................................................................ III,355
" (?) subpapyracea M. & W ......................................................... III,437*
" (?) subplana (Hall) .................................................................... IIl,355
thebesensis M. & W........................................................... III,354*
" (?) undulata M. & W ............... : ............................................... 111,456*
Pteronites McCoy ........................................................................... III,338
Pteropoda ................................................... III,341; V,520,541; VII,325; VIIl,134
Pterotocrinus Lyon and Casseday ................................ ; ............... 11,288; V,559
chesterensis M. & W ................................................ Il,2S2*,293t
crassus M. & W ...................................................... II,290*,292t
depressus L. & C .......................................................... V,559*
pyramidalis L. & C ......................................................... II,293
Pterygotus Agassiz .......................................................................... III, 545
(Ptilionella Hall) ............................................................................ VIII,368
Ptilodictya Lonsdale .......................................... : .................. VIII, 390,496,531
(
) cosciniformis,Nicholson ..................................................... VIII,532
(
expansa Hall) ................................................................ VIII,39lt
(
) fenestelliformis Nicholson ................................................ VIII, 526*
lanceolata Goldfuss ......................................................... VIII, 391t
maculata Ulrich ............................................................. VIII,317t
magnifica S. A. Miller ...................................................... VIII, 39lt
nodosa (HallJ ................................................................. VIII,304
pavonia d'Orbigny ....................................................... VIII,393,671
variabilis Ulrich ........................................................ VIII,304t ,317t
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Ptilodictyonidm Zittell ................................................................ VIII,346,390
Ptilopora McCoy ........................................................................ VIII,398,621
acuta Ulrich .................................................................. VIII, 622*
cylindracea Ulr .............................................................. VIII,623*
paupera Ulr ........................................... , ... VIII.624*; II.106*; IV,374
prouti Hall ................................................................ VIII,308, 625*
valida Ulrich ................................................................. VIII, 623*
Ptiloporella Hall ........................................................................... VIII,397
Ptiloporina Hall ...................................................-. ........................ VIIl,397
Ptilotrypa Ulrich ..................................................................... VIII. 393, 531
obliquata Ulr .............................................................. VIII,393,531*
Ptychodus Pander.......................................
. ............................... IV,374
cRinodus) calceolus N. & W ......................................... ri.106*; IV,374
obliquus Pander ................................................................ IV,374
polygyrus . . : .. ................................................................... VIII,4t
(Ptychonema Hall) .......................·................................................. VIII, 379
Pulvillus Carter..................
.. .................................................. VIII,218
Pychnodonts ......... : . ...................................................................... ~II,89
Radiopora d'Orbigny ...................................................................... VIII,340
Ramipora Toula ........................................................................ VIII,360,398
Rana Linnmus ....................... : ......................................................... II,138
Raniceps Wyman ............................................................................. Il,140
lyelli Wyman ............................................................. -.......... II,137
Raphidistla Carter ......................................................................... VIII, 218
Raphistoma Hall .................................................. ;· ...... : ................... III,816
"
lentieularis (Sbv.J ........................................................... III,316*
Raufrella Ulrich .................................................................... VIII,212,217,286
filiosa Ulr ............................................... : ........................ VIII, 286
palmipes Ulr ...................................... -. ............................. VIII,286
Receptaculites Defrance ........................................ ITI,301,345; VI,500; VIII,217,238
formosus M. & W ........................................................ VI, 500*
g!obularis Hall ............................................................ III, &01*
oweni Hall ....................................................... -......... IIT,302*
sp. indet .. : ................................................................ ITI,301*
Recoptaculitidm Hinde .................................................................... VIII,238
lieniera Carter ............................................ : ................................ VIII, 218
Rensselreria Hall ................. : ................................................. III,401; VI,502
condoni M. Ch .............................................................. III,401*
J elongata <VanuxemJ .......................................................... III,402
ovalis Hall ...................................................................... ITI,401
Reptaria Rolle .............................................................................. VIIT,368
Reptilia ........................................................................................ Il,135
Retepora Imperato ........................................................................ VIII,612
{ .
Jangulata Hall................................................................... VIII, 639
{
Jasperato-striata Hall ....................................................... VIII,399,639
{
) di:t'fusa Hall......... : ................... ; ....................................... VIII, 399
{
J fiustriformis Phillips .......................................................... VIII,398
laxa Phill .......................................................................... II,423
) trentonensis Nicholson .................................................... VIII,399,639
l undata McCoy ............................................................. .'.... VIIT,640
·Rhabdaria Billings .................................................................... VIII,216,240
fragile Bill .................................................................... VIII,240
furcata Bill .................................................................... VIII, 240
Rhabomeson Young and Young .................................................... VIII,364,402
gracile <P hillipsJ ........................................................... VIII,402
rhombiferum <Phillips) .............................................. ; ..... VIII,661
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Rhabdomesontidre Vine .............................................................. VIII,363,401
(Rhinldictya Ulrich) .............................................................. VIII,388,492,520
Rhinodus Newberry and Worthen .............................................. II,106; IV,374
calceolus N. & W ...................................................... II,106*: IV,874
Rhinopora Hall ......................................... ; ................................. VIII, 388
verrucosa Hall .................. , ............................................. VIII,388
Rhinoporidre Ulrich (provisionall ........................................................ VIII,388
Rhizodus Owen ...................................................................... II.18: IV,349
occidentalis N. & W ......................................II,19t; IV;S49,Pl. iv,ftg. 1*
reticulatus N. & W ........................... , ................................ IV,349*
Rhodocrinidre .............................................................................. VIII, 180
Rhodocrinus Miller ........................................ II,217,219; III,476; VII,305; VIJI,180
barrisi Hall ................................................................... ill, 478
coxanus Worthen .......................................... ~· ............. VII, 305*
kirbyi W. & Sp .......................................... VIII,172,180*,188,184,187
nanus M. & W ............................................... III,476t*; VIII,182*
polydactylus Worthen .................................................... VII,305*
watersianus W. & Sp .................................................... VIII,184*
Rhombocardia M. & W .... ·................................................................. ll,441
Rhombopora Meek ................................................................... VIIl,402,647
angustata Ulrich ......................................................... VIII, 652*
? asperula Ulr ......................................................... VIII,365, 636*
attenuate. Ulr .................................... ·.......................... VIII. 655*
crassa Ulr ................... : .. , ....................................... VIII, 365, 447
decipiens Ulr ......................................................... VIII,365, 657*
dichotoma U!r ......................................................... VIII,365,650*
elegantula Ulr .............................................................. VIII,447
exigua Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 651*
graci!is Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 651*
granulifera (Hall) ................................................... : ....... VIII; 647
humilis Ulr ..............................................·................... VIII, 650*
incrassata Ulr ........................................................ VIII,364, 652*
lepidodendroides Meek .............................................. Vll,402,651
lineinodis Ulr ............................................................ Vill, 649*
minor Ulr ............................................................ VIII,364,659*
multipora Frerste ..................................................... .".... VIII, 634
nicklesi Ulr ............................................................... VIII,661*
persimilis Ulr ......... :.................................................. VIII, 659*
simulatrix Ulr ........................................................ VIII, 865, 657*
? spiralis Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 656*
subaiinulata Ulr ...................................................... VIII,364, 648*
sulcifera Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 649*
tabulate. Ulr ........................................................... Vill,364, 658*
tenuirama Ulr .........................•.................................. VIII, 660*
transversalis Ulr ......................................................... VIII, 654*
varians Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 653*
•• ·
Wortheni Ulr .... ............................................................ VIII, 655
Rhopalonaria Ulr ......................................................................... VIII, 367
venosa Ulr ........................................................ ,, ........ VIII,36'7
Rhynchonella Fischer ........................................ II,158; III,394,450; V,571; VIII,104
formosa Hall ................................................................. III,379
illinoiensis Worthen ..................................................... VIII, 104*
missouriensis Shum ............................................ II,153*; IlI,450*
osagensis Swall .............................................................. V,571*
ottumwa White ...................................................... .,.,,.VIII.~
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CRhynochonella parvini M. Ch.) ............................................................. Il,251
pugnus CMart.J ..................... , ..... , ........................... Il,154; III,452
reniformis .................................... : ................................ II, 154
speciosa Hall................................................................. ill,394
striato-costata M. & W .................................................... .'.III,452
) subtrigona M. & W ........................................................... II,251
wilsoni Sby ................................................................. VIII,104
Ribeµ-Ia Sharpe ........................................-.................................... VIII,241
calcifera Bill......................................................... ~ ........... VIII, 241
longiuscula Bill .................................................................. VIII. 2n
Saccocrinus Hall ............................................................ II,151; III,347; V,395
C?J amplus M. & W ............................................................ ID,470+*
christyi CHaJIJ ................ , .............................................. III,347*
infelix <Winch. & Marcy) ............................................. II,210; III,849
marcouanus (Winch. & Marcy) ............................................... II,210
sacculus M. & W .............................................................. III,849
llaccospongia Ulrich .............................................................. VIIl,212,217,239
danvillensis Ulr ............................................................ VIII,289
rudis Ulr................................................................... VIIl,239
Sagenella Hall .................................................................... II,415; VIII.368
Salamandra Laurenti ......................................................................... 11,189
Sandalodus Newberry and Worthen......................... II,102;111; IV,862,869; VII,61,1~4
angustus N. & W ........•................ _.................................... II,103*
,:
) carbonarius N. & W . ................................ .... II.104*; IV.369: VII, 192*
comnJanatus N. & W ....................................................... VII,184*
crassus N. & W.) ................................................. IV,369*; VII,188*
grandis N. & W.) .............................................. II,92,106"'; VII;l84*
lievissimus N. & W ........................................... II.104*; VII,184,186*
) parvulus N. & W ................................................. II,102*; VII,107*
spatulatus N. & W ............................................... II,103*: VII,188*
sp. indet ...................................................................... VII,187*
Sanguinolites McCoy ...................................................................... VIII, 129
(?) burlingtonensis Worthen ....................................... , ....... VIII, 129*
(?) mult.istriatus Worthen .................................................. VIII.129*
randolphensis Worthen.......................................... : ...... VIII, 130*
(?) subarcuatue M. & W ........................................................ ll,587
Scalarlpora Hall ....................................................................... VIIl,387.507
approximata Ulr ..... : ..................................................... VIII, 608*
scalariformis Hall. ........................................................... VIll,887
separata Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 607*
Scalites angulatus Corir ..................................................................... IIl,317
Scaphfocrinus Hall ..................... II,237; IIl,488; V,407,49'J,534,550,561; VI,519; VIIl,195
abnormis Worthen ........................................................ VI, 1119*
·(
) iequalis Hall ...................................................... V,494*; VII,282
bayensis M. & W .......................................................... V.660*
carbonarius M. & W ........................................................ V,662*
carinatus Hall ................................................................ V,409
clio M. & W ................................................................ V,408*
coreyi M. & W ............................................................. V,494*
decabrachiatus Hall ...................................................... V,584,551
decadactylus M. & W .............................. II,233*,240t: V,496; VII,276
delicatus M. & W .......................................................... V,407*
depressus M. & W ......................................................... V,492*
dichotomus Hall .......................................................... V,409,415
divaricatus Hall .............................................................. II,288
elegantulus W. & Sp ................................................... VIII,196*
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Scaphiocrinus fiscellus M. & W ....................................................... V,418,424*
globosus W. & Sp ...................................................... VIII,196*
halli Hall ............................................................. III,491; V,422
hemisphrericus (Shum.) ............................................ V,561*; Vl,527
huntsv!llre Worthen ........................................................ V, 534*
) internodius Hall ...................................................... VII, 286. 294
iuvenis M. & W ............................................................ V,417*
mac-adamsi Worthen ...................................................... V,495*
macrodactylus M. & W .................................................... V,415*
nanus M. & W ........ .-..................................... V,408,423*; Vlll,195
notabilis M. & W ................................... : ....................... V,410*
) orbicularis Hall ................. , ......................................... VIII, 97
penicillus M. & W .......................................................... V,414*
randolphensis Worthen .......................................... V, 551*; VII,297
rudis M. & W ............................................................... V,412*
rusticus White ................................................................ V,409
scalaris M. & W .................................................... V,418.421*,425
simplex Hall ......... ; ........... : .................................... II,181; V,419
) spinibrachiatus Hall ................................ Ill,489,491; V,413; VIII,193
striatus M. & W ............................................................ V,418*
(?) subimpressus M. & W ....................................................... V,416
subtumidus M. & W ......................................................... II,178
tenuidactylus M. & W ............................................,...... III,490t*
tethys M. & W .............................................................. V.419*
unicus Hall .......................................... V,493*; VI,519*; VII,273,278
) wachsmuthi M. & W ................................ III,488t*; V,409; VIII,193
whitei Hall ....................................... ._ .......................... III,491
sp. indet ................................................................... VIII, 162
Sceloporus Wiegman ......................................................................... II,138
Scenellopora Ulrich ...................................................................... VIII, 368
radiata Ulr .................................................................. VIII,368
Sceptropora Ulr ...................................................................... VIII,363, 400
facula Ulr ................................................................... VIII, 40lt
Schizoblastus Etheridge and Carpenter ................................................. VII,350
melo (0. & Sh.) ............................................................. VII,349
sayi Shum .................................................................. VII,350
Schizodus King .............................................. II,301,345; III,340; V,579; VIII,107
amplus M. & W .............. : ................................................. V, 579*
chesterensis M. & W ............................................... II,301*; VIII,108
" (?J circulus Worthen ........................................................... VIII, 109*
curtus M. & W ................................................................ V,582*
devressus Worthen ......................................................... VIII, 109*
magnus Worthen) .......................................................... VIII, 107*
nauvooensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 108*
obscurus Sby ................................................................ II,301,346
occidentalis (Swall.J .............................................................. V,580
perelegans M. & W ............................................................ V, 581
randolphensis Worthen .................................................... VIII, 110*
rossicus Vern ............................................. V,Pl. xxvi,figs. 17 and 18*
truncatus King ................................................................... II,346
ulrichi Worthen .............................................................. VIII, 110*
varsoviensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 107*
wheeleri Swan ................................................................ VIII, no
" (?J sp. indet ........................................................................ II,345*
Schizopoda ................................................................................... III,558
Schainaster Meek and Worthen .................................................. II.277; IIl,499
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Schwnaster fimbriatus M. & W ................................................. II,278*; Ill,500
wachsmuthi M. & W ....................................................... III,499*
Scleroceplialus Goldfuss ...................................................................... Il,140
Scorpionidre................................................................................. III, 560
Sebargasia Steinman ...................................................................... VIII,218
Sedgwickia !Sanguinolites?l subarcuata M. & W ...................................... III,537*
Selachii. ................................................................................... VI, 472, 483
Se.enopora Hall ........................................................................... VIII, 384
ciroincta Han ................................................................ VIII, 384
Seliscothon mantelli Goldf .............................................................. VIII,2'ZS*
Semicoscinium Prout ............................................................... VIII, 395,555
acmea (Hall) .............................................................. VIII,534
l infraporosum Ulr ........................................................ VIII,559
permarginatum (Hall) .................................................... VIII, 556
planodorsatum Ulr .................................................... VIII, 555*
rhombicum Ulr ............... : ........................................ VIII,556*
rhomboideum Prout ............................................. VIII,395,555,557
semirotundum (Hall) .................................................... VIII.556
thyene (Halll ............................................................... VIII, 534
sp. indet ...................................................... VIII,,Pl. liv,fig. O*
Septopora Prout ..................................................................... VIII.397,626
biseralis Swallow ............................................. , ............. VIII, 631*
biserialis var. nerve.ta Ulrich .............................................. VIII, 632*
cestriensis Prout. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .. . . . .. .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . .... VIII, 398, 628*
cestriensis M. & W., not Prout) .................. V,PL xxiv,fig. 14; VIII,628,629
decipiens Ulrich ................................................ ; ........... VIII,630*
delicatula Ulr ............................................................... VIII,634*
pinna.ta Ulr .............................................. :................... VIII, 633*
robusta Ulr ................................................................... VIII, 633*
var. intermedia Ulr .............................................. VIII, 634*
subquadrans Ulr ........................................................... VIII,629*
Siluridre ......................................................................................... II, 125
Sim_plegas Montfort .......................................................................... II,162
Siphonella Hagenow ...................................................................... VIII, 364
(Siphonia e:x:cavata Golf.) .................................................................. VI,499
(
stipitata Risinger) ................................................................ VI,499
Solarium Lamarck ............................................................................ II,354
I
J antiquum d'Orb ................................................................... Il,159
Soleniscus Meek and Worthen ........................................................ II,368,383
typicus M. & W .. ·............................................................ II,384*
Solenocaris Meek .......................................................................... VIII, 153
sancti-ludovici Worthen................................. . ............... VIII, 153*
Solenocheilus Meek and Worthen ....................................................... VIII, 150
capax M. & W ............................................·.................... V,545
collectum M. & W ....................... ; ...................... V,544*; VIII,151
indianense Worthen: ................................................... VIII,150*
leidyi M. & W ............................................................... V,545
Solenomya Lamarck ............................................................. II,349; VIII,131
(?J iovensis Worthen .......................................................... VIII,132*
monroensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 131*
radiate. lll.. & W ............................................................... II,349*
varsoviensis Worthen ..................................................... VIII, 131*
sp. indet ........................................................... V,Pl. xxvii,fig. l*
Sollasia Steinman .......................................................................... VIII,218
Spatiopora Ulrich ......................................................................... VIII,381
aspera Ulr .................................................................... VIII,381
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Sphrerexoohus Beyrich ...................................................................... VI, 510
romingeri Hall ............................................................... VI,510*
Sphrerocrinus Roemer ....................................................................... II,214
C
:M.. & W.J ..................................................................... II,214
(
) concavus M. & W .............................................. :. .......... II,216*
Sphmrolites Hinde ......................................................................... VIII,228
(
nicholsoni Hinde) ...................................................... VIII,227,278
Sphllnopoterium Meek and Worthan ........................................... ,II,146,233,262
comDressum M. & W.................................................... II.234
cuneatum M. & W ...................................................... II,262*
enorme M. & W .. '. ..................................................... II,146*
var. depressum M. & W ..................................... ll,146*
obtusum M. & W ....................................................... II,233*
Sphragiopora Ulrich .................................................................. Vill, 398,688
para~itica Ulr ....................................................... VItt,399, 638*
Sphragioporidre U;r ................................................................. .'VIII,362,398
Spinax Cuvier ......................................................... .'...................... II,121
Spirifer Sowerby .................... II,155,298; III,384,398,414,483,530; V,572; VI,521; VIII,105
arrectus Hall ........................................................................ Ill,S99
cameratus Morton ......................................................... V,573'; VI,522
(Young) .................................................... V,Pl. xxv,fig. 6*
cooperensis Swall ................................................................ II,166*
cuspidatus Sby .................................................................... III.530
discors Phill ..................................................................... : . .. Il,298
engelmanni M. & W .............................................................. III,398•
fastigatus M. & W ............................................................... VI,621*
fornicula Hall .................................................................... III,433*
fultonensis Worthen .............................................................. V,672*
glaber (MartiJJ.) Sby ................................................................. II,298
var. contractus M. & W ................................................. II,298*
hemicyclus M. & W ............................................................. III.399*
" ) hemiplicatus Hall................................................................... II,322
"C?l lamarcki <Fischer) .................................................................. ll,823
"
lrevigatus Bush ...................................................................... II,298
lineatus (.Martin) .................................................................... ll,156
linguifer Phill ....................................................................... II,298
littoni Swan ...................................................................... VIII,13'.!
mosquensis Fisher ................................................................. II,323
multigranosus Worthen ....................................................... VIII, 106*
neglectus Hall ..... ; .............................................................. VI, 623*
oblatus Sby .......................................................................... II,298
(Trigonotreta) paradoxus CSchloth).............................................. III, 416*
C
J perextensus M. & W........................................... ill,414*
perlamellosus Hall ............................................................... ill,384*
pinnatus Ow ........................... : ............................................ III,415
. var. ligus Ow ............................................................ III,415
" J planosulcatus Phill................................................................. II,254
planooonvexus Shum.) ........................................................... : .. II,156
propinquus Hall................................................................. III, 630*
segmentatus Hall.............................................................. : ... Ill,434
semiplicatus Hall ................................................................... II,155
striatus Martin ............................................................ ill,532; Vl,523
subcuspidatus Schnur ............................................................. Ill, 434
"
Ha!IJ ................................................................ m,434
suborbicularis Hall ................................................•.. , .......... VI, 623*
subundiferus M. & W........................................................... III,434*
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Spirifer symmetricus Phill .................................................................. II,298
undiferus Roem .................................................................... III,435
urei Flem ............................................................................ II,156
varicosus Hall ...................................................................... III, 400
Spirigera d'Orbigny .......................................................................... II,254
(
J subtilita Hall ...... .'................................................................ V,570
Spirorbis carbonarius Dawson .......................................................... II, 462*
Sgongire ......................... II,145,233,262; III,301,344,419; VI,491,499; VIII,211, 233, 245,255
Squaloraja polyspondyla Ag ................................................................. II, 71
Squalus Linnreus ........................................................................... VI,276
Steganocrlnus Meek and Worthen ........................................... II,150,195; III,474
araneolus M. & W ......................................................... II,198*
(?) concinnus Shum .............................................................. V,341
pentagonus (HallJ ........................................... II,196t; III,474*,519
sculptus (Hall) ............................................................... II,197t
Steganopora d'Orbigny ................................................................... VIII, 345
Steganoporella Smitt ...................................................................... VIII,345
Stelllpora Hall ............................................................................ VIII, 374
antheloidea Hall ........................................................... VIII,375,423
Stemmatodus St. John and Worthen ..................................................... VI,328
bicristatus St. J, & W ................................................ VI,331*,334
bifurcatus St. J. & W .................................................... VI, 330*
chelriformis St. J. & W .............................................. VI,330*,334
compactus St. J. & W .................................................... VI,334*
keokuk St. J, & W ........................................................ VI,334
simplex St. J. & W ................................................... VI,332*,335
symmetricus St. J. & W ................................................. VI,333*
<Stenocisma Hall) ...................................................................... III,377-380
Stenopora Lonsdale .................................................................. VIII,375,436
americana Ulr .................................................. VIII, 309t, 437*. 438, 439
var. varsoviensis Ulr .......................................... VIII,437*
angularis Ulr ................................................................ VIII,439*
carbonaria <Worthen) ...................................................... VIII, 445*
var. conferta Ulr ............................................... VIII, 445*
var. maculoea Ulr .............................................. VIII, 445*
cestriensis Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 442*
emaclata Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 438*
flbrosa Goldfuss) .............................................................. VIII, 288
intercalaris Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 439*
intermittens Ulr ............................ ., .............................. VIII, 440+
meekana Ulr ......................................................... ·....... VIII, 443*
montifera Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 438*
polymorpha Prout=S. tuberculata Prout) ............................. VIII,444,671
ramosa Ulr .............................................................. VIII,365,442*
rudis Ulr ........................... ." ......................................... VIII,444*
? signata Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 365, 446*
tasmaniensis Lonsdale ....................................................... VIII,375
tuberculata (Prout) ............................................... VIII,315t,438.441*t
Stenopterodus St. John and Worthen ............................................. YII,61,81,100
elo:agatus St. J. & W •.................................................. VII,106*
parvulus (N. & WJ ...................................................... VII,107*
planus St. J. & W ....................................................... VII.102*
sp. indet .................................................................. VII, 105*
Stenoschisma Conrad .• , .................................................................... III, 338
Stlctopora Ulrich (Hall, 1847) ........................................................ VIII,388,491
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!Stlctopora Hall, 1886) ...................................................................... VID,491
?) acuta Hall ..................................................................... VIII,491
(
) crenulata Hall ................................................................. VID,492
) crescens Hall ................................................................. VllI,492
) elegantula Hall. . .............................................................. VIII, 491
fenestrata Hall. .................................... ,,, .................... VIIl,388,492
) gilbert.I Meek ................................................................. VIII,492
g!omerata Hall ................................................................ VID,491
J incisurata Hall .............................................................. ,, VIII,492
) invert.is Hall .................................................................. VIIl,492
labyrinthica Hall ............................................................... VIII,491
) limata Hall ..............•...................................................... VIII,492
) linearis Hall ................................................................... VIII,492
) meeki Nicholson .............................................................. VID,492
mutabilis Ulr ................................................................ VID,304t
nicholsoni (U!r.) ................................................ , ........·..... VIII,492
) ovata Hall ..................................................................... VIII,492
) ovatipora Hall ................................................................ VIIl,492
) palmipes Hall ................................................................. VllI,527
) perarcta Hall ................................................................... VIII, 492
) punctipora Hall .............................................................. VIII,S94t
ramosa Hall ............................................................... VIII,491,492
) rectilinea Hall ................................................................ VIIl,49'J
) rigida Hall ..................................................................... VIll,49'J
) semistriata Hall .............................................................. VIIl,492
) shafferi Meek .............................................................. ,, VID,398
) similis Hall ............................................................... VIIl,S93,394t
1 sinuosa Hall ................................................................... VIII,492
) subrigida Hall ................................................................ VIll,492
) sulcata Winchell .............................................................. VIII,492
) trilineata Hall ................................................................. VIIl,492
) tumulosa Hall ................................................................. VIII,492
(
) vermicula Hall ................................................................ VIll,492
Stictoporella Ulrich .................................................................. VIII,394,582
basalis Ulr ..... : ...................................................... VIII,632*,727
interstincta Ulr. . ....................................... " .................. VIll,894
(?l undulata Ulr ............................................ , ................. VIll.1133*
Stictoporidro Ulrich (emended) ...................................................... VIll,847, 388
Stictotrypa Ulrich .................................................................... VID,849,393
punctipora (Hall) ........................ : ................................... VIII, S94t
similis <Hall) ............................................................ VIII. 898,S94t
Stomatopora Bronn ...................................................................... VIII,367
· dichotoma Lamx ........................................................... VIll,367
Straparollus Montfort ........................................ 11.168.285,302,362; V,604; VllI,142
acutus (Sby.) ..............................·..................................... II,863
antlquus (d'Orb.)............................................................... Il,159
dionysii Montf................................................................. 11,158
lens (Hall) ..................................................................... 11.169*
pentangulatus (Sby.) .......................................................... 11,286
pernodosus M:. & W ......................................................... V,604*
planodorsatus M. & W .................................................. Il,285,302*
rugosus Sby .................................................................... V,606
Haill ........... ·' ...................................................... V,606
similis M. & W .............................................................. II,2811*
var. planus M. & W ................................................ II,286*
subquadratus M. & W....................................................... V,60~*
(
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Straparollus subrugOSllS M. & W ......................................................... V,607*
subumbllicatus Worthen...................................... ·........... VIII,142*
umbilicatus M. & W ......................................... II,285,362*; VIII,142
varsoviensis Worthen .................................................... VIII, 142*
Streblodus Agassiz .......................................................................... IV,865
colei Ag ............................................. , ............................ VII,92
oblongus Ag.) .................................................................. VII,92
tenerrimus Kon: ................................................. ·............... VII,83
Btreblopteria McCoy ........................................................................ II, 332
Jrevigata McCoy ................................................................ II, 338
pulchella McCoy .............................................................. II,333
(?) tenuilineata ................................................................. II,334*
Streblotrypa Ulrich ................................·...................._............... VIII,403,665
distincta Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 669*
major Ulr .................................................................. VIII, 666*
nicklesi Ulr ....... : .............. ; ..................................... VIII, 408, 667*
radlalis Ulr ................................................................ VIII. 667*
subspinosa Ulr ............................................................ VIII, 668*
Streblotrypidre Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,865, 402
Streptacis Meek (?J ........................................................................... V,596
whitefleldi Meek ................................................................. V,596*
Streptorhynchus King ...................................................................... III,886
(?J propinquus M.. & W ....... : ............................................ III,851
) subplanus (Conr.J ... , ................................. : .................. III, 849
Streptosolen Ulrich and Everett ................................... VIII,217,222,285,257,27~.273
obconlcus U. & E .................................................... VIII.~5,274*
Streptospongia Ulrich ............................................................. VIII,217,240,255
Jabyrinthica Ulr......................................................... VIII,240
Streptostylus Conrad ........................................................................ II,369
Striatopora Hall............................................................................. III,368
ftexuosa Hall ................................................................... III,370
iovensis Ow .................................................................... III,869
linneana Bill.................................................................... III,870
mtssouriensls M. & W ...................................................... III,369*
rugosa HallJ..................................................................... III,869
Stricklandia Billings ............................................................... III,402; VI,502
davidsoni Bill .................................................................. VI,503
deformie M. & W. . .. .. .. .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . . ............................. VI, 602*
elongata (Vanux.) ...._.......................................................... III,402
var. curta M. & W ............................................... III,402*
Strobiloepongia Beecher ................................................................. VIII,217
Stromatoporoidea .................................................................. VIII,216, 221, 282
-Strophodonta Hall ....................... , ................................................... III,874
cavumbona.Hall ......................................................... III,374*
rectilateralis (?) M. & W ................................................. III,376*
Strophodus Agassiz- ..................................................................... II,76,83
tenuis Ag ......................................................................... II,81
Strophomena Raftnesque ..... : . ................................................ III,385,874,411,426
carinata Conr ................................................................ III,427
cavumbona Hall........................................................... III,374*
depressa Sby.J ............................................................... III,387
laticosta Sandb.J ............................................................. III,427
pileopeie Dum.) .............................................................. ill,426
planumbona .................................................................. III, 336
rhomboidalis Wilek.........................................'. ......... ill,336,426*
(var. a.naloga Dav.J ............... : . .......................... III,426
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Strophomena rugosa Rat .................................................................... III,33fl
subplana Conr ............................................................... III,349
unicostata M. & W .............. ·.... , ..................................... III,336*
(StrophodontaJ sp. indet .................................................. III,411*
Strophostylus Hall .......................................................................... III,404
(?J cancellatus M. & W ................... ~ ................................. III,404t*
(?) ventricosus (Conrad) .. , ................................................... III.406*
Strotocrinus Meek and Worthen ............................ , ............ II,150,188; V,339,347
aigi.Jops ·cHallJ ........................ : ......................... II,190; V,349,855,357
CPhysetocrinus?J asper M. & W .............................................V.361*
asperrimus M. & W~ ........................................................ V,349*
!Physet.) cancellatus (Hall) .................................................... V,349
elavis Hal,) ...................................................................... V,349
(Physet.J dilatatus M. & W .................................................. V,363*
ectypus M. & W .............................................................. V,363*
erodus (Ham ................................................................... II,190
(?)glans (Hall) ...................................................................... V,349
glyptus (Hal]) ............................................... II,190; V,349,353,855,357
insculptus Hall ................................................................. V,349
liratus (Hall) .................... .-............................. II;190; V,347,349,366*
var.(?) subumbrosus (HallJ .......................................... V,349
CPhyset.J ornatus (Ham ....................................................... :V,849
(
" )
var.(?) senarius (Hall) .................................... V,349
perumbrosus (Hall) .................................... II, 188t; V,339,847,349,.367•
regalis (Hall) ........................................... II,189,191t,192t*,194t; V,349
(Physet.J reticulatus (Hall' .................................................... V,349
rudis (Hall) ....................................................................... V,349
(Physet.J senarius (HallJ ....................................................... V,349
subumbrosus (Hall) .................................................... II,190; V,349
(Physet.J subventricosus M. Ch ................ ." ......................... V,849,864
tenuiradiatus (Hall) ................................................ , ........... V,349
tholus (Hall) .................................................................... V,849
umbrosus (Hall) .................................................. II,190: V,349,360*
CPhyset.J ventricosus (Hall) .......................................... V,339,847,348
sp. indet ............................................................. V,Pl,.vii,fig. 3*
Strotopora Ulrich .................................................................... VIII, 383,486
dermata Ulr ................................................................ VIII, 488*
foveo ata Ulr ............................................................ VIII,383,487,..
perminuta Ulr .....................................................•........ VIII, 487*
Strotospongia Ulrich and Everett ...................................... VIII,215,217,239,255,276
maculosa U. & E .................................................... VIII,239,277*
Stylonurus Page ................................ , .. , ......................................... III,545
Subulitel!' Conrad ................................................................ II,861,373; VI,495
(Polyphemopsis) brevis M. & W .................................. ."......... III.362*
elongatus Conr .................................................................. III,361
infiatus M. & W ........... : .................................................... VI,496*
ventricosus Hall) ................................................................ III,362
Synbathocriuus Phillips .............................................. III,465; V,324,4.'17: VI,o14
brevis M. & W ........................................................... V,439*
di:intatus O. & 8 ........................................................ V,438,439
papillatus Hall .......................................................... V,438,439
robustus Shum .......................................................... VI,614*
wachsmuthi M. & W ......... ~ ............................... III,466*; V.437*
wortheni Hall ........................................................... V,438,439
Synocladia King ...................................................................... VIII,398,627
(
) biseriaiis Swallow ........................................ V,Pl. 24,fig. 10*; Vill,631
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Synocladia virgulacea King .......................................................... VIII, 398, 627
v!rgule.cea? Swallow) ........................................................ VIII, 631
Syntrfolasma Meek and Worthen ............................ _...................... Il,321; V,571
C?l andii {d'Orb.) .................................................................. 11,S'.!3
(?) gaudrevi (d;Or.b.) .............................................................. 11,823
hemiplicata <Hall) ......................................... Il,322t,323,324t; V,571*
(?) lamarcki (Fischer) ............................................................ 11,3:!3
Syringelasma Ulrich .... , ............................................... VIIl,218,222,235, 250, 705
wortheni Ulr ......................................................... VIII,235,250*
Syringothyris Winchell.
cuspidata (Sby.) .,_ .............. , ..... ~ ..................................... 111,532
propinqua CHalD .................. ·.......................................... Ili.532

c

Treniod!ctya Ulrich .................................................................. VIII, 393. 528
cingulata Ulr ......................................................... VIII,S04t, 630*
frondosa Ulr ................................·.............................. VIII, 529*
ramulosa Ulr ......................................................... VIll,393,528*
var. burlingtonensis Ulr .................................... VIII, 629*
subrecta Ulr ............................................................... VIII, 630*
Treniodus de Konlnck ..... -. ............................... : .............................. VII, 61, 75
contortus Kon .................................................................... VII, 74
fasciatus (N. & W.J ....... ., .................................................... VII,76*
obliquus St. J. & W ............................................................ VII, 78*
regularis St. J. & w· ........... ;..............................................VII,77*
Trenlopora Nicholson .................................................................. VIII,386,504
exigua Nich ................................................................... VIll,505
occidentalis Ulrich .......................................................... VIII, 605*
penniformis Nicholson .................................................. VIII, 386, 505*
Talarocrinus Wachsmuth and Springer .................................................. VIl,314
ovatus Worthen ............................................................ VII,314*
sexlobatus (Shum.) ........................................................... VII.315
Tanaodus St. John and Worthen ......................................................... VI, 367
angularis (N. & W.) .......................................... _II,34,65*; Vl,357,368,375
bellicinctus St. J. & W ............................................ VI,370.3'16*,879,381
depressus St. J, & W ................................................. Vl,371,378*,381
grossoplicatus St. J. & W ... .. :......... ....................................... Vl,375*
obscurus (Leidy) ................................................................. Vl,368
polymorphus St. J. & W .......................................... Vl,37'J,374,377,380*
prrenuntius St. J. & W ................................................. ; .. Vl,371*,381
pumilus St. J. & W .................................................... VI, 369*,379,381
sculptus St. J. & w................................. -...................... VI,373*,381
sublunatus St. J. & W ............... , ........................................ Vl,368*
Taxocrlnus Phillips ................................ Il,268; 111,421,495; V,399; VIl,308; VIIl,197
agasslzi (Hall) .......................................................... Il,270; IIl,495.
var. giganteus M. & W ............................................ IIl,495*
communis (Hall) ..................... ~ .......................................... II,270
egertoni Phillips .............................................................-... 11,270
fletcher! Worthen .............................................. VII, 308*; VIII, 197*
giganteus (?)' M. & W ....................................................... III, 495*gracilis M. & W ............................................................ III, 421+*
intermedlus W. & Sp ...................................... ., .............. VIIl,199*
interscavularls Hall ............................................................ IIl,422
juvenis Hall ..................................................................... II,271
kelloggi (Hall) ................................................................... II, 270
me.crode.ctylus Phil!............................................................. II, 270
nobllis Kon. & Leh ............................................................ II,270
) norwoodi M. &- W ........................................................ Il,243,245*
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Taxocrinus nuntius (Ha!D ..................................................... ; ............. :II,270
semiovatus M. & W ......................................... .-................II.2'12*
thiemei (Hall) ............................................................ n,211: V,399*
C.
Jwortheni !Hall) ................................................ :.n.270*: V,496*,558
Tectulipora Hall ............................................................................ VIII, 679
. " (?l gothlandica Ulrich ......................................................... vhI,678*
Telerpeton Mant...................... . : ...................................................... II,140
Tellinomya Hall .............................................................................. III, 307
alta Hall ...................................................................... III,309*
contracta (Salter) .............................................................. III;808
nasuta Hall ....................._....................................... " ........ III,809
ventricosa Hall ....................................... ; ...................... III, 307*
Temnocheilus McCoy .............................................. II,162; V,524,543,608; VIII,151
coxanum M. & W .............................................. V,643*; VIII,151
latum M. & W .............................................................. V,608*
niotense M. & W ............................................................. V,522
scottense Worthen ........................................................ VIII, 151
winAlowi M. & W .......................................................... V,609*
Tentaculites. Schlotheim ...... ; ............................................................. II,,341
distans Hall. .................................................................. III,848
elongatus Hall ............................ : ................................... III,342
flexuosus Hall) ................................................................ III,342
incurvus Shum ..................... ; .................................. : ....... III,342
oswe1wensis M. & W ....................................................... III,342*
sterlingensis M. & W ................................ . : .... ................ III,343*
tenuistriatus M. & W ............ ."................................ : ........ III,341*
TerebratulaLlhwyd ................................................................. V,572; VIII,102
(
affinis Sby.) ................................................................. .'.III,432
andii d'Orb ........................ .' ............................................ II,32'3
l aspera Schloth; ............................................................... III,430
bovidens Morton .............................................................. V,572*
gaudreyi-d'Orb ................................................................ II,823
geniculosa M. Ch .............................................................. V,572
paradoxa Schloth ............................................................. III,415
prisca Schloth.) ...... ., ........................................................ III,43'..!
rowleyi Worthen .......................................................... VIII,102*
schlotheimi Buch ............................................................ III,879
) subtilita Hall ............ : ....................................................... V,570
sp. d'Orb.) ...................................................................... II,821
.Tesseles Desor .............................. : .............................. : .................. II, 225
Tethyopsis Zittel .......................................................................... VIII,245
Tetradium Dana ............................................................................. III,346
Tetracladina Zittel. ........................................................ VIIJ,:!28,2'.15,2:!6,281,234
Tetractinellida Marshall .............................................................. VIII, 220, 288
Tetradecapoda ............... ' ....................................................... II,399; III, 649
(Thallostigma Hall ..................................................................... VIII, 882, 475
(Thamniscidai King) ...................................................... ._ .................. VIII, 858
Thamniscus King .................................................................... VID, 39'1. 606
(
) cisseis Hall ................................................................... VIII,399
crassus (Lonsdale) ........................................................... VIII, 607
dichotoma Hall ................................................................ VIII,607
divaricans Ulr .......................................................... VIII,357, 608*
dubius (Schlotheim) ................................................. VIII,357,397,606
furcillatus Ulr .......................................................... VIII,609*,687
gracilis Vine .................................................................. VIII,610
(·
)·niagarensis Hall.................................................... ; .... VIII,399,607
octonarius Ulr .............................................................. VIII, 611*
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Thamniscus ramulosus Ulr .........•.................. ." ......................... VIII,357,607,610*
C
var.) sevillensis Ulr .................................... , . VIII, 610*, 7'1J'I
'~

sculptilis Ulr .. ............................................................. VIII, 608*

serialis Waagen and Piehl. ................................................. VIII,608
sevillensis Ulr .......................................................... VIII, 610*, 727
Thamnodictya Hall ........................................................................ VIII,237
newberryi Hall ........................................................... VIII,237
Thamnotrypa Hall ......................................................................... VIII.387
Trinacodus St. John and Worthen ................................................... VI,280,289
duplicatus <N. & W.) .................................................. II,61*; VI.~89
incurvus (N. & W.) .................................................... II,62*; VI.290
nanus St. J. & W ........................................... ·................. VI, 289*
Tomodus Agassiz ...................................................................... VII, 171, 191
convexus Ag ............................................................ VII,171,177,179
"
(?) limitaris St. J. & W .......................................................... VII, 173*
Trachydomia Meek and Worthen .......................................... II,364,366; VIII,146
brevis (Sby) .................................................................... iI,364
marire tMurch.) ................................................................ II,364
nodosa M. & W ........................................................ II, 364, 366*
1
"
hollidayi M. & W ....................................... II,367*; VIII,147
nodulosa Worthen ....._.................................................. VIII,146•
wheeleri Swan ............................................ II,364; V,595*; VIII,147
Trachypora Edwards and Haime ...................................................... .,. VIII,81
austini Worthen ............................................................ VIII,81*
ornata Rom ................................................................... Vlll,81
Trachyum Billings ................................................................. VIII,211,216,241
cyathiforme Bill .............................................................. VIII,241
rugosum Bill ....................-.............................................. VIII,241
Tremataster Worthen and Miller ........................................................ VII, 330
diffi.cilis W. & M ............................................... _............. VIi:.330*
CTrematocrinus Hall) ................. ., ...................................................... Il,217
(
) papillatus Hall .............................................................. II,219
(
) reticulatus Hall ............................................................. II,219
(
') tuberculosus Hall .......................................................... II,225
(
) typus Hall ...... : ................... : ............ .-........................... II,219
Trematodiscus Meek and Worthen ........................................................ ll,161
trisulcatus M. & W ....................................................... II,162*
Trematopora Hall ................................................. , .................. VIII,373,418
calloporoides Ulrich ........................................... ., ......... VIII,420*
) constricta· Hall ............................................................. VIII,468
debilis Ulrich ............................................................. VIII,419*
l granulifera Hall ............................................................ VIII,647
J minuta Hall ................................................................. VIII, 645
? nitida Ulrich .............................................................. VIII,419*
primigenia Ulr. . ....................................................... VIII, 419, 420
tuberculosa Hall ....................................................... VIII,374,418
) venusta Hall ................................................................ VIII,468
Trematoporidre Ulrich ................................................................ VIII,340,373
Trematospira Hall. .......................................................................... III,381
(?) imbricata Hall ............................................................. III,381*
Trepostomata Ulrich................-................................................. VIII,337,369·
Tretoceras Salter ............................................................ , ................ II,307
Trichospongia Billings ............................................................ VIII,211,216,241
sericea Bill ................ : .................................. ; ........... VIII,241
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Trigonodus 'Newberry and Worthen....................................................... II,111
C
major N. & W.l ................................................... 11,112*: VII.184*
minor N. & W ................................................................ 11,112*
Trimerella Billings........................................................................... III,551
Tricailocrinus Meek and Worthen ........................ _. ....................... V.507: Vl,521
obliquatus CRoem.J .......................................................... Vl,521
varsoviensis Worthen ...................................................... Vl,521
woodmani M. & W ......................................................... V,506*
CTrigonotreta Kainig). . .. . . . . ....................................................... III, 384, 898,414
C
) engelmanni M. & W ...................................................... llI,398*
C
l hemicyclus M. & W ...................................................... Ill, 399*
C
) oblata CS by.) Bronn............................................................ 11,298
(.
l paradoxa CSchlothl ............................. : .......................... 111,415*
i
) perextensa M. & W ....................................................... 111,414*
J perlamellosa CHalll ........................................................ IIl,384*
) striata Martin ....................................................... 111,532; Vl,523
Trilobita .......................................... lll,299,3'20,36a,soo,416,447,460; V,525,612: Vl,497
Trimerella Billings .............................. ,, .......................................... 111,851
(?~ conradi !Hall) .................................................................... 111,851
Trochactalon Meek .............................................................. : .. .. ........ II, 369
ellipticus (Zekeli) ............................................................. 11,368
obtusus CZekeli) ............................................................... 11,368
reynauxianus Cd'Orb.) ......................................................... 11,368
Trochus Linnreus ............................................................................ ill,816
C
J lenticularis Sby ........._........................................................... 111,316
(
J missouriensis Swall ................................................................. 11,360
Trochonema Salter .......................................................................... III, 314
pauper Hall...................................... ·............................. llI,361
umbilicatum (Hall) .......................................................... llI,314*
Troostocrinus Shumard ...................................................... V,507: VII,349,363
reinwardti Troost ......................................................... Vll,357
(?) woodmani M. & W ........................................................ V;506*
Tropidodiscus curvilineatus (Conrad) ...................................................... 11,160
Tropidoleptus Hall .......................................................................... 111,427
carinatus (Conrad) ...........·............................................. IIl,427*
Tropidopora Hall ........................................................................... ~IIl,402
Trygon Adanson ............................................................................. Vl,312
Tubuliporidre. Busk ............................................................ VIll,360,367,368,688
Turbonilla Risso .............................................................................. II,377
Turritella Lamarck............................................................................ II,382
" (??J stevensoni M. & W ............................................................ II,382*
Unitrypa Hall. ...... ; .......................... : .......................... VIIl,853,856,396,534,679
lata Hall ...................... , ............. ~ .................................... VIIl,396
CUperocrinus Meek and Worthen) ....................... : .......................... 11,147,150,151
Uphantrenia Vanuxem...................................... : .......................... VIll,216,237
chemungensis Vanux ....................................................... VIIl,237
dawsoni Whitfield........................................................... VIII, 218
Vanuxemia Billings .......................................................................... 111,297
dixonensis M. & W .......................................................... 111,297*
Vaticinodus St. John and Worthen .................................................... VIl,61,80
(?) carbonarius St. J. & W ..................... : ............................... Vll,88*
discrepans St. J. & W ................................................... VII,81,83*
<?: lepis St. J. & W ............................................................. VII,88*
c?l similis St. J. & W ........................................................... VIl,86*
(?)simplex St. J. & W ......................................................... Vll,84*
vetustus St. J. &·w ......................................................Vll,81,82*
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· Venustoilus St .. John and.Worthen .·................. ~ ........... ,; .................. VI,339,344
argutus St. J. &.W .......................................... :................ :VI,352*
leidyi,St. J. & W ............................................... .'... VI,346,348,350*
robustus St, J. & W ........................................................ VI,345*
' tenuicristatus St. J. & W ................... , ................. ·............. VI, 348*
variabilis St. J. & W....................................................... VI,346*
· Verti<iillites DeFrauce : .. ........................................................ : ........ VIII, 280'
Vesicularidre ...................................................................... , ........ VIII, 434
VincuJaria DeFrance... . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. . . .. . . .. . .. ................... .'.... VIII, 615
Vincularidre ............................................ , ................................ VIII,363,361
Woodocrinus deKoninck................................................................... III,478.
Worthenopora Ulrich ............................................................ VIII,366,403,669
spatulp.ta (Prout) ...................... : ................................ VIII, 670*
spino.sa Ulrich .............. : ....................................... VIII, 400, 669*
Xenorhachia ......... , ..................... ; ......... :. ........................................ II, 135
XestOrrhytias Meyer ................... .' .............................. ~ .............. ·........ II, 140·
Xiphosura ............................................................................ I!,393; III,544
· Xystracanthus Leidy ................ ·............................................... VI,450,457,468
acinacirormis St. J. & W ................................................. VI,459*
anceps (N. & w.i ........................................................ VI,458,460
arcuatus Leidy........................................·....................... VI, 457
ip.irabilis St. J ..& W ... : .................... ~ ............................. VI,458*
Yoldia Moller ........................ ,; ......................... .. :.............. : . .............. II,282
"(?)levistriata M. & W ...................................... : .......................... II,282*

11:

Zaphrentis Rafinesque .................................................. , .... 1II, 410; VIII; 132
calcariformis Hall........................................................... VIII, 74*
carinata Worthen ..............·.............................................. VIII, 75*
centralis E. & H ............................................................. VIII, 72*
chesterensis Worthen ....................................................... VIII73*
clifl'ordana E. & H .. :................................ , ...................... VIII, 75*
cylindracea Worthen ....................................................... VIII, 78*
dalei E. & H.' ...................................................... ; ......... VIII,71*
illinoiensis Worthen ................ , .............. ~ ........................ VIII, 77*
lanceolata Worthen ......................................................... VIII. 76*
·parasitica Worthen .......................................................... VIII, 79*
pellensis Worthen......................................... ; ................. VIII, 74*
reversa Worthen .. :. •; ...................................................... ; VIII, 78*
spergenensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 77*
(spinulifera Hall) ...........................·................................... VIII, 71
spinulosa E.· &· H ........................................................... VIII, 73*
ulrichi Worthen............................................................. VIII, 76*
varsoviensis Worthen ...................................................... VIII, 78*
sp. indet ...................................................................... III,410*
Zeacrinus Troost .............. II, 181, 185,216,237,240,312; V,426,490,534,547,563; VII,302; VIII,91
acanthoporus M. & W ..............................·............................. V; 563*
arboreus Worthen............................................................... V,534*
armiger M. & W................................................................. V,547*
asper M. & W .................................. ; ................................ V,430*
bifurcatus M. Ch .................................................................. Il,241
cariniferus Worthen ................................................ ·...·....... , . V, 535*
compactilis Worthen ................. : ............... : ............... ; ........... V, 536*
concinnus M. & W .............................................................. V;490*
coxanus Worthen ................................................... ~· ........ VII,302*
" (?)crassus M:& W ............................ , ............................... II,314*,315t
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·Zeacrinusdiscus. M. & W .......................... : ................................ II,312*; ·V,565
·
elegans Hall ... : ............. 7....................................................... II,185
formosus Worthen ..... -. ..........................................·.... :·.......... V,549*
impressus (McCoy)., ......................·....... -. ........... ; .. " .................. II, Sis
intermedius Hall .................................................................. II,181
keokuk ·worthen ......................................................... :·.... VII, 303*
lyra M. & W...................................................................... V,432*
mue~ospinus M. Ch .............................................. Il,313; V,548,500*,565
veran2ulatus White ................................................................ V,427
pikensis Worthen ..............................-............................... VII, 304*
p!anobrachlatus M. & W .............................._......... , ............... II,240*
ramosus Hall ..... ; .... , ................................................. II,187; V,429
seobina M. & W ............................................................. V,426*,430
serratus M. & W ................................................................ V,428*
spinibrachiatus· White ............................................................ V,442
stimpsonl Lyon ....... : ....... , ............................... : ................ VII.293
subtumidus Worthen ......... ·.... ·:··.'...................................... : .. V,648*
troostanus- M. & W ............... .,................ _........................ II,186*.187t
sp. indet .................................................................. V, PI. i, fig. 4*
Zittelella Ulrich and Everett ................................ VIII,217,221,222,235,255,257,267,27.li.
" (?Jinfelix U. & E ..................................................... ; ...... VIII,271*,274
in·isculata U. & E ....... :; ............................................... VIII,235,271
Iobata M. & E., ................................................. : ........ VIIl,235,270*
trentonensis Worthen: ..................................................... VIII,235,270
typi<Jalls U. & E .................. ·....................................... VIII,235,268*
· var. pistlliiformis U. & E .......... : .......................... VIII,235,269*
" subrotunda U. & E .......................... : .. ...... :. VIII,235,269*
".
...
" turbinam U. & E ...................................... -..VIII,235,269*
Zoantharia ....... : ..... : ........................... IIl,304,868,407,420; V,56Q; Vl,525; VIII, 71,216
Zygobatis Agassiz ............................................... , ............................... II,59
Zygospira Hall ................................ ·.............................................. III;377
eoncava (Hall) ..................................................... 1 •••••••••••••• III,381
modesta (Say) .. _. ................................. : ............................... III,379
subeoncava M. & W .......................................................... III,380*
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